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A b st r a c t
This thesis follows the emergence and development of T ahnud, the Arabic laudatory 
preamble, as a literary genre in the Arabic tradition: a genre that imaginatively presents 
the distinct worldview (Weltanschauung) that its author embraces and a genre that not 
only features as a standard introduction for an infinite number of texts, but is also, in and 
of itself, a rich source of meaning. The dissertation proposes a literary approach for 
unearthing its depths of knowledge, termed the ‘relational approach’. This approach 
identifies and focuses on the various relations and associations, highlighted and evoked 
by a Tahnud despite its usual conciseness, which are the source of its vitality. Drawing 
upon a broad range of samples, the study also delineates the common characteristics and 
trends of the Talmud tradition as a whole, and focuses on its distinctiveness and 
significance in Fatimid-Tayyibi literature (‘Fatimid-Tayyibi’ refers to IsmaTli 
MustaTian Tayyibi Shiites in Fatimid Egypt as well as their spiritual successors in 
Yemen and India, commonly known as the Da’udI Bohras).
Following the introduction, the thesis is structured on a chronological basis in 
three parts. Section-I (chapters 1-3) traces the development of Talmud from its origins to 
maturity as a distinct genre in Arabic prose. Section-II (chapter-4), building on the 
literary-history presented in the previous section, presents a methodology for the analysis 
of Talmud and applies it to a selection of examples. Section-Ill (chapters 5-7) focuses on 
the unique characteristics of Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahnuds and presents an analysis of a 
number of examples. The section ends with a case-study of a Talmud in one of the 
Fatimid-Tayyibi DaT Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s (d. 1385/1965) risalahs. The question 
posited in the title of this thesis, ‘is the Talmud a literary genre?’ is answered in the 
Conclusion. An appendix of Tahnuds referred to in the thesis and illustrative samples, 
especially from the Fatimid-Tayyibi manuscripts, accompanies the dissertation in a 
separate volume.
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A bstract
This thesis follows the emergence and development of Tahrrild, the Arabic laudatory 
preamble, as a literary genre in the Arabic tradition: a genre that imaginatively presents 
the distinct worldview (Weltanschauung) that its author embraces and a genre that 
features as a standard introduction for an infinite number of texts, and is also, in and of 
itself, a rich source of meaning. The dissertation proposes a literary approach for 
unearthing its depths of knowledge, termed the ‘relational approach’. This approach 
identifies and focuses on the various relations and associations, highlighted and evoked 
by a Talmud despite its usual conciseness, which are the source of its vitality. Drawing 
upon a broad range of samples, the study also delineates the common characteristics and 
trends of the Tahmid tradition as a whole, and focuses on its distinctiveness and 
significance in Fatimid-Tayyibi literature (‘Fatimid-Tayyibi’ refers to IsmaTfi 
MustaTian Tayyibi Shiites in Fatimid Egypt as well as their spiritual successors in 
Yemen and India, commonly known as the Da’udl Bohras).
Following the introduction, the thesis is structured on a chronological basis in 
three parts. Section-I (chapters 1-3) traces the development of Tahmld from its origins to 
maturity as a distinct genre in Arabic prose. Section-II (chapter-4), building on the 
literary-history presented in the previous section, presents a methodology for the analysis 
of Tahmid and applies it to a selection of examples. Section-Ill (chapters 5-7) focuses on 
the unique characteristics of Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids and presents an analysis of a 
number of examples. The section ends with a case-study of a Tahmid in one of the 
Fatimid-Tayyibi DaT Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s (d. 1385/1965) risalate. The question 
posited in the title of this thesis, ‘is the Tahmid a literary genre?’ is answered in the 
Conclusion. An appendix of Tahmlds referred to in the thesis and illustrative samples, 
especially from Fatimid-Tayyibi manuscripts, accompanies the dissertation in a separate 
volume.
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o n  R efer en c in g , T r a nsliter a tio n  a n d  D ates
Referencing:
• The referencing follows the Harvard system.
• The references to texts included in the appendices (Volume-II) are in this format: 
‘Appendix-x:y’, where x is the number of the appendix (from 1-4) and y is the 
number of the Tahmid within that appendix.
• The frequently cited M ajalis of al-Mu’ayyad are cited as xx-yy, where xx is the 
volume (from 1-8) and y is the number of the M ajlis within the volume.
• Encyclopaedia o flslam -IIis abbreviated as EI2.
• Where manuscripts are cited, page numbers are not indicated, as most are not 
paginated.
•  4^ jui-l These brackets and red colored text denotes an unmodified
Qur’anic quote.
•   Red dotted underlining denotes a modified Qur’anic quote.
Transliteration:
• All Arabic words have been transliterated in the thesis. They have also been 
italicized except proper nouns, and titles.
Dating:
• Dates are give in the format (xxxx/yyyy), where xxxx is the Hijrl year and yyyy is 
the Gregorian year.
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Plate-II: Inscription of the Fatihah in ‘Rawdat-TahiralT.
Plate-III: An undated Persian manuscript on verb forms in Arabic grammar most
likely from the 18th century.
Plate-IV: First page of a fascimile edition of a 7th/13th century manuscript of ‘Umdat
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Plate-V: A 12 /18 century manuscript copy of Dala ’il al-kliayrat.
Plate-VI: The first M ajlis in a 14th/20th century manuscript copy of the fourth volume
of al-Mu’ayyad al-ShirazTs Majalis.
Plate-VIIa: The T ahnud in an original manuscript of Risalah-RamadaniyyahA.224H.
Plate-VIIb: The Tahmld in an original manuscript of Risalah-RamadaniyyahA244H.
Plate-VIIIa: Inscription of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-l 335H in 
‘Rawdat-Tahirah’.
Plate-Vmb: A print copy of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s Risalah-Ramadaniyyab-1335H 
with the basmalah written by the author.
Plate-IX: Verse (10:10): ''And their last prayer is \Praise be to God! The M aster o f
the universe’.
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Beginnings and endings, introductions and conclusions, preambles and epilogues, are 
the most essential parts of a text for they set the first and last impression. Both 
internalize the author’s worldview (Weltanschauung) \  highlight the fundamental 
premise of the subject matter and engage the audience. They place the specific focus in 
the larger context and create the vital connection and relation between the audience and 
that focus. In the Islamic tradition, both of these chiefly revolve around hamd or praise 
of the Almighty, a convention called Tahmid2. The endurance of this convention for 
over a thousand years, its widespread usage and adaptation in theological and even non- 
theological texts3, and not least of all, its artistic encapsulation of meaning, make the 
Tahmid one of the most common and special introductions and conclusions.
1 I define ‘worldview’ as 1-the overall perspective from which one sees and interprets the world, and 2-a 
collection of beliefs about life and the universe held by an individual or a group.
2 Various other terms have also been used to refer to Arabic laudatory preambles that begin with the 
name o f God, praise Him, proclaim His Unity and beseech blessings on the Prophet and his progeny. 
These include tasdir, khutbat al-kitab, hamd, hamdalah, and sadr al-kitab. Through the thesis I attempt to 
define the specific signification of each even though they are often used to refer to the whole tradition; 
the part referring to the whole. For the sake of consistency, I use the term Tahmld to refer to the tradition 
in general, and the other terms to refer to specific sub-types. The reason I choose Tahmld over others is 
because of its distinction from other words {khutbah confused with oration, tasdir confused with address 
or other kinds of beginnings etc.) and because it is a compact single word that conveys the essence of the 
tradition: praise and thanks, in perpetuity and in absolute terms since it is a verbal noun.
3 For examples of theological and non-theological works with Tahmld see Appendix-2.
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Beginning an epistle, a monograph, or an oration with the praise of God, such as 
the preamble above (in the Fatimid-Tayyibi manner) with which I have chosen to begin 
this chapter, is a tradition that has its roots in Islamic and even pre-Islamic Arabia. 
Starting as a relatively simple and brief convention, this formulaic beginning gradually 
evolved into an elaborate literary composition with its own rules and templates, and 
with its own claim to artistic merit. The archetypal Islamic doxological beginning, the 
opening of the Holy Qur’an, surat al-Fatihah, established a trend that continues until 
this day. Over the centuries the unchanging core structure of Tahnrid has been adapted 
and used to provide an eloquent introduction to an array of texts and contexts.
The Tahmid tradition, despite its widespread usage and endurance in Arab- 
Islamic culture, has by and large been ignored in Arab and Western academia. Apart 
from a few encyclopaedia articles and general words within discussions of artistic or 
epistolary prose, it is seldom even mentioned as a significant component of the text. 
The lack of reference to it is motivated by a tendency to take it for granted. However, 
as this study will demonstrate, far from simply being a formulaic stereotype, the 
Tahmid is a rich, significant and often highly artistic element of Arab-Islamic culture.
The versatility and widespread usage of Tahmid as a preamble is only one of the 
reasons why it merits scholarly attention. That it achieves originality within 
convention, adapting a static structure to such a wide range of contexts, is another 
motive for investigating it. Its ability to offer insights into the identity, ideology and 
worldview of the author, makes the study relevant to any scholar dealing with the 
Islamic literary tradition.
This thesis follows the emergence and development of Tahmid, the Arabic laudatory 
preamble, as a literary genre in the Arabic tradition: a genre that not only features as a 
standard introduction for an infinite number of texts, but is also, in and of itself, a rich 
source of meaning. The dissertation proposes a literary approach for unearthing its 
depths of knowledge, termed the ‘relational approach’. This approach identifies and 
focuses on the various relations and associations, highlighted and evoked by a Tahmld 
despite its usual conciseness, which are the source of its vitality. Drawing upon a broad 
range of samples, the study also delineates the common characteristics and trends of the 
Tahmld tradition as a whole, and focuses on its distinctiveness and significance in 
Fatimid-Tayyibi literature.
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The name ‘Fatimid-Tayyibi’ refers to the literature of the Ismaili-Shiite 
Fatimids as well as then* spiritual successors in Yemen and India, who believe in the 
continuity of the line of the Imamate in the progeny of the twenty-first Imam al-Tayyib 
in seclusion, while his Da‘wah (mission) is continued by the DaT al-Mutlaq, as a 
representative of the Imam for his followers, in their midst. They are also known as 
MustaTite-Ismailis and are commonly known today as Dawoodi-Bohras4. The current 
base of the community is in India, headed by the fifty-second in the line of DaTs, 
Syedna Muhammad Burhanuddin5. The DaTs and scholars of this community produced 
a steady stream of literature from Fatimid times to the present day.
My experience with the unique Tahmlds written by the fifty-first Fatimid-Tayyibi DaT
Syedna Taher Saifuddin6 (d. 1385/1965) initially stimulated this research project.
Rather than overlooking them, students of the tradition seek ‘oceans of knowledge’
under each word of the preambles that constitute 30-40% of the length of the DaTs 
 _
risalahs . They draw attention to the historical references, the principles guiding the 
author, and the ideology and esoteric interpretations embedded in the Tahmid. This 
kindled my interest and encouraged me to analyze these unique examples, knowing very 
well that these Tahmids were part of a wider deep-rooted Arab-Islamic tradition.
The study of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s Tahmlds thus prompted an investigation 
into the origins, characteristics and analysis of the Tahmid tradition in general. For this 
purpose, I relied essentially on primary sources containing examples of Tahmlds, 
including orations and epistles written in the first few centuries of Islam in addition to 
monographs that also begin with a laudatory preamble. I also benefited from manuals of 
chancery writing (2nd/8th-7tb/13th century) which contain fragments of information on 
the rules, expectations and guidelines for the doxological preamble in addition to 
invaluable examples. It is on the basis of samples from these primary sources (more 
than 500 Tahmlds) that the approach presented in this thesis is developed.
4 The Dawoodis are the largest denomination of Bohras; other comparatively minor denominations 
include ‘Aliyas, Sulaymanis and Mahdibaghwalas.
5 See Al-Jamea-Tus-Saifiyah Publications (2001) for an illustrated biography. This is the common 
spelling of the Arabic Sayyidna Muhammad Burhan al-DIn, The title ‘Syedna’ (lit. our leader) has 
become the universally used official title for the D al.
6 This is the common spelling of the Arabic Sayyidna Tahir Sayf al-din.
7 Description of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s risalahs in wa'.z-sermon by Khuzaima b. Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin 1984.
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The study of the development and general features of Tahmld is complemented 
by a focus on the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition in Egypt (4th—6th/ 10th-12th century), Yemen 
(6tb—10th/l 2th—16th century) and India (10th—14th/l 6th—20th century), and Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin’s risalahs in particular. For this case study, I relied mainly on print editions 
and manuscripts of Fatimid-Tayyibi primary sources, once again due to a lack of 
scholarship on the subject. I was also fortunate to have access to the Fatimid-Tayyibi 
Daewah library in Mumbai and Syedi Khuzema b. Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s personal 
library, which have rare manuscripts of risalahs that boast excellent examples of
Q
Tahmid, written by Fatimid-Tayyibi authors .
Following the introduction, the thesis is structured on a chronological basis in three 
parts. In the latter part of this introduction, as a foundation for this study, I present a 
basic definition for the principal components of Tahmid. I also make a case for their 
conceptual weight, which I believe is a consequence of their continuation of the pre- 
Islamic tradition of praise in addition to the prominent theological and political role 
assigned to them in the early Islamic period. Following this, Section-I (chapters 1-3) 
traces the development of Tahmid from its origins to maturity as a distinct genre in 
Arabic prose. Section-II (chapter-4), building on the literary-history presented in the 
previous section, presents a methodology for the analysis of Tahmid and applies it to a 
selection of Tahmlds. Section-Ill (chapters 5-7) focuses on the unique characteristics of 
Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmlds and presents an analysis of a number of examples. The 
section ends with a case-study of a praise-preamble in one of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s 
twentieth century risalahs.
Section-I addresses the development, purpose and rules of Tahmid in the Arab- 
Islamic tradition. Chapter-1 presents surat al-Fatihah as the archetype of Tahmid in 
terms of its function, its substance and its style. It contends that the Fatihahi and the 
Tahmlds that are based on its template, must be viewed as ‘hybrid texts’: texts that are 
simultaneously oral and written. It is only with this view that a full appreciation of the 
impact and signification of the Fatihah, and Tahmlds in general, can be achieved. 
Chapter-2 argues that outside the Qur’anic context, the origins of Tahmld must be 
sought in the Arabian tradition of orality, the khutbah in particular. It asserts that just
8 The Fatimid-Tayyibi sources are discussed in more detail in the beginning of chapter-V (p.160). Plates- 
VI, Vila, Vllb, and VIHb are examples of such manuscripts.
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as the first century chancery risalahs assumed the function of the khutbah as a medium 
of communication and persuasion, they also assimilated its formal features, including 
the laudatory preamble. The nature of the risalah and its proliferation, I argue, was 
crucial in the pervasive spread of the convention. Chapter-3 delineates the basic 
characteristics, rules and guidelines of Tahmld based on a survey of mostly mediaeval 
manuals of chancery writing. I contend that the concept of iqtida\ following or 
emulating a model or exemplar, which is manifested in these manuals, is an essential 
factor in guaranteeing the perpetuation of the Tahmid tradition.
With this background in mind, the presentation and application of the ‘relational 
approach’, as the preferred method for the analysis of Tahmlds, is the focus of Section- 
II (chapter-4). Developed specifically for the analysis of these praise-preambles, this 
approach enables us to appreciate the multiple layers of meaning in a seemingly 
mundane convention. It also allows us to appreciate the convention’s capacity to create 
a contextualizing framework and a state of consciousness for the text it introduces. The 
approach views the Tahmid as a set of carefully chosen explicit and implicit relations 
centering on God. The varied nature of these relations contextualizes the subsequent 
text and locates it, its author and its audience within the larger scheme of creation. The 
chapter argues for the suitability of this approach and defines terminology to assist in 
analysis. Based on the perception of Tahmid as a ‘hybrid genre’, this chapter 
emphasizes the role of rhetoric in the enhancement and creation of meaning. This is 
followed by an application of the approach to five selectively chosen Tahmlds, 
beginning with an analysis of a khutbah opening by ‘All b. Abl Talib in the l st/7th 
century, and ending with an analysis of an opening of a monograph by the famous 
historian Ibn al-Athir in the 7th/13th century. The selection consciously brings in 
samples from different time periods and contexts to assert the utility of this approach 
for the analysis of a broad spectrum of Tahmids.
Section-Ill (chapters 5-7) focuses on the distinctiveness of Tahmid in the 
Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition, stressing the continuity of the principal themes and motifs in 
Fatimid-Tayyibi praise-preambles through the ages, while at the same time 
emphasizing its evolution in the face of changing religious and geopolitical 
circumstances. Chapter-5 compares the characteristics of the Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids 
with the broader Tahmid tradition, drawing upon the findings of earlier chapters (2 and 
3). It highlights the esoteric dimension of the primary Tahmid components and the
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recurring trends that distinguish Fatimid-Tayyibi praise-premables from the rest. 
Building on this comparison, chapter-6 traces the development of Tahmld in the three 
major phases of the tradition: Fatimid Egypt (4th -  6th/10th-12th century), Yemen (6th-  
10th/l2th—16th century) and India (10tb-14th/16th-20th century). One carefully chosen 
Tahmid from each of the phases is analyzed in depth using the relational approach 
presented earlier in chapter-4.
The final chapter, a tribute to the author whose works inspired this study, is 
devoted to the Tahmid in Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s first risalah. Following a brief 
presentation of the author’s life and works, the Tahmid is considered as a response to 
the pervading atmosphere of dissension. The chapter argues that Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin’s laudatory preamble is a high point in the evolution of the convention 
wherein the Tahmid rather than simply introducing the matn, the main-body of the text 
where the substance is expected, becomes a ‘psuedo-mata’, substantial in its own right. 
A more detailed study of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s risalahs and their Tahmids is 
perhaps a project for the future.
Is the Tahmid then a distinct literary genre? Based on the texts surveyed and 
analyzed during the course of this study, the thesis conclusion will attempt to answer 
this question posed in the thesis title. I define genre as a group of texts with common 
features and other features that are individualized (Cohen, 2003). A genre, in the 
context of Tahmid, is identifiable through its establishment of a clear worldview, its 
textual and formal characteristics, and its governance of the expectations of the author 
and audience.
A separately bound volume of appendices consisting of samples of Tahmids 
referred to in this study complements the dissertation. At present there is no anthology 
or collection of Tahmids, and while a number of these are published, it is practically 
unviable to expect readers to refer to Tahnuds scattered in a vast range of monographs 
from various disciplines and time periods. Many Tahmids from the Fatimid-Tayyibi 
tradition in particular are still in manuscript form. Appendix-1 presents examples of 
components of Talmud in pre-Islamic and Islamic inscriptions, Islamic numismatics and 
papyri. Appendix-2 presents samples of Tahmids from khutbahs, chancery-risalahs and 
other sources. Appendix-3 presents the guidelines or templates for Tahmids in various 
contexts presented in a Fatimid chancery manual. Appendix-4 presents the theological 
non-chancery Tahmlds from the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition.
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The separately bound appendices will facilitate reference to Tahnilds being 
analyzed while reading the dissertation. The Tahmids included in the appendices are 
clearly referenced in the dissertation by ‘Appendix-x:y’, where x is the number of the 
appendix (from 1-4) and y is the number of the Tahmid within that appendix. The 
Tahmids within each appendix are presented in chronological order. A glossary of 
technical terms including chancery terms pertaining to the rules of Tahmid, terms 
developed for the ‘relational-approach’ and unfamiliar terminology in the Fatimid- 
Tayyibi tradition is also presented in the appendices.
A disclaimer must be made at this point: this thesis does not pretend to achieve 
a fully comprehensive survey of Tahmids; that is all but impossible. The corpus of 
material is so large that boundaries are necessary to avoid superficiality. From the l st/6th 
to the 9th/15th century, while a number of non-chancery examples are analyzed, the 
majority of samples derive from the influential state chancery of the Umayyads, 
Abbasids, Fatimids and Mamluks. In the post 9th/15th century period, only illustrative 
examples that prove the continuity of the general Tahmld tradition are cited and the 
focus is predominantly on praise-preambles from Fatimid-Tayyibi religious literature. 
Acknowledging the ambitious nature of this project, the goal was to strike a balance 
between considering the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition in depth and at the same time 
defining the main characteristics of the broader Tahmid tradition and providing the 
tools for its analysis; tools that will, I hope, prove useful to scholars reading any Arab- 
Islamic text beginning with Tahmld.
Definition of Tahmld
The word Tahmld, a verbal noun, is defined literally as the act of praising and offering 
thanks. The tradition labelled Tahmid, however, is defined by four core components 
that constitute its basic structure in this order:
1. The basmalah, beginning with the name of God with the formula: bism Allah al-
Rahman al-Rahim 9.
9 The basmalah as the very first ayah of the Qur’an holds a prominent position. It follows a long tradition 
of invoking the name of the divine, which is Islamized. The form of the basmalah remains static in the 
overwhelming majority of Tahmids. The emphasis is on the attribute of mercy, with most exegetes 
commenting on the subtle difference between Rahman and Rahim, the former used only to describe the 
all encompassing mercy of the Almighty while the latter adjective used to describe human mercy as well. 
Analysis o f the basmalah also relates to the discussion of the names of Allah. The various views on these 
issues are presented by al-Gharaw! (1982, pp. 77-174). He also cites numerous treatises written on the
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2. Hamd, praising and thanking Him, most commonly with the formula al-hamd li 
Allah alladhi..}®.
3. Shahadah, the proclamation of the Unity of God and the Prophethood of 
Muhammad: ashhad ant lailaha illaAllah-wa ann Muhammadrasul A llah11.
4. Salawat, beseeching blessings on the Prophet and his progeny, usually based on 
the formula Allahumma salli ‘ala Muhammad wa al Muhammad kama sallayta
— _   _ in
(ala Ibrahim wa al Ibrahim .
The first two components constitute the bare minimum for an opening to be considered 
a Tahnud, as in surat alFatihah. But even though the latter two are sometimes elided, 
most praise beginnings include all four. These are the components that form the 
skeleton of Tahmid from its origin to modem times. The key to the Talmud’s vitality is 
the adaptation of these indispensable and conceptually rich constants.
Over and above the literal definitions of these components, the conceptual value of the 
core elements is paramount. From the early days of Islam, the status of these formulae 
is substantiated by a survey of epigraphic and numismatic evidence and corroborated by 
numerous traditions. I contend that three aspects or dimensions of these elements are
basmalah (pp. 8-10). The esoteric signification of the basmalah in the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition is 
discussed in chapter-V (p. 164).
10 Also called hamdalah, the dual signification of hamd, praise and gratitude, is a source of debate. Most 
argue for the suitability of one signification over the other depending on the context. The connection 
between hamd and madh is also drawn on the basis of their shared root letters, even though rearranged. 
Hassan (2004, p. 179) bases this observation on Ibn Jinrii’s concept of al-ishtiqaq al-akbar, wherein the 
essence of the signification remains the same despite the rearrangement of letters. This connection, the 
word madlh in particular, ties the Tahmid tradition with one of the prominent aghrad, lit. purposes of 
Arabic poetry: madlh. Al-Gharawl (1982, pp. 197-214) summarizes the various opinions on the meaning 
of hamd. The esoteric signification of hamd in the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition is also discussed in chapter- 
V (p.168).
11 Also called tashahhud, the proclamation of the Unity of God is a standard format of negation, ‘there is 
no God’, followed by affirmation, ‘but Allah’. The proclamation of Muhammad, which is also included 
in many Tahmids, differs in that it is solely an affirmation. It is the formula with which an individual can 
accept the Islamic faith. Shiites also consider the declaration that ‘All is the waliyy of God, as an 
extension of the shahadah. The esoteric signification of the shahadah in the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition is 
also discussed in chapter-V (p. 170).
12 Also called tasliyah, the concept is derived from the Qur’anic verse 33:56 in which the faithful are 
commanded to beseech salawat on the Prophet. The definition of salawat varies depending on who 
pronounces it. From God, it is rahmah, from the angels it is barakah and maghfirah and from humans it is 
du‘a and ta ‘zlm  (al-Tabari, Tafsir and al-RazI, in tafslr of Qur’an 33:56). The beseeching of salawat on 
the Prophet’s progeny is permissible as part of the salawat by most Sunni scholars, and as an obligation, 
without which the salawat would be incomplete, by Shiites. The salawat thus is one of the main markers 
of sectarian differences in the Tahmid. Also see Goldziher (1970) for a summary of the meaning (p. 38) 
and sectarian differences in Tahmid (pp. 55-58). The esoteric signification of the salawat in the Fatimid- 
Tayyibi tradition is also discussed in chapter-V (p. 175).
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the source of their, and the Tahmid’s, conceptual weight: the heritage, theological and 
political dimensions.
The pre-Islamic heritage of Tahmid components is apparent in the acceptance, 
Islamization and employment of formulae that preceded the advent of Islam. While 
Islam eradicated certain earlier traditions it adopted and Islamized others. The Hajj, 
considered to be an Abrahamic tradition, is the perfect example of Islamization. 
Similarly, the conceptualization of Islamic formulae as an integral part of daily life was 
inherited from the pre-Islamic period. The well known Christian rite of doxology, the 
‘Lord’s Prayer’ {Paternoster), a canonical prayer derived from the gospels of Matthew 
(6) and Luke (11) in the New Testament and the ‘Gloria in Excelsis Deo’ are prime 
examples of the use of praise formulae in liturgy13. Many Syriac texts are also known to 
have begun with praise incantations of the divine or the ruler14. Studies of Semitic and 
Greek inscriptions clearly establish a tradition of similar incantations, prayers and 
statements of belief in pre-Islamic times15,
Littmann (1943, p.277; Appendix-1:1) refers to a Safaitic inscription 
reminiscent of the Islamic basmalah: “ ...and he greeted in the name of Allat his 
brother...”. Gignoux (1979), tracing the origins of the basmalah to Iran, goes so far as 
to suggest that it is a direct descendant of the Pahlavi padnam  iyazdan -  ‘in the name 
of God’16. An inscription by the king Esimiphaios in early 6th century South Arabia 
reads: ‘In the name of God and His son Christ victorious and the Holy Spirit’ (Beeston, 
‘Abraha’ EI2)11. Suggestive of the shahadah, Prentice (1909, p.206; Appendix-1:2) cites 
this Greek inscription in a Syrian house: “One God who aideth, May he who wrote this 
be remembered”. Prentice (p.68; Appendix-1:3) cites another such reference from the 
year 403 CE: “In the year 714. (There is) One God, that helpeth Lord Eulalios, who 
delighted in building...”. Evocative of hamd are the numerous instances of ‘praise’ that
13 ‘Gloria’ in Fortescue (2003).
14 Griffith (2008, ‘personal interview’).
15 A principal source of reference for these inscriptions is the series of publications of the Princeton 
University archaeological expeditions to Syria in 1904-1905 and 1909 (Littman, 1913,1934, 1943 and 
1949). Although most of these cannot be precisely dated, they are believed to be from the few centuries 
before the dawn of Islam.
16 Numerous other Pahlavi texts from around the 5th century AD begin with the name of God and praise, 
see for example Kdmdmag I Ardaxsir I Pabagan, Menog I  xrad and Bimdahifn. I would like to thank 
Rastin Mehri, my colleague at SOAS, for bringing these texts to my attention.
17 Beeston notes the difference between this formula and the one used by Abraha found in an inscription 
in Ma’rib. He says that this is a sectarian distinction because Esimiphaios was most likely a 
Monophysite. Abrahah’s inscription reads: “By the power and favour and mercy of God and His Messiah 
and the Holy Spirit”. It is an interesting precedent to formulae reflecting sectarian identity.
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are cited in the series, especially in Syriac Inscriptions. Among the inscriptions that 
Littmann (1934, p.39 and 53; Appendix-1:4 and 5) cites are a few quite similar to al- 
ham dli Allah: “Praise be to our Lord!...” from a dedication panel and “Praise be to our 
Lord who raised from the dead, Ma Daianos and Mar Cosmos his son! The memory of 
both be blessed...”. Others differ in that they praise the trinity but the spirit of praise is 
the same: “Praise be to the praised Trinity...” (p.37; Appendix-1:6). To my knowledge, 
the fourth element of Tahmid, salawat, is unique to the Islamic tradition.
The heritage dimension is further endorsed by traditions that link the core 
components of Tahmid with pre-Islamic Prophets. A tradition attributed to ‘AH by al- 
Nisaburi contends that the basmalah was first revealed to Adam, who said that ‘my 
progeny will be protected against the torments (of Hell) so long as they continue to 
recite it’. It was then revealed to Abraham, after which it was withdrawn and then sent 
to Solomon; it was again withdrawn and finally revealed to Muhammad18. In another 
tradition attributed to the Prophet Noah by al-Tha‘alibi in Qisas al-anbiya\ Noah is 
said to have given his people two commands and two prohibitions. The two commands 
were: i) say there is no God but Allah, and ii) to say ‘God be praised’19. The formula 
used by Quraysh bism ik Allahumm  is shown to have Christian origins by al-Suli (pp.31- 
32). and al-Qalqashandi (p.959). In a probably fantastical story, Umayyah b. Abl al-Salt 
al-Thaqafl, stranded in the desert, is helped by an old man in a Church who teaches him 
the formula bism ik Allahumm  to waive off the curse upon them and protect them. The 
essence of these traditions and anecdotes is to associate these formulae with a Prophet 
or religion recognized by Islam, which demonstrates the conceptual weight that the 
elements of Tahmld maintained from their pre-Islamic heritage.
As a result of this heritage, many components of the earlier formulae were quite 
simply adapted to suit Islamic sensibilities. Once they were Islamized, they were as 
‘Islamic’ as original Islamic stipulations. The basmalah, bism Allah, for instance, was 
only a slight modification from the earlier bism A llat or bism ik Allahumm. The 
conceptual weight of formulae in pre-Islamic times was thus inherited, while the 
formulae were Islamized and internalized.
18 Qtd. by Ayoub (2004,p.l8). Al-Gharawi (1982,p. 15) cites a similar tradition attributed to the Prophet 
by al-Ja'buri, in which basmalah is presented as the first inscription by the qalam (Pen) and that it was 
revealed to Adam. Another anecdote, wherein Pharoah is spared God’s wrath in the time of Moses 
because the basmalah is inscribed on his door, is also narrated (p. 18). He also cites Tafsir al-Fakbr al- 
R aziwhich states that al-hamd li Allah were the first words pronounced by Adam (p. 211).
19 Cited in Rubin (2003, p. 78).
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The two other dimensions, the theological and political, exponentially increased the 
conceptual weight of Tahmld formulae. Since the two dimensions overlapped in the 
early days of Islam, it makes sense to discuss them together. The Islamization process 
assigned the formulae new roles that would conceptually revolutionize them. All 
components, being verbatim or modified extractions from the Qur’an, assumed a 
superior status. Their invocation was encouraged by many traditions as a way to gamer 
divine grace, heal the sick, wade off fear and protect20. They became closely associated 
with Islamic identity, as illustrated by the prominent role of the shahadah while 
espousing Islam. As the inscriptions in the Dome of the Rock and the numismatic 
evidence discussed below demonstrate, the formulae embodied the core beliefs of Islam 
as a religion and as a political force. The formulae were themselves as important as the 
doctrines, since they were, for all practical purposes, the doctrines.
The inscriptions in the Dome of the Rock from the year 72/691 in particular are an 
example of the capacity of Islamic formulae, including components of Tahmld, to 
represent identity21. While there are other inscriptions containing formulae from that
77period , this inscription is particularly significant because the primary components of 
Tahmld appear in it with a recurring pattern.
-Oil ^l\ All )J p~*-jl! j > j l l  -oil p—*» [swj ^  aAp -Oil ^ 9  -oil J (ll2’<^  Jo-1 ) aJ ^
aAp 1jL<? ly*i! j j io l l  [w] (^ wJl -Oil j l  -Oil J Al
>^11 -oi |N\v1 ^  a!1 l^l a!1 V px>-jS! (j-^ jll -oil p—* l,v' ^ 1jA—_j
20 The traditions encouraging and enumerating the virtues of reciting these formulae are many. For a good 
collection, especially with regard to basmalah and hamd see al-GharawI (1982, pp. 15-17, 178-180 and 
253-257). See also Ayoub (2004, pp. 17-19) and al-Ghazali, Ihya’; the latter quotes various traditions 
encouraging hamd (pp. 307-309) and salawat (pp. 316-318).
21 This inscription is one of two on the inside of the building. Full inscriptions in Appendix-1:9 and 10. 
Christel Kessler (1970, pp. 8-9) provides transcriptions and pictures of both inscriptions. The Latin letters 
inserted within the text show the orientation of the inscription within the octagon. The markers or 
separating stars, are part of the original inscription and have not been added by Kessler or me. The 
underlined name is a later alteration by the Abbasid caliph al-Ma’mun who tried to attribute the 
construction of the Dome of the Rock to himself, but somehow forgot to alter the date. Kessler maintains 
that the golden glass mosaic inscriptions are undoubtedly from the time of the original work done in the 
72H, and were not modified during the relatively recent restoration.
22 Some inscriptions containing formulae include the basmalah in an inscription from the year 31/652 
discussed by el-Hawary (1930, p.322; Appendix-1:7), also an early though undated inscription of verse 
33:56 pertaining to the salawat cited by G.C. Miles (1948, p. 241; Appendix-1:8).
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In the religious and political context of l st/7th century Jerusalem, “the building of the 
Dome of the Rock combined the symbols of victory with an assertion of the position of 
Islam as the successor and supplanter of the other two monotheistic religions of the 
Near East” (King, 1985, p.274)23. The grand structure of the building counters the 
spectacular churches of Jerusalem, while the formulaic inscriptions inside distinguish 
Muslim identity from existing monotheistic religions. For this purpose, with the aid of 
Qur’anic verses 112:1-4 and 17:111, the shahadah and hamd are expanded to emphasize 
the belief in One God rather than the Trinity, to emphasize Muslim identity vs. 
Christian identity. The manifestation of this identity in Tahmld formulae is indicative 
of their conceptual import.
Nowhere else is the theological and political significance of Tahmld elements 
more visible and dominant than in first century Islamic coins. Coins prior to the coinage 
reform in 77/692 were almost indistinguishable from Byzantine or Sassanian coins of 
the period except for the inclusion of Islamic religious phrases. Having no coinage of 
their own, the Muslims adapted the existing coinage to their religious and geopolitical 
context. Byzantine coinage was adapted in Syria and North Africa (Appendix-1:14-15), 
while in Mesopotamia and Persia Sassanian coinage was adapted(Appendix-l:l 1-12). In 
the Arab-Sassanian coins the portrait of the ruler continued to be represented on the 
obverse with his name, and in later coins the Arab provincial ruler’s name, in Pahlavi. 
The “one strikingly distinct feature” according to G.C. Miles (1952, p. 156) was the 
addition of formulae such as bism Allah and al-hamd li Allah. The figure below is an 
example of such a coin from the year 41/660, one of many catalogued by Walker 
(1941)24:
Figure-i Darabijird 41/6602
23 Also see Grabar (1959, pp. 33-62).
24 For other examples of pre-reform coinage with inscriptions see Appendix-1:11-15.
25 Cited by Walker (1941, p.10) coin no.14, figure from
http://Islam iccoins.ancicnts.info/um avvads/41Darabiird AS.JPG: Appendix-1:11.
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The basmalah in Kufic is visible on the obverse margin of the coin in a shortened form, 
bism Allah, which is common even for later post-reform coins26. Though the coin is 
typical of Arab-Sassanian coins, there is variety in the basmalah used: bism Allah rabbi, 
bism Allah al-eaziz etc27. The variations are possibly vestiges of the pre-Islamic 
tradition discussed above. Despite the heterogeneity and the continuation of an earlier 
tradition of iconography, the statement of Islam is made through the basmalah, since it 
is that which distinguishes Arab-Sassanian coins from Sassanian ones.
‘Abd al-Malik’s monetary reform in the year 77/692 was a strong political 
statement made primarily by discarding the symbolic iconography of the challenging 
empires and replacing it with its Islamic counterpart28. It is abundantly clear that in 
order to counter a symbol as powerful as the cross—which the Muslims saw “as the 
universal sign of Christianity in the Near East and also the sign of the Byzantine 
Empire” (King, 1985, p. 269), elements of the Tahmid were selected. The Fatimid 
theologian al-Qadi al-Nifman in his work, A s as al-Ta’wll\ drawing a parallel between 
the cross and the shahadah, states that, while the cross was the substance (asl) of 
Christianity, the shahadah was the asl of Islam. It is arguable that conceptually the 
formulae were for the Muslims what the Cross was for the Christians. The formulaic 
inscriptions were, for all intents and purposes, the icons of Islam.
The typical post-reform Umayyad coin contained the basmalah, shahadah, 
Qur’anic verses attesting the shahadah, and the date and city of minting. Later on, the 
name of the caliph was also included. The figure below is an example of a gold post­
reform Arab dinai’minted in 77/696, the approximate date for the first reform coins29.
26 Many other coins with various formulae abound, such as li Allah al-hamd in a coin from the year 
70/689 cited by Walker (1941, p.10) coin no. 14, and Arab-Byzantine coins with the Latin equivalent of 
the shahadah (la ilah ilia Allah wahdah la shank lah) and many variants o f the basmalah (bism Allah, bism 
al-rabb, bismik Allahumm al-Muhyl al-Rahman, and bismik Allahumm)cited in Walker (1956, pp.54-56) 
coins no. 143, 144,145, 146. The cross in these coins is replaced by a simple pole. An interesting example 
is a coin with the Kharijite slogan la hukm ilia li Allah cited by Walker (1941, p.100) coin no.112 
(Appendix-1:13).
27 Coins no. 6 and 9 are examples of variations in Walker (1941).
28 The debate concerning *Abd al-Malik’s coinage reform is summarized by Burke (1995, pp. 29-32).
29 For examples of Arab-Sassanian and Arab-Byzantine post-reform coinage see Appendix-1:16 andl8.
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Figure-ii 77/696
This epigraphic model overpowered others in the Islamic empire and became the 
template for centuries of Islamic coins. A closer look at the coin reveals that the choice 
of formulae and the layout were carefully thought out and integral in declaring and 
representing Muslim creed and the political identity adjoined with it.
The assertion that formulae are markers of faith and identity is also vindicated 
by a number of interesting traditions. An episode during the writing of the Hudaybiyah 
treaty is worth narrating. Al-Bukhan in his Sahlh (no. 2529) narrates that ‘AH b. Abl 
Talib was responsible for writing the treaty. The Prophet instructed him to write bism 
Allah al-Rahman al-Rahlm, at which point Quraysh’s arbitrator interrupted and 
demanded that ‘AH should write bism ik Allahumm, as he did not recognize what ‘All 
had written. The Prophet agreed to this and went on to instruct ‘All to write: ‘this is a 
treaty between Muhammad the Messenger of God {rasul Allah) and Once again, the 
arbitrator interrupted and complained that if he had given the shahadah that 
Muhammad was the messenger of God he would not have fought him. This episode 
clearly shows that an acceptance of the formulae was equivalent to an acceptance of the 
faith itself.
The integral connection between the formula and the faith is perhaps best 
illustrated by this extraordinary anecdote from al-Jahiz’s famous work al-Bukhala’ 
(p. 17). The protagonist, Khalid b. Yazld, on his death bed advising his son on the art of 
being a miser, recounts a time when he almost succumbed to the temptation of 
spending:
‘One day when my cravings got the better o f me, and I removed a dirham to fulfil my 
desire, my eyes fell on the coin and on the name o f Allah written on it. So I said to 
myself: I am indeed one o f the losers and misguided, if  I remove from my hand and my 
house something on which is inscribed there is no God but Allah {la ilah ilia Allah), and 
take in its stead something that has nothing [inscribed] on it. By God, the believer 
removes his ring for a purpose, and on it is [inscribed], Allah is sufficient for me {hasbi 
Allah) or I put my trust in Allah {tawakkalt ‘ala Allah), so he would think that he has
30 Cited by Walker (1956, p. 84) coin no. 186, figure (plate no. XII); Appnedix-l:16.
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wandered from the protection of Allah, may He be exalted, until he returns the ring in 
its place. And this is but one ring. And I want to remove in every day a dirham 
[inscribed] on which is Islam, as it is ( (alayh al-Islam kama huwa). This is indeed 
outrageous’.
Humour aside, it is as a result of the longstanding heritage of praise formulae, their 
theological and political significance and their symbolic importance, that the individual 
components of Talmud endured and still continue to endure. Their collective or 
gestaltic value — in the sense that the whole is more than the sum of its parts, however, 
far supersedes their individual significance. The Tahmid tradition is certainly more than 
the sum of its parts. It is with this conceptual gravity of the individual elements in mind 
that this thesis begins.
SECTION-1 
The Development of Tahmid
Plate-11
Inscription of the Fatihah in ‘Rawdat-Tahir ah’, the mausoleum of the 51st Fatimid- 
Tayyibl D al Syedna Taher Saifuddin (d. 1385/1965). The entire Qur’an is engraved in 
marble on the inner walls of the mausoleum and inlaid with gold leaf. All the basmalahs, 
the entirety of surat al-Fatihah and surat aJ-Kawtharare inlaid with precious stones.
Photograph courtesy o f Taher Khorakiwala ©
C h a p t e r -I
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Surat al-Hamd: The Archetype o f  Tahmid
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Introduction
Surat al-Hamd, al-Fatihal?1, lit. the ‘opening’ [of the Qur’an], is the definite archetype of 
Tahmid. As the first surah of the Qur’an, one that every Muslim must memorize and 
recite in daily prayer and as the customary opening and closing of social and other events, 
the significance of the Fatihah cannot be overstated. Alongside the shahadah, it too is ‘an 
oral mark of Islamic identity’32. And while precursors to praise invocations and 
preambles existed in pre-Islamic Arabia, it is the initial verses of surat al-Fatihah that 
marked the genesis and crystallization of the basic character of the Islamic Tahmid 
tradition33. The Fatihah is the primordial praise beginning with basmalah and hamd, with 
which the fundamental practice is established, though not all components are present.
31 The Fatihah is one of the names for the first surah o f the Qur’an. Other names include surat al-Hamd, 
umm al-kitab, al-sab‘ al-mathani, al-kafiyah, al-wafiyah, al-shafiyab and al-salah. Most exegetical 
discussions about it focus on the following issues: the various names; whether the basmalah is part of the 
surah or not, the majority suggesting that it is; the necessity of its recitation in the daily prayer and as one 
of the possible interpretations for al-sab‘ al-mathani; the seven oft repeated verses (because it is repeated 
twice in every prayer or because it was revealed twice, once in Mecca and again in Medina). Hassan (2004) 
and Rubin (1993) focus on the matter of the sab‘ mathani, though their contentions are not fully 
convincing. The majority of exegetes also agree that it was revealed early in the Meccan phase of the 
Prophet’s life. The traditions of the Prophet that indicate its special position in the Qur’an and the merits 
of reciting the surah often accompany exegetical discussions. A Sufi interpretation of the surah, that of Ibn 
‘ArabI in particular, is presented by Grill (1996). The Fatimid-TayyibI interpretation of hamd and surat al- 
Hamd is presented in chapter-V (p.168). Ayoub (2004), Hammad (1982), Paret (Fatiha, EI2), Graham 
(Fatiha, EoQ) and Azad (1971) present a good synopsis of Muslim and non-Muslim scholarship on the 
issues mentioned above and the various interpretations of the surah.
32 Graham (‘Fatiha’, EoQ) cites a recent unpublished paper by J. Bowin in which he points to the Fatihah’s 
‘symbolic importance as a litmus test for the “true Muslim” in contemporary Indonesia’.
33 A note must be made here about the continuing debate on Islamic origins and the origins of the Qur’an 
and consequently the Fatihah. Whereas the orthodox view is to accept the Qur’an as a text revealed in its 
entirety in Muhammad’s lifetime, there is the opposing view advocated by John Wansbrough (1977), 
Michael Cook (1981) and Patricia Crone (1977), that the Qur’an is a collection of fragments compiled by 
mediaeval theologians and exegetes and subsequently raised manually to the status of Scripture. The 
perception of the early stages of Tahmid changes depending on which view is accepted. If the first view is 
accepted then the formulae are a demonstration of Qur’anic influence on culture and practice and the 
Fatihah as the unquestioned archetype of Tahmid. Even though the palaeographic evidence cited in the 
introduction and the Qurrah papyri referred to in the following chapter establish the presence of Tahmid in 
the l st/6lh century they do not explicitly state their debt to the Fatihah (the authenticity of the one example 
that I have found that does acknowledge this debt, the beginning of the khutbah by ‘AH b. Abl Talib cited 
below, cannot be ascertained beyond doubt). Thus the second view cannot be ruled out, nor can it be 
conclusively established. If the second view is accepted then the role of the Fatihah is reversed and the 
Tahmid formulae would be considered as raw material that was incorporated by later exegetes and 
theologians as part of the Qur’an since they were part of a revered tradition. This debate though directly
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This chapter begins by asserting the prototypical nature of the Fatihah vis-a-vis 
the Islamic Tahmid tradition. It then considers the Fatihah firstly as a preamble to the 
Qur’an and secondly as an integral element in Muslim praxis. In both these contexts it 
underlines the Fatihah’s  function as a surah that contextualizes the Qur’an and one that 
reaffirms the relationship between man and God. Lastly, the chapter highlights the often 
overlooked simultaneously oral and written nature of the Fatihah. Appreciating this 
‘hybrid’ nature, as I call it, is crucial because it is a hallmark of the Fatihah and of 
T ahnuds that emulate its model.
The Fatihah as the Archetype of Tahmid
To conceive of the Fatihah as the archetype of Tahmid is intuitive. The concept of 
following a model or exemplar (iqtida), is engrained in Muslim psyche as demonstrated 
by the immense importance given to the sutmah of the Prophet and the Hadlth 
tradition34. For the Muslim author, what better model for prose writing, and beginnings 
in particular, than the Qur’an itself? The Fatihah is clearly the inspiration for Tahmids, 
beginning with the basmalah and followed by the phrase al-hamd li A llah.... Even though 
the shahadah and salawat are not present, the surah establishes the fundamental practice 
of beginning with praise for the Almighty. It is also a template for the function of 
Tahmid, anchoring the text or context it introduces and relating it and the audience to
•7 c______ _
God . The surah’s stylistic features, determined to a certain degree by its oral nature, the 
relatively short, additive and parallelistic phrases and saj‘ etc, are also characteristic of 
the large majority of Tahmids that follow. The formal, functional and stylistic echoes of 
the Fatihah in T ahmlds surveyed in this thesis suggest that Muslim authors considered it 
the supreme model of the convention, a model that was emulated, developed and 
perpetuated.
Two Tahmids, one from the l st/7th century and the other from the 8th/14th century 
unambiguously acknowledge the debt owed by the Tahmid tradition to the Fatihah. The 
first is the praise-preamble of a khutbah attributed to ‘All b. Abi Talib:
relevant to the developmental process of Tahmid, is far too large to tackle here. I find the arguments for the 
first view, presented by Whelan (2004), Watt (2004), Dutton (2004) and Noja Noseda (2007) more 
convincing and thus the discussion of the development of Tahmid in this dissertation considers it as the 
most probable scenario. With later Tahmids, this debate becomes less of an issue, since as far as the 
medieval and later writers were concerned, the Qur’an was a revealed text that they reverently emulated, 
quoted and incorporated in their writings.
34 The concept of iqtida\ and its manifestation in the numerous manuals of chancery writing, is discussed 
further in chapter-in (p.72).
35 The importance of these ‘Tahmid relations’ and the variance in their nature are discussed in chapter-IV.
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Praise is offered to God who made al-hamd a key to His ‘dhikr’. Two interpretations are
possible: the first is to interpret al-hamd simply as the act of praise and offering gratitude
as the beginning to the remembrance of Allah (dhikrlh). The second is to interpret al-
hamd as referring to surat al-Hamd, and dhikr as signifying the Qur’an; a signification
supported by verse 15:9 . Based on the second interpretation, the tradition of beginning
with hamd is no human tradition, rather it is a tradition established by God.
The second Tahmid, Ibn Kathir’s preamble to his Tafslr al-Qur’an al- ‘Azim,
makes a clear link between the opening of God’s Book and Tahmid.
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The centrality of the Fatihah is evident in the very first phrase of the Tahmid. Introduced 
as the Tahmid by which God opens His Book, the quotation of three verses of the surah
36 Ibn Abl al-Hacfid, Shark (p. 982).
37 The latter interpretation is supported by Ibn Abl al-Hadld in Shark (p. 983), cited by al-Gharawi (1982,
pp. 216-217).
38 Complete Tahmid in Appendix-2:122.
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indicates the author’s acknowledgment of the source of the tradition which he is 
following.
The phrases that follow are essentially quotations of a succession of Qur’anic
— q qverses with references to hamd. They are either praise beginnings of other surahs or 
verses that encourage hamd by associating it with the heavens. For example, hamd is 
associated with angels surrounding God’s throne (39:75) and with the believers entering 
paradise (10:10). Though not quoted by Ibn Kathlr, in many instances the Qur’an 
commands: and say praise be to God (wa qul al-hamd li A llah...), or proclaim or repeat 
the praise of your Lord (sabbih bi hamdrabbik) (15:98, 17:111, 20: 130, 23:28, 27:59 and 
93, 31:25, 40:55, 50:39, 52:48, and 110:3). Al-hamd li Allah rabb al-‘alamin itself is 
repeated three other times in the Qur’an as a statement uttered by the righteous (37:182, 
39:75,40:65).
Centuries later, Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-\355H Tahmid 
(Appendix-4:188) also begins with the first three verses of the Fatihah and, with 
mediating interjections, with the first verses of the four other surahs that begin with 
hamd. The phrases that follow are anchored in the Qur’anic verse. The segment 
beginning with verse 6:1 is an excellent example:
* < • > > * *  / 4 i / . * /
The quotation of these Qur’anic beginnings adds credence to the statements that follow, 
especially due to the grammatical parallelism. More importantly here, it acknowledges 
the divine origins of the Tahmid tradition that has sustained it for over fourteen 
centuries.
BarsTat al-lstihlal: The Fatihah as the Introduction of the Qur’an
The Fatihah functions as the Qur’an’s introduction, anchoring its primary themes and 
concepts. This function is also served by a great many Tahmids which adapt its primary 
components to introduce the text or context they begin. Revealed early in the Meccan
39 The four other surahs that begin with hamd aie\ al-An‘am (6:1), al-Kahf(\S:\), Saba’{34:1) and Fatir 
(35:1).
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phase of the Prophet’s life and placed at the very beginning of the m ushaf40, it is likely 
that the Fatihah impacted the beginnings of early Islamic orations and epistles. As the 
following chapter will show, the khutbah and risalah Tahmids served a function similar 
to the Fatihah, possibly because the authors followed the example of surat al-Hamd in 
their preambles, believing it to be the supreme example of bara‘at al-istihlal.
Bara‘at al-istihlal is defined by al-Suyufi (d. 911/1505, p.354) as an opening that 
‘befits the state of the speaker and alludes to the reason for the speech’. Numerous other 
authors such as Ibn Abl al-Isba‘ (d. 654/1254?, pp.21-22), al-Nuwayn (d. 733/1333, 
p.806), al-Qalqashandl (d.821/1418, pp. 930, 970-980), and Ibn Ma‘sum (d. 1052/1642, 
pp.5-6) understand bara‘at al-istihlal similarly since the examples they quote 
contextualize and introduce the text that follows. A distinction is often made between 
husn al-iftitah and bara(at al-istahlal, the latter seen as a subcategory of the former (al- 
Suyuti, p. 354, al-Nuwayfi, p. 806 and al-Qalqashandl p. 930). Al-Qalqashandl states that 
husn al-iftitah may be greetings (salam) or glorification (ta ‘zlm ) of the addressee or 
hamd\ because souls tatashawwaf, look forward to the remembrance (dhikr) of God. Al- 
Qalqashandi provides samples of bara'at al-istihlal that also include a number of Tahmids 
(p. 930). Though there are numerous examples of bara‘at al-istihlal other than Tahmids, 
the finest example for many is the Fatihah. This statement by al-Suyuti concerning 
baracat al-istihlal is representative of this perception:
'I s * '  s s
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Al-Suyuti identifies what he sees as the principal themes of the Qur’an and contends that 
its kernels are in the Fatihah (p. 354). The knowledge of principles ( ‘Ilm al-usuJ), relies 
on the recognition of God (m a‘rifah), and that is referred to by rabb al-‘alamin, al- 
Rahman al-Rahlm; the m a‘rifah of the Prophets is referred to by alladhin antamt
40 Ayoub (2004, pp. 15-16) presents a summary of the exegetes’ views, which is held by all except one 
exegete.
41 Al-Gharawl (1982, pp. 46-47) citing from Masabih al-Anwar states that the gist o f the Qur’an is in the 
Fatihah, the gist o f the Fatihah is in the basmalah and that of the basmalah in the letter ba\ Azad (1971, p. 
15) also sees the Fatihah as ‘epitomizing the fundamental objectives of the faith elaborated in the Qur’an’. 
Barakat (1968, p. 15) also makes a similar point.
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‘alayhim; the m a‘iifah  of the ‘return to the Hereafter’ (m a‘ad) is referred to by m alik 
yawm al-dln. The knowledge of worship ( ‘Ilm  al- *.ibadat) is referred to by iyyaka na ‘bud. 
The knowledge of behaviour ( ‘Ilm  al-suluk), that is to commit one’s self to follow the 
divine ethics, is referred to by iyyaka nasta ‘in, ihdina al-sirat ai-mustaqim. The 
knowledge of [Prophetic] stories ( ‘Ilm  al-qasas) is referred to by sirat alladhin an ‘amt 
‘alayhim ghayr al-maghdub ‘alayhim wa la al-dallin. This, al-Suyuti says, alongside 
beautiful words and phrases, is the ultimate aim of bara‘at al-istihlal. Abul-Kalam Azad 
(1971, p. 15), in a more contemporary view, reiterates and aptly describes this function of 
the Fatihah:
[The Fatihah conveys] in an epitomized form the fundamental objectives of the faith so 
elaborately expatiated upon in the rest of the Qur’an...the rest of the Qur’an is but a 
detailed commentary of the concentrated substance that it contains.
The essence of the Qur’anic message is founded and encapsulated in the Fatihah. As this 
thesis will show, this was commonly the aim of a great number of Tahmids.
The selection of the description of God in the Fatihah, i.e. the nature of the hamd 
and its suitability as the opening of the Qur’an, becomes clearer in comparison with 
Tahmid beginnings of other surahs. There are four other surahs that begin with Tahmid: 
al-An‘am (6:1), al-K ahf(lS:l), Saba’(34:1) and Fatir (35:1). In these surahs, the Tahmid 
focuses on a particular description and theme with respect to God that suits the 
respective surahs: the creation of the skies and the earth in surah-6, the revelation of the 
Book in surah-18, the Kingdom of the heavens and the earth in surah-34, and their 
creation in surah-3542. The Fatihah however focuses on the most universal and prominent 
descriptions of God: the Lord of the Worlds, the Most Compassionate the Merciful and 
the Master of the Day of Judgment. These descriptions contextualize the fundamentals of 
the Qur’anic message: God’s Omnipotence, His mercy and the focus on the Hereafter. 
The focus on rahmah in particular, the two words al-Rahman and al-Rahim repeated 
twice, hints at what, with respect to later Tahmids, is called the perspective or stand 
point of the author. The focus on rahmah sets the tone of the Fatihah and the Qur’anic 
message that follows. While all Tahmids open with hamd\ the flexible nature of that 
hamd, as demonstrated in the Qur’an itself, is essential in setting the suitable tone for the 
text at the very beginning and providing insights into the authors’ point of view.
42 Ibn Mas‘ud (p. 6) cites the tafsJr of al-Juwam which draws a comparison between the Fatihah and the 
four other surahs beginning with Tahmid and makes this point that the description in the Fatihah is broad 
and subsuming while it is specific in the other surahs.
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What exegetes and scholars generally do not address is the ability of the Fatihah 
to make the Qu’ranic text concretely relevant to the listener or reciter. It does so, I 
believe, by relating Qur’anic themes to individuals and communities. As a simple 
illustrative example, verse 1:7, which according to al-Suyuti refers to the qasas of the 
Prophets and their followers, relates the present audience to communities in the past. The 
jealousy of Cain is experienced today, the oppression of Pharaoh is suffered today, and 
the forbearance of the early Muslims is witnessed today. Their experience and fate, 
evoked by verse 1:7, are not simply bygone fables but are related to and even relived by 
the Muslim community today.
More importantly, based on the very nature of hamd, which the Fatihah 
epitomizes, the individual is related directly to God. It is arguable that this relation, to 
join an individual to God, or create a union between the individual and God, is the 
ultimate purpose of Islam (or any religion) and pervades the Qur’anic text. As Sperl 
(1994, pp. 216-217) suggests, there is a “progression tantamount to a gradual descent 
within the cosmological orb: from the glory of God on high via man’s worshiping and 
plea to those who go astray and face perdition”. God remains present as an active 
participant vis-a-vis the creation in the whole surah except for the final part of the last 
verse. In verses (1:1-4) God is verbally present as the One, the Merciful, the Ruler; all 
attributes and roles that the individual relates to. In verses (1:5-6), the relation to the 
individual is most evident through the second person address to God. In the first part of 
the final verse, God is related to believers as the active subject in an ‘amt. In the latter 
part of the final verse, however, the verb becomes a passive verb rather than an active 
one, the disbelievers are maghdub falayhim (angered with), but God has no relation with 
them, linguistic or otherwise. Perhaps simplistically, Islam and the Qur’an are a call for 
the individual to relate to God on the terms that He prescribes, including the acceptance 
of Muhammad’s Prophecy and obedience, in order to achieve salvation. The essence of 
that relation, a relation that each individual associates with himself, is contained within 
the Fatihah. Due to this primary relation that it encapsulates, the Fatihah not only 
introduces the Qur’an but anchors and achieves relevance in an array of extra-Qur’anic 
contexts.
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The Fatihah in Muslim Praxis (and Prayer)
The opening of the Qur’an also has a prominent presence in Muslim praxis in salah, the 
opening of social events, khutbahs etc. The same text creates new links or relations with 
these secondary contexts and introduces and frames them, as do later Tahmids that 
follow its example. The transference of the Fatihah from its primary context (what I later 
call the exegetical context see chapter-IV, p. 120), the Qur’anic context in this case, to a 
myriad of other contexts (what I later call the eisegetical context, p. 120) demonstrates 
further the versatility of the Fatihah and indeed other Tahmids.
The Fatihah's most prominent extra-Qur’anic context is the salah, the Muslim 
ritual prayer, which it beautifully contextualizes. Each practising individual recites it at 
least seventeen times each day, opening with it each of the seventeen rak‘abs in the five 
compulsory prayers. Its import in this context is evident in light of the Hadlth in Sahlh- 
M uslim  (no. 295 and 296) that states that a salah is incomplete, thus inacceptable, if the 
Fatihah is not recited. As an encapsulation of the fundamental principles of the Qur’an, 
the repeated recitation of the seven compact verses is a reassertion and acceptance of 
these primary tenets of belief and a reaffirmation of the relation with God. Similarly, the 
recitation of even the most conventional Tahmid is an affirmation of Islamic identity and 
of belief in its principles.
As a supplication (duca), it is the praise and invocation in the first half of the surah that 
paves the way for the plea that follows (l;5-7)43. Al-Kulayrii on the authority of the 
Imam Ja‘far al-Sadiq states that every du‘a’ that does not begin with a Tahmid is 
incomplete, literally amputated44. Another tradition referred to Ja‘far al-Sadiq in al-Qadi 
al-Nucman’s al-Majalis wa al-Musa’irat (pp. 293-294), states that the Imam was asked to 
show the questioner a model prayer, a prayer that God could not refuse. The Imam told 
him to do much hamd and then pray; every single Muslim, every single night and day, is 
praying ‘may God listen to him who offers hamd’ (sam ie Allah li man hamidah). Based 
on this ritual practice the hamd and du‘a are also inextricably linked.
The rationality of hamd before supplication becomes apparent if we consider the 
dual definition of hamd. praise (thana ’ or madih), and gratitude (shukr). Just as the poet
43 Sperl (1994, p. 214) convincingly argues for the division of al-Fatihah in two equal parts, the first an 
invocation and the second a petition.
44 Cited in al-Gharawi (1982, p. 13) from al-Kulaym, Usui al-Kah. A similar tradition, replacing with 
kullamr, attributed to the Prophet, is cited in chapter- II (p.53).
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praises the mamduh before seeking his favour in classical qasldahs, the worshipper 
praises the Almighty before seeking his mercy and grace. Drawing upon the custom of 
saying God listens to those who praise Him (sam i‘ Allah liman hamidah), this Tahmid by
The Fatihah thus sets the trend not only for openings to be followed by a prayer but also 
for du‘a’s in the Islamic tradition to be begun by a Tahmid.
As the archetype of Islamic prayer, the Fatihah is naturally compared with the
prominently in the New-Testament as the Fatihah does in the Qur’an, its status in 
Christian liturgy is comparable. Both prayers represent the Muslim and Christian identity 
respectively. Both share a common structure: glorification of the Divine followed by 
supplication. In terms of content, both invoke the name of God, celebrate His kingdom, 
and praise His mercy before petitioning for His aide. Sperl (1994, p. 220) and Babs Mala 
(1984) draw attention to the similarities in the two prayers arguing that both emanate 
from one (common) liturgical tradition.
The association of hamd and du‘a’ in the Islamic tradition, and the role of the 
Fatihah in establishing that connection, is evident. Even when du‘a’ is not the prime 
objective, a number of Tahmids are followed by a prayer for the addressee or audience. 
The khutbah Tahmid is often followed by a prayer for the congregation. The short du‘a ’ 
for the recipient, following the address and conventional Tahmid, is found in many 
chancery and non-chancery documents46. The later M ajaiis format and the Fatimid- 
Tayyibl risalahs also contain a du‘a’ for listeners after the Tahmid and address47. When 
du‘a} is the prime purpose the Tahmid acts as the opening that leads into an often 
lengthy supplication48. While further discussion of the prayers beginning with Tahmid is
45 For a more detailed analysis and comparison see Sperl (1994) and Babs Mala (1984). Ayoub (2004) also 
presents a brief comparison. Others, such as Jeffery (1998), suggest that it was simply a Muslim attempt to 
counter the Christian Prayer.
46 See for example Appendix-2:65.
47 See for example Appendix-4: 15 and 174. _
48 One illustrative example is this du‘a’ attributed to ‘All b. al-Husayn Zayn al-‘Abidin, recited at the 
beginning of Ramadan in Al-Sahifah al-SaJjadiyyah. The following is an excerpt from its Tahmid:
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Syedna Taher Saifuddin articulates the intimate connection between hamd and du‘a ’ 
{Risalah-Ramadiniyyah-X 360H, p. 4):
Christian Lord’s Prayer (Paternoster)45. Though the Lord’s Prayer does not feature as
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tempting, it is perhaps a project for another time and place. Suffice to it to conclude here 
that the Fatihah, the introduction of the Qur’an, is also the prototypical prayer.
Apart from prayer the Fatihah also introduces an infinite number of contexts: formal and 
informal, joyous and sombre and religious and secular. A tradition attributed to the 
Prophet states that every matter, kull amr, that is not begun by the hamd of God is aqta \ 
literally severed49. Muslim weddings, funerals, conclusion of contracts, visit to tombs 
(.ziyarah) almost always include the recitation of the Fatihah at the beginning and end. 
Through the recitation of the Fatihah, the specific context is related to God and located 
within the larger scheme of His creation.
What I wish to emphasize here is that apart from the ability of the Fatihah,, and by 
extension Tahmids, to contextualize the main themes of the text they introduce, which is 
of course an essential function, they are able to achieve relevance for the individual in an 
array of contexts, as a result of implicit relations and associations that are perceived. 
Through these associations, different verses stand out in different contexts in a different 
light. The ability of the Fatihah in creating a community of these individuals sharing 
similar relations befits the practice of ritual prayer, births, marriages and funerals which 
are all occasions in which communities come together. It is this ability of the Fatihah to 
encapsulate the principles of such a rich text, to anticipate the entirety of the Qur'an, and 
at the same time contextualize such a broad variety of contexts, which is indeed the 
source of its, and by extension the Tahmid's, literary value. On most of these occasions, 
the recitation is vocal and often collective. This brings us to the final section of this 
chapter which highlights the necessity of appreciating both the oral and written aspects 
of surat al-Fatfhah and of all Tahmids.
Fatihah and ‘Hybridity’: Oral and Written
The Fatihah is the archetype of Tahmid not only in substance and function as discussed 
above, but, also in style and performance. To fully appreciate the Fatihah it is vital to 
recognize that it is a simultaneously oral and written text, or as I call it, a ‘hybrid’ text. I
J  Jixall liiJj tile. Aj
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49 Sunan Ibn Majah, no. 1884.
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use the term hybridity in order to stress that both aspects, the oral and the written, are an 
essential part of the Fatihah. Both are important but not independent. Typically it is the 
written aspect that is focused upon50, ignoring or sidelining the oral tradition51. This is 
not to say that the written is not important; it is the written text that allows us to 
actually study the text52. The point is that an analysis of the Fatihah without considering 
its orality is incomplete. It is only through a consciousness of this hybridity of oral and 
written that the true impact and meaning of the Fatihah can be understood. It is also this 
hybridity that to a large extent shapes the stylistic (and even substantive) characteristics 
of the Fatihah and the development of Tahmids.
To begin with, in its Qur’anic context, the oral aspect of the Fatihah is 
paramount. A number of observations relating to the orality of the Qur’an also apply to 
the Fatihah. Graham (1986, p.79) argues that the Qur’an was a text revealed orally and 
despite being inscribed fairly early on, its orality has remained dominant ever since:
In Muslim piety, however, the written word of its scripture has always been 
secondary to a strong tradition of oral transmission and aural presence of scripture 
that far surpasses that of Judaic or Christian usage. In Islam, the functions of the 
holy book as an oral text have predominated over its functions as a written or printed 
one ... from first to last the Koran is essentially a book to be heard, not read.
He further argues that the word Qur’an derives from the root q r ’ , to read or recite, 
corroborated by an analysis of the context in which the word is used (pp. 88-89). He adds 
that the experience of a great majority of people with texts, including the Qur’an, as late 
as the 19th century remained predominantly oral (p. 32 and 36). Even after literacy 
became more common, the recitation of the Qur’an continued not because of illiteracy 
but because of the inescapable connection between the oral and the written text. The
50 This script-fixation is explained by Ong (1988,.p.10) as a consequence of our cynographic culture. We 
cannot help but think in terras of a written text. The culture the Qur’an initially emanated from, however, 
was predominantly oral and remained residually oral until the very recent past. Even today Muslims 
regularly experience the oral Qur’an. It is important to keep this change o f culture in mind with the Fatihah 
and the Tahmid in general, since they are predominantly a product of a residually-oral culture. Especially 
so, since as Graham (1986, p. 14) notes, a shift from oral to written results in cultural changes and with it a 
‘reorientation of thought’.
51 There are clearly some exceptions. Graham (1986) and Jones (1996) argue for the necessity to appreciate 
the oral aspect of the Qur’an. Sells (2004) and Hajjaji-Jarrah (2004) interpret surat al-Qadr and al- Adiyat 
respectively through a reading based on the orality of the surahs focusing on the relationship between 
sound and meaning. As far as the Fatihah is concerned, only Sperl (1994, p. 218), biiefly comments on the 
phonology of the surah with respect to meaning.
52 Goody (1977, p.37) argues that writing favoured the increase in the scope of critical activity. Ong (1988, 
pp. 8-9) also contends that it is literacy that makes ‘study’ possible. “Abstractly sequential, classificatory, 
explanatory examination of phenomena or of stated truths is impossible without writing and reading”.
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memorization and recitation of the Arabic text of the Qur’an or parts of it, even by non- 
Arab Muslims, is very much connected with the understanding that the true meaning of 
the Qur’an is associated with its Arabic words, which are in turn inseparable from the 
effect and nature of the oral sound patterns that are generated.
That there is an art devoted to the recitation of the Qur’an, tajwid,\ in which the 
nuances of the sound patterns are accentuated, further substantiates the overwhelming 
orality of the Qur’an including the Fatihah2. It is an art to which, undoubtedly, the surah 
is well suited and through which its meaning is enhanced, its listeners are engaged and its 
full beauty is manifest. The effect of silent-reading on the one hand and listening to an 
artful tajwid recitation on the other cannot be compared. Further, the variety in 
intonations in the recitations to suit different contexts cannot be compared either. The 
impact of the surah in tartil for instance is very different from tajwid. The ability of the 
reciter to stress certain verses over others, the choice of stops and the tone of the 
recitation all modify the experience of the audience. It is through the recitation that the 
parallelism and saj‘\mvz their full impact. This recitation is by no means a thing of the 
past. If anything, through recordings and the spread of radios and players, to hear tajwid 
in homes, in cars and on the streets even, is quite common in Islamic nations. At the 
same time the traditional live recitations also continue to draw large crowds.
The orality of the Fatihah is not limited to the Qur’anic context, but rather 
pervades the various other contexts referred to earlier. In the congregational salah, the 
individual leading the prayer recites the Fatihah aloud. In the ziyarah it is often recited 
aloud collectively or individually. In funerals and weddings it is recited aloud often by a 
professional qari3. It is recited as a talisman to cure or protect. In the beginning of 
speeches it is naturally also recited aloud. The practice of all those present reciting the 
Fatihah, often aloud, after hearing the word ‘al-FatihaF at the end of gatherings, is a 
customary occurrence.
What this signifies is that the experience of the audience with the Qur’an and the 
Fatihah is principally an oral performative experience. The collective recitation in 
particular engages the listeners as a community, supporting one of the substantive 
functions of the Fatihah. The impact of the tajwid recitation above all is highly
53 An interesting parallel may be drawn between the art of tajwid, which essentially accentuates the audible 
sounds of the Qur’an and the ait of calligraphy and illumination which tries to achieve a similar visual 
impact.
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mouldable according to context, bringing variety to a text that otherwise remains static 
on the page. This view of the Fatihah as a hybrid text offers an insight into the rhetorical 
dynamics by which the Fatihah and hybrid texts in general convey meaning from an 
authorial perspective, as well as, into the dynamics of the perception of meaning and 
impact from the listeners’ perspective.
Ong (1988, pp. 21-23) argues that style is dictated by orality. The formulaic patterns of 
the Fatihah, its mnemonic phrases and its end-rhymes are all devices that are 
characteristic of oral or residually oral cultures. The formulas and patterns are important 
for the survival of ideas. The Fatihah is thus unsurprisingly full of formulae that ease its 
memorization. “Formulas help implement rhythmic discourse and also act as mnemonic 
aids in their own right, as set expressions circulating through the mouths and ears of all” 
(p. 35). The phrases are mostly short and what Ong calls ‘additive’ and ‘aggregative’: 
consisting of parallel terms, phrases, clauses antithetical integers and epithets (p. 39). 
The first two can be seen in the Fatihah and all are quite common in Tahmids in general. 
However, rather than simply being ‘aggregative baggage’ to ease memorization, 
especially in the case of Tahmids, I believe that each ‘aggregate’ adds value. The 
adjectives and nouns in verses 1:2-4 are all nouns and adjectives describing God, but each 
is carefully chosen and has its specific contribution. Rahman and Rahim are perhaps 
stressed in a recitation in one context while m alik yawm al-din is stressed in another. 
Different words or descriptions evoke distinct associations in the listener’s mind. The use 
of aggregative, or sometimes even synonymous, words also addresses a reality of oral 
presentation wherein one member of the audience may be unfamiliar with one word but 
familiar with one of its synonyms.
The patterning also gives rise to end-rhymes that, in addition to marking the 
fawasil where reciters often pause, assist in the appreciation of meaning, piece by piece. 
The type of rhyme, whether it is long vowel such as un or in, or an abrupt one such as the 
guttural ha, determines the effect on the audience’s mood54. The former subdues the
54 See Hajjaji-Jarrah’s (2004) discussion of the end-rhymes and phonetic patterns in surat al-‘Adiyat, in 
particular, the change from the energy of the gutturals ha and ‘a in the beginning to the subdued and 
emotive lid, Id and ur near to the end. In a sentence that sums up her understanding of the phonic pattern of 
the surah and its effect she states ( p. 363):
The suras phonic pattern is a profusion of gutturals, compressed consonants, open syllables 
and liquids contribute to its impact by offering a ‘sound track’ to the whole drama. For these 
sound patterns which are marked by roughness, rumble, vigorous beat, melancholy, solemnity
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audience, while the latter excites. The rhythmic patterns are also a device of ‘tacit 
persuasion’, which is persuasion that is a result of flowing patterns that subconsciously 
encourage individuals to take to heart the sut'ah’s message55. The saj* units as Stewart 
calls them, units that are distinguished from other units by a change in rhyme or length of 
phrases, demarcate stages in the progression of the meaning of the surah. The first verse 
constitutes a unit; verses 1:2-4 constitute another unit focused on hamd, verses 1:5 are a 
unit by itself highlighting the levels of mediation between mankind and the Divine; and 
finally verses 1:6-7 constitute a unit focusing on the right path: those who are on it and 
those gone astray. The transition from the shorter verses at the beginning to the longer 
ones at the end, especially when stopping at the fawasil is orally quite clear. While the 
short phrases trumpet the glory of God, the length of the final phrase underlines the 
intensity of the supplication.
Orality has perhaps been over-stressed in this section because the written aspect gets its 
fair share of attention as a result of our preconditioned 20th century writerly mindset. It is 
the failure to appreciate the oral aspect that leads to skewed interpretations of the Qur’an 
and classical prose as repetitive and full of unnecessary embellishments. The reality is far 
from it. It is in light of the oral recitation that the true beauty of the rhetorical devices, 
the functionality of synonymic repetition and parallelism, is manifest.
The awareness of the hybridity of surat al-Fatihah enables a holistic analysis. 
Both aspects, the written and the oral, must be considered as complementary to each 
other56. As Graham articulates:
[In practice, the Qur’an exhibits the] functional primacy of oral text over the written 
one, but always alongside it not in competition (p.110)...The facts of the Islamic 
treatment of scripture should at least cause us to question whether our easy 
dichotomization of oral word and written word is at all adequate as a way of talking 
about religious texts, let alone about stages of religious development (p. 111).
and grave sedateness correspond with an atmosphere of tumultuous and explosive chaos, 
ingratitude, unbelief, subjugation and divine authority.
See also the extraction of meaning from Risalah-RamadaniyyahA335H Tahmid patterns in chapter-VII, 
p.281.
55 The term ‘tacit persuasion’ is introduced by Lanham (2004) and is discussed further in chapter- IV 
(p.h 9 ).
5 The term ‘hybridity’ also suits well the Fatimid-Tayyibi perception of the Qur’an as being samit, silent 
and natiq, speaking. The former represented by the text of the Qur’an, the latter by the Imam who speaks 
its true meaning. This concept is discussed further in chapter-V (p. 190). Tahmids within the tradition, 
which contain Qur’anic quotations also lend themselves to this particular understanding of ‘hybridity’: the 
surface meaning (the samit) and the live dynamic meaning (natiq).
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The stylistic characteristics of the Fatihah are undoubtedly part of the written text which 
comes alive when recited. The potential is there in the text which is capitalized by 
recitation, just as the potential of a light bulb is capitalized by electricity. While the 
orality determines these stylistic characteristics, a careful study of its mechanism and of 
its semantics is possible only with the aid of a written text that can be mulled over day 
and night. Since the Fatihah is the archetype, the term hybridity, with all its stylistic and 
experiential implications, can also be applied to the broader Tahmid tradition. As the 
examples of Tahniids in khutbahs and risalahs in the following chapters will show, the 
hybrid nature, function and stylistic features of the Fatihah are mirrored by Tahmids.
Conclusion
The exclusive adornment of surat al-Fatihah with gold and precious stones in the 
mausoleum of Syedna Taher Saifuddin (Plate-II), wherein the entire Qur’an is engraved 
in marble and inlaid with gold-leaf, and the artistic and reverential illumination of the 
surah in Qur’anic manuscripts, are reflective of the al-Fatihah’s pre-eminence in the 
Qur’an and in Islamic praxis. With this in mind, the illumination of Tahmids in the 
beginning of risalahs and monographs (Plate-V and VUIb for example) symbolizes the 
archetypal position of surat al-Hamd with respect to the function and style of Tahmid.
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Introduction
Outside the Qur’anic context, the khutbah initially, and its illustrious scion the risalah, 
fostered the evolution of the Tahmid tradition. A study of the development of Tahmid is 
thus inextricably linked with the development of the khutbah and risalah’s function and 
style. Both served the purpose of persuading their audience spiritually and politically and 
used artistic prose to do so. If the khutbah was the cradle of the Tahmid tradition, it is in 
the risalah framework that it matured.
I make the distinction in this chapter between what I call the old-risalah and the 
nQW-risalah. The former, roughly prior to ‘Abd al-Hamid al-Katib (d. 132-3/750-1), was 
predominantly instructive with a plain register, while the latter, emanating from the 
khutbah tradition functionally and stylistically, was hybrid in nature, with an ornate 
register, and often sustained a syllogistic argument. Even though the old-risalah also had 
a formal conventional Tahmid, it is in the new -risalah that the more elaborate 
contextualizing Tahmlds, that had evolved in the khutbah, truly matured. The popularity 
and vitality of the risalah genre within and without the state chancery ever since, have 
ensured the endurance of the Tahmid tradition.
This chapter argues that the new -risalah was inspired by the Islamic khutbah, 
besides the influence of Persian chancery practices, with all its implications for the 
Tahmid tradition. In espousing the khutbah’s function the new-risalah also adopted its 
stylistic and formal features, in particular the Tahmid. The chapter establishes the 
connection between the khutbah and risalah before presenting the development of 
Tahmid in the context of the khutbah, the old-risalah and the rLGW-risalah respectively. 
Due to the importance of this connection between the khutbah and the new -risalah, the 
factors leading to the development of the latter are also briefly presented. The chapter
57 The beginning of the Prophet’s farewell khutbah according to al-Jahiz, al-Bayan (p. 128).
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finally makes a case for the mushrooming of the risalah as a genre and its implications for 
the wide-spread usage of Tahmid.
At the onset, it is vital to define the parameters of this present chapter in terms of the 
time period it covers and also the types of khutbahs and risalahs it includes. Only 
khutbahs from the l st-2nd/7th-8th centuries will be considered here since they are the most 
relevant precursors to the mw-risalah. The risalahs examined will range from those 
composed in the first century of Islam to those written in Fatimid times. Fatimid risalahs 
are included because they directly influence the case study being presented in this thesis. 
Additionally, due to the versatility of the genre and the large variety of writings that 
embraced the term risalah, as will be discussed later in this chapter, only those emanating 
from the state chancery are considered.
A note must also be made here regarding the authenticity of primary sources cited in this 
study. The absence of original records of khutbahs and risalahs from the l st-2nd/7th-8th 
centuries has made it impossible to verify their authenticity with absolute certainty. This 
does not mean, however, that the whole corpus of early material is fabricated. While 
there may be insertions and fabrications, a large portion of the texts that have reached us 
is likely to be authentic58. Additionally, the findings in this chapter are based on a broad 
spectrum of samples and draw conclusions that are applicable genre-wide and not 
idiosyncratic to particular khutbahs or risalahs. The question of the authenticity of 
individual texts is therefore, in this case, inconsequential because even those that were 
fabricated attempted to emulate the stylistic and formal features of ‘genuine’ risalahs, 
including the T ahmid.
The Khutbah -  Risalah Connection
The genealogy of the new -risalah, in terms of its function and style, can be traced back to 
the early Islamic khutbah. While scholars of Arabic literature have spared no effort in 
emphasizing the Persian and Greek influence in the development of Artistic Arabic prose,
S8 The authenticity of the majority of ‘Abd al-Hamid’s risalahs which are considered in this chapter, has 
been argued for by al-Qadl (1989). Many of her conclusions can also be applied to other documents from 
the early period. With regard to the letters of the Prophet, Serjeant (1983) also argues for their 
authenticity, with the exception of those written to foreign monarchs.
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{insha), which is a hallmark of the new-risalah, the more immediate Arab precedent of 
the khutbah has scarcely been mentioned and deserves more attention59.
The influence of the khutbah in the development of the new-risalah is 
unmistakable in terms of its style and is emphasized by mediaeval rhetoricians. A direct 
link is established by ‘Abd al-Hamld, the katib who is seen as the founder of insha'. 
When asked about the source of his eloquence, he replied saying that it was the result of 
memorizing the words of ‘All b. Abi Talib, the master orator whose khutbahs were later 
compiled as Nahj al-Balaghalt®. Al-Nahhas, the author of ‘Umdat al-Kuttab, a 4th/10th 
century chancery manual, sees a mastery of khatabah 61 as one of the most important 
prerequisites for any katib (p. 387) . He also states that it is on the template of khatabah 
that kitabah was ‘weaved’ and it is the path of the orators, that writers tread63. Abu Hilal 
al-‘Askari in his chancery manual kitab al-Sina{atayn (p. 142) lists the similarities 
between the khutbah and risalah: firstly, he states, both are unrestricted by a metre 
(wazn) or a mono-rhyme {qa fly  ah). Secondly, both employ simple and sweet, easy to 
understand words. Thirdly, both are structured with fawasil, referring to the strategic 
stops that provide rhythm. The only difference he sees is that the khutbah is 
spontaneously read aloud while the risalah is written. He concludes emphatically, stating 
that a risalah may be made into a khutbah and a khutbah may be converted to a risalah 
with the least effort64.
The kinship of the khutbah and risalah is even closer as far as the introductory 
Tahmid is concerned. Al-Qalqashandi (p. 92) plainly states that the khutbahs are an 
integral part of writing because chancery katibs require them especially for the
59 Latham (1983, p. 177), Roemer “Insha1” EI2, Grignaschi (1966), Hallden (2005, p. 30) stress the Persian 
and Greek influence in the development of Arabic Prose. The only scholar who draws the connection 
between the khutbah and the nsw-risalah is 'Abbas (1988, pp.134-136). T. Qutbuddin (2008, p. 176) 
quotes al-Jahiz, al-Bayan, in which he stresses the uniqueness and originality of the Arabic khutbah. The 
Persians, he states, are the only ones other than the Arabs who have any comparable oration. However, 
while the Persian oration is based on long contemplation and the study of books, the Arabs’ speech “is all 
extemporaneity and spontaneity, as though it is [simply] inspiration”.
60 This incident is narrated by al-Jahshiyari (p. 82) and cited by ‘Abbas (1988, p. 55).
61 Khatabah is the verbal-noun of khataba, which denotes the act and art of oratory. The word is also often 
synonymously used with balaghah. In Lisin al- 'Arab and Lane khitabah denotes the office of the preacher. 
However, in modem times the distinction between khatabah and khitabah has become hazy and lexicons of 
Modem Standard Arabic such as Hans-Wehr also define khitabah as oration and rhetoric. For a detailed 
discussion of these terms see T. Qutbuddin (2008, pp. 180-184).
62 Al-Qalqashandi also discusses this issue at length (pp,85-92).
63 Qtd. in al-Qalqashandl (p. 85).
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64 Also qtd. in al-Qalqashandl (p. 85).
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beginnings (sudur) o f important correspondence. That the Tahmlds of monographs are to 
this day called khutbat al-kitab is demonstrative of the khutbah’s role in consolidating 
the tradition. It is therefore not possible to follow the evolution of Tahmid exclusive of 
the context of the khutbah, in which it developed. An understanding of the function and 
objective of the khutbah, which the risalah came to share, is necessary in order to 
appreciate the role the Tahnild played.
The Early Islamic Khutbah and its Beginnings
The function of the khutbah as a means to arouse the audience emotionally in the tribal 
context of pre-Islamic Arabia is generally accepted65. In the early Islamic period it 
continued to flourish; the functionality of the khutbah as the medium of mass- 
communication not only for political persuasion and impact, as used to be the case in pre- 
Islamic times, but also for spiritual persuasion and impact, was vital66. The Tahmld 
greatly enhanced the authority of these khutbabs and contributed in the persuasion 
process itself.
Although pre-Islamic Arabia is more famous for its great poetry, there is no doubt 
that a tradition of khatabah thrived as well. It is attested by philological sources of hadith 
as well as Arabists67. Al-Qalqashandl (p. 85) makes the claim that what the Arabs spoke 
of as ornate prose (Jayyid al-manthur) and dual parallelistic speech (muzdawaj al-kalam), 
was far more than what was metric poetry (mawzuri), except that much more poetry 
remains solely because it was easier to memorize and was constantly repeated, while the
65 Pedersen, “Khatlb” EI2 asserts that the orator was “the spokesman of the tribe”. One of the fighting 
knights and nobles, he was responsible for *‘extol[ling] the glorious deeds and the noble qualities of his 
tribe and to narrate them in perfect language and to be able likewise to expose the weaknesses of his 
opponents”.
6 The persuasive power and purpose of the khutbah is also argued for by Sah (2000) and T. Qutbuddin 
(2008, p. 177).
7 For references to pre-Islamic khutbabs see Pellat “Kuss b. Sa‘ida” E/2 (he also refers to a Hadith in 
which Muhammad recites a famous khutbah by Quss in ‘Ukaz); al-Qalqashandi (p.85 -a  khutbah, with 
echoes of Quss’s famous oration, attributed to Ka‘b b. Lu’ay, Muhammad’s great grandfather, in which he 
foretells the advent of a great Prophet.); Safwat (1985, vol. 1, no. 49 p. 76—quotes a khutbah from al-Tqd 
al-Fand, attributed to ‘Abd al-Muttalib, Muhammad’s grandfather, congratulating Sayf b. Dhl Yazan on 
his victory); al-Jahiz, al-Bayan (pp. 90-91—the author refers to and quotes Quss b. Sa‘dah and another al- 
Facll b. ‘Isa al-Rashaqi, whom he describes as the ‘best orator’. Al-Jahiz says that he intended to list the 
names of all pre-Islamic orators, but only mentions some of them and quotes the words they were best 
known for); Serjeant (1983, p.118, 123 and 127-128—refers to the pre-Islamic orator Arethas or Harith b. 
Ka‘b, the orations of the kahins, soothsayers and priests known for their oratorical pronouncement of 
judgments for cases that were referred to them and the orations of Musaylimah al-Kadhdhab); Wensinck, 
“Khutbah”; T. Qutbuddin (2008, p.191) presents a comprehensive typology of pre-Islamic and early- 
Islamic khutbabs.
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khutbah was not. He wittily states that only ten percent of the khutbabs were 
remembered and only ten percent of poetry was forgotten. Khutbahs were possibly as 
abundant as the jahiliyyah qasldahs.
It is highly likely that even prior to the advent of Islam some kind of formal beginning 
for orations existed. Although very few pre-Islamic khutbahs survive, several points give 
credence to this proposition. C.H. Becker and Mittwoch have tried to establish a link 
between Muslim festivals and rituals and Christian and Jewish ones respectively. 
Mittwoch interestingly claims that he finds features in Jewish liturgy corresponding to 
the adhan, iqamah and most importantly the hamdalah^. Additionally, considering that 
the tribes of Mecca had standardized beginnings for their treaties such as bismika 
Allahumm  referred to earlier, and since the kuhhan (the religious guides) were famous for 
their orations, it is likely that on account of their position they began with an invocation. 
Medieval sources also hint at the existence of a hamd beginning prior to Islam. Al- 
Qalqashandi (p.85) states that Arab chiefs, those who were known for their standing and 
virtues, regularly stood as orators (khatlbs) in the midst of their people, and, crucially, 
began by offering thanks to God and praising Him, "fa yahmad Allah wayuthm  (alayE\ 
Following this beginning, they would engage in the subject of the khutbah whether it was 
homiletic, boasting, peacemaking or marriage.
The most famous of pre-Islamic Arab orators, Quss b. Sacidah is credited by some 
as being the first to use the phrase aroma ba’d  in his khutbahs. It follows that if there is 
an amma ba ‘d, there is quite likely an amma qabl69. Thus it is highly probable that a 
conventional beginning for pre-Islamic khutbahs existed though its precise nature is 
unfortunately unclear. It is possible that it praised and invoked the pagan Gods of the 
jahiliyyah and, in the Pre-Islamic khutbahs that do survive, these sections may have been 
elided to suit Muslim monotheistic sensibilities.
68 Cited in Wensinck, “Khutbah”, EI2.
69 T. Qutbuddin (2008, p. 207) also supports this contention. It must be noted however that in many of the 
later chancery documents, the more elaborate Tahmid actually follows amma ba(d. In these, the amma bafd  
actually refers to the address and tasdlr, a short conventional risalah Tahnild. See for for instance ‘Abd al­
iiamld’s Tahmid no.26-27. In one example in “Risalat li al-SultanKbattab” (Appendix-4:126) in Majmu‘ 
vol. II, the author actually places amma qablhefote the Tahmid and amma ba ‘d after it.
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The only example of a pre-Islamic khutbah Tahmid, cited often by historians, is 
attributed to Abu-Talib the Prophet’s uncle, delivered on Muhammad’s marriage with 
Khadijah:
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The Tahmid clearly places Muhammad in the line of the Prophets Abraham and IsmaTl, 
implying that he was a monotheist. It also associates Muhammad’s family with the 
Ka ‘bah which is said to have been built by Abraham, and which becomes the centre of 
Islamic worship. It additionally establishes them as the leaders of community. All this 
counters the accusations that are directly dealt with in the latter part of the khutbah 
regarding Muhammad’s financial status. It creates a strong impression of his persona. 
The reference to ‘progeny’ (dhurriyyah) and ‘fruit’ (zar% puts into context one of the 
ultimate purposes of marriage, the continuation of the Prophetic line. From the 
perspective of Fatimid theology, this reference is all the more poignant considering that 
Fatimah was the fruit of this marriage to Khadijah, through which the line of Imamate 
continues, with a direct link to Muhammad. While it is not possible to verify the 
authenticity of this khutbah beyond doubt, as mentioned above, the convention of praise- 
preambles most likely did exist. Additionally, the khutbah is cited in a great many 
sources. If it is indeed authentic, it provides one of the earliest examples of the 
introductory Tahmid, charged with underlying allusions, precursor to a tradition that was 
continued and developed by the Prophet and early Islamic orators.
The guidelines pertaining to the beginning of Islamic khutbabs must be deciphered from 
the samples of early khutbahs available to us and pieces of information supplied by 
traditions of the Prophet, critics such as al-Jahiz in al-Bayan wa al-tabyin and other
70 No. 50 in Safwat (1985, p.77), who cites it from Subh, I ‘ja z al-Qur’an, Tahdhlb al-Kamiland al-SIrah al- 
Halabiyyah. It is also cited by a number of other authors in various contexts. These include Ibn Abl al- 
Hadid.iSfiarif (p. 1470), al-Zamakhshan, Asas al-Balaghah (p. 271) and al-Kashshaf{p. 217), al-Baqillarii, 
I]a z{p. 47), al-Mubarrad, al-Kamil(p. 302), Ibn al-JawzI, al-Muntazim (p.232) and al-Qalqashandi (p.86). 
There are minor variations in the versions of this khutbah in these sources.
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chancery manuals which comment on the khutbah11. These collectively confirm to us the 
necessity of beginning Islamic khutbahs with Tahmid. The beginnings of these orations 
are either the standard version of the khutbah Tahmid, described below, or contextual 
adaptations and expansions of it, which greatly aided the objective of persuasion.
Islamic khutbahs display from the very onset a relatively standardized Tahmid 
beginning. This consisted of a basmalah, hamd, subhanah, is ti‘anah, istighfar, shahadah 
(of Unity of God and Prophethood of Muhammad), salawat, and wasiyyah. The first four 
components are clearly reminiscent of surat al-Fatihah.
It is very common to have khutbabs cited with the words ‘he praised Allah and 
then said’ (hamid Allah wa athna ‘alayh thumma qal). The probability is that these 
khutbahs began with the standard Tahmid or that the beginning was not remembered, for 
one reason or the other by the individual who related it. What these words make certain 
is that beginning with Tahmid was a standard practice.
The Tahmlds of the Prophet’s khutbabs are considered archetypal. Two medieval 
critics, Ibn Qutaybah (d. 276/889; ‘Uyun, p. 221) and al-Nahhas (d. 338/950; pp. 388- 
389) both, with minor discrepancies, present what they believe to be the most common 
beginning of the Prophet’s khutbahs:
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Al-Nahhas’s version also includes the proclamation of Muhammad’s Prophethood. 
Noticeably, the salawat is not present here. While it is not known when it was added, in 
later medieval khutbahs it is consistently included (e.g. Appendix-2:27-33). The famous 
khutbah thought to have been delivered by Muhammad in the farewell pilgrimage also 
begins with this standard Tahmid, a version of which is quoted at the beginning of this
71 A guidebook for Friday and 'Id khutbabs, Adab al-Khatib, was written by Ibn al-‘Attar (d. 724/1324) 
laying out in detail the formal and thematic rules. A number of Arabic scholars writing on Khatabah in the 
twenty first century briefly state that the Tahmid beginning was an Islamic innovation, not to be found in 
khutbahs o f the Jdhiliyyah (this is however contrary to al-Qalqashandl’s view mentioned above). Also see 
Hawl (1970, pp. 18, 53-64 and 72-74), Musa (1978, p. 26), Shalabi (1981, pp. 23-60 and 174-200) and Abu 
Zahrah (1980, pp. 97-100).
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chapter72. The standard beginning cited here includes the primary components that 
constituted the Tahmid in orations and also in written texts for centuries. The basmalah 
is not written explicitly by Ibn Qutaybah, but one assumes, because of the widespread 
usage, that it was pronounced. The hamd\ in this case simple and straightforward, 
follows. In many khutbahs this component was the prime location for variety and 
contextualization.
The custom of beginning with Tahmid is also attested in traditions attributed to 
Muhammad. The following are a few samples of such traditions. This tradition is related 
on the authority of Jabir b. eAbd-Allah in Musnad-Alimad(no. 14455) and Sahlh-Muslim 
(no. 1435):
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Although the tradition does not describe the nature of the Tahmid it establishes that the 
Prophets’ orations began with the praise of God. Al-Nahhas cites the following tradition 
in the context of his discussion on khatabah:
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This tradition is very forceful in that it applies to ‘all matters that are important’ (kull 
amrdhi ba/)74. Such a tradition gives us an idea as to why the tradition of beginning with 
Tahmid did not remain restricted to orations but rather transferred to the rlsalahs and kull 
amr dhl bal. Another tradition worth noting is pertaining to the shahadah, which is also 
an integral part of the Tahmid. It is related in Musnad-Ahmad (no.7675) on the authority 
of Abu Hurayrah:
72 The farewell khutbah is quoted by numerous historicians including Ibn Ishaq, al-Waqidl and al-Tabari. 
The version quoted here is from al-Jahiz, al-Bayan (p. 128). Serjeant (1983, p. 122) states that “no reason 
has appeared to doubt that Muhammad even delivered a “Farewell” oration during the Pilgrimage, but 
patently signs of political ideas of a later age, coupled with internal and external contradictions largely 
discredit the attribution of much of the extant versions to the Prophet”. However, since the Tahmid in this 
case is standard without any specific political ideas attached, it is likely that it is original, even if  the rest 
was modified.
73
74 Another interesting tradition related in Sahih-Muslim, no. 1436, is about an incident when a dimmad, 
one who cures people who are affected by ‘the [evil] wind’ came to Mecca and heard the pagans of Mecca 
saying that Muhammad was mad. The healer thought to himself that perhaps he could heal Muhammad. He 
then approached the Prophet who recited the standard Tahmid cited above. Upon hearing this, the healer 
asked him to repeat the lines. Muhammad repeated the lines thrice. Finally, the healer said that he had 
heard the words of the kahim, the words of the magicians and the words of the poets, but never had he 
heard words such as these. He then requested the Prophet to take his oath and accepted Islam for himself 
and for his people.
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These and other similar traditions suggest that the Prophet consciously encouraged the 
use of the hamdalah and shahadah and played a fundamental role in establishing the 
tradition of beginning with Tahmid.
But perhaps the point that is most expressive of the gravity of the obligation to 
begin with Tahmid is the disdainful reference to those orators who began their khutbahs 
without it. Al-Jahiz reports that Ziyad Ibn Abihi the wall of Basrah delivered a khutbah 
that came to be called the batra’because he did not begin with the traditional hamdalah 
and did not beseech blessings on the Prophet75. Batra\ literally signifying severed or cut 
off, is also defined in al-Muhlt as the term applying to khutbahs starting without the 
Tahmid.
In an interesting segment in al-Bayan (p. 120) in the beginning of the second 
section of his work, after a concise Tahmid, al-Jahiz refers to the disdain of the people of 
eloquence and the early orators for khutbahs that did not begin with the glorification of 
God and salawat. He further shares incidents when perfectly eloquent and effective 
khutbahs were considered wanting because they lacked the Tahmid. In this context he 
justifies his decision to begin with Tahmid, as it will not only protect his text from the 
slanderous and repulsive title, batra\ but will increase its beauty and draw the hearts of 
people to select it. This demonstrates the desire of authors to follow the precedent set 
forth by the Prophet and early orators and their fear to digress from the norm. It is this 
desire and fear that fueled the transference of the Tahmid from its genesis in the khutbah 
to its evolution into the beginning of all that is ‘noteworthy’ (dhlbal).
The standard khutbah Tahmid established the core framework for further expansion and 
development. Depending on the context of the khutbah and the ability of the author, 
khutbah praise-preambles displayed much variety. The standard khutbah Tahmid also 
became, with a few alterations, the framework which was used for the Tahmid in spoken 
and written prose in general. While the standard Tahmid was a source of authority for the 
orator and oration, the more elaborate Tahmid also became a tool in setting up the frame 
of reference that would assist the speaker in persuading his audience.
75 Al-Bayan (p.138). Khutbabs that do not contain a shahadah are similarly called jadhma’ and those that 
do not include the salawat are called shawha\
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The objective of many of the khutbahs of the Prophet and early leaders of the 
Islamic community was political and spiritual persuasion and impact. In a tradition in 
Musnad-Ahmad (no. 11114), it is said that the Prophet’s festival khutbahs usually 
consisted of the command to participate in some mission or expedition. This H adith 
coupled with other examples of the Prophet’s khutbahs, confirms the objective of 
political persuasion in Muhammad’s orations. The difference with pre-Islamic khutbahs, 
however, is that political persuasion is not based on extolling the nobility of the tribe 
(tafakhur), rather it is based on theological precepts that arouse Islamic sensibilities, an 
objective that the Tahmid fulfilled. So any political persuasion is, simultaneously, 
spiritual persuasion. Preaching, according to Jones (2004, p. 189) was the Prophet’s 
primary instrument of conversion, and in the ritualized Friday sermons76, the assertion of 
his spiritual and political authority was a regular theme. Thus most khutbahs are a 
combination of both political and spiritual persuasion.
The following Tahmid, from a khutbah said to have been delivered by the Prophet 
on the first Friday he was in Medina, is an example of the use and utility of the praise- 
preamble in political and spiritual persuasion.
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On this momentous occasion the Prophet clearly establishes his political and spiritual 
authority by enforcing obedience to God and His Prophet. Crucially, the justification for 
obedience is presented in the beginning of the khutbah through the Tahmid. Using a 
slightly modified standard khutbah Tahmid, the Oneness of God and the Prophethood of 
Muhammad, the source of his authority, are established. The shahadah of the 
Prophethood of Muhammad is skilfully elaborated in the context of his first oration in 
Medina, stressing that he is sent by God, ‘a light of knowledge and guidance in the
76 It is clear that in pre-Islamic Arabia the khutbah was not delivered on a regular or ritualized basis, rather 
only when the occasion demanded it. The ritual Friday khutbah is said to have been established by the 
Prophet himself according to al-Badawi (Qtd. in Jones, 2004, 189). For references see Wensinck “Khutba” 
EI2, Pedersen “Khatib” EI2md Hawi (1970) and T. Qutbuddin (2008, pp. 197-199).
77 Safwat (1985, vol.I.ii, no.3; Appendix-2:3) cited from Tahkh al-Tabari
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darkness of chaos and misguidedness’. On the basis of this effective introduction, he 
declares that ‘whosoever obeys God and His Prophet has been guided to the right path. 
Whosoever disobeys is misguided’. The fundamental principle set forth is the basis of the 
Prophet’s political and spiritual authority. Once this premise is accepted, any command, 
whether it is a command to go to battle or a command to perform the five prayers, must 
be obeyed. In the remainder of the khutbah a more spiritual tone prevails. Muhammad 
now advises the Muslims to fear God (taqwa), and all that that entails. The spiritual 
persuasion is also reinforced by the Tahmid introduction, which warns of the imminence 
of the Day of Judgment and the nearness of death.
The theme of this Tahmid is repeated innumerable times in other khutbabs 
attributed to the Prophet and the other caliphs in various contexts78. A Tahmid in a 
khutbah by ‘All b. Abl Talib contextualizes battle by praising God as the one whose will 
is absolute79. The battle is then simply a matter of destiny. Another khutbah Tahmid by 
Zayd b. ‘AH is an example that illustrates how each component of the standard khutbah 
Tahmid is dutifully included and then eloquently elaborated in a manner that sets the 
ideal of faith and commitment to God80.
In a great majority of the early Islamic khutbahs, the orator, the Prophet or the 
caliphs represented the voice of political and spiritual authority. The khutbah was a 
medium for the expression of that authority as was the risalah. While the khutbah was 
delivered by the orator himself, the risalah was written by the katib on behalf of the 
caliph in his name. Crucially, the source of this authority was always the relation with 
God, and later a relation with the Prophet as well, both of which were established in the 
Tahmid. In other words, authority was derived from God, through the Tahmid.
The 0 \6-Risalah
The old-risalah, before the arrival of katibs such as Salim Abu al-‘Ala’ and ‘Abd al- 
Hamld al-Katib (d. 132-3/750-1) on the prose scene, simply conveyed instructions using a
78 For another example of the Prophet’s spirituo-political oration see Safwat (1985, vol. I.ii, no.2) cited 
from the sirah of Ibn Hisham. Khutbahs o f ‘AG b. Abi Talib with a similar objective are also many, see for 
example in Ibn Abi al-Hadid’s Sharh (Appendix-2:10-21). In the same source see also for instance a 
khutbah by Malik al-Ashtar rallying people to ‘AG’s cause (Appendix-2:24); others by ‘AG’s enemy 
Mu‘awiyah Ibn Abi al-Hadid, Sharh (p. 516); and by Mu‘awiyahs companions (pp. 502, 503, 523).
79 Qtd. in Ibn Abl al-Hadid, Sharh (Appendix-2:13).
80 Qtd. in al-Nahhas, cUmdat (Appendix-2:26).
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relatively plain register81. The Aphrodito papyri discovered in the early 20th century 
included Arabic risalahs, authentic examples of what I call the old -risalah, sent by one of 
the governors of Egypt Qurrah b. Shank in the last decade of the l st/7th century82.
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This extraordinary find confirms three things. Firstly, it establishes that the risalah, as a 
means of formal communication, was part of standard bureaucratic practice in the early 
years of Islam. Secondly, as the previous excerpt demonstrates, it supports the contention 
that these early risalahs were mostly instructive, addressed to a specified recipient and 
used straightforward, unomamented language. While the skill was clearly there, as 
demonstrated by the powerful and artistic prose of the khutbah, the instructive purpose 
of the old-risalah simply did not necessitate the effort. Thirdly, and most importantly 
from the perspective of this study, it provides evidence for the use of the standard 
Tahmid formula, the tasdlr, in the beginning of risalahs at this very early stage. This 
convention continued in the new -risalah, but, with its new function as the prime medium 
of mass-communication, a more elaborate Tahmid introduction developed alongside the
R4longstanding tasdlr convention .
The katib of the old-risalah naturally occupied a rather humble role in the political 
institution. Rida (1978, p.208) and ‘Abbas (1988, p. 131) state that the risalah was 
dictated by the ruler and the duty of the katib then was simply to write it down. The
81 Rida (1978, pp.208-209) discusses this transformation and presents the most comprehensive survey of 
the development of the Islamic risalah until the Umayyad period. ‘Abbas (1988, p.134) also draws attention 
to this transformation with specific reference to ‘ Abd al-Hamid al-Katib.
82 For studies of the Aphrodito papyri see: Bell (1908 and 1910), Karabacek (1894), Grohmann (1924 and 
1934), Moritz (1905), Abbott (1938), Ragib (1981).
83 Abbott (1938, pp. 42-43). Image o f original in Appendix-1:19.
84 These conclusions are not based solely on the Qurrah papyri. There are numerous other examples in Rida 
(1978), Hamidallah (1969) and (1982), Safwat (1937). These include risalahs from the Prophet to the Arab 
tribes and the foreign monarchs. Serjeant, labels the letters to the foreign monarchs as the work of later 
polemics and seriously doubts their authenticity. However, he contends that the letters to the Arab tribes 
are most likely authentic (1983, p. 141). Serjeant also discusses other documents written in the early Islamic 
period including SahTfat Quraysh, the Bay*at al-‘Aqabah, the constitution of Medina and the Siffln 
arbitration agreement. These documents also demonstrate the same simplicity o f style seen in the old- 
risalahs.
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anecdotes they cite make it clear that conciseness and directness were the key ingredients 
of the old-risalah While the names of these earlier katibs, or scribes, are given in al- 
Jahshiyari’s al-Wuzara’ wa al-Kuttab and other sources, a very small percentage of their 
works survive, of which none are set forth in the later chancery manuals as ‘models of 
writing’. These katibs’ role and the function of the old-risalah did not provide the room 
for exercising individual talent and indulgence in the art of expression and style. Later in 
the Umayyad period, the role of the .katib and the nature of the risalah dramatically 
changed, providing space for creativity and development.
The Hew-Risalah
The form of the new -risalah in Arabic-prose was a framework that allowed the author to 
focus on a specific problem or theme, presenting his thesis through a sustained argument. 
It is defined by its highly ornate verbal-art (insha* style), its function as the voice of 
authority and medium of communication for the growing Islamic empire, and its 
objective, to impress and persuade its audience85.
The innovations of the new-risalah can be classified as formal, stylistic and 
thematic. Formally, the prolixity of the risalah and the simultaneous expansion of the 
Tahmid are the main developments. These are the two developments that medieval 
scholars saw as the contribution of ‘Abd al-Hamid and are the basis for his fame . 
Stylistically, the proliferation of rhetorical devices, parallelism in particular, and the 
adoption of what became known as the insha> style was undoubtedly a central 
development. In terms of content, a much wider range of themes, discussed below, 
including social and theological, were now dealt with by the chancery ka tib .
Four main geopolitical factors had a direct bearing on the development of the 
RQW-risalahk content, style and dissemination. Firstly, functioning as the state’s medium 
of communication for a far reaching empire, the mw-risalah was required to persuade and 
was regularly written to be read aloud. It was in this sense a hybrid genre, as discussed in 
the previous chapter: as much an oral medium as a written one. This had serious
85 The definition suggested here is based on a sampling of risalahs and thus, exceptions to the rule may be 
easy to find given the scale of usage. The constitution of the risalah continuously varied as the style of the 
authors, the expectation of readers and the necessity of the times changed. The bureaucratic 
correspondence undoubtedly continued alongside. In reference to this definition it is not surprising that 
academic dissertations in Modern Standard Arabic are also called risalahs: “risalah dukturali\
86 ‘Abbas (1983, p. 145). He cites Ibn Khallikan’s WaEyyat al-A ‘yan and al-Mas‘udi’s Murujal-Dhahab.
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implications as far as the content, form, rhythm and musicality of the risalah were 
concerned, and is thus discussed further below.
Secondly, the paradigm shift created by the Arabization process in 78/698 put the 
Arabic language under the spotlight and attracted many new talents, mostly non-Arabs, 
including ‘Abd al-Hamid and Ibn al-Muqaffa‘ (d. 139/756), eager to make their mark on 
the scene87. The Qur’an, first and foremost, and the khutbahs of the master orators were 
seen as the epitome of Arabic prose, models to be emulated. It is also at this time that the 
translation movement gathered momentum, which is also likely to have had an influence 
on chancery writing88. I believe the focus on Arabic and the experimentation and 
enthusiasm of the new ‘foreign’ katibs certainly made a difference.
Thirdly, the several faith-based rebellions forced the later Umayyads to portray 
themselves as the champions of Islam. This policy permeated the risalah, which was now 
satiated with religious intonations, Qur’anic references and, in particular, a more 
elaborate Tahmid89.
Fourthly, the pivotal role of the new -katib, as the advisor and confidant of the 
ruler and the one responsible for the writing and content of the risalahs, meant that now a 
highly influential and qualified figure was in charge of the process90. This process was no 
longer extemporaneous; rather, the katib pored over each risalah to make certain it was 
acceptable in terms of its artistic beauty and persuasive power. In ‘Abd al-Hamid’s 
risalah addressed to the katibs, at the very beginning he declares to them their integral 
role, most importantly, that they are the ‘tongues by which the king speaks’91. The 
changes these factors necessitated in the nQw-risalah drove the development of the more 
elaborate Tahmid beginning.
It is not exactly clear when the new-risalah took hold. Most often, ‘Abd al-Hamld al- 
Katib is referred to as the father of the ornate argumentative insha’ style risalah. It must
87 The Arabization process is referred to in al-Jahshiyari’s history of the chancery katibs al-wuzara’ wa al- 
kuttab (p. 38).
88 The influence of translation is highlighted by D. Gutas (1998), Arazi and Ben Shammay, “Risala” EI2, 
Latham (1983, pp.155-156) and ‘Abbas (1988, pp.58-59).
89 For example the Tahmid o f Risalah no. 26 in ‘Abbas (1988, pp. 273-274, Appendix-2:40), in which God 
is praised as the defender of Islam. This Tahmid is analyzed in chapter-IV (p.141).
90 See ‘Abbas (1988, pp. 28-29) and Gully (2008, pp. 72-131); ‘Abd al-Hamid’s risalah detailing the noble 
character of katib's in his risalah no. 35 in ‘Abbas (1988, pp. 281-288); al-Nahhas, *Umdat (p. 21), Ibn al- 
Sayrafi, Qanunip. 94).
91 Risalahno. 35 in ‘Abbas (1988, pp. 281-288).
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be noted however, that this was not a sudden change. ‘Abd al-Hamid most definitely 
instituted change by making the risalah an art form, one to be meticulously sculpted, but 
there were already emerging precursors of the argumentative spirit of the new-risalah. 
One example is the heated correspondence between Mu‘awiyah and ‘All b. Abl Talib. 
Mu'awiyah fires his risalah making a case for linking ‘Afi with the murder of ‘Uthman 
and promising vengeance92. However, these risalabs are addressed to a single individual, 
not meant to be read aloud and are not nearly as ornate as those post-‘Abd al-Hamid. But 
they do reflect the scope of the risalahs to sustain arguments, a potential that was 
gradually being realised. It was this potential that led to the success of the new -risalah, 
and the Tahmid alongside it, in the state chancery.
Since the new-risalah took up the function of the khutbah as the voice of authority and 
the medium of communication, it needed to present a message that impacted upon and 
persuaded its audience. If the matter required it, a well thought-out argument was 
presented. An example is ‘Abd al-Hamid’s risalah on chess in which he argues against the 
evil of camping around chess figurines93. There is a clear objective: to persuade the public 
that playing chess is against the principles of Islam, their religion. It is quite possible that 
‘Abd al-Hamid had political motivations even though he based his argument on a 
religious premise -  the apparent prohibition by the Prophet — as was the tradition in the 
Islamic khutbah. It is understood that groups not in favour of the Umayyads were known 
to be fond of it and often gathered around the chess board, possibly scheming against 
their rulers.
In times of joy such as victory over the enemy, or one of the festivals, a salient 
argument permeated the risalah. When informing the people of the wellbeing of the ruler 
or a victory, the salient argument was to remind the audience of the blessings they 
enjoyed under his patronage, firmly establishing his authority, and inducing reverence 
and obedience. The following is a Tahmid by ‘Abd al-Hamid following a military 
victory:
92 Qtd. in al-Qalqashandl (pp. 93-94). There are many other such examples cited by Safwat (1937, vol. I, 
pp. 385-456).
93 The best edition is in Abbas (1988, pp. 265-268, no. 22). The Tahmid beginning of this risalah, which it 
is likely to have had, has not survived.
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The first section of the Tahmid focuses on God’s punishment of those who disobey Him, 
and His reward for those who obey, creating a clear dichotomy. This precept makes 
listeners eager for the reward and fearful of the punishment, thereby inducing obedience. 
In the second section, the focus is shifted on the caliph as the one whose victory has been 
aided by none other than the Almighty; it is from Him that the caliph draws his 
authority. The focus on the caliph emphasizes the relation between him and God, 
merging the lines between obedience to God and obedience to the caliph.
It becomes evident that with the expansion of the empire, the new -risalah came to 
replace the traditional khutbah as the primary oral medium of communication. This may 
simply be for logistical reasons. While in the early days of Islam the supporters and army 
were huddled around the centre, they became more and more dispersed with time. The 
ruler simply could not personally address all his subjects. Since the new-risalabs were 
often read out from the pulpits in later years, it is likely that the katib’s writing the 
messages, aware of the oral delivery, consciously emulated the khutbah, including the 
formal tradition of the contextualizing Tahmid, and adapted it to the objective of the 
risalah. Their risaiahs were thus of a hybrid nature, written yet oral, with all the 
implications of hybridity discussed in the previous chapter.
Many of these risaiahs were regularly read out in mass gatherings by the local 
governors, explicitly commanded to do so by the chancery. In a risalah sent to the
94 Risalah no. 24 in ‘Abbas (1988, pp. 271-272).
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governor of Yemen, ‘Abd al-Hamid reports the good tidings that his master is well, 
perhaps after an illness or epidemic, “and asks the governor to read his letter aloud to the 
people so that they will rejoice at the news”95. Commenting on ‘Abd al-Hamld’s Tahmids 
celebrating Marwan’s various victories, al-Qadi (1989, p.231) contends that “it is 
probable that these letters were also proclamations meant to be read publicly in the 
various parts of the empire, since no specific addressees are mentioned in them”. Ibn al- 
Sayrafi, a katib in the Fatimid chancery in Qanun diwan al-rasa’il  (p.l 19), states that the 
katib is all important because at key moments it is he who is responsible for writing 
those documents {taqalld and kutub) that will be read out aloud on the pulpits and at the 
head of gatherings, which require from him the capacity to present an argument. This 
suggests that the mode of delivery of the nQW-risalah was very similar to that of orations, 
and hence the transference of the khutbahh formal features and rites to the new -risalah, 
including the Tahmid, was only natural.
It also follows that with risaiahs written to be read by more than one person or 
read aloud, “the katib aspired to elegance rather than spontaneity”96. For the elegance of 
words and sounds, the art of beautiful expression or rhetoric (balaghah), was a 
fundamental component. Describing ‘Abd al-Hamid’s style J.D. Latham says that “it is 
the prose of the speaker rather than the writer that he has in view, and he seems to aim at 
arresting the ear of a listener rather than at capturing the thought of a reader. It is as 
though he intended his epistles to be read aloud...” (1983, p.174)97.
The use of rhetorical devices that enhanced the impact of the message increased 
with time and many of the chancery manuals discuss the art of expression at great length. 
It is important to note here that the Tahmid also became highly ornate. In fact, the 
association between the Tahmid and the insha’style became so strong that in many later 
works in the Abbasid and post-Abbasid period, even if the main body of the risalah, or 
monograph, used a plain register, the Tahmid was most likely ornate. The effect of the
95 Al-Qadi (1989, pp. 230-231). An edition of the letter is in ‘Abbas (1988, pp. 275-276) risalahno. 29. Al- 
Qadi also suggests that two other letters of ‘Abd al-Hamid (no. 11 and 12 in ‘Abbas’s edition) “were also 
read to the public in all parts of the empire”.
96 A. Arazi and Ben Shammay, "Risala” EL2, The authors of the article also draw a connection between the 
public reading of the risaiahs and the established Byzantine practice of ceremonial readings of letters.
97 Although keenly observing the ‘orality’ o f ‘Abd al-Hamld’s writing, Latham does not appreciate the 
khutbah heritage of the risalah nor the conscious composition of many of these risaiahs to be read aloud in 
mass gatherings such as the Friday prayer.
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hybridity of Tahmid, of the rhythm and patterns created by rhetorical features, is 
discussed in chapter-IV (p. 124).
The following risalah written in the time of the Fatimid Imam al-Hakim 
(d.411/1021) is a representative example of the hybridity of the new-risalahs and their 
Tahmlds98. In the risalah, the katib explains on behalf of the Imam why it was necessary 
to execute Barjawan, al-Hakim’s vizier and former tutor. The document is addressed to 
‘all those who attended the Friday prayer on the 27th of RabT II 309/1000’, and sent to all 
the provinces with the command that it be read aloud for the congregation.
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Following the Tahmid quoted above, the Imam recognizes the services rendered by 
Barjawan in the past, before stating that he later sought ill for the Imam, and was 
consequently punished. What is interesting from the perspective of this study is that the 
main justification for the punishment is in the Tahmid. It firstly highlights the Qur’anic 
assertion that the existence of two God’s would be a guarantee of chaos in the world, an 
assertion that would immediately resonate with an audience familiar with the Qur’anic 
text. Theologically, the representative of God on earth, this mirrors the assertion that 
there can only be one Imam, one ruler, making the challenge of Barjawan to the Imam not 
only unacceptable, but, according to the Qur’anic verse, a harbinger of chaos. Secondly, 
as God is not questioned, it is implied that the representative of God is also beyond 
questioning. Finally, the authority the Imam holds is given by none other than God, to
98 Qtd. in Al-Shayyal (1958, pp.307-310). He cites the famous Egyptian historian al-MaqrizTs Itti'az as his 
source. Al-Shayyal also presents a historical commentary on the document (pp. 13l - l 35).
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none other than him. This authority is for giving or taking, resolving or breaking. The 
Tahmid with its clear Qur’anic resonance is thus a strong foundation for the argument 
communicated to every individual in the empire.
The success of the new -risalah also enticed many non-chancery writers to adopt it as 
their preferred form of composition. The risalah'$ form was adapted to a large variety of 
purposes including religious treatises, themed works and personal opinions. Employing 
the risalah form, writers also applied many of its conventions, and most certainly the 
Tahmid. The concept of iqtida\ literally to follow an ideal model discussed in the 
following chapter (p.74), ensured the perpetuation of the risalah form and by extension 
the Tahmid. I contend that the popularity and expansion of the risalah transformed the 
Tahmid into a universal feature of nearly all prose composition.
The Broad Boundaries of the Risalah Genre
The expressiveness, versatility and popularity of the risalah was instrumental in the 
promotion, development and universality of Tahmid. While authors adjusted the format, 
theme and approach of their risaiahs, they most often carried forward the formal tradition 
of opening risaiahs with Tahmid. The popularity of the risalah outside the state chancery 
can be credited to two primary reasons: firstly, its scope in expressing thoughts on a 
focused theme, in the form of what we would call a monograph in modem terminology; 
and secondly, its versatility and adaptability to a wide variety of purposes, fields and 
subjects.
Until the 3rd/9th centuries, the risalah was the prime framework for individualistic
expression. Arazi and Ben Shammay (“R isala\ EI2) attribute the popularity of the
risalah to the non-conduciveness of other frameworks of prose for ‘personal thoughts’.
Knowledge ('ilm), like literature, was considered the ultimate canonical genre; for 
the same reason, it was doomed to canonisation in compilation; otherwise, there was 
the risk of impairment. Every khabarmentioned, real or fictitious, was endowed with 
an isnad which accentuated its status as a received text, rather than the product of 
independent thought. The risalah, the only remaining framework in prose, lent itself 
perfectly to the role of receptacle for personal thoughts, nonconformist ideas and 
texts based on analysis and not on quotation. This is why most original texts were 
conceived as risaiahs.
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In the 2nd-3rd/8th-9th centuries, aside from the risalah, the main works of prose 
were those focused on the traditions of the Prophet and history in general in which an 
isnad was indeed fundamental". The nQW-n'salab being a mode of communication used 
by katibs to express their opinions, and the all important opinion of their masters, on 
specific subjects, then became fashionable. Initially the risalah was strictly in response to 
another risalah or a question posed to the author. Later on “the addressee of the risalah 
was either solicited or even invented by the author with a view to exposing his ideas on a 
question which interested him particularly” (Arazi “RisalaH\ EI2)100. As the risalah on 
chess by ‘Abd al-‘Hamid mentioned above illustrates, a focused theme, a sustained 
syllogistic argument and a strong message were often synonymous with the word 
risalah101.
The use and effectiveness of the risalah in the chancery and for theological arguments 
attracted scholars from a wide variety of fields to make the risalah their favoured 
framework of expression. The popularity of the genre, the broadening of its boundaries 
and its variety had serious implications for the Tahmid, in that over a period of time they 
stimulated the development of a more contextually relevant Tahmid and were responsible 
for the gradual universalization of its usage in Arabic formal writing. Besides being a 
religious convention, the Tahmid also became a literary convention of Arabic prose used 
in religious and non-religious contexts by writers within and without the state chancery.
The range of material titled and classified as risaiahs appears to be limitless. 
Within the chancery in the early days of the new -risalah, this variety is felt in the 
diversity of themes dealt with by documents titled as risaiahs: chess, justice, early 
Islamic history, mirror for princes, a hunting trip, a victory over the enemies, the 
malevolence of Etnahs, the legitimacy of rule, the appointment of a successor, the
99 It might be worth noting here that most historical works of this time related a number, even 
contradicting, versions of an event. By doing so they were aiming to be honest to what they had heard 
leaving the decision of the credibility of the versions to the reader. In this way, the author of the historical 
work was more of a relator than an author. These historical texts constituted the majority of the works in 
the 2nd-3rd/8th-9th centuries. Although he exercised some selection, rarely do we find in early historical 
works commentary on the events that are related, or a blunt voicing of the author’s opinion. Thus to use 
this framework for individual opinions and thoughts was contrary to its nature. The risalah on the other 
hand, being a personal communication, was receptive to the needs of individual expression.
100 An example of such a risalah, cited by Arazi and Ben Shammay, is al-Jahiz’s Epistle on Singing Girls.
101 Other examples are ‘Abd al-Haimd’s risalah to the crown prince (‘Abbas, 1988, p.215, risalah no.21); 
‘Abd al-Malik’s risalah to ‘Urwah b. al-Zubayr on the genesis of Islam (Ref. in A. Arazi and Ben Shammay 
“Risala” EI2); Hasan al-Basrt’s risalah on the Imamate (qtd. in Ibn ‘Abd Rabbih, pp.9-10).
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appointment of officials, incitement to battle, justification of execution, mundane 
instructions, the purchase of slave girls etc102. Outside the chancery, risaiahs can be found 
in nearly all fields. To name a few: philosophy, lexicography, ideology, theology, 
medicine, astronomy, literature, mathematics and debate. Figure-I below illustrates the 
diversity of this genre and presents a possible taxonomy .
The usage of the risalah genre, if indeed it can be classified as one genre, 
proliferated in such a way that not only did it remain popular with Arabic writing and 
found new roles within it, but it also spread to other languages. Works titled risaiahs can 
also be found in Persian, Urdu, Malay and Swahili. Interestingly, a number of these 
risaiahs, especially Persian, boast ornate Tahmid introductions in Arabic or Persian104.
The beginnings of the non-chancery risaiahs vary considerably. Some do not 
include a Tahmid at all, while others, samples of which are included in Appendix-2, 
begin with Tahmids, varying in length and impact. In Rasa’ilIkhw an al-Safa’ (4th/10th 
century, Appendix-2:80), each risalah begins with a veiy short Talmud and addresses the 
reader in second person as ayyuha al-akh. In one the risaiahs narrating the fable of the 
case of the animals against human exploitation in the court of the king of the Jinn, all 
those who testify, humans and animals, begin with eloquent Tahmids (Appendix-2:81- 
86). In the Afdaliyyat (5th/11th century, Appendix-2:99), Ibn al-Sayrafi begins each 
risalah with a well crafted Tahmid introducing the subject of the risalah and establishing 
its basic precepts. In Hayy b. Yaqzan (6th/12th century, an ornate Tahmid begins Ibn 
Tufayl’s preface to the narrative. From my preliminary survey, it emerges that the use of
102 The terms used for chancery documents varied and often the terms risalah, kitab and sijill were 
synonymously used. For a discussion of these terms and others see Bjorkman “Diplomatic” EI2 and Gully 
(2008, pp. 2-3).
103 Other classifications have been proposed. The most common, as in Nassar (1996) for example, 
categorizes risaiahs into: siyasiyyah (diwaniyyah), ikhwaniyyah and dlniyyah. Most recently, Gully (2008, 
pp. 3-5) classifies the risalah into four categories: 1) official and unofficial state letters, 2) intellectual 
essays, 3) literary letters, 4) texts of ‘glorification and boasting’. I believe that due to the diversity of texts 
that bear the title risalah both of these classifications are too simplistic.
104 See for instance the Arabic Talmud in the 7th/13th century Persian risalah titled Matlub al-Mu’miriln, by 
al-TusI (p. 43) and in the 101h/16th century al-Risalah al-‘Aliyyah fial-Ahadlth al-Nabawiyyah, by Kamal 
al-DIn al-Bayhaql (p. 25). While the previous two may be categorized as theological risaiahs, the Tahmid 
tradition permeated the Persian scientific risaiahs as well; ‘Abd Allah al-Mazandarani’s 9th/l  5th century 
Risalah Falakiyyah Dar Alami Siyaqat begins with a Persian Tahmid. These examples show the use of 
Tahmid and its relation with the risalah in the Persian tradition. Although it must be noted that many 
risaiahs simply begin with the basmalah, often alongside short invocations specific to the Persian tradition. 
In an Indonesian risalah, what seems to be the translation of an earlier Arabic work (Abdul-Hadi, 1995, p. 
59), the beginning is with a standard Tahmid in transliterated Arabic. The dynamics of the risalah in 
languages other than Arabic, including the tradition of Tahmid, is yet to be studied. These examples simply 
demonstrate the spread of the genre and strong position of the Tahmid within it.
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the Tahmid and the use of its potential to introduce the subject matter, arouse emotions 
and persuade, depended greatly on the personal inclination of each individual author. It 
also appears that more and more writers utilized this potential from the late 4th and early 
5th/10th and 11th centuries105.
Conclusion
The khutbah, initially, and then the risalah were responsible for the genesis of Tahmid as 
a literary component of Arabic literature, its near-universal usage and variety. The agility 
of the risalah framework attracted authors to it and encouraged them to adapt and utilize 
its conventions, especially the Tahmid. Once the tradition was established in the new- 
risalah, it found fertile ground to develop in the various adaptations of the risalah 
framework and other frameworks of Arabic prose wilting which had inherited and fondly 
embraced the Tahmid tradition. The nature of these Tahmids and the rules governing the 
tradition is the focus of the next chapter.
It has often been argued, as is the case in Gully’s (2008, p.7) evaluation of Arabic 
epistolography, to state that “unlike Greek rhetoric, which was founded on the 
fundamental premise of persuasion, Arabic epistolary style was driven much more by 
stylistic and aesthetic considerations and appreciation.” On the surface this view is 
vindicated by the adjectives batra\ aqta‘ and jadhma’, used in the traditions to describe 
khutbahs (and ku ll ‘ami) not beginning with hamd,\ all drawing an image of an amputated 
incomplete form and a loss of aesthetic appeal. However, my contention is that the 
perpetuation of the Tahmid over centuries was not simply a result of fascination with 
aesthetics; these very adjectives also convey a sense of powerlessness and lack of 
authority. Moral authority and ethical soundness is as innate to the character and 
tradition of Tahmid as aesthetic appeal. In this sense, the Tahmid is a tradition in which 
aesthetic and ethical soundness are combined. The example set by the Qur’an and the 
Prophet, in combining the two, was consistently followed in perpetuating the Tahmid 
tradition.
105 Appendix-2:77-140 presents examples of Tahmids in non-chanccery risaiahs and other works from the 
early 3rd/9th century onwards.
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Introduction
This Tahmid by Hilal al-Sabi’ (d. 448/1056) in his 5th/ l l th century chancery manual, 
Ghurar al-Balaghah106, underscores the concept of iqtida’-  the emulation of an ideal or 
model -  which has ensured the endurance of the Tahmid tradition. Iqtida’ has also 
motivated the production of manuals of chancery writing which establish the norms of 
good prose writing by prescribing rules and providing examples, including rules and 
models of Tahmid. Praising God as the Originator (Jdialiq) without emulation (iqtida’), the 
Creator {ban') without following {iqtifa) in the tracks of a maker (sani% the Builder {bam) 
without copying or imitating {ihtidha’) an originator {wadf), and blessing His Prophet with 
salawat, describing him as the Prophet whose traditions are to be followed; the author 
introduces the worldview that guides his work: for all, save God, there is an ideal or 
model that they must emulate. The author’s concept of iqtida’is founded on the ethos of 
following the Prophet’s sunnah. It is implied that just as the traditions of the Prophet 
should be followed, so should the rules and ideal models of risaiahs he has compiled. 
Placing iqtida ’ in the field of writing on the same plane as the iqtida ’ of Muhammad’s 
sunnah gives far more credence to his work and to the concept itself. The importance of 
the concept of iqtida ’ lies in its being the reason for the persistence and development of 
the traditions of the risalah, and most certainly of the Tahmid.
The concept of iqtida ’ lies at the very heart of the Tahmid tradition; it is the 
desire to emulate the Tahmid that opens the Qur’an, and orations of the Prophet as well 
as those of early orators and writers, that keeps the tradition alive and provides impetus 
for its development. The many manuals of chancery writing are a manifestation of this
106 (pp. 41-42), Appendix-2:93 [full Tahmid].
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crucial concept. They prescribe the rules of Tahmid and provide the models that are to be 
emulated. Through a survey of these manuals and models, this chapter presents a 
synopsis of the norms of Tahmid and traces its evolution from the l st/7th to the 9th/l 5th 
century.
Starting as a conventional standard praise-preamble, it quickly evolves into a 
more elaborate Tahmid under the influence of the khutbah and the nzw-risalah by the end 
of the 2nd/8th century. I will argue that following the inception of the Tahmid in the new- 
risalah it underwent a series of developments in terms of its form, components and extent 
of usage. Limited in scope until the 3rd/9th century, the usage of Tahmid, and the variety 
of contexts deemed suitable for it, proliferated exponentially in the centuries that 
followed.
Before presenting a survey of the rules of Tahmid in Islamic chancery manuals, 
this chapter briefly discusses pre-Islamic (Greek and Persian) manuals that prescribe 
protocols of beginning that anticipate the Islamic praise-preamble. A synopsis of the 
rules of Tahmid and its primary components is then presented on the basis of a survey of 
over fifteen Islamic chancery manuals (see table below) from the 2nd/8th century onwards. 
The synopsis is structured on the basis of al-Qalqashandi’s delineation of Tahmid 
components in his 9th/l5th century encyclopaedic manual Subh al-a‘sha fisin a ‘at al- 
insha, which is by far the most comprehensive of the manuals surveyed.
List o f  Chancery Manuals Referred to in this Study
Author Title Period
1.
‘Abd al-Hamid al- 
Katib
Risalah ila al-Kuttab 2nd/8th century
2 .
Ibrahim Ibn al- 
Mudabbir
al-Risalab al-cAdhra’ 3^/9“* century
3. Ibn Qutaybah Adab al-Katib Late 3rd/9th century
4. Al-Jahshiyarl al- Wuzara’ wa al-Kuttab Early 4th/10th century
5.
Muhammad b. Yahya 
al-SuII
Adab al-Kuttab Early 4th/10th century
6 . Abu Ja‘far al-Nahhas (Umdat al-Kuttab Early 4th/10th century
7. Abu Hilal al-cAskan
Kitab al-SinU tayn: al-Kitabah 
wa al-Shfr
Late 4th/10th century
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8. Abu Hilal al-Sabi’ Rusum Dar al-Khilafah 5 th/11th century
9. Abu Hilal al-Sabi’ Ghurar al-Balaghah 5 th/11th century
10. ‘All b. Khalaf Maw add al-Bayan 5 th/11th century
11. Ibn al-Sayraf! Qanun Diwan al-Rasa’il 6th/12th century
12. Ibn al-Athir
al-Mathal al-Sa’ir ft Adab al- 
Katib wa al-Shdir
7th/13th century
13.
Musa b. al-Hasan al- 
Musifi
al-Burd al-Muwasbsha ft Sind at 
al-Insha
8th/14th century
14.
Lis an al-Din b. al- 
Khatlb
Rayhanat al-Kuttab wa Nafat 
al-Muntab
8th/14th century
15. al-Qalqashandi Subh al-Afsha ft Sind at al-Insha 9th/l 5th century
Pre-Islamic Manuals and Protocols
Early Islamic correspondence continued the custom of beginning with protocols, which 
had been established by Greek and Persian traditions. For example, a Pahlavi chancery 
manual consists of a series of formulae to be used in formal correspondence (Zaehner, 
1937). The text itself titled “On the Way to Write Letters” begins in the name of the 
Gods {pat nam iyazdaii), quite similar to the basmalah (p. 97), except for the ‘Gods’ 
being plural.
The manual offers a series o f ‘proems’ that writers may use. The proems, which 
are similar in spirit to later Islamic beginnings, suggest showering praise on the recipient 
and beseeching the blessings of the Gods for him. However, the focus is on praise of the 
recipient, in association with the Gods, rather than of the Gods themselves. The lines that 
the author concludes with are quite striking: “Finished in thankfulness—at the outset 
religious knowledge and faith, in the middle wisdom and good will, on completion 
perfect thought and kindness—in thankfulness, gladness, and joy” (p. 100). The focus on 
religious knowledge and faith is very much akin to the Tahmid beginnings.
Certain phrases from this assortment of proems, over fifteen proems and ten 
epilogues, attract further attention. A recurrence of the word ‘praise’ as well as prayer for 
the addressee, in conjunction with words that occur frequently in the elements of Tahmid 
such as ‘all victorious’, ‘compassionate’ and ‘the benefactor’, is evidence of the 
anticipation of Islamic praise beginnings in pre-Islamic times.
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There is also a tendency to use the relative clause in praising the Gods and more 
often the addressees. For example: “May those whose works are high grant you honour 
according to your desire...” (p.97), and “M. son of N., who adorns the world and 
embellishes the continents, and benefits the provinces” (p.98). In the first example, the 
relative clause describes the powers of the Gods, while in the second example it describes 
the virtue of the addressee. The structure is similar but the focus is different.
There are no separate elements delineated as they later appear in Islamic manuals, 
but rather a variety of ways to address the recipient with the invocation of prayers for 
him. It is worth noting that, in later Islamic manuals, the extent of prescription was that 
specific phrases of praise and prayer were reserved for various posts based on their 
position in the hierarchy. Transference of the Pahlavi style to the Islamic protocol is not 
by any means farfetched, especially since initially many of the Sassanid chanceries were 
taken over and continued to function without prior Arabization of the scribes.
This argument is corroborated by the persistence of bilingual letters until the 
Arabization of the chanceries by cAbd al-Malik in the last quarter of the l st/7th century 
(Abbott, 1938, p. 11). These bilingual documents, and the protocols within them, have 
been studied in great detail by Becker (1908 and 1910) and Bell (1906)107. In the majority 
of these, the Islamic declarations, consisting primarily of the basmalah and the shahadah, 
were rendered both in Greek and Arabic. In lands that used to be under the Byzantines, 
Christian formulae were usually replaced by Islamic ones (Abbott, 1938, p. 14), but not 
always. As Bell discovered for example, Christian notaries at Fust at, who wrote the 
Greek version of the letters, “were not required to employ in them any of the 
distinctively Mohammedan formulae, but used instead...non-committal phrases” (Bell, 
1910, p.xxxvii). That these statements are based on original papyri, which are almost 
impossible to tamper with, adds much credence to the assertion that invocations, albeit 
not the Islamic Tahniid were not a new phenomenon.
The Concept of iqtida’ and Islamic Chancery Manuals
Iqtida’ -  the philosophy of emulating an ideal or model -  is manifested in the vast 
number of chancery manuals starting with cAbd al-Hamld’s treatises in the 2M/S,h
107 See also Bjorkmann “Diplomatic” EI2, Grohmann (1924), and Moritz (1905).
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century (the first Islamic manual)108. From the 3rd/9th century onwards, a steady stream of 
manuals appeared, with the tradition becoming increasingly popular in the Abbasid 
period and reaching its grandest scale with the encyclopaedic work of al-Qalqashandi.
There are comprehensive annotated lists of these manuals in al-Durubl (1992, pp. 
60-78) and in Musa (1997, pp. 481-522). It is therefore not my intention here to conduct 
a full survey of manuals that have survived. Rather, the intention is to establish the 
importance of the concept of iqtida’ and draw attention to the rules and models of 
Tahmid that are presented in these manuals.
That iqtida> was the objective of these manuals is certain. Writing in the 3rd/9th 
century, Ibn al-Mudabbir underlines the significance of studying risalabs written by the 
old writers or founders (mutaqaddimm)109. To be familial* with the practices of, and to 
study the risalahs written by, predecessors, both earlier ones (mutaqaddimin) and later 
ones {muta ’khkhirm), was seen as integral to the education and success of a katib. In a 
6th/ 12th century Fatimid manual, Qandn Diwan al-R asail(pp. 91-93 and 118), the author 
Ibn al-Sayraft, the head of the chancery for many years, using the verb from the root of 
the term iqtida \ stresses the importance of rules and models:
yy ** y y y y
y * a y S f  y  ^ yy  ^ y
\iaiU-
y y y y y yyj- yy
c
/  /  I J  /  /  /
tSilijh q* I*
This statement also shows that authors of these manuals were conscious of their role in 
establishing the norms of good writing, including the norms of Tahmld.
The manuals established the norms of writing firstly by codifying the formal, 
stylistic and practical rules that guided the early katibs, so that they could be adhered to 
by the generations that followed, and secondly by providing examples of earlier writings, 
or models, that could be emulated or at the least be a source of inspiration. While most 
manuals encompassed both rules and models, some dealt more or less exclusively with
108 Roemer, “Insha’”, maintains that the manuals are original contributions but cautions that Byzantine and 
Sassanian influence should be accounted for since their chanceries were assimilated as the Arabs conquered 
more land.
109 Ibn al-Mudabbir (p. 228) and al-Qalqashandi (pp. 92-113) include a whole section on the necessity to 
read the works o f ‘early writers’. They also provide many examples.
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either of the two. cAbd al-Haniid’s risalah to the katibs for example has no examples 
within it, while Ghurar al-Balaghah, authored and compiled by Hilal al-Sabi’, is purely a 
collection of model risalahs.
Formal rules were prescribed in the early manuals and their number increased over 
time. The Islamic manuals’ treatment of the formal aspects of the risalah includes the 
manner in which the recipient is addressed, how he is described, the prayers offered for 
him, the dating of the risalah, the ending, and, last but not least, the introductory 
formulae. The manuals that are most concerned with formal rules are Adab al-kuttab, 
°Umdat al-kuttab, R us uni dar al-khilafah, and Subh al-a‘sba.
A number of manuals are concerned primarily with stylistic and practical rules. 
The stylistic rules, in essence a discussion of what constitutes eloquence (balaghah), are 
meticulously dealt with in al-Risalah al-tadhra>, c Umdat al-kuttab, Maw add a 1-Bayan 
and Subh al-acsha. The stylistic rules also applied to Tahmids and were a fundamental 
characteristic of it. As I argue in the following chapter, they were not simply ornamental 
embellishments but were central to the persuasiveness and message of Tahmids. The 
practical rules are concerned with the management of the chancery and the logistics of 
writing and archiving110. These archives were the likely source for the collection of model 
risalahs and T ahmids.
Nearly all the major manuals contain models for katibs to take guidance from and there 
are some that are exclusively compilations of such models. These models, other than 
keeping traditions alive, are useful in that they permit an overview of the stages of 
development of the risalah and its features including the Talmud. Models, often called 
rusum, are presented for risalahs to be written on different occasions and for various 
purposes. Hilal al-Sabi’s 5th/ l l th century manual Ghurar al-balaghah, referred to above, 
divides the samples into twenty one categories, compiling many samples for each 
category111. Although other collections survive, such as al-Yazdadi’s Kamai al-balaghah, 
from the perspective of Talmud Ghurar al-balaghah is invaluable as it contains a full 
section on ‘ T a h n u d a tThat a whole section is devoted to Talmud underlines its 
significance and highlights the variety of models available to a writer. Another
110 For example, Ibn al-Sayrafi, Qanun (pp. 134-141) on the type of folders (dafatii) that should be used, 
archiving, translation, the role of the deputy, etc.
111 The categories include Tahmids, sultaniyyat, victories, congratulatory, condolence, and oaths of 
allegiance, to name a few.
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indispensable source containing model Tahmids is ‘All b. Khalaf s Maw add al-Bayan, a 
Fatimid manual from the 5th/ l l th century, discussed further below. In addition to 
providing Tahmid models, the author specifies which type of Tahmld is suitable for 
varying occasions and purposes. Lisan al-Din al-Khatib’s 8th/14th century work 
Rayhanat al-kuttab presents an excellent collection of ornate Tahmids used in the 
author’s various non-chancery works. Al-Qalqashandi’s Subh al-acsha is also a treasure 
trove of models spanning the length of nine centuries. The collection of Ibn Nubatah’s 
4th/10th century orations, a khutbah for every Friday of the year, is also an exceptional 
collection of Tahmids. A selection of these Tahmids is presented in Appendix-2.
It is likely that chanceries contained many compilations, but only a fraction of the 
corpus has survived. Al-QacH (1989, p. 237) refers to a statement by al-Jahiz, “that in the 
latter half of the 2nd/8th century or the first half of the following century, the secretaries 
in the Abbasid state were using cAbd al-Hamid’s letters as a kind of textbook, a 
pedagogical model, in order to become good secretaries”. She also refers to a report 
which provides evidence for the existence of a collection of °Abd al-Hamld’s risalahs in 
the life time of his son in a Targe notebook’{daftar kablr). Although many of cAbd al- 
Hamld’s risalahs have survived, scattered in various texts, the collection is lost. °Abd al- 
Hamld’s case is presumably reflective of many other collections that did not survive. 
Archives were often lost in hostile takeovers. The Fatimid archives, for instance, were all 
but completely destroyed by Salah al-Dln upon his taking control. Fortunately, historians 
and litterateurs saved samples that had exceptional historical value or were considered 
unmatchable examples of prose. Modem compilations of these scattered documents are 
an invaluable resource112.
The Codified Rules and Templates of Tahmld
A chicken and egg quandary arises as to whether the chancery manuals simply codified 
the rules of beginning that had been put into practice by earlier katibs, or, whether they 
in fact prescribed rules that were then followed by later katibs. The likelihood is that
112 Kurd ‘AG’s compilation, Rasa’il  al-Bulagha’pxesei\is many samples of writing from the 3rd-4th/9th-10th 
centuries, including risalahs of Ibn cAbbad, Ibn al-Mudabbir, cAbd al-Hamld and Ibn al-Muqaffac. Many 
Fatimid risalahs have been saved in historical works such as Tmad al-Din’s cUyun. Al-Shayyal (1958) 
started to compile Fatimid chancery documents from historical sources, focusing mostly on Sunni sources, 
but was not able to compile all available documents. There are still many documents unpublished. Another 
exceptional collection is Sijillat-Mustansin'yyab which is a copy of a collection of risalahs sent by the 
Fatimid Imam al-Mustansir (d.487/1094) to his governors in Yemen. A broad overview of Fatimid 
documents can be found in Walker (2001, pp. 112-130). These risalahs are an important source for studying 
the development of the chancery risalahs in general and the tradition of the Tahmid in particular.
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initially the manuals recorded and codified more than they prescribed, since the majority 
of manuals were written in the 4th/10th century, a good two centuries after the birth of the 
new -risalah. After this time it is possible that the manuals played more of a prescriptive 
role, especially with the templates or models of risalahs (rusum) becoming fashionable.
An examination of the rules prescribed for praise-preambles in the manuals 
reveals that Tahmid gained importance and became more complex over time. As the 
complexity increased, the need for transcribing the rules arose. Thus, later manuals are 
much more explicit and systematic regarding the rules of beginning. As mentioned 
earlier, the most comprehensive of these manuals with regards to Tahmid is al- 
Qalqashandi’s Subh al-acsha\ The presentation of the rules in this chapter is based on his 
framework, which delineates seven components in beginnings: basmalah, hamdalah, 
shahadah, salawat, salam, amma ba ‘d  and end-Tahrrnd. In his discussion of the fawatih, 
as he titles it, al-Qalqashandi himself quotes copiously from the manuals of his 
predecessors. This survey introduces the inteimittent contribution of other manuals vis-a- 
vis Tahmld within al-Qalqashandi’s framework. The survey spans seven centuries, 
beginning with cAbd al-Hamid’s risalah to the katibs up until al-Qalqashandi who wrote 
in the 9th/ 15th century in Mamluk Egypt.
Basmalah
Used to begin nearly all Qur’anic surahs, the basmalah is an integral part of the 
traditional Tahmid beginning. Beginning with the name of God enables the author or 
speaker to relate his enterprise with the Almighty. Its form has remained static over the 
centuries as bism Allah al-Rahman al-Rahim. Its usage is mandatory, according to al- 
Qalqashandi, based on the model of the Qur’an and the Traditions of Muhammad 
(pp.959-961). Prior to a discussion of the origins of the basmalah and justifications for 
usage, these are the basic rules to be followed as prescribed by al-Qalqashandi and other 
manuals:
• All important documents must begin with the basmalah. This view is upheld by
al-Sufi (pp.31-32), al-Sabi’ (Rusum, p. 104), al-Musifi (p.74) and Khalaf (p. 130).
In insignificant documents (al-maraslm al-sighar), it should be left out. These are
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documents such as petitions (qisas) and letters of appointment (taw qfat - 
although the definition of this term is quite fluid)113.
• The basmalah must be written on a line by itself, above all other formulae and 
writing. It should be written in beautiful handwriting, with the ba’ elongated to 
represent the missing alif, and the teeth of the sin well articulated114. Al-SuH 
additionally suggests that it should be written adjacent to the margin (p. 36). 
Though not articulated, the rules for the basmalah seem to have been in place since the 
end of the i st/7th century. In the Qurrah papyri referred to in the previous chapter, the 
basmalah consistently occurs on the first line, by itself415. The rules continue to be 
followed even in contemporary works, as exemplified by the usage in the 20th century 
risalahs of Syedna Taher Saifuddin. The fact that early manuals contain few explicit 
rules, except that the basmalah should be used, is probably because they would have been 
regarded as unnecessary.
What is noteworthy about the basmalah is that over the centuries it remains 
predominantly static. There is no change in its form nor is there anything added to the 
accepted four-word formula. The static form is especially intriguing if considered in 
relation to the various forms of the basmalah witnessed in pre-reform coinage, for 
example bism ik Allahum, bism al-rabb, bism Allah al-(a z l ^ . That the basmalah is 
unmodified throughout the Qur’an, as opposed to hamd which has a number of 
adaptations, is perhaps the central reason for its standard form.
The histoiy of the basmalah is traced back to the pre-Islamic period by al- 
Qalqashandl (p.959) and al-Sufi (p.31-32). Al-Qalqashandi narrates a fantastic account 
from al-Mas‘udi’s Muruj al-dhahab about the origins of the use of the basmalah. 
Umayyah b. Abi al-Salt al-Thaqafi is said to have travelled to al-Sham with a group of 
Qurayshites. Foolishly they stone a small snake that comes to eat their food, bringing 
upon themselves the wrath of an old Jewish woman who punishes them by not letting 
them go back home by dispersing their horses every morning. Eventually, Umayyah
113 The terminology is defined in Bjorkman “Diplomatic” EL2. That the basmalah was indeed left out of 
these ‘insignificant’ documents is verified in Khan’s (1986, p.448) study of a decree (manshur) from the 
archives of the Fatimid chancery dated 528/1133.
114 A detailed discussion of how to write the basmalah is presented in al-Qalqashandi (p.960) in addition to 
a discussion of the grammatical justifications for the elision of the alif and the presence of an assumed iqra ’ 
before the basmalah. A discussion of the use of bada’tu bism Allah etc. is in al-SulI (pp. 32-36). Al-Nahhas 
also has a similar discussion on the dropping of the alif{pp.55-56).
115 See image of papyrus in Appendix-1:19.
116 See in Walker (1941) coins no. 6 and 9. Also see Walker (1956, pp. xcvi-ci and pp.54-56) for a 
discussion of the Latin equivalents of these variants.
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walks the desert in search of a solution and reaches a church (.kanisah), where an old man 
advises him to say ‘ bism ik Allahumm' the next time the old lady appears. Umayyah does 
so and the old lady’s magic ceases to work. From that day onwards the Quraysh are said 
to have begun their documents with bism ik Allahumm. By narrating this mythical tale, 
al-Qalqashandi is perhaps trying to give a Christian origin to the concept of the 
basmalah, to prevent it being seen as a purely pagan jahiliyyah ritual. He also intimates 
the protective spiritual power of the invocation.
Al-Suli, al-Nahhas and al-Qalqashandi all confirm that bism ik Allahumm was 
used by the Prophet initially. It is also worth noting that bism ik Allahumm  also appeared 
on pre-reform coins minted after the advent of Islam, as mentioned earlier. Al-Suli 
(pp.31-32) explains in detail the transition from the Qurayshite basmalah to the 
standardized Islamic one. He relates that three Qur’anic verses revealed over a period of 
time formulated the final standard basmalah. Initially, the verse “bism Allah majraha wa 
mursaha” (11:41) modified bism ik Allahumm to bism Allah. Then the verse “qul id ‘u 
Allah aw idcu al-Rahman... ”(17:110) was revealed and added al-Rahman to the formula. 
Finally, the verse llinnahu min sulayman wa innahu bism Allah al-Rahman al-Rahlm” 
(27:30) crystallized the basmalah in the state that it preserves until today. Interestingly, 
in all these verses the basmalah is not introduced as a new concept but rather as one that 
was applied by the ancient Prophets Noah and Soloman. The basmalah symbolizes the 
timeless impetus to relate with and evoke the divine.
In addition to this, as mentioned in chapter-I, the basmalah is considered the first 
verse of surat al-Fatihah by most exegetes. Its invocation at the beginning of each surah, 
except surah-9, is a standard practice that has enshrined the form, position and role of the 
basamalah.
A  tradition attributed to the Prophet also encourages the use of the basmalah. 
Incidentally it is very similar to the one encouraging the use of the hamdalah quoted in 
the previous chapter. Al-Qalqashancfi (p. 960) reports this tradition117:
p \ *- - * *
The idea that the basmalah bestows blessings or divine grace (barakah), promulgated in 
this Hadith, is corroborated by al-Sufl (p.32) who affirms that the basmalah is one of the
1171 have not been able to find this tradition in any of the canonical Hadith compendiums.
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bounties of God, so that he may give them barakah in whatever it is they are pursuing 
and reward them for it.
Hamd
Unlike the basmalah, the hamd undergoes much development over the years. Even in the 
Qur’an, where the basmalah at the beginning of surahs remains static, there are five 
different variations of the hamd in the beginning of five surahsm . The hamd is the prime 
component of the traditional beginning and its name, Tahmld, derives from the root 
hamd\ literally praise or gratitude. Its development can be followed in two seemingly 
distinct threads: i) the tasdlr- the standard Tahmid or standard chancery praise-preamble 
and ii) the khutbat al-kitab -  the more contextualized (and often elaborate) chancery and 
non-chancery Tahmid119. The tasdlr continued to be used as the standard beginning for 
most correspondence while the Tahmid transcended the boundaries of correspondence 
into other forms of prose writing,
Tasdlr—The Standard Tahmid
The format of tasdlr-ths standard Tahimd-remained more or less unchanged since the 
early days of Islam120.
• “mint fulan b. fulan ila fulan b. fulan121” follows the basmalah. The practice has
been followed since the time of the Prophet according to Ibn al-Mudabbir (p.232), 
al-Sull (p.39), Hilal al-Sabi’ (Rusum, p. 106), al-Nahhas (p.252) and Khalaf 
(pp. 129-130) . Later on, specific titles and benedictions were attached to the 
names depending on the position of the recipient in the hierarchy of the state. Al-
118 Surahs 1, 6,18, 34 and 35.
119 The terminology for Tahmld is rather fluid. While tasdlr is quite widely accepted and used over the 
years to refer to the standard chancery beginning, other terms such as khutbat al-kitab, khutbah, sadr al- 
kitab, or simply, Tahmid, are used for praise-pre ambles that begin monographs or are more elaborate than 
the standard chancery tasdlr. For the puiposes of this study, tasdlr is henceforth used for the standard 
Tahmld and Tahmid is used for the more extended khutbat al-kitab,
120 It must be noted here that other formats for beginning correspondence did exist. The different modes of 
beginning can be classified into two primary groups: beseeching benediction for the recipient and various 
ways of introducing the author or text such as hadha kitab. Nonetheless, in the majority of state 
documents, the tasdlr is the beginning predominantly used. Al-Qalqashandi presents a list o f fifteen ways 
in which chancery correspondence was begun (pp.998-1004). Additionally, he presents a chronological 
survey o f the various beginnings since the time of the Prophet, through the four caliphs, the Umayyads, the 
Abbasids, the Fatimids and the Muwahhids. This survey includes the standard tasdlr discussed here and the 
Tahmld referred to below (pp.1012-1145). In this section he also notes, as al-Suli does earlier (p. 225), that 
in correspondence with non-Muslims, Islamic formulae were not used.
121 This is possibly \h scunwan which is part of the tasdlr. The ^ unwan is referred to by most of the manuals 
but is devoid of any formula and is in practical terms possibly the equivalent of the address on the top of 
formal correspondence today. See for discussions of the cmwan al-Nahhas (p. 252), Hilal al-Sabi’ Rusum 
(p. 104), Khalaf (p. 131) and al-Qalqashandi (p. 1006)
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Musili adds that beginning with benedictions (du‘a), is only suitable for people in 
high positions such as caliphs, kings, viziers and emirs (p.99). Al-Nahhas (pp.225- 
226), al-Musili (p. 109) and al-Qalqashandi (pp.866-947), include a list of these 
titles and benedictions122.
• The tasdir formula originally consisted of hamd and a shahadah. The salawat was 
added later in the Abbasid period123. It is introduced as the standard beginning by 
al-Suli (pp. 38-40 and 225) who states that it ended with the axiom:
[vXw U ] 'ill aSI -Oil tA))
This is corroborated by al-Nahhas (p.228), al-Sabi’ (Rusum, p. 106), Khalaf 
(pp.129-130) and al-Qalqashandi (p.962).
• Al-Qalqashandi (p. 962) adds that different forms of hamd may be used in the 
tasdir, depending on the inclination of the author. The tasdlr may read 
yahmaduhu, nahmaduhu, abmaduhu or al-hamd li Allah. He states that some 
authors prefer al-hamd li Allah as it denotes permanence, continuity and 
immersion (thubut, istimrar and istighraq), while the three verbal forms relate the 
act of performing hamd to the author, rendering it more personal124. Because of 
the particular significance of the two forms, he suggests that some later tasdhs 
employed both.
• The tasdir occurs at the beginning of correspondence (mukatabaf). It is to my 
knowledge never seen as the beginning of a monograph. It is elided from less 
important documents according to al-Qalqashandi (p. 962).
• The tasdir according to al-Nahhas (p.228) and Khalaf (p. 130) should be used for 
correspondence from the Imam and his successor only. This was definitely not the 
case earlier, as examples of the Qurrah papyri and another such example in al-Suli 
(p. 106) show.
The Aphrodito papyri, also known as the Qurrah papyri, prove beyond doubt the usage of 
the tasdlr in correspondence in the l st/7tb century. While the authenticity of the letters of
122 See Bjorkmann “Diplomatic” EI2 for references to the various beginning protocols and titles under the 
Umayyads, Abbasids, Fatimids and Mumluks. For example in the Fatimid Sijillat (p.51) the recipient is 
addressed as al-amir al-ajal al-awhadamir al- ‘umara’, cumdat al-khilafah, sharaf al-ma‘ah, taj al-dawlah, 
sayf al-hnam, al-muzaffar ft al-dln, nizam al-mu’mimn, cA li b. Muhammad al-Sulayhl, nasarah Allah wa 
azfarah.
123 Details of this discussed in the salawat section below.
124 In Fatimid risalahs the tense is almost always cyahmadu ilayka Allah and salam calayk after the min 
fulan b. fulan.
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the Prophet, samples of which are presented below, may be doubted, the authenticity of 
the papyri is undisputed. Abbott (1938, p.21) confirms that the papyri “had the added 
advantage of betraying any tampering with the text once written, since an attempt to 
remove or change the writing results only in destroying, or at least marring, the writing 
material”. A significant number of the Qurrah papyri written in the 1 st/7tb century 
survive, the majority of which begin with this formula125:
» I 1 'u  y\ aii y ^ ji\ ji\ jwH ^
. . .
This beginning, the standard Tahmid or tasdlr, was the norm for nearly all chancery 
risalahs for centuries to come.
Al-SuII, discussing the standard chancery praise-preamble, states that tasdir has 
hardly changed since the time of the Prophet except for the addition of salawat He also 
cites this letter from the Prophet to the tribe of Barii Asad (pp.38-39):
lyb )ll All 1^ ^^11 A)il ^?“l < J-yjl (^ 1 Ajll <1^ ’ (j* p-*"1
alw* j t  Jju 1*1
All the other risalahs attributed to the Prophet follow the same format and contain no 
examples of a more elaborate Tahmid126. Even the ones that are likely to be fabricated 
follow this pattern since fabricators would most likely have tried to make them appear 
authentic by following the formal characteristics of the originals. The Prophet’s letters in 
conjunction with the Qurrah papyri prove that tasdlrvjz.s in use since the very early days 
of Islam and crystallized the custom of beginning with hamd. Later examples of tasdlr 
show that the form remained more or less unchanged (for example Appendix-2:59-61).
Tahmld —Khutbat al-Kitab
The convention of beginning with hamd, established by the tasdlr, was crucial in the 
development of Tahmid. It is from the tasdlr, al-Qalqashandi claims, that the Tahmld 
was extracted (p. 1000):
125 See Appendix-1:19 for full text and translation. Also see Becker (1906, p.62). It was written in Rabi’ al- 
Awwal 91/548.
126 For a collection of the letters attributed to the Prophet see Hamidallah (1969).
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In the chancery risalahs, the development was not within the tasdir but rather by the 
addition of a full section for hamd, termed khutbat al-kitab, after the tasdlr and the 
amma ba‘d. Crucially, the name itself, khutbat al-kitab, denotes its affinity to the 
beginning of the khutbah and acknowledges its debt to it. While the tasdlr was used 
exclusively in correspondence, the khutbat al-kitab was used within the chancery and 
without it. In risalahs emanating from the chancery, where Talmud is used, it follows the 
tasdlr and amma ba‘d. In monographs, however, a short or long Tahmid is used without 
tasdir and is followed by amma ba ‘d.
It is possible to argue that the Tahmid, though already experimented with by 
cAbd al-Hamid in the 2ud/8th century, did not become pervasively used until a few 
centuries later. The Tahmids of°Abd al-Hamid that survive suggest that the Tahmid was 
used in a limited scope then, in the context of victories (futuh) and bounties {n f am) as al- 
Qalqashandi puts it. However, the fact that cAbd al-Hamld’s Tahmids were 
independently preserved speaks much for the appreciation of the readers and the literary 
merit of the introductions themselves (the main body of the risalahs the Tahmids 
introduced is no longer extant).
While earlier manuals refer to the necessity of the beginning to predict the end, 
none of them actually comment on the use of Tahmid. By contrast, later manuals, 
especially Hilal al-Sabi’s Ghurar al-Balaghah, cAli b. Khalaf s Mawadd al-Bayan and al- 
Qalqashandi’s Subh al-a‘sha, draw much attention to the function and strength of the 
Tahmid and provide examples. The Tahmids that introduce the manuals themselves are 
also an indication of the authors’ awareness of their ability to contextualize and prepare 
the audience for the substance of the risalah127.
127 See (Appendix-2:78, 87, 88, 89, 93, 94, 95, 98, 121, 126, and 131) for the Tahmids of a number of these 
manuals.
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The following are the basic rules prescribed by the manuals about Tahmid. A 
more detailed discussion with samples follows.
• The T ahniid should ideally contextualize or predict the subject of the risalah.
• The Tahmid is suitable initially for appropriately joyful occasions. By the Fatimid 
period it is adapted to various other contexts and even sombre elegies. The 
khutbahs on the other hand display a variety of Tahmids earlier on including those 
in grim contexts such as battles (for example Appendix-2:13).
• Guidelines, templates or models termed rusum or mustalahat suggest a suitable 
focus for the Tahmids of chancery risalahs in common and repeated contexts such 
as victory in battle, festive occasions, the death of a caliph etc.
• The length of the Tahniid varies. In many cases multiple Tahniids are encouraged- 
i.e. al-hamd li Allah occurring thrice followed by a description of God in relation 
to three different aspects.
• In the chancery, only risalahs of note, those that may be called sultaniyyat, 
contain the Tahmid according to al-Qalqashandi (p.1000).
• In chancery risalahs the Tahmid follows amma ba‘d  and the tasdlr 128. In non­
chancery works the Tahmid begins immediately after the basmalah, followed by 
amma ba ‘d. There is no tasdlr.
A number of authors including Ibn al-Mudabbir, al-‘Askan, al-Sabi’, Khalaf, Ibn al-Athlr 
and al-Qalqashandi highlight the role of the beginning as an introduction which predicts 
and engages the audience with the subject matter of the risalah. The Tahniid is in many 
cases a foundation for a case to persuade the audience in favour of a particular 
perspective or a particular course of action. Ibn al-Mudabbir encourages contextually 
sound beginnings and refers also to their role in the elegance of expression and 
cohesiveness of the text (p. 236).
x xx
Al-cAskan (pp.451 and 457) advises ka tiffs  on the importance of beginnings, quoting one 
of his predecessors:
128 See for example tasdlr and Tahmid in (Appendix-2:60).
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Al-Qalqashandi presents a similar proposition (p.979) asserting that the Tahmld is 
effective because peoples’ souls desire and look forward to the praise of God. While 
acknowledging other beginnings such as those with prayers, salam., and paying respects, 
he sees the ^am^/beginning as the best opening formula (p. 1000):
x x  > - *  x
Q93juJ-1 ^IpjuJd y*
In the section on bara‘at al-istihial (the finesse or adeptness of beginning) al-
Qalqashandi, suggestive of Ibn al-Mudabbir’s statement, asserts that in all manners of
1 *^0speech it is necessary to have a beginning that suggests the end (p.979) . He expands
this by adding that, if it is a kitab on victory, its beginning should insinuate the 
congratulatory mood and if it is a kitab of condolence, that should also be reflected in the 
beginning. As is his pattern in Subh al-a ‘sha\ he presents a number of examples, a few of 
which are worth noting since they demonstrate the versatility of the Tahmid and the 
importance attached to it. He quotes the beginning written by cAmr b. Mus°adah’s katib 
in a risalah to the Abbasid al-Ma’mun (d. 218/833), informing him of the birth of a 
unique calf, the face of which was that of a human:
X X  X X X
On a more serious note, al-Qalqashandi cites al-Mathal al-Sa’iry in which the author, Ibn 
al-Athlr, reprimands the famous katib Abu Ishaq al-Sabi’ [the grandfather of Hilal al-
129 The statement that it is from the mubtada'at is rather strange if  taken in reference to the khutbah 
tradition. However, in respect of the risalah tradition it was indeed a new practice started by cAbd al- 
Hamid. The latter tradition is what al-Qalqashandi seems to be referring to.
130 The definition and various references to baraeat al-istihlal are presented in chapter- I (p. 29). Ibn al- 
Muqaffa0 is also said to have made an interesting comment on beginnings qtd. in al-Jahiz, al-Bayan (p. 37):
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Sabi’] for an unsuitable beginning, ‘despite [Abu Ishaq’s] greatness in the field of 
writing’ (p.980). Ibn al-Athlr criticizes Abu Ishaq for not giving a clue to the context, the 
conquest of Baghdad, in the opening of his risalah. He argues that this beginning, or 
‘warm-up’ (tahmiyah) as he calls it, is appropriate for a kitab on the principles of 
religion, but inappropriate for a kitab on the occasion of a victory131. The criticism of 
such a high standing katib in this manner shows that having a contextual Tahmld in 
certain chancery writings was not optional but indeed a fundamental expectation.
However, this expectation developed gradually. Initially the Tahmid was closely 
associated with occasions of joy but was later used even in sombre contexts. The 
following is an example of a victory Tahmid written in the time of al-Muctasim (d. 
227/842) in which the hamd is repeated thrice (qtd. in al-Qalqashandi, p. 1025; Appendix- 
2:52).
c<p\W iiy ai ‘ ^
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Each repetition deals with an explicit theme The first hamd segment praises God as the 
deliverer of victory and the defeater of the enemies. The second draws attention to the 
caliph as the one whom God aided, the one indirectly responsible for the victory. The 
third praises and beseeches God for the continuation of His bounty and with the first 
person plural, narghab, relates the context to the audience.
The repetition of hamd is attested much earlier in Tahmids by cAbd al-Hamid and 
Ibn al-Muqaffac (Appendix-2:38, 40 and 42). This repetition duly becomes a standard 
feature in most celebratory Tahmids, the number varying according to the magnitude of 
the bounty being celebrated. The most common number of repetitions according to al-
131 See Abu Ishaq’s Tahmld in (Appendix-2:54).
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Qalqashandi remains three (p. 1024), but even seven repetitions are found sometimes 
(p.962).
Even within the limited scope of Tahmids on joyous occasions, almost exclusively 
written in the chancery, the principal elements that would define the literary value and 
character of Tahmids, its substance, structure and style, matured.
The limited scope, however, meant that until the 3rd/9th century the usage of the 
khutbat al-kitab type of Tahmid was relatively limited in chancery risalahs. This trend is 
reflected by its negligence in most of the early manuals and the limited number of early 
examples. Ibn Qutaybah in his work A dab al-katib (p.21) simply remarks on the 
unawareness of the difference between hamd and shukr. The Tahmids written by cAbd al- 
Haniid, though beautiful, are all written celebrating his master’s victories in Armenia132, 
with no variety in terms of context. Ibn al-Mudabbir (pp. 233-234) clearly states that the 
Tahmid should be used to celebrate victories but not in a negative context133. He 
criticizes an author who uses the Tahmid in such a context (the regression of an 
individual from Islam). Sombre situations such as death, he asserts, are unsuitable for a 
hamd beginning and should rather be begun by the Qur’anic verse (2:156), '‘innali Allah 
wa inna ilayh ra ji‘un’. On the other hand, Tahmids did occur on less joyous occasions in 
khutbahs in the i st/7th century, but these were shorter and less prominent compared to the 
later risalah Tahmids134. Very few non-chancery risalahs appear with Tahmids; one 
example is al-ShafiTs early 3rd/9th century risalah (Appendix-2:77). But as a general 
trend, notwithstanding exceptions, the contexts deemed suitable for Tahmids, and thus 
their overall frequency, were limited when compared to the 4th-5th/10th-l 1th centuries.
From the 4th/10th century, the Tahmld mushrooms in terms of variety and
1 ^  Susage . After the Abbasid period, al-Qalqashandi treats the Tahmid as a standard 
feature in risalahs of the dynasties that he deals with. The broadening of the scope of 
contexts in which the Tahmid is a suitable beginning is attested in this statement quoted 
by al-Qalqashandi from Mawadd al-Bayan. A  contextualizing beginning, he asserts, even 
if only of two or three words, is necessary in all kitabs whether on the occasion of 
victory, condolence, a call towards religion, praise, admonition etc (p.980). A very telling 
example of an early Tahmid written in a context other than victory is one written by Abu
132 This opinion is put forward by 'Abbas (1988, p. 68).
133 Also see al-Sabi’, Rusum (p. 106).
134 The khutbahs of CAG b. Abl Talib in the context of battle referred to in chapter-II for instance 
(Appendix-2:11,12 and 13).
135 For examples see Appendix-2:54-140.
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Ishaq al-Sabi’ on behalf of al-MutT (d. 363/974), subsequent to the truce achieved 
between him and one of the Sassanid kings (Qtd. in al-Qalqashandi, p. 1030) .
jubilant, boldly declaring the power of God in providing victory and quashing his 
enemies; the second is conciliatory, calmly reasoning the virtues of peace and 
reconciliation. The spirit of reconciliation is expressed beautifully by the simile between 
God’s power in uniting the different parts of the body, and his reconciliation of the two 
rulers, for a greater cause. The wisdom of the truce is attributed to God, as it is He who 
changes the atmosphere of animosity and malevolence into one of care and safety. This 
change God brings about in order to safeguard those who are righteous, and indeed 
‘reconciliation is good’137. The soft tone of the Tahmid, the long sentences, and 
keywords such as sulh and salam all collectively present the worldview that favours 
reconciliation and persuades the audience to adopt it. With the adaptation of the Tahmid 
to a wider variety of contexts from the 4th/10th century onwards, its usage, relative to 
earlier times, exponentially multiplies.
The more noteworthy and recurring contexts, and the Tahmids that suit them, are 
discussed at length in Mawadd al-Bayan by °Ali b. Khalaf, who devotes a full section to 
templates or guidelines (rusum) for risalahs regularly composed in the chancery,
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The difference in mood between this Tahniid and the one before it is clear: the first is
136 Full Tahmid in Appendix-2:55. Also see Appendix-2:57 and 73.
137 The Qur’anic context of this verse is the reconciliation of a couple seeking divorce. The usage here 
conjures that image.
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including their beginnings138. The rusum that are relevant to Tahmid are presented in 
Appendix-3. Khalaf highlights the importance of this section by describing it as the fruit 
of his work and the ultimate purpose of his discipline (p. 135). He admits that he does not 
cover the full array of chancery production, but rather focuses on those rusum that he 
finds most significant: the sultaniyyat, which are risalahs concerned with critical issues 
and occasions, sent by the ruler. He adds that the rules and templates presented need not 
be followed or copied verbatim; rather, he intends them to emphasize basic principles and 
themes to guide the katib (p. 136). Al-Qalqashandi primarily relies on Khalaf in his 
exposition on the rusum, adding and subtracting a few categories as well as providing 
many examples, including some precious samples of Tahmld. For each categoiy a basic 
description of the purpose of the kitab and its importance is followed by a 
recommendation as to how the document should be begun (p. 140). The following 
description is for kitabs that are written in times of the perception of the powers of the 
skies, or God, i.e. calamities or natural disasters (Appendix-3:5).
Through the Tahmid a sense of rationality is imposed on events that may otherwise seem 
brutal without any reason; through the Tahmid, the Prophet is shown as the saviour from 
misfortunes in this world and the Hereafter.
In the template for beginning kitabs concerned with calling towards religion 
(Appendix-3:1), the description of the Tahmid is understandably quite lengthy. It 
includes components that are not always present in regular Tahmids such as tasblh. In 
some ways they seem to be the guidelines followed by most prose works with the aim of 
da‘wah and guidance including later Fatimid-Tayyibi risalahs.
The guidelines present collectively an entire theology and vision of an ordered 
cosmos, a worldview that is shared by the audience and becomes the basis for the bond 
holding a community together. The rusum create a framework for the relationship 
between the divine and His creation, between this life and the Hereafter, between the 
shepherd and his flock, between the ruler and the ruled. They internalize a psychological
138 Note that rusum as a concept is much earlier. Ibn al-Mudabbir (p. 234) states that you must follow the 
rusum in your khawatim.
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effort to assert, uphold and legitimate the authority of the ruler and bond his subjects into 
a community.
Variances in the worldview, and the effect they have in practical terms, can be 
seen by comparing the guidelines provided by two authors in different circumstances to 
introduce the same event, in this case the accession of a successor to the caliphate 
(Appendix-3:7). The authors are Khalaf and al-Qalqashandi, the latter depending on the 
former for the rusum and quoting him more or less word for word, except for one very 
telling difference. While Khalaf (pp. 141-142) requires the author to comment on the 
designation of cAfi by the Prophet as his successor, from whom the Fatimids physically 
and spiritually descended, and on the importance of the Imamate in Muhammad’s 
progeny, al-Qalqashandi (p. 1356) advises the author to relate the tradition of the Prophet 
concerning his uncle c Abbas, from whom the Abbasids descended. It is in the Tahmid 
beginning that the two distinct legitimizing factors for the rule of the Fatimids and 
Abbasids are presented. Thus, the guidelines and the resulting Tahniid are the foundation 
for the thesis put forth in the risalah that follows.
In most cases, the foundational beginnings proposed by the guidelines by Khalaf 
and al-Qalqashandi are the same, suggesting that most of them are pan-Islamic, and were 
therefore adhered to consciously or subconsciously by katibs from different dynastic and 
sectarian backgrounds. Examples of adherence to these guidelines can be found in the 
collection of Tahmids in Hilal al-Sabi’s Ghurar al-Balaghah, in the samples presented by 
al-Qalqashandi while quoting Khalaf and in other collections of risalahs of the 5th-
if . 11. IV 4 *30
6/ 11 -12 centuries . Ghurar al-Balaghah in particular provides an excellent 
collection of model Tahmids on different themes. Hilal al-Sabi’ does not specify the 
context that would suit each of his Tahmids, but looking at them in correlation with 
Khalaf s guidelines it is possible to speculate on the relevant purpose of each of the 
beginnings. For instance, this rather short Tahmid by Hilal al-Sabi (p.57) may fit into the 
categories of prohibiting discord in religion or possibly in peace accords (Appendix-3:6 
and 8)140:
An interesting example is quoted by Taher (1974, p. 61, Appendix-2:76) from a 12 /18lb century risalah 
written in Damascus after a devastating earthquake. The author in his relatively short Tahmid seems to 
adhere to the guidelines set forth by Khalaf (Appendix-3:5) seven centuries ago.
140 Also see similar Tahmid by same author in Appendix-2:74, which is analyzed in chapter-IV (p. 143), and 
al-Mu’ayyad’s Tahmid in Appendix-4:78.
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Other models in Ghurar al-Balaghab are rather more general and it is difficult to pinpoint 
the precise theme or context that they would fit into. Perhaps it is up to the katib to 
customize them for the purpose of his risalah.
The prolixity or brevity of the Tahniid is also at the discretion of the katib. Al- 
Jahshiyan quotes Ibn al-Muqaffa° as stating that a katib should economise in his usage of 
words, and be concise in his beginnings (p. 78). This is quite contrary to cAbd al-Hamid’s 
reputation for being verbose. Since °Abd al-Hamid was a contemporary of Ibn al- 
Muqaffa0, it is possible to see the latter’s statement as a different stylistic preference 
applying to a specific context. In contexts in which the kitab is to be read aloud, a few of 
the manuals explicitly advise the katib to use multiple synonyms and be lengthy. Al- 
Nahhas (pp.305-306) and al-Qalqashandi (p. 1375) both stress that it is necessary to 
prolong the Tahmid in the context of victories and similar occasions so that it can be 
understood by the public listening to it.
Shahadah and Salawat
The shahadah in the tasdlr was a core feature since the very early days of Islam. Its 
standard form ‘ wa ashhad an la ilah ilia hu3 is witnessed in most of the manuals’ 
references to the tasdlr discussed earlier. The proclamation of the Prophethood of 
Muhammad does not normally occur in the tasdlr, although there are exceptions. Al- 
Qalqashandl (pp. 1013 and 1018) cites a risalah from the Prophet and another from Abu- 
13 akr in which the shahadah is followed by the phrase muhammad0abduh warasuluh.
In the khutbat al-kitab, al-Qalqashandi (p.962) states that the custom of including 
the shahadah after hamd was introduced by the m uta’akhkhirun. It seems to be an 
innovation of the 4th/10th century, although it is difficult to pinpoint the exact time­
frame. This much is certain: earlier Tahmids, such as those by cAbd al-Hamid, do not 
include a shahadah, possibly since most of these Tahmids followed amma ba°d and the 
tasdlr which had already proclaimed the shahadah. As the Tahmld also became used 
independently in monographs and in some kitabs for general announcements, which 
would not have begun with the tasdir, the practice of including the shahadah might have
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been initiated. Al-Qalqashandi (p.962) cites the tradition of the Prophet, ‘every 
khutbahm  [beginning] that does not start with the shahadah is like an amputated hand’, 
as the justification of its use in later times. In most Tahmids where the proclamation of 
One God is made, the proclamation of the Prophethood of Muhammad follows. Al- 
Qalqashandi (p. 1000) also notes that the inclusion of the shahadah and salawat is a sign 
of the katib's greatness. Incidentally, none of the other manuals, referred to in this study, 
discuss the shahadah or its inclusion, although samples of tasdir and khvtbahs that they 
present do include it.
The salawat, as mentioned earlier, was added to the tasdlr according to most manuals 
early in the Abbasid period in the 2nd/8th century. Ibn al-Mudabbir (p.238) forcefully says 
that the inclusion of salawat should not be neglected in the beginnings. He quotes an 
Abu al-cAyna’, who claims that it was the Umayyads who ordered their katibs to remove 
the salawat from then writings. This means that the salawat was actually reinstated in 
Abbasid times. He further quotes a tradition by the Prophet explicitly directing the use of 
salawat in the beginning, middle and end of du‘a, which occurs at the start of risalahs,. 
Al-Sufi in his manual states that the tasdir used to end with the proclamation of One God 
until the time of Harun al-Rashid (d. 193/ 809), who instructed the addition of the 
salawat The addition is seen by al-Sufi as the best virtue of al-Rashld. This was the 
standard tasdlr salawat (p. 40):
References to the tasdir in the manuals following that period almost always contain the 
sa law at2. Al-Qalqashandi refers to two Qur’anic verses that obligate the inclusion of 
the salawat: 33:56 and 94:4 respectively. He cites cUmar al-Mada’inTs observation of the 
omission of the salawat by some katibs, who are described as having committed a grave 
sin and forsaken a great reward.
Al-Qalqashandi (p.963) also debates the permissibility of beseeching salawat on the 
progeny and companions of the Prophet, arguing for its acceptability if it follows salawat
141 Interestingly, al-Qalqashandi understands the term khutbah here as referring to the Tahmid and not the 
traditional oration. This goes to show the fluidity of the term and also the close relation between the 
khutbah as an oration on the one hand and the khutbah as Tahniid on the other.
142 Al-Qalqashandi also refers to Harun’s role in the introduction of the salawat in the tasdlr. For examples 
of risalahs with salawat in the tasdir see: al-Nahhas (pp.227-228), al-Sabi’, Rusum (p. 106), and al- 
Qalqashandi (pp.1022,1023,1024).
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on Muhammad. He points out the Fatimid practice of beseeching salawat by referring to 
the Prophet as then grandfatherQWo), as in the following example:
l
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The reference to the lineage, and the salawat on the progeny as the rightfully guided
Imams, draw a clear link between the Fatimids and the Prophet. This concise but
meaningful salawat highlights the source from which Fatimid spiritual and political
authority is derived. An additional feature of the Fatimid tasdlr is the short hamdalah
beside the basmalah. This hamdalah was the standardmark of ratification ( alamah), of all
the Fatimid Imams and was usually written by the Imam himself144.
The more elaborate Tahiriid came to include the salawat in roughly the same time 
period as it came to include the shahadah. The salawat aided the Tahmid in the 
contextualization and foundation process. This is exemplified by the salawat in the 
Fatimid kitab written by Ibn al-Sayrafl subsequent to the demise of Imam al-MustacH 
and the assumption of the Imamate by his son al-’Amir. Being a Fatimid risalah it also 
includes salawat on the progeny of the Prophet, and specifically on cAfi, Muhammad’s 
successor according to Shiites145. This was the custom in most Fatimid Tahmids.
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143 Sijillat (no.34, p.106; Appendix-2:62).
144 Thecalamah, also translated as motto or initials, is also referred to by some sources indiscriminately as 
tawqT, which is additionally used to refer to decrees or edicts of the ruler. Original calamahs are found in 
Fatimid decrees (manshrn) studied by Stem (1964). There is no tasdlr in these documents as they are 
considered quite low in the hierarchy of documents. The calamah is below the basmalah in the decrees 
studied by Stem.
145 Qtd. in al-Qalqashandi (p. 1357; Appendix-2:67). See also another Tahmid in the same context by Ibn al- 
SayrafI (Appendix-2:68).
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In this example, the salawat constitutes almost half of the Tahmid. After reasoning the 
inevitability of death in the hamd, the -author takes the opportunity of the salawat to 
describe Muhammad as the one whose proof (hujjah) was well established, whose path 
was clear, whose word was lofty and whose status was above all the Prophets. He also 
takes the opportunity presented by the salawat to describe CAE as the Prophet’s brother, 
cousin, commander of the faithful {amir al-mu’minm), the one in whose progeny the 
Imamate would continue and the one whose love is a protective shield on the Day of 
Judgment. Following such a description, the salawat on the Imams, explicitly stating 
their descent from both Muhammad and °Ali, builds a strong case for the authority of the 
new Imam, al-’Amir, and casts him as an heir to their virtues.
Soldin and Amma Ba°d
The salam and amma bacd  are both traditions of the chancery as explicit and compulsory 
as the ones mentioned above. The salam is defined by al-Qalqashandi (p.964) as Islam’s 
greeting (tahiyyat al-islam). He adds that it is required for the unification of hearts and 
submits a Hadith in support of this. Although none of the other manuals refer to salam 
specifically, its place in the tasdlr seems to be assumed. The majority of tasdns, such as 
the Fatimid one quoted above, include the salam before the hamd.
Amma bacd  on the other hand is expanded on by a number of manuals146. The 
contention is that it is the fasl al-khitab attributed to the Prophet David, referred to in 
the Qur’an (38:20), and has been used since. Others have attributed it to the pre-Islamic 
orator Quss b. Sacidah147. In practice the placement of amma bacd  varies: in most 
chancery documents it is after the tasdlr, but in other texts it may come after the 
khutbat al-kitab or after the basmalah if there is no Tahmld.
End-Tahmids
In the end of this chapter a note must be made on endings in risalahs, as the Tahmid often 
recurs in the conclusion. Al-C Askari makes a connection between beginnings and endings 
(p.455):
146 See Ibn al-Mudabbir (p.232), al-Qalqashandi (p.964), and al-Suli (p.36), who quotes this verse of poetry 
linking the hamd and amma bacd:
ytc- U Jjij 1*1 Jjj .wJI * jjjuiII
147 Ch. Pellat, “Kuss b. Sa'idah”, BI2.
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While the beginning is responsible for the first impression, the ending is responsible for 
the impression people will carry with them. Not as prominent as the Tahmids in the 
beginnings, the practice of the concluding Tahmid is based primarily on the following 
Qur’anic verse (10:10):
Al-Qalqashandi also cites another verse to make the case for the concluding Tahmld
In this case, although he does not refer to this point, the Tahmld is portrayed by the 
Qur’an as a formula used by angels alongside God’s throne. Such depictions are sure to 
add credence to the Tahmld as a formula and encourage its usage. Al-Qalqashandi (p.976) 
additionally refers to a Hadith to support the usage in conclusions and makes the 
interesting observation that the Prophet was named Ahmad because he was the last of the 
Prophets (khatam al-anbiya*).
The equivalent of the tasdlr in endings is the short statement ‘ wa akhir dacwana 
an al-hamd li Allah rabb al- ‘alamin ’or ‘ al-hamd li Allah wahdah ’. Al-Qalqashandi prefers 
the first as it is the most exemplary Tahmld having been used as the beginning of the 
Qur’an, with the modification of dacwahum to da°wana. This is very often followed by a 
short salawat since, according to al-Qalqashandi, God has adjoined the Prophet’s dhikr, 
remembrance, with His own148. Similar to the tasdir, this practice is overlooked in those 
documents that are not considered important enough to be worthy of the beginning and 
ending formulae. It is interesting that by this stage, whatever the basis may be, the hamd 
and salawat become inseparable: two elements of a single entity.
148 Al-Qalqashandi comes to this conclusion on the basis of the interpretation of Qur’anic verse (94:4):
t i l]  Lilli J J
He understands this verse as meaning that the Prophet’s dhikr was raised because it was adjoined to the 
dhikr of God Himself (p.976).
>
(39:75):
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In those documents that begin with a khutbat al-kitab Tahmid, there is also often 
a similar ending. Though much shorter than the beginning Tahmid, they are also 
contextual in nature and act as a conclusion to the document, just as the initial Tahmid 
regularly acts as an introduction. In Mawadd al-Bayan, Khalaf refers explicitly to two 
such Tahmid endings in his rusum for kitabs written on the occasion of the transition of 
the caliphate and on the occasion of victories (Appendix-3:7 and 13). In the latter he 
advises the katib to praise God the One who has ordained ascendancy for his followers 
and lowliness for his enemies, the One who draws those self-conceited by his tolerance, 
and does not ignore those who deviate from His will; and beseech salawat on His 
messenger and his progeny. A Tahmid in the ending of a victory risalah, the beginning of 
which was quoted above, written on behalf of al-Muctasim149, echoes the guidelines in 
Mawadd al-Bayan:
^  ^  * p ^  p p ** p /  ► |
*0 f A  ^ P  *01 Aj J * * a jj
\l  y  jk j ^iVyali J u S lu  a I L S j  lya JW -
j \  y *  V* ^  ^  S^Lioj (»IjJ JJj-*" f j*  *ilJ  £*CuP {j!M t^  * ✓ * ' ' s ' * #  ***•
V  JjM  )} j j l l  # \A W p *01 e <6l <01 , j i i a S l  y* a !  j v > -  I*
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The end-Tahniid concludes the document in hope of further victories and focuses the 
attention on the caliph as the one whose fortune brought this positive conclusion. By 
having a Tahmid at the beginning and the end a cycle of continuity is established, 
whereby, with the recurrence of Tahmid, good fortunes will also recur. It is unclear why, 
but in this example the salawat has been elided. While the end-T ahniid is not as common 
as the tasdir or beginning Tahmld, it does become a feature regularly seen in chancery 
documents and even non-chancery ones150.
Two other formulae appear regularly in the end of risalab&: insha’ Allah (if God 
wills it) and hasbuna Allah wa n fm  al-waldl (3:173)(God is sufficient for us and the best
149 Qtd. in al-Qalqashandi (p. 1026; Appendix-2:53).
150 For example, in the Fatimid chancery documents Sijillat (Appendix-2:58, 59, 60 and 61) and the non­
chancery such as al-Mu’ayyad’s Majalis (Appendix-4:28, 34, 41), the end-Tahniid is a standard feature.
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whom we entrust; based on Qur’an 18:23)151. The first is specific to chancery risalahs* and 
rarely occurs in the end of other writing. The latter, often called the hasbalah, is routinely 
visible in the end of non-chancery prose writing as well, following the end-Tahmid and 
salawat. Deviation from these static short formulae is quite rare152.
Conclusion
The philosophy of iqtida\ manifested in the manuals and models surveyed, ensured and 
continues to ensure the continuity and development of Tahmid. As the examples quoted 
in this study demonstrate, the rules and models did not stifle the development of Tahmid. 
The development reflects broader doctrinal, stylistic and social changes and continuities. 
It reflects the maturation of the insha’ style, and with longer more varied Tahmids, a 
movement on the continuum of orality towards literacy. It also reflects the crystallization 
of communal identities as in the case of Fatimid Tahmids.
The chancery manuals set the noims within which a great deal of creativity is 
apparent. While the rules of Tahmid ensured the survival of its primary components and 
form, its adaptation by talented writers to a range of contexts over the years resulted in a 
multitude of original and evocative Tahmids. The interplay of this continuity and change 
drove the evolution of Arabic prose and Tahmid, from a standard tasdlr used since the 
early days of Islam into a Tahmid {khutbat al-kitab) beginning used in chancery and non­
chancery works. The widespread use of Tahmid in non-chancery works, especially after 
the 4th/10th century, is evidence of the transference of chancery styles and practices into 
the broader arena of Arabic prose writing (see for examples Appendix-2:79-140). As will 
be discussed in further detail in the case study, the rules prescribed here are adhered to by 
Fatimid-Tayyibi authors of Tahmids, and Syedna Taher Saifuddin in his risalahs nearly 
eight centuries later.
The permanence of the structure and the principles governing Tahmids means that 
the manner in which meaning is embedded remains essentially the same through the ages 
despite the development within the framework. The following chapter uses the shared 
structure and principles of Tahmids through the various stages of its evolution to develop 
a methodology for the extraction and appreciation of the depth of meanings in Tahmids 
across the centuries.
151 For a more detailed discussion of the two see al-Qalqashandi (p.965 and pp. 976-977).
152 There are sometimes slight, not so significant deviations of the hasbalah to hasbl Allah, changing the 
plural to the singular, or replacing the plural n*? with a noun, such as wa huwa hasb amir al-mu’minln (eg. 
al-Qalqashandi, p. 1030).
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In the spirit of emulating norms it is fitting to end this chapter with a Tahmid. Al-Sufi in 
Adab al-Kuttab praises and thanks God for teaching us how to praise and thank Him (p. 
20):
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Introduction
The Tahmld, even in its simplest form, establishes a distinct state of consciousness and a 
worldview, a frame of reference, through which cosmological existence is viewed. Even 
the pronouncement of the standard al-hamd li Allah rahb al-alamln wa al-salat wa al- 
salam °ala rasulih sayyidlna Muhammad wa alih al-Tahirln, embodies a belief in the One 
God, Master of the universe, in the Prophet Muhammad, and an acceptance of the tenets 
of his message and its vision of creation and existence. The encapsulation of an entire 
worldview in relatively brief Tahmlds is possible due to the rich network of relations, 
especially with the Almighty, that is created in each Tahmld.
This chapter argues that the relations that the author chooses to emphasize, the 
manner in which they are established and the worldview they present, are the source of 
the Tahmid’s effectiveness and its claim to literary merit. Its persuasive quality, and its 
literary beauty, in a wide variety of contexts and applications, whether legitimization of 
authority, explanation of events, community-building, da‘wah (religious mission) or 
propagation of a holistic unique view of the cosmos, is a direct result of its natural 
affinity to the establishment of relations. It also argues that the eloquent rhetoric, that is 
an essential ingredient of such literary forms, often plays an integral role in the creation 
and enhancement of relations. The encapsulation of Tahmld in prose, that features 
eloquent sight and sound patterns, inspires deeper meanings and enhances the Tahmld’s 
persuasiveness and impact. The appreciation of Tahmid and an appreciation of its literary 
merit is therefore, necessarily, an appreciation, understanding and analysis of the 
relationships it creates or insinuates, and the manner in which they are created.
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Relation is the primal category o f  thinking. One’s conception o f  the meaning and 
function o f relations contains the key to one’s entire metaphysics (Leighton, 1904, 
p.702).
Our natural, subconscious perception of people and objects is based to a great extent on 
the perception of their link, affiliation, association (nisbah) and relation with us and with 
our surroundings, including individuals, communities, entities, beliefs, etc. A person is 
often identified and recognized as the son of so and so, the fellow of such and such 
institute, the citizen of such and such geographically located and politically bound state, 
and a believer or non-believer in such and such faith. Our concept of time is in relation to 
significant religious events for Christians and Muslims, such as the birth of Christ and 
the Hijrah. Even the basic perception of right and left depends on the direction one is 
facing; as Lanz (1931a, p.346) asserts: “the two directions, however distinct, are 
determined only with reference to each other”. It is by our perception of the relation of 
contrast that black is distinguished from white. Our understanding of our own lives is 
often based on a reflection of age old epics and tales. It is often through a cathartic 
relation with times long past that we contextualize our own existence. Our outlook 
towards people and objects is based on a multitude of relations, both conscious and 
subconscious, that are almost continuously conjured up in our mind. The authors of 
Tahmid skillfully utilize this tendency by creating and highlighting specific relations that 
offer their preferred worldview.
While a Relational Theory has to my knowledge seldom been used to analyze literature, 
it is a theory much debated and with ensconced standing in numerous other disciplines 
including physics, philosophy, psychology and even computer science. Just as these 
theories allow the understanding and analysis of the universe in the specific interests of 
their respective fields, a relational understanding and analysis of Tahmid, inspired by 
these theories, enables an appreciation of the Tahmid’s effectiveness in its various roles 
and its literary value.
In physics, the Theory of Relativity contends that the perception of the physical 
universe is relative, i.e. a function of the relations of the perceiver to the four dimensions: 
the three dimensions of space and the dimension of time. Just as this theory proposes an 
outlook of- the physical universe based on these dimensions, so Tahmid locates 
individuals and communities in a different set of metaphysical dimensions, including
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‘absolute time’, offering an alternative, metaphysical outlook on existence. In 
philosophy, among numerous relational theories, The Relational Doctrine of Space and 
Time offers an ontological understanding of the universe based on the relations of 
material objects154. From an ontological perspective, Impure Relational theories go to the 
extreme of suggesting that existence is nothing but the sum of all relations155. These 
ontological arguments often lead to discussions of the nature of relations; for instance the 
distinction between external relations, between objects and internal relations, within the 
object itself. Tahmid also offers an ontological perspective of the universe, albeit based 
on the principles of Islamic theology, with the absolute indescribable existence of God 
superseding and anchoring all other relations. In the Tahmld, also, various levels and 
types of relations, each playing its part in the larger ontological perspective, are 
perceivable. In psychology, the ‘association of ideas’ is a commonly practised analytic 
method and one of the cornerstones of human psychology156. The effectiveness of many 
Tahnilds relies on the associative power of the human mind in relating and associating 
contemporary propositions with pre-established religious truths or relating and 
associating the present with a sacred past. In the field of computer science, the Relational 
Database Theoiy is one of the most popular theories for the development of searchable 
databases157. In essence the database is a powerful organizational tool. So through the 
priorities and dependence in relations established by the Tahmld, some kind of order and 
organization is brought forth in the perception of an otherwise chaotic world. While these 
theories are far more complex than my rudimentary descriptions, a number of the 
concepts and terms that they employ prove useful in the relational analysis of Tahmid.
In view of all these relations and theories, and keeping in mind the infinite relations 
created in human minds at each moment, what is it that makes the Tahmid and its 
relations special from a literary perspective? What is the best approach towards an 
appreciation of Tahmld? This chapter is an attempt to answer these questions.
Through a well crafted and condensed rendering of those relations that are 
deemed to be vital according to the belief system of the author, in absolute terms or in 
the historical context, a state of consciousness and a particular worldview are conceived.
154 See Hooker (1971).
155 See Newman (1989).
156 See Hausman (1967).
157 See Codd (1970).
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The Tahmid’s ability to create this state of consciousness makes it a strong and 
persuasive literary tool. Our ability to understand these relations is the key to 
appreciating and unlocking the meanings in Tahmids.
The chapter is divided into three main sections:
(i) The first section discusses the two basic types of Tahmld relations. This is 
followed by an explication of terminology necessary to analyze Tahmid with 
the relational model and a discussion of the factors, especially Qur’anic 
background, that motivate Tahmid relations. The section ends by presenting 
two different approaches, exegetical and eisegetical, which can be used in 
conjunction with the relational model.
(ii) The second section focuses on the role of style and rhetoric not only in the
enhancement of Tahmid relations but also in their creation. The different 
approaches and the various relations are illustrated with examples of Tahmld 
from kbutbahs and chancery documents from the l st/7th to the 8th/14th 
century.
(iii) Using the tools of analysis considered in the first two sections, the third
section explores the relations, the rhetoric and the states of consciousness
evoked in five carefully selected Tahimds.
My aim is to make a case for the suitability of the relational model for studying 
Tahmids, including examples from the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition. In his article on 
“Insha’” {El2) Roemer remarks that “on account of the almost exclusively historical 
interest of the researchers, little or nothing has been said [about the risalah] from the 
point of view of style, aesthetics or literary criticism”. By demonstrating the use of the 
relational model in a study of the verbal-art and the literary merits of the Tahmid, I hope 
to make a contribution in this area.
Chapter-IV
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I. The Uniqueness of Tahmld Relations and their Dynamics
The Tahmld epitomizes the vital link between the microcosm and the macrocosm. It 
brings clarity to a labyrinth of human relations. Through its relatively condensed and 
well crafted format, it focuses attention on a handful of relations, among millions, that 
are deemed absolutely vital; relations that provide not only the context and frame of 
reference for contemporary events and issues, but also for an individual’s existence at 
large. Through these relations the Tahmid creates a worldview that proposes answers to 
some of the fundamental questions of life: Why is there death? Why is there evil? Why is 
there suffering in this world? What is the meaning and purpose of life? and so on. These 
questions are answered by focusing on a set of absolute and dynamic relations in the 
world, which create amongst listeners or readers a collective state of consciousness about 
human existence that simultaneously addresses and explains local and contemporary 
relevant issues158.
The relation of the Tahmid to its local context159 is similar to that of the nasib of 
the classical Arabic qasidak to its main objective (gharad). In the case of a qasidah of 
praise (madlti) for example, the nasib often introduces a ‘moral-code’ that is seen fulfilled 
in the concrete actions of the one being praised (mamduti)16®, The function of Tahmid is 
also similar to the one described in Stem’s (1964, p. I l l )  discussion of the terms arenga, 
(the formal beginning) and exposito (the subject matter of the document), in the Fatimid 
petition (manshur.; or decree in Stem’s terminology):
The arenga and the exposito both serve to motivate the issue of the ruler’s order -  the 
one by stressing the general moral and religious principals guiding his actions, the 
other by setting forth concrete circumstances necessitating his intervention.
However, the link between the moral-code and gharad, or between the arenga and 
exposito, is implicit. Similarly, the Tahmid introduces those principle relations on the 
basis of which the implicit link between the synchronic and diachronic, between the 
macrocosm and the microcosm, is perceived and the purpose of the Tahmid is served.
158 This assertion is based on Anderson’s (1991, p.10) view of the survival o f communities over the years. 
He argues that religions are successful because they provide answers to these critical questions.
159 The context of the audience, i.e. their experience, or the context as laid out in the text following the 
Tahmid, in a khutbah, risalah or monograph.
160 The idea of the ‘moral-code’ is presented by Sperl and Shackle (1996, p. 39). The code is “not incidental 
to the subject matter of the poem but reside[s] at its very core”. Similarly the Tahmid is not incidental to 
the subject matter of the document; rather it often represents the core relations on which the message of 
the document is based.
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Since the Tahmld is a religious formula, the preferred view point is inevitably 
conveyed through a hierarchy of interconnected primary Islamic relations. These 
relations develop a frame of reference for an individuaPs existence (as part of a
community) by creating a spiritual relation and affiliation with a set of people and
concepts (God, Prophet, heaven, hell, etc.), often accompanied by a series of descriptive 
phrases that identify and distinguish them. In other words the chaotic labyrinth of 
relations, that forms an individuaPs outlook on his world, is in a sense simplified, 
through the foregrounding of these primary relations. All else is background, out of focus 
and less important. In prioritizing a particular set of relations, even the most 
conventional of Tahmids invites individuals to a clearly prioritized worldview. These 
relations and their dynamics are discussed in further detail below.
Relata and Relational-Propositions
As with any relations, the core is a set o f ‘relata’161, i.e. the entities that relate, and the 
‘relational-propositions’162, i.e. the nature of the relation between them. When describing 
the relation between the sun and the moon, one may say that the sun is bigger and
brighter than the moon. The relata in this relation are the sun and the moon, the
relational proposition is one being greater than the other in size and brightness. One may 
add to the relation the fact that it is the sun’s light that the moon reflects; the relational- 
proposition in this case is one of dependence. It also follows that the moon substitutes for 
the sun at night. Whereas such relations are relatively simple, the Tahmld often boasts a 
maze of relations with a wide array of relational-propositions. And while it is impossible 
to classify all Tahnhd relations here, the primary relata of Tahmids are identified below 
in an attempt to give some sense of structure to Tahmid relations.
The primary relata that give the Tahmld its basic skeletal structure can be divided 
into three levels.
(i) The first level is exclusive to God. A range of relational-propositions are created 
using His names and attributes.
(ii) The second level includes those individuals, past and present, who are considered 
intermediaries between God and the individual or community. This comprises the
161 The term relata is borrowed from Hooker (1971, p. 129). The definition of relata as I understand it from 
the discussion in his paper is that they are the entities that relate in spatial relations. I will use the term to 
indicate the primary entities that relate in the Tahmid whether they are individuals, events or concepts.
162 The term ‘relational proposition’ is borrowed from Wong (1980, pp. 243-244). The term in this chapter 
simply refers to the nature of the relation between individuals, events or concepts. It does not necessitate 
an acceptance of Leibniz’s or Wong’s views about relations.
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Prophets, especially Muhammad who is considered the Seal of the Prophets, the
— 1 A1!caliphs and for the Shiites the progeny of Muhammad, the Imams . The second 
level also includes abstract concepts such as guidance (hidayah), knowledge 
Cilm), the religious mission (.Da°wah), the metaphysical Pen (qalam), etc.; and 
concepts that constitute the unseen (ghayb), such as heaven, hell etc.
(iii) The third level comprises individuals as part of the community of God, those who
follow the guidance of the Prophet (awliya); or as part of the assembly of the 
enemies of God (£da \). This level directly connects the audience with the 
Tahmid.
I do not claim that the Tahmid creates relations in this order; on the contrary, it 
comprises a network of relations interconnecting all three levels. Notwithstanding, the 
relations of the three levels together present an inherent mode of interaction, a hierarchy, 
an order of being, in which people, firstly as individuals and then as a community, can 
locate themselves. In a sense the Tahmid is a meeting point between the three levels— 
between God, the caliph (the state) and the people164.
The primary relata are supported by a long list of secondary relata. Whereas with 
primary relata at least one component from each level is present in eveiy Tahmid, this is 
not the case with secondary relata. The secondary relata are the entities that are used to 
mirror or represent [as manifestations] the relational-propositions in the primary relata. 
The planets, day and night, rain, sky, illness, medicine, path, rope, light and darkness are 
a few examples of secondary relata. These phenomena of nature, the physical entities and 
cycles created by God, are often presented as manifestations of the will of God and of 
entities and cycles in the spiritual universe. These secondary relata play an important role 
in the creation of metaphors, bringing abstract notions closer to our understanding, and in 
broadening the scope of relational-propositions165.
Consider for instance Ibn al-Sayrafl’s Tahmids that introduce the nsalahs that are 
compiled as the Afdaliyyat. The nsalahs were composed to appease and seek forgiveness 
from the powerful vizier al-Afdal after an apparent fallout. While each nsalab deals with 
a different theme, a consistent relational-proposition in all the Tahmids is that God
163 In later Fatimid-TayyibI Tahmids this level would also include the Da Is who represent the Imam during 
his seclusion.
164 Gratitude is due to Dr. Stefan Sperl for this observation.
165 Tahtmd-4 (Appendix-2:66) analyzed in this chapter (p.146) is an excellent example of the use of 
relations with secondary-relata.
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forgives shmers. In risalat Lumah al-Mulah for instance (Appendix-2:99), the proposition 
in the relation between God and mankind is that He has ordained mercy towards mankind 
upon Himself. The proposition in the relation between God, Muhammad and the 
believers is that God has made Muhammad compassionate towards them. Despite the 
variation in the themes of the nsalahs, these propositions consistently occur in all the 
Afdaliyyat Tahmids. Significantly, Ibn al-Sayrafi does not explicitly seek forgiveness in 
the main text of the lisalah, The primary purpose of the risalah is served through the 
relational-proposition in the Tahmid.
Similarly, in the context of war, the proposition is that God ordains destiny 
(Appendix-2:13). In the context of conciliation, the proposition is that God unites 
peoples as he unites the organs of a human body (Appendix-2:73). Certain propositions 
are well suited to specific goals and are more frequently used than others, as 
demonstrated by °Ali b. Khalaf s rusum (Appendix-3) discussed in the previous chapter. 
In the context of the transition of caliphate and the death of the predecessor (Appendix- 
3:7), Khalaf recommends the proposition that God alone is eternal. While the relata are 
constant, the variance in the relational-propositions ensures the adaptability of Tahmids 
and the relevance of the worldview presented to specific contexts.
Nisbah and A/te^-relations
Tahmld relations may be classified into two closely linked categories, one explicit the 
other implicit. The explicit relations, which I call cra.s6a/z-relations’, are the basis for the 
implicit relations, which I call ‘fikrah-relations’166. While the explicit nisbahrelations 
form the structural and semantic core of the Tahmid, they contain within them the 
capacity to trigger implicit fikrcth-relations that are evoked in the individual’s mind 
depending on the context and his background. The fikrah-relations are essential in order 
to appreciate fully the depth of nisbah-relations and to relate the myAa/z-relations with 
the contemporary context. Since both relations are intertwined and interdependent it
proves difficult to discuss them in an isolated manner. Nonetheless it is essential to
define both before discussing the main components and factors influencing these 
relations.
166 The idea of nisbah and 7?hraArelations was originally inspired by Hausman’s (1967, p. 255) discussion 
of Hume’s Theory of Relations, in which he gives a concise description of two different types of relations: 
Philosophical relations, e.g., resemblance, contiguity in space and time, and cause and
effect, connect ordinary objects; natural relations connect our thoughts about them. The
two categories are radically different. The first is ontological, the second, psychological.
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The term nisbah, derived from the Arabic root nasaba, signifies association, 
affiliation, tracing back to, and relation. These significations make it most suitable for 
understanding Tahmid relations. MsAaA-relations, with positive relational-propositions 
with God as the Maker, with Muhammad as the guide and intercessor, with the Imams 
and caliphs etc., create in effect a ‘spiritual genealogy’ for each individual as part of a 
collective community of believers (and vice-versa)167. The nAAaZz-relations locate the 
relata on an Islamic ontological plane.
A further dimension of nisbah-relations is descriptive. The descriptions expound 
on the qualities and characteristics of the person being related to: our Great God, the 
Merciful, the Avenger, the Creator of the stars, the universe and the cycle of day and 
night and Muhammad God’s chosen one, the seal of the Prophets, the best of mankind, 
the intercessor, the guide and so on. The relational-propositions in ms'&aZz-relations and 
its descriptive dimension may lead to the creation of fJirafr-relations.
Ai&raArelations are thought-based implicit relations that are triggered by the 
explicit nAAa^-relations and descriptions. These are relations that the listener or reader 
may think of or perceive based on his background and the text’s context. They are the 
gaps that the author leaves for the listener or reader to fill in. Due to the shared 
background and expectation of the author and audience, an economy of words is achieved 
whereby few carefully selected words convey a wealth of meaning. The author relies 
primarily on the nature of relations and the association of ideas. Explaining Hume’s 
understanding of relations, Church (1941, p. 353) states that “ ‘in common language’ the 
word relation was always used to designate ‘that quality, by which two ideas are 
connected together in the imagination, and the one naturally introduces the other...the 
nature of this ‘manner’.. .is that ‘of the connection or association of ideas’.
For example, as illustrated in Fig.I below, in al-Sabi’s Tahmid introducing his 
chancery manual Ghurar al-Balaghah (quoted at the beginning of chapter-III, Appendix- 
2:93), God is described as the “the Originator without emulation, the Creator without 
following in the tracks of a maker, the Builder without imitating an originator”. Based on 
an implicit -relation with us as inferior created humans, the description implies that 
we as humble created beings do indeed require an exemplar. In the salawat on 
Muhammad, the Prophet is related to God and the community, with the proposition that 
it is God’s command that the community should follow Muhammad’s sunnah. This
167 The term ‘spiritual genealogy’ was used initially in my M.A. thesis (2005).
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explicit proposition implies that the author, as far as chancery writing is concerned, takes 
up the mantle of the Prophet. For katibs, his text is the ‘sunnah’ that is to be followed. 
The fikrah-relation thus relates the individual’s work affecting a handful of individuals 
with that of the Prophet, ostensibly affecting the whole of humanity; relating his 
microcosm to the macrocosm.
Figure-I: Nisbah and Relations
(with reference to Tahmid Appendix-2:93)
Implicit Fikrah 
Relation
Proposition: al- 
Sabi’s example must 
also be followed- 
Tbat is the order o f 
thinps
Implicit Fikrah 
Relation
Proposition: al- 
Sabi’s work for 
writers is as 
authoritative as the 
Sunnah
Explicit Nisbah 
Relation
Proposition: God 
has commanded 
community to 
follow 
Muhammad’s
D e s c r i p t i v e
D i m e n s i o n
God needs no 
exemplar )
 y.
Implicit Fikrah 
Relation
Proposition: since 
we are inferior to 
God we do need an 
exemplar- we do 
needal-Sahi’s work
Tahmld relations also explain abstract concepts by relating them to physical or 
natural realities (secondary relata). As Hausman (1967, p. 257) states, the mind seeks “to 
mirror the relations among objects [or cycles] it finds in nature”. For instance, as 
illustrated in Fig.II below, in a Tahmid by Lisan al-Dln al-Khatlb (d. 776/1375) 
introducing his history of the Nasiride kingdom (Appendix-2:127), God is praised as the 
one who ordained that the reality of Time (azminah) should be like the cycle of stars, 
rising bright, staying their course, and setting changed and transformed. In the context of 
history it is implied (through an implicit fikrah-relation) that the story of all kingdoms, 
including the Nasiride one, is one that starts bright but, as it is the law of nature ordained 
by God, eventually declines. The abstract concept of ‘Time’ and change are conveyed 
through a relation with the readily perceptible (physical) cycle of stars.
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Figure-H-Relations with Secondary Relata
(with reference to Tahmld Appendix-2:127)
Implicit Fikrah 
Relation
Proposition: like stars 
all kingdoms that rise 
will eventually fall-that 
is the framework in 
which the history o f 
this kingdom fits in
Explicit Nisbah Relation
Proposition: God has made 
Times like stars; rising bright, 
staying the course and setting 
changed and transformed,
TIM E 
(abstract)
The ability of the Tahmld, through the nisbah and fikrah relations it creates, to be viewed 
in a local context, or be transplanted to a new context, or be meaningful even without a 
context, highlights its potential for subjective and multiple levels of signification. Even 
considering their relatively condensed nature, the relations assume a new color as the 
context is changed, and thus the possibility of individualistic interpretation is vast. The 
more relations one perceives, deciphers or associates, the stronger the Tahmid is in terms 
of its impact and richness of meaning. The Tahmld in this sense bears the potential 
whereby individuals are able to view the relations, as grand as they may be, as pertaining 
to each one of them, in their own unique situations and predicaments.
The nature of nisbah-relations so far has been viewed as locating the individual within a 
community. Tahmld relations however also serve to define the location of the Islamic 
community among other communities and also factions within the Islamic community. 
The philosophical terms immanent- within an object or a boundary (mental or otherwise) 
-  and transeunt -  with other objects or boundaries -  are useful to understand these 
different classes or aspects of Tahmld relations168.
In the context of Tahmld, an immanent relation refers to relations between 
individuals forming a community while a transeunt relation refers to relations between 
communities as relata. However, whether relations are transeunt or immanent is relative. 
If the Islamic ummah is considered as a unit, then the relationship between the various 
communities within it would be immanent, while the relations between Islam and other 
religions would be transeunt. If, on the other hand a sect within Islam is considered as a
168 The terms are borrowed from Leighton (1904, p.707).
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unit, then the relationship between the individuals within it would be considered 
immanent, while the relationship with other sects would be considered transeunt. Thus 
depending on the context, the frame of reference must be defined.
The interplay of transeunt and immanent relations, especially in the Tahmld, is 
crucial in the consolidation of the community. Leighton (1904, p.707) articulates this 
interplay, stating that our nature is preeminently realized through interaction with others. 
He continues that the “most comprehensive type of relation, then, is furnished by the 
individual life in society, by the individual as a member of a spiritual and dynamic 
system of selves: for here no relation is purely transeunt or purely immanent”. Tahmids 
often use both transeunt and immanent relations in a synergistic manner in order to 
delineate a community within the expansive sphere of humanity, and to locate the 
individual within this community169.
• Relata: The entities that relate (Primary: God, Muhammad, etc.; Secondary: cycles 
of nature, day and night, sun and moon...etc.). [In oval bubbles in figures above)
• Relational-Proposition: The nature of the relation (e.g. mercy, eradication, 
guidance, etc.).
• Descriptive-Dimension: The descriptive attribute of one of the entities that relate. 
The descriptions may also lead to implicit fikrah-relations.
• Explicit Nisbah-Relation: The explicit relation between two entities. These relations 
form the core of the Tahmld.
• Implicit Fikrah-Relation: The implicit thought-based relation that is created in the
'
audience's mind based on their background. Relies on audience's association of 
ideas on the basis of the n/sbo/7-relation.
Role of Context and Audience Background in the Formation of Relations
The local and contemporary context of the Tahmld and the cultural background of the
audience, especially a background of the Qur’an, determine the depth perceived in nisbah 
and /ZAxaA-relations.
B
Summary of Key Terms
169 ‘Tahmld-3’ analyzed at the end of this chapter (p.144) is an example of immanent relations at play.
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Two types of Qur’anic quotations are found in Tahmids: unmodified and
  170modified, both of which rely on the audience’s familiarity with the Qur’anic text . The 
unmodified are verbatim quotes of the whole or part of a verse. A modified quote is one 
in which the author makes changes. The criteria for recognizing an unmodified quote is 
that it cannot be fully appreciated without referring back to its Qur’anic context. Certain 
phrases used in every day speech such as al-hamd li Allah or la ilah ilia Allah are not 
considered as quotes. The changes in the quotations range from a modification of 
pronouns to the addition of certain words or to a rearrangement of the word-order to suit 
the rhyme of the Tahmld171. Discussed further in chapter-V (pp. 194-196), in the Fatimid- 
Tayyibl context, Qur’anic quotations are often introduced or modified in a manner that 
associates a particular esoteric interpretation to the verse172.
To illustrate the importance of context and audience background, consider these 
excerpts from two nearly identical Tahmids from the Fatimid chancery in the 5th/l 1th 
century17 . The Tahmids introduce nsalahs written fifteen years apart, with varying 
contexts:
T a h m l d - A  ( 4 5 5  H )
tjf' [ - . ] $ *  y A  »~y>- ♦■L—- J—
, ,  > , i ,  t ,  ,  . . > ,  > ¥ ¥ ,
j i j  < \ j l J ^ i j*  pA-'Jd j
x * x x x
» "  ,  '  ✓ *  '  »  ✓
aAp- <lj\— aXS-
X X** / /
. . . (36:80) ^  tjS> a!) )l lx\ pjuJi
X X  X X X
T a h m l d - B  ( 4 7 0  H )
*!*•«««> di
> i' * ' - > „
*js> a!) dil d j  jJS* ^ ^  ^ . pjudl d j ly u 'j  »j-aA Ujg-' J
*  *  *  *  '
. . . (36:80) \_^ \j y>y^\ j/* ^
170 For more on modified and unmodified quotes see Qutbuddin, Husain (2009, p.59ff). In Tahmids quoted 
in this thesis and in the Appendix, the unmodified quotes are indicated by special parenthesis 4 >, while 
modified quotes are indicated by a dashed underlining.
171 See for example Appendix-2:14,40, 58, 81, 82, 84, 117, 123, and 127 Appendix-4: 15, 50, 127, 140, 173, 
180, and 182.
172 See also examples of this in analysis of a Fatimid-Tahmld ‘TahmkM’ (p. 145) below.
173 Sijillat, no.5, pp. 42-43 and no. 34, pp. 106-107 (Appendix-2:60 and 62). In discussing these two nearly 
identical Tahmids it is useful to remember that the Fatimid chancery archived the documents it received 
and sent. Ibn al-Sayrafi, Qanun, discusses at the length the system to be used in archiving (p. 131).
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While the Tahmids are in essence the same, several changes in the text and a new context 
give each Tahmid its own set of relations and meanings. Tahmld-A is an introduction to 
a risalah celebrating the defeat of turncoat Ibn Bachs. It highlights in absolute terms the 
aid of the angels in defeating the enemy, creating a i/ir^/j-relation whereby the enemy of 
the Imam is the enemy of God. Tahnhd-B, shorter than the first but very similar in 
essence, is an introduction to a risalah celebrating the heroism of the commander-in-chief 
Badr in suppressing troublemakers and restoring order to the capital. Here the focus is on 
a relation with the aides, acwan -  emphasized by the preposition and pronoun, bihim -  
through whom God defeats His enemies. As a result of the subtle changes and, 
importantly, through an awareness of the new context, the jSiraZf-relation created in the 
reader’s psyche is quite different.
Before discussing the weighty role of Qur’anic background, the mention of the 
term jiwar, in Tahmld-A, illustrates the importance of cultural background in the creation 
of iS&raZM’elations. The gravity of the idea of the violation of jiw ar alluded to in Tahiriid- 
A, and the fikrah-relation built with ancient Arabian morality (.mmvwwah) would be 
entirely lost if not for the assumption that the audience would be familiar with it. A 
i5&ra/?-relation is created with Ibn Badls’ violation of the Imam’s jiw a r , which explains 
his defeat.
The examples demonstrate how even minor changes to the pronouns or the 
addition of specific words triggers distinct fikhrah-roiations,. The comparison of the 
examples also ascertains the significance of the context of the Tahmid and the 
background of the reader in determining which jfrizaZnrelations are created.
Moving to Qur’anic background, the fikrab-iQlaWoji created between the Imam 
and the Prophet in Tahmld-A is only possible if the reader has a Qur’anic background and 
associates this allusion to angelic aides with the Qur’anic image, wherein angels are sent 
to the Prophet’s aid174. This .fi&rafr-relation creates in essence a relation of 
correspondence between the Prophet and the Imam, discussed further below. The 
Qur’anic background is mostly assumed and is essential in appreciating the full scope of 
TiAraZHrelations in the Tahmld. Al-Qadi (1993, p.311), discussing the impact of the 
Qur’an on cAbd al-Hamid’s epistolography, asserts that through Qur’anic references “he 
could appeal to what is familiar to his audience and evoke favourable responses from 
them...”. The potential of Qur’anic references is great in that the author can through a
174 Reference is probably to the image in the following verses 9:26, 33:9, 3:124-125 and 8:9 in the Qur’an.
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quick reference rely on the audience’s knowledge of the full background, requiring the 
use of very few precious words in T ahmids that are by nature relatively concise.
Indeed, since the worldviews proposed by the Tahmids are based on relations that 
originate in the Qur’an, such as the dichotomy of good and evil and their respective fates, 
it is quite natural that Qur’anic verses that establish these relations are used. However, 
their use with reference to specific groups and new contexts leaves open the possibility of 
discovering new meaning in the verse that is quoted or referred to.
Dahne (2001, pp.5-6) in his article on the usage of the Qur’an in political speeches 
in classical Arabic literature argues that the use of Qur’anic phrases and vocabulary to 
describe contemporary contexts, for instance transplanting the Qur’anic phrases 
describing and condemning the Pharaoh to describe and condemn the Umayyads, creates 
an ‘equivalence of context’ between the two groups175. Dahne concludes that:
Qur’anic vocabulary in political speeches was generally applied for aesthetic reasons 
and in order to sacralise the speech. As a consequence it strengthened the orator’s 
own position and protected him against possible disapproval. Moreover, the special 
effect of the deliberated ‘equivalence of contexts’ was emotional in nature; the 
speech was thus given a note of Qur’anic authority...” (p. 11).
With some adjustments, Dahne’s ‘equivalence of contexts’ is applicable to Qur’an based 
and non-Qur’an based J2ir^-relations in Tahmids.
Fundamental to what I call the ‘principle of correspondence’ in Tahmids is a 
vertical non-conventional understanding of time. On the one hand there is a 
correspondence with the divine order of the cosmos, whereby the principles and cycles of 
nature are continuously, ‘omnitemporally’176, mirrored, or deemed equivalent to the 
contemporary circumstantial context: for example, the mirroring of the cycle of the stars 
with the divinely ordained rise and fall of kingdoms, the ups and downs in life, cusr and 
yusr. On the other hand, there is a correspondence, not in an absolute sense but with 
respect to the qualities which the context entails, between individuals and events in the 
sacred epic past177. However, these events that occurred in the past are, due to the 
principle of correspondence, also happening or mirrored in the present. Therefore the 
sacred past becomes ‘absolutely present’178.
175 Also see Dahne (2005).
176 The term is borrowed from Anderson (1991, p. 24).
177 I use the word correspondence instead of equivalence simply because the latter risks implying that the 
caliph and the Prophet, for instance, are equal. I doubt that was the intention o f the authors of Tahmid.
178 This term is borrowed from Sperl (2007, p.482).
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Since the majority of the situations, where the principle of correspondence is 
applied are related to the Prophet Muhammad, Sperl’s (2007, p.482) comparison of time 
with respect to epic and Hadlth is pertinent. Comparing the two genres he states: “In 
Bakhtin’s terms the key difference between epic and Hadlth may thus be formulated as 
follows: while the epic forges the image of an ‘absolute past’, Hadlth transforms the 
image of the past into an ‘absolute present’”. Whereas the gap between the past and the 
present is bridged through the isnadin Hadlth, in Tahmid it is bridged through the nisbah 
and JTfcnaZf-relations. The difference between the absolute presents of Hadlth and of 
Tahmld is not only that, in the latter, the gap between present and past is abolished, 
making the image of the past relevant and applicable to the present, but that, to a certain 
degree, the past and the present actually merge. The past is absolutely present; it in a 
sense repeats itself. This is reminiscent of the saying attributed to the Prophet David in 
the Hebrew bible and Islamic treatises: “What was will be, what was known will be 
known, and under the sun there is nothing new”179. Anderson (1991, p. 24), articulately 
expresses this vertical understanding of time:
If an occurrence like the sacrifice of Isaac is interpreted as prefiguring the sacrifice of 
Christ, so that in the former the latter is as it were announced and promised and the 
latter ‘fulfills’...the former, then a connection is established between two events 
which are linked neither temporally nor causally -  a connection which it is 
impossible to establish by reason in the horizontal dimension...It can be established 
only if both occurrences are vertically linked to Divine Providence, which alone is 
able to devise such a plan of history and supply the key to its understanding...the 
here and now is no longer a mere link in an earthly chain of events, it is 
simultaneously something which has always been, and will be fulfilled in the future; 
and strictly, in the eyes of God, it is something eternal, something omnitemporal, 
something already consummated in the realm of fragmentary earthly event...a 
simultaneity of past and future in an instantaneous present.
The qualities of other great individuals and events become absolutely present through 
/ZZtvzZ?-relations. Events such as the great battles of the Prophet, the confrontation 
between him and the Meccans, and from the Shiite perspective the proclamation of °A1I 
as his successor, all, through the time warp of the -relations, become absolutely 
present.
179 Ecclestiastes 1:9. The Arabic text of the saying is quoted in Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s Risalah- 
Ramadaniyyah-l340 (p.81).
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The principle of correspondence, which fuses the past with the present, is visible 
in many Tahmids. The following Tahmid by Ibrahim b. al-cAbbas (3rd/9th century) serves 
as an example of how a cultural and Hadlth background may evoke i5&r,aZ?-relations 
establishing this principle180:
\)j & j  h j - i  L . X - i j j  < 4 j « P  ^
t «0ll { { 1^)1? (3^ "
 ^ ' #
.  ^S ' 4.XXP c»)lyj
S’ s’ H X
The underlined beginning of the Tahmld reminds those with a Hacdth background of the 
tradition of the Prophet on the steps of the Ka‘bah following the conquest of Mecca181:
y * * \  ^  ^ \ \ ' 
oJ&j jJ\ *Ui . . .
. 4 i X > ^  p^j biXfS'
Since an evocation very similar to the beginning of this Tahmid is habitually recited by 
Muslims in Sprayers, it is safe to say that a ^ira/T-relation is created in the minds of 
individuals versed in Hadlth and popular Muslim culture between the conquest of Mecca 
and the contemporary victory for which Tahmid is being offered. While the reference to 
Mecca (ahzab) is elided in the later Abbasid Tahmid, the verbatim quotation of the first 
lines encourages the creation of a fthrah-TQlation with Muhammad’s victoiy in Mecca. As 
a result of the T ahmid, there arises a principle of correspondence in the spirit of the two 
battles; both, it is claimed, were for the establishment of Truth (.haqq), and victory over 
Falsehood (batil). The later victory too is divine providence; it corresponds to the 
conquest of Mecca in that it too is a fulfillment of the promise of God. This 
correspondence is also underlined by the flkrah-xzldXion between the Prophet, as the 
conqueror of Mecca, and the caliph, as the champion of this victory. The traditions of the 
Prophet are, through his successors, absolutely present182.
A corollary of this principle is that the generally accepted sacredness of the past 
becomes applicable to the present. To all Muslims, the Prophet’s position and veracity is
180 Qtd. in Safwat (1937, vol.IV, no.99, Appendix-2:48).
181 Musnad-Ahmad, no.4690 and no. 4355 and 14843, with slight variations. Sun an Ibn Majah, no. 2618, 
Sun an al-Nisa% no. 4717, and in al-Waqidfs Kitab al-Maghazl, p. 339. The same Tahmid phrase is also 
attributed to the Prophet in the context of the battle of Badr in Musnad-Ahmad no. 4026.
182 See also Appendix-2:75, in which a principle of correspondence is created between the Prophet’s 
abolition of the jahiliyyah and the Abbasids’ abolition of the Umayyad regime.
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sacred and unquestioned, the significance of the revolution that vanquished the jahiliyyah 
is paramount, and the battle of Badr holds epic stature. To Shiites, the appointment of 
cAli, for example, is the indubitable sacred precedent for the succession of the Imamate. 
The past is idealized as pure and spiritual, free of the encumbrance of material 
considerations and personal gain that befog the present. This reverence of the past, akin 
to the reverence of the tragic heroes of epics, is crucial in raising the stature of the 
present. Since the events and individuals of the sacred past are popularly unconditionally 
accepted, respected and revered, a relation establishing the principle of correspondence 
with them demands the same acceptance, respect and reverence for the present.
Two Approaches: Exegetical and Eisegetical
The absoluteness and universality of the majority of Tahmld relations calls for two 
approaches of interpretation, the type of approach determining the scope of relations that 
will be perceived. The first approach, which may be called the exegetical or 
hermeneutical approach, focuses on the relations that may be to a reasonable extent 
justified as those the author most likely intended his contemporary audience to grasp 
with reference to their local context. Such relations, once evoked, would create a 
worldview that would fulfill the original purpose of the Tahmid and document it 
introduced.
The second approach is what may be termed an eisegetical, synchronic or neo- 
critical approach that looks at the relations in the Tahmid outside their original historical 
context, transplanting them to a new context, or examining them in an absolute 
theological and ontological sense without any reference to the original context or 
authorial intention. Both approaches are employed in the course of this study.
An example of the dual approach may be presented through this Tahmid by 
Ghassan b. °Abd al-Hamid183:
Qjj AX* tota' jA  (jjiM
 ^ /  /  > s S i s
. U {A*# I* Aym;,i V (Ajjjlisii JA/j
Ibn Tayfur, the compiler of Ikhtiyar al-Manzum wa al-Manthur in which this Tahmid is 
originally found, states that it was written in response to the blessing of rain. We may 
further conjecture that it was written following a rainless period, thus deserving special
Qtd. in Safwat (1937, vol.III, no.74; Appendix-2:43),
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hamd The prime relation in this Tahmld is with God’s attribute of rahmah. If viewed in 
the local context, as a result of the relation, rain becomes an embodiment of the rahmah 
of God and the source of all sustenance (rizq). A further relation is with the Qur’anic 
verse 42:28 whose wordings, though modified, are very similar to the first line of the 
Tahmid. Considering the Tahmid from the second approach, the rahmah without the 
context of rain could refer to any rahmah: the Prophet, a good crop, good business etc. In 
an eisegetical context, the rahmah and rizq  could also be in reference to the bounty of 
knowledge the source of spiritual life that is dispersed among the peoples and is
eagerly awaited. This Tahmid could thus very easily be transplanted from the rain 
context to the context of a homily or sermon.
In some cases, the second approach may be the only one possible, for example 
where the original context of the Tahmld is simply not known, as is the case in the 
Tahmids which have been preserved without the risalahs they introduce or without any 
external reference to their context. The Tahmids of cAbd al-Hamid are a prime example. 
This also applies to a number of Tahmids preserved in other works such as Ikhtiyar al- 
Manzum wa al-Manthur, Ghurar al-Balaghaht Rayhanat al-Kuttab etc. In most cases, 
however, we are able to make an educated guess about the context as a result of the 
persistent usage of sets of relations for specific contexts and the templates of Tahmid 
discussed in the previous chapter. While a full appreciation of Tahmids is only possible 
by using both approaches, this study emphasizes the second approach to stress the 
Tahmids independent value over and above its accepted contextual value.
II. Style and Rhetoric in the Creation and Enhancement of Relations
The stylistic components of Tahmid are integral not only to the enhancement but also to 
the creation of nisbah- and 25£ra&-relations. They are not by any means embellishments 
tangential to the value, purpose and meaning of Tahmids, To use the analogy of 
architecture, the structural plan of a building corresponds to the core relations developed 
in the Tahmid, while the ornate fa9ade, the frescos and the mosaics are the sight and 
sound patterns that highlight and enhance the beauty of the design and relations, and 
make the edifice timeless. The pattern of the fa9ade often dictates the structure inside. 
The building’s external beauty persuades the onlooker to enter and appreciate the riches 
it holds within. The following section will demonstrate how the condensed non-narrative 
core, the generous use of pronouns, the characteristic rhetorical devices: the sound
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patterns and the imagery, are essential in the creation and enhancement of Tahmld 
relations.
Condensed, Non-Narrative Prose
The non-narrative core of the majority of Tahmids and their relatively condensed nature 
further enhance the timelessness of their message. This too is a similarity shared with 
Hadlth.
Literary creativity in...Hadlth resides not in narrative amplification but precisely in 
the opposite: in deliberate condensation to provide the briefest time-bound 
framework for the timeless message which constitutes the core (Sperl, 2007, p. 476).
The non-narrative and condensed structure opens the opportunity for readers, through 
iTfcraZf-relations, to create their own narrative framework, in the quest for ‘fullness and 
continuity’184. The condensed, non-specific, non-narrative structure makes the Talmud 
timeless in the sense that it can be transplanted and adapted with ease to later times and 
newer contexts. There is no limit, so to speak, to the Mr,aZf-relations that can be evoked 
and created from the relatively condensed Tahmids.
Pronouns
From a linguistic perspective, the use of the relative clause (Jumlat al-silah), and the 
profuse use of pronouns (dama’ir ), in Tahmids is essential to the creation of nisbah- 
relations. All the phrases that follow the initial al-hamd li Allah are related to God, on a 
grammatical level, through the continuation of the clause and the use of apparent and 
hidden pronouns. The placement of the pronouns goes a long way towards focusing 
attention on specific issues and people. For instance in this khutbah by °Ali b. Abi Talib 
the potential of the pronoun, used to certain degree in all Tahmids, is used to the
1 R5maximum :
A  Jjd hJl cLjj lx« AJi
The focus on ‘us’ (na) is all important here. The praise is for God; the relation of the 
Prophet to God is established by God being the subject of the verb ikhtar (the pronoun is 
hidden) of which Muhammad is the object- the chosen. But the relation of Muhammad
184 The desire for ‘fullness and continuity’ in narrating (often incomplete and disjointed) events in history 
is convincingly argued by White (1987, pp. 9, 11, 15 and 21).
185 Ibn Abi al-Hadid (p.51) Appendix-2:10, cAlI’s speech on the day of the Shura.
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with CAII and his group is made unequivocally clear through the underlined pronouns: 
chosen from us, sent to us.
An Abbasid Tahmid from the 3rd/9th century by Ibrahim b. al-‘Abbas further
*■* 186illustrates the focusing power and relation building ability of pronouns in the Tahmid :
^
. <?j 4juc
s
The two primary pronouns in this Tahmid are highlighted; the pronouns in grey referring 
to God and in turquoise to the caliph. This example illustrates how the pronoun is not 
only effective in focusing attention on the caliph but also in incessantly creating a 
nisbahrelation between him and God. This Tahmld would semantically still make perfect 
sense if the references to the caliph (the pronouns highlighted turquoise) were removed. 
But their inclusion stresses the role of the caliph as the instrument used by God to 
implement His will, adding to the former’s importance, legitimacy and glory.
A later 5th/l 1th century Fatimid chancery document is an excellent illustration of 
the maze of pronouns that, linguistically, structurally and semantically, glue the Tahmid 
together (Appendix-2:58; pronouns highlighted). In the first segment, each phrase 
contains a pronoun referring back to God. For ‘His praise we are unable to duly offer 
except through His aid; [He] lauds one who is of pure birth, through obedience to Him, 
indicating by His statement, ‘as for the good land, its vegetation grows with God’s 
permission, as for the bad [land] it does not grow but misery’(7:58)\ It is through this 
pronoun, through the nisbahAelation with God, that the Tahmid’s message carries 
weight; and it is through all these pronouns, especially the link with God that carries 
through to the end, that the Tahmld is bound together. In many cases the final phrase of
187the Tahmld also creates a pronoun-based relation with the audience . The relations 
between God, the Prophet, °AIi, their progeny is linguistically stressed through these 
abundant pronouns. The pronouns are the ‘linguistic glue’ that holds the various themes 
and elements of the Tahmld together.
186 Safwat (1937, vol.IV, no.100).
l87For example in Safwat (1937, vol.III, no.209), the pronoun na in khassana, whereby the audience is 
distinguished by high darajatiox supporting the caliph.
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Rhetorical Devices
Rhyme is a pair or more of words related by the similarity of the sound of their ending. 
Parallelism is a pair or more of phrases with similar grammar or structure related by their 
similarity. The patterns that these devices create are in the most basic sense 
relationships. The patterns in turn, by their very nature, create and enhance Tahmid 
relations. As I will illustrate in the case study of Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids, these 
patterns too instigate the creation of ‘esoteric /?Arafr-relations’. But taking a broader 
view, the abundance of rhetorical devices in nearly all Tahmids serves to consolidate and 
add to the psychological impact of Tahmid relations, persuading the audience to adopt 
the frame of reference proposed through ‘tacit persuasion’.
It is not uncommon to find the skilful rhetoric of Tahmld and insha’literature in 
general dismissed as ‘precocious verbal acrobatics’ (Arazi, “Risalah”, El2). The 4th/10th 
century Arab linguist al-Rummanl describes sa f as an embellishment restricting writing, 
as a crown full of jewels on a slave’s head, or a studded pendant on a dog!188. Kurd-0 All 
(1946, pp. 17-24) says of sa f that it imposes a great deal of fuss {takalluf). Certainly there 
are cases where aesthetics take precedence over content, but, in the majority of Tahmids, 
the rhetoric in my view enhances the impact of the content and makes it richer. In reality, 
rhetoric is an integral ingredient in the creation of the Tahmid’s worldview189.
Stylistically, the majority of Tahmids, from the beginning, even the beginning of the 
Qur’an, abound with rhetorical devices, sight and sound patterns created through sa f 
(rhyme and rhythm), parallelism, paronomasia, the repetition of synonyms and imagery. 
Tahmid has since quite early on been consciously adorned with rhetorical devices and 
even rhyme, even when the rest of the prose, in khutbahs for instance, remained 
unrhymed and free of rhetorical devices. With risalahs and monographs, even if 
unrhymed, in most cases the Tahmid is rhymed. An example is the rhymed beginning of 
Adab al-Katib by Ibn Qutaybah, while the rest of the script is unrhymed. A brief 
overview of the two rhetorical devices most characteristic of Tahmids, sa f and 
parallelism, is necessary.
188 Ref. in Bonebakker (1977, p.327-330).
189 See for example articles by Hajjaji-Jarrah (2004) ‘The Enchantment of Reading: Sound, Meaning and 
Expression in Surat al-°Adiyat’ and Sells (2004) ‘Sound, Spirit and Gender in Surat al-Qadr’ in which they 
explore the capacity of rhyme and rhythm to impact and convey meaning in the Qur’an.
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S a f is succinctly defined by Stewart (2004, p. 82) as ‘rhymed and rhythmic prose5. 
In his article, “sa f in the Qur’an”, which presents an overview of the varying mediaeval 
and contemporary views190 and a brilliant exposition on the components and workings of 
sa f, Stewart declares that “the most enduring examples of sa f are to be found in the 
Qur’an” (p.75). Each sa f unit (pp.93-100), he maintains, contains ‘x’ number of rhyming, 
equal or balanced sa f phrases {saf ahs). The units are demarcated by a change in rhyme, 
length or a new beginning (matla°). This is an example of a sa f unit presented by Stewart 
(p. 86):
Matla0
jfAUSt i Saf-phrase-1
Saf-phrase-2
^y viliu Saf-phrase-3
Coincidentally, the example is also the archetypical Tahmid. As this example illustrates, 
the norm is that the later sa f ahs are longer than earlier ones, however, there are 
exceptions. As the example also demonstrates, the rhyme-word of the sa f ah (also called 
qarlnah, maqta0, fasilah and saf) need not exactly rhyme as in the qafiyah. In most cases 
the rhyme-word also rhymes morphologically. Cassels (2004, p.2) highlights the 
occurrence of ‘near-rhyme’ in the Qur’an, which he defines as the “rhyming of 
phonetically relatable consonants; and assonance, meaning the occurrence in rhyme 
syllables of randomly varying consonants”. This is the case in surat al-Fatihah with the 
rhyme words c alamm-rahim-din. In surat al-Fatihah, and in most Tahmids, sa f (near­
rhyme and exact-rhyme) is a defining characteristic. The rhyme and rhythm that sa f 
induces effects the consumption of Tahmid semantically and psychologically.
190 The debate over what constitutes saf and its merits is summarized by Stewart (2004). Essentially, those 
who forbid it do so firstly on the pretext that it was forbidden by the Prophet as it resembled the chanting 
of the kubhan and secondly that it is unnecessary takalluf (fuss), a situation in which the form takes 
precedence over substance. The proponents of saf, including al-Jahiz (al-Bayan, p. 86), al-Nahhas (p. 351), 
Ibn Abi al-Hadid (p. 26) and cAli b. Khalaf (qtd. in Bonebakker, 1977, pp. 327-330) principally argue that 
the Qur’an and even the Prophet used saf and izdiwaj. As long as the aesthetic element doesn’t become the 
prime objective, some takallufis not undesirable. Also see Mubarak (1934) and Rippin (2001).
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Closely linked to sa f is izdiwaj or parallelism. Two types of parallelism are 
categorized by Beeston (1983): grammatical and semantic. Grammatical parallelism 
(p. 182) denotes the parallelism in the grammatical structure of the phrases and the 
sounds it produces. Semantic parallelism (p.180) is further subdivided into three types: i- 
4 synonymous-parallelism’, in which a parallel phrase repeats the content of the first in 
different words, ii-‘antithetic parallelism’, when the parallel phrase offers a sharply 
contrasted thought, and iii-4synthetic parallelism’, when the parallel phrase “takes the 
thought further and completes it”. Parallelism is also a defining feature of Tahmid 
especially in the 5tb/l 1th century (See for example Appendix-2:65). Examples of these are 
presented below and throughout the analyses of Tahmids in this chapter and in the 
Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition.
Lanham (2004) explores why ‘sight and sound patterns’ are so conducive to 
persuasion191. He demonstrates through many examples that writing often assumes 
shapes that carry with them an implicit tendency to harmonize with our own 
expectations as readers and therefore to more easily persuade. He calls persuasion 
through the use of rhetoric ‘tacit persuasion’.
Shapes, either sound patterns or sight patterns, often seem to bring with them their 
own kind of illogical persuasion. For the most part, we simply don’t know why they 
affect us as they do. It must come from how the brain processes information but that 
doesn’t really tell us anything. To answer the question properly, we would need to 
ask how the visual cortex processes visual patterns..., why does the axial symmetry 
of the human body incline us to relish the same kind of symmetry in the outside 
world? (p. 178)
An answer to this question, Lanham admits, is rather difficult.
We can offer only a general caution: shape makes a lot of difference in prose. A great 
deal of persuasion occurs in this way and most of it remains tacit, unacknowledged.
Some shapes seem to carry their own persuasiveness, irrespective of their content.
We feel their presence subconsciously, even if we do not bring that knowledge to self 
awareness, (p.178).
The sight and sound patterns in Tahmids too, I will argue, have in them this subconscious 
persuasive ability.
191 I am not referring extensively to mediaeval discourses on rhetorical devices in the Arabic literary 
tradition since the large majority of these are descriptive. The purpose here is to propose a method of 
analysis that enables an appreciation of the practical role played by the rhetorical devices.
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Whereas sound patterns in artistic prose are familiar, sight patterns are less 
commonly recognized. Sight patterns are the visual symmetric patterns, shaped by the 
rhetorical devices, which emerge in the written text or as a subliminal visual image in our 
minds. As an illustration, these sight patterns are intentionally exaggerated in the 
dissected and color coded representation of the examples of Tahmids below. The flow of 
the sight patterns, that are essentially a consequence of the sound patterns, may be 
likened to the well known geometric patterns and designs that epitomize Islamic design. 
It is likely that the desire for symmetry in the visual textual patterns is akin to the desire 
for symmetry in design in art and architecture and the desire to achieve perfect 
proportions in Arabic calligraphy. Just as the desire to produce such patterns is similar, so 
is the effect. Just as the symmetric designs in Islamic ait and architecture aim to inspire a 
sense of order, the sight patterns in Tahmids aim to create relations between the visually 
congruent and tacitly persuade the observer to believe in them.
Both sight and sound patterns, similar in spirit to the examples presented by 
Lanham, tacitly persuade the audience to adopt the frame of reference suggested through 
the Tahmid relations. Essentially, in Tahmids, the structure, rhythm and symmetry 
created by the sight and sound patterns bring forth a sense of order in a context of chaos.
While it is difficult, as Lanham states, to pinpoint how the persuasion takes place, the 
following examples will attempt to shed some light on the working of rhetorical 
persuasion. The examples are selected from different periods to highlight the 
development in the use of rhetoric and to stress that it was a consciously used tool from 
the very beginnings of Tahmid. To begin with consider this Tahmid written by cAbd al- 
Hamid (Risalah no. 27 in c Abbas, 1988, p. 274) :
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This relatively early Tahmid, most likely written following an Umayyad victory, uses 
several rhetorical tools including sa f (rhyme and rhythm), parallelism and repetition to 
tacitly convey the power and legitimacy of Islam and its patrons, the Umayyads. The 
internal and external rhyme and rhythm of this Tahmid induces a sense of flow as is 
experienced in music. The sound pattern induced by the pronoun rhyme ‘h f in nafsihi, 
m alakatihi, cibadihL, khalqihi is unmistakable. In the next sentence, the internal sound 
pattern, one may even call it beat, in rahmatan, karamatan. naiatan. saeadatan. has a 
psychological effect through the repetition of the sound pattern, evoking an emotion 
similar to one created by a climaxing drum beat. The patterns, regardless of whether it is 
logically justifiable or not, relates and links the soul, the angels and the obedient servants 
of God; it relates mercy with honor, and salvation with happiness.
The sight pattern overall is striking. Notwithstanding the difficulty of crafting 
words, it is evident that cAbd al-Hamld crafted this Tahmid with great care to finish with 
such a visual pattern. From the representation above the symmetry is unmistakable. 
Segment-1 and 4 anchor the Tahmid with three phrases each, the first focusing on Islam 
and Muslims and the last on their enemies. Segment-1 creates a positive nisbah-CQlsLtion 
between God and the Muslims with the proposition that He has made Islam a source of 
mercy, honour, salvation and joy (rahmah, karamah, najah, sa ‘adali) for them. Segment-4 
creates a negative msAa/;-relation between God and the enemies with the proposition that 
He has ordained humiliation, lowliness, defeat, revenge and severe punishment {dhull, 
saghar, khidhlan, intiqam , ‘adhab aUm) for them. The visual placement of these two 
groups, three lines at the beginning and three lines at the end, clearly demarcates them.
The two middle segments are subdivided into two parts each. Segment-2, 
consolidates the positive nisbah-relation created in segment-1, while segment-3 acts as a 
transition in which the ‘enemies’ are introduced. The three short phrases, sub-segment-2a 
and 3a (in dark blue in the presentation above), are the same rhyme and are antithetically 
parallel: in segment-2a they reinforce the positive relation of believers with God while in 
segment-3 a they create a negative relation with the enemies. The parallelism is synthetic 
and synonymous within the description of each group: awliya’ah al-muqarrabm, wa 
hizbahu al-ghalibln, wa jundahu al-mansurin. These three phrases are in turn 
antithetically parallel with the descriptors of the group of acda\ d d a ’ah al-aqallin, wa 
awliya’ al-shaytan al-akhsann, wa ahl al-dalalat al-asfafin, which internally hold the
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same pattern as the first group. The parallelism is further enhanced by the acoustic 
parallelism created by the sound In at the end of all six phrases.
The parallelism creates a set of horizontal and vertical coordinates which clearly 
demarcates the two groups; their relatively uniform patterns stress the desire for order, 
tacitly persuading the audience that reality is as ordered as the Tahmid that seeks to 
represent it. Thus, the Talmud’s worldview, that is the dichotomy in the state and 
eventual outcome of both parties, is not only visually reinforced, but is effectively 
embodied in the patterns. Whether true or not, the visual pattern draws the reader to 
accept what is said as the truth. In Lanham’s words: “patterns like these become 
templates for thinking; they both frame thinking and, by their formal “logic”, urge 
certain thoughts upon us” (2004, p. 182).
The use of rhetorical devices in this early Tahmid is relatively less compared to 
later Tahmids, such as the ones discussed below. However, the brief analysis of some of 
the rhetorical agencies in this Tahmld is indicative of the consciousness of cAbd al- 
Hamld and early orators and writers of the persuasive effect of sound and sight patterns.
The second example is from three centuries later, written in the 5th/ l l th century, from 
Hilal al-Sabi’s Ghurar al-Balaghah192. Presented as a model Tahmid, it is isolated from 
its historical context. But it is highly likely, based on the relations in the Tahmid, that it 
is in a context of hostility but with the possibility of reconciliation. The Tahmid creates a 
bipolar worldview, discussed further later in this chapter, whereby the world is dissected 
into two: good and evil.
192 Hilal al-Sabi’, Ghurar,; (pp. 50-51, Appendix-2:71).
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The patterns in this Tahmid capitalize on ‘chance’193. There happen to be words 
that convey the desired meaning that happen to rhyme in the end and have a similar 
conjugational pattern {sari). But in this case, rather than capitalizing on the chance 
resemblance of terms to suggest a natural affinity, the aim is to suggest contrast. While 
the grammatical parallelism in the lines, highlighted by the different color shades, 
suggests an affinity, the semantic antithetical parallelism, suggests contrast -  perhaps 
mirroring natural perception, where people, both awliya’ and a ‘da’, are humans who are 
on the surface similar, but are opposites in spirit and soul. However, while in human 
experience the relations and demarcations are often fuzzy, the neatly ordered Tahmid 
presents a worldview that clears all confusions and tacitly persuades the reader and 
listener of the rightfulness of his group and the wrongfulness of the other. While the 
world has different shades of gray, the Tahmld draws a picture, greatly enhanced by the 
sight and sound patterns, that is black and white (or red and blue in this case ©).
The bipolarization is further stressed through the list of synthetically parallel 
coupled-phrases describing the two groups in segment-3: rashid wa ghawiyy.. .etc. It is 
possible to imagine the Tahmid to be semantically comprehensible even without the 
second, third and fourth couplets. However, beyond what they add in terms of meaning, 
the sight and sound pattern that is created is very ordered and clear. The listing of the 
characteristics in Lanham’s words, “creates a world of equal integers which permits 
systematic search and arrangement. Metaphor generalizes experience. The list iterates it, 
describes the universe by describing each particular in it” (2004, p. 186). The reiteration 
of the words, keeping in mind the hybridity of Tahmid, is especially important. It 
provides for the vocabulary in one of the phrases not being understood by some listeners 
and also that the message is properly registered even in the less attentive listener’s mind. 
The grammatical and synonymous parallelism that follows (segment-4) in nacim ihi wa 
0adhabili, wa thawabihi wa °iqabih is the final distinction between the two groups. 
Whether we like it or not, repetition of an idea is persuasive, a concept that advertising 
agencies too fully understand. It can possibly be said here that the symmetrical, 
rhythmical and musical pattern is pleasing to the eye and the ear. Lanham (2004, p. 179) 
argues that this play on words creates patterns that please us; they persuade us, according 
to him, even if their logical content does not merit it.
193 The concept of chance in tacit persuasion is borrowed from Lanham (2004, p. 179).
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After this distinction a change is visible both in the content and the pattern in 
segment-5, starting with the phrase ghayrcadil. A conciliatory mood overcomes. The 
phrases are again grammatically parallel, but as opposed to the antithetical parallelism in 
the beginning of the Tahmid, the semantic parallelism is now synthetic. The sound 
patterns rather than being harsh stops, him , iyy  are now a smooth uh and a r . The two 
separate moods of the Tahmids are actually demarcated in the very first line of the 
Tahmid through the soft contrast in the grammatically parallel words hukmuh and 
hiimuh. The first part (segment-1- 3) relates to power and authority (hukm), while the 
second (segment-4-6) relates to tolerance and clemency (hiim).
The two parts are demarcated both audibly and visually. The symmetry within 
each part is almost as perfect as any geometric pattern thanks to the use of 
morphologically equally weighted and rhyming words. Visually there is a pattern of 2-4- 
4-2-4-4 (see fig.3). The second segment, although eight phrases as compared with four, is 
in effect similar to segment-3 where the coupling of good and evil completes it 
semantically and balances it visually and audibly. The first 2-4-4 group is a manifestation 
of what God has pre-destined; the relations within this group are static. In [segment-1] 
God’s hukm, His rule, although pre-ordained, is just (cadil); He [segment-2] duly supports 
righteousness and suppresses falsehood; He [segment-3] has divided people into those 
who are wise, guided and happy and those who are unwise, misguided and miserable. In 
the second 2-4-4 group there is a subtle change. While the duality remains, the second 2- 
4-4 segment is a reflection of free will, albeit will given by God. The relations become 
dynamic where there is a possibility for the individual to choose a different path. What 
each individual deserves (istihqaq) [segment-4], comes into play and God [segment-5] is 
related to as One not discounting good deeds, leaving open the door of His mercy for 
those [segment-6] who mend their ways. The Tahmid visually and semantically strikes a 
balance between the age old knotty concepts of predestination and freewill. Both coexist 
in this world, each in its own right, just as they coexist in this symmetrical Tahmid. It is 
true that the content and the relations built within the Tahmid are integral in this 
persuasion, yet the force that the tacit persuasion adds cannot be dismissed. There is a 
deliberate capitalization on the power of tacit persuasion, a trend that is also visible in 
F atimid T ahnuds194.
194 See also the sight and sound patterns in Sijillat (no.56, p. 182; Appendix-2:65; the patterns are 
highlighted).
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In many cases, especially in Fatimid Tahmids, the end-rhyme is chosen especially so that 
a particular Qur’anic verse can be quoted at the end, or a particular verse is quoted 
because it fits the end-rhyme195. This raises an interesting question: does the thought 
precede the pattern or does the pattern precede the thought? I believe it is equally true 
that just as thought gamers certain patterns, certain patterns also gamer specific 
thoughts.
Al-Sabi's Tahmid Sight and Sound Patterns 
Figure-3
Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3 Segment 4 Segment 5 Segment 6
Imagery
Imagery is not a hallmark of Tahmid as is rhythm and parallelism, yet certain images, 
featuring often enough to be called stock images, add to the persuasiveness and impact of 
the Tahmid. These images are essential in creating the relations between theological 
entities and the perceived world. The most common are images of light, of religion as a 
path, images to describe the bounty of God, his Prophet and caliphs, and images
195 For example the Qur’anic verse referring to birth of dhukur in the context of the birth of a son to the 
Imam this Tahmid is in Sijillat (no. 6, p. 46, Appendix-2:61). Also see Sijiallat (no. 56, p. 182, Appendix- 
2:65). For more examples see: Shayyal (1952, no. 1 p. 184) Appendix-2:68; Sijillat no.’s 2, 4, 40, 58 
(Appendix-2:58, 59, 63, and 66), 57, 60; and Lisan al-Dln b. al-Khatib, Istinzal al-lutf in Rayhanat p.52 
Appendix-2:129.
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depicting the inability of humans to fathom the nature of God, especially in Fatimid- 
T ayyibi T ahmids196.
Images of light abound in Tahmids: hamd is offered, for instance, for the light of 
guidance, or the illuminating light of Prophets and caliphs. For example, in the Fatimid 
context, it is worth highlighting this image of the Imam’s succession, conveyed in this 
excerpt as a light emerging when another dims, as a star rising when another sets197:
V»--* >1 jy 1 ■ ■ ' >04 . .
. . . aL»\_A <jy*i jj) jjjJo ijy
The succession of the Imamate, the necessity of one Imam following another, is 
impressed upon the reader through this imagery. The relation with this natural, daily 
observable phenomenon persuades the audience of its inevitability, explaining the 
passage. In Aristotle’s words, metaphor gives a “charm and distinction” to expression, 
but even more, it is “another way to give ‘clearness’ and ‘liveliness’ to the expression of 
our thoughts” (qtd. in Corbett, 2004, p. 142). The light imagery does just that in this 
example in elucidating the abstract concept of the Imamate.
The images of the road, path and rope are some of the images used to express 
guidance, Islam and the link with God. In one Fatimid document Islam is described as 
follows198:
What these images also help to do according to the Roman rhetorician Quintilian (d. 
before 100 C.E.?), is “render our thoughts [of abstract concepts in this case] vividly 
concrete” (qtd. in Corbett, 2004, p. 143). The concepts of guidance and religion are 
concretized using imagery to which we can easily relate. The professed link between God 
and the people, for instance, is given the concrete image of a firm tie or bond (al-urwah 
al-wuthqa) between the two. That this is an image extracted from the Qur’an adds to its 
forcefulness199. Such images, and variations of them, are common in Tahmids, and add to 
their impact.
196 The images depicting the inability to fathom God in the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition are discussed in 
chapter-Y (p. 180).
197 Qtd. in Al-Shayyal (1958, no.8, pp. 269-270, Appendix-2:69).
198 Qtd. in Al-Shayyal (1958, no.10, p. 286, Appendix-2:70).
199 Qur’an (2:256 and 31:22). Also worth noting is Qur’anic image of habl-Allah Q:\Qy), The importance of 
these images in the Fatimid-T ayyibi context is discussed in chapter-V (p. 183).
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The following Tahmid from the 8th/14th century is an ideal example of Tahmid 
imagery. The Tahmid is written by the Andalusian Lisan al-Din al-Khatib as an 
introduction to his monograph al-Sihr wa al-Shfr quoted in his auto-anthology 
Rayhanat al-kuttab (pp. 26-27, Appendix-2:128).
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The expression in this Tahmid could have very easily been without the rhetoric and 
without metaphors; yet imagining it without them would change its character 
completely. The wings of thought (afham) are described as being given the feathers of 
inspiration, which then enables them to fly like arrows -  arrows are also fitted with 
feathers to give them buoyancy -  and create in the skies of the mind clouds of ideas, 
some fruitful, full of rain, and others unfruitful, rainless; a sequence of imagery that in 
the words of Quintilian “lends credibility to our arguments” and excites the emotions 
(qtd. in Corbett, 2004, p. 142). Here too the imagery is used to draw a relation between 
the abstract concept of thought and concrete objects perceivable in nature, making the 
abstract more vivid, and, through the combination of the wings, arrows and clouds, 
provoking the audience to visualize a fantastic image. The image of the cloud is re­
utilized in the salawat where Muhammad is described as showering the flowerbed of 
existence with rain from the cloud of generosity.
The effect of these images, coupled with the sight and sound patterns and 
supported primarily by the underlying relations and meanings, is the recipe for a strong 
and impactful Tahmid. It is, as Greek rhetorician Longinus puts it, “able in many ways to 
infuse vehemence and passion into spoken words, while more particularly when it is 
combined with the argumentative passages it not only persuades the hearer but actually 
makes him its slave” (qtd. in Corbett, 2004, p. 142).
200 These are the definitions of some of the more unfamiliar vocabulary: mukhlif: remainder or residual; 
jaham: rainless cloud; majud: thirsty.
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The rhetorical aspect is so much a part of Tahmid, thanks to its hybridity, that an 
understanding of it without an appreciation of the effect and role of the rhetorical devices 
would be incomplete. The crucial point in this discussion is that stylistic features and 
rhetorical devices are not tangential additives, but are integral ingredients in establishing 
the relations, enhancing their impact and communicating the meanings in Tahmids.
III. An Analysis of Five Tahmids
The following section analyzes a selection of Tahmids, using the methodology outlined 
above, with the aim of highlighting the various purposes served by the Tahmid relations 
and the worldviews they present. The selection of a few examples from an enormous 
cache of Tahmids is an arduous task, and to analyze them comprehensively is even more 
difficult. The main objectives that governed the criteria for inclusion are the following:
1. To include a demonstrative range of the various functions or purposes of Tahmid. 
These include the instillation of the fear of God (taqwa), legitimation of 
authority, community-building, and contextualization of history. Because each 
Tahmid almost inevitably serves more than one function, it is counterproductive 
to organize this section with respect to the functions served.
2. To include samples from different time periods, demonstrating the endurance and 
development of T ahmld. With this in mind, the five range chronologically from 
the l st/7th until the 7th/13th century and are discussed in chronological order. 
However, this is by no means a claim that these Tahmids represent a 
comprehensive chronological survey.
3. To include Tahmids from different geographical, political and religious contexts, 
demonstrating the adaptation of the Tahmid to local practices and beliefs. Thus I 
have included Tahmids from Early-Islamic Medinah (or Kufah), Umayyad Sham, 
Abbasid Mosul and Baghdad and Fatimid Cairo.
4. To include samples from the different genres in which the Tahmid commonly 
appears, namely the kbvtbab, risalah, and monograph. Since risalahs were the 
main bastion for the development of Tahmld, and because the case study focuses 
on Tahmids in risalahs, more examples from the risalah genre are included than 
from others.
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5. To include examples with variance in style. This specifically refers to variance in 
the length of the Tahmid and the style and extent of the usage of rhetorical 
devices and Qur’anic quotations.
6. To include Tahmids written by authors with an established status in classical 
Arabic prose such ascAfi-b. Abi-Talib, cAbd-al-HamId-al-Katib, Hilal-al-Sabi’, al- 
Mu’ayyad-fi-al-DIn-al-ShirazI, and Tzz-al-DIn-b. al-Athlr.
The analysis of Tahmids, selected on the basis of these criteria, is essential in order to 
establish the feasibility of the methodology discussed in this chapter for the 
interpretation of thematically, chronologically, stylistically and geographically diverse 
Tahmids. The analysis also aims to give a flavor of the general variety of Tahmids, 
before concentrating on Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids in the case study.
L ist o f Tahmids Analyzed
Author
Location-
Affiliation
Purpose Genre Period
Tahmid-1 cAfi b. Abl 
Tilib
(d. 40/661)
Kufah Taqwa Khutbah 2 st j^ j th
century
T ahmid-2 ‘Abd al- 
Hairiid al- 
Katib
(d. 123-3/750- 
1)
Sham-
Umayyad
Legitimating 
authority-bipolar 
outlook of existence
Risalah 2nd/8th
century
Tahrmd-3 Hilal al-Sabi’ 
(d. 407/1016-7)
Baghdad-
Buwayhid
Community building Risalah 5th/11th 
century
T ahmId-4 Al-Mu’ayyad fi 
al-DIn al- 
Shlrazi (?)
(d. 470/1078)
Cairo-
Fatimid
The cycle of life Sijili/
Risalah
5 th/11th 
century
Tahrmd-5 ‘Izz al-DIn b.
al-Athir
(d. 661/1233)
Mosul/Baghd 
ad (?> 
Abbasid
Contextualization of 
History
Monograph 7th/14th 
century
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Tahnud-1 (1st/7 b century— Taqwa)
This Tahmid (Appendix-2:21) introduces a forceful and moving homiletic khutbah by 
CA1I b. Abi Talib in which he exhorts the audience on taqw ^01. Exhortation to taqwa, a 
weighty term implying fear of God, piety and religiosity, is one of the key functions of 
Tahmid. It is possible to say that it is the principal underlying function of all Tahmids, 
even when there are other political and social purposes involved. However, in these 
homiletic khutbahs and in other similar circumstances, it is most likely the primary 
purpose. Taqwa is induced through the Tahmid itself by addressing the difficult, and to a 
certain degree inexplicable and abstract, relations with God.
In line-1, the Tahmid establishes complex simultaneous nfc&afi-relations of 
distance and closeness: God is beyond reach because of His unlimited power (hawl) but, 
at the same time, near through His benevolence {tawl). This relation is characterized as 
the ‘ tawhid-p aradox’ and discussed further in chapter-V (p. 182). This complex relation 
evokes at once the fear of God’s power and gratitude for his grace, inducing a 
consciousness of taqwa. By connecting individuals to God through these relations, the 
‘unseeableness’ and abstractness of the Almighty is suddenly very tangible through 
manifestations of His powers and boons. As the graphic representation of the Tahmid 
(Appendix-2:21) shows, this state of consciousness is accentuated by the tension created 
in the grammatical-parallelism of the two parts of the first line and the simultaneous 
semantic antithetical-parallelism. The relation in the very beginning sets the frame of 
reference for the prospect of God’s punishment and reward.
Line-2 addresses another binarism: God is giver of all bounties (manih) and 
alleviator of difficulty (kashi'T). As a result of the choice of descriptors or qualities used 
to praise God, the i%T<aZ?-relations differ. While line-1 induces a state of anxiety, the 
iT&raZz-relations created in line-2 suggest complete dependence, that in turn induces the
201 Nahj al-Balaghah (no.82, pp.160-161, known as al-khutbah al-gharra). The editor states that it is 
related in tradition that when cAli delivered this sermon it raised goose bumps on the audience’s flesh, 
brought tears to their eyes and made their hearts shudder. The numbering is added in order to assist with 
referencing in the analysis. With regards to the authenticity of the khutbah, a study in al-TawhJd, vol.7, 
no.l based mainly on al-Khafib’s (1966) work Masadir Nahj al-Balaghah wa asanlduh, lists six other 
sources where this khutbah appears. In terms of the highly developed use of rhetoric, specifically 
parallelism and end-rhyme—though more matured than written prose of the same period, and even of later 
periods, as is evidenced by a comparison with ‘Tahnud^’—it is characteristic of the large majority of the 
khutbahs attributed to CAE in Nahj al-Balaghah and even characteristic of pre-Islamic (such as the khutbah 
by Quss b. Sacidah) and early Islamic khutbahs (including some delivered by Muhammad). Al-Khatlb 
(1966, pp.184-188) addresses the issue of rhetoric in cAH’s khutbahs and presents examples with similar 
style and use of rhetorical devices from the pre-Islamic and early Islamic period.
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consciousness of taqwa. Line-3 elaborates the relation with God’s grace, using more or 
less synonymous phrases. The repetition of the idea, enhanced by the grammatical and 
semantic synthetic-parallelism, as noted earlier, is a tool of tacit persuasion (especially 
for an oral khutbah), which heightens the realization of the relation and consequently also 
the sense of taqwa.
The series of descriptive phrases in line-4 are an ingenious adaptation of the 
standard khutbah Tahmids referred to in chapter-II (p.52). Each of the verbs, even in the 
standard Tahmid which bears echoes of surat al-Fatihah, creates a specific relational- 
proposition with God: faith (iman); guidance (bidayah); support ( is tf anah)', dependence 
(tawakkul). In this Tahmid, the descriptions of God following these propositions seem to 
be consciously chosen to reflect the binarism initiated earlier. In the pair 4a and 4b, which 
share a common rhyme, 4a asserts belief in the eternal or infinite beginning of God, 
embedded within which is the assumption of human finiteness and the relational distance 
it entails from God; 4b, on the other hand, builds a relation of guidance with God who is 
near (qarib) and the one who guides {hath). Also continuing the interplay that began with 
cala and dan a in line-1, in the second pair 4c and 4d, marked also by the change in rhyme, 
4c builds a relation of support from God who is powerful (qadir) and the subduer (qahir), 
reinforcing the Almighty’s power; while 4d builds a relation of dependence on God, who 
is close since He is the sufficer (kaii) and supporter (nasu). The interplay and balance 
between a relation with God that proposes distance on the one hand and then proposes 
closeness on the other hand, an interplay that is highlighted by the grammatical- 
parallelism, gives a strong impetus to the consciousness of tagwathat is sought.
The proclamation of the Prophethood of Muhammad in line-5 establishes two 
explicit msMz-relations with God: servitude and Prophethood. In the order of existence 
Muhammad, too, has this dual role. The following lines (6a, 6b and 6c) are an elaboration 
of his second role, i.e. his relationship with the ummah, the audience of the khutbah. 
Thus, the three levels of relata are linked through the utilization of the linking powers of 
pro-nouns. While the huf in cabduhu and rasuluhu, established the Prophet’s link with 
God, arasalahu; with the object implied (ilavkum). establishes a relation between the 
listeners and the Prophet. At first glance the binarism carried through till now seems to 
break here. However, on a closer look, 6b and 6c are two categories of 6a, the execution 
of God’s commands. In 6b, the relation is with Muhammad who delivered God’s promise
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of freedom from blame (to those who accept), and in 6c it is with Muhammad who gave 
warning (to those who do not accept his message)202.
While the nisbah-iel&Xion with the Prophet as the one who promises freedom and 
warns is explicit, a fikrah-TQlation with the author of the khutbah, cAli b. Abi Talib, is 
also established. As the one delivering a khutbah with the very messages the Prophet was 
sent with, the principle of correspondence, in the dissemination of this message, exists 
between the Prophet and cAli. Through this fikrah-rolationship what follows is more 
authoritative.
Throughout this Tahmid, the sight and sound pattern that is created has a 
remarkable persuasive effect. The rhyming of the words, the morphological and 
grammatical parallelism, the rhyme and its timely changes, tacitly persuade the audience. 
The effectiveness of the binarism and the relations is multiplied through the ordered 
pattern of these devices, and the sense of taqwa is consequently heightened. The sight 
and sound patterns are common to many of °Ali’s khutbahs and are highly developed 
compared with the next Tahmid and with prose writing of the first few centuries in 
general.
Talmud-2 (T dM h century—Legitimating Authority: the Bipolar Universe)
This Tahmid (Appendix-2:40) asserts legitimacy through a bipolar worldview203. Written 
by cAbd al-Hamid al-Katib in the early 2nd/8th century, most likely in response to a 
victoiy by the Umayyad caliph Marwan in Armenia204, this is a model that is replicated 
and adapted time and again in numerous Tahmids205. It boasts, at this rather early stage, a 
quintuple Tahmid, sequentially building a case for the legitimacy of the campaign and of 
the caliph.
The first segment presents a worldview in which existence is divided into two 
spheres: Truth and Falsehood, Right and Wrong, Good and Evil. The acceptance of this 
demarcation is the basis for the righteousness of the community and the legitimacy of its 
ruler. In most later Tahmids the dichotomy is epitomized by the two words haqq and
202 The two words eudhr and nudbrare used in Qur’an 77:6.
203 In 'Abbas (1988, no. 26, pp. 273-274) and Safwat (1937, v.II, no. 512), with slight variation.
204 This is on the basis of'Abbas’s (1988, p. 68) contention in his study of cAbd al-Hannd’s life and works. 
It is not possible to ascertain the specific victory since the main body of the risalah is lost.
205 There are many other Tahmids that use the haqq and batil dichotomy created in this Tahmid. See for 
instance Tahmid by cAbd al-Hamid (‘Abbas, 1984, no.24; Appendix-2:38), Safwat (1937, vol.m, no. 211; 
vol.IV, no., 96, 99, 170; Appendix-2:44, 47, 48, 50), Hilal al-Sabi’, Ghurar, (p.56; Appendix-2:72)), Sijillat 
(no.4 and 43; Appendix-2:59 and 64).
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batij inspired by or based on the Qur’anic categorization206. In this Tahmid the 
dichotomy is unmistakable, even without the presence of both keywords: only haqq is 
used, while batilis represented by related words. The distinction between the two groups 
lies primarily in the relational-proposition between them and Islam, which is in turn 
related to God as His chosen religion. Those who uphold Islam {qam bihi ckfiyari), are 
related to God as His soldiers and supporters, while those who oppose them are related 
with disbelief (kvfr), misguidedness {tlh al-shaqaj and ignorance {jahalah). Each of these 
two sets of relations is marked by the repetition of the verb ja°ala, attributing the 
disparate consequences of the two groups to God. Though not an absolutely ordered 
pattern, the coupling, jundahu al-ghalibln wa ansarahu al-musallatln, and the 
intermittent rhyming, ... qad istahwathu dhillat al-kufr bi zulamiha- wa hayrat al- 
jahalat bi jiwariha, act as a glue that binds the components of each group, separating one 
from the other. In clarifying this classification, the primary relations that are responsible 
for the distinction are made unambiguously clear. As a result of this bipolarization, the 
grey areas, or the difficulties in justifying battles and policies, are eliminated, with a 
clear cut black and white order of existence taking its place.
The worldview, the binary outlook of existence, is further stressed by 
addressing the disparate consequences of being associated with either of the two 
categories, persuading the audience to relate themselves to the righteous group. For the 
supporters of haqq, the reward is twofold: the first is in relation to the other group, 
attaining victory over them and inheriting their land, their wealth, their dwellings and 
their state. The second is in relation to God, a relation that is characterized by their oath 
pledging their lives to God in exchange for heaven. Both rewards are inspired in then* 
entirety from Qur’an 33:27 and 9:111; the audience’s Qur’anic background is assumed 
and it is anticipated that they will make the connection. The two rewards are summed up 
in the last phrase of segment-1: the people of haqq are on their way to the best of this 
world and the Hereafter (ila khayr al-dunya wa al-akhirah). On the other hand, the 
enemies of Islam and its supporters, apart from losing their worldly wealth, are promised 
a deluded wretchedness {tlh al-shaqa*) in both worlds. The honor (cizz) of Islam, enjoyed 
by its supporters because of their relation of allegiance with it, is in stark contrast to the
206 For example verses 2:42, 3:71, 8:8, 13:19, 17:81, 18:56, 21:18, 22:62, 31:30, 34:49, 40:5, 42:24, 47:3. 
See for example Tahmid by Ibn al-Muqaffac using verse 8:8 in Safwat (1937, v.III, no. 28; Appendix-2:42).
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humiliation (dhillah) of kufr. On the basis of the worldview that sees the world divided 
into these two categories, all those associated with haqq gain legitimacy.
The reference to verse 33:27, which is in the context of the ahzab campaign in the 
Qur’an, while describing the exploits of battle promised to the believers, creates a fikrah- 
relation of correspondence between the early exploits of the Prophet and this victory, and 
consequently between the Prophet’s role as guardian of Islam and the caliph’s. The 
fikrah-£Q\&tion also raises the stature of this particular victory to that of the iconic 
victories of Muhammad.
To assert legitimacy, segment-2 and 3 draw an explicit nisbah-relation between 
Muhammad, the people of haqq and Islam, with the proposition that God fulfills His 
promises to them. The promises are upheld always as a result of the Prophetic inheritance 
{mawanth al-nubuwwah) that has reached the caliph207. The twin relations, the first 
between Muhammad and the people of haqq (the Islamic ummah) the protection of whom 
is a promise made by God to the Prophet, and the second, between Muhammad and the 
caliph, reassert Muhammad’s authority over the ummah and, on the basis of the 
inheritance, that of the caliph. In segment-3, the fulfillment of the promise (wacd) is to 
Muhammad and the caliph in the same sentence. The principle of correspondence, 
implied above in the Qur’anic quotation, is made explicit here. The promises made above 
are fulfilled for the caliph, as they were for the Prophet, asserting that he is among the 
people of haqq, and therefore asserting his legitimacy.
In the second segment, the group related to haqq is now significantly described as 
the ummah, as a consequence of the shared primary relations. The bonding or 
community-building is a result of the mutual relations: primarily the relation with Islam, 
their relations with each other as comrades in the army of God, and their antagonistic 
relation with the enemies. It is also a result of the shared consequences, the victory and 
the booty of battle, and the shared aspirations for the fulfillment of the promises in the 
Hereafter. Lastly, and this connects it to the issue of legitimacy again, it is because of a 
shared legitimate leader, the Prophet and later the caliph who inherits his authority, that 
they are an ummah.
Segments-4 and 5 connect the first and second levels of relata with the third level, 
the community. This is done by an assertion of the fulfillment of God’s promise to his
207 An interesting exception to this rule is a Tahmid by Mu'awiyah asserting legitimacy on the basis of 
being in the land of Sham, because it is a holy-land and because of the relation of the land with early 
Prophets. See Ibn Abi al-Hadid, Sharp (p. 13).
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ummah by supporting them and abandoning their enemies. While the bipolarization in 
the first segment is absolute, without reference to a specific context, in the fourth and 
fifth segment the contemporary audience becomes part of the righteous category, through 
the explicit -relation with God’s support. The support forms a iTfoafr-relation
between the contemporary audience and the promises of reward in the Hereafter made in 
the first segment. The focus in segment-5 on the audience is emphasized through the use 
of the plural first person pronoun: hammalana. All the pronouns until that point are in the 
third person. Hence this is the last link: moving from God, to Islam, to the Prophet, to the 
caliph and finally to the ummah.
To sum up, the worldview that perceives existence as a division of haqq and batil, in the 
local context classifies the Muslims as people of haqq and their enemies as people of 
batil As a result of this worldview, the war is justified, the victory is seen as one 
promised and ordained by God, and the spoils of battle are free for the righteous to enjoy. 
Further, by the fulfillment of this promise, equated with the fulfillment of the promise to 
Muhammad, the legitimacy of the caliph as the inheritor of Muhammad’s legacy, and 
consequently as the rightful caliph of the Muslims, is bolstered. The rightful group, under 
the legitimate leadership of the caliph is bonded as a community. As a result of the lack 
of specific detail, the lack of narrative and the absoluteness of the worldview endorsed, 
the Tahmid can be easily transplanted to a different time and context to assert the 
righteousness and solidarity of a group and the legitimacy of their contemporary leader. 
This worldview, in a timeless manner, encourages the audience to be part of, and to 
support, the people of haqq.
Tahnud-3 ($ b/ l l th century—Comm unity-building)
This concise and eloquent Tahmid is found in Hilal al-Sabi’s collection of model 
Tahmids in his 5tb/ l l th century chancery manual Ghurar al-Balaghah (p.57; Appendix- 
2:74). The Tahmid, one of two similar Tahmids by the author208, is primarily aimed at 
consolidating the community. For this purpose it creates a worldview, through a series of 
relations with secondary relata, whereby the order of nature is seen to dictate unity and 
harmony, a harmony willed by God.
208 (p.57, Appendix-2:73).
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The worldview in this Tahmid, in contrast to the dichotomy o f‘Tahmid-2’, is one 
of harmony within the ummah. While in ‘Tahmid-2’ both immanent and transeunt 
relations are used, this Tahmid, in order to establish a consciousness of harmony, focuses 
on immanent relations. Immanent relations refer to the harmonious, mutually shared 
relations and aspirations within each group, and transeunt relations refer to the relations 
between two groups. This consciousness of harmony is propagated by the fundamental 
relational-proposition, the unity of the shami of the Muslim community, being mirrored 
in a series of similar propositions in secondary relata in nature. The explicit nisbah- 
relation of God with the joining of the broken bone, the reconnecting of the cutoff rope, 
and the patching of the widening tear, suggests an order of existence that calls for the 
restoration of harmony. The tangible relations between the secondary relata, inspired by 
pre-Islamic idioms, create a iT&rva/j-relation with the presumed rift within the community 
and persuade the audience to adopt a similar consciousness with regard to the intangible 
bond within it that is presently broken. The images of nature, already associated with 
God, since He is the active participle, are explicitly related to God’s will. Reconciliation 
is ordained by God, bringing forth amelioration, success and triumph. The relation of 
God’s will with reconciliation is in stark contrast to other Tahmld’s where it is God’s 
will that has steered the two parties to war209. It is in fact the shared belief in God and 
His will that is the primary source of harmony. The reconciliatory spirit is also mirrored 
in the sound and sight patterns.
Visually and audibly, as is apparent from the dissected representation (Appendix- 
2174), the Tahmid is carefully divided into three sections, each section representing a 
phase on the path to reconciliation. Though with a positive note, the first segment 
presents relations that highlight the problem: the broken bone, the cut off rope, the tom 
garment: all leading to a likrah-xol&tion with the presumed rift within the community. 
The second segment, marked by the repetition of alladbi and a change in rhyme (new sa f 
unit), presents relations that extol the remedy for the problem referred to in segment-1. In 
this segment the relations with God’s destiny (aqdai), lead to and promise reconciliation. 
The Tahmid, as the introduction to a presumed risalah, is itself a part of the remedy. The 
final segment, marked by the repetition of hamd, signals the resolution and the 
fulfillment of the promise.
209 See for instance 'All b. Abi Talib’s khutbah Tahmld (Appendix-2:13).
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The symmetry and harmony within and between the segments demands the same 
from individuals who are part of the community. Demonstrating near-perfect internal 
symmetry, each segment is divided into four phrases, the four phrases further divided into 
couplets. For each segment throughout the Tahmid, each couplet is then syntactically, 
conjugationally and synthetically parallel. The parallelism is enhanced by the end-rhyme 
of the couplets, except in segment-2 where it remains the same for all four phrases, 
adding a taste of luzum ma layalzam , by stretching the rhyming to the three end letters 
in the first three phrases. But even in segments-1 and 3, where the end rhyme changes, 
the conjugation of the rhyme word remains very similar, resulting in the same end rhythm 
for all the four phrases in both segments. The paronomasia in salah, islah and falah and in 
marsud and maqsud, and the soothing sound pattern a\ repeated by the numerous active 
participles: jam f,jabir, wasil, raqf, and in the nouns: intishar, inkisar, inqitrf, ittisH , add 
to the tacit persuasion. This Tahmid, and the Tahmids of this period in general, 
demonstrate an astute consciousness of the power of sight and sound patterns and also a 
perfection of the language skills required for such craftsmanship. In association with the 
semantic message, the sight and sound patterns are skillfully molded for the local 
context.
The Tahmid is most likely to have been written looking back at an internal fitnah 
(sedition) of some sort between rival religious sects or political factions, something that 
was not uncommon in the 5th/11th century. The exact context of this Tahmid being 
unknown , an exegetical approach is not possible. However, the contention is based not 
only on conjecture, but on the basis of the guidelines set by CAH b. Khalaf in the same 
century in his chancery manual, Mawadd al-Baym , discussed in chapter-III (pp.83). The 
Tahmid fits the mould of what Khalaf calls the forbiddance of discord in religion {' al- 
nahycan al-tanazif f i  al-dhf )211. CAH b. Khalaf s instructions highlight the importance of 
a specific worldview being established, through a set of relations, to deal with common 
circumstances. As always, due to the relative absoluteness of the Tahmid, this particular 
introduction could easily be used to redress a fitnah and reconcile the community today.
210 Since the Tahnud is part of a chapter on model Tahmids, without any introductory remarks by the 
author, it is nearly impossible to ascertain the specific context. That it was written simply as a model 
cannot be ruled out either.
211 See Guidelines in Appendix-3:6. The Tahmld also fits the description of ''kutub if  al-haddcala luzum al- 
ta ‘ali (Appendix-3:3).
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Tahimd-4 (f>h/ l  1th century—The cycle o f life)
This Talmud212 (Appendix-2:66) introduces a sijill sent in the name of the Fatimid Imam 
al-Mustansir in the 5th/ l l th century, to the Sulayhid leader in Yemen, an ally of the 
Fatimids, congratulating him on his victories there. Although using the same bipolar 
view of existence, and although in response to victories, this Tahmid creates a very 
different worldview compared to Tahmid-2’ on account of the dire state of affairs in the 
capital, Cairo. To contextualize the turbulent period, the Tahmid proffers a worldview 
that explains the rise and fall in the fortunes of the empire by relating the political 
circumstances to the cycles and realities of nature, and by relating haqq and batil with 
the Hereafter (akhirah) and this world (dunya) respectively.
The relating of the rise and fall of the political fortunes of the people of haqq to 
the cycle of day and night creates a consciousness that accepts it simply as a natural 
cycle ordained by God, such is the case in this world. The case for acceptance is further 
strengthened by building a simultaneous consciousness explicitly creating a nisbah- 
relation between the people of haqq and akhirah,, and between wrongdoers (.mujrimum) 
and dunya. The former’s relation with dunya is therefore a mixed one involving both 
tranquility {safw) and turbidity (akdar). A further point is that the dunya unites both 
righteous people (abrar) and miscreants (fujjai), and distributes its days, that is power or 
rule, among people who are good (akhyar) and evil (ashrar), a relation mirrored in the 
cycle of day, that is when the good people are paramount, and night, when evil rules. The 
worldview created by this relation explains the success of the latter group in creating 
chaos in the capital and the empire in recent years. While both groups share in the dunya, 
the akhirah is reserved for the awliya\ the dissenters getting nothing but punishment.
Adding to this is the sight and sound pattern that creates two visually equal 
blocks in the first Tahmid [segment-1 a and lb], each with six phrases with a mutual end 
rhyme, and each ending with a Qur’anic verse. Segment-1 a’s representation of the mixed
212 Sijillat, no. 58, pp. 190-191. The author of this sijill is unknown, however, the style is very similar to 
that of the Fatimid D al, al-Mu’ayyad al-ShlrazT, who was appointed to the Diwan al-Insha’ in 443/1051. 
The sijill is dated 468/1076, two years prior to al-Mu’ayyad’s death. Even if  he was not directly responsible 
for the sijill, al-Mu’ayyad’s leadership of the diwan clearly had an effect on the style of writing as apparent 
in this Tahmid. The style of the Tahmid is especially comparable to the Tahmids known to have been 
written by al-Mu’ayyad in his Majah's, discussed further in the next chapter. A close look at the Tahmid 
leaves no doubt about the author’s knowledge of Fatimid esoterics and symbolism, further strengthening 
the speculation that al-Mu’ayyad was the author, especially since he reached the pinnacle of the Fatimid 
spiritual hierarchy. In the cunwah and tasdir of the sijill, illustrate the numerous titles by which the Fatimid 
leaders in Yemen are addressed (discussed in chapter-III), and the salawat on Muhammad as the Imam’s 
grandfather.
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fortunes of the believers in the dunya is visualized through the conjugationally parallel 
couplet ending of four of the six phrases in that segment: layl/nahar, safw/akdar, 
abrar/fujjar and akhyar/ashrar. The couplets are also synthetically parallel, but the two 
words forming each couplet are antithetical. The last two phrases in the segment 
represent only the akhirah, and thus break the couplet rhythm. The next segment lb, not 
incidentally rhyming with mujrimun,, visualizes their fortunes which are all rather dismal: 
there is no other side, thus no coupling, and there is no respite, thus no change within the 
segment. The culmination of each segment with a Qur’anic verse, that embodies the 
primary relation in each of them, constituting the final stroke of death, is a forceful 
ending characteristic of many Fatimid Tahmids.
The two Qur’anic verses stress the relation of the two groups to akhkah and 
dunya, respectively, and the nature of then relation. Verse 38:46 describes the relation of 
the first group to the Hereafter, which attests to the purification of the believers for the 
Hereafter. The Tahmid urges believers to overlook the difficulties they have been facing 
by counseling them to concentrate their energies and hopes on their true home, the 
akhkah. Conversely, verse 15:3 draws a very different relation for the second group in 
which disbelievers are given liberty in this world to eat, take joy, and false hope, only to 
realize their misfortune in the Hereafter. This verse, consolidating the relation of the 
second group to dunya and the temporary nature of their success, again advocates the 
first group to overlook the material advances of the latter in recent times. The pragmatic 
tone of this Tahmid and the worldview it presents are in marked contrast with ‘Tahmld- 
2’, which proclaims the fulfillment of the promises. Using the same basic binarism, but 
presenting a distinct worldview, it contextualizes the present circumstances, explaining 
their cause, and providing hope in the Hereafter.
The second segment, with three phrases, constitutes a break from the bipartite 
segment-1, introducing the Imam and his role in this context. After establishing a nisbah- 
relation between God and the Imam, in that God has bestowed him with the Imamate, 
the segment characteristically ends with a Qur’anic verse. In verse 5:97 a nisbah-relation 
is established between the Imam and the Ka°bah, with the proposition that it is because 
of the Imam that the Kacbah is established and populated ( ‘ammara). There is a 
descriptive dimension to the Ka°bah, which is depicted as the sacred sanctuary {al-bayt 
al-haram), and ‘an asylum of security for men’. This description creates an esoteric 
iTAra/f-relation between the Ka°bah and the Imam, since according to Fatimid esoterics
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the Imam is the true living metaphysical Ka°bab, whom the physical Kacbah 
represents213. In the context of the insecurity that prevailed in this period, the nisbah- 
relation between the Imam and the Ka°bah evokes a fikrah-vzXatiow that equates the two 
on an esoteric plain.
In the salawat on the Prophet and cAfi, a very different binarism and relation is 
highlighted, establishing the legitimacy and authority of the Fatimids. In terms of the 
sight and sound pattern, segment-3 is different from all others. Within it we only have a 
pair of couplets, mirroring the twosome Muhammad and cAfi. All the endings within the 
segment are also couplets: shankan-wa- wazlra, diya’an -wa-nur a, al-shamsa-diya’an -wa- 
al-qamara-nura, save the first phrase. The singularity of the first phrase ending represents 
Muhammad’s uniqueness in his capacity as the nadhir,; the Prophet to whom the Qur’an 
was revealed, while the rest of the phrases endorse the togetherness of Muhammad and 
“AH214.
Semantically, the relation of Muhammad and cAIi is depicted by linking it to
accepted relations from the sacred past and to secondary relata. The ms&aZz-relation 
between Muhammad and cAli on the one hand, and Musa and Harun on the other, evokes 
Jj&raA-relations based on Qur’anic verses and traditions of the Prophet215. Based on the 
explicit ms&a/M'elation and the j^irafr-relation with the Qur’anic relationship of Musa 
and Harun, cAli is perceived as Muhammad’s brother, wazlr and successor.
The association of Muhammad and cAli is envisaged by the relation with 
secondary relata, that is the sun and moon respectively. While this image illustrates a 
relationship of Prophet (nabiyy) with his successor and legatee (wasiyy), it is also a 
reference to Fatimid esoteric symbolism wherein the physical sun and moon are 
representatives of Muhammad andcAfi who are the true metaphysical sun and moon. The 
symbolism also extends further: just as the sun derives its power and light naturally from 
God, Muhammad derives his nur and inspiration from God; as the sun lends its light to 
the moon, Muhammad passes on his nur and inspiration to CAII. The relation of
213 The binary of the physical and metaphysical in the Fatimid tradition is discussed further in chapter-V 
(p. 188). The relation between the Kacbah and security is also emphasized in verse 2:125 of the Qur’an.
214 The binary of Muhammad and cAli is also discussed in detail in chapter-V (p.188).
215 The relation is explicated in the Qur’an in verses 20:29 and 25:35. Discussed further in chapter-V, the 
tradition of the Prophet is cited with slight variations in many sources of HacBth including Musnad-Ahmad 
no.2903, Sahlh al-BukharI} no.3403, Sunan al-Tirmidhl, no.3663, and Sunan Ibn M ajahno.\\2:
^  y yj
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Muhammad and cAli not only establishes the legitimacy of °Ali but also that of the 
Fatimids, who derive their legitimacy from both Muhammad and0AH.
In segment-4, once again we have three phrases, visually relating it with segment- 
2 (which is also three phrases). Segment-2 is focused on the present Imam (al-Mustansir) 
and segment-4 on all the Imams in the spiritual and physical blood line of Muhammad 
andcA!L The relation of the Imams to °Ali is stressed by the words ‘in his progeny’ (min 
dhuniyyatihi). The legitimacy is further stressed within the context by relating the 
compulsory command to obey the Imams to God, and by relating those who believe in 
the Fatimid Imams to the Prophetic traditions (sunnah) and unity (jamikah), generally a 
prerogative claimed exclusively by the Sunnis. In the wake of the difficult circumstances, 
an endorsement of this legitimacy and authority in the consciousness of their subjects is 
of paramount importance. By relating the Imams to the community in this last segment, 
the Tahmid comes full circle. Starting with the Praise of God (the first level of relata), 
having discussed the fortunes of two rival parties in relation to God, and having created 
relations between the Prophet, °Afi and Imam in the following segments (the second level 
of relata), the Tahmid ends by locating individuals as part of the community of sunna and 
jams? ah (the third level of relata), the people of akhirah, in association with the two 
former levels.
The relations and consciousness created in the Tahmid above are perfectly 
suitable for the context of this sijill; as a result of the absoluteness of Tahmid relations, 
the lack of details and the universality of the consciousness created, they are also 
meaningful across time and in different contexts. For instance, a very similar Tahmid is 
used by al-Mu’ayyad, the presumed author of this sijill\ as an introduction to his 
autobiography. Al-Mu’ayyad uses similar relations to the ones created here, to 
contextualize and console himself with regards to the stressful trials and tribulations that 
he experienced in the Fatimid court216. On a more general note, applying the eisegetical 
approach, this Tahmid can easily be envisioned as a homiletic effort, counseling and 
encouraging people to devote themselves to the Hereafter through embracing the 
principles and practices of their religion.
216 See al-Mu’ayyad’s sirali Talmud (Appendix-4:14). For a study of al-Mu’ayyad’s life see Qutbuddin, 
Tahera (2005) and Klem (2003).
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Tahnnd-5 ('fb/ l$ b century—Contcxtualization o f H istory)
Written by the famous historian Ibn al-Athir as an introduction to his renowned work al- 
Kam il f  al-Tarlkh in the 7th/13th century, this Tahmid (Appendix-2:117) contextualizes 
his work by creating a consciousness of the eternity, stability and permanence of God 
versus the continuous change, tumultuousness and finiteness of everything else. The 
relations witnessed in this Tahmid recur in other works on history such as Ibn Khaldun’s 
Muqaddimah (Appendix-2:125)217.
God is above and beyond all that constitutes history. Since humans are the 
primary protagonists in histoiy, there exists a relation of inequality with God with 
respect to all that befalls them. While God is eternal without a beginning, and permanent 
without an end, human history is all about beginning and ending: Ibn al-Athlr’s work 
begins with Adam and ends with the author. While God is the True King whose essence 
cannot be fathomed, the identity and personality of all other kings is the bread and butter 
of history. While God is Omnipotent, all that is in the world is a manifestation of His 
powers; histoiy is a narration of the result of those powers being exercised. While God is 
hallowed, no calamity reaching Him, history is a record of those recurrent calamities that 
befall humanity. While God is uncorrupted by change, no one but Him is exempt from it.
The cycles ordained by God, the tension in the rapid succession of highs and lows, 
is expressed through the rapid succession of the opposing coupled words, resembling 
climaxing drum beats: raf^/khafd, bast/qabd, ibram/naqd, im atat/ihya\ ljad/iiha’, 
ifad/idlal, fzaz/idhlal, and sealed by a Qur’anic truth resolving the rapid climax through 
the image of the rise and fall of kings drawn in verse 3:26, quoted with a slight 
modification in the Tahmid. While the relation with God is explicitly stated in all the 
propositions above, the relation with human history is implied; although fairly obvious, it 
is somehow much more powerful than if it were explicitly stated. In effect, the Tahmid 
highlights the forces that move histoiy: the finiteness of things, the lives and deaths, the 
personalities of the kings, the events, the calamities, the changes, and the cycles, and 
associates them with God.
The Tahmid then takes a homiletic tone, creating a consciousness of humility 
through a relation with those peoples in the past who have perished and been eradicated. 
The lesson to be learned from their fate is reaffirmed through the Qur’anic verse 19:9, in
217 See also Ibn al-Sayrafl’s Tahnilds in the context of al-MustaTi’s death (Appendix-2:67 and 68) and 
Tahmid in Ibn Kathir’s al-Bidayah wa al-nihayah.
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which God rhetorically inquires: ‘do you feel or hear any of the people We destroyed’? 
The Tvira/i-relation between those gone by and the audience evokes a principle of 
correspondence in terms of fate, reminding the living of their mortality. As seen in earlier 
Tahniids, the segment ends with a Qur’anic verse 7:54, which stresses the Omnipotence 
of the Almighty.
After addressing the rather depressing human relations that nudge forward the 
course of history, the author makes a shift in tone, ending with a more positive and 
hopeful worldview. In the second segment, the author relates to God as a beneficiary of 
His grace and bounty, kindling a glimmer of hope in the dark picture of history and the 
bleak context of human relations. Adding to the positive note, in the salawat, 
Muhammad is related to both Arabs and non-Arabs, to all of mankind, as a unifying force 
in a world fraught with chaos, a relation stressed by the synonymously parallel phrases. 
Muhammad’s progeny and companions are lanterns of light in a world besieged with 
darkness. The pragmatic and negative consciousness of human interaction and history is 
balanced, or perhaps even outweighed, by the optimistic spiritual or utopian 
consciousness brought forth by relating to Muhammad, his progeny and companions.
The Tahmid of this work, one of the most comprehensive and organized works of 
history until the 7th/13th century, a fragment compared to the ten volume text, explains 
the basic mechanisms that drive history. Using the exegetical approach, the Tahmid 
prepares the audience for the beleaguered human relations that are to follow from the 
creation of Adam, to the birth of the Prophet, and henceforth year by year till the 
author’s age. Using the eisegetical approach, the Tahmid is conceivably a balanced 
consciousness that frames existence, highlighting the light of Prophetic guidance as the 
only hope in the dark labyrinth of human relations; a consciousness, the applicability of 
which is timeless.
Conclusion
The appreciation of relations is a productive means to extrapolate and interpret the 
Tahmid’s multiple layers of meaning. The Tahmid establishes the fundamental relation 
with God and is key to His remembrance (dhikr)m . This relation God and the relation 
with His Prophet creates the fundamental worldview that all Tahimd’s present: the Unity 
of God, the Righteousness of the Prophet and his message and the essential underlying
218 See Appendix-2:17, wherein praise is offered to God ‘who made hamdthe key to His dhikr’.
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tenet, the existence of the Hereafter. Within this broad worldview that unites the Muslim 
ummah as a community, authors further define their worldviews depending on the 
context, whether it is the bipolar universe divided into haqq-batil, or the harmony of 
nature, the tranquillity and turbidity of destiny, the cycle of histoiy etc. The relational 
approach is one method of appreciating the well-defined worldviews presented by 
Tahmids.
These worldviews, which are generated on the basis of Tahmid relations and are 
enhanced by its rhetorical patterns, encompass the entire cosmological existence and 
explain local events. Its primary relations consolidate the Islamic ummah, but at the same 
time, it has the ability to be moulded so as to define the specific worldviews of 
communities within the ummah, such as the Fatimid-Tayyibi community. The following 
section focuses attention on their Tahmid tradition and its well-defined worldviews.
SECTION-III 
The Fatimid-Tayyibl Tahmid
Tradition
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Introduction
Fatimid-TayyibI'refers to ShTa Muslims of the IsmaTIi-MustaTian-Tayyibi sect now 
better known as Dawoodi-Bohras (the Dawoodis are the largest denomination of Bohras; 
other comparatively minor denominations include ‘Aliyas, Sulaymanis and 
Mahdibaghwalas) 22°. In 524/1130, the 20th Fatimid Imam al-Amir was assassinated, and 
his son the 21st Imam al-Tayyib is believed by the Fatimid-Tayyibis to have gone into 
seclusion or Satr (the F atimid-T ayyibis do not recognize the subsequent four caliphs in 
Egypt to be legitimate Fatimid Imams). The Fatimid religious mission was already well 
established in Yemen and India, and among them the D acwat al-satr continued in the 
name of al-Tayyib. The D a‘wah is headed by a DaT-Mutlaq (also called DaT al-Satr) 
who represents, together with the ranks of Ma *dhun and Mukasir, the secluded Imam in 
the progeny of al-Tayyib. The first DaT was appointed at the command of Imam al-Amir 
by his hujjah -  a high rank in the spiritual hierarchy -  al-Hurrah al-Malikah, the Sulayhid 
queen of Yemen. Following the Imam’s seclusion, the DaTs were based in Yemen until 
the transfer of the seat of the D afwab to India in the mid-15th century. The base of the 
Fatimid-TayyibI Da‘wah today is in Mumbai, India, where the present head of the
2l9AI-Mu’ayyad) Majalis, 1-75 (Appendix-4:24).
220 A recent anthropological study of the Dawoodi Bohras (Blank, 2001) focusing on the usage of modem 
technology in a community which now has a world-wide diaspora, gives insights into the practices and 
dynamics of community organization and ritual today. See also Qutbuddin, BS (2009) “History of the 
Dawoodi-Bohra Tayyibis in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries: The Dais, The Dawat and The 
Community” and Qutbuddin, T (2009) “The Daudi Bohra Tayyibis: Ideology, Literature, Learning, and 
Social Practice”.
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community, the fifty-second DaT Syedna Muhammad Burhanuddin, resides. The 
Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition of learning, including the Tahmid, is a live tradition that is 
practised by the community today.
This chapter argues that the Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid tradition, in relation to the 
wider convention of Tahmid, is similar yet different. It has travelled geographically from 
Egypt (4th-6 th/10th-12tb century) to Yemen (6th- l  0th/12th-16th century) to India (10th-  
14th/l 6th—20th century) over a thousand years, shares the basic core structure, principles 
and functions of the Tahmid tradition at large, but is also, in a number of ways, distinct. 
Its distinctiveness lies in the worldview that underlies and permeates each of its praise- 
preambles: the binarism of the physical and intellectual and the consciousness of 
continuity of the Prophetic spirit of leadership and guidance (tasalsui). In addition to 
this, its individuality is a result of the Tahmid gradually becoming something more than 
a strong introduction -  developing in effect, as a medium for madlh and ma Tifah, praise 
and religious enlightenment, into an end in itself.
The Fatimid-Tayyibi perception of Tahmid as a powerful introduction, and as a 
source of intellectual illumination in its own right, is apparent from the dramatic increase 
in length over time and the manner in which it is introduced and quoted. Investigating 
the transfer of the chancery from the hands of the Fatimids to the Ayyubids, Horst Hein 
(1968) notes that Tahmlds are markedly longer in chancery documents written by a katib 
in the Fatimid period, as compared to those written by the same katib later in the 
Ayyubid period. This clearly shows a disposition on the part of the Fatimids for longer 
Tahmlds. The eminent Fatimid DaT and remarkable scholar al-Mu’ayyad al-ShlrazI (d. 
470/1077), himself a key figure in establishing the distinctive nature of the Fatimid- 
Tayyibi Tahmid tradition, introduces a Tahmid quoted within the body of one of his 
Majalis al-Hikmah (henceforth Majalis) with the following words:
"  '  s '  '  s
The Tahmid itself is thus presented as a source of wisdom and knowledge (hikmah) that 
enlightens the mind and soul. Nearly a century later in India, the Fatimid-Tayyibi DaT
221 Majalis 3-222matn (Appendix-4:55). Also see the introduction to the TahmTd quoted in Majalis; 3- 
227(Appendix-4:57). A number of risalahs and Jdiutbahs are also quoted in the Majalis including their 
Tahmlds, e.g. 3-244, 247, 254, 255 (Appendix-4:59).
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Syedna Taher Saifuddin (d. 1385/1965) also quotes in the main-body of his Risalah- 
Ramadaniyyah-X340H (p.72) part of a Tahmid from the Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-X244H 
(Appendix-4:178) of an earlier DaT. The quoting of the Tahmid in the main-body of the 
text (matn), is itself an indication that it is consciously conceived as a source of hikmah 
and ma ‘rifah. The Tahmid is indeed an introduction to the matn, but becomes a pseudo- 
matn itself.
The chapter is based on a study of a wide range of Fatimid-Tayyibi works, most of which 
are still in manuscript form. As the bibliographies of works covering the domain of the 
Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition show, there are hundreds of unpublished works222. Some of 
these works, in the M ajlis format described below, have literally hundreds of Tahmlds. It 
was thus possible to get a general understanding of the tradition as a whole from a survey 
of approximately three hundred Tahmid samples taken from the three major phases of the 
tradition in Fatimid Egypt (4th-6 th/ 10th- 12th century), Yemen (6th—10th/12th—16th century) 
and India (10th—14th/l 6th—20th century). This demarcation is useful since the changes in 
religious and geopolitical circumstances of the Fatimid-Tayyibi D a‘wah push forward the 
development of their Tahmid tradition. The criteria for the selection was, firstly, that it 
should include Tahmlds by authors that are considered to have had a significant 
influence, such as al-Qadl al-Nu‘man (d. 322/934) and al-Mu’ayyad al-ShlrazI (d. 
470/1077) among others in the Fatimid phase, DaT Hatim b. Ibrahim (d. 596/1199), DaT 
‘All b. Muhammad b. al-Walid (d. 612/1215), and DaT Idris Tmad al-DIn (d. 872/1468) 
in the Yemeni phase, and in the Indian phase the Rasa’il-Ramadaniyyah, especially those 
written in the time of the DaT ‘Abd-‘A1I Sayf al-DIn (d. 1232/1817) and Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin (d. 1385/1965). Secondly, the selection tries to include -  as much as possible 
since not all texts are accessible -  samples from the variety of sub-genres within the 
Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition: jurisprudence (Rqli), esoterics (ta ’wJI), Majalis al-Hikmah, 
refutations, histories, biographies, and Rasaj'l-Ramadaniyyah. A selection of Tahmlds, 
especially those referred to in this chapter, is presented in Appendix-4. It must however 
be said that, as is the case in the broader Tahmid tradition, the full use of the potential of 
Tahmid, realised in Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s lisalahs for instance, is not universal and 
varies greatly depending on the period, author and subject matter of the Tahmid.
222 The main bibliographies are Majdu\ Fihrist, Ivanow (1963) and Poonawala (1977).
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A number of works, which are extensively referred to in this study, deserve to be 
individually introduced at the onset. The Majalis al-Hikmah of al-Mu’ayyad al-Shirazi, 
also called the Majalis M u ’ayyadiyyah, are an eight volume collection of Majalis lectures 
delivered by al-Mu’ayyad on each Thursday in Fatimid Cairo in the time of the Fatimid 
Imam al-Mustansir (d. 486/1094)223. Each volume comprises one hundred M ajalis (hence 
the name ‘m e’a f), possibly compiled as such at a later date. Each M ajlis begins and 
concludes with a Tahmid and in between addresses the esoteric signification of selected 
Qur’anic verses. While the length varies, each M ajlis is on average 4-5 printed pages. 
Earlier works, such as al-Qadl al-Nu‘man’s two volume work Ta ’w il al-Da‘aim, are also 
in the same format, but the Tahmlds within al-Mu’ayyad’s work are a milestone within 
the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition. The Majalis-Mustansiriyyah, one volume of less than a 
hundred Majalis, written in roughly the same period as al-Mu’ayyad, are also in the same 
format224. In the Yemeni phase, ‘All b. Muhammad b. al-Wafid’s M ajalis al-Nush wa al­
i i  ayan also follow the pattern set earlier in Fatimid times. The sheer volume of Tahmlds 
in the Majalis, 1600+ in al-Mu’ayyad’s Majalis alone, facilitates the observation of 
recurring patterns and relations.
Among the many works written in the Yemeni phase the compendium MajmiT al- 
Taribiyah (henceforth M ajmu*) must be mentioned. It is a collection of short epistles 
mostly authored in the early Yemeni phase (6th-7tb/12th-13 th century), but including a few 
from Fatimid times. The collection is commonly attributed to the Fatimid-Tayyibi 
scholar Muhammad b. Tahir (d. 584/1188), who is also the author of a number of its 
epistles. The compendium provides a wide sampling of Tahmlds from both the Fatimid 
and Yemeni phase and, crucially, from a wide selection of authors.
Finally, the Rasa’il-Ramadaniyyah in the Indian phase, discussed further in the 
following chapter, must be briefly introduced. These are annual risalahs written in 
Ramadan each year on the behest of DaTs. The milestone of personally authoring the 
lisalah was achieved by the fifty-first DaT Syedna Taher Saifuddin. These risalahs boast 
unique Tahmids that include qasldahs and anecdotes and are significantly longer than any
223 The Majalis of al-Mu’ayyad are discussed further in chapter-VI (p.204). The first three volumes have 
been meticulously edited and published by Prof. Hatim Hamiduddin. Other editions of the same volumes 
leave much to be desired. The remaining five are still in manuscript form.
224 The authorship of Majalis-Mustansiriyyah is attributed to the wazir, military commander Badr al-Jamali 
in the time of the Fatimid Imam al-Mustansir (d.486/1094), who is reported by ‘Imad al-DTn (Uyun, 
vol.VII, p. 185) to have devoted the last few years of his life to the Fatimids’ religious mission (Da'wah), 
delegating his responsibility of state and arm to his son al-Afdal, whom he was grooming to take his place.
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earlier Tahmid, continuing for over fifty pages in the time of Syedna Taher Saifuddin225. 
A large selection of these risalahs survives, mostly in manuscript form, and is an 
excellent source for the understanding of the evolution of Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid in the 
Indian phase. The Tahmid of a Risalah-Ramadaniyyah, from the time of the DaT ‘Abd- 
‘Ali Sayf al-Din, is analysed in depth in the following chapter as an illustrative sample of 
the Indian phase. The final chapter then focuses on the praise-preamble of the first 
Risalah-Ramadaniyyah authored by Syedna Taher Saifuddin, as the apex of the Fatimid- 
T ayyibl Tahmid tradition in India.
On the basis of this survey, this chapter compares the characteristics of Fatimid-Tayyibi 
Tahmids with the features of the broader tradition discussed in the first two parts of this 
thesis. It highlights firstly the differences in the components and structure of the Tahmid, 
especially the esoteric dimension of the components and the additional sub-components. 
Secondly, it focuses on the unique relations that are developed with respect to God and 
with respect to the Prophet and his progeny.
Components and Structure
Signification of the Four Primary Components: The Esoteric Ta 'niZDimension 
The heritage, political and theological dimensions of Tahmid, discussed in the beginning 
of this thesis, are also a prominent aspect of the Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid tradition. The 
Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid inherits and embraces the heritage of the pre-Islamic, as well as 
the four hundred years of Islamic, tradition226. The fundamentals of Tahmid, its basic 
structure and primary components, its placement, usage and functions, are all inherited. 
The theological and political dimensions also persist. The Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid 
represents the Islamic identity of the Fatimids, by maintaining the same basic structure 
and sustaining core relations with God and the Prophet, as well as by manifesting their 
Shiite beliefs. The Tahmids, for instance, assert their physical and spiritual descent from 
‘Ali, who is related to Muhammad as his rightful heir and successor. The assertion of
225 Rasa‘iI-Ramadaniyyah-\353H, 1356H (Appendix-4:189) and 1375H for example.
226 Al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 1-43, acknowledges the dimension of pre-Islamic inherited tradition. He states 
that ‘the people that have passed have had differing beginnings (fawatih), with which they began their 
documents. Then this beautiful beginning [basmalah/hamd\ came and erased the remains of these earlier 
beginnings. It surpassed the earlier ones with its splendour, glow and beauty, until all [the peoples] yielded 
to it and acknowledged its excellence’.
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this communal Shiite identity had significant implications in relation to their archrivals, 
the Abbasids, who also claimed legitimacy based on their ancestral proximity to the 
Prophet.
The added esoteric or ta ’wll dimension distinguishes Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids 
from the broader Islamic tradition227. The term ta ’wll, in addition to its literal meaning, 
interpretation, in the Fatimid-Tayyibi IsmaTIi tradition refers to the hidden esoteric 
signification of Qur’anic verses and rites of the Shai'i‘ah. Only the Imam, and those who 
are given authority by him, have the right to extract these meanings. It is also worth 
noting that each verse, rite or symbol can have more than one perspective (wajti) of 
ta ’wil. In other words, each ‘signifier’ can have, technically speaking, a vast number of 
‘signified-s\ These esoteric meanings are not coincidental, but are considered the 
intended meaning of the text. In fact the literal text (zahir) is considered to be a ‘cover’ 
over the hidden inner meaning (batin)228.
In the context of the components of Tahmid, the ta ’w ll dimension refers to the 
esoteric signification that each of the components individually and innately possesses. 
Much of the signification, discussed below, rests on the contiguity of numerical values 
(derived from the components) to individuals, concepts and entities229. The following 
excerpt from a Tahmid by Syedna Taher Saifuddin, in Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1375H, 
clearly demonstrates a conscious appreciation of the existence of another ‘hidden’ 
dimension230:
The call to reflect upon the true meaning of hamd, and the subsequent reference to 
wisdom and knowledge (hikmah), from the rivers of paradise, alludes to the wealth of
227 This fourth dimension can also be considered as a part of the theological dimension. However, it is 
considered an independent dimension because of its significance in the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition. The Sufi 
tradition also perceives hidden meaning in components of Tahmid, Gril (1996, pp. 33-52), focusing on Ibn 
‘Arabi’s interpretation of the basmalah and hamd and Ayoub (2004), present examples of Sufi symbolism. 
The focus here, however, is on the Fatimid-Tayyibi esoteric interpretation.
228 For further reading on ta ’wll in the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition see Qutbuddin, Husain (2009), 
Steigerwald (2006) and Poonawala (1988).
229 The numerical values are based on the number of letters, number of repeated and non-repeated letters, 
the numerical value of letters etc.
230 Hinting at the esoteric signification of hamd, Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-\2%1H begins:
» Jjik iakJI tJuk {_£ ill jll
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hikmah that is contained within hamd. Based on the awareness and expectation of the 
binarism of the apparent and hidden meaning (zahir and batih), for those who are 
immersed in the tradition, a /?ira£-relation is created with the true meaning of hamd. For 
those aware of the ta ’wil, through esoteric jfttafr-relations with the esoteric signification, 
even the standard basmalah, hamdalah, shahadah and sal aw at are quadri-dimensional.
It must be stressed that, as is the case with i7ira/?^relations based on Qur’anic and 
Hadlth quotations and allusions, a background in the domain of Fatimid-Tayyibi 
esoterics is necessary for the appreciation of the esoteric //ira/i-relations. Just as the 
Qur’anic JTtafr-relations would not be perceived by those unaware of the Qur’anic verse 
and its context, as discussed in chapter-IV (p. 114), the esoteric dimension of the 
components and its 7?&raZ?-relations would not be appreciated by those uninitiated in 
Fatimid-Tayyibi esoterics.
What follows is not an exhaustive presentation of the esoteric signification of 
these components in Fatimid-Tayyibi literature, but rather a substantial illustrative 
selection. As there is no single work that discusses the esoteric signification of the 
Tahmid components, the exposition is based on an investigation into Fatimid-Tayyibi 
primary sources. A number of written accounts of sermons by Fatimid-Tayyibi DaTs, 
especially Syedna Taher Saifuddin, dedicated to one or more of these components, were 
also a vital source of information, particularly owing to their references to various 
primary sources not readily accessible.
Basmalah
The Fatimid-Tayyibi authors consider the basmalah as being part of the Fatihah and of 
all other surahs it precedes, and thus as part of the Qur’an 231. Its ta ’w llis thus, as is the 
case with the hamd and the shahadah, a ta ’wil of the Qur’an. In a telling anecdote 
frequently repeated in Fatimid-Tayyibi sermons, it is reported that ‘Abd-Allah b. ‘Abbas, 
the notable exegete of the Qur’an, was in the company of ‘Ah b. Abl-Talib in the mosque 
in Kufah. The two sat together and ‘All began explaining the meaning of the basmalah to 
‘Abd-Allah b. ‘Abbas after the evening isba’ prayers. This explication continued until 
the m u’adhdhin called for the As/rprayers. ‘Abd-Allah b. ‘Abbas stated that the night had
231 See al-Qadl al-Nu‘man, al-Majalis wa al-Musa’irat (p. 135), al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 1-43, Majalis- 
Mustansiriyyah, Majlis-3. Why it is considered part of the Qur’an and the implications of this is discussed 
in the latter two sources. Al-Gharawl (1982, pp. 77-87) presents a summary of the varying views about the 
basmalah’s status especially in the Twelver Shiite tradition.
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past and ‘All had not even completed the meaning of the dot (nuqtah) under the ba’ in 
the basmalah 232. The tradition is telling as to the mindset that expects meaning in every 
dot and every letter.
Al-Mu’ayyad al-Shirazi, one of the indispensable sources for Fatimid-Tayyibi 
esoterics, discusses the meaning of the ‘name’ in the basmalah233. He starts with the 
understanding that beginning with the basmalah is to begin with God’s name; through 
the name ( ’ism), one can know and recognize the named {musamma). He then argues that 
there are two kinds of names: first, those that are written with letters, and lifeless, and 
second, those that are alive and endowed with the faculty of speech and thought (hayyah 
natiqah)234. The latter, he says, are the true names of God: the Prophets and the Imams, 
who are the guides to the true tawhid of God, the musamma, and the mediators between 
the worshipper and the worshipped. He defines the Qur’anic verse: ‘leave those who deny 
His names’ (7: 180), as a denial of the succession of those who represent God235. Thus the 
basmalah with this dimension is not only a nisbah with God, but a relation with God 
through a relation with His Prophets and their successors.
Other authors have focused on the number of words and letters in the basmalah 
and their esoteric signification. In Majalis-Mustansiriyyah (Majlis-3), the author begins 
with the four words of the basmalah and states that, while they may mirror the four 
elements (istuqussai): Fire, Water, Wind and Earth, and the four humours: Blood, Black 
Bile, Yellow Bile, and Phlegm, this is not their prime significance. They originally refer, 
according to the author, to the two hudud-ruhaniyyah: the angels symbolically referred to 
as lawh and qalam, and the two hudud-jismaniyyah: the position of nabiyy-wasiyy or 
Imam-hujjah {hujjat- ‘uzma, the heir-apparent). The fundamental Fatimid-Tayyibi 
concept of God’s hudud, sing, hadd, is succinctly defined by Walker (1996, p. 68):
In the terrestrial abode of humans, there is likewise a hierarchy arranged in 
ascending, vertically organized ranks. Unlike the concept of past and of historical
232 Narrated by Syedna Taher Saifuddin in a wa‘z  sermon on the second of Muharram 1380/1960. Al- 
Gharawl (1982, pp. 46-47) cites a number of Twelver Shiite sources that state on the authority of ‘AH b. 
Abi Talib that the essence of the Qur’an is in the basmalah and the essence of the basmalah is in the nuqtah 
of the ba\ One of the significations of the solitary nuqtah is tawhid (pp. 171-172).
233 Al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 1-43. The same proposition is put forward in Majalis-Mustanjsiriyyah, Majlis-3. 
For a summary of the traditional views on the ’ism  see al-GharawI (1982, pp. 51-138),
234 Note that in Fatimid-Tayyibi philosophy lnutq ’ (the faculty of speech) is always linked with the 
corresponding ability to think rationally, on the basis o f which speech is possible.
235 In a Tahmid in his Majalis, 2-185(Appendix-4:45), describing the Imams he states:
k^ll juUJI t fill eLuJ...
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development, this hierarchy operates in theory throughout time. The difference is 
that, while its ranks are fixed and do not change, its personnel -  those who hold the 
position of each rank -  are individually mortal.. .The hudud, to use the Arabic term 
for hierarchical ranks, were, for the Ismailis, both a theoretical explanation of 
higher order, angelic beings which all have special roles in the cosmic structure and 
a practical organization of quite secular officers of the Ismaili movement... The 
word hadd (singular of hudud) indicates a boundary, a set limit, a fixed rank. The 
world is according to Ismaili theory, governed by its hierarchies.
Nabiyy (or natiq) denotes the rank of Prophethood while wasiyy (or asas) that of the 
Prophet’s legatee or successor. Hujjah in this case refers to the hujjat-cuzma, the heir- 
apparent, The rank of Imam -hujjah mirrors ranks of nabiyy-wasiyy. Those who seek 
knowledge (mustafldm), receive from the hudud-jismaniyyah the flow of knowledge, that 
has in turn flowed to them from the hudud-ruhaniyyah. This flow of ‘spiritual 
knowledge’, the signification of which is embedded in the basmalah, is the source of 
salvation for the mustafidln.
The Majalis-Mustansiriyyah (Majlis-3) further asserts that the letters of the 
basmalah, divided into those that are repeated and those that do not repeat, five and five 
respectively, are the basis for another esoteric signification236. One signification is in 
reference to a Hadith in which Muhammad states that ‘I received from five and passed on 
to five; and between me and my God are five’. The five that are between him and God 
are the angels (hudud-‘ulwiyyah), Jibrall, M ika % Israfil, lawh and qalam. They are 
represented by the five non-repeating letters, as they remain the same throughout time. 
The five from whom he received his knowledge and responsibilities from, and the five to 
whom he passed it on, are five human hudud (hudud-sufliyyah); they are represented by 
the five letters that repeat because they recur in every age.
In Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-\352H (pp. 166-173) Syedna Taher Saifuddin, with 
reference to the writings of al-Qadl al-Nu‘man and the Fatimid-Tayyibi scholar 
Muhammad b. Tahir, maintains that one of the significations of the recurring five letters 
is (i) the Imam, (ii) his bab (the highest rank after the Imam) (iii) his hujjah (a rank 
following the bad) (iv) the DaT and (v) Ma ’dhun. The repetition of the five letters 
symbolizes the recurrence and presence of these ranks in every age. The number five is 
also significant in that it is considered a circular number ( ‘adad da’ir), in that if five is
236 Those that do not repeat are: ba’, sin, ha’, nun and ya \ Those that do repeat are: alif, lam, mim, ra’, and 
ha.
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multiplied by five, further multiplied by five, a five always appears. This is also seen as a 
reflection of the presence of these five hudud in every age237.
The signification of the total number of letters, nineteen, is also worth noting. A 
Yemeni Fatimid-Tayyibi scholar, the M a’dhun ‘All b. al-Husayn b. al-Wafid (d. 
554/1159), has an entire risalah entitled uRisalat al-Basmalah f i  M a‘rifat al-Tiscata 
‘Ashar* (in Majmu% vol. II). The significance of this number in particular is based on the 
Qur’anic verse 74:30-31, in which the number of the angels in charge of hell, is given as 
nineteen, and is said to be a source of turmoil and confusion (Btnah) for those who do not 
believe, and a source of certainty (yaqlri) for those who do believe238. There are many 
significations attached to the number by the author, including the representation of the 
structure of the universe. For example, the seven planets and twelve constellations added 
together are nineteen; when we write ‘ al-ma ‘din * (minerals; 6-letters), <'al-nabat'> 
(vegetation; 6-letters), and al-haywan (animals or living beings; 7-letters), in other words 
the constituents of creation, the number of their letters is also nineteen. But more 
importantly from the spiritual sense, the number represents the spiritual hierarchy. The 
bism-Allah constituting seven letters represents the heptads {asabl*) of Imams that come 
one after the other just like the calendar weeks239. It is noted by Fatimid-Tayyibi scholars 
that these first two words of the basmalah constitute seven letters because of the elision 
of the a lif after the initial ba\ which in regular script would be written; the hikmah for 
the elision of the a lif is precisely, they argue, so that the number of letters of the two 
words would be seven and of the full formula nineteen240. The remaining twelve letters 
signify the twelve hujjah-s of the Imam, like the twelve hours of the day241. The number 
of letters in the names of the pure-pentad (khamsat-athar), Muhammad(4), ‘A1i(3),
237 Syedna Taher Saifuddin wa ^ -sermons.
238 The reference and discussion of verse 74:30-31 is in Majalis-Mustansiriyyah, Majlis-3. The discussion 
of the number nineteen is in greater detail in “Risalat al-Basmalah”m Majmu‘, vol. II.
239 This verse in Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s diwan also draws the comparison between the heptads of Imams 
and calendar weeks.
<-J£ Os* * yjtiJ fjj
240 Syedna Muhammad Burhanuddin, the present Fatimid-Tayyibi D al, noted this in one of his sermons. 
While describing the precise manner in which the basmalah should be written, al-Qalqashandl states that 
the ba*should be elongated to represent the elided alif(p. 960).
241 The term hujjah, pi. hujaj, literally argument or evidence, refers in the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition to 
specific ranks in the spiritual hierarchy of hudud, referred to above. Every Imam has twelve hujaj, repeated 
twice: twelve hujaj of the night (hujaj al-layl), who stay with the Imam, and twelve hujaj of the day (hujaj 
al-nahar), who spread around the world to invite people to the Da ‘wah o f the Imam. According to the 
tradition, the number o f these hujaj, twelve, is signified by other Qur’anic verses as well, for example 5:12, 
2:60 and 7:160.
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Fatimah(5), Hasan(3) and Husayn(4), are also nineteen. There are many other parallelisms 
discussed in the risalah, both spiritual and non-spiritual, but those presented here suffice 
to illustrate how the basmalah’s esoteric dimension incorporates a Fatimid-Tayyibi view 
of the physical and intellectual cosmos.
Hamd
The significance of ham d- closely associated with surat al-Fatihah, discussed in chapter- 
I -  in Islamic philosophy and in ritual practice, cannot be overstated. The added 
importance of hamd for the Fatimids, due to the esoteric significance of Tahmid 
(discussed below), is evident in its prominence in Fatimid ritual practices and symbols of 
authority. As mentioned above, the Tahmids in Fatimid chancery documents were 
markedly longer. Additionally, the seal ( ‘alamah or tawql1) of all the Fatimid Imams was 
consistently al-hamd li Allah rabb al-‘alamln (al-MaqilzI, vol. I, p.403 and Babinger, 
‘TawkT’, EI2). Surat al-Fatihah was also embroidered in gold thread on a white silk 
cloth banner and hung next to the Imam’s pulpit on Fridays and festivals (al-MaqrizI, vol. 
I, p.448). This was undoubtedly a conscious emulation of the Prophet’s banner of hamd 
(liw a’ al-hamd), which according to al-Mu’ayyad {Majalis, 1-44,, 2-36 and 2-37) is to be 
raised for the Prophet on the Day of Judgment. Al-Mu’ayyad also presents an esoteric 
interpretation of the physical description of the banner provided by the traditions. In the 
Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition today, the 'alamah of the previous and current DaT both begin 
with ham tf42. The numerous significations of hamd is also the theme of many sermons. 
Two aspects of the Fatimid-Tayyibi esoteric signification of hamd are presented here 
with respect to two Qur’anic hamdverses: 1:1 and 17:44.
The first of these aspects deals with hamd as part of surat al-Fatihah. Discussing 
the surah, the meaning of its names, the signification of the verses and their number, 
seven, al-Mu’ayyad {Majalis, 2-36 and 2-37) states that surat al-Hamd represents the 
concept of walayah, allegiance to the Prophet and his successors. Walayah -  specifically 
the allegiance to and acceptance firstly of ‘All as Muhammad’s heir and the master of the 
ummah {mawla) after him, and then of the chain of appointed successors from among 
their descendents — is considered by Ismaili-Shiites as one of the pillars of Islam. For the 
F atimid-T ayyibis it involves an acknowledgment of a specific chain of Imams in 
Muhammad and ‘All’s progeny, different from other ShTahs such as Twelvers, as well as
242 The ‘alamah o f Syedna Taher Saifuddin is presented in Plate-I.
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the walayah of the DaT Mutlaq-s in time of seclusion, culminating in the allegiance to 
and obedience of the present concealed Imam and the present DaT243. Al-Mu’ayyad 
argues that this signification is substantiated by the accepted clause that a prayer (salah) 
is not valid if the one praying omits or forgets to recite surat al-Hamd in any of the 
rak‘ahs24A, while it remains valid if one forgets to recite the other surah to be recited in 
conjunction. The invalidity of the salah without surat al-Hamdreflects the invalidity of 
the Da'wah, the esoteric signification of the salah, without walayah, the esoteric 
signification of the surat al-Hamd.
In the second hamdvQvse we consider, 17:44, it is asserted that There is not a 
thing, but proclaims or repeats (yusabbihu) His praise {bi-hamdih); but you do not 
understand their glorification (tasblhahuni)\ One of the ta ’wll explanations for this verse 
is based on the etymon of the word sabbaha, defined usually in the context of this verse 
as the glorification of God. Syedna Taher Saifuddin asserts that the root sabbaha also 
signifies To make swim’- moving or drawing from one place to another245. All ‘things’ 
(Kull shay) -  minerals (m a‘adin), plants (nabai), animals (haywad) and humans {insan,), 
the primary constituents of this world -  offer hamd. Plants draw minerals into 
themselves, animals draw plants, and humans draw both plants and animals, raising their 
status. Tasblh, literally, making the lower denomination ‘swim’ towards the higher one, 
is the hamd, or gratitude of the higher denomination to God. By moving and drawing the 
lower to the higher, all Things’ eventually reach the status of human beings, and are 
given the opportunity for salvation. In a similar vein, each incumbent of the Imamate or 
the DaT-ship offers hamd by drawing and elevating to his position the one who will 
succeed him. By metonymic extension, the person who succeeds, also is the hamd of his 
predecessor. In this fashion, hamd can be seen to embody the mechanism and philosophy 
by which the continuous cycle of the physical and spiritual realm is sustained and the 
creator’s plan -  the eventual salvation of the entire world -  is achieved.
243 For a Fatimid-Tayyibi specific understanding o f walayah see al-Qadl al-Nu‘man, Da‘aim vol.l, of which 
the full first chapter is devoted to a discussion of the concept, pp. 1-97. Nanji (1976) gives an overview of 
the concept in the IsmaTfi tradition based on the first chapter of D a‘aim. The Fatimid-Tayyibi 
understanding of walayah, allegiance to the Imam or DaT, includes the signification of love (mahabbah), 
and obedience ( ta ‘ah). Walayah is also referred to in many Tahmids, for example in al-Mu’ayyad’s Majalis, 
2-126 (Appendix-4:30).
244 Also according to Sahlh Muslim, no. 295 and 296.
245 Exposition in a wa‘z  sermon, also see Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1344H for an exposition on hamd (pp. 
110-114).
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Shahadah
The extensive esoteric dimension of the shahadah follows from this Hadith ascribed to 
the Prophet: if the words of faith, the testament to belief in One God and Muhammad as 
His Prophet (the two shahadahs) are placed in one scale of a balance, and the skies, the 
earth and all that exists in between them placed in the other scale, the kalimat al-ikhlas, 
would be the heavier246. Al-Mu’ayyad {Majalis, 1-9 and 1-10) argues that it is impossible 
to accept this Hadith -  and thereby the veracity of the Prophet -  if we take it literally. 
The written letters of the shahadah, if put on a scale, would not outweigh the universe. 
Therefore the ‘weight’ must result from the meaning encompassed by it, its underlying 
esoteric dimension. He contends that Muhammad declared the universe would be 
outweighed by the shahadah because it contains within it the world of the Intellect 
( ‘alam al- ‘aql), the world of the Soul ( ‘alam al-nafs), the skies ( ‘alam al-aflak), and the 
earth ( ‘alam al-tabi‘ah). He draws a simile between the shahadah and the embryo or 
zygote {nutfah). Just as the minute zygote contains the blueprint of an entire human 
being, so the relatively short shahadah encompasses the whole of creation. The number 
twenty-eight, according to al-Mu’ayyad based on a breakup of the constituents of the 
shahadah detailed in the table below, is the fundamental resonating number underlying 
the shahadah, which reflects and contains within it the blueprint of the universe, both 
physical and intellectual.
Components of Shahadah Derivation NumberDerived
Negation and Affirmation = 2-parts [l-no God/ii-but Allah] = 2
Three repeated letters = i-alif, ii-lam, iii-h a’ = 3
Four words = i-la, ii-ilaha, iii-ilia, iv-Allah = 4
Seven sections [maqati*]
= la (1), i-lah (2), il-la(2), 
Al-lah (2)
= 7
Total number of letters = lam  (x5) + a lif{ \5) + ha’{x2) = 12
Grand Total 28
In Majmu‘, vol. I, the same system of derivation is presented by Muhammad b. Tahir on 
the authority of Imam ‘Ali247. This division is the basis upon which al-Mu’ayyad draws
‘46 The Hadith is quoted by al-Mu’ayyad in Majalis, 1-9. In Musnad-Ahmad, no. 6295, a similar Hadith is 
perplexingly attributed to the Prophet Noah by Muhammad.
There are some differences, however, with al-Mu’ayyad’s parallelisms. For instance, the components of 
the heavens are presented as falak al-muhlt and falak al-buruj instead of the fixed and un-fixed planets, and 
some additional details, for example the names of the 7 mudabbirat. Beyond this system, the parallelism of 
the number of letters of the names of hudud with the number twenty-eight, presented below, is an original 
contribution in Majmu'. The exposition on the shahadah in Majmu', vol. I, is quoted by Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin in Risalah-Ramadaniyyab-\350H, pp. 89-107.
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parallels w ith  the basic structures o f  the universe: the heavens, the earth, tim e, human
beings and the Qur’an.
Components of 
Shahadah
Components of Macrocosm- the 
Heavens (afaq)
Number
Derived
Negation and Affirmation = i-fixed and ii-unfixed planets [kawakib]
=
2
Three repeated letters = i- Sun, ii-Moon and iii-Stars = 3
Four words
== i-Heat, ii-Dryness, iii-Cold, iv- 
Humidity
= 4
Seven sections [maqati*\
The 7 heavenly bodies influencing 
the working o f the world 
[mudabbirat]
7
Total number o f letters = The 12 Constellations = 12
Grand Total 28
Components of Shahadah Components of the Earth NumberDerived
Negation and Affirmation
= i-Inhabited lands and
ii-wastelands
= 2
Three repeated letters = i-Length, ii-Width and iii-Depth = 3
Four words
= i-Soil, ii-Minerals, iii-Plants and 
iv-Animals
=
4
Seven sections \m aqatic\ = The 7 aqalim  Territories = 7
Total number o f letters = The 12 yaza’/r-Islands = 12
Grand Total 28
Components of Shahadah Components of Days-Time NumberDerived
Negation and Affirmation = i-Night and ii-Day = 2
Three repeated letters = i-Past, ii-Present and ii-Future = 3
Four words
4 Seasons: i-Winter, 
ii-S winner, iii-Spring and 
iv- Autumn
4
Seven sections [m aqati1] = 7 Days =Week = 7
Total number o f letters = 12 Months or Year = 12
Grand Total 28
Components of Shahadah Components of Microcosm -  Human Being
Number
Derived
Negation and Affirmation = i-Body and ii-Soul = 2
Three repeated letters
Three souls [j'awahif\\ i-the 
capacity o f  Growth, ii-Sensory 
capabilities, and iii-the faculty o f  
Speech
3
Fow  words = The four humours = 4
Seven sections [m aqati] = The main body parts \a td a \. (2
hands, 2 legs, back, stomach and head)
= 7
Total number o f  letters = 12 limbs \jawanh]: (2 shins, 2 knees, 2 
thighs, 2 forearms, 2 elbows, 2 upper arms)
=
12
Grand Total 28
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Components of Shahadah Components of Qur’an NumberDerived
Negation and Affirmation = i- muhkam and ii-mutashabib = 2
Three repeated letters
Three interconnected obligations o f  
obedience [ta'at] (reference to 
Qur’an 4:59)
3
Four words = The 4 rivers o f heaven = 4
Seven sections [maqati*\
7 heavens/ 7 shidad (difficult 
years)/ 7 corpulent cows/ 7 
emaciated cows
7
Total number o f letters = 12 chiefs [naqib] /  12 springs = 12
Grand Total 28
The shahadah for Muhammad as the Prophet of God is considered a branch (far*), from 
the main shahadah (asl). Expanding on an esoteric discussion by al-Qadl al-Nu‘man, 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin derives the number twenty-eight from the shahadah of the 
Prophethood of Muhammad as well in Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1350H (p. 114). The 
significations of the shahadah are the central theme of the risalah, in which expositions 
from various Fatimid-Tayyibi works are compiled. As with the shahadah of Muhammad, 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin also often adds his own insights. Interestingly, this risalah 
begins with a fascinating Tahmid (Appendix-4:186) that is completely devoid of dotted 
letters, just like the two shabadahs.
Al-Mu’ayyad (Majalis, 1-11) quotes another hadith pertaining to the shahadah of God: 
Muhammad avows that ‘he who utters the shahadah with faith (mukhlisaii), has entered 
paradise’; when asked what it means to utter it with faith (ma ikhlasuha)?, he answers 
that through the knowledge (m afifah) of its, literally, boundaries and limits (hudud), and 
the fulfilment of, literally, the duties owed to it (.huquq)248. The hudud, as was discussed 
earlier, in the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition signifies the set limit of a particular rank in the 
religious hierarchy. This hierarchy and the role of each hadd is discussed in detail and 
well established in Fatimid-Tayyibi texts. The relevance of this Hadith increases because 
a number of Fatimid-Tayyibi authors allude to it in their Tahmlds, expecting the 
audience to create a fikrah-relation with their knowledge of its esoteric dimension249.
248 Traditions similar to the first part of this Hadith, assuring salvation for those who faithfully utter the 
shahadah, appear in Musnad-Ahmad, no. 7725, 10295, 12359, 15885 and 21048 and in Sunan al-Tirmidhi 
no. 3514. I have not found any reference to the huquq or hudud of the shahadah in the canonical Sunni 
Hadith collections.
249 In Majmu‘, vol. II, the beginning of Risalah li al-Sultan al-Khattab (Appendix-4:126) reads:
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Based on al-Mu’ayyad’s derived number twenty-eight, with or without a parallel with the 
derivation system itself, Fatimid-Tayyibi scholars parallel the shahadah with the ranks 
and names of the hudud, the Angels, the Prophets the Imams and the DaTs, and with the 
huquq, the tenets of the divine law, the Shan‘ah, and the duties owed to these hudud.
The following table, based on a discussion in M ajmu‘, vol. I, presents the model 
signifying the hierarchy and states of the hudud as paralleling the number twenty-eight 
and the components of the shahadah25°:
Components of Shahadah Components of Hierarchy of Hudud in Every Era
Number
Derived
Negation and 
Affirmation
= Equivalent to i-zuhur, appearance and 
ii-satr, seclusion o f  the Imam
=
2
Three repeated letters
Three qualifying signs o f an Imam: 
i-biological lineage, ii-spiritual pedigree, and 
iii-the act o f  nass, appointment by his 
predecessor.
3
Four words
= The arba’at al-hurum- for every Imam (the 
rutbab o f  bab and the three rutbahs after him)
=
4
Seven sections [fusul\
The seven rutbahs-\e\e\s o f  hudud (in the 
hierarchy referred to above): 
i-rutbah o f hujaj, u -du ‘at al-balagh, 
m -al-du'at al-mutlaqln, i\-a l-d u ‘at al- 
mahsunn, y-al-m a ’dhunin, vi- al-m ukasirin, 
vii- al-m u 'minin al-balighin.
7
Total number o f letters = A naqib in each o f  the 12 jazirahs. = 12
Grand Total 28
Another approach, also in M ajmu\ vol. I, is based on the derivation of the 
number twenty-eight, but corresponding to the number of the letters of the hudud’s 
names and ranks. The following are a few examples:
<-_ijlill .. UlLI 4l! VI <11 V jJ \  •*' j
A similar expression is also found in a number of the Rasa'il-Ramadaniyyah in the Indian phase, for 
example in 1213H (Appendix-4:172), 1214H (Appendix-4:173) and 1273H.
250 The exposition in Majmu', vol. I, is quoted in full in Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s Risalah-Ramadaniyyah- 
1350H, pp. 89-113.
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Hudud-
(ulwiyyab 2 “' 28letters
5 Angels 5 5 7 6 5
Seven Natiq-s 
Prophets f5'
3
e
3
1
6 4
. .. t O
4 4 4
28
letter
s
Seven Asas-s 
(or wasiyy)
h t. U w ) OJjU os* "
28
letter
Legatees 3 3 6 5 5 3 3 s
Atimma’- 
First Seven 0^ -
28
letter
Imams 3 4 3 4 4 6 4 s
Hudud-
sufliyyah f\A!l u>Ul 15I£bJl 28letters
5 Recurring hudud 6 5 5 5 7
In RAsalah-Ramadaniyyah-Yb^Yi (p.108) Syedna Taher Saifuddin applies this system of 
derivation to the heptads of Imams after Muhammad b. Ismael, the seventh Imam, until 
the twenty-first Imam, al-Tayyib, who is said to have gone into seclusion, with the 
Imamate continuing in his progeny. He also quotes the forty-fifth Fatimid-Tayyibi DaTs 
application of the same approach to the heptads of DaTs till his time. Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin continues the sequence further to his own time (pp. 109-111). Based on these 
correlations, the shahadah in the Fatimid-Tayyibi context, in addition to the affirmation 
of the Unity of God, affirms allegiance to His Angels, Prophets, Imams and DaTs, and 
thus endorses the all important concept of tasalsul, the unbreakable chain of succession 
from God’s earliest appointed representative to the present.
With respect to the huquq, the pattern of paralleling discussed earlier is applied in 
M ajmu‘, vol. I, to the seven pillars of Islam according to the Fatimid-Tayyibi creed, 
detailing through the parallelisms the elements of each pillar252. This is the correlation 
vis-a-vis the pillar o f sal all for example:
251 In Qur’an (2:186, 54:6 and 54:8), DaT is without the y a *for grammatical reasons. I presume that it is on 
that basis that it is written without ya'here for the sake of numerical correlation.
252 The seven pillars are i- waiayah, ii-tabarab, m-salab iv-zakah \-sawm , vi-hajy, \ii-jihad. See al-Qadl al- 
Nu‘man’s Da ‘aim al-Islam, vol.I, which is a monograph devoted to an elaboration of these seven pillars.
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Components of Shahadah Components of the Pillar of Salah NumberDerived
Negation and Affirmation
= It involves: i-harakab, movement and ii-sukun, 
rest
= 2
Three repeated letters =
Three levels: i-fandah, obligatory prayers, 
\\-sunnah, traditions of the Prophet and 
iii-nafilah, extra.
3
Four words
= 4 elements: i-time, u-niyyab, the intention, iii- 
ablution, and iv-the qiblab.
=
4
Seven sections [fusul\
Seven compulsory actions: i-takblrat al-ihram, 
\i-tawajjuh-fac\ng [God or Mecca], iii- 
recitation of Qur’anic surahs, i\-ruku‘, v-sujud, 
\i-tashshahhud, and \i\-tastim.
7
Total number o f letters
12 types: i-zuhr, ii- ‘asr, iii-maghrib, iv-al-‘isha’ 
al-akhirah, \-fajr, vi-saJat al-jana'iz, vii-salat 
al- idayn, viii-salat al-kusuf, 
ix-salat al-khawf, x-sal at al-istisqa’, 
xi-salat al-mand, xii-salat al-musafir.
12
Grand Total 28
Through these numerical correlations, the shahadah is seen to verify and 
demonstrate the truth of the Prophetic Hadlth. The shahadah for the Fatimid-Tayyibls is 
first and foremost an affirmation of the Unity of God; however, with its esoteric 
dimension, it is also an acceptance of the hudud and huquqii represents. A declaration of 
the shahadah in the Fatimid-Tayyibi context involves an acceptance of the worldview it 
is said to contain, an acknowledgment, through obedience, of the hududit represents, and 
an acceptance of the obligation to perform the tenets of worship that it embodies. In 
ending his discussion of the shahadah in the Majalis (1-10), al-Mu’ayyad tantalizingly 
states: ‘that which remains unrevealed is [a lot] more’ (ma flal-ghisha’akthar).
Salawat
Salawat is associated in the Fatimid-Tayyibi context with the continuity of the chain of 
Imamate based on the signification of the root wasala (to connect or adjoin). In the 
context of encouragement for pronouncing salawat on Friday, a day which symbolizes the 
Da‘wah of Muhammad, al-Qacfi al-Nu‘man, in Ta’wll al-Da‘aim (vol. I, p. 320), 
expounds the Fatimid-Tayyibi interpretation of the Qur’anic directive for salawat in 
verse 33:56. Basing his argument on the meaning and implication of the word musaffi\ 
(the one who prays) -  in this case salawat -  he says that in Arabic the musalli is literally 
the horse that follows the leading horse, the mujalli, in a race. The salawat from God, inn 
Allah wa mala’ikatah vusallun ‘ala al-nabiyy, is His establishment of the continuity from 
mujalll to musalli, from one Imam to another. When the m ujaliideparts, the musalli takes
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his place, himself becoming the mujalfi. The command to believers to perform salawat, 
ya ayyuha alladhin amanusallu ‘alayhi' is a command to adjoin and connect each m usalli 
with each following mujalll, to acknowledge and accept each succeeding Imam whom 
God has adjoined (wasala) with the preceding Imam. The beseeching of salawat by 
believers is then firstly an action, an acceptance of the succession of Imams established 
by God after Muhammad, and secondly an utterance of the literal salawat, Allahumma 
salli ‘ala Muhammad wa ali Muhammad, which is a prayer to God that the line of 
Imam ate may forever continue in Muhammad’s progeny. Al-Qadi al-Nu‘man finally 
states that if the distinct meanings of salawat from God and salawat from the believers 
are not acknowledged, to say Allahumma salli ‘ala Muhammad, linguistically a command 
(H i ami), would be a radd ‘ala Allah', to tell God to offer salawat when he is asking you 
to beseech sa la w a t.
Al-Mu’ayyad (Majalis, 4-373) offers a similar esoteric interpretation of salawat, 
based on the Qur’anic injunction and the practice of beseeching God to perform salawat 
on Muhammad and his progeny ‘as it was performed on Abraham and his progeny’. He 
asserts that this is the manner in which the vast majority of Muslims pray salawat during 
the last sitting in the ritual prayer (tashahhud)254:
# 4  * — * * ' s '
Al-Mu’ayyad bases his argument on the Muslim belief that the status of Muhammad is 
greater than that of Abraham. He questions the logic of asking for something -  in this 
case beseeching salawat ~ for the greater as it was granted for the lesser; it is usually the 
reverse. The reason for this form of prayer, he answers, is the meaning of the salawat. It 
is a Fatimid doctrinal tenet that Muhammad is in the line of Abraham and that the line of 
Imamate has not been severed between them. We are given the duty to beseech God that 
the line of Imamate should similarly remain unbroken in the progeny of Muhammad until 
the Day of Judgment.
253 Sunrn exegetes suggest that from God, salawat is rabmab, from angels it is barakah and magbfirab and 
from humans it is du‘a and ta ‘zim  (al-Tabari, Jatni ‘ and al-Razi, Mafafib; in exegesis o f Qur’an 33:56).
254 Many Sunni Haditb collections narrate more or less similar accounts of Muhammad being asked how 
they should beseech salawat on him, after verse 33:56 was revealed. The Prophet with minor variations is 
said to have replied:
J^c. liljbj ( in other versions ajjjjj JT ^ j  Ls\c. 1^11 I j j§
t . VtowQ liljj *—iSjb Lk£ JI
Musnad-Abmad, no. 16450, 17431, 22494; Sahib al-Bukbari no. 5883, 3118; Salilb Muslim no, 615, 
Muwatta ’ Malik no.357, Sunan al-N isai no. 1274,1277, and Sunan Abt Da’udno. 831.
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Syedna Taher Saifuddin builds upon these interpretations and validates them for 
the succession of Fatimid-Tayyibi DaTs as well during the Imam’s seclusion, based on an 
assertion by the forty-third Fatimid-Tayyibi DaT (d. 1232/1817) that the DaTs are 
included in the term al Muhammad by way of spiritual lineage. The interpretation of 
verse 33:56 then applies also to the chain of DaTs during the Imam’s seclusion255.
As a result of the esoteric dimension, the most conventional of Tahmlds contains, for 
those initiated in the Fatimid-Tayyibi esoteric tradition, a labyrinth of i2£rafr-relations. 
Through this dimension, the formulae that are ‘the symbol of Islam’ also become for the 
Fatimid-Tayyibis a symbol of the Fatimid-Tayyibi Da ‘wah. While al-Qadl al-Nu‘man 
and al-Mu’ayyad must be recognized as the most influential figures in establishing this 
dimension for the components of the Talmud, the contributions of other authors, and 
most recently Syedna Taher Saifuddin, make the esoteric dimension alive and pertinent 
for Fatimid-Tayyibi audiences today. The dimension highlights concepts that are relevant 
and integral for the identity and formation of the community. By its very nature it 
enforces the concept of binarism of the overt and the covert, a concept that is 
fundamental in the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition. It also enforces the all important concept 
of tasalsul, the continuity of the Da *wah through a chain of individuals in the line of the 
Prophet. The importance of this concept is further enforced through the additional sub­
components of Tahniid discussed below.
Structure and Additional Sub-Components: A Reflection of the Habl-Allah 
The rules pertaining to the basic structure and primary components of Tahniid, preserved 
in the mediaeval chancery manuals discussed in chapter-III (p.77), remain more or less 
unchanged in the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition. What does change is the maimer in which 
some of these components are dealt with. The basmalah for instance is said to be written, 
for the sake of ‘ barakaft, by the Imam himself in some of the Fatimid chancery 
documents and by the DaT himself in the Rasai'I-Ramadaniyyal?56. The hamd and
255 From a sermon by Syedna Taher Saifuddin in Muharram 1352/1932.
256 In most documents in the Sijillat-M ustansiriyyab collection, which the editor suggests is a copy of the 
original chancery documents, below the basmalah wo have the statement: bi kbatt al-yad al-nabawiyyab al- 
sbarlfab, ‘written by the noble prophetic hand’. With the Rasa'il-Ramadaniyyah, original manuscripts from 
the time of the forty-third DaT (d. 1232/1817) are evidence that the basmalah, accompanied by the ‘alamab 
or official seal o f the DaT, was written by DaT himself. This practice continues in the time of Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin. Once the Rasa‘il-Ramadaniyyab started being printed, a decorated blank box was left
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shahadah in the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition develop a distinct set of relations that are 
discussed later in this chapter and are both noticeably longer. It is worth noting that in 
some of the risalabs in the late Indian phase the Tahmid constitutes approximately fifty 
percent of the risalah251, in some instances including an entire qasidalP8. A tradition of 
tasblh {subhanahu min ilahin...), an extension of the hamdalah section initially seen in 
the Fatimid phase, becomes a standard feature in the later phases of the Fatimid-Tayyibi 
tradition259. But most important, in terms of change, is the expansion of the salawat and 
the addition of sub-components within it. The time frame given below for the appearance 
of these sub-components is based on my survey of Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids.
The salawat gradually expands over time with the changing dynamics of the 
Fatimid-Tayyibi D a‘wah. The reason I say ‘expand’, and not ‘change’ is because, 
according to Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition, all those on whom later salawat is offered 
explicitly are already implicitly implied in the kin or household (al) of Muhammad. In the 
Fatimid phase (4th—6th/10th-12th century) we witness the inclusion of explicit salawat on 
‘All as the successor to Muhammad, followed by a salawat on the progeny of both 
Muhammad and ‘All, sometimes with a specific mention of Imam al- ‘Ayr (Imam of the 
time)260; this explicit relation of the Fatimids to Muhammad and ‘All also served as an 
affirmation of the legitimacy of Fatimid rule. In the Yemeni phase (6th—l 0th/12th— 16th 
century) it is further expanded with the addition of salawat on Fatimah, Muhammad’s 
daughter and ‘All’s wife, the vital link that connects the Imams to Muhammad as well as
‘Ah (hence the name Fatimiyym), and salawat on the two grandsons of Muhammad,
1 —Hasan and Husayn . As the Yemeni period is after the seclusion of the Imam, it also
above the hamdalah, in which the basmalah was to be written by the DaTs hand. See Plate-VII and VIII 
for illustration of the D aTs ‘alamah.
257 See for example Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-l244H(Appendix-4:178).
258 See for example Rasa‘il-Ram adam yyab-I2im , 1214H, 1244H, 1246H, 1335H, 1337H, 1349H, 1350H, 
1356H (Appendix-4:172, 173,178,179, 182, 184,185, 186, and 188).
259 See for example al-Kirmaru, al-Risalah al-Wadiyyah (Appendix-4:12), from the Fatimid period, Risalat 
Mahajjat al-Rashad (Appendix-4:125) in Majmu‘ , vol. II, from the Yemeni phase and from the Indian 
phase, Rasa'il-Ramadaniyyah 1216H, 1247H and 1248H (Appendix-4:180). The majority of Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin’s Rasa'il-Ramadaniyyah contain the subhanah.
260 For example in the Fatimid phase see al-Qadi al-Nu‘man, Ta’w il al-Da‘a ’im  vol. I, Majlis-2 of Part-2 
(Appendix-4:7), and al-Kirmaril, Tanblb al-Hadl (Appendix-4:13). All the Tahmids in al-Mu’ayyad’s 
M ajalis (Appendix-4:15-105) contain this sub-component. Most of the chancery Sijillat (Appendix-2:58- 
66) from this period referred to and quoted in earlier chapters also include this feature. In the Yemeni phase 
see for example Hatim b. Ibrahim, Tanbih al-Ghafilln (Appendix-4:113). In the Indian phase see for 
example Hasan b. ‘AH, al-Risalah al-Muzayyanah (Appendix-4:161). Most of the Tahmids of the latter two 
phases are almost sure to have this feature.
261 See for examples of salawat on Fatimah and Hasan and Husayn: ‘AH b. al-Husayn b. al-Walid, Risalat 
al-Basmalah (Appendix-4:124) in M ajmu', vol. II, (the author also beseeches salawat on each of the Imams
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includes in its initial period a salawat on al-Tayyib — believed to be in seclusion -  as the 
Imam al-‘asi,; followed some time later by salawat on the Imam al-‘asr in the progeny of 
al-T ayyib, known as T ayyib al-asr. With the drastic change of circumstance brought forth 
by the end of Fatimid political hegemony and the seclusion of the Imam, the salawat on 
al-Tayyib and Tayyib al-‘asr maintained and confirmed the spiritual affiliation and 
relation with the Fatimids262. Also, owing to the change of the dynamics of the Da ‘wah, 
the practice of beseeching salawat on the DaTs is established263. In many initial 
examples, the DaTs are mentioned within the salawat on the Imam as their 
representatives, including them in the al of Muhammad. However, until Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin, salawat on the DaTs is not as explicit and as consistent. All the sub­
components of the salawat introduced in the Yemeni phase are continued in the Indian 
phase(10tb-14th/l 6th-20th century), though with a much increased length in the R asail- 
Ramadaniyyah.
At the end of the Indian phase, in the Rasall-Ramadaniyyah, the occasional 
inclusion of historical anecdotes and praise poetry within the salawat is a novel feature. 
The anecdotes are invariably traditions that illustrate the virtue and stature of the relata 
upon whom salawat is beseeched. In Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1246H (Appendix-4:179) for
by name until al-Tayyib) and Mahajjat al-Rashad (Appendix-4:125) in the same compendium, vol. II; also 
Husayn b. ‘AE b. al-Wafid, al-Risalah al-Kamilah (Appendix-4:150) (only on Fatimah), These are fairly 
early examples of the feature from the 5th-6th/ l l th-12th century. In the Indian phase see for example Hasan 
b. ‘AH, al-Risalah al-Muzayyanah (Appendix-4:161) and Qamruddin b. Hibat-Allah al-Mu’ayyad, Risalat 
Dad'at al-Ahzan (Appendix-4:165). Nearly all the Rasa’il-Ramadaniyyah (Appendix-4:166, 172-189) also 
contain the salawat on Fatimah, albeit it is relatively short compared to the other salawats.
262 The practice of beseeching salawat on the Imam al-'asr is witnessed in the Fatimid phase as well but 
after seclusion salawat on al-Tayyib is almost always beseeched. For examples of salawat on the Imam al- 
'asr in the Fatimid phase see al-Kirmaril, Tanbih al-Fladl (Appendix-4:13) and also al-Risalah al- 
La’ihah{Appendix-4:129, from the time of al-Mu‘izz 4th/10th) and Risalat li ba'd al-hudat(Appendix- 
4:1127) both in Majmu', vol. II. For examples of salawat on al-Tayyib in the Yemeni phase see Husayn b. 
‘AH b. al-WaEd, al-Risalah a/-ATahi/7a&(Appendix-4:150) and Tmad al-DIn, ‘Uyun, vol. I(Appendix-4:152). 
In the Indian phase see for example Risalat al-MunJrab wa al-Diya’ (Appendix-4:163) and all Rasal’l- 
Ramadaniyyab(Appendix-4:166, 172-189).
263 See for example, in the Yemeni phase, al-Khattab, Munlrat al-Basa’ir (Appendix-4:112) (reference to 
DaTs as the maqamat who represent the Imam; not explicit), Hatim b. Ibrahim, Risalat al-IhsaijAppendix- 
4:114, explicit salawat on DaTs ), ‘All b, Muhammad b. al-WaEd, Majalis al-Nush, Majlis-101, 103, 106, 
108, 109, 110 (Appendix-4:132, 135, 138, 140, 142, 143 , reference to hujaj and du'at in relation to al- 
Tayyib). In the Indian phase see Risalat al-Na ‘y  (Appendix-4:162) in Hasan b. AE Khan b. Taj, al-Risalah 
al-Muzayyanah (Appendix-4:161),-also in Risalat al-Mumrah wa al-Diya'(Appendix-4:163), Qamruddin b. 
Hebat Allah, Risalat D ad‘at al-Ahzan (Appendix-4:165), Miya Sahib WaE bhai Risalat al-Najm al-Thaqib 
(Appendix-4:181). The Rasa'il-Ramadaniyyah 1224H(Appendix-4:176), 1244H (Appendix-4:178), 1248H 
(Appendix-4:180), mention DaTs in relation to al-Tayyib. In Rasa'il-Ramadaniyyah 1214H (Appendix- 
4:173), 1292H, 1299H, 1307H, 1312H rahmat and ridwan or salam or taqdis is beseeched on the DaTs. In 
Rasa'il-Ramadaniyyah 1215H(Appendix-4:174), 12i6H; 1256H, 1273H; 1289H; 1324H explicit salawat is 
beseeched. It is not consistent in these times. From the beginning of the 14,h/20th century it is consistent 
and remains so in all o f Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s over forty Rasa'il-Ramadaniyyah (Appendix-4:182-189).
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instance, one anecdote introduced by the phrase ‘an ibn ‘Abbas qal qal rasul- 
Allah.. .praising ‘All, and another beginning with rawa al-Tirmidhl praising Hasan and 
Husayn, interrupt the flow of the predominantly non-narrative text264. The occasional 
inclusion of such anecdotes is evidence of the perception of Tahmids by Fatimid-Tayyibi 
authors as a medium for ma ‘rifab.
The inclusion of qasldahs is another unique feature. The precise nature of the shi'r 
varies, being sometimes a series of short verses after the salawat on Muhammad, ‘AH and 
the Imams {Risalah-RamadaniyyahA246H; Appendix-4:179), and sometimes a lengthier 
qasldah after the salawat on the Imams and Imam al- ‘asr respectively (Risalah- 
Ramadaniyyah-X 244H; Appendix-4:178). The presence of a qasldah within the Tahmid is 
at first puzzling, but, if we consider the Tahmid from a different aspect, we realize that 
the Tahmld itself is indeed nothing more than an elaborate prose version of the madih 
qasidah. The hamdalah and shahadah are a praise and recognition of the Almighty while 
the salawat is the praise and recognition of Muhammad and, in the case of the Fatimid- 
Tayyibi tradition, of all those on whom salawat is offered. In this light, it is not 
surprising that, since madih is one of the primary purposes (aghrad) of the classical 
qasldah, it should find its way into the Tahmid.
It is also worth noting, especially after a lengthy discussion of the role of rhetoric 
in creating and enhancing Tahmid relations in the previous chapter, that the mono­
rhymed bi-hemistichal qasldah, based on the classical ‘arud metre system, is perhaps the 
epitome of rhyme and rhythm. It is possible to argue that these qasldahs establish 
Tahmid relations and enhance their effect, building on the Tahmid’s tradition of 
rhetorical excellence. A sampling of the rhetorical value of the qasldah within the 
Tahmid is offered during the analysis of Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1214H (Appendix-4:173) 
in the next chapter (p.239).
A number of factors are likely to have encouraged the appearance of the qasldah 
in this late phase of the Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid tradition. For one, perhaps as a result of 
the Indian milieu, the highly ornate style of composition in this phase and acute 
consciousness of sight and sound patterns anticipated the inclusion of poetry. Secondly, 
the length of the Tahmid had increased to a degree that needed a change to alleviate the
264 In the same Risalah-Ramadaniyyah also see the salawat on the Prophet. Also see Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin’s Risalab-Ramadaniyyah-\2>52R in which an anecdote is narrated in the salawat on ‘AE (p. 16) 
and another during salawat on the Imams (p.25).
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monotony of the lengthy prose. The qasldah was in my view the solution. Thirdly, the 
Tahmid of the Rasa‘il-Ramadaniyyah could be understood in the Indian context by a 
select few who read and understood the Arabic language, while the qasldah is recited en 
masse in community gatherings, in a melodious manner that allowed the non-Arabic 
speaking audience to enjoy its rhyme and rhythm while fulfilling the act of offering 
praise to God and beseeching salawat on the Prophet and his progeny. Because of its oral 
heritage, its meter and rhyme, it is also easy to memorize even for those who do not 
speak the language. In a more general context, the increased popularity of religious praise 
poetry from the 7th/13th century, especially after al-BusIrl, may have promoted the 
inclusion of the qasldah in Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids265.
Two other features that are not strictly part of the Tahmid but are commonly 
associated with Tahmids, the prayer (du‘a) and the address to the audience {khitab or 
'imwan), are expanded in the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition. The association of du‘a’ with 
ham dis well established by sdrat al-Fatihah as discussed in chapter-I (p.36). In Fatimid- 
Tayyibi Tahmids, it features either immediately before or after amma ba‘d, a likely 
development of the short du‘a’ that followed the name of the addressee in chancery 
documents. In al-Mu’ayyad’s Majalis and in other works in the same format, the 
beginning Tahmid is always followed by a du‘a ’, while the end Tahmid is always 
preceded by a du‘a \ In later Rasa‘il-Ramadaniyyah, especially those authored by Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin, the du‘a’ also becomes a relatively long and prominent feature, and 
supplications extending to several pages are authored or quoted. These dua\s, like the 
qasldahs, are also often used independently in Fatimid-Tayyibi liturgy.
The khitab, after amma ba ‘d, acts as a link between the author and the audience, 
and connects the audience to the whole sequence of relata mentioned above. In the 
majority of works of the Fatimid, Yemeni and most of the Indian phase, the khitab, most 
likely also an adaptation of the address before the Tahmid in the chancery documents, is 
limited to ma'shar al-mu’mimn. In the last stages of the Indian phase, in the Rasa‘il- 
Ramadaniyyah, the khitab also becomes a feature wherein the author introduces himself. 
This develops further, the introduction then consistently being followed by a salutation 
{salami) of the audience.
265 Sperl and Shackle (1996, p.15) assert that religious themes, especially Prophetic eulogy, the category to 
which the Tahmid qasldahs belong, became increasingly popular from the 7th/13th century onwards. The 
qasldah became an established medium of religious expression.
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The expansion of the Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid in general, and of the salawat in 
particular, distinguishes it from the broader Tahmid tradition. As described in greater 
detail later, a strong physical and spiritual nisbah-relation is created between God, the 
Prophet and the Imams using these components and sub-components. The succession 
represented in the salawat is not a matter of chance, but is presented as being divinely 
ordained. The expanded structure of the Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid -  beginning with God, 
moving to His Prophet, the Prophet’s successor, ‘AH, his wife Fatimah, then the Imams, 
the descendants of ‘Ali and Muhammad through Fatimah, until al-Tayyib, then the Imam 
al-‘asr, then the DaTs and finally the khitab in which the DaT a l‘asr introduces himself 
and bestows his salam on the audience -  emphasizes, and is the verbal representation of, 
the Fatimid-Tayyibi understanding of the Qur’anic concept of habl-Allah, the rope of 
God266, of which one end is said to be in God’s ‘hand’ and the other in the hands of his 
subjects. The concept of tasalsul, that is the continuity of the chain of Imamate, and 
DaT-ship during satr, is inextricably connected with this concept of the rope of God, in 
which the final association with a living being is what establishes the relation with those 
that have passed.
The addition and expansion of these features is therefore by no means tangential. 
The salawat on the progeny of Muhammad, with all it represents, is a matter of faith. 
These verses by al-ShafiT, the great Sunni jurist from his Diwan (p.89), ironically 
perhaps, express well the importance of the expanded salawat.
Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid Relations: Tawhidj Tasalsul and Binarisms
This section considers the distinctiveness of Fatimid-Tayyibi relations: firstly with 
respect to God and secondly with respect to the Prophet and his progeny. While the 
relations are often shared with the wider tradition, the relational propositions and 
approach are quite unique. The relation with God can exist only through his Prophets and
266 The concept is based on Qur’an 3:103 in which believers are exhorted to cling to the habl-Allah. A 
number of Sunni traditions interpret the habl to be the Qur’an itself, for example: Musnad-Ahmad, no. 
10707, Swan al-Tirmidhi, no. 2831 and Sunan al-Darinn, no. 3197.
>
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representatives. With the aid of the additional sub-components, a continuity (tasalsul) is 
established between the Prophet and his present day spiritual heir. All these relations are 
viewed through the lens of the binarism of the physical and intellectual, the overt and the 
covert, anticipating multiple layers of esoteric signification in the Tahmid, especially in 
the Qur’anic verses. Finally, a number of relations that become characteristic of Fatimid- 
Tayyibi Tahmids are highlighted.
Relation with God: ‘arelation’ and the Awliya’
The Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid tradition frequently establishes a relation with God that 
amounts to an ‘arelation’ -  the impossibility of a relation in terms of His perception and 
recognition (ma ‘rifah), The descriptive dimension is often that He is indescribable. This 
is not to say that there are no instances of the God-individual relations and of descriptive 
dimensions established in the broader Tahmid tradition, such as the power of God 
(qudrah), gratitude for His bounties, His eternal nature etc; these are abundant. But apart 
from these, the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition offers a distinct approach to the individual’s 
relation with God in the hamd and the shahadah: any relation with or perception of God 
is impossible; the only relation or approach that remains is through His awliya' or hudud, 
His Prophets and representatives267.
The impossibility of perceiving God ( ‘ajz al-idrak) is established by stating the 
inability to comprehend Him through either the physical or mental faculties, the only 
tools of perception available to humans. This approach is couched in, and at the same 
time reinforces, the Fatimid-Tayyibi view of the binarism of the physical and 
intellectual, discussed further below. For this purpose authors often take advantage of the 
rhyming of *uyun and zunun (al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2-133; Appendix-4:33), nazir and 
khatir (al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2-158; Appendix-4:39), absar and afkar (al-Kirmani, 
Tanbih al-Hadr, Appendix-4:13 and Risalat Mahajjat al-Rashad, Appendix-4:125 in 
Majmu% vol. II) and the assonance in absar and basa’ir (al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2-194 and 
3-216; Appendix-4:50 and 54), in order to establish and enhance the binarism.
A variety of images using secondary relata are also employed to illustrate God’s 
unreachability. For example, images of the wings of thought being clipped (al-Mu’ayyad, 
Majalis, 3-204; Appendix-4:53), of the fire of inquiry being put out (al-Kirmaril, al-
267 The notion of an ‘arelation’ with God is anticipated in Suflsm, however, the approach through the 
hudud is to my knowledge unique to the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition.
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Risalah al-Wadiyyah; Appendix-4:12), of the clouds of inability (suradiq al-‘ajz) and the 
army of perplexity (Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2-188; Appendix-4:17), the veil (bijab) in front 
of the understanding of His nature (kayfiyyah){d\-M.\T ayyad, Majalis, 1-13; Appendix- 
4:20), and the cloud of perplexity in face of His comprehension (7<j5ra£)(al-Mu’ayyad, 
Majalis, 2-195; Appendix-4:51), the reining in of the horses of thought from travelling 
the barren and impassable plains of His m a‘rifah (al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2-200; 
Appendix-4:52), the stormy sea waves being the course of travel and the harbour {majra 
and mursa) for he who tries to imagine Him (al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 3-204; Appendix- 
4:53) and finally the image of the forerunners of thought, running in the arena of enquiry 
into the Truth of His perception, being attacked by the soldiers of incapacity, firing 
arrows of inadequacy, using the bow of severance and bafflement (‘All b. Husayn b. al- 
Walid, Risalat al-Basmalah, in Majmu% vol.II; Appendix-4:124). The following example, 
from al-Mu’ayyad’s Majalis, (2-194; Appendix-4:50), portrays both the binarism and the 
imagery:
*1oaI pjb lib ,X*Xl
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The image drawn, of the impossible journey towards God, also creates an interesting 
association with the rihlah in the introduction of the madih qasldah.
The association with God is often couched in a paradoxical relation268: we are 
related to God in that we perceive His power through His creation but at the same time 
we are unable truly to comprehend Him. Our relation is with the creation; the creator is 
impossible to perceive. The following Tahmid from al-Mu’ayyad’s Majalis (1-16, 
Appendix-4:21) brilliantly expresses the paradox:
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268 See also Talmud by ‘All b. Abl Talib (Appendix-2:21), discussed earlier in chapter-IV (p. 136), in which 
this paradox is also established.
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The semantic antithesis, that the paradox is based on, is highlighted by the grammatical 
parallelism. It is the former relation of awe with God’s powers that is stressed in most 
Tahmids, while Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids, especially in works on esoterics, stress the 
latter ‘arelation’.
The incapacity to fathom the nature of God is also established through a statement 
of the inability to describe Him, since He is the creator of -  therefore above or preceding 
-  even the descriptions and terms we use to describe Him. In this too the binarism often, 
though not always, filters through. God is the creator of existence and extinction (wujud 
and *adam), and is therefore, literally, pure and untainted (mimazzah) by the words wujud 
and ‘adam (al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2-144; Appendix-4:36)269. The approach is summed up 
in this Tahmid by ‘AH b. Husayn b. al-Walld’s Itbbat al-Nass *ala al-Musta‘17 (in 
M ajmu\ vol. II; Appendix-4:128);
<• . , bill «Ui
Thus the inability to comprehend physically or intellectually, and the inapplicability of 
any of the names or descriptions, leaves only one alternative: God is beyond imagination 
or comprehension.
This leads us to the essence of Fatimid-Tayyibi tawhid the realization that God 
cannot be comprehended is in itself comprehension. The realization that there can be no 
relation is in itself a relation. The idea is succinctly presented by Syedna Taher Saifuddin 
in Risalah-Rainadaniyyah-1359210:
. . . iJja £
In this light it is understandable that many Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids aim to show that a 
description or comprehension of God is impossible.
Since there is no direct relation, so to speak, between God and individuals, the only 
relation left is through His chosen representatives (awliya y  the Prophet and the Imams, 
for it is they who lead us to this conclusion (that there is no relation). As discussed earlier
269 Also see Kirmarii, al-Masablh (Appendix-4:11— wujud/'adam), al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2-128 (Appendix- 
4131— sifat/mawsufat-mawt/hayaf), 2-130 (Appendix-4:32 —murakkab/basit), Majalis, 2-158 (Appendix- 
4139— awwal-akhir.; compare with use of awwal-akhir in Tarikh al-Tabari, Appendix-2:91), and Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin, Risalab-Ramadaniyyah-l349H (Appendix-4:185).
270 See also al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 1-75 (Appendix-4:24), and 2-106 (Appendix-4:27). Also Risalah- 
Ramada7niyyah-1246H (Appendix-4:179).
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in this chapter (p. 163), the awliya’ are also seen in the esoteric dimension as God’s true 
names {asma*). It is through them, as al-Kirmam asserts in al-Masablh (Appendix-4:11), 
that we are able to truly recognize and worship God:
The complementary and grammatical parallelism of the two phrases serves to create a 
f?.£rafi :^elation between the words asma’ and awliya\ Both words are in the same 
position in terms of their grammatical function in the sentence, and share the same 
conjugational pattern. The parallelism hints at the congruency of the esoteric 
signification of asma’with, the explicit signification of awliya\
‘All b. Husayn b. al-Walid combines both relations, the relation with God, with the 
proposition of unreachability, and the intercessory relation with His awliya \ in this 
Tahmid in his Risalat al-Basmalah (in M ajmu\ vol. II; Appendix-4:124):
 ^ s '*  ✓
Since knowing God is impossible, knowing and obeying His hudud is presented as the 
formula for salvation, since it is they who guide the believer to the true tawMd 
conclusion that God is beyond comprehension271.
Relations of the Prophet and his Progeny: Tasalsul, Binarism and Individual Stock Relations 
Tasalsul
The relations between, and within, the levels of relata feature distinct Fatimid-Tayyibi 
motifs and embody prime ideological and philosophical concepts. The most prominent of 
these concepts is that of tasalsul: the necessity of the continuity of the line of Imams 
from the Prophet to the present day. Based on the expanded structure of the Tahmid, 
through a series of rz/s^aZwelations, aided greatly by the use of pronouns and suitable 
relational propositions, Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids establish a strong physical and spiritual 
chain that connects God with the audience. This chain or rope, the habl-Allah referred to 
above, is in the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition the most evident symbol of tasalsul While the 
structure places the components of the chain in a hierarchical order, the pronouns and 
relational propositions define and explain the continuity between and through the levels.
271 See also Al-Mu’ayyad {Majalis 2-156, Appendix-4:38), which is another excellent example of how the 
two concepts (the unreachability of God and the intercession of the hudud) are combined, and accentuated 
by the rhetorical pattern.
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For this purpose the Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid has developed a series of stock relations. 
At the peak of the hierarchy is the Prophet, inevitably related with God as His 
messenger. Next is ‘AH, related with Muhammad in the salawat as his successor, cousin, 
[spiritual] brother, confidante etc. Fatimah, related to Muhammad as his daughter, with 
‘All as his wife, and with the Imams as their mother, is the vital middle link relating the 
Imams to both Muhammad and ‘All. The Imams are in turn related with Muhammad as 
their grandfather and with ‘All as their father. The present Imam is related to his 
forefathers. The DaTs in turn are related to the Imams as their representatives and 
manifestations of theirnurm. the time of seclusion. While the relation with the audience 
often infiltrates other parts of the Tahmid, the most clear demonstration of the final link, 
in the Indian phase, is in the khitab, in which the DaT al- ‘asr introduces himself to the 
audience as £&eirDaT and as successor to DaTs preceding him. The pronoun-based chain, 
(silisilah), is thus created in such a way that if one ‘link’ is left out, the entire chain falls 
apart. The relations, and the manner in which they are represented, become a verbal 
manifestation of Fatimid-Tayyibi ideology, history and present day reality.
The physical lineage is coupled with a spiritual continuity based on the 
establishment of the principle of correspondence between the role of the Imams and the 
Prophet, the Imams and ‘All and the DaTs and the Imams. Simply put, the descriptive 
dimensions used for the Prophet are used in the same respect for the Imams and for the 
DaTs during satr. Hasan b. Taj ( l l th/17th century), in al-Risalah al-Muzayyanah 
(Appendix-4:161), for instance, uses derivations of the verb ‘to guide’ (hada), to describe 
all levels of relata. The Almighty guides through His awliya9 (al-hadi bihim ila dar al- 
salam wa al~ma‘ad) and sends His Prophets to guide mankind (li yahdu al-khala’iq)\ 
Muhammad is the one who also guided mankind with wisdom and sound advice {hada al- 
khala’iq bi al-hikmah wa al-maw(izah al-hasanah); the Imams are those who guide with 
their curing knowledge the people of the lowlands and the highlands {al-hadma bi 
‘ulumihim al-shafiyah ahl al-aghwar wa al-anjad); and finally al-Tayyib is the one who 
guides through the DaTs he has appointed for the guidance of mankind {al-hadi bi-man 
nasabahu min al-du‘at ilayhi li-hidayat al-khala’icf). Other similar descriptions that are 
closely associated with the Prophet or ‘AH, such as rahmah, nur,; lilm  also convey 
spiritual continuity272. The Imams are also described as inheriting the Prophetic duties of
272 See for the example the use of the description of rahmah for the Imams and al-Tayyib in ‘AH b. 
Muhammad b. al-WaDd, Majalis al-Nush, 108end (Appendix-4:141) and 111 respectively. There are
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protecting religion and revelation273. They also inherit the authority that obligates 
obedience (.ta ‘ah), which is connected with the obedience to God and His Prophet274.
The concept of the continuity of the Imamate is also embedded in a number of 
frequently used Qur’anic motifs which evoke the concept of tasalsul One such motif is 
that of habl Allah mentioned above (3:103). The Imam is often described as the habl 
Allah, or the followers of the Imam are described as those clinging to it275. Through 
metonymic association, the present Imam is himself the habl in that a relation with him, 
since he is himself one end of the habl, connects an individual with the entire habl and 
with God. Very similar to that is the Qur’anic concept of al-‘urwah al-wuthqa, literally 
firm handle or grip, but often used as a synonym to habl-Allah (2:256 and 31:22)276. The 
‘ark of salvation’ (safinat al-najah) is another such image (29:15)277. The ‘word’ 
(kalimah) is also a frequently used Qur’anic motif (43:28). One of the esoteric 
significations of kalimah is that it refers to Prophets and Imams, for they are the true 
words of God. One of the arguments for this interpretation is the reference to Jesus as 
kalimah in Qur’an 3:45278. In verse 43:28, the Imamate is an enduring kalimah that God 
has ordained will continue in the progeny of Abraham. The DaTs are in turn the kalimah 
of the Imams, as Syedna Taher Saifuddin expresses in his qasldah in praise of the Imams 
(Diwan):
innumerable examples of the use of this description with respect to Muhammad, especially with the 
Qur’anic verse 21:107: al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2-191 (Appendix-4:49), 2-122, 2-178; Rlsilat al-Munirah wa 
al-Diya’ (Appendix-4:163); Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1216R, and Syedna Taher Saifuddin Risalah- 
i?ama£/afl/>ya/f-1335H(Appendix-4:182). The persistence of rahmah is discussed more closely in chapter- 
VII (p.271).
273 See for example al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 1-38 (Appendix-4:22), 3-245(Appendix-4:58) and ‘AR b. 
Muhammad b. al-Wafid, Majalis al-Nush, 101 (Appendix-4:132), 106 (Appendix-4:138) and 119, Risalah- 
Ramadaniyyah-l 273H.
274 See for example al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 3-245 (Appendix-4:58); “Risalat al-Na‘y  (Appendix-4:162) ” in 
Hasan b. Taj, al-Risalah al-Muzayyanah, Risalat al-Munirah wa al-Diya’ (Appendix-4:163), Risalah- 
Ramadaniyyah-1216H.
275 Examples of habl Allah motif in al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 1-5 (Appendix-4:18), 1-75 (Appendix-4:24), 2- 
119end, “Risalat Mahajjat al-Rashad”in Majmu‘ , vol. II (Appendix-4:125), and Hatim b. Ibrahim, Risalat 
al-Ihsan (Appendix-4:114). Also Rasa’il-Ramadaniyyah-1224 (Appendix-4:176), 1246H (Appendix-4:179), 
1256H.
276 Examples of al-curwah al-wuthqa motif in al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 1-75 (Appendix-4:24), 2- 
103(Appendix-4:26), and Hatim b. Ibrahim, Risalat al-Ihsan (Appendix-4:114), Rasail-Ramadaniyyah- 
11??H (Appendix-4:166), 1224H (Appendix-4:176).
277 Examples of saffnah motif in al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2-123 (Appendix-4:29), ‘Afi b. Muhammad b. al- 
WaRd, Damigh al-Batil (Appendix-4:131), Majalis al-Nush, Majlis-106 (Appendix-4:138), “Risalat 
Mahajjat al-Rashad” in Majmu‘ ,vol. II (Appendix-4:125) and Hasan b. Taj, al-Risalah al-Muzayyanah 
(Appendix-4:161). Also Rasa’il-Ramadaniyyah-1244 (Appendix-4:178), 1248H (Appendix-4:180) and 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-\349U (Appendix-4:185).
278 Also note the notion of Jesus as the word in the New Testament, John 1:1 and 1:14.
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On the basis of this interpretation, in Tahmids praise is offered to God for making the 
‘word’ of the Imamate endure and continue until the Day of Judgment279.
Another motif that encapsulates the spirit of continuity is the prayer for the 
continuity of the salawat itself. While this is a widespread motif280, it is highly 
significant in the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition due to the primary esoteric meaning of 
salawat presented above: the continuity of the line of Imamate in Muhammad’s progeny. 
In many of the Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids (and in a great many qasldahs), the Tahmid 
ends by a prayer to God to multiply and continue the salawat, and by extension the 
signification of the salawat, till the Day of Judgment. Authors use various phrases and 
images to describe the continuity: ‘until day comes after night’; ‘...continuous without 
severance, permanent without cessation, conjoined without any limit or constraint, 
boundary or end’; ‘.. .until the night darkens, the bright star rises, and the sky is adorned 
by the stars and the constellations, and the sun shines and spreads its light on the 
mountainous earth’; ‘...until the caller continues to call with hayya ‘ala khayr al-iamal
not —
[in the adhanY . The prayer for the perpetuity of the salawat, especially by relating to 
secondary relata, associates it with natural phenomenon whose perpetuity is undoubted.
The use of these ‘generic’ motifs for the Prophet, the Imams across time, and the 
continuity of DaTs during satr, creates a qualified principle of correspondence, wherein 
the stress is upon the spiritual presence represented by an unchanging motif, that is stable 
and eternal.
279 See al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 1-60 (Appendix-4:23), 3-245 (Appendix-4:58), 3-267 (Appendix-4:63), 3-299 
(Appendix-4:66), ‘All b. Muhammad b. al-Walid, Majalis al-Nush, Majlis-101 (Appendix-4:132), ‘Imad al- 
Din, ‘Uyun, vol.I (Appendix-4:152), “Risalat ai-Na ‘y  (Appendix-4:162) ” in Hasan b. Taj, al-Risalah al- 
Muzayyanah, Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-X248H (Appendix-4:180). Miya Sahib Wall bhai, Risalat al-Najm al- 
Thaqib (Appendix-4:181), Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-l'i'iSYX (Appendix-4:182).
280 See for example the end of al-BusIri’s qasidat al-burdah. Qtd. in full with English translation in Sperl 
and Shackle (1996, p.388ff).
281 Examples from: ‘al-Risalah al-La‘ihah’ in Majmu‘, vol. II (Appendix-4:129), al-Kirmaril, Tanblh al- 
Hadl (Appendix-4:13), al-Masablh (Appendix-4:11), al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2-135end (Appendix-4:34), 2- 
162, ‘Imad al-DIn, ‘Uyun, vol. I (Appendix-4:152), Hasan b. Taj, al-Risalah al-MuzayyanabjAppendix- 
4:161), Rasa‘il-Ramadaniyyah-\2AA\i (Appendix-4:178), 1247H.
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While the earlier motifs highlight an unbroken spiritual continuity, other motifs address 
the physical transition from one link in the chain to another, from an appointer (nass), to 
appointee (mansus), from predecessor to successor. The image of one lamp lighting 
another, and one star waning while another rises, is often used to visualize this transition, 
as is the case in this Tahmid by al-Mu’ayyad’s Majalis (3-245; Appendix-4:58).
jJ-l
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This Tahmid skilfully combines a number of tasalsul motifs. It strikes a balance between 
the motifs of spiritual continuity, the kalimah, the guardians of tanzll and ta ’wll and the 
interconnected authority and obedience (ta ‘ah) on the one hand and on the other hand the 
motifs of physical transition or succession, the cycle of stars and the light from a light, 
one Imam after another. In the Yemeni and Indian phases the image of Tight from light’ 
becomes emblematic as it is used to describe the appointment of al-Tayyib in the S ijill 
al-Bisharah quoted in DaT ‘Imad al-Dm’s ‘Uyun (vol.VII, pp. 254-255) , discussed 
further in the next chapter. This image is likely to have been inspired by a saying 
attributed to ‘All in which he declares: ‘I am from Ahmad, as light is from light (ka al- 
daw’min al-daw*)’282.
The most iconic motif of succession, however, is the word and image of al- 
Ghadlr, the site of the momentous khutbah in which, according to Shiite tradition, 
Muhammad appointed ‘All as his successor with the words: *man kuntu mawlahu fa 
hadha ‘'AUmawlah,283. The succession of ‘AH is the essential link that initiates and holds
282 Syedna Taher Saifuddin, w a'zsermon.
283 Al-Ghadir, refers to the site between Mecca and Medina known as Ghadlr-i-Khumm, where the Prophet 
is said to have arrived on the 18th of Dhu al-Hijjah on his way back to Medina from the Hijjat al-Wada‘, the 
last pilgrimage. In the Sunni Hadith tradition, the sermon delivered there is cited in Musnad-Ahmad no’s. 
606, 633, 906,915, 918, 1242, 18476, 18497, 22461. The tradition however, is interpreted differently. See 
also Madelung (1997, pp.14 and 253) for a survey and analysis of historical accounts of al-Ghadlr and a 
broader discussion of the succession to Muhammad.
The following are examples of the usage of the Ghadir motif in Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids: al-Mu’ayyad, 
Majalis, 1-6 (Appendix-4:19), 2-123 (Appendix-4:29), 2-147, 2-153 and 2-179 (Appendix-4:42); Tahnud-I, 
(Appendix-4:122) Majmu' , vol.I, “ithbat al-Nass 'ala al-Imam al-Musta'G’ (Appendix-4:128) and 
“Mahajjat al-Rashad’ (Appendix-4:125) both in Majmu', vol.II, ‘Ail b. Muhammad b. al-Wafid, Majalis al-
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together the entire chain that follows. Even a fleeting reference to it, therefore, 
epitomizes the concept of the continuity of the chain of Imamate until the very end of 
time. Although primarily used with reference to Muhammad and 4 All, the i/Ar<2/?-relations 
that emanate from it make the motif relevant to the succession of all Imams and, in their 
seclusion, all Dais. Consider the following example, an excerpt from a risalah, by ‘AH b. 
Husayn b. al-Wafid in M ajmu% vol. II (Appendix-4:128), arguing for the righteousness of 
the succession of the Fatimid Imam al-Musta‘fi (d. 494/1101):
^  ^  ,  s * ,  ,  ,  " } ,  ' \ S
The risalah asserts al-Musta‘fi’s Imamate by evoking the archetypal act of nass, the 
divinely inspired appointment of the successor by his predecessor. In this context the 
nass on ‘Ah in al-Ghadir acts as the prime precedent for this succession, and indeed for 
all successions. A i/jfoaZ?-relation with the Ghadir motif is therefore quite powerful. In 
this example, the relation of the motif with the Qur’anic verse 5:3 further strengthens the 
case for al-Musta'li’s Imamate. Through the esoteric At/'a/i-relation with the verse, the 
‘completion of the religion’ is here defined as being achieved in al-Ghadir by the 
execution of the nass on ‘All. By a subsequent principle of correspondence created with 
al-Musta‘Ii, his Imamate is similarly deemed necessary for the ‘completion5 of God’s 
religion. This verse becomes so closely associated with the Ghadir motif that quoting it, 
even independently, evokes the same strong iZZr.a/j-relations. The Ghadir motif, though 
couched in history, through the nisbah and fikrahrelations of the Tahmid becomes 
timeless.
A corollary to the Ghadir motif is the Musa-Harun motif: comparing the relation 
of Muhammad and ‘All with Musa and Harun on the basis of the Hadith attributed to the 
Prophet284:
Nush, Majlis-108(Appendix-4:140). Risalat al-Munirah wa al-Diya’ (Appendix-4:163), Rasa’il- 
Ramadamyyab-lllSK  (Appendix-4:172) and 1216H.
284 The Hadith is also attested by all major authorities of Sunni Hadith.; however, it is interpreted in the 
restricted context of the battle of Tabiik. See for example Sunan al-Tirmidhl, no. 3663, 3664 and 3658; 
Swan Ibn Majah, no. 112 and 118; Sahlh al-Bukhan, no. 3430 and 4064; Musnad-Ahmad, no. 1514, 1384, 
10842, 14111 and 26195; Sahih-Muslim, no. 4418,4419, 4420 and 4421.
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On the basis of this Hadith, the relationship of Musa and Harun, as defined in the Qur’an 
in verses 7:142, 20:29-35, and 25:35, is qualified for Muhammad and ‘All. In these verses 
Harun is related to Musa as his brother, wazir and successor. This relationship is evoked 
in many Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids, as in this example from Miya-Sahib Wall bhai’s 
Risalat al-Najma al-Thaqib (Appendix-4:181) in the context of salawat on the DaTs, in 
which they are described as the custodians of the ‘ baqiyyah ’ referred to in verse 2:248, 
which is left by the progeny of the Musa and Harun of this ummah; that is Muhammad 
and ‘Ah 285:
<. . . j}
The appreciation of these motifs is tangent upon an understanding of then* signification 
in the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition. When the background necessary for this understanding 
is present, as is expected from the target audience, the Tahmid can achieve a great 
economy of words (words/value ratio) thanks to the esoteric i/taZnrelations that are 
created. The motifs become symbols that encompass and manifest fundamental concepts 
such as tasalsul. By using these Qur’anic motifs in this context, the Tahmids attach, and 
also impart to the audience, their esoteric interpretation, simultaneously fulfilling the 
goals of praise and religious enlightenment. These are, of course, only demonstrative 
samples of the most widely used motifs.
Complementary Binarisms: The Physical and Intellectual
The special relation of Muhammad and ‘All, as expressed by the Musa-Harun motif, 
reflects a more deeply entrenched sense of binarism in the Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid 
tradition and worldview: a complementary binarism. There is no shortage of the familiar 
antithetical binarisms in Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids, for example the binarism of haqq and
  Aft/
batil, heaven and hell, and so on . Complementary binarisms, however, not only coexist 
but, as the name suggests, each of its constituents completes the other; they are two
285 For other examples of the Musa-Harun motif see: al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2-106 (Appendix-4:27), 3-227 
(Appendix-4:57), ‘Imad al-DIn, ‘Uyun, vol.I (Appendix-4:152), Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Risalah- 
Ramadaniyyah-X335H (Appendix-4:182).
286 See for examples of haqq-batil antithetical-binarism: al-Qadi al-Nu‘man, Iftitah al-Da ‘wah (Appendix- 
4:10), al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 3-256 (Appendix-4:60), ‘AH b. Muhammad b. al-Wafid, Damigh al-Batil 
(Appendix-4:131) and Risalat al-izhar wa al-tabyln (Appendix-4:160). For examples of heaven-hell 
antithetical binarism see al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 1-6 (Appendix-4:19), 1-38 (Appendix-4:22), 2-123 
(Appendix-4:29), 3-204 (Appendix-4:53), Risalat al-Munirah wa al-Diya’ (Appendix-4:163).
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complementary faces of one single reality. The binarism of the role of Muhammad and 
‘AH manifests the binarism of revelation {tanzil)- both Qur’an and ShaiTah, on the one 
hand, and its inner or hidden esoteric meaning {ta’wil) on the other. It also reflects the 
more existential binarism of physical or tangible (jismanl or mahsus), on the one hand, 
and spiritual or intellectual {ruhani!nafsam or ma'qul), on the other. These binarisms 
frame the Fatimid-Tayyibi outlook of their physical and spiritual universe.
Muhammad and ‘All, described customarily in Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids as 
nabiyy (Prophet) and wasiyy{lit. legatee, understood in the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition as 
heir and successor), are both assigned clear roles through the complementary binarism of 
tanzil and ta ’wil. Muhammad is described as sahib al-tanzil and ‘All as sahib al-ta’w llm . 
While Muhammad’s precedence is established and unquestioned, his role is defined as 
that of mediating the revelation, whereas ‘All is responsible for the elucidation of the 
meaning embedded within it288. According to Fatimid-Tayyibi sources, Muhammad is 
said to have declared: ‘AH is to me, as my soul is to my body’289. The Hadith is 
interpreted as referring to ‘AH as the one who gives the soul of meaning to the body of 
the Shari'ah. In essence, however, the binarism is two parts of a unity, since, to start 
with, meaning is embedded in revelation and is part of it. In another Hadith attested by 
Fatimid-Tayyibi sources, Muhammad is said to have stated: you and I, O ‘All, were 
created from one light (nuf)m . Both concepts, and by inference both roles and the 
individuals that play them, are thus inextricably related. The following Tahmid by al- 
Mu’ayyad (Majalis, 2-128end) is an example of this binarism in action:
(ta ’Iif), as the Tahmid suggests, both roles, as guardians of tanzil and ta ’w il As another 
Tahmid by al-Mu’ayyad {Majalis, 1-38, Appendix-4:22) explicates, the Imams are
287 See for example al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2-137 (Appendix-4:35), 2-179 (Appendix-4:42), 3-251.
288 Muhammad’s precedence is unquestioned. In one Tahmid, Majalis, 2-169end (Appendix-4:41), al- 
Mu’ayyad markedly emphasizes this point by describing ‘All as khavr al-ummah ba ‘d nabiwiha. The terms 
used for describing these roles vary, but tanzil and ta’wil are perhaps the most popular. The words waliy, 
kitab, shar‘ are commonly used in lieu of tanzil and the words bayan, sharh, tarjuman are commonly used in 
lieu of ta ’wil
289 Syedna Taher Saifuddin, w a'zsermon.
290 Syedna Taher Saifuddin, wa(z sermon.
Since the Imams are descendants of both Muhammad and ‘ Afi, they inherit and combine,
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hafazat al-tanzil and khazanat al-ta’wil. That they are in one sense combined is itself 
evidence that they are in essence two parts of a single reality. From another perspective, 
each Imam assumes the role of Muhammad as the guardian of tanzil while his successor, 
the hujjat-‘uzma, assumes the role of ‘All, continuing the binarism. The binarism of 
zahk-batin and the concept of tasalsul are intertwined: for the persistence of the 
binarism, the succession of ‘All and the continuity of Imamate in his progeny is 
necessary. Stated explicitly here, the inheritance of these roles is mostly implied by using 
words associated with the tanzil-ta’w il binarism for the Imams, which were meant 
originally for Muhammad and ‘All291.
This relationship between Muhammad and ‘All, and the binarism of tanzil-ta’wil 
not only defines them respective roles but also simultaneously necessitates the 
consciousness of overt and covert meaning {ma‘na zahiri wa bat ini). This binarism is 
frequently presented in Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids by relating the symbol (mathal), with 
the symbolized (mamthul), as in this Tahmid by al-Mu’ayyad {Majalis, 1-89, Appendix- 
4:25)292:
i t '  } tt S * t " '
The salawat builds on the audience’s familiarity with the Qur’anic image of the lamp in a 
glass vessel from the light-verse {ayat al-nur), 24:35. The mathal, the lamp and its vessel 
are literal, covert and inanimate, while their counterpart, the mamthul, Muhammad’s 
chest and heart, are esoteric, overt and animate. It is only by uniting the two: tanzil and 
ta ’wil, zahir and batin, and mathal and mamthul, that harmony is achieved.
Another representation of these binarisms is the idea of the Silent and Speaking 
Qur’ans (Qur’an-^imfr and Qur’an-natiq)293. Closely related, both are deemed necessary, 
mirroring the complementary binarism of tanzil and ta ’wil. A reference to these terms in 
Tahmids evokes TJfovaZ^elations with the binarism and also with the Qur’anic verses and
291 See for example al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 1-38 (Appendix-4:22), 3-245 (Appendix-4:58), *Risalah li ba'd 
aAc/rA-tf’ (Appendix-4:127) in Majmu' vol.II, ‘All b. Muhammad b. al-Wafid, Majalis al-Nush, Majlis-106 
(Appendix-4:138).
292 Other examples of the mathal-mamthulbinarism: al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, l-6(Appendix-4:19), 1-81, 1-89 
(Appendix-4:25), 2-172end, 3-227matn, Rasail-Ramadaniyyah-1214H (Appendix-4:173—the season of 
worship and its mamthul), 1216H (zamzamy al-bikmah), and 1244H (Appendix-4:178— ‘All as the one 
who defines the mathal and the mamthul and is ‘mamthulmathal al-safinah). An excellent example of this 
binarism is in Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1356H (Appendix-4:189).
293 Silent and Speaking refers not simply to written vs. oral. Silent implies that it is inanimate, whether 
written or oral, while Speaking, because of the signification o f nutq in Arabic as mentioned above, implies 
animation, thought and agency.
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historical anecdotes upon which it is based294. The verses 23:62 and 45:29 describe the 
Qur’an as speaking the Truth or with Righteousness {yantiqu bi al-haqq). Al-Mu’ayyad 
{Majalis, 2-137) asserts that the kitab as ‘speaking’ is not simply metaphorical. The 
veracity of the Qur’anic statement relies, he argues, on the realization of the mamthul of 
the kitab. the Imam. He contends that, according to tradition, ‘AII went out one day with 
the Qur’an on his head, addressed the text of the Qur’an and said, *0 Book of Allah, 
speak!’. After repeating this thrice, ‘All declared that the text is the ‘Silent’ Book of 
Allah, and indeed he himself is the ‘Speaking’ Book of Allah {kitab Allah al-natiq). 
Another word used to present this idea is qarln al-Qur’an (companion of the Qur’an). 
This is based on an assertion, presented by al-Mu’ayyad {Majalis, 2-278), that the very 
word Qur’an is ‘extracted from’ qarana, to join. On the surface it was called Qur’an 
because it combined the parables of distant communities. The true meaning, however, is 
that the inanimate Silent Qur’an has an animate Speaking counterpart. Initially referring 
to ‘AH, the words qarln and kitab Allah al-natiq are also used for the Imams, 
underscoring the concept of tasalsuP5. At another occasion al-Mu’ayyad (3-265) 
presents a Hadith, that is also widely cited by Sunni sources, in which Muhammad 
connects the Qur’an and his progeny. Muhammad states, ‘I leave amongst you two 
weighty objects (al-thaqalayn): the Book of Allah and my progeny’296. Being the 
counterpart to the Qur’an, according to the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition, the Imam carries 
the copyright to the text’s interpretation.
With these binarisms in mind, it is not surprising that many Fatimid-Tayyibi 
Tahmids cite Qur’anic or even non-Qur’anic phrases, conscious of their esoteric 
signification. The author either explicitly relates the literary signification of the phrase 
with its mamthul, that which it signifies or specifically refers to in the esoteric tradition, 
or alternatively assumes that the audience, based on their background, will create an 
esoteric fikrah-relation with the mamthul,
The following concise Tahmid in the beginning of al-Qadi al-Nu‘man’s Ta’wil al- 
D a(aim, vol.I, Part-1, Majlis-1 (Appendix-4:4), is a good illustration of an esoteric fikrah- 
relation:
294 See for example al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2-182end (Appendix-4:43), Hatim b. Ibrahim, Risalat al-Ihsan 
(Appendix-4:114) and ‘All b. Muhammad b. al-Wafid, Majalis al-Nush, Majlis-111 (Appendix-4:144), 
Risalah Ramadaniyyah, 1244H (Appendix-4:178).
295 See for example al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2-121end (Appendix-4:28— ‘All) and 2-123 (Appendix-4:29—  
Imams).
296 Musnad-Ahmad, no.10707, 10779,20596; Sunan al-TirmidEi, no. 3720, Sahih Muslim, no. 4425.
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In the context of a work on the ta ’w ll of the Shari‘ah, the modified Qur’anic quotation of 
verse 39:6: ‘He creates you in the wombs of your mother, creation after creation’, 
immediately evokes an esoteric fikrah^relation. Following the Tahmid, al-Qadl al- 
Nu‘man expounds on the meaning which he assumes that his target audience would have 
appreciated based on their background. He explains that the ‘creation after creation’ in a 
mother’s womb signifies the movement from one level of knowledge to another. The 
mothers, he maintains, are simultaneously mustafldun and niufldun, they receive 
knowledge from those above them and pass it on to those below them. Their wombs, 
(butun) represent the inner esoteric meaning {batin al-‘ilni), in which they shift those 
who receive knowledge, from one creation to the next, from one level to the next.
An illustration of an esoteric jSkrah^olation being created by a non-Qur’anic 
phrase is in the following Tahmid by Hasan b. Taj in al-Risalah al-Muzayyanah 
(Appendix-4:161):
y>-  a S ^ j J  j l j  , , . { iL i j l l  Abwij (^ £^ 11 AJil "ill All V j !  -ty -ilj
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In the Fatimid-Tayyibi context, the testimony of the trees and stones to Muhammad’s 
Prophethood evokes an esoteric i?taZM*elation with its meaning explicated elsewhere: 
each inanimate tree and stone, by virtue of having six sides (up, down, right, left, front, 
back), acknowledges the Prophethood of Muhammad, the sixth in line of Prophets who 
brought forth a new religion (natiqs)297.
In other instances, the esoteric signification is clearly and explicitly stated, 
making the relation an esoteric nisbah-relation. The following passage from the 
introduction of the Yemeni DaT Idris ‘Imad al-Din’s momentous seven volume historical 
work, ‘Uyun al-Akhbar, vol.I (Appendix-4:152), combines both nisbah and fikrah esoteric 
relations that highlight the inner meaning of Qur’anic verses.
297 Syedna Taher Saifuddin, wa 'zsermon.
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The ahl al-bayt in verse 33:33 are clearly specified through an esoteric /7/5Z>aA-relation as 
Muhammad, ‘All, Fatimah and their two sons, Hasan and Husayn. The other verse in this 
passage, 76:8, specifies the subject of the verb ‘feeds’ (yu t‘imuri) as ‘All. Both verses
298also create a //AraA-relation with the historic anecdotes relating to the verses . The 
reference to Musa and Harun (7:142) and the completion of the religion (5:3) create the 
esoteric fikrah-ZQlations referred to earlier.
Another example of esoteric /77s6aZ?-relations in Tahmids is from the salawat on 
the Imams in ‘AH b. Muhammad b. al-Wafid’s, Majalis al-Nush, Majlis-108(Appendix- 
4:140):
p ^ ju c r^  J l a \ ^ ivi. yj06:43 and 21:7) e & A t d j j  *j
(65:10-1 if x  < . . . \y i
In verses 16:43 and 21:7 God commands listeners to ask, literally, the people or family of 
Remembrance (ahl al-dhikr), if they do not know. In the Tahmid, based on the reference 
in the following phrase that states that Muhammad is referred to as dhikr in the Qur’an 
(65:10-11), an esoteric nisbah-relation is created between ahl al-dbikr and the Imams, for 
the Imams are the family of dhikr, that is Muhammad299.
298 Historical account of 'tathlrverse’ (33:33) in al-Qadi al-Nu‘man, Sharh, vol. 10, pp. 489-492. Brief 
reference to verse 76:8 in Sharh, vol. 9, p. 353.
299 Also see the salawat on the Dans in Miya Sahib Wall bhai’s Risalat al-Najm al-Thaqib (Appendix- 
4:181), for additional examples of esoteric /7/s6aA-relations.
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An existential complementary binarism, that anchors the ones mentioned above, is that 
of the physical, tangible or dense (jismam\ mahsus or kathlf) on the one hand and the 
spiritual, intellectual or intangible {nafsanl, m a‘qul or latif). This binarism forms the 
larger frame of reference in which the tanzll-ta’wll, the mathal-mamthul and samit-natiq 
binarisms are couched. With its foundation in the Qur’anic verse 51:49: ‘And all things 
We created in pairs; haply you will remember’, not only does this binarism contextualize 
the interpretation of revelation, it offers a unique outlook of existence at large. 
Commonly interpreted as the binarism of the sexes, the Fatimid-Tayyibi interpretation of 
the verse sees the pair even within each individual entity, serving as a testament to the 
Unity of God300. Each human is constituted of a body and soul301; we have the qalam and 
lawh; the universe is this world (dunya) and the Hereafter (akhirah), worship ( ‘ibadah) is 
‘ilmiyyah and ‘amaliyyah, religion is islam and Iman, communication is lafz and m a‘na, 
percception is mahsus and m a‘qul, perception is through basar and basirah, and indeed 
meaning is zahir and batin. The following Tahmid by al-Mu’ayyad is an excellent 
representation of this binarism302:
* / * # i* * / / *
/  /  /  /  ✓ ** /  /
✓ } * /  * /  /  /  /  /
‘ £ij # iSi'jl*!.,) {^12° "
<(79 £ ^ j  1 <
J * * f  * s % f  * s 4
:jyj)\AuyjcLX\ j o i  u $&j jw iy u sJ  (2)
"* x / /  / / " ✓ /  / /
^  > *  ' ,  * '  *  '  '  > '  '  > > '  }  '  ><a_»oI>-_jj   otjL-s ^  j^(3)
*  *  '  *  "
*' '  ' * ‘ s ' * * > > t * } * } * '
.  .  .  (54‘5^
300 The binarism of all else as a testament to God’s unity is referred in the Tahmid of Risalah- 
Ramadaniyyah-\2\5H (Appendix-4:174).
301 According to the Risalah-Ramadaniyyah, 1215H, it is for this reason, that a human is called insan. The 
an is of the dual, referring to the body and soul. The binarism of the body and soul is also quite widely 
accepted in Christian theology and Greek mythology.
302 The beginning portion of this Tahmid first appears in al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 1-36. A slightly modified 
version appears again twice: in 2-111 and 2-191(Appendix-4:49). The repetition of this hamd demonstrates 
the importance of this complementary binarism as the one that sustains all other binarisms. See also, 1-60  
(Appendix-4:23), 3-207, 3-255matn (Appendix-4:59).
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The Tahmid clearly sets out two parallel worlds: the jism ani and the ruhani. The 
complementary binarism is created and enhanced by the structure and rhetorical elements 
of the Tahmid. The first segment beginning with alladhJfocuses attention on the jism ani 
with introductory phrases with the rhyme Ir, stressing God’s hikmah and tadbir. The 
change of rhyme begins the description of the jism ani world with the aid of Qur’anic 
verses. Another change of rhyme and the use of the verbal noun, ikmalan, marks the 
transition phase in which both the jism ani and ruhani are mentioned. The third segment, 
separated again with the parallel appearance of alladhl and another change in rhyme, 
introduces the ruhani world with a couplet. The subsequent change in rhyme follows the 
lead from segment-1 in describing the ruhani world, except that it is described using 
parallel abstract entities to the physical entities enumerated in the Qur’anic verse in 
relation to the jism ani world. The sky is a nafsanl sky; the stars are of nur; the earth is 
holy and ruhani. And just as the jism ani provides sustenance for the body, the ruhani 
provides nourishment for the soul. Based on ./Z&raZf-relations with other Tahnnds, the 
nafsanl sky is the Prophet, raining with the revealed words that cultivate the land, the 
wasiyy, from whom the fruits of knowledge grow303.
The Tahmid of RjsaJah~Ramadaniyyah-l356l-L(Appeiidix-4\ 189), written by 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin, is unique in that it establishes the mathal and mamthulbinarism 
at the onset, and finally links it with the duality of la tlf-ka th lf (or nafsanl-ruhani). The 
following excerpt is a sample of the binarism that is consciously maintained throughout 
the rather extended Tahmid (over forty A5 pages) focusing on the rites of hajj
✓ /  /  /*"*"    ------ *»
^  and 22.26)
0 s 0 s n /   ^  ^ 4 /  /  /  /  /  /
 /   ----- / / x / / /
(3 J S & y
✓ x1 /  / /  /  /  s s s V / /
jj*! Ajl
303 This is based on a reading of other Tahniids from the Majalis, 2-160 (Appendix-4:40) and 3-247matn. 
This binarism is also alluded to in this verse praising the Imam in al-Mu’ayyad’s Diwan:
UojjIJ tt-laJaJ * Cola f.UujAl Lcuul A-A
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The parallel rhyme and rhythm of the respective phrases establishing the mathal and the 
mamthul enhance the impact of the binarism. While the superiority of the mamthul is 
clearly stated, both are deemed necessary, not the least as a result of their being stated in 
parallel phrases. The relation and binarism here too is a complementary one. The end of 
the first segment sees the binarism of mathal-mamthul being linked to the binarism of 
latlf-kathlf. The Ka ‘bah, the mathal which is physical, is the qiblah for the kathlf, the 
body, as in the practice of ritual prayer. The mamthul, which is in its essence ruhani, is 
the qiblah for the la tif, the soul. The mention of the sitr, the drapes that adorn both 
K a‘bahs (kilayhima), in the first segment, creates firstly a /Z&raZf-felation with the 
physical drapes that adorn the Ka ‘bah, and secondly an esoteric irira/z-relation with the 
DaTs, the veils (hujub) who ‘cover’ the Imam in the time of seclusion. While the relation 
is not explicitly stated here, near to the end of this Tahmid, in the salawat on the DaTs,
the following phrase explicates the relation:
/  /  /  /
In the context of hajj, an awareness of what the symbols signify is achieved through these 
relations. The Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid thus demands from its audience the recognition 
of this binarism and expects to enlighten them through it.
This leads us to another special relation, that also fits into the mould of complementary 
binarisms: the zuhur period, in which the Imam and his whereabouts are known, and the 
satr period, in which the Imam is in seclusion and is represented by the DaT. The 
following excerpt from the Tahmid in the D al ‘Ali b. Muhammad b. al-Wafid’s Majalis 
al-Nush, Majlis-109 (Appendix-4:142) is an illustration of this binarism:
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The binarism is presented through a relation with a frequently used secondary relata: the 
succession of day and night mirroring zuhur and irrespectively. Through this relation 
with secondary relata, not only is the binarism easier to perceive but is shown to be as 
natural as the cycle of nature. This relation also evokes a number of fikrah-relations: as 
the two periods represent day and night, the Imam and the DaT are the nafsanl sun and 
moon respectively. Following the statement in the Tahmid that ‘God has established His 
religion on the model of His creation’, the relationship of the sun and moon in nature is 
also applied to its nafsanl counterparts. Just as the moon accepts and reflects the sun’s 
light, the DaT receives the rays of enlightenment (fayd), from the Imam during the night 
of satr. The DaTs are often related to the Imam as mirrors of the Imam’s divine 
light (mi/), and as drawing support (ta ld), from him304. This relation contextualizes the 
Imam’s seclusion and establishes the legitimacy of the DaTs authority.
The complementary binarisms, which are illustrated above, play a major role in Fatimid- 
Tayyibi Tahmids and infiltrate many levels. An understanding of these binarisms is 
essential to appreciate fully the depth of relations and the outlook that is presented in 
these Tahmids. The roles of key relata, Muhammad and ‘All, the Imam and his successor 
(hujjah), and the Imam and DaT in time of seclusion {sati), are defined through this 
binarism. The binarism of the nafsanl and jism ani sustains the fundamental binarism of 
this world and the Hereafter, of the revealed word and its inner meaning. The Tahmld is 
the bridge where these two worlds intersect, allowing a seamless transition from one to 
the other.
Individual Stock Relations
Having dealt with the relation with God, and a series of special relations, it is worth 
noting briefly some of the other stock relations of relata in Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids.
304 For example, Miya Sahib Wall bhai in Risalat al-Najm al-Tbaqib (Appendix-4:181) states in the salawat 
on the Da ^s: ‘fa lama ‘at minh um ashi ‘ ‘atu anwarihim ’ t
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The range of relations is almost infinite, and only a selection of relations that are 
repeated regularly is presented.
Muhammad is routinely positioned with relation to God as His chosen one, 
(mustafa) , with the Prophets as their leader (sayyld) , and with mankind in general as 
the best (khayi) . His role is defined with relation to revelation, the Qur’an and the
Shan‘ah as mentioned earlier308, the personification of God’s mercy (rabmab) and 
guidance (bidayab)309, especially the arduous task of guiding from paganism to Islam310, 
and intercession {shafa‘ah)3u. The complementary binarism of bashir and nadhir, based 
on Qur’an 48:8..., is also often used to describe the Prophet312. The Fatimid-Tayyibi 
tradition also stresses the n/5&z&-relation between Muhammad and ‘All identifying him 
as his successor (wasiyy), brother, cousin and son in law313. Similarly, the msbab-relation 
with the Imams, as their grandfather (jadd) is also emphasized314. All in all, the relations 
concerned with Muhammad establish him as the supreme Prophet and saviour.
‘All’s position with relation to God is as His elect (waliyy) and namesake 
(samiyy)315. The relation with Muhammad is as mentioned above, as his successor 
(wasiyy), brother, wazir, cousin and son in law. The succession is often highlighted with 
reference to verse 5:3316. There is another complementary binarism that relates with ‘All, 
manifested in his description as knight of the pulpit and the battlefield (laris al-minbar 
wa al-maydan), or in the words sayf-qalam317. The pulpit relates to ‘AH as the source of 
ta ’xvil, for which he is often described as qarln al-Q w’an or Qur’an natiq, as mentioned 
earlier, while the battlefield stresses, with reference to various battles, his role in the
305 For example, al-Mu’ayyad, Sirah (Appendix-4:14— mustafa).
306 For example, Qamruddin b. Hibat-Allah, D ad‘at al-Ahzan (Appendix-4:165—sayyid al-mnrsaUn).
307 For example, al-Majalis al-Tayyibiyyah (Appendix-4:169).
308 For example, al-Mu’ayyad, Majilis, 1-75 (Appendix-4:24— wahy/tanzil), 3-204 (Appendix-4:53—  
Qur’an). Hamid al-DIn al-Kirmani, al-Masabih(Appendix-4:11—sta r1).
309 For example, Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-XYlTXA (Appendix-4:166—rahmah/hidayah).
310 For example, Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-X349II (Appendix-4:185—nahiyan ‘an 
‘ibadat al-asnam).
311 For example, Qamruddin b. Hibat-Allah, Da f t‘at al-Ahzan (Appendix-4:165).
312 For example, al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2-144 (Appendix-4:36— al-mab‘uthibashiran wanadhira).
313 For example, Hamid al-DIn al-Kirmani, Tanblh al-Hadt (Appendix-4:13— ahihi wa wasiyyih), al- 
Mu’ayyad, Majalis; 1-1 (Appendix-4:163— wasiyy) , 2-123 (Appendix-4:29— waztr), 2-137 (Appendix- 
4:35—zawjibnatih), 2-144 (Appendix-4:36—akblhJibn ‘ammih).
314 For example, Husayn b. al-Wafid, al-Risalah al-Kamilah(Appendix-4:150—shan‘atjaddibim).
315 For example, Hamid al-DIn al-Kirmani, al-Risalah al-Wadiyyah (Appendix-4:12— waliyy-Allah), 
Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-X246H (Appendix-4:179— asamiyyah kan li-Allah al-‘Ali).
316 For example, al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 1-16 (Appendix-4:21).
317 For example, al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2-121end (Appendix-4:28—fans al-minbar wa al-maydan).
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establishment of Islam alongside Muhammad. ‘All’s nisbah-relation with the Imams as
IJQ
their father (abb) is also frequently created .
Fatimah is often identified through three prime //A^^-relations: with her father 
Muhammad, her husband ‘All and her sons the Imams. Her role as the vital link between 
Muhammad, ‘AH and the Imams, mentioned earlier, is often highlighted. The descriptive 
dimension of sayyidat nisa’ al-‘alamm is often repeated, creating a it&raZ/^elation with 
the Hadith of the Prophet319. Her suffering after the death of the Prophet is also 
commonly mentioned . She is also described by creating a relation with Mary .
Hasan and Husayn are generally related with Fatimah, with the proposition that 
they have attained physical and intellectual nourishment from her. Their suffering and 
martyrdom, especially that of Husayn, frequently forms part of their descriptions322. They 
are also commonly described as sayyida shabab ahl al-jannah, again, creating a fikrah- 
relation with the Hadith of the Prophet323. Another prime relation with regard to Husayn 
is as father of the Imams in his progeny .
The Imams, apart from the obvious msAa^-relation with Muhammad, ‘AH, 
Fatimah, Hasan and Husayn, are often related to God as the intermediaries through 
whom He guides325. The roles and descriptive dimensions of the Imams are all inherited 
from Muhammad and ‘All. All that is mentioned above, including rahmah, hidayah, and 
qarin al-Qur’an, is readily related to the Imams. The Imams are related to the DaTs as 
their source of intellectual sustenance and enlightenment. The DaTs in turn are described 
mainly as their representatives (nuwwab) , those who keep alive the D a‘wah of the
318 For example, Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-llllH (Appendix-4:166—abuhum).
319 Sunan al-Tirmidhi, no.3714, 3808, 3828; Sun an Ibn Majah, no.1610; Musnad-Ahmad, no.11332, 11192, 
22240,25209; Sahih al-Bukhan, no.3353, 5812; Sahlh-Muslim, no.4487,4488.
320 For example, Husayn b. al-Walid, al-Risalah al-Kamilah {zawjatih, sayyidat al-nisa’ labisati ba‘d ablha 
jilbab al-huzn, al-nujaba’minnajliha).
321 For example, Miya Sahib Wall bhai, Risalat al-Najm al-Thaqib (Appendix-4:181— shabihat Maryam).
322 For example, Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1246H (Appendix-4:179—sayyida shabab ahl al-jannah), Syedna 
Talier Saifuddin, Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-\335H (Appendix-4:182—radl'ayy darriha, masmuman shahida, 
arada al-zalamatu bi qathh).
323 Sunan al-Tirmidhi, no.3714, 3701; Sunan Ibn Majah, no.115; Musnad-Ahmad, no.10576, 11351, 11166, 
11192.
324 RisaIah-Ramadaniyyah-l246H (Appendix-4:179—a’immatmin dhurriyyatih).
325 Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1337H(Appendix-4:184— hadana bi Muhammadin wa 
al Muhammad).
326 Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1349H(Appendix-4:185— aqama bayna zahranay al- 
nasnuwwaba du'atan mutlaqina).
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Imam, through whom the Imam’s nur is visible327. Different images and secondary relata 
are used, including being the instruments used by the Imam328.
Conclusion
The Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid, like the broader tradition, encapsulates and symbolizes the 
tenets of its belief. The components, the added sub-components and the structure and 
nature of Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid relations, all combine to include the Fatimid-Tayyibi 
community as part of the larger Muslim uminah. At the same time, they highlight the 
relations and beliefs that distinguish it. Its uniqueness lies in its ability to embed 
theological wisdom {ma‘rifahr) within the Tahmid on the basis of the binary view of 
existence, the physical and intellectual (see Fig.l below).
The binarisms highlighted might also be viewed as creating an esoteric ‘system of 
language’, to use Saussure’s terminology. The complementary binaries are anticipated at 
the most basic level: literal and extra-literal. Familiarity with this ‘esoteric’ language, 
which exists as a substratum of the Arabic language system, ensures access to a complete 
different dimension of meaning. The system also ensures that the ‘extraction’ of the 
inner-meaning has its own rules. Each ‘signifier’, rather than being synchronic and static, 
has an infinite number of diachronic and dynamic ‘signifieds’ which make the Tahmid 
relevant to an equally infinite number of experiences and contexts. Only those with the 
authority to extrapolate meaning, the Imam, and the DaT in his seclusion, are able to 
define previously unknown significations. This proposition makes even age-old texts 
relevant to contemporary issues and contexts. This is demonstrated further in the analysis 
of Tahmids in different phases of the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition in the following chapter.
327 Risalah-RamadaniyyahA214H (Appendix-4:173— a 1-muqim Da*watuhu bi du(atihi al-mahdiyyln, al- 
mumiddin du'atahum), Hasan b. Taj, al-Risalah al-Muzayyanah (Appendix-4:161—zahara nuruh bihujajihi 
wa du'atih).
328 Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-l244H (Appendix-4:178—hum alatusan'atihi),
329A1-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2-188end (Appendix-4:48).
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Introduction
On the basis of an analysis of a representative Tahmid from each of the three phases: 
Egypt (4tll-6 ,l710,ll-12th century), Yemen (6th—10th/l2th—16th century) and India (10th-  
14th/16 —20 century), this chapter analyzes the adaptation and expansion of the 
Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition to meet changing religious and geopolitical circumstances on 
the one hand and to ensure the continuity of the fundamental values and motifs of the 
tradition on the other. The demarcation between these three periods is primarily based on 
geographical changes in the headquarters of the Fatimid-Tayyibi D alwah, each
330 Excerpt-Al-Q5dl al-Nu‘man, Ta’wil al-Da‘aim, vol.1, Part-1, Majlis-7; from the Fatimid phase.
331 Excerpt-Al-Kinnahi, al-Masablh (Appendix-4:11); from the Fatimid phase.
332 Excerpt-Dal Hatim b. Ibrahim, Risalat al-lhsan (Appendix-4:114); from the Yemeni phase.
333 'Bx.csxpi-Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-l 1??H (Appendix-4:166); from the Indian phase
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accompanied by a fundamental shift in its religious and political dynamics: (i) overt 
religious and political authority of the Imam in Fatimid Egypt which constituted the 
period of zuhur, (ii) the transition to the satr period following the seclusion of al-Tayyib 
with the leadership of the community entrusted to the Da"! al-Mutlaq (or D al al-sati), 
the Imam’s representative in Yemen, a period with only partial political authority, and 
(iii) the continued religious but ‘apolitical’ authority of the D al following the transfer of 
headquarters from Yemen to India. The demarcation is helpful because it corresponds to 
changes in the Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid, in particular the increase in length334. An 
overview of the religious and geopolitical dynamics of the three phases, alongside a 
survey of the most influential authors in each period, will provide a foundation for the 
analysis of one sample Tahmid from each phase.
The Fatimid Phase
The Tahmid in the Fatimid stage is distinguished by its binary outlook, the persistent 
salawat on ‘AH and the progeny of Muhammad, and by the relative increase in length
nn c
compared to earlier dynasties. The establishment of a Fatimid state in North-Africa , 
the subsequent spread of its political influence and eventually the conquest of Egypt and 
the founding of the capital, Cairo, allowed for the first time the overt declaration of 
Fatimid ideology without fear of persecution336. The physical and spiritual affiliation 
with the Prophet, which was the basis for Fatimid authority, is clearly represented in 
Tahmids in chancery and non-chancery documents. Examples of chancery documents, 
referred to and analyzed in previous chapters, also show a consciousness of the concepts
334 Although there is a wider trend of prolixity in Arabic compositions in India in this period, it is certain 
that no other tradition extended the Tahmid as much as the Fatimid-Tayyibi Rasa'il-Ramadaniyyah. A 
more detailed survey of Indian Tahmids outside the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition is perhaps a project for the 
future.
335 Note that, from an ideological perspective, the line of Imams, the tasalsul, that is referred over and again 
begins with Muhammad and then ‘AG, Hasan, Husayn, ‘Alt b. Husayn and so on. ‘All himself, who is 
considered the rightful successor to Muhammad, did not command political authority except for the last 
four years of his life. His son Hasan made a truce with Mu'awiyah and conceded the political authority. 
According to Fatimid-Tayyibi belief, however, Imams are Imams with or without political authority. The 
spiritual authority was inherited through a continued chain of Imams from Muhammad and ‘AG through to 
al-Mahdi, founder of the Fatimid caliphate.
336 The only earlier example of Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids (IsmaTfi Tahmids) would be those in the Rasa’i l  
Ikhwan al-Safa\ if  it is accepted that they were indeed authored by Ismaffi DaTs. All 52 risalahs begin 
with a veiy standard (Appendix-2:80):
Lai 4&I y ila u a l  (jjill o AiC- j j l a  ^ L uij Aaall
In a few instances there is also a brief salawat; the ending Tahmid of risalah no. 20 for instance; 
significantly, the salawat is on Muhammad and his 'good and pure progeny’. There are several Tahmids 
(Appendix-2:81-86) in the context of the case of the animals referred to earlier.
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of tasalsul and the binarisms discussed above . There are indications of a connection 
and transference in terms of style, structure and spirit between Tahmids in Fatimid 
chancery and non-chancery documents.
The earliest Tahmids of non-chancery documents that survive are from the 4th/10th 
century. Among these, the works of al-Qadi al-Nu‘man (d. 363/974) are the most 
prominent. His famous work D a'a’im  al-Islam (Appendix-4:3), on principles and practice 
of Fatimid-Tayyibi jurisprudence, begins with a very brief Tahmid, with an explicit 
salawat on Muhammad and the Imams in his progeny. The Ta’w ll al-Da‘m n  (Appendix- 
4:4-8), the esoteric interpretation of the principles and practices outlined in the earlier 
text, is possibly a later compilation of his Majalis al-Hikmah: special sessions convened 
for the religious education of the faithful elite in terms of knowledge. Probably one 
M ajlis was recited at each of these sessions, which were a regular feature in Fatimid 
North-Africa and Cairo and beyond in the Fatimid-Tayyibi Da'wah in Yemen and India, 
until the present day. The continuity of the format allows us to trace the change in style 
from one time to another and from one author to another. Each of al-Qadi al-Nu‘man’s 
Majalis in Ta’w ll al-Da'aim starts with a very brief Tahmid, with a salawat on 
Muhammad, occasionally also on ‘All and on the Imams always. The Tahmid of the very 
first M ajlis (Appendix-4:4), quoted in chapter-V (p. 195), clearly expresses the zahir-batin 
binarism despite its conciseness. The Tahmid is reiterated at the beginning of every 
Majlis; but the repetition is a cause not for monotony but for creativity and variety. 
Compared to the Tahmids in Ta’wll al-Da‘aim, al-Qadi al-Nu‘man’s most likely later 
work on jurisprudence, entitled Mukhtasar al-Athar (Appendix-4:9), boasts a relatively 
longer Tahmid. One of al-Qadl al-Nu‘man’s works on history, Iftitab al-Da(wah 
(Appendix-4:10), also has a fairly long Tahmid. This Tahmid is an example of the usage 
of the haqq-batilbinarism which is a trademark of the broader Tahmid tradition. Al-Qadi 
al-Nu'man’s Tahmids, even the brief ones, visibly stand out in terms of the sight and 
sound patterns created by rhetorical devices, especially since the rest of the text, except 
for the salawat at the end, is not rhymed. The variance in the length of Tahmids in al- 
Qadi al-Nu‘man’s works demonstrates how it is different from context to context. With a 
few exceptions, many fiqh works in Fatimid-Tayyibi literature have rather short
337 For example the chancery document explaining al-Hakim’s execution of Barjawan discussed in chapter-
II (p.63; Appendix-2:57) and the 'Hidayah Am iriyyah’qtd. in Shayyal.
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Tahniids, possibly because of al-Qadi al-Nu‘man’s influence on jurisprudential writing 
within the tradition.
In contrast, two works by a contemporary of al-Qadi al-Nu‘man, DaT Ja‘far b. 
Mansur al-Yaman, al-‘Alim  wa al-Ghulam (Appendix-4:1) and al-Shawahid wa al-Bayan 
(Appendix-4:2), begin simply with the basmalah and T seek His aid’ (wa-bihi as tain). 
This contrast shows that while the basmalah was mandatory, it was largely up to the 
author to utilize the Tahmid formula, making the definition of precise trends viz. sub­
genres or authors rather difficult.
About a century later, the Tahmids in the influential works of the DaT Hamid al- 
DIn al-Kirmarii (d. 411/1021) are worth considering. The Tahmids in three of his works, 
al-Masablh f i  ithbat al-Imamah (Appendix-4:11), al-Risalah al-Wadiyyah (Appendix- 
4:12) and Tanblh al-Hadl wa al-M ustahdi(Appendix-4:13), all display the characteristic 
features of Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids discussed above. Notably, in the first two of these, 
there is also an explicit salawat on the Imam al- ‘asr (the author’s contemporary Imam) 
al-Hakim. All three contain the four components of Tahmid. In the first two, the 
hamdalah, initially in the absolute noun form, al-hamd li Allah, is repeated again in the 
first person verbal form, ahmaduhu, a familiar feature of Fatimid chancery documents. 
This can perhaps be taken as an indication of how the development of styles and patterns 
in the chancery influenced the style and pattern of non-chancery writing as well. The 
congruity in terms of the use of rhetorical devices in al-Kirmaril’s Tahmids and Fatimid 
chancery documents further confirms this transference of style. The author also follows 
the Tahmid with a short du*a in some of his works, yet another feature of chancery 
documents. All these features become the norm in the Tahmids of al-Mu’ayyad.
Al-Mu’ayyad al-Shiraz! (d. 470/1078), the chief DaT in the time of the Fatimid 
Imam al-Mustansir, is one of the most illustrious Fatimid authors in terms of the 
sophistication of Tahmid relations, both conceptually and rhetorically, and in terms of his 
legacy. He wrote extensively on Fatimid esoterics; he was also the head of the state 
chancery in Cairo for a short period, which is likely to have impacted his writings, 
including the Tahmid. Near the end of the Fatimid phase, al-Mu’ayyad’s praise- 
preambles are the pinnacle of Fatimid Tahmids, especially in his Majalis (Appendix-4:15- 
105). Every one of his eight hundred Majalis begins with an eloquent and meaningful 
Tahmid, followed by a short address and du% followed by a brief wise council 
(mawTzah), followed by the main body of the M ajlis (math), and ending with another
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du‘a and end-Tahmid. Each M ajlis was presented orally by al-Mu’ayyad to a specially 
authorized audience every Thursday in the Dar al-Hikmah in Cairo. The hybridity (being 
simultaneously oral and textual) of these written Majalis accounts for the similarity of 
their structure and rhetorical patterns to those of a khutbah. These M ajalis became the 
archetype for a number of written works and also for the orally-delivered wa (z  sermons 
later in the Indian period, The Tahmids in al-Mu’ayyad’s M ajalis also became the 
paradigm for the praise-preambles of these works and sermons in spirit, structure and 
style338.
Al-Mu’ayyad’s Tahmids were referred to extensively in the previous chapter, 
because they illustrate the wide variety and distinctive aspects of Fatimid-Tayyibi 
Tahmids and simply because of the sheer number (1600 Tahmids!). In most cases the 
Tahmids concentrate on the core binarisms of tanzil-ta’wil, zahir-batin and jism ani- 
nafsanl that contextualize the fundamental assertion of al-Mu’ayyad’s Majalis: the 
existence of a hidden layer of meaning in revelation that is based on rational premise, 
accessible only through the Imam. In other words, the Tahmids link the microcosm of the 
Qur’anic verse, interpreted in each M ajlis, with the Fatimid-Tayyibi view of the 
macrocosm (a binary view of the Qur’an and existence). This binarism also necessitates 
tasalsul, so the Qur’anic quotations and motifs of continuity of the Imamate also feature 
consistently. In some Tahmids, however, the specific theme of the Majlis, or the time 
period in which it was delivered, is also contextualized339. The following Tahmid is one 
such example.
Al-Mu’ayyad’s Majalis 3-272 Tahmid: The Holy Months
The Tahmid of M ajalis 3-272 (Appendix-4:65) contextualizes the holy months of Rajab 
and Ramadan on the basis of al-Mu’ayyad’s primary thesis: the binarism of the mabsus- 
ma cqul. The contextualization is achieved through a range of regular and esoteric nisbah 
and fikrah-relations, enhanced dramatically by the rhetorical devices employed. The 
context of Ramadan also sets the scene for comparison with Tahmids from the same 
context in the Indian phase. For ease of reference, the Tahmid can be divided into 5 
segments: (after the standard basmalah whose ta ’wil dimension must not be ignored) i-
338 The Majalis-Mustansiriyyah (Appendix-4:106-110), referred to in the previous chapter (p. 160) 
ostensibly written by Badr al-Jamali, also follow the same format.
339 For example, the exposition on ‘aql, Majalis, 1-1 (Appendix-4:15), 1-2 (Appendix-4:16), and ija z , 1-3 
(Appendix-4:17), ‘ten nights’, 1-4; the contextualization of event such as the festival o f al-Ghadlr 1-6 
(Appendix-4:19), 2-147, ‘Asbura’2-150 (Appendix-4:37), Rajab/Ramadan, 2-272 (Appendix-4:65).
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hamd 1, ii-hamd-2, iii-sbabadab of God, iw-shabadah of Muhammad and finally v- 
salawat.
The first segment, beginning with the absolute noun al-bamd li Allah, 
immediately relates God with specific days and nights, with the relational proposition 
that He has selected some of them and made them special. This further creates a fikrah- 
relation with the belief that is consistently propounded by al-Mu’ayyad, that no action of 
God is without reason, encouraging the audience to think of the reason here. The second 
relation is created between the months, establishing a clear hierarchy, with Ramadan as 
the most eminent. The well designed ‘exception clause’ that follows starts with a 
negation, denying and questioning the favouring of months that are deliberately 
described as unable to perceive their own existence, lifeless and lacking the faculty of 
speech and thought (nutq); it goes on to say that the preference of these days and months 
would not be meaningful if they were not veils and covers for a hidden meaning. This 
second part begins with the powerful lawla, {barf im tina( al-im tinaf-—the most powerful 
of the particles of exception because it negates the possibility of the two parts 
coexisting—for example ‘he would not be alive IF you had Not saved him’ {ma kan la 
yanju lawla anqadbtab). While all seven phrases share the end-rhyme ab, the last words of 
the second, third and final phrase, Rajab, rutab and hujub, resonate due to their 
assonance and shared conjugation. The words rutab, sing, rutbab and hujub, sing, bijab 
are closely associated with the hierarchy of budud. The linguistic relation between the 
three words echoes and anticipates from the onset the relation between the mathal 
Rajab, and the mamthul: the rutab and hujub.
Following on the first relation, the favouring of certain months by God Himself, 
al-Mu’ayyad makes a case for the necessity of the binarism of the mathal-mamthul, the 
inanimate and the animate, by appealing to logic. The word choice for the description of 
the months, muntajab, selected, already creates an esoteric AferaZ/-relation with their 
mamthul for those familiar with Fatimid-Tayyibi literature. The word is usually 
associated with the selection of Prophets by God, and therefore a relation is created 
between the inanimate months and the animate Prophets340. What these months 
specifically signify in terms of hierarchy is left for the audience to contemplate; those 
who do have a background in Fatimid-Tayyibi ta ’wil — probably including all regular
340 See for example description of Muhammad as muntajab in Hamid al-DIn, al-Masabih (Appendix-4:11), 
‘Imad al-DIn, 'Uyun, vol.I (Appendix-4:152), also describing ‘All in ‘All b. Muhammad b. al-Walld, 
Majalis al-Nvsh, Majlis-101 (Appendix-4:132), Risalat al-Munlrah (Appendix-4:163).
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attendees of the Majalis -  can readily create a Tzfo'aA-relation with the mamthul. One of 
the significations, according to a Hadith cited by DaT Idris ‘Imad al-Din in Risalat al- 
Bayan (Appendix-4:151), is that Rajab is the month of ‘AH, Sha'ban that of Muhammad 
and Ramadan is the month of God. Another signification in the same risalah considers 
Rajab as the month of the Imams. The rationale in relating particular inanimate months 
with specific animate hudud is also discussed in this risalah.
If this were a Tahmid in a khutbah addressed to a general audience, who do not 
have a background in ta ’wil, the justification of the binarism is an invitation to come and 
learn; and there are several reasons why I contend that this is originally a Tahmid of a 
khutbah delivered by the Imam. Firstly, in the regular format of the Majalis Tahmid, 
there is seldom a separate segment for the shahadah. The same applies to the repetition 
of hamd as a noun and as a verb. Secondly, the Tahmid is in the first person as being 
spoken by the Imam himself, as substantiated in segment-2 with the statement amana 
bina. In other Majalis Tahiriids, 3-268 (Appendix-4:64) for instance, the explicit subject 
of the verb hamd and shukr is al-Muhammad, the Imam. Thirdly, the Imams used to 
deliver khutbahs in the main Masjids in Cairo on Fridays, and this Tahmid could have 
been borrowed from one such khutbah in Ramadan. This is not unlikely since the Majalis 
were formally attributed to the Imam: the custom was that the chief DaT would send the 
written Majlis to the Imam and on the Thursday would receive it from the palace with 
the Imam’s seal, a custom which endorsed the authority of the M ajalis141.
The first segment thus introduces the Ramadan context by raising and answering 
a question: what is the reason behind the preference of certain months? By presenting the 
mathal-mamthulbinarism as an answer, and accompanying that with a brief argument for 
its validity, the hamd contextualizes through educating or enlightening its audience. That 
the hamd in this segment is a noun, and recognizing that nouns are not time bound and 
may be called absolute, a i5AraZ?-relation is created between the absoluteness of the noun 
and the perceived absoluteness and timelessness of this binarism.
The second segment of the Tahmid changes the tone from the absolute noun to a 
more personal first person verbal ahmaduhu. The first of four instances of Qur’anic 
quotations occurs here. The modified quotation of verse 29:43, which in the Qur’anic 
context refers to the mathal of the frailty of the spider’s web, is adapted here to refer to
341 This is according to T.Qutbuddin (2005, p.85) who quotes al-MaqflzTs K hitat and Ibn Tuwayr’s 
Nuzhat.
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mathal, referring to the holy months, as a symbol necessitating a mamthul, a symbolized. 
Relating the Qur’anic reference to amthal with the esoteric interpretation of the holy 
months adds credibility to the binarism. The latter part of the verse: ‘and none 
understands them save those who know’, with the aid of the first person subject of the 
verb beginning the segment, forms an esoteric Bkrah-relation with the Imams, specifying 
them as the ones who know ( ‘alimuh). The first person verb and the first person pronouns 
referring to the Imams in the subsequent phrases strengthen this esoteric jS^raA-relation.
Based on the attribution of the Majalis to the Imams, the second phrase of 
segment-2 creates msbah-iQlations between the Imam and God and the Imam and the 
audience respectively. With the same relational proposition, that of giving protection 
(amah) from God’s wrath, the skilful use of pronouns, amanana and amana bina,\ focuses 
attention on the Imams, first as those protected by God, and second as those through 
whom God protects mankind (from punishment). With the relations created by these 
additional pronouns there is no doubt about the identity of ‘alimun earlier.
The last two phrases of the second segment, marked by a change in end-rhyme 
and a shift from the verb to the verbal-noun, shukr, reinforce the complementary nature 
of the binarism. The du‘a that beseeches God to accept the devotee’s piety in these holy 
months, given that he has clung to both the la fz and the ma ‘na, implies that recognition 
of both is necessary for the devotion to be accepted. The reference to the terms lafz and 
ma ‘na, which are extensively used in the study of balaghah and philosophy to mirror the 
relation between symbol and symbolized, banks on the audiences’ awareness and 
understanding of these terms and also draws on the wide acceptance of their 
complementary relationship. The two terms reflect the Fatimid-Tayyibi binarism of 
‘ibadah ‘ilmiyyah and ‘ibadah ‘amaliyyah, both of which are deemed necessary in this 
Tahmid (see Fig.l, chapter-V, p.203). The focus on the balance between the two also 
serves to disprove the stereotyping of the Fatimids as ‘ batiniyyah ’ who shun the practice 
of the prescriptions of the Shan‘ah in favour of its purely intellectual hidden 
significations. The mirroring of the relationship in the la fz and ma ‘na, while establishing 
the supremacy of the latter, conveys unequivocally that, although the signified is 
important, the signifier cannot be forsaken.
The reference to the binarism continues in the third segment of the Tahmid, 
marked by the proclamation of the shahadah of the Oneness of God, and another change 
in end-rhyme. A nisbah-relation between the Imam and God is established with the
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relational proposition of God having settled them in His sanctuary (haram). This evokes a 
number of iT&raZr-relations. The first relation is with the Qur’anic verse 14:37 in which 
the Prophet Abraham addresses God and requests aid for his progeny, whom he has 
settled in ‘a valley where there is no sown land by [God’s] sacred house (lit. Mecca). This 
creates a fikrah-telation between the Imam and Abraham’s descendants, recognized as 
Imams by the Fatimids, and establishes continuity between the progeny of Abraham and 
the progeny of Muhammad. The word haram also creates an association with aman, based 
on the description of haram in another Qur’anic verse, 29:67, as haraman aminan. This 
creates an esoteric fikrah-relation with the previous segment, in which the Imam, like the 
physical haram, is described as a source and guarantor of aman, linking the mathal and 
mamthul. The followers of the Imam are settled in both the physical haram and its 
intellectual counterpart, the haram of the Imam, i.e. his Da ‘wall In the following phrase 
another nAAaZ?-relation between the Imams and God is created with the relational 
proposition that He honoured them by the four sacred months referred to in the Qur’an in 
verse 9:5 and 9:36 (ashhur al-huruni). In the context of the binarism of mathal-mamthul 
established in the beginning of the Tahmid with specific reference to ‘selected months’, 
it is only natural to expect a spiritual counterpart to the four sacred months with whom 
an esoteric fikrah-relation can be formed342. The case for such an expectation is 
strengthened if we consider the verb that is used for the relational proposition sharrafa, to 
honour. Based on the premise presented in the first segment, it is difficult to explain the 
honorific status of the four months unless there is an animate mamthul that they signify.
The fourth segment begins with the proclamation of the Prophethood of 
Muhammad, emphasizing the complementary binarism between Muhammad and ‘All. 
Muhammad is related to a Qur’anic verse 19:57 referring literally to the Prophet Idris, 
described as a nabiyy raised by God to an elevated position (makanan ‘aliyya). While the 
word ‘Prophethood’ is not mentioned in the proclamation explicitly, the principle of 
correspondence with Idris allows us to surmise that Muhammad was raised to the same 
high position of Prophethood. That the use of this verse is not incidental becomes 
abundantly clear when another verse from the same surah with the word ‘aliyya is quoted 
in the subsequent phrase. In the original Qur’anic context of verse 19:50, the progeny of 
Abraham are given by God a lisana sidqin ‘aliyya, a tongue of truthfulness that is sublime 
( ‘aliyy). In the context of the Tahmid, Muhammad, also in the progeny of Abraham, is
342 The four sacred months are widely accepted as Rajab, Dhu al-Qa‘dah, Dhu al-Hijjah and Muharram.
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given a tongue of truthfulness named ‘All, as his successor (wasiyy). The msbah-xQl&tion 
between Muhammad and 4 All is on the one hand that of a nabiyy and his wasiyy, and on 
the other it is a Qur’anic relation between Muhammad, as the messenger of revelation, 
and ‘All, as the truthful tongue that expresses the inner meaning of revelation. From 
another perspective, ‘AH, through the elucidation of the meanings within revelation, 
establishes Muhammad’s veracity (sidq). The modified Qur’anic quote assigns esoteric 
meaning and establishes a fikrah-relation with the progeny of Abraham, once again 
suggesting continuity between Abraham and Muhammad’s progeny. At the same time, it 
establishes a very specific nfc^aZr-relation between Muhammad and ‘All. The congruity 
in the binarism of Muhammad and ‘Ali is epitomized by the skilful use of two separate 
occurrences of the word ‘aliyya in the Qur’an, the first in relation to Muhammad and the 
second in relation to ‘All.
While the repetition of ‘aliyya creates a complementary binarism, the repetition 
of the sound asah in the last two phrases of segment-4 creates an antithetical binarism. 
The identical sound of the two occurrences of asah is juxtaposed against the contrasting 
meaning. With the aid of pronouns, a rather complex but strong tripartite relation 
between God, Muhammad and ‘All unravels through the two lines. In the first of the two 
phrases, God quashes through him (bihi) i.e. through ‘AH, those who disobey him (man 
‘asah), i.e. disobey God or Muhammad; in the second phrase, God (hidden subject 
pronoun), has placed his, i.e. Muhammad’s testament (burhah) in him (Hhi), i.e. in ‘AG, 
just as Musa’s burhan was in his staff ( ‘asah). Muhammad’s relation with the ‘asam  the 
second phrase relies on a fikrah-relation with the Qur’anic image of Musa and his ‘asa. 
The relation works effectively because Musa’s staff, in the Fatimid-Tayyibi esoteric 
tradition, is the symbol of his wasiyy and successor Harun343. The evidence or testament 
(burhah) of Muhammad is in ‘AG, as the burhan of Musa was in his staff or Harun. This 
implies that the burhan of tanzil is in ta ’wil. Resorting to relations with a well 
established Qur’anic narrative, and assigning to it specific esoteric interpretations 
through relations enhanced greatly or even created by rhetorical devices, proves to be a 
powerful mix of ingredients that conveys an equally powerful binarism.
The final segment of the Tahmid begins with salawat on Muhammad and his 
progeny, focusing on the concept of tasalsul that is the prime esoteric signification of
343 Al-Qadi al-Nu‘man, Asas al-Ta 'wll.
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salawai44. The survival of the mathal-mamthul binarism is dependent on tasalsul In the 
final phrase, by resorting to the powerful Qur’anic kalimah motif discussed in the 
previous chapter, it is stated in a matter-of-fact way that the Imamate will continue in 
the progeny of Muhammad (fillini), who are described as being crowned with the 
Imamate until the Day of Judgment. The jT&r' /^i-relations with Abraham and his progeny 
continue here as well: the pronoun in ‘his progeny’ in the Qur’anic context of the kalimah 
verse 43:28, ‘and He made it a word (kalimah), enduring in his progeny’, refers to 
Abraham. Thus the continuity of the enduring word of Imamate from Abraham, through 
Muhammad, through ‘All, through the Imams is established in this segment and 
throughout the Tahmid.
While specific rhetorical devices have been referred to so far, it is worth noting 
that the sight and sound patterns of this Tahmid also act collectively to establish the 
relations of binarism and continuity both visually and phonetically. The luzum-ma-la- 
yalzan}45, the complete and partial paronomasia (Jinas) and conjugational parallelism in 
the words ending each of the rhyming couplets in the Tahmid, except in segment-1, 
tacitly create a harmonious binarism and continuity: *alimuu. naiinim . tanassukuh. 
tamassukuh: haram, hurunr, ‘aliyya, ‘aliyyan wasiw a. ‘asah. ‘asah: im amah. qiyamah. In 
the first segment however, although the end words share the rhyme ab, there is no 
consistent paronomasia or luzum-ma-la-yalzam. The comparatively less uniform end- 
rhyme of the seven phrases of the first segment perhaps reflects the perplexity that is 
evoked by the rhetorical question about the preference of certain inanimate months. By 
contrast, in what follows, the paronomasia and conjugational parallelism of the words 
ending each rhyming couplet become more and more complete until the words 
tamassukuh-tanassukuh are almost identical in segment-3, in reference to la fz and m a‘na, 
and then again the words ‘aliyya- ‘aliyya (though not in the end-rhyme) and ‘asah- ‘asah in 
reference to Muhammad and ‘AH in segment-4. The order imposed by these phonetically 
and visually similar words is an answer to the perplexing question imposed by the 
relative inconsistency of the words in segment-1. The sustained pairing of these near
344 Note that in most of al-Mu’ayyad’s Majalis Tahmids where there is no shahadah there is a separate 
salawat on Muhammad, ‘All and the Imams. Here ‘All has already been mentioned and related with 
Muhammad in the shahadah. He is, in any case, included in the al o f Muhammad.
345 A term used mostly with reference to poetry in which the poet imposes restrictions pertaining to the 
qaSyah, the end-rhyme, over and above what is required of him by the traditional rules. The Luzumiyyat 
poems composed by al-Ma‘am, a contemporary of al-Mu’ayyad, are the most famous example. Here the 
luzum  is to impose the restriction that the word ending each rhyming couplet should display full or at least 
partial jinas, paronomasia and should be conjugationally parallel.
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congruous words reflects the correspondence between the two parts of the binarism 
necessary in order to achieve harmony.
The pattern of the Tahmid as a whole displays rather amazing symmetry. The five 
segments are not equal in length. The first segment is seven phrases, the second four (or 
pair of couplets), the third two (single couplet), the fourth four (or pair of couplets) and 
the fifth two (single couplet). Looking at a flgural representation of the pattern that this 
creates, it is not difficult to find meaning in it (see Fig.l and Fig.2). Once again segment- 
1 stands out, the seven phrases from one perspective reflecting the heptads of Imams. 
The rest are perfectly symmetrical: (7) 4-2-4-2 (Fig. 1), or if we consider each rhyming 
couplet individually then: (7)-2-2-2-2-2-2 (Fig.2). The symmetry in the 4-2-4-2 pattern 
reflects the binarism: a mirror image corresponding to the parallelism of the mathal- 
mamthul, tanzll-ta’wll, lafz-m a(na or Muhammad-'AG. On the other hand, looking at the 
2-2-2-2 pattern as a sequence, a reflection of the sequence of Imams and then continuity 
is perceivable. It is unlikely that this Tahmid was ever dissected in this way by al- 
Mu’ayyad’s contemporary audience or that it was ever intended to be; however, based on 
the concept of tacit persuasion referred to earlier, these sight and sound patterns affect 
and persuade us in a manner that is not necessarily consciously comprehensible. We do 
not know exactly how, but they do affect us.
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The Yemeni Phase
The Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids in the Yemeni stage retained Fatimid concepts and style 
to a great degree; on the other hand, certain distinctive changes -  viz. an increase in 
average length from the Fatimid period, the addition of salawat sub-components, 
specifically the salawat on Fatimah, al-Tayyib and the DaTs -  are a reflection of the 
changing religious and geopolitical circumstances of the Fatimid-Tayyibi Da‘wah. A 
brief overview that led to the transfer of the Da(wah from Cairo to Yemen is necessary to 
place the development of Fatimid-Tayyibi literature, including the Tahmid, in context.
The spiritual D a‘wab of the Fatimids in Yemen began with the campaign of DaT 
Abi al-Qasim (Ibn Hawshab) Mansur al-Yaman (d. 3rd/9th century) and remained active 
throughout their rule in Cairo and even after, under the auspices of the DaT al-satr 
following the Imam’s seclusion. In terms of political dominion, DaT Abi al-Qasim held 
power in a fairly large area in Yemen, in the name of the Fatimid Imam in North-Africa. 
Then it was with the rise of the Sulayhids to power that Yemen again became politically 
aligned with the Fatimids in Egypt during the time of al-Mustansir (d. 464/1101). This 
allegiance resulted in constant contact with Cairo, via a flow of people each way, and a 
steady stream of correspondence; a collection of sijilk  sent from the Fatimid chancery to 
Yemen in that period survives. The lofty titles and high praise accorded to the Sulayhids 
by the Imams in these letters illustrate the high esteem in which they held them and their 
followers, especially al-Hurrah al-Malikah, the Sulayhid queen whom the Imam raised to 
the rank of hujjah in the religious hierarchy346.
A most crucial sijill for the Fatimid-Tayyibi Da‘wall is one sent by the twentieth 
Imam al-‘Amir (d. 524/1130) to al-Hurrah al-Malikah informing her of the birth and 
proclamation as heir of his son al-Tayyib. This document called S ijill al-bisharah and 
quoted in Majmu'j vol.I and later in the Fatimid-Tayyibi DaT ‘Imad al-DIn’s ‘Uyun, 
vol.VII, (pp.254-255) describes al-Tayyib as having been extracted from the line of 
Prophethood as light is drawn from light {kama yustakhraj al-nur min al-nur): an 
effective nass or appointment. The Imam commands her to spread the good news in her 
kingdom. Shortly after, al-Amir was assassinated in Cairo by Nizan assassins. Before his 
death, he appointed his cousin ‘Abd-al-Majid, later known as al-Hafiz (d. 544/1149), as
346 For further reading and references on the early Yemeni period o f the Fatimid-Tayyibi Da'wah see ‘Imad 
al-Din, 'Uyun, vol.VII (alt. title: The Fatimids and their Successors in Yemen, with an English summary by 
ed. A.F.Sayyid), B.S. Qutbuddin (1996) and Hamiduddin (2000).
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regent for his infant son. ‘Abd-al-Majid maintained this position for a period of time, 
using the appropriate title ‘the holder of the oath of allegiance of the Muslims’ (waliyy 
‘ahd al-muslimln). Through this time relations with Yemen continued. After a period of 
political turmoil in Egypt, during which al-Tayyib is believed to have been taken into 
hiding and seclusion by a number of his father’s trusted advisors and DaTs, ‘Abd-al- 
Majid declared himself Caliph and Imam; he now took the title ‘the holder of the oath of 
allegiance of the Believers’ (waliyy ‘ahd al-mu’miniii), a title reserved for the Imam. 
Upon receiving a sijill with this new title, demanding affirmation of allegiance, al-Hurrah 
al-Malikah responded aggressively, reprimanding ‘Abd al-Majid for unlawfully usurping 
the Imamate. She then decisively broke off the longstanding political and spiritual ties 
with Cairo.
With the concealment of the Imam al-Tayyib and the subsequent break with 
Cairo, a new phase in the Fatimid-Tayyibi Da‘wah began. The D a‘wah was now based in 
Yemen itself. The running of the Da ‘wall, which was handled by the chief DaT (D a l al- 
D u‘af) in Fatimid times, continued under the auspices of al-Hurrah al-Malikah, alongwith 
the specially appointed al-DaT al-Mutlaq (also called DaT al-sati) representing the 
Imam347. The DaT was supported by two other rutbahs, al-Ma’dhun al-Mutlaq and al- 
M a’dhun al-Mahsur or al-Mukasir. These three rutbahs were to maintain the Da‘wah 
under the name of al-Tayyib (hence Tayyibi Da ‘wah) until the appearance of the Imam or 
until the Day of Judgment. The Imamate itself is believed to continue in seclusion from 
father to son in al-T ayyib’s progeny, the present Imam being referred to as Imam al-asrov 
Tayyib al-asr. The DaT was made responsible for appointing a successor before he passed 
away, much as an Imam would appoint his successor, except that the succession need not 
be father to son. Though the Fatimid-Tayyibi DaTs maintained a degree of political 
power and had a number of strongholds, throughout most of the Yemeni period this 
power was considerably less, even negligible, compared to the Zaydls and the Sunni 
dynasties which ruled Yemen. For the Fatimid-Tayyibi followers, the political authority 
of their DaT was secondary and unrelated to his spiritual authority348; thus the D a‘wah 
continued to survive through periods of political turmoil, and eventually moved its base
347 According to Fatimid-Tayyibi belief, this was ordered by al-Amir. The representation of the Imam by 
the ranks and the continuity of the D a‘wah during the Imam’s seclusion is prescribed by Ja‘far b. Mansur 
al-Yaman in Kitab al-Shawahid wa al-Bayan (d. 4th/10th century), quoted in Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s 
Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1335H (pp. 76-82).
348 For further discussion on the distinction of the political and spiritual authority for the Fatimid-Tayyibls 
see Hamiduddin, 2000, pp. 21-22.
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to India, where the political authority of the DaT ceased to exist. Since Fatimid times the 
affairs of the D a‘wah mission in India had been handled by the Yemen establishment. 
This situation continued after the fall of the Fatimid state, and the Indian followers of the 
Fatimids remained loyal to al-Tayyib and to the Yemeni DaTs representing him .
The development of the Tahmid in the Yemeni phase, and the simultaneous 
maintenance and continuity of Fatimid principal values and concepts, should be 
understood against this background. The spirit and influence of al-Mu’ayyad in particular 
persists, as the example analyzed below demonstrates. Al-Mu’ayyad is in a way the 
spiritual father of the Fatimid-Tayyibi D a‘wah -  its literature, theology and doctrine. It 
is recorded by DaT Hatim b. Ibrahim (qtd. in ‘Imad al-Din, ‘Uyun, vol.VII, pp. 127-131 
and 177) that al-Qadi Lamak b. Malik, one of the prominent figures of the Da‘wah in 
Yemen, was sent by DaT ‘All b. Muhammad al-Sulayhi to Imam al-Mustansir to seek 
permission for performing Hajj and then visiting Cairo. The Imam delayed al-Qadi 
Lamak’s return, entrusting him to al-Mu’ayyad’s care and tutorship. He stayed in Cairo 
for five years during which he absorbed al-Mu’ayyad’s teachings and possibly embraced 
his style; he also had the good fortune to obtain answers for certain questions directly 
from the Imam himself. Upon return to Yemen, al-Qadi Lamak is reported to have passed 
on all the knowledge he had acquired to his son Yahya b. Lamak, the bearer of the same 
rank of DaT al-Balagh, one of the ranks in the hierarchy of hudud, who in turn tutored 
the first Fatimid-Tayyibi DaT al-Mutlaq Dhu’ayb b. Musa (d. 546/1151). The theological 
knowledge base of the Fatimids, including the spirit and style of their Tahmids, was thus 
transferred first hand, from mouth to ear, from al-Mu’ayyad, who was a custodian of the 
Imam’s knowledge, through Lamak b. Malik, to the DaTs in Yemen. This knowledge was 
disseminated in varying levels among the D a‘wah followers in Yemen, and was passed on 
in its entirety from one DaT to his successor. The majority of Fatimid manuscripts that 
survive today were preserved by the Fatimid-Tayyibi Da‘wah initially in Yemen and then 
in India.
Alongside the preservation of this literary tradition, the Yemeni phase also saw a 
transcription of a large part of this knowledge by the DaTs and scholars leading the 
community, in order to preserve its integrity for future generations349. Consequently, we 
see a proliferation in the number of writings in the early Yemeni phase, especially
349 Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1214H presents this torrent of transcription as an effort to preserve the main 
points of the higher levels of knowledge hitherto passed on orally from generation to generation.
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risalahs on higher esoterics (haqa’iq) -  a subject which, apart from a handful of written 
works, was for the most part dependent on oral teaching -  and by extension a 
proliferation of Tahmids. The Tahmids of all these works, many authored by the DaT 
himself, reflected, explained and responded to the religious and geopolitical reality. 
Through the expansion of the Tahmld, especially the salawat on al-Tayyib and the DaTs, 
the continuity of the spiritual chain of the Da ‘wah was emphasized, and the spiritual 
affiliation with the Imam, despite his physical absence, was sustained. The Yemeni 
Tahmids also retained the basic Fatimid concepts of tasalsul and complementary 
binarisms, their practice of esoteric Qur'anic references, their stock motifs and relations 
and their style.
A reference to a few influential authors, before looking at one particular Tahmld 
in more detail, will provide a broad view of the tradition in the Yemeni phase. As always 
there are examples in which the Tahmld is purely conventional. The Risalat al-Nafs 
(Appendix-4:111) by the first DaT Dhu’ayb b. Musa for instance begins:
1 *** \ . t
SybaJij i  jd U ll
Nevertheless, the mandatory salawat on Muhammad and his progeny is present, which 
together with the esoteric dimension of the components makes even this simple salawat a 
strong statement. One of the risalahs by this DaTs M a’dhun al-Sultan al-Khattab (d. 
6th/12th century), Risalat Mumrat al-Basair (Appendix-4:112), boasts a well-rounded 
Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmld350. The Tahmld offers an insight into the basic reason for the 
practice of offering hamd[ the prime reason for the existence of the Tahmld tradition. We 
offer hamd knowing that indeed hamd is the limit (ghayah) for our intellect vis-a-vis 
God, and that we have no other alternative:
350 Also see Tahnud of Risalah li al-Sultan al-Khattab (Appendix-4:126) in Majmu\ vol.II.
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The Tahmld is broken into a noun hamd segment, a verbal first person segment, the
shahadah of God, the salawat on Muhammad, ‘AH, the Imams described as the 
forefathers of al-Tayyib, and on those personas (.maqamai), in all probability referring to 
the DaTs, through whom al-Tayyib shows his miracles and warnings. The Tahmld on the 
one hand retains the spirit of Fatimid Tahmids with respect to tawhld, the binarism of 
the physical and intellectual (basirah/tab assur) and stock relations (the ‘true’ names of 
God, the ‘brotherhood’ between Muhammad and ‘All, guidance). On the other it displays 
the addition of salawat on al-T ayyib and the DaTs, illustrating the evolution of the 
Fatimid-Tayyibi Yemeni Talmud.
The risalahs of Muhammad b. Tahir (d. 584/1188), compiled alongside numerous 
other risalahs in the compendium M ajmue al-Tarbiyah, introduced earlier, also exhibit a 
wide variety of Tahmids, allowing for a comparison of a range of styles in the Fatimid 
and Yemeni phases. Chronologically, the risalahs range from the time of the Fatimid 
Imam al-MuTzz -  al-Rlsalah al-La’ihah with a brilliant lengthy Tahmld, in contrast to 
the relatively brief Tahmids of al-Qadl al-Nu‘man -  up to the time of compilation in the 
Yemeni phase in the 6th/12th century.
The numerous works of the third Fatimid-Tayyibi DaT Hatim b. Ibrahim (d. 
596/1199) also contain examples of Tahmids that perpetuate the Fatimid legacy and 
establish the relations necessary for the new circumstances. One such example is the 
opening of his Risalat al-Ihsan (Appendix-4:114). The Tahmld illustrates the unique 
Fatimid-Tayyibi understanding of tawhld, the reference to the true names of God, the 
binarism of zahir-batin represented by a reference to the kitab sam it and kitab natiq, the 
concept of tasalsul represented using the Qur’anic motif of habl-Allah, and an 
interpretation of verse 24:35 through an esoteric msAa/z-relation defining the meaning of 
the olive tree as Muhammad, who is the source of the ‘oil’ that lights the lamp {misbati), 
which symbolizes ‘AH. This is supplemented with a specific reference to the Imam of the 
age, al-T ayyib who is described through a series of images as the essence of the line of 
Prophethood. Similarly, a relation is established with the DaTs and the hudud of al- 
Tayyib who are the vital link between the audience and the Imam. The additional 
components and the slightly longer length of the Tahmld seems to have become the 
standard by the time of this DaT.
DaT Hatim b. Ibrahim also has a collection of Majalis similar in format to those 
of al-Mu’ayyad, known as al-Majalis al-Hatimiyyah (Appendix-4:115-120), which
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discuss the virtuous qualities {fada’il) of ‘All. Like al-Mu’ayyad’s Majalis, each M ajlis 
begins and ends with a distinct Tahmid. The Tahmids of a later collection of Majalis 
entitled M ajalis al-Nusb wa al-Bayan (Appendix-4:132-149), authored by the fifth DaT 
‘AH b. Muhammad b. al-Walid (d. 612/1215), are another example of the continuation of 
the M ajalis format and of the wealth and variety of Tahmids in the Yemeni phase. A 
Tahniid of a M ajlis from the latter collection is analyzed in-depth below.
Towards the end of the Yemeni phase, the writings of the nineteenth DaT Idris 
‘Imad al-Dln (d. 872/1468), best known for his historiography, must be highlighted. His 
magnum opus, the seven volume work ‘Uyun al-Akhbar (Appendix-4:152-157), perhaps 
the most comprehensive work on Fatimid-Tayyibi history, traces the history of the 
Fatimid-Tayyibi D a‘wab starting from the time of the Prophet through until the author’s 
time. The work quotes a significant number of Fatimid sijilh  and taqlids and is thus a 
great repository of Fatimid chancery Tahmids. In addition to the brilliant Tahmid that 
introduces the 'Uyun in vol.I (Appendix-4:152), the other volumes (for example vol.II 
and vol. VII, Appendix-4:153-154) and various other sections, for instance the beginning 
of the section on al-Musta‘li (Appendix-4:155), al-Amir (Appendix-4:156), and al-Tayyib 
(Appendix-4:157), all begin with contextualizing Tahnnds.
The longer-than average Tahmld introducing the *Uyun, apart from the regular 
concepts of tasalsul' binarism and stock images, focuses on the role of guidance (hidayah) 
and establishes its necessity and continuity throughout the ages. In particular, 
Muhammad’s role in uniting the dispersed Arab peoples and saving them from their 
ignorance and idol worship, and ‘All’s role in assisting Muhammad with the 
establishment of Islam and the jihad  against the enemy are emphasized. No less than ten 
modified and unmodified Qur’anic quotations with esoteric relations are employed 
throughout the Tahmid. The seclusion of the Imam is also contextualized relying on 
cyclical secondary relata to explain the vicissitudes of time, a practice common in 
introductions to works of history. Apart from the standard components of Yemeni 
Tahmids, this opening includes a specific salawat on Hasan and Husayn, and even more 
significantly salawat on Imam al-‘asr (the Imam of the age) ‘in the progeny of al- 
Tayyib’. Over three hundred years had passed since the seclusion of the Imam when the 
‘Uyun was written, and this Tahmid manifests the Fatimid-Tayyibi belief that the 
Imamate continues in al-Tayyib’s progeny, in seclusion, after his demise. The earliest 
example I have seen, and there may well be instances before then, of salawat on the
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Imam of the age from the progeny of al-T ayyib is in the T ahmid of al-Risalah al-Kamilah 
(Appendix-4:150) written in the latter half of the 7th/13th century351. In this manner, 
Fatimid-Tayyibi literature in the Yemeni phase in general, and the Tahmid in particular, 
adapt to the new circumstances, responding to them and attempting to explain them.
DaT ‘AH b. Muhammad b. al-Wafid-The afaqimd anfus
Rich in Fatimid heritage, the Tahmid of Majlis-101 (Appendix-4:132), from DaT ‘AH b. 
Muhammad b. al-Wafid’s Majalis al-Nush wa al-Bayan, illustrates the adaptation of the 
Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid tradition to changing religious and geopolitical dynamics. Since 
it is in the M ajlis format it allows for a more direct comparison with the Tahmids of al- 
Mu’ayyad, making the continuity and contrast more visible. While the complementary 
binarisms are readily found, the most visible difference is the increase in length and the 
added sub-components. For ease of reference, the Tahmld can be divided into six 
segments following the basmalah: i-hamd, ii-sbahadab of God, iii-sbabadah and salawat 
on the Prophet, iY-salawat on ‘All, v-the Imams, and vi-al-Tayyib, embedded within 
which is a relation with the DaTs.
The first segment addresses the tawhld of the Almighty in a clearly Fatimid- 
Tayyibi manner. The synthetic and grammatical parallelism in the first two phrases 
creates the tawhld paradox discussed in the previous chapter (p. 182): our hearts are 
related to God in that they fear Him, but our minds cannot relate to Him for they cannot 
even describe Him. What we perceive of God’s creation and powers relates us to Him, 
but that is the limit. In this Tahmid, the paradox is couched in the grammatical 
parallelism of the two phrases: wajilat is paralleled with ‘ajazat, qulub with ‘uqul, ‘arifln 
with wasifln and min makhafatih with ‘an ta ‘a ti sifatih. The grammatical parallelism 
suggests that we are discussing the same relation, which we are, yet the semantics 
convey that this relation is at once a relation and an ‘arelation’.
The last two phrases of this segment follow up on the ‘arelation’ through a pair of 
familiar images that visualize the impossibility of a relation. The personification of the 
thoughts (afkat) as, literally, mounts (mataya) that are prevented from moving, and the 
personification of incapacity ( cajz) as causing whosoever wishes to roam free in the 
sphere of His greatness to falter, strongly conveys God’s unreachability. Though both
351 The manuscript copy that I viewed states the author is the eighth DaT Husayn b. ‘AH b. Muhammad b. 
al-Walld (d. 667/1268), while al-Majdu’ and Poonawala in their bibliographies attribute it to his successor 
and son the DaT ‘All b. Husayn b. ‘AG b. Muhammad b. al-Wafid (d. 682/1284).
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phrases convey the same message, there is a subtle difference. In the first, those 
attempting to ‘ride’ towards a comprehension of God are described as, literally, those 
who delve into an issue {murjiflh), but with the added connotation, derived from the 
Qur’anic usage of the word in verse 33:60, of those delving into disagreeable events and 
conspiracies. In the other phrase, the parallel descriptive word in the same conjugational 
form but with an opposite connotation is, literally, those who glorify God (.musabbihln), 
a word in its verbal form used predominantly to describe angels in the Qur’anic context 
(39:75 for example). Based on the fikrah-relation with the Qur’anic contexts, the parallel 
phrases thus assert that a relation with God is impossible for humans and angels alike.
The second segment, beginning with the shahadah of the Oneness of God, through 
a modified Qur’anic verse, introduces the binarism of mathal-mamthulin a manner that 
also contextualizes the subject matter of the Majlis. Verse 41:53, ‘We will show them 
our miracles and proofs {ayat) in the horizons {afaq), and in their souls (anfus), until it is 
clear to them that it [the religion] is the Truth {haqq)\ is modified and attached to a 
Hadith attributed to the Prophet in Fatimid tradition. The Prophet states that religion 
was founded on the model of creation so that creation itself would act as a ‘proof for
352religion . That references to this verse and the Hadith are found side by side in the body 
of one of al-Mu’ayyad’s Majalis (2-128), indicates how deeply the influence of al- 
Mu’ayyad’s philosophy and concepts permeates the literature and indeed the Tahmids of 
the Fatimid-Tayyibi Da‘wah. The complementary binarism established here is based on 
an interpretation of the Qur’anic verse with this Hadith in mind. The relation between 
the afaq and anfus is mirrored in the Hadith by the words khalq and din. The afaq, the 
mahsus or mathal, the physical universe (and its components), whose existence and 
configuration is necessary for the cycle of the physical universe, parallel and symbolize 
the anfus, the ma (qul or mamthul, interpreted as referring to the hudud\ whose existence 
and configuration in the religious hierarchy is necessary for the functioning of the 
spiritual realm and the achievement of its goal: salvation. For example, just as the 
physical sun is necessary for life, its intellectual counterpart, the Imam is necessary for 
spiritual life. The latter (the Imam) is as natural and inevitable as the former (the sun).
The complementary binarism established here puts into context and establishes 
the basic premise for a discussion in the main body of the Majlis: the mirroring of the
352 This is the text of the Hadith as it appears in al-Mu’ayyad’s Majalis; 2-128:
A l i & J  ( J j l L j u I  t A i l i .  J l l i  ' L i u  (JiLL ill 2 l l  ( j j "
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physical development of the foetus as described in the Qur’an (.khalqan min ba‘dkhalq) 
(39:6), with religious development and birth. In more general terms, it firmly establishes 
the complementary binarism of zahir-batin and the physical representing the intellectual, 
inviting a renewed look at the symbolic significance of all the constituents of the 
universe and the cycles of nature. With this in mind, the parallel between the constituents 
and cycles of nature and religion are deemed anything but coincidental.
The contrast in use of the word afaq in two different contexts in the Tahrrud is 
worth pointing out. The first appearance in segment-1 is in connection with God, with 
the proposition that the ‘horizon’ of His greatness is impenetrable. In the second 
appearance in segment-2, the constituents of creation {afaq) and what they represent, the 
hudud, are ay at that ‘speak’, that prove the righteousness of, and guide people towards 
God’s religion. The contrast in the two contexts is striking and reinforces the 
unreachability of God and the mediation of his hudud that is crucial to the Fatimid- 
Tayyibi understanding of tawhld.
The third segment, beginning with the shahadah proclaiming Muhammad’s 
Prophethood, establishes his role in the tanzll-ta’w llbinarism, and highlights the concept 
of tasalsul in his progeny. Evoking verse 72:26-27 in the Qur’an, which asserts that the 
unknown {ghayb) is only revealed to those Prophets whom God selects, Muhammad is 
related with God as His servant and the one He chose for divulging unto him the ghayb, 
in order to complete his Prophethood (nubuwwah). The ghayb, that was revealed to 
Muhammad in the Qur’an, is used in the Qur’anic context in association with events in 
the past (e.g. Prophetic stories) and the future (e.g. Judgment Day), and especially the 
Hereafter (e.g. Heaven and Hell). With the subsequent references to the message of Islam 
{risalat) and the Shan‘ah and wahy Muhammad’s role as the custodian of revelation in 
the tanzil-ta ’wil binarism is established. Mirroring that binarism, the term nubuwwah, 
the verbal-noun of nabiyy, parallels the reference to ‘All in the following segment as 
wasiyy.
The description of Muhammad as amln also creates a historical MraA-relation 
with Muhammad’s role in uniting the different factions of Quraysh during the rebuilding 
of the K a‘bah, narrated in Ibn Hisham’s Slrah (p. 62). Various tribes were vying for the 
honour of placing the holy black stone {hajar-aswad) in its proper place, and finally 
agreed to accept the arbitration of the first person to walk into the sanctuary. That 
happened to be Muhammad, upon which the people exclaimed “it is the amln * -  the
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cognomen by which Muhammad was known- “he will decide justly”. According to 
tradition, Muhammad placed the holy stone on a piece of clothing, and asked a member 
from each tribe to assist in lifting it; it was carried thus to the K a‘bah, where Muhammad 
himself lifted it into place.
Throughout the segment, and especially in the last two phrases, the concept of 
tasalsul also permeates the descriptions and relations. The reference to tabUgh and risalat 
creates an esoteric fikrah-HGlaiioii with verse 5:67 in which Muhammad is commanded to 
deliver (balligh) what has been revealed to him, for if he does not, then he has not 
delivered His message {risalat). Al-Mu’ayyad {Majalis, 1-6) interprets this vital verse as a 
command to appoint ‘AH as his successor. The word amanah also inspires a fikrah- 
relation with the concept of amanah vis-a-vis the Prophet, Imam and DaT: the trust of 
preparing and appointing a successor. The continuity is further endorsed in the salawat 
phrases. The elevation of Muhammad to the highest abodes of heaven is linked with the 
continuity of the word of Imamate, using the customary kalimah motif (43:28). The 
esoteric signification of salawat is explicitly brought into play by using the verb To 
fulfil’ or ‘realize’{taqdl) in the last phrase. The subject of the verb, salawat, is the prayer 
that effectuates the continuity of the Imamate.
Whereas the relations in segment-3 were between God and Muhammad, in this 
segment, segment-4, in which salawat is beseeched on ‘AH, Muhammad becomes the 
anchor and the majority of relations are with him. Endorsing the Muhammad-4All 
binarism through the aid of pronouns, ‘AH is related to Muhammad as his wasiyy, the 
door to his city of knowledge {madlnah), the one chosen {muntajab) for his succession 
{khilafahf53, the explicator of commands and prohibitions in his SharVah. It is only in 
the last two phrases that the pronoun refers back to ‘AH.
The focus of the segment is predominantly on knowledge ( ‘ilm) and its 
explication, establishing ‘All’s role vis-a-vis tanzil-ta ’wil, mirroring the Muhammad-4All 
binarism. The term ‘ilm  appears twice in this segment, in the first and last phrases. In the 
middle phrase the word mubayyin is used, an active-participle of explication {bayan), 
frequently related to ‘All’s explication of the ta ’wllm. other Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids354. 
In the first phrase, a fikrah-telation is created with Qur’an 2:189, which commands
353 Note that the word muntajab was the term used in al-Mu’ayyad’s Tahmid {Majalis, 3-212) in reference 
to the holy months.
354 See for example: al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 1-16 (Appendix-4:21), 2-179 (Appendix-4:42), Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin, Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1335H (Appendix-4:182).
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Muslims to enter houses through their doors and a Hadith of the Prophet discussed 
below, based on ‘All’s relation with Muhammad as the ‘door to his madlnatt and as heir 
to his ‘ilm. Al-Mu’ayyad (Majalis; 1-41) argues that the command to enter through doors 
would be unnecessarily stating the obvious if it were not for the esoteric signification of 
the door and house. In the Hadith, Muhammad describes himself as the city of knowledge 
(madlnat al-(ihn) and ‘All as its gate (bab); whosoever wishes to enter the madmah 
should come through the bab355. 71m in the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition refers to the 
knowledge of the principles of the overt laws (zahir al-SharTah), the esoterics (ta ’wll) 
and the divine Truths (.haqlqah). Passed on from predecessor to successor, and from 
teacher to pupil, its continuity is vital for the survival of the D a‘wali356. Considering that 
pure 71m is crucial for salvation, the //£ra/;-relation with the Hadith and the Qur’anic 
verse establishes ‘All as the only true way to reach Muhammad and his 71m.
A comparison of the three phrases reveals a movement from the focus on ‘All as 
heir (warith) to Muhammad’s 71m, in the first phrase, to the focus on ‘All as an 
explicator (mubayyin) of the [meaning of the] directives of the Shail(ah in the middle 
phrase. The final phrase combines the two by describing ‘All as one who causes the 
springs of knowledge and wisdom ( 71m and hikmah) to flow from his divine sea. Based 
on the earlier two phrases, this interpretation may be posited: after Muhammad, ‘Ah is 
the source of the 71m, the zahir in context of the earlier appearance of the word, and also 
the source of hikmah, the batin or esoteric meaning embedded in the zahi?57. The 
continuity, based on the inheritance, and the binarism of zahir-batin, based on the use of 
the two words 71m and hikmah, are both firmly established.
The fifth segment beseeches salawat on the Imams, establishing them as the 
successors of the roles of both Muhammad and ‘Ah. Whereas Muhammad was related to 
God, and ‘All to Muhammad, the Imams are related to ‘All with a nfc&aA-relation, 
described as the Imams in his (‘All’s) progeny. The additional description of the Imams 
as the companions to the Book (<qurana' al-kitab) and its explicators, on the basis of a 
i2£ra/?-relation with ‘All who is referred to as the initial explicator of Qur’anic meaning
355 The Hadith is also cited in Siman al-TirmidhS, no. 3657 with the slight variation of the word dar, abode, 
instead of madlnah.
356 Hamiduddin, 2000, pp. 31-43, discusses the understanding and importance of the concept o f‘ilm  in the 
Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition in considerable detail.
357 In numerous Qur’anic verses the words kitab and hikmah are used together. In the Fatimid-Tayyibi 
tradition kitab refers to the zahir, while hikmah refers to the batin.
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— — O r  O{al-Kitab al-Natiq), creates a principle of correspondence with him . The use of the 
motif simultaneously, once again, reinforces continuity and the binarism of zahir-batin.
The sixth and final segment beseeches salawat on al-Tayyib as heir to 
Muhammad, and also recognizes the role of the DaTs. Al-T ayyib is related to the Prophet 
through a number of iTZra/?-relations. While the word wahy is exclusively used for the 
Prophet, the description of al-Tayyib as the place of descent for divine aid and 
enlightenment (mahbat al-ta’idal-qudsani), evokes Muhammad’s description as one upon 
whom revelation descends359, clearly conveying the belief that the Imam inherits 
Muhammad’s link with the divine. Further, the use of al-Tayyib’s kunyah, Abu al-Qasim, 
the same as the kunyah of the Prophet, as stated explicitly in the S ijill al-bisharah 
mentioned above, also suggests that al-Tayyib inherits Muhammad’s roles of guidance 
and intercession. This description of al-Tayyib addresses, and responds, to the crucial 
role he plays in the Fatimid-Tayyibi Da‘wah following seclusion.
A crucial relation between the DaTs and al-Tayyib is established in the last two 
phrases of the sixth segment, addressing the reality of al-Tayyib’s seclusion. Al-Tayyib is 
described as making clear the straight path of the true religion (din al-haqq) and, further, 
as establishing the proofs (barahin) of this religion through his DaTs. A i/ixaZ?-relation is 
also created with the surname ‘B  urban al-Dln ’ of four Fatimid-Tayyibi DaTs, including 
the present DaT al-Mutlaq, Syedna Muhammad Burhanuddin. Based on this nisbah- 
relation with al-Tayyib and the religion, a /ZZraZ;-relation is created with the use of the 
term din al-haqq in the first segment. While in segment-1 the afaq-anfus are portrayed as 
the proofs of the righteousness of God’s religion, here that role is assumed by the DaTs, 
as among the animate anfus symbolized by the inanimate afaq. Just as the afaq-anfus 
constituted the proofs of God’s religion, it is implied that the DaTs, during the Imam’s 
seclusion, are themselves the proofs of the physical presence of the Imam and the 
righteousness of his Daewah. Al-Tayyib’s relation with the DaTs, in the last two phrases 
of this Tahmld, constitutes for the Fatimid-Tayyibis the vital link that connects them to 
the Imam in seclusion, and through him to all the Imams, ‘All, Muhammad and 
eventually God. The Tahmid ends with a final prayer for the continuity of salawat until 
the Day of Judgment.
358 For other examples of reference to the Imams as qurana' al-kitab see: al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2- 
123(Appendix-4:29), Pisalah-Ramadaniyyah-l2461c{(Aippcndix-4:l79) and Syedna Taher Saifuddin, 
Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-X 335H( Appendix-4:182),
359 For example: al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, l-75(Appendix-4:24) and segment-1 of this Tahmld.
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A few final observations regarding the use of rhetorical devices and the patterns 
at play in this Tahmid are worth noting. The single end-rhyme -tih l, that continues 
through this Tahmid, not only unifies its various segments but also, as a result of a 
pronoun at the end, assists in the creation and enhancement of the relations. At the end of 
eveiy phrase, the audience is compelled to search and find the noun to which the pronoun 
refers. In the tawhld and shahadah of God and Muhammad, the pronoun predominantly 
refers to the Almighty and, in the salawat on Muhammad and part of the salawat on ‘All 
it refers to Muhammad. In the latter part of the salawat on ‘ Afi, it refers to ‘Afi himself, 
bridging the way to the salawat on the Imams which begins with a pronoun referring to 
‘Afi: ' in his progeny (dhuiriyatiiu). We come full circle then in the salawat on al-T ayyib, 
where the pronoun again refers to God in ‘the one establishing for God for His devotees 
His argument’ (al-qa’im i 11 A llah iII ‘asrihi (ala al-sibadi bihujjatilu). Finally, the crucial 
repetition of the pronoun in the last phrase in the words ‘his path’ (mahajjatM% ‘his 
hujaj’ (hu/a/ihl), ‘his DaTs’ (du‘atilu), and the final end-rhyme, ‘his proofs’ (adlllatlM), 
all referring back to al-Tayyib, builds and cements the integral relation of the DaTs with 
al-Tayyib.
There is also an interestingly frequent use of the active-participle {ism -fa‘il) 
throughout the Tahmid, that delineates the roles of each of the primary relata. God is the 
one who chooses and favours Muhammad (mukhtass,); Muhammad is the one who rises 
to uphold (mudtali*) the trust of God; ‘All is the one who explains (mubayyln) the 
Sharieah, the one who breaks (muqawwid) the kuffar.; and the one who bursts open 
(mufajjir) the sea of knowledge; the Imams are qurana9 (sing, qarlh), the ones who 
accompany the Book and the khuzzan (sing, khazin), the ones who safeguard the hidden 
meanings; and finally al-Tayyib is the qa’im, the one who stands as hujjah of God. The 
reference to du(at, the plural of the active-participle da% concludes the Tahmld. While 
the different signification of each word defines the role of each relata, the persistence of 
this conjugational form throughout the Tahmid inevitably relates the different relata and 
segments to each other.
As for the sight and sound pattern, there is again an uncanny symmetry that 
reflects the concepts of binarism and continuity. The number of phrases in each segment, 
marked by the appearance of the end-rhyme, creates a wave-like structure. The first 
segment is four phrases, the second is two, the third is five, the fourth is also five, the 
fifth is two, and the last sixth segment is four: 4-2-S-5-2-4 (See Fig. 3). That the
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segments devoted to Muhammad and ‘Afi respectively are both five, reflects the equal 
responsibility of each in the their respective roles of tanzll and ta ’wll. Splitting the 
Tahmid in the middle, the first half, 4-2-5 is the mirror image of the second half, 5-2-4, 
reflecting the binarism between the mahsus and the ma ‘qul established in relation to the 
afaq and anfus. Finally, the wave like pattern (dotted line in Fig. 3) suggests continuity, 
for indeed one wave is always followed by another, just as one Imam or DaT is always 
followed by another.
M a j l i s  1 0 1  T a h m i d  S i g h t  a n d  S o u n d  P a t t e r n s  
F i g u r e  3
Segment Segment Segment Segment Segment Segment
1 2 3 4 5 6
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The Indian Phase
The change in the dynamics of the Da ‘wah with the transfer of the centre from Yemen to 
India directly affects the nature of the Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmld. The Tahmids in the 
Indian phase are distinguished by the dramatic increase in the average length in the 
11th/17th century and, also in the same period, by the introduction of the qasidah within 
the Tahmid, the salawat on Fatimah, Hasan-Husayn and the DaTs and the adoption of a 
style rich with rhetorical devices. The primary concepts and motifs, as in the Yemeni 
phase, are inherited from the Fatimid tradition and further developed, especially with the 
opportunity provided by the increase in length.
The roots of the Fatimid-Tayyibi Da‘wah in India go back to the time of the 
Fatimid Imam al-Mustansir, five centuries earlier than the actual transfer of Da‘wah 
headquarters to India in the 10^/16^ century360. One of the earliest missionaries who 
came to the Kathiawar region of India is reported to have learned Fatimid theology under 
the tutelage of al-Mu’ayyad in Cairo. The D a‘wah in India was administered through 
Yemen since Fatimid times. During the first four centuries of the Imam’s seclusion, the 
Da‘wah in India was administered by a series of indigenous governors {walk) appointed 
by the DaTs in Yemen. When circumstances in Yemen became untenable, the twenty- 
third DaT Muhammad ‘Izz al-Dln (d. 946/1539), appointed as successor the Indian DaT 
Yusuf Najm al-Dln (d. 974/1567), who had come to Yemen from India to seek knowledge 
from him. Though this DaT too died in Yemen, he appointed the son of the last wall of 
India, the DaT Jalal Shams al-Dln (d. 975/1567), as his successor, after which the seat of 
the D a‘wah, with one exception361, remained in India, where the present DaT Syedna 
Muhammad Burhanuddin resides.
Though there was minimal addition to the corpus of Fatimid-Tayyibi literature in 
the early Indian phase, the heritage of the Fatimid and Yemeni phases, both physical 
copies of the texts and the unwritten understanding of it that was passed from mentor to 
pupil, was preserved and applied to contemporary issues. Though the mother tongue of 
the DaTs and scholars was not Arabic, they did know and understand the language well 
enough to teach works written in Arabic. Prominent scholars, among them the first four 
DaTs in India, travelled to Yemen for the sake of obtaining ‘knowledge’ ( Tim) from the
360 There had been IsmaTlis in the Indian subcontinent (Multan) during the time of al-Mu‘izz, who even 
held political power, which was quashed by Mahmud Ghazni. For an overview of the initial stages of the 
Da‘wah in India see Hamdaril (1956) and Blank (2001, p.37).
361 The exception was the thirtieth DaT ‘All Shams al-Dln (d. 1042/1632) who was based in Yemen.
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DaT himself; the transfer of the headquarters to India thus appears to be carefully 
planned. The scholar Hasan b. Nuh (d. 939/1533) and DaT Jalal Shams al-Din, the second 
DaT of Indian origin, are known to have even taught other students in Yemen. There are 
also accounts of the continuation of the practice of tutelage and special discourses similar 
to al-Mu’ayyad’s Thursday Majalis, based on his and numerous other texts, from the 
times of the earliest Indian DaTs and even before. A major portion of the D a‘wah library 
corpus in manuscript form was transferred from Yemen to India. Autograph copies of al- 
Qadi al-Nu‘man’s al-Majalis wa al-musa’irat, and DaT Idris ‘Imad al-Din’s eUym al- 
akhbar, are still preserved in the DaTs collection.
Several works on refutation, history and jurisprudence survive from the initial 
Indian period. The majority of these works are still in manuscript form. Based on a 
number of these manuscripts, the following generalities can be observed. The T ahmlds in 
many of the works on jurisprudence, such as M ajmu* al-flqh (Appendix-4:164), written in 
the time of DaT Ibrahim WajTh al-Din (d. 1168/1754) are brief and formulaic, possibly 
following the example of al-Qadi al-Nu‘man, the father of Fatimid-Tayyibi 
jurisprudence. However, another work on jurisprudence written in the 13th/19th century, 
also entitled M ajmu‘ al-flqh, features a lengthier contextualizing Tahmid (Appendix- 
4:171), demonstrating a change in the trend. An example of a refutation work written in 
the 11th-12th/17th-18th century by Habib-Allah Sidhpufi, Risalat al-Izhar wa al-Tabyln 
(Appendix-4:160), begins with a brief Tahmid contextualizing the text based on the 
antithetical binarism of haqq and batil The T ahmld of a sir ah of the twenty-sixth DaT 
Da’ud b. ‘Ajabshah (d. 999/1591), by Hasan b. ‘AH Khan b. Taj: al-Risalah al- 
Muzayyanah (Appendix-4:161), is an excellent example that demonstrates the continuity 
of the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition, but with the additional salawat on Fatimah, Hasan and 
Husayn. It is fairly long, and focuses on relations with guidance, fortitude and the 
concept of Nass to contextualize the time during and after the reign of the DaT Da‘ud b. 
‘Ajabshah. This slrah also contains the Risalat al-Na‘y  (Appendix-4:162), sent by the 
twenty-seventh DaT to Yemen upon the demise of his predecessor, which also has an 
excellent Tahmid that contextualizes the inevitability of death by creating relations that 
are similar to the ones seen in Fatimid chancery na‘y  risalahs362. This na‘y  n'salah 
confirms that there was a tradition of sending official risalahs to followers in Yemen, 
possibly authored by the equivalent of the chancery katib or by prominent hudud
362 See for example Tahmid by Ibn al-Sayrafl in context of al-Musta‘li’s death (Appendix-4:67, 68 and 69).
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The time of the forty-third DaT ‘Abd-£AIi Sayf al-Dln (d. 1232/1817), saw a 
renaissance of the literary output of the Fatimid Da‘wah, both prose and poetry. The 
forty-third DaT is said to have taken a keen interest in mastering the Arabic language. He 
also had an enormous aptitude for composing qasidahs in the same tradition as al- 
Mu’ayyad and the Yemeni Fatimid-Tayyibi DaT £AH b. Muhammad b. al-Walid; a diwan 
of the DaTs qasidahs is preserved in the D aewah library. In addition to the DaTs 
personal excellence in both Arabic language and Daewah literature, his organization and 
consolidation of the £Dars-e-Sayfi’, a free seminary for students of the Fatimid-Tayyibi 
tradition of learning (with its roots back in the time of the thirty-forth DaT), further 
encouraged literary activity. A number of important works on history and jurisprudence 
were written363, and the tradition of the RasaTl-Ramadaniyyah (Appendix-4:166, 172- 
189), crucial with respect to Tahmid, became well established in this time364.
The earliest Risalah-Ramadaniyyah (Appendix-4:166) I have seen is from the 
time of the forty-first DaT £Abd-al-Tayyib Zakiyy al-Din (d. 1200/1785). The 12th/18th 
century bibliography of Fatimid-Tayyibi literature compiled by al-Majdu£ {Fihrist al- 
kutub) does not list any RasaTl-Ramadaniyyah,, leading to the conclusion that practice 
was established as tradition only after that. The tradition of the RasaTl- Yamaniyyah 
existed for a long time, such as the Risalat al-Na (y  mentioned earlier, but these were 
primarily epistles that conveyed to the followers in Yemen news of the happenings in the 
DaTs headquarters. Nonetheless, they also featured Tahmids and undoubtedly played a 
role in the development of the RasaTl-Ramadaniyyah. It is known that while authoring 
his RasaTl-Ramadaniyyah, Syedna Taher Saifuddin regularly looked through the RasaTl- 
Ramadaniyyah written in the time of his predecessors as well as the RasaTl-Yamaniyyah.
These risalahs became more or less an annual tradition. They were written ahead 
of, or during, the holy month of Ramadan, as the date of completion in some risalahs 
shows. The RasaTl-Ramadaniyyah were completed as early as Rajab, two months before 
the beginning of Ramadan, or in Sha'ban, a month earlier, or even in Ramadan itself. 
This is known from some risalahs in which the date of completion is actually written. It 
is possible that the completion of some of these risalahs in Rajab has led to the
363 For example, al-Shaykh Ibrahim al-Sayfl’s Risalat al-Libas (Appendix-4:167), al-Shaykh Qutub b. 
Sulaymanji’s Muntaza*al-Akhbar (Appendix-4:168) and MajmiTal-Fiqh(Appendix-4:171).
364 I have not found any academic scholarship on the Rasa’it-Ramadaniyyah as an independent genre in 
Fatimid-Tayyibi literature. What follows is based on a survey of over seventy manuscripts of the RasalT- 
Ramadaniyyah, from the 12,h/18th century until the 14th/20th century, from the time of the forty-first DaT to 
the time of the fiftieth (d. 1333/1915).
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assumption that the RasaTl-Rajabiyyah was a different annual tradition. It is my 
contention that the Risalah-Rajabiyyah is simply a Risalah-Ramadaniyyah that was 
written two months in advance.
The RasaTl-Ramadaniyyah were written by learned scholars in the DaTs name. 
In the time of the DaT ‘Abd-‘Ali Sayf al-Din, it is clear from the variation in style and 
structure that more than one person was given this responsibility365. One of the 
remarkable individuals who composed these risalahs is the scholar ‘Abd^AE ‘Imad al- 
Din: he was tutored by DaT ‘Abd-‘Ali Sayf al-Din himself, and reached the high rank of 
Mnkasir al-Da ‘wah266. The milestone of personally authoring the RasaTl-Ramadaniyyah 
was reserved for the fifty-first DaT Syedna Taher Saifuddin.
The RasaTl-Ramadaniyyah begin with a comparatively long Tahmid. The primary 
structure of the Tahmid in terms of the components and sub-components is by and large 
consistent, but there is inconsistency in the inclusion and placement of the qasldah and 
salawat on the DaTs. For instance, we see examples of the inclusion of the qasldah as 
early as 1214H (Appendix-4:173), but then for many years it does not appear, possibly 
because of a change of author. Then again we see a reappearance of lengthy qasidahs in 
1244 (Appendix-4:178) in praise of Imams and one in praise of al-Tayyib in particular. 
The salawat on the DaT, for instance, is explicitly stated in Risalah-Ramadaniyyah- 
1214H (Appendix-4:173) and left out in Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1221 (Appendix-4:175). 
The structure becomes reasonably consistent in the risalahs of Syedna Taher Saifuddin 
(Appendix-4:182-189), discussed in the following chapter (p.262).
Following the lengthy Tahmid the RasaTl-Ramadaniyyah offer wise counsel 
(mawTzah), and encourage followers to take full advantage of the season of devotion. 
Following the mawTzah is often an explication of various Fatimid philosophies, the 
meaning of Qur’anic verses and tenets of the SharVah including the seven pillars of 
Islam. There is also an assertion of the continuity from the time of the Prophet, with 
special focus on the transition of the D a‘wah from the zuhur period (the presence of the 
Imam among the people) to the satr period (the seclusion of the Imam and the 
appointment of the first DaT al-Mutlaq in Yemen) up to the transfer to India, and
365 Compare for instance the styles in Rasa’il-Ramadaniyyah-l213H (Appendix-4:172) and 1214H 
(Appendix-4:173) on the one hand and 1214H and 1221H (Appendix-4:175) on the other. It is apparent that 
the former two were penned by the same author while the difference in style suggests that the latter two 
were penned by different authors.
366 Rasa’il-Ramadaniyyah-llAAVi (Appendix-4:178), 1246H (Appendix-4:179) and 1248H (Appendix- 
4:180) are examples of Tahmids authored by the scholar ‘Abd-‘Afi ‘Imad al-Din.
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continuing until the time of writing. The slrah of preceding DaTs, and the 
accomplishments and steadfastness of their hudud through the ages, also features in the 
RasaTl-Ramadaniyyah, The risalahs end with a Tahmid as well.
These RasaTl-Ramadaniyyah were only accessible directly by the limited 
minority who were proficient in Arabic. Despite this, because of the stature of Arabic as 
the language of the Qur’an and as the language of Da‘wah learning, it remained the 
primary language of literary composition. There is however, a parallel tradition of 
writing, especially poetry, in local languages such as Gujarati and Urdu. Even for people 
who knew Arabic, the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition of learning requires a mentor (mufid) to 
pass on to the pupil the true understanding and essence of theological works that may not 
be perceivable through comprehension of the letter of the text alone. In practice, the 
risalahs were copied and sent to different centres of the D a‘wah where local 
representatives would use them as a basis for lectures before and during Ramadan; this 
was the case with the majority of religious lectures which were delivered in the Lisan al- 
D a‘wah (lit. language of the Da ‘wah, a slightly modified version of Gujarati) based on 
Arabic texts and notes367. This continues to be the practice in the Fatimid-Tayyibi 
community today.
The impact of the Indian tradition of Arabic prose writing on the style of the 
RasaTl-Ramadaniyyah, and a fascination with the badl‘tradition, must be noted. We can 
postulate, pending further investigation, that the Indian style of Persian literature popular 
in the 12th-14th/18th-20th centuries, known as Sabk-i Hindi, may have had an influence368. 
It is characterized by the usage of very elaborate rhetorical devices and was very popular 
in India in this period. Elements of this style are apparent in many of the RasaTl- 
Ramadaniyyah. In Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1237H, for example, the entire Tahmid is a 
series of rhyming couplets consisting of a phrase composed by the author alternated with 
a Qur’anic verse. A number of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s RasaTl-Ramadaniyyah Tahmlds 
and qasidahs are consciously devoid of one or more letters; Risalah-Ramadaniyyah- 
1350H (Appendix-4:186), for example, is devoid of dotted letters, and Risalah- 
Ramadaniyyah-l367H is devoid of a lif and tha’. The appearance in the Tahmids of the 
qasldah, the epitome of rhyme and rhythm, may also be associated with the Sabk-i H indi
367 Plate-VIIa and Vllb are images of original manuscript scrolls o f Risaiah-Ramadaniyyah-VTlAiE. and 
1244H.
368 For further readings on Sabk-i Hindi see: de Brujin, ‘Sabk-i, Hindi’, EI2\ Kirmani, W, (1977); A. Ahmad 
(1971), M. Mohiuddin (1960) and S. Faruqi (2004).
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trend. As the analysis of the Tahmid of Risalah-Rmiadaniyyah-1214H below will 
demonstrate, the text is highly stylized and the use of rhetorical devices, especially 
paronomasia and parallelism, is relatively speaking far greater than in the earlier phases.
Ris alah-Ramad aniyy ah-1214H: The season o f worship
The following Tahmid is the opening of Risalah-Ramadaniyyah- 1214H (Appendix-4:173) 
written in the time of the forty-third Fatimid-Tayyibi DaT ‘Abd-‘Afi Sayf al-Din. While 
the Fatimid heritage is apparent in the usage of Fatimid motifs and binarisms, the 
extended length and added sub-components of the Tahmid contextualize the religious 
and geopolitical circumstances of the Indian phase. The adaptation of the Tahmld to the 
extended span of time since the seclusion of the Imam, and to the Indian environment, is 
through a salawat on the progeny of al-Tayyib, a number of satr specific motifs and 
additionally a broader and independent segment devoted to the DaTs.
The reasons for choosing this particular Tahmid are the following: the forty-third 
DaT heralded a renaissance in Fatimid-Tayyibi literature in India, of which this Tahmld 
is an excellent example, and consolidated the annual RasaTl-Ramadaniyyah tradition. 
Additionally, it contextualizes the season of worship, Ramadan, as does al-Mu’ayyad’s 
Tahmid discussed above, allowing a close comparison. It also uses the majority of sub­
components introduced in the Indian phase, including the qasldah, and demonstrates a 
fervent preference for rhetorical devices, illustrating the impact of the Indian milieu.
The usually long Tahmids in all RasaTl-Ramadaniyyah present a challenge in 
terms of analysis. The length of this Tahmid still allows a division and analysis based on 
segments. Following the basmalah, it can be divided into twelve segments, i-hamd 1 
(subdivided into four parts including the qasldah), ii-hamd 2, m-shahadah of God, iv- 
shahadah and salawat on the Prophet, \-salawat on ‘AH, vi-Fatimah, vii-Hasan and 
Husayn, viii-the Imams, ix-al-Tayyib, x-the Imams in al-Tayyib’s progeny, xi-the Imam 
al- ‘asr and xii- blessings (rahmah and rid wan) on the DaTs.
Segment-la, using a number of rhetorical devices, especially the symmetrical sight and 
sound patterns of the qasldah, establishes the Greatness of God with relation to His 
creation, the tawhld paradox and the relation of worship between God and His devotees. 
It begins with four flawlessly grammatically-parallel phrases (see visual representation of 
sight and sound patterns in Appendix-4:173). The first word in all four phrases, all 
synonymous active-participles which signify the Unity of God (mutawahhid, mutafarrid,
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mutasammid and mutajarrid), stand in contrast to the couplet of words at the end of each 
phrase, highlighting His Oneness in a binary world. God is described with relation to 
abstract concepts such as praise, greatness, supremacy and power, a common relation in 
the broader Tahmid tradition as well.
Separated from the initial hamd by the emphatic dhalika Allah alladM, the 
subsequent three phrases, segment-lb, are also grammatically-parallel. While the relation 
with God in segment-la is with abstract concepts, the first word of the three phrases in 
this segment, all synonymous verbs denoting the act of lowering (dhallat, kharrat and 
khasha‘at), relates God with the people of His creation. In the first two phrases, the 
signification of the verb describing the people is semantically the antonym of the 
attribute associated with God: the yielding or lowering {dhallat) of the necks of the great 
people {rlqab al-‘uzama’— the usage of the neck with respect to ‘izzah is idiomatic) is in 
contrast to the honour of God ( ‘izzat ‘azamatih)', similarly the lowering {kharrat) of the 
foreheads of great people (jibah al-kibriya) contrasts with the Power of the Greatness of 
God {sultan al-kibriya). That the people who are great in their own right become, in 
relation to God, humble, heightens the expression of the Greatness of the Almighty. The 
final phrase is the only one in which there is no apparent contrast, since it refers to the 
relation of God with His awliya\ who in the Fatimid-Tayyibi context represent God on 
earth. The attribute of God related with the radiance of His unity {nur wahdaniyyatih), is 
also suitably distinct from the imposing ‘izzat ‘azamatih and sultan kibriyafih. We begin 
with negative relations with antagonistic abstract concepts and end with a relation with 
the awliya\ who, in the context of Fatimid-Tayyibi tawlud, are the only true link 
between people and God.
The qasldah that follows, segment-1 c, basically a short ode of praise for the 
Almighty, also reflects this transition, and evokes the tawhld paradox discussed above. 
Qasidahs in the hamd section are relatively rare in Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids, this being 
one of only two examples I have seen369. In the context of the seamless parallelism 
demonstrated above, the impeccable metrical parallelism of the Hazaj-majzu metre: 
mafaTlun m ala‘Him fa ‘ulun (twice), blends in. If the sight and sound patterns of 
grammatically parallel statements can be said to persuade tacitly, then the power of the 
qasldah’s  perfectly symmetrical sight and sound patterns cannot be challenged. The 
author commands the audience: perceive or meditate (tabassar) on the deemed-to-be-
369 -phe otjjgj. is jn Risalah-Ramadaniyyah- 1213H (Appendix-4:172).
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imperceptible glory of God. The ensuing meditation leads to the realization, in the 
second line, of the impossibility of a relation with Him. The ‘arelation’ discussed in the 
previous chapter (p. 182) is established using the physical-intellectual (absar-afkai) 
binarism. While the intellect is superior to physical sense, both are equal in their 
perplexity with relation to God. The qasldah's two hemistiches, with a clear break in 
between, are also ideally suited for establishing this binarism: one hemistich is devoted 
to the impotence of thoughts {afkar), the other to the inadequacy of eyes (absar). The 
conjugational parallelism of the words afkar and absar further emphasizes this relation.
After reiterating the Unity and power of God in the following two lines, in the 
fifth line the author establishes the tawhld paradox. God is high (beyond us and faraway) 
with relation to His magnificence (jalal) and is near to us with relation to His kindness 
(lutf), a paradox already echoed at the end of the very first line through the couplet of 
antithetical words: near (qurb) and far (naT). This paradox is resolved in the second 
hemistich of line five through a relation between God and His ‘guides’ {hudat). This 
nisbah-velation with the hudat or awliya' creates a iT&ra/z-relation with the Fatimid- 
Tayyibi concept of the hudud as the mediators between God and mankind (discussed 
earlier). The juxtaposition of this relation with the paradox, facilitated by the qasldatis 
form, is most striking.
The final line, also exploiting the hemistichal break, utilizes the antithetical 
binarism of haqq and batil, using the words ‘abid (one who obeys and worships God) and 
‘asi(one who disobeys Him). The former enjoys solace from the fear of calamities, while 
the latter must endure misery. The proximity of the 'abid to the hudat also creates a 
fikrahreidition between them, implying that he who is an ‘abid recognizes God through 
His hudat. The choice of the word ‘abidhere is not arbitrary; it creates a -relation 
with the context of the Tahmid, the text and the ‘season of worship’. The antithetical 
binarism encourages the audience to dissociate from the latter group ( ‘asi) and be part of 
the former group (*abid) and thus take full advantage of this season, which is one of the 
primary purposes of the risalah.
Looking at the qasldah as a whole, using tools of qasldah analysis, a transfer from 
a state of confusion to a state of salvation can be seen to have been achieved. In the 
beginning of the qasldah the verb taharat (to become confused), represents the perplexity 
with regard to the relation with God. As we continue through the qasldah, the relation 
with the awliya’ and the suggestion of worship as a path to salvation clarify the
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confusion.. Any qasldah, according to Sperl and Shackle (1996, p.39), also acts as a 
custodian to a ‘moral code’ that is “not incidental or the subject matter of the poem but 
resides at its very core”. Its function as a custodian is exercised “through praise of those 
who uphold the code, blame of those who infringe it, and instruction and admonition of 
the audience to adhere to it and respect it”. The praise and admonition in this concise 
qasldah is in the final line: the indirect praise for those who, acknowledging God’s hudat, 
obey and worship Him, and the admonition of those who disobey Him, incurring His 
wrath. The moral code, then, is the recognition, obedience and worship of the Almighty. ■
With the repetition of the emphatic dhalika Allah alladhi, following from the last 
line of the qasldah, segment-Id focuses attention on the season of worship, using familiar 
rhetorical tools. In the three grammatically parallel phrases, worship ( ‘ibadah), obedience 
(ta ‘ah) and glorification (tasblh), related to God through a pronoun, are personified as the 
subject of the verbs they follow. The imagery in the first two phrases focuses on light 
while the slightly longer final phrase acts as a climax. The worship, obedience and 
glorification of God themselves make those who perform these acts radiate with light, 
cast aside darkness and pave the way for salvation respectively. The final two words in 
the first phrase, nur wa al-diya’, are contrasted with their counterparts in the second 
phrase, zulumat al-asda’. But in the first phrase, the verb laqahat creates a positive 
relation with nur in that ‘ibadah is a source of light, while, in the second phrase, the verb 
jallat creates a negative relation with zulam atm  that ta ‘ah eliminates darkness. The same 
contrast is present in the final phrase, in which the treacherous road to salvation is 
pacified and eased by the grace of God and His glorification. Utilizing these rhetorical 
devices, the Tahmid thus builds a case for performing acts of devotion in the season of 
worship and encourages the audience to do so by relating them to God’s light and 
salvation.
The second segment, marked with the repetition of hamd in the verbal form, 
introduces the two aspects of worship, the physical aspect of worship ( ‘Ibadah- 
*amaliyyah), and the intellectual aspect ( ‘ibadah- i'lmiyyah), as a complementary 
binarism. The first two long couplets are set apart through the repetition of ja  ‘ala which 
endorses this binarism. A final shorter concluding couplet, begun with the emphatic 
cognate-accusative, hamdan, reiterates the binarism and concludes the hamd.
Reinforcing the ‘ibadah-*amaliyyah, the first couplet, beginning with ja ‘ala, 
relates the ‘noble days’ {ayyam fadilah) to God in that it is He who made them special.
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The similarity with al-Mu’ayyad’s contextualization of the holy days in the beginning of 
his Tahmid (analyzed above) cannot be missed. The days are further described by relating 
those who worship God in them with exponential rewards, once again encouraging 
physical acts of worship. The rhetorical impact of the four consecutive words describing 
those who obey, fast, stand in prayer, and worship (tuwwa‘, suwwam, quwwam, ‘ubbad) 
is immense. All four words are plurals of intensive active-participles (sighat al- 
mubalaghah), with the same conjugational pattern, the repeating of which tacitly, but 
forcefully, persuades. Using just these four words, the essential, physical aspects of the 
season of worship are introduced.
The second couplet, its separation from the first distinctly marked by the 
repetition of ja ‘ala, focuses directly on ‘ibadah-‘ilmiyyah, the intellectual and rational 
reason for the special status of the months, by using the deep-rooted samit-natiq 
binarism. In this case, rather than to the Qur’an, it refers to the Silent, inanimate, holy 
months (samii), which are related to the Speaking animate hudud (.natiq), echoing once 
again one of al-Mu’ayyad’s propositions. However, rather than leaving the precise 
signification of the months ambiguous, as is the case in al-Mu’ayyad’s Tahmid above, 
here an esoteric nisbah^elation specifies them as the hudud.
The final, flawlessly parallel, short couplet concludes the hamd section, 
consolidating the importance of both the ‘ibadah ‘amaliyyah-*ilmiyyah, the samit-natiq 
and the mathal-mamthul. The grammatical parallelism of the two phrases, enhanced by 
the synthetic semantic parallelism, assists in making this conclusion effective. Gratitude 
is offered twice, using closely associated words, hamd and shukr,; with the expectation of 
more of God’s bounties and grace {na ‘m af and ala % based on the Qur’anic verse in which 
God promises to give more to those who offer thanks (14:7). With the binarism already 
set, the two parallel phrases beginning with hamd and shukr create a fikrah-relation with 
the two types of ‘ibadah. The first phrase can be understood as offering thanks for the 
bounties received through the exponential rewards of ‘ibadah ‘amaliyyah in the Silent 
inanimate holy months, while the second can be understood as offering thanks for 
rewards of ‘ibadah ‘ilmiyyah: the knowledge and recognition of the Speaking animate 
hudud that they represent. The Fatimid heritage of the binarism is clear, yet the use of 
rhetorical devices and the more open declaration of the symbols represented is truly 
‘Indian’ in flavour.
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The third segment, beginning with the shahadah of God, draws on the familiar 
images representing the unreachability of God through the physical-intellectual 
binarism, a relation also created earlier in the qasldah. Featuring both grammatical and 
synthetic semantic parallelism, the first phrase draws the image of the (physical) tongues 
of eloquent speakers attempting to express His magnificence literally being reined in 
(aljama), and the second phrase draws the image of (intellectual) thoughts rising to the 
sky of His unity being overwhelmed {afhama)310.
The repetition of the verbal-noun, shah ad at an, followed by a modified quote of 
the Prophet’s Hadith on the meaning of the sincere rendition of the shahadah, creates a 
jffiraA-relation with its esoteric dimension, discussed in the previous chapter (p. 169), and 
contextualizes the seasons. The sincere rendition of the shahadah, according to the 
Hadith, is through recognition of the hudud it represents and the huquq it embodies. The 
hudud and huquq mirror the binarism of the two ‘ibadahs created beforehand. The huquq 
include ‘ibadah-‘amaliyyah, the physical obligation of fasting, praying and almsgiving, 
all essential physical rites of the season of worship. The recognition of the hudud, that 
are the true animate ‘seasons’, elevates one in the ranks of knowledge, ‘ibadah-1ilmiyyah, 
and ensures the acceptance of his shahadah and allows him to reap the benefits of 
pronouncing it ‘sincerely’ (with ‘ikhlas). That the proclamation with ikhlas involves the 
fulfilling of the true huquq, and acknowledgment of the real hudud embedded in the 
esoteric significations of the shahadah discussed earlier, is emphasized here by the 
addition of the words hidden {batin), and secrets {asrar) to describe the two respectively.
Segment-4a, beginning with the shahadah of the Prophethood of Muhammad, 
creates two significant nisbah-relations: with the Prophets and with the Shari‘ah. The 
elevated relation of Muhammad, with regard to earlier Prophets, is a standard one in the 
broader Tahmld tradition and is also used extensively in Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids371. 
The phrase that follows creates a more specific relation between the Shan‘ah of 
Muhammad and that of the earlier Prophets, with the proposition that the Islamic 
Shan*ah encompasses all the virtues and beauties of earlier Shari‘ahs. While the praise of
370 The root of ‘ Afhamd, the fourth form verb, is fahm (black coal). The fourth form also conveys a person 
being silenced or overwhelmed by an argument. In the context of the image, either signification, the skies 
turning black and dark or being silenced fits in.
371 This relation is also used in al-Busin’s famous Burdah (Qtd. in full in Sperl and Shackle, 1996, 
pp.388ff):
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the Prophet in this manner is customary, the reference to the Sharl‘ah creates two 
important jftAxa/j relations. The first is with the context of the Tahmid, the season of 
worship, in which the entire emphasis is indeed on the practice of the Shan‘ah. Its 
description as the greatest with relation to earlier ones, acts as an impetus for its 
followers to do it justice in this season. It also creates the familiar fikrah^lation  with 
Muhammad’s role in the tanzil-ta 'w il binarism, since the Shan‘ah was revealed to 
Muhammad alongside the Qur’an.
The short uni-phrase salawat on Muhammad that follows, segment-4b, through 
the iTferaA-relations it creates, relates it with the esoteric dimension of salawat The 
repetition of the masdar of salawat, salatan, allows a description of salawat as one that 
suffices to repay the debt of Muhammad’s guidance. The word compensation {ujuf), in 
the context of compensating the Prophet for his guidance, inspires a i2£raZ?Hrelation with 
the Qur’anic verse 42:23, in which Muhammad is told to say: T do not ask you any 
compensation (ajf),,, except love (mawaddah) for my relations (qurba). Al-Qadi al- 
Nu‘man (Da‘aim, p. 68) cites a Hadith which specifies that qurba in this context refers to 
‘All, Fatimah and their descendants. In this manner, the signification of salawat 
(discussed in detail earlier), that is the acceptance of the succession of one Imam after the 
other, becomes the true compensation for Muhammad. This naturally leads to the salawat 
on ‘Ah, Fatimah and their descendants that follows, with the understanding that it is 
Muhammad’s reward.
Segment-5 a begins by creating a nisbah^Q lation between Muhammad and ‘All as 
his successor and brother. ‘Brotherhood’ (ikha)  creates a iTAraZ?-relation with the events 
following Muhammad’s arrival in Mecca. He is said to have joined as brothers {akha) 
individuals who migrated to Mecca (the muhajirin) and individuals who resided in 
Medina (the ansar). According to the tradition in Sunan al-Tirmidhi (no. 3654): after 
everyone was paired, only ‘All remained. When he asked the Prophet why he was left out, 
the Prophet replied: ‘you are my brother in this world and the Hereafter’. There is also a 
dkrah^QlaXion with the Musa-Harun motif, since Harun was Musa’s wasiyy and indeed 
his real brother.
This is followed by a relation with the audience who are identified as his, that is 
‘All’s, slil‘ah. The spirit (rilh) of ta 'w il removes, from the soul (nafs) of the shTah, the 
darkness of the physical prescriptions (zawahir al-Sharl‘ah) that are without logical
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meaning. The relation between ‘Ali and ta ’w il of course also completes the binarism of 
tanzll~ta V77 initiated in the shahadah of the Prophet.
Marked by the repetition of salia Allah ‘alayhi min wasiyyin, segment-5b, in the 
context of binarisms, describes ‘Ali as above and beyond divisions or dichotomies, by 
relating him with three sets of diametric oppositions, but with the same proposition. 
‘All’s eminence (fadl) is accepted by both followers and enemies; his Imamate is 
recognized by both humans and jinn; his walayah is acknowledged by both intelligent 
speaking beings and speechless beasts (natiqun and ‘ajma*). The elongated non- 
conforming final phrase stands out from the synthetically semantic and grammatically 
parallel previous phrases. The rise of ‘AH beyond these divisions is not surprising if we 
consider this final climactic phrase, which creates a relation between ‘All and God with 
the proposition that it is through ‘All that God acts out His will and manifests His power.
The salawat on Fatimah, the sixth segment, places her as a link between 
Muhammad and ‘All on the one hand and the Imams on the other. The segment is linked 
with the previous one through a nisbah-relation between ‘AH and Fatimah as his wife. 
The next phrase creates a relation between Muhammad and Fatimah as his bad‘ah, a part 
of him, his daughter. This creates a j5Ara£-relation with the Hadith in which Muhammad 
states that Fatimah is his bad‘ah\ whosoever angers her, angers him and whosoever harms 
her, harms him372.
The final phrase creates a relation between Fatimah and the Imams {maqamat). 
The word nur is repeated in slightly different forms: first in relation to ‘AH, where 
Fatimah is described as his illuminated bride ( Trslhi al-nuraniwali). then with relation to 
Muhammad, where she is described as one extracted from his glowing light (.munshaqqah 
win nurihl al-wadda% and finally in relation with the Imams, where she is beautifully 
described as the land of grace from which the persons of illumination emanate {maqamat 
al-anwar)313. The use of a derivation of nur in all three phrases establishes in itself a 
relation of continuity between the relata, reinforcing the Fatimid-Tayyibi concept of 
tasalsul.
The mv&z/z-relation between Fatimah and Hasan and Husayn (two of the 
maqamat) as her sons links segment-7 to the previous one. The two parallel phrases
372 Cited in Saiiih-Muslim, no. 4483, Sahlh al-Bukhari, no. 3437 and 3483 and Sun an al-Tirmidhi, no. 3804.
373 A similar image is presented in this verse praising Fatimah by Syedna Taher Saifuddin in his Diwan.
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create a relation between them and God with the proposition that, from them, flow the 
grace (barakat) and radiance (anwar) of God. The only use of the word barakat, prior to 
this, is in the description of the Prophet; the use of the word barakat with reference to 
Fatimah creates a fikrah-wlation with Muhammad. On the other hand, as discussed 
above, anwar is used in relation to Muhammad, ‘All and Fatimah; the use of the same 
word here further reinforces the continuity. In the context of the physical-intellectual 
binarism, the repetition of nur with reference to different individuals suggests that, while 
the physical persons are different, the nur is eternal. This bolsters the fundamental 
continuity of the Imamate despite the atrocities on Hasan and Husayn’s bodies (nasui), 
described in the following phrases.
The msAa^-relation of the Imams with Husayn begins the salawat on the Imams 
(segment-8). The images of light continue here, with the Imams being represented as the 
rising suns in the sky of the SbarVah. The light of the sun of Imamate, like the two 
‘ibadah-s, dissipates darkness. It is worthwhile here to refer back to the Tahmid analyzed 
in the previous section, and to the physical and theological realities expressed through 
the relations with afaq and anfus. The sun in the physical realm (afaq) symbolizes the sun 
in the spiritual realm (anfus). The rays of the sun of Imamate, that are the rays of divine 
knowledge, have the power to give eternal life to the souls of the shVah, just as the rays 
of the physical sun are the source of life on earth. The description does not liken the 
Imam to the sun, but in fact identifies him as the real sun in spiritual space. While the 
mirroring of primary relata with secondary nature-based relata is familiar, the distinction 
here is that the primary relata not only share certain attributes, but are in fact the true 
counterparts of the secondary relata in the religious cosmos.
The nA^afi-relation in segment-9 stands out compared to all the other beginning 
zz/s£a6-relations, in that al-Tayyib is not introduced as the son of the Imams, but rather 
the Imams are related to al-Tayyib as his fathers: in him the strength of his predecessors 
is combined. This is manifested through a system of esoteric signification based on the 
numerical value of the letters based on the abjad-hawwaz arrangement, a system that is 
used extensively in the Indian phase374. Al-Tayyib’s name is described as natiq, in that it
374 The numerical value of letters is based on the abjad-hawwaz order of alphabets. The numbering starts 
with alif-\ and continues till ten, after which it continues in multiples o f 10, i.e. 20, 30, 40 and so on until 
reaching hundred, after which it continues in multiples of 100 until reaching 1000 with the final letter. This 
order is memorized by putting the alphabets in their numerical order to form these words:
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bears witness to his place in the chain of Imams, since its numerical value, twenty-one 
(the value of ta 3 is nine, y a ’is ten, and ba’is two), corresponds to his position in the line 
of Imams.
The seclusion of al-Tayyib is also contextualized in this segment through the use 
of a nisbah and an esoteric jfT&ra/;-relation with the DaTs. The seclusion of the Imam is 
explained by a crucial relation with the wisdom of the One Wise God (.bikmat al-hakmi). 
The explicit ms£a&-relation, following the image of the Imam drawing a curtain on 
himself, is followed by a relation with the DaTs in that through them the Imam continues 
to establish the D a‘wah day after night. The relation with the secondary relata, day and 
night, is also well chosen in that it reflects and explains the spiritual reality of the 
seclusion (satr) and overt presence (zubui) of the Imam.
From an exegetical perspective, the description of the DaTs as those safeguarding 
the divine truths (haqa’iq) and the privileged knowledge (asrar) of ta ’wll, creates a 
fikrah-TQlation with the discussion in the body of the risalah. The preservation of the 
tradition of knowledge is credited to the DaTs in Yemen, who safeguarded it from 
corruption by putting it down in writing. From an eisegetical perspective, it 
contextualizes the Fatimid-Tayyibi D a'w atis system for acquiring knowledge, which 
necessitates that one learn the basic zahir texts first, in order to be able to understand 
fully the higher level of ta ’wll texts, so safeguarding them from misinterpretation. The 
authority to give permission for students to learn esoterics lies with the DaTs.
The following segment, segment-10, features a salawat on the Imams in the 
progeny of al-Tayyib, a sub-component that becomes more frequent in the Indian phase, 
contextualizing the satr and creating further relations with the DaTs. The Imams are 
related to al-Tayyib through a nisbahtti& tion as his sons. The seclusion of the Imam is 
presented and contextualized using a Qur’anic motif particular to the satr period: the 
cave of seclusion in surat al-Kabf{ 18:9-25—kah f al-satr wa al-taqiyyab). Many aspects 
of this allegory, that in the Fatimid-Tayyibi ta ’w ll context is a reality in the realm of 
religion, are utilized in Tahmids to contextualize the satr period. The -relation with 
the Qur’anic testament to the continuity of life for those in the cave, becomes a 
testament to the continuity of the Imamate in the progeny of al-Tayyib. The reference is 
particularly significant since, while it accepts the mortality of al-Tayyib (hence salawat
The usage of the numeral values of letters and words, especially that of the basmalah (786), is still a 
common practice amongst Muslims of the Indian subcontinent in general. The numerical value of many of 
the titles of Rasa’il-Ramadaniyyah represent the year they were written in.
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on the progeny of al-Tayyib), at the same time it acknowledges the immortality of the 
nur o f the Imamate referred to earlier (represented by the immortality of the people of the 
cave).
The Imam is also related to the DaTs as the one aiding them with the substance of 
inspiration and ‘ilm , to enable them to carry on the establishment of the D a‘wah and, 
more relevant to the context of the risalah, to maintain the rites of tashlh and tahUl as 
prominent rites of the season of worship. Indeed one of the prime purposes of the risalah 
that the Tahniid introduces is just that: the observation of the season of worship with 
tasblh and ta h lif75. The image of the spiritual flow of support to the DaTs, resulting in 
the continuity of the Da‘wah, contrasts with the preceding image of the Imam withdrawn 
into the cave of seclusion. The juxtaposition of the two sets of relations serves to 
highlight the permanence of the institution of the Da ‘wah and the endurance of the link 
with the Imam, despite the troubling circumstances.
Segment-11 begins with a nisbah^elation between the Imams in al-Tayyib’s 
progeny and the current Imam (sahib al-zaman), with the crucial proposition that the nass 
of all the Imams culminates in him. The mention of the term an war with relation to the 
Imam, in view of the context of its previous usages in this Talmud, further emphasizes 
tasalsul. The contextualization of satr continues with an indirect relation with the DaTs. 
The relation here is directly between the Imam and the institution of the Da ‘wah, with 
the proposition that it shows signs of the strength and luminosity of the Imam in the pre­
eminence of its activities: both based on knowledge { ‘ulum) and based on physical 
worship (a ‘mal). The reappearance of this binarism brings us back full circle to the 
beginning of the Talmud: there the pair are discussed in a timeless absolute sense, 
whereas here they are said to be surviving in the present day despite all difficulties.
The survival is further highlighted by the iz&rafr-relation created between the 
three appearances of the word sultan. It appears firstly in segment-lb, in relation to the 
greatness of God’s power {sultan kibriya’ili). Secondly it appears in segment-10, in 
relation to the power of wretchedness or tyranny {sultan al-darray this is presented as 
one of the reasons for the seclusion of the Imam. Finally, it appears again in this segment, 
segment-11, with reference to the eminence of the power of knowledge {sultan al-‘uluni), 
and devotional practices {a‘mal)\ the two ‘ibadahs. The negativity of sultan al-darra’ is
375 There is even a specific mention in the body of the risalah of specific tasblh-s that should be frequently 
done in Ramadan.
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overwhelmed by the positive beginning and ending of the sultan of the greatness of God 
and the sultan of His worship.
The final segment of the Tahmid, segment-12, focuses attention wholly on the 
DaTs, building on the relations created earlier, in particular the ka h f motif. There is a 
subtle distinction maintained between the Imams and the DaTs in that, instead of 
salawat; rahmah and ridwan are beseeched on the DaTs. The DaTs are described as 
spreading their arms at the cave, unmistakably evoking an esoteric Ukrab-HQlation with 
the Qur’anic verse 18:18 and image of the watchdog (kalb) who lies with his paws 
outstretched faithfully, guarding the cave while the dwellers sleep. The Qur’anic verse 
presents the people of the cave as miraculous people who seem awake despite being 
asleep. This represents the state of the Imam in seclusion: though he is in a state of sleep, 
through the eminence of the sultan of Tim and ‘amal in the Da ‘wab he seems awake. In 
the ta ’w ll signification of the watchdog, the loyalty and defence is transposed to the 
DaTs who guard the D a‘wab, the dominion of the Imamate, from the attacks of enemies. 
Not only does the esoteric jft&raZtt’elation define a specific interpretation of the verse but 
it also contextualizes the entire system of the satr-Da (wah through this one complex 
motif.
The positive state of the Da ‘wab in this setup is further stressed with reference to 
the prevalence of the grace (barakat) of forgiveness and contentment as a result of the 
knowledge of esoterics ( ‘ulum batiniyyah) and the divine inspirations (fawa’id  
malakutiyyah) from the Imam. Through the negative relation with the people of 
oppression, with the proposition that the DaTs bear their transgressions for the sake of 
the Da‘wahf the DaTs’ sacrifice is recognized and appreciated. A -relation with the 
earlier reference to the suffering of Hasan and Husayn is also created. This establishes a 
continuity, in that all God’s awliya’ are affected by such transgressions in this world.
After a brief yet strong prayer for the DaTs, which completes the chain of 
continuity from the Prophet to the DaTs, the Tahmid ends with an esoteric nisbab- 
relation with another Qur’anic verse (46:31-32). The only full ayah quote in the Tahmid, 
and coming at its very end, this verse creates one final binarism with respect to the 
audience. The jinn, who are the speakers in the Qur’anic context, represent, according to 
the Tahmid, the people of esoterics or ta ’w ll (ahl al-batin -  ahl D a‘wat al-iman). The 
DaT of Allah, referring to the DaT al-Mutlaq in the risalah’s context, calls the jinn to 
answer his Da‘wab. Establishing the familiar haqq-batilbinarism, the result of accepting
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the DaTs call is described in the first of the two verses, whereas the repercussion of not 
accepting it is described in the other. The former results in forgiveness and protection 
from painful chastisement, while the latter category cannot escape [the wrath of] God on 
earth and have no recourse. The quotation of this verse, and the prospect of salvation or 
punishment that it suggests, based on the nature of the relation with the DaT, brings 
together all the relations created in the Tahmid and deposits them in this one final yet 
vital relation. It establishes unequivocally that in this age, today, salvation or damnation 
depends on allegiance to the DaT.
A number of points regarding the rhetorical devices used throughout the Tahmid are 
worth mentioning. These features glue the Tahmid together rhetorically and also create 
some sort of pattern. First, there are keywords that appear throughout the Tahmid, such 
as derivatives of natiq, Da‘wab, nur and barakab. Less repeated, and in some cases 
recurring consecutively in two segments, the following words also help in binding the 
text together: derivatives of *abada, ‘ilm/batin, ism , sultan, and ka b f The skilful 
placement of these words aids the semantic relations and, also purely through the 
repetition of the sight and sound patterns, act as vertical and horizontal coordinates that 
guide the text (as pegs that hold up the Tahmid tent). The impeccable grammatical and 
synthetic parallelism throughout the Tahmid, but especially at the beginning, also 
sustains the complementary and antithetical binarisms.
A striking and effective ‘adhesive’ is the single rhyme of the Tahmid together 
with the continuous occurrence of pairs of mostly synonymous but also antonymous 
words such as al-hamd wa al-thana\ al-jalalab wa al-sana’, al-gbalabah wa al-ghana’.,.a l- 
fadl wa al-baha% al-jahr wa al-khafa’...al-rusul wa al-anbiya’. . .al-wasayah wa al- 
Ikha’. ..al-muwaluna wa al-a‘da’...al-fath wa al-ijra’...al-fawt wa al-fana’...al-satr wa al- 
khafa’, al-sabab wa al-masa’. ..al-baghy wa al-fabsba’. ..al-‘add wa al-ihsa’...al-‘afw wa 
al-rida’ (these pairs of words are coloured red and blue in the text of the Tahmid to 
demonstrate their effect in terms of patterns of sight and sound). These pairs represent 
the innate binarism of ‘ibadah ‘ihniyyah- ‘amaliyyah, with which this Tahmid 
contextualizes the season of worship, but also, perhaps more importantly, create a sort of 
rhythm, a drum beat that holds the entire Tahmid together on the most basic linguistic 
level.
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While a general pattern of symmetry is difficult to find in such an extended 
Tahmid, the numbers seven and nine, both symbolically significant in the Fatimid- 
Tayyibi tradition, seem to appear continuously. Through the merging of individual 
segments, segments-la and lb together are seven phrases, lc is also seven phrases, 
segments-Id and 2 are nine phrases, segments-3 and 4a (God and Prophet) are seven 
phrases, segments-4b and 5 (Prophet and ‘All) are nine phrases, segments-6 and 7 
(Fatimah and Hasan-Husayn) are nine phrases, segments-8 and 9 (Imams and al-Tayyib) 
are nine phrases, segments-10 and 11 (Imam and Imam al- casi) are seven phrases, and the 
final segment, segment-12 (excluding the climactic Qur’anic verse) is also seven phrases 
[7-7-9-7-9-9-9-7-71. The first three [7-7-9] are a mirror image of the last three [9-7-7], 
echoing the binarism of the mathal-mamthul. Even though it is through the merger of 
distinct segments, the recurrence of seven and nine is unlikely to be coincidental given 
their esoteric significance. Seven signifies, from one perspective, the heptads of Imams 
and DaTs, and their divinely ordained continuity; here we have two ‘sevens’ at each end, 
which echoes the sab ‘ mathani (seven twice), comprising surat al-Fatihah according to 
the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition. Nine, especially in the context of Ramadan, signifies the 
ninth wasiyy, ‘AG376, the one responsible for explicating the esoteric signification of 
revelation and thus at the heart of the binarism of mathal-mamthul.
Conclusion
Based on a consideration of the three primary phases in the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition, it 
is clear that their Tahmlds represent a shared system of belief, particularly in the 
continuity of the Imamate and the binarism of the physical and intellectual, which are 
manifested in tropes and motifs that persist from the Fatimid to the Yemeni to the Indian 
phase. The change in religious and geopolitical circumstances is addressed through the 
expansion of the salawat and the introduction of s^r-specific motifs. In the Indian phase, 
in particular, the fascination with patterns of sight and sound, apparent in the impeccable 
grammatical parallelisms and in the inclusion of the qasldah, demonstrates the influence 
of the Indian milieu. The survey of the three phases represents the very essence of
376 ‘Imad al-DIn, Risalat al-Bayan\ ‘Adam’s wasiyy. i-Habll and ii-ShTth; Nuh: iii-Sam, Ibraliim:iv-Ismall 
and v-Ishaq; Musa: vi-Harun and vii-Yushu‘; ‘Isa: viii-Sham‘un al-Safa; and Muhammad: ix-‘Ali.
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Tahmid: a fixed set of underlying principles, adapted to contextualize changing 
circumstances.
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Inscription of Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-\335Y{ in ‘Rawdat-Tahirah’, the mausoleum of the 
author, the 51st Fatimid-Tayyibi Da‘I, Syedna Taher Saifuddin (d. 1385/1965).
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A print copy of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-\335\1 with the 
basmalah written by the author himself. From personal library of Syedi Khuzema b. 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin.
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Introduction
This chapter focuses on the Tahmid in Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s first Risalah- 
Ramadaniyyah entitled Daw’ nur al-haqq al-mubln f l  al-i(tisam bi habl Allah al-matin 
(1335H), as the apex of the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition of Tahmid. The ensuing analysis 
approaches it primarily as a dialogue, in the Bakhtinian sense379: firstly an inter-textual 
dialogue, in which the text of the Tahmid ‘interacts’ with texts in the past, secondly an 
intra-textual dialogue in which different parts of the text interact with one another, and 
thirdly a performative dialogue in which the Tahmid ‘interacts’ with its contemporary 
voices and issues. The inter-textual dialogue is with texts from the Fatimid-Tayyibi 
tradition and the broader Tahmid tradition. The intra-textual dialogue is with the main- 
body of the risalah and within the different segments of the Tahmid. The performative 
dialogue is with the contemporary audience of the risalah, the learned ( ‘ulama% the 
wider community and also the DaTs antagonists in the imperial British court (see Fig.l). 
Highlighting these dialogues allows an in-depth insight into a Tahmid that is a landmark 
in the Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid tradition.
This chapter is divided into three main parts. Part one lays out the production 
context of Tahmid: a brief introduction of the author, his education, where this Risalah- 
Ramadaniyyah is located within his wider literary production and the relevance of his 
high spiritual position within the community. It also discusses the turbulent historical 
context in which this Tahmid was written, allowing an assessment of the intra-textual
378Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1335H (Appendix-4:182).
379 Bakhtin outlines his understanding of utterances and their relation in Speech Genres {1986):
. .any speaker is himself a respondent to a greater or lesser degree. He is not, after all, the first speaker, 
the one who disturbs the eternal silence of the universe. And he presupposes not only the existence of 
the language system he is using, but also the existence of preceding utterances—his own and others’— 
with which his given utterance enters into one kind of relation [emphasis added] or another (builds on 
them, polemicizes with them or simply presumes that they are already known to the listener). Any 
utterance is a link in a very complexly organized chain of other utterances” (p. 69).
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dialogue between the text of the Tahmid and the subject matter of the risalah which 
addresses the contemporary voices of dissension. The second part briefly introduces the 
Rasa'il-Ramadaniyyah of Syedna Taher Saifuddin as a whole: highlighting the inter- 
textual dialogue with the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition and locating the position of Risalah- 
Ramadaniyyab-\335H within the corpus. The third and final part presents an analysis of 
the Tahmid, highlighting the Tahmld’s inter-textual, intra-textual and performative 
dialogues. Following an overview of the Tahmid, this part will focus on the interweaving 
of key motifs of spiritual continuity, which is the central theme, with the use of different 
literary devices.
Figure-1
‘Dialogues’ in Risalah-Ramadaniyyah^335H
Inter-textual/Intra-textual 
Dialogue
Inter-textual: With Tradition
1. Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition
2. Broader Tahmid tradition
Intra-textual:
Within Risalah-RamadaniyyaL
1. With main-body
2. Within segments of Tahmid
Performative Dialogue
Followers 
1. The learned in the community 
(i ulama)
2. General Public (through learned)
Wider audience 
1. Voices of dissension- 
2. Imperial British courts
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The Production Context
The author of the Tahniid, Syedna Taher Saifuddin380 (d. 1385/1965), was the fifty-first 
DaT al-Mutlaq in the line of Fatimid-Tayyibi DaTs following the seclusion of Imam al- 
Tayyib. He assumed the DaT-ship in 1333/1915 at the age of twenty-eight and held the 
position for an unprecedented fifty-three years. His authorship of Risalah-Rainadaniyyah- 
1335H was itself a milestone in D a‘wah history: the earlier practice had been to delegate 
the responsibility to high ranking scholars, and Syedna Taher Saifuddin was the first DaT 
in the Indian phase to compose the Rasacil-Ramadaniyyahhimself. The authorship by the 
DaT himself places the risalah, in terms of its authority and impact, on a different plane 
than earlier risalahs.
Syedna Taher Saifuddin traced his knowledge of Fatimid-Tayyibi theology back 
to the renowned scholar, the forty-third DaT ‘Abd-‘A1I Sayf al-Dln. He matched and 
indeed surpassed the latter’s mastery of Arabic, composing in his life time more than 
forty prose risalahs, as well as over ten-thousand verses of poetry. Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin’s mentor (m ufid), the scholar ‘Abd-‘Ali Muhy al-Dln, son of the forty-eighth 
DaT, was chosen assiduously by his father the forty-ninth DaT381. For over nine years 
from the age of eleven, Syedna Taher Saifuddin received training in the Fatimid-Tayyibi 
tradition with classes of religious learning (sabaq) for an average of seven hours each 
day382. After the demise of his first mentor his studies continued under the tutorship of 
the fiftieth DaT, the former’s brother. Both mentors had acquired their knowledge from 
the immediate students of the DaT ‘Abd-‘Afi Sayf al-Din, thereby creating a direct link 
(an isnadof soils) between the forty-third DaT and the fifty-first. The forty-third DaTs 
erudition and efforts earned him the cognomen, ‘Mu’ayyad-i-Asghar’ (the younger
380 Bom in Surat in 1888. For biographical information on the author see: Qutbuddin, BS (2009), Toorawah 
‘Tahir Sayf al-Dln, Abu Muhanunad’iSC?, Haidarali (1931), Moulvi (1940), Habibullah (1953) and Jamea 
Saifiyyah Publications (1963a, 1963b and 2004).
381 The information on Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s education is based on an interview with his son Syedi 
Khuzaima b. Syedna Taher Saifuddin, the present incumbent of the rank (rutbah) o f Ma ’dhun al-Da'wah.
382 These exclusive sessions comprised only a few students besides Syedna Taher Saifuddin and his brother 
Syedi Tayyib Zayn al-Dln. The teaching was mostly text based and it is likely that it followed the syllabus 
and system set by the forty-third DaT: starting with basic books of zahir, moving to more complex ones, 
then to books of batin and then haqlqat The closed setting of the sabaq allowed for individual students to 
read the text aloud in front of the mentor, thus honing their language skills. There was also ample 
opportunity for questions and answers. While the teaching was text based, the Fatimid-Tayyibi view, that 
the book is the body and the mentor is the one who breathes the soul into it, underlines the vital role that 
the two mentors played in shaping Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s understanding of Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition. 
Their perception and inside knowledge of the turbulent debates over succession in the recent past, which 
they had witnessed, had an impact on Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s perception of the events and on the rasail 
that he later produced (Khuzaima b. Syedna Taher Saifuddin).
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Mu’ayyad)383, a cognomen that became frequently used to describe his namesake, the 
fifty-first DaT.
Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s mastery of Arabic is owed to the reading of Fatimid- 
Tayyibi D a‘wah texts and other Arabic works under the guidance of his mentors, and to 
a great degree, to his own dedication. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the bar had 
already been raised by the forty-third DaT and his pupil ‘Abd-‘ Ali ‘Imad al-Dln. Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin seems to have raised the bar higher, demonstrating his language skills by 
producing later on a number of risalahs and qasidahs that are devoid of one or two letters, 
and in a few cases devoid of ali dotted letters384. His cache of vocabulary and proficiency 
in grammar is apparent even in the first risalah. His mother tongue was not Arabic but 
Gujarati.
The initial years of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s reign were fraught with internal dissent 
and doubt. In his £/&w<M-autobiography, Syedna Taher Saifuddin sums up these 
circumstances in his own words385:
He (the fiftieth DaT) said when he 
conferred the nass: “The Garden of 
the righteous bright Da ‘wab is like 
a green garden...
S s o' /v / s
l_il [yt—j \_2 _3 1_3
s s *
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[Which is] surrounded with clouds 
of the stubborn malicious peoples’ 
maleficence, and besieged with 
intense darkness...”
- \________ 1*3 j ___________ #>■
* * * ' 
s s if
s s * / H
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And the people [followers]—from 
the rebellions of the enemies and 
their harmful damage 
Are in the darkness of disturbances 
and misfortunes.
/ z' ^
/ /
JJj -Gj--------
47
As for me, my belief is unwavering 
and absolute,
In aid (or victory) from Allah The 
Powerful.
J-----3
j 3i__ au__ i)ii j__ u j __ .j  utn.
/ / /
48
383 In reference to the Mu’ayyad, al-Mu’ayyad al-ShTraz! (d, 470/1078).
384 Risalah-Ramadaniyyab-\350H (Appendix-4:186) for example.
385 This qasldab-autobiograpby was the focus of my MA thesis. It also begins with a Tahmid (Appendix- 
4:190) in verse form.
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The crux of the maleficence and rebellion was the challenge to the dogmatic foundation 
of the Fatimid-Tayyibi D a‘wah\ the authority of the DaT himself. This challenge rested 
on a claim that the obligatory act of appointment (nass) had not been conferred upon the 
forty-seventh DaT by his predecessor. This claim, first brought up fifteen years into the 
reign of the forty-seventh DaT, continued to be propagated during the times of later 
DaTs as well by individuals who sought to curtail the authority of the DaT and in doing 
so secure power for themselves. In Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s time, the most overt of 
these challenges was initially headed, with the aid of dissident scholars, by the sons of 
the wealthy industrialist Adam-ji Pirbhoy, who “decided to take their challenge of the 
DaT to the wider authority of the country’s courts; several cases were fought out over a 
period of years within the national legal system, first under the British government and 
later the Indian” (Qutbuddin, B.S., 2009). These cases are a manifestation of the heated 
performative dialogue between the dissidents and the Da ‘wall Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s 
lisalah was one of the responses to theological arguments put forward by the dissidents in 
this dialogue386.
The first of these legal suits, known as the ‘Chandabhai Gulla Case’ was filed in 
1335/1917, the veiy year in which the first risalah was authored387. In this case “the 
legitimacy and extent of the DaTs authority within his community became an 
issue...and the final verdicts were, in each case, outstandingly in the DaTs favor” 
(Qutbuddin, B.S. 2009)388. These cases are also referred to by Syedna Taher Saifuddin in 
his qasldah-autobiography:
386 The effect o f Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-X 335H can be gauged through a number of historical anecdotes. 
For instance a scholar, previously sympathetic to the dissident cause, read the risalah and then used it in his 
sermons to counter dissident claims. It was, however, only part of a concerted effort. Apart from the 
testimony of the DaT himself in the court of law-without precedent in the history of the Da‘wab- Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin’s sermons, religious lessons (sabaq )m d one to one meetings with community members all 
addressed this issue. The drive to allay the doubts that had pervaded the very fabric of the community had 
been initiated by the fiftieth DaT but came to a head in the initial years of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s time 
(Khuzaima b. Syedna Taher Saifuddin).
387 See Mumbai High Court Suit No. 941 of 1917, Judgment of Justice Marten delivered 19 March 1921
(Qutbuddin, B.S 2009).
388 B.S. Qutbuddin (pp. 31-32) offers a summary o f the dynamics of the case:
The plaintiffs claimed the Dai was not a validly appointed trustee for the moneys collected 
in the Chandabhai tomb offertory box (called ‘galla’) [in Mumbai], and for the properties 
connected to the tomb. They accused him of wilful default and demanded the disclosure of 
accounts. Sayyidna Saifuddin denied the charges and refused to render accounts. His 
response centred on the premise that in Bohra dogma, the Dai al-Mutlaq derived his 
authority from and was accountable solely to God and the concealed Imam. The position and 
rights o f the Dai al-Mutlaq thus became an issue, and the plaintiffs were compelled to bring 
into the open their contention that the forty-seventh Dai had not been a validly appointed
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And how many false cases did they  j\  ^ j   eAl <Xj 4 9
raise * *
To the rulers, and spent much effort  ^ } , ts>
[for that purpose]. j}  *}------ £ I? ■*-Hr I? ----------
✓ >
I confronted them regarding [their . „V2. \J$\ ^  \________  " 5 Q
false claims], so that they returned
defeated and fatigued, and I  ^ „
returned the return of a victor. j*)— —
- , > '>
To extinguish the light of God was  'M___ 51
their purpose,  >"*".......................
The force of the Victorious God '  '
destroyed them. ^ ----- v 'j------frVs
> ' >
God is our Creator, He is the ^ ^ \  \_____________ 5 2
Custodian of His light,....................................... v..............v.............
In spite of every hypocrite and . ^  y  C, >
every disavower. y ) -UJ 1 ^  ^ ^  ^ ^ 61
The risalah is part of the ‘confrontation’ referred to in line-50. The following two lines, a 
modified quote of Qur’an 61:8 and 9:32 which also appears in the Tahmid, summarize the 
impetus of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s risalah and its Tahmid: the continuity of God’s 
light, interpreted as the continuity of the Imamate and the DaTs, despite all odds. 
Interestingly, these lines are fifty-first and fifty-second in the order of the qasldah, 
paralleling the position of Syedna Taher Saifuddin as the fifty-first and his successor 
Syedna Muhammad Burhanuddin as the fifty-second in the line of DaTs. An
Dai al-Mutlaq, and therefore all his successors were not true Dais. The Mumbai High Court 
in 1339 / 1921 delivered a verdict in favour of Sayyidna Saifuddin’s legitimate Dai-ship. The 
presiding judge, Justice Marten, said that of all the evidence presented before him regarding 
nass on various Dais, the testimonies regarding nass on Sayyidna Abdul-Qadir Najmuddin 
were the most clear-cut and compelling. This ruling, further reinforced by the Privy Council 
Judgement of December 1947, cleared the uncertainties that had plagued a substantial 
portion of the Bohr a community for half a century, and crushed the backbone of the 
dissident protest movement. The court further ruled against the charge of misappropriation 
of funds, denied the plea that a Receiver be appointed to manage the trust, and endorsed 
Sayyidna Saifuddin as the sole trustee with total discretion in the management of the 
properties in question. The plaintiffs did win part of their petition, however, for the court 
ruled that there was no such legal entity as an unaccountable trustee, and deemed the Dai 
liable to render accounts. On this point too, however, a later ruling allowed two separate 
offertory boxes to be placed in the shrine, the collection in one to be accounted for, the 
collection in the other labelled as the Dai’s personal property. It was a sign of the 
community’s confidence in the Dai’s integrity that the latter box filled up, while the former 
remained mostly empty.
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understanding of the production context allows us to appreciate the relations that the 
author would have expected his contemporary audience to perceive.
The Rasa’il~Ramadaniyyah of Syedna Taher Saifuddin
Syedna Taher Saifuddin managed the phenomenal task of penning over 40 Rasa’il- 
Ramadaniyyah while handling the heavy responsibilities and demands of DaT-ship.389.1 
wish to discuss briefly how these risalahs agree, differ and interact with risalahs 
composed in the time of the earlier DaTs, in order to highlight the tangible inter-textual 
dialogue between Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s composition, including Risalah- 
Ramadaniyyah-1335H (Appendix-4:182), and texts of the past.
In terms of their purpose and overall nature, Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s risalahs 
retained much of the character of the earlier risalahs discussed in the previous chapter, 
but gained much more prominence because of the position of the author and the nature of 
the content. They were written to be sent out in the month of Ramadan like earlier 
risalahs but, with the gradual increase in length, the completion was often delayed for 
later risalahs. The actual writing was, however, always begun in the holy month. They 
were still in Arabic (with all the implications of that choice, discussed in the previous 
chapter), the basmalah was still written by hand, in limited copies by the author himself, 
even though the risalah was printed390, and they were still sent out to representatives of 
the DaT to be used in sermons and lessons {sabaqs). With Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s 
risalahs, however, frequency of usage and reference and, more importantly, the authority 
of the texts, was greater than before, primarily because of the direct authorship by the 
DaT. In addition, they were taught and used as the basis for the annual oral examination 
in the Jamieah Saiflyyah, the Fatimid-Tayyibi seminary founded by Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin on the basis of the Dars-e-Sayfi established by the forty-third DaT. The risalah, 
as the statement at the end of each clearly states, was meant essentially for internal 
community consumption, to strengthen and consolidate the community from within.
389 A full set o f Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s risalahs was presented to the British Library and the Bodleian 
Library by Syedna Taher Saifuddin himself. Many of the risalahs are also held by library of the Ismaili 
Institute in London. The majority of the copies however remain within the community. It must be noted 
that Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s literary output included also his Diwrn which has qasldahs in both Arabic, 
Urdu and Gujarati. Another major output was the many sermons in which he expounded on many issues of 
relevance to the community, reiterating esoteric interpretations of the Qur’an by Fatimid-Tayyibi scholars 
in addition to expounding new interpretations based on his authority as the representative of the Imam.
390 See image of the first page of Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1335H in Plate-VIIIb, in which the basmalah is 
written by Syedna Taher Saifuddin.
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The risalahs of Syedna Taher Saifuddin were, according to him, both original 
composition (tasmf) and collation of excerpts from earlier texts (ta ’Ilf). The Tahmid was 
the primary venue for tasn if especially in Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s earlier risalahs, and 
he used its potential to the utmost in order to express his insights into Fatimid-Tayyibi 
philosophy. The ta ’I if formed the larger part of the main body (math) of the earlier 
risalahs, in which excerpts from various Fatimid-Tayyibi texts, carefully selected on the 
basis of thematic relevance, were presented, each with a brief introduction by Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin. The risalahs were also valuable because they were repositories of 
excerpts from many manuscript texts and provided a proper table of contents (fihrisi). 
The printed and, relatively speaking, readily accessible risalahs became an encyclopedia 
of Fatimid-Tayyibi theology and a vital resource for the various disciplines of Fatimid- 
Tayyibi learning. The extent and variety of tasnif md /a 77/increased concurrently over 
the years.
The impact of the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition, especially the writing of al- 
Mu’ayyad and earlier Rasa’il-Ramadaniyyah, is clearly visible in both the ta 77/and the 
tasnif m. Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s lisalahs. Syedna Taher Saifuddin is known to have 
browsed through many older Rasa’il-Ramadaniyyah, which were laid out on a table for 
him, while he was authoring his own risalah. The teTZ/section, the main, consistently 
features passages from al-Mu’ayyad’s M ajalis and the earlier risalahs. But the influence 
of these can be seen in the tasm f section as well. The beginning of the Tahmid in 
Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-l 335H (Appendix-4:182), for instance, is clearly inspired by the 
Tahmid in Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1221H (Appendix-4:175), written in the time of the
—  301 „forty-third DaT . Many other Fatimid-Tayyibi texts, especially the Majalis of al- 
Mu’ayyad, can be seen to have a strong echo in Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s risalahJ92. 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin acknowledges this impetus of iqtida’ in his very first risalah 
during the khitab following the Tahmid (p. 16):
391 The first few phrases in Risalab-Ramadaniyyah-l221H (Appendix-4:175) are identical to their 
counterparts in Risa/ah-Ramadaniyyah-1335H (Appendix-4:182). There are also other instances in which 
earlier risalahs are quoted in the Tahmid of Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1335H referred to below. While the 
quotations in the matn o f the risalah are introduced and referenced, the shorter quotations in the Tahmid 
are assimilated without reference.
392 An illustration of al-Mu’ayyad’s impact is Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s recitation and explication of all 
800 of al-Mu’ayyad’s Majalis in community gatherings, one Majlis every Thursday, much like al-Mu’ayyad 
used to recite nine centuries earlier. Syedna Taher Saifuddin finished the 800 once and had started over 
again before he passed away (Khuzaima b. Syedna Taher Saifuddin).
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Other examples of this influence will be highlighted during the analysis of the Tahmid.
The format of the Rasa‘il-Ramadaniyyah entails that the primary venue for 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s contribution, and for originality, becomes the Tahmid. The 
praise-preamble increases in length dramatically over the years, extending to over a 
hundred (A5) printed pages in the later risalahs. The consistency of the rhyme and 
rhythm, coupled with the fluidity of the language, also stands out in comparison with 
earlier risalahs in the Indian phase. The richness of vocabulary and masteiy of language, 
highlighted in particular in those risalahs that boast luzum ma la yalzain (i.e. Tahmids 
without alif, without fa \ without dotted letters etc.), is also a distinguishing feature. 
There is also a greater variety in the approaches to the Tahmid: for example, while the 
Talmud of Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-\335R focuses on the necessity of the spiritual 
continuity of the Imamate and the D a‘wah, the Tahmid in Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-\356H 
(Appendix-4:189), following Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s Hajj, focuses on the esoteric 
signification of the rites and rituals of the pilgrimage. This also underlines the gradual 
development in Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s Tahmid over time. The Tahmid becomes the 
prime venue for the author to contribute his insights into Fatimid-Tayyibi theology and 
esoterics.
The matn of the Rasa’il-Ramadaniyyah also sees development, with the gradual 
inclusion of new elements over time. Later risalahs also had answers to jurisprudential 
questions (masa’il flqhiyyali) presented to the DaT, historical narratives about past 
Fatimid-Tayyibi DaTs, edited sermons translated into Arabic and a chronicle of 
contemporary significant events authored by Syedna Taher Saifuddin.
However, the basic format of the risalahs as a whole, and of the Tahmid in 
particular, did not change much over the years. While risalahs of earlier DaTs, for 
instance, might or might not feature salawat on the progeny of al-Tayyib, salawat on the 
DaTs and qasidahs, Syedna Taher Saifuddin had a consistent structure from the very first 
risalah. The following is an outline of a typical Syedna Taher Saifuddin risalah'.
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•  Tahmid (addressing contemporary events or often with a particular theme)
o Hamd(repeated *x’ times)
■ Subhana 
o  Shahadah
* Allah
■ Muhammad
■ ‘AH (‘ waliyy Allah, wasiyy rasul Allah- very rare-one 
example 1356H; Appendix-4;189)
o  Salawat
■ Muhammad
■ ‘Ali
■ Fatimah
■ Hasan and Husayn
■ The Imams
• Qasidah of praise
■ Al-Tayyib
■ Imam al- ‘asr
• Qasidah o f praise (in later risalahs)
• Culmination of salawat on Imams
■ The DaTs
• Annua ba (d
o  Khitab/salam  (formal address by Syedna Taher Saifuddin and 
greeting)
o  D u fa (becomes longer in later risalahs, often quoted but many 
original du’as also authored by Syedna Taher Saifuddin) 
o  M aw fzah  (spiritual exhortation; the khutbahsof ‘AJB and excerpts of 
al-Mu’ayyad’s Majalis become a standard feature)
• Afato-Main Body of risalah
o Mostly thematically collated material from various sources with 
introduction and sometimes commentary by Syedna Taher Saifuddin. 
o Historical Narratives of previous DaTs (an original composition; a 
standard in later risalahs) 
o Masa’il  Gqhiyyah (answers to jurisprudential questions posed to 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin by followers) 
o Chronicle o f yearly events (a feature of later risalahs) 
o Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s wa ‘z  or sermons edited and translated into 
Arabic; these include his insights into Fatimid-Tayyibi esoterics.
• End Talmud
The combination of a protracted Tahmid, elegant on the surface and with promise of 
deep esoteric signification, and a matn combining spiritual exhortation, history, religious 
philosophy, esoterics {ta’wll), higher esoterics (.baqiqah) and jurisprudence, made Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin’s Rasafl-Ramadaniyyah a distinctive multi-disciplinary work: the 
diversity of the matn was anticipated and given foundation in the rich Tahmid.
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Analysis of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s RisaJah-RamadaniyyahA335H Tahmid
Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s first Risalah-Ramadaniyyah (Appendix-4:182) was chiefly a 
performative dialogue -  a strong element in a conceited effort to address contemporary 
challenges. Simultaneously it was an inter-textual dialogue with the numerous writings 
of previous Fatimid-Tayyibi scholars, and an intra-textual dialogue in that utterances in 
segments of its Tahmid interacted with other utterances in different segments and with 
the matn.
Although tasalsul is a concept that permeates every Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmid, 
readily facilitating comparison with earlier texts, it is the very raison d ’etre for Risalah- 
Ramadaniyyah- 13 35H. Since the religious belief of the continuity of the Imams and 
DaTs was being contested in a secular court of law, the risalah, and especially its 
Tahmid, as paid of a performative dialogue, encapsulated the fundamental arguments on 
the basis of which Syedna Taher Saifuddin reinforced the faith of his followers and made 
his case to the court and the dissenters.
It is this awareness of the precise historical context of the risalah, the recognition 
that it is a response to these circumstances, and that it is Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s first 
risalah (one that is ostensibly the prototype for all of his later risalahs), that makes the 
Tahmid in Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1335H an ideal choice for this case study. As a result 
of the sheer length of the Tahmid and the constraints of space, I propose here to present 
an overview of the Tahmid, followed by an in depth look at the use of three motifs of 
tasalsul, rather than a comprehensive segment by segment analysis.
An Overview
The structure of the Tahmid in Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-\ 3 35H resembles earlier Tahmlds 
in being the verbal manifestation of the habl-Allah, but with the added ‘adhesive’ of 
carefully situated pronoun links. The concept of habl-Allah is all the more pertinent in 
this risalah since it is part of the full title. The first part of the title is Daw’unur al-Haqq 
al-Mubln, the numerical value of which according to the abjad-hawwaz calculation 
system is 1335, and the rest of the title is fi al-i‘tisami bi habl-Allah al-mafin.
This Talmud’s components and sub-components become the template for all of 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s risalahs that follow, a consistency hitherto seen only in al- 
Mu’ayyad’s Majalis. The following is an outline of the Tahmid’s fourteen segments.
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Basmalah Allah 1
1. Hamdt
subhanah Allah 23
3 sub-segments (al-hamd li 
Allah/ nahmaduhu/ nusabbihuhu)
II. Sbabadab Allah 4 -
III. Muhammad 2 -
IV. Salawat Muhammad 24
5 sub-segments (marked by 
repetition of salla Allah *alayhi 
min nabiyyin)
V. ‘AH 45
5 sub-segments (marked by 
repetition of salla Allah ‘alayhi 
min wasiyyin—first two shorter 
phrases)
VI. Fatimah 15 -
VII.
Hasan-
Husayn
24
-
VIII. Imams 49 -
IX. QasTdah- 25
X. al-T ayyib 18
XI. Imam al- ‘asr 49
XII. Sub-culmination 7 Prayer for continuity of salawat
XIII. DaTs 39
XIV. Culmination 18 Prayer for continuity of salawat
Khitab Syedna T aher Saifuddin— 
audience
The final contemporary link 
in the chain o f  continuity.
As mentioned in chapter-V (p. 176), the sequence of the salawat connects the 
reader with a continuous chain, beginning with God through to the DaT of his time in the 
khitab. The added ‘adhesive’ is the transitional phrase between each segment and the use 
of pronouns referring to the primary relata of the previous segment.
jJd
. . l)
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After the pronoun link between Muhammad and God in the shahadah, the beginning of 
the first two segments of salawat stand out as a result of the repetition of the salawat on 
the primary relata of the previous segment(s), alongside the salawat on the primary relata 
of the ensuing segment. Using the image of a chain, these two transitional segments are 
the primary fasteners on which the rest of the chain relies, and the emphasis on them is 
understandable. The phrase at the beginning of each following segment (wa eali) also 
acts as an ‘adhesive’, linking the primary relata of that segment with the primary relata
flQ-l
of the previous one . In the case of Muhammad and ‘All, where we have sub-segments, 
the entire first sub-segment in each solely creates Z7AA2/1-relations, with the aid of 
pronouns, with the primary relata of the former segment: Allah and Muhammad 
respectively.
Two instances where the pronoun is exceptionally strong are in the salawat on al- 
Tayyib (A), in which he is related with the Imams, and in the salawat on the DaTs (B), in
which they are also related with the Imams:
»/ /  /  /
s } s } s ' * '  ' " ' '
^ iSj* ry)>®
/  * * * * * * *  * * * * *
In both cases the pronoun becomes part of the end-rhyme, which is repeated by the 
author to underline the izAAa/i-relation. The relation of the DaTs with the Imams is
393 This is the case in almost all the segments with the exception of the salawat on Fatimah, in which the 
ms&dZr-relation is with the Imams, who are the primary relata of the subsequent segment. However, a 
nisbah-ielation with Muhammad and ‘Ali is created within the salawat.
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especially emphasized in response to the allegation that it is that part of the rope, the 
succession of the DaTs, that has been severed. While the use of the pronoun to relate 
entities in Tahmid is not new, its utilization here to reflect the links in the habl-Allah, 
with an added emphasis on certain links through the repetition of the pronoun, 
underscores the emphasis on tasalsul which this Tahmid wishes to achieve.
The Tahmid creates and enhances its relations using various tools, some tried and 
tested, some fairly original. The use of Qur’anic quotations permeates the Tahmid with a 
total of twenty-five verbatim and eighteen modified quotes394. The practice of having 
quotes at the end of segments, witnessed in Fatimid chancellery documents, is evident in 
segments-la, lc, 2, 3, 10 and 13. Every segment has at least one Qur’anic quotation 
acting as an anchor (shahid) for the validity of the author’s assertions. While the 
quotations are fairly evenly spread out, two clusters stand out: segment-2 and segment- 
13, roughly at the beginning and the end of the Tahmid, which link the affirmation of the 
Oneness of God with the assertion of the position of the DaTs. Two modified quotes also 
find their way into the praise qasidah. One relates Qur’anic imagery to dissenters (line- 
18; 25:44) and the other is during a supplication to the Imam, transferring to him God’s 
promise to remember those who remember Him (lines-20-21; 2:152). Since the author is 
steeped in the knowledge of the Fatimid-Tayyibi esoteric tradition, the majority of the 
quotations either create nM>afi-relations indicating or prescribing their esoteric ta ’wll 
signification (e.g. segments-5d, 5e, 7, 8, 11, 12 and a number of verses in 13) or rely on 
the audience to perceive this relation based on their background (e.g. segments-la, lc, 3, 
4a, 6 and 10)395. Such interpretive references to verses are regularly seen in Fatimid- 
T ayyibi T ahmids.
Referring systematically to the key Qur’anic verses, that support the necessity of 
tasalsul according to the Fatimid-Tayyibi interpretation, the author carefully weaves the 
verses into the Tahmid and the rhyme of the verse occasionally dictates the rhyme of the 
segment. For example, the nouns used to describe Muhammad in verse 33:45-46, quoted 
in segment-3: i-shahid, ii-mubashshlr, \\\-nadJm, iv-da 1 ila Allah hi idhnih and v-siraf 
muriir, based on their esoteric interpretation imply continuity. In Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-
394 The modified and unmodified quotes have been clearly marked in my presentation of Risalab- 
Ramadaniyyab-133511 Tahmid in (Appendix-4:182).
395 The esoteric J?iraZr-relation created by the modified quotes in segment-1 a, lc, 3 and 4a are discussed 
further below.
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1352H (pp. 166-173) Syedna Taher Saifuddin, with reference to the writings of al-Qacfi 
al-Nu‘man and DaT ‘All b. Muhammad b. al-Wafid, maintains that these nouns refer to 
five hudud that must be present in every age: shahid refers to the Prophet Muhammad 
(natiq) in his time and to the Imam in later times; mubashshir refers to the successor 
{asas, lit. foundation, another term for wasiyy), ‘AH in the Prophet’s time and to every 
Imam’s heir-apparent; nadhir refers to the rank of lawahiq, daei  refers to the DaT al- 
Mutlaq and sirajm unirrefers to the M a’dhun. This is one of several interpretations of the 
who the five nouns refer to. Based on the ta ’w ilsignification, the verse pertaining in the 
explicit context to Muhammad is seen to have a relevance and bearing for the ages to 
come.
The binary outlook witnessed in earlier Tahmids, both within the Fatimid-Tayyibi 
tradition and without, permeates this Tahmid. Drawing on previous writings creates an 
inter-textual dialogue of agreement and adaptation. The most common binarism, that of 
haqq-batil, is found in the very beginning of the Tahmid and runs through it, from the 
Qur’anic quotation in segment-la (13:14), through to the qasidah (lines 13-14) and 
segment-10, in which the fates of those related with haqq-batil respectively are 
presented. This antithetical binarism is supplemented by the complementary binarism of 
haqq-sidq that also runs through the Tahmid. The appearance of these keywords at 
strategic points binds the different segments of this relatively long Tahmid together. The 
two keywords will be the subject of a more detailed discussion in the context of spiritual- 
continuity motifs.
Another familiar binarism is that of tanzll-ta ’wll, characteristic of Fatimid- 
Tayyibi Tahmids. Syedna Taher Saifuddin devotes almost an entire sub-segment (4e) to 
creating ms1 -relations between Muhammad and the Qur’an. Expectedly, in the salawat 
on ‘Ali in segment-5c, he is pointedly related to the ta ’w ll of the Qur’an and bayan. In 
the same vein, the Imams are described as qurana’ al-Qur’an in the beginning of segment- 
8. But beyond these specific relations this binarism acts as a backdrop against which the 
entire Tahmid is placed and viewed, as a result of numerous explications and 
expectations of esoteric signification in Qur’anic quotations and other relations. Finally, 
the binarism of absar-afkar (physical-intellectual), commonly used in the Fatimid- 
Tayyibi tradition to contextualize our relation and perception of God, is adapted to
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contextualize the binarism of zuhur-satr o f the Imam. Later in this chapter, this binarism 
acts as a framework for a deeper look at the motifs of zuhur-satr, with a particular focus 
on the role of rhetorical devices in its realization.
A relatively uncommon feature of this Tahmid is the selective inclusion of brief 
historical narratives. Tahmids are, by and large, non-narrative texts and so the sporadic, 
though brief, occurrence of narrative stands out. One such occasion occurs in segmented, 
which narrates the appointment of ‘Ali by Muhammad in al-Ghadir. The other brief 
occurrence is at the end of segment-7, narrating the martyrdom of Husayn and the 
succession of his son. These two narratives are the primary focus in discussing the motifs 
of succession in this Tahmid.
While the instances of narration are limited, there are numerous instances in 
which nisbah-relations and descriptions lead to historical i?ta/;-relations. In some cases 
the msbah-xQldXion makes no sense without recalling the historical context. In segment-7, 
for instance, Hasan-Husayn are related to Fatimah as the two ‘who were nursed on her 
milk and were equal partners of her pearls’ {radleay darriha wa qaslmay durriha). The 
significance of the latter relation depends on the Fatimid-Tayyibi audience’s awareness 
of the oft repeated narrative of the pearl-necklace incident. According to Fatimid-Tayyibi 
tradition396, Hasan and Husayn in their childhood asked their grandfather, Muhammad, to 
decide whose handwriting was better; Muhammad sent the two to ‘All who promptly 
sent them to Fatimah; Fatimah broke her pearl necklace and scattered its seven pearls, 
declaring that whoever was able to obtain more pearls was the better one; Husayn was 
about to take the fourth pearl when the angel Gabriel, upon instructions from God, split 
the last pearl into two, giving each an equal share. This narrative also has a theological 
significance, in that it signifies that Hasan is also an Imam, equal to Husayn, in whose 
progeny the Imamate continues. The reference to them being nursed with her milk, also 
has a theological significance; Fatimah is seen to have given to Hasan and Husayn the 
‘ilm  which the Prophet had given to her397.
Another instance of historical i/Ara/z-relations occurs in the salawat on ‘AH, in 
which his role in the battles of Badr and Hunayn (segment-5a -5c) and his removal of the 
idols from the K a‘bah after the conquest of Mecca are evoked-(segment-5 a-5b). In the
396 Syedna Taher Saifuddin, wa‘z sermon.
397 This understanding is explicated in this verse praising Hasan by Syedna Taher Saifuddin in his Diwan:
0^11 * 'Calais
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following segment, fikrah-xoidXiom are created with ‘All’s two hijrahs (Mecca to Medina 
and Medina to Kufa), his praying towards the two qiblahs (Jerusalem and Mecca) and 
the return of the sun for him after it set, a twice-occurring miracle frequently narrated in 
the Fatimid-Tayyibi tradition. This miracle has further significance, in that it symbolizes 
firstly the return of the khilafah to ‘All after it was usurped according to the ShTah, and 
secondly the zuhur of al-Mahdi and the founding of the Fatimid empire after a long 
period of absence of political power. While there are many other examples of narrative 
accounts that the author expects his audience to recollect, these two sufficiently 
illustrate the ability of relatively concise phrases to evoke -relations with elaborate 
and theologically significant narratives.
Following in the line of Fatimid-Tayyibi Tahmids of the Indian phase, the Tahmid in 
Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-l 335H displays a keen commitment to a harmony of sight and 
sound patterns and an awareness of their ability to create and enhance relations. The 
parallel statements in the Tahmid, especially in the ham dsection (for example segment- 
la, lb and lc, also beginning of segment-13), can be seen as creating esoteric fikrah- 
relations based primarily on then* shared rhyme and parallelism. These will be discussed 
further in the framework of the zuhur-satr motif.
Shorter phrases dominate the text, with longer ones either providing some sort of 
a climax (e.g. la, 10 and 13) or changing the tone (e.g. 5e and end of 7). The tempo is 
greatly escalated by these short phrases (especially in beginning of la, lc, 5a, beginning 
of 8, beginning of 10 and beginning of 13), as is clear particularly in comparison with 
Tahmids in which the phrases are on average longer. One such example is Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin’s Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1356H (Appendix-4:189), the primary thrust of 
which is to enlighten the audience about the esoteric significations of religious rites and 
rituals, especially the Hajj. The context in Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-\335R, however, is 
one of turmoil and confrontation. The tempo thus reflects the context to a certain degree: 
while the tempo and rhythm of 1356H resembles a relaxing melody, the tempo created by 
the rapid sequence of short phrases in Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-X 335H resembles that of a 
drum beat during battle.
The discussion of rhetorical devices also provides the opportunity to discuss 
briefly the qasidah in the Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-\ 335H Talmud. In the context of the
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Tahnild it is the longest uninterrupted series of single end-rhymes (26 in total-including 
two in the first line). With relation to the binarism of haqq-batil mentioned above, each 
part of the binarism has one line devoted to it in the middle of the qasldah, 13 and 14 
respectively, the metrical-parallelism creating and aiding the antithetical relation. The 
qasldah also contains all of the primary relata referred to in the Tahmid precisely in the 
order that they appear in the Tahmid, starting with the Prophet and ending with the DaT 
himself (the author’s plea for succor), thereby encapsulating the habl-Allah and the 
primary relations in the 25 lines. The added advantage of the qasldab is its relative 
conciseness compared to the Tahmid, and the possibility provided by its metrics for 
recitation en-masse, a tradition of the Fatimid-Tayyibl community in India.
A qualified principle of correspondence is established throughout the Tahmid 
between God and the Imam, as His representative, and the Imam and the DaT, as his 
representative. I say qualified because it is taken as a precept that God is beyond 
recognition and comprehension and above all of creation including the Imam, as 
evidenced by the declaration even by the Imam that God is Great[er than all] (Allah- 
akbar). In segment-8 the author makes this qualification by relating the Imams to the 
people as arbab, and to God as ‘ibad marbubun. The correspondence between the Imam 
and the DaT is also qualified in that it is based on the representation of the former by the 
latter in satr: the former is the m alik while the latter is the mamluk. The latter epithet, 
mamluk ali Muhammad, is used by Syedna Taher Saifuddin in the khitab section. The 
correspondence between God and the Imam is purely a correspondence of function rather 
than a suggestion of anything essential: God’s affairs are carried out in this world 
through the Imam; the Imam’s function is carried out by the DaT during the satr period. 
This correspondence is based on the statement by Imam Ja‘far al-Sadiq: that which is 
said about God [in effect applies] to us and that which is said about us [in effect applies] 
to the highest of our shTah, understood as referring to the DaT al-satr by Fatimid- 
Tayyibl scholars (ma qlla f i  Allah fa huwa Una wa ma qlla Una fa huwa U al-bulagha’i  
min shVatina).
The qualified correspondence between God and the Imam is clearly manifested in 
the quotation of Qur’an 43:84 in relation to the Imam al- ‘asrm  segment-11. The Tmam is 
unequivocally identified as the one implied by the Qur’anic statement ‘wa U al-ardi
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— “5QQ__________________________________ _ _ila tf . The correspondence between the Imam and the DaTs is clearly manifested in the 
assertion in segment-13, using another Qur’anic verse (18:18), discussed further below: 
the Imams are seen as awake despite being asleep, being manifest through the DaTs 
despite seclusion.
The effect of these two cases of correspondence is that, throughout the Tahmid, 
all the relations and concepts applying to the power of God are seen, in a qualified sense, 
as applicable to the Imams, while all those applying to the Imams are also seen, again in a 
qualified sense, as applicable to DaTs during seclusion. The cases of correspondence 
infinitely broaden the scope of iTAra/z-relations that the Tahmid can achieve.
A quick note is necessary to draw attention to the ‘stock relations’ of the primary 
relata mentioned earlier in chapter-V (p.200): the relation of Muhammad with rahmah 
(segment-4a) and the Qur’an (segment-4e; discussed further below), the relation of ‘All 
with Him and battles (minbar-maydan- segments 5a-5c399), the relation of Fatimah with 
the Imams, as their mother, and with Maryam (segment-6), the relation of Hasan and 
Husayn with martyrdom (segment-7), the relation of the Imams with tathlr (33:33 in 
segment-8), and the relations of the Imams and DaTs with the Qur’anic image of the cave 
(segments-8 and 13), etc. These examples are simply to show the persistence of these 
stock relations and to draw attention to the varied usage of, and flkrah-relations evoked 
by, a relatively limited set of relations.
A final general feature of the Tahmid is the inclusion by Syedna Taher Saifuddin 
of phrases and statements employed in earlier Fatimid-Tayyibl works. The first few lines 
of Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-l 335H, as mentioned above, are clearly inspired from the 
forty-third DaTs Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-l221H (Appendix-4:175). Another verbatim 
quote (though not identified as such) included in segment-11 is from the main-body of 
Risalah-Ramadaniyyah- 1215H: “wa la ‘amr Allah innahu la daruriyy al-wujud m a* 
ghaybatih...ru ’ya tih”. Additionally, certain phrases in segment-lc, (subhanahumin ilahin 
qawluhu hukm .. ,khablra\ are modified quotes from a du ‘a attributed to Imam ‘AH b. al- 
Husayn Zayn al-‘Abidin in the Sahlfah Sajjadiyyah400. I have traced the sources of
398 Similar implication with reference to ‘All in segment-5e with the quotation o f verse (57:3).
399 This phrase fan's al-minbar wa al-maydan is explicitly used to describe ‘All in segment-5c.
400 Original phrases in Zayn al-'Abindm’s ‘Du‘a tArafah,\
t u i h L d k j  S i j  tdSSLuiLol j l j  V
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certain instances; clearly there may be others as yet unrecognized. By contrast, Tahmlds 
in later risalahs show a greater willingness to include innovative expressions. Risalah- 
Ramadaniyyah-l 335H being his first risalah, it is possible that the author wanted to 
derive as much authority and credibility for his text as possible by anchoring it and 
linking it with the utterances of those whose authority and credibility were unquestioned.
Motifs of Continuity- Tasalsul
The motifs of continuity can be divided into three rough categories that overlap to a 
certain degree: (i) unchanging spiritual continuity or permanence, (ii) nass and continuity 
despite physical change, and (iii) the transition and continuity from the period of zuhurto 
satr. The first considers timeless concepts that are unchanging and permanent, such as 
haqq, sidq and rahmah. The second considers the progression from one individual to the 
other, the continuity based on the divinely guided act of appointment (nass). The third is 
the crucial transition of this continuity from the Imamate: the succession from father to
•i
son in seclusion, to the unbroken succession of their representatives manifest among the 
people: the DaTs. While motifs based on Qur’anic quotations, historical narratives, 
keywords, rhetoric and binarisms are found in each category, this chapter will focus on 
one or two of these types in each category to demonstrate the variety and richness of 
motifs in this Tahmid.
A-Motifc o f Spiritual Permanence (Keywords and Qur’ahic Quotations)
The evocative and closely related words haqq and sidq appear throughout the text of the 
Tahmid, building a subtle case for the permanence of the spiritual and binding the 
different segments of the Tahmid together. To start with, the term haqq appears in the 
very title of the risalah, thereby directing the audience to seek it within the text. In the 
very first segment, the buildup of the three short phrases reaches a climax in the 
quotation of the Qur’anic verse 13:14 starting with the words: ‘lahu da‘wat al-haqq'. 
This verse, and the word haqq in it, are related with the referent of the pronoun ‘2?z7’ in 
‘lahi?. While the most immediate referent is God, the Imam and DaT also become 
referents, based on the rhetorical pattern of the preceding three segments. Indeed, the 
term D aewat al-haqq refers to the eternal Da’wah that begins in the spiritual realm, 
continues on earth as the Da‘wah of the Prophets including Muhammad, further 
continues with the Imams and persists under the auspices of the DaTs. While the
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stipulations and S h a r if of the Da cwah change from one Prophet to another, it is the 
very same D aewah, and its essence {batin), and the ‘ihn that supports it, remain the same: 
that is, they are permanent. This phrase *lahu D a‘wat al-haqqj becomes the symbol of the 
Fatimid-Tayyibl D a‘wah, identified as God’s Da‘wat al-haqq. The verse is quoted fairly 
frequently by previous Fatimid-Tayyibl scholars401. The ability of this word to evoke 
such a strong set of iJ&raZf-relations affords each individual or entity, to which it is 
related, a share in its continuity and permanence through the ages. Every appearance of 
the word is therefore significant.
The term sidq also evokes several strong fTfcra//-relations. The Prophet is referred 
to in traditions as al-sadiq al-masduq402, In the end-Tahnnd (Appendix-4:183) of this 
risalah, Muhammad is described as the lisan-sidq f l  al-akhirin, with reference to Qur’an 
26:84403. The common reference to ‘All as lisan sidq ‘aliyya, with reference to Qur’an 
19:50, as in al-Mu’ayyad’s Majalis 3-272 (Appendix-4:65), a i?iraA-relation is created 
with ‘All as well. It also creates a fikra h ttlation with the fourth ShTah Imam, Jaefar al- 
Sadiq, known as such by Shi‘ahs and Sunnis 404. Thus any reference to sidq creates a 
jftfoaA-relation with Muhammad, ‘All and the Imams.
More broadly, the words sidq, and its derivation tasdiq, are used to define another 
weighty term: Iman. Al-Mu’ayyad {Majalis, 1-96) states that iman is the acceptance and 
belief in the truthfulness (tasdiq% of the Prophets and especially of Muhammad when he 
speaks of the unseen {ghayb). We can divide this tasdiq into three types: tasdiq of past, 
present and future. The requirement of tasdiq of the past, accepting the truthfulness of 
the past Prophets and their religions, is attested to by the Qur’anic verse 37:37, which 
describes Muhammad as one who brought forth haqq and acknowledged the truthfulness 
of the previous Prophets (saddaqa; incidentally, this is also an attestation by the Qur’an 
of the complementary binarism of haqq and sidq witnessed time and again in this 
Tahmid). The tasdiq of the future means accepting the truthfulness of the Prophets and 
Imams when they speak about events that are unperceived by the powers of human
401 See for example al-Mu’ayyad, Majalis, 2-185(Appendix-4:45), Risalah-Ramadaniyyah- 1221H 
(Appendix-4:175) and 1248H(Appendix-4:180) from the Indian phase.
402 For example, Musnad-Ahmad, no. 2035, Sahih al-Bukhari, no, 6105, Sahih-Muslim, no. 4781, Sunan al- 
Tiimidhi, no. 2063, and Sunan IbnMajah, no. 73.
403 Similar reference in al-Mu’ayyad’s Majalis, 3-266 (Appendix-4:62).
404 According to al-Mu’ayyad in Majalis 1- 90, Ja‘far al-Sadiq is said to have declared that it was the 
Imams who were referred to by the word sadiqln, commenting on the Qur’anic verse (9: 119), ‘O you who 
believe fear God and be with the Truthful ones’.
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perception or are yet to happen {ghayb): the Day of Judgment, punishment in Hellfire and 
reward in Heaven. Finally, these tasdiqs aret combined in the tasdiq of the present: that is 
to believe in the veracity of sahib al-zaman, whether it is the Imam or his representative 
the DaT in time of seclusion. It is this final tasdiq that is particularly relevant in the 
context of the Tahmid of this Risalah-Ramadaniyyah, wherein the veracity, of the DaT 
when he speaks of the appointment {nass) of the forty-seventh DaT, is in question.
After the initial solitary appearance of the word haqq, the two terms haqq and 
sidq appear together at three strategic points. The first is in segment-7, in which Hasan- 
Husayn are related to the two concepts, with all that they signify, as imamay haqq wa 
humamay sidq. The second appearance is in segment-8, in which the Imams in the 
progeny of Husayn are related to the two keywords as ahillat al-haqq wa adillat al-sidq. 
Finally, in the khitab, the author relates himself to the two concepts: ad‘u ilam a da‘aw 
min al-haqq wa aslukuma salaku min sabll al-sidq. The terms also appeal' alongside each 
other once in the main body of the risalah, with reference to the continuity of the 
Imamate, and also in the end-Tahmid (Appendix-4:183) describing the Prophet405. The 
repetition of the two terms in different segments initiates an intra-textual dialogue 
between the instances in which they occur, linking them together.
These strategic recurrences not only signify the permanence of these concepts 
throughout time, but also reinforce the principle of correspondence between the Imams 
and the DaTs during satr. The final appearance in relation to the present DaT initiates a 
performative dialogue with contemporary voices of dissension and makes a strong case 
for the acceptance of the authority of the DaT, the key contemporary issue that the 
Tahmid addresses. From a completely eisegetical perspective, in the recurrence of haqq- 
sidq in reference to the Imams and the DaTs, individuals who are considered role-models, 
conveys a subtle though important moral message to the audience to follow the same 
path: to support haqq and be truthful in all their dealings. The repetition of these words, 
with full knowledge of all the fZ&raZz-relations they generate, is evidence that carefully
405 Part of a quote from the writings of DaT Idris ‘Imad al-Dln, this is the context in the main body of 
Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-l335H (p. 66):
^11 ^ j  d  aLjiIulLs A j^ji a*-*. * J l  jA A*J A jj ta .  A^LaV I i J j j  j j l j
lil L»J ^  ^  C-tljLuill d u l j  La Aju I.1
tljj (Jutj Cjfilik jil AulljlAA (2)1 V_j3 ’'1 ll£ Laj j) ((JJUaoll (JjVa (>
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selected ‘keywords’ strategically placed throughout the Tahmid are a powerful literary 
tool that is used to its full potential in this Tahmid.
Another motif of spiritual permanence is the concept of mercy (rahmah), presented 
initially in relation to the Prophet. In Qur’an 21:107 Muhammad is described as rahmah 
personified. The modified quote in segment-4a refers to this verse, followed by a strong 
n/?Z?<2/;-relation between the essence (khamirah) of rahmah and Muhammad’s progeny 
after his death. The essence of rahmah is presented as one that is continuous, unchanging 
and permanent. The fziraZr-relations and the inter-textual dialogue endorse the necessity 
for the permanence of rahmah. This verse and the concept of rahmah are the basis for one 
of al-Kirmahi’s (Masablh) and al-Mua’yyad’s arguments for the necessity of the 
continuity of the chain of Imamate (Majalis, 2-188 and 2-189). Briefly, they argue that, 
since Muhammad is the embodiment of rahmah for his contemporary people, and since it 
is possible that there will be after Muhammad those who are as pious and deserving of 
rahmah as those contemporary to the Prophet, and since God is Just, it is necessary that 
there be for all of mankind, at eveiy point in time, an individual, an Imam, who is also 
the embodiment of rahmahm . Another iZ&raZj-relation, based on the former, is with a 
verse composed by the 5th Fatimid-Tayyibl DaT ‘All b. Muhammad b. al-Wafid (Diwan) 
in praise of the 3rd Fatimid-Tayyibl DaT Hatim b. Ibrahim:
We do not say that the Imam is in  “'"'J-----
seclusion, when you, o rahmat al-
The iJ&ra/^elation with this verse extends the permanent khamlrah of rahmah to include
therefore an acceptance — impossible -  of injustice by the Almighty.
A number of other motifs of spiritual permanence in the Tahrriid should be mentioned 
here. The reference to kalim at in the context of the Qur’anic verses 6:115 and 18:27, in 
segment-lc, creates a -relation, an inter-textual dialogue, with the ta ’wil of
Rahman, are our DaT .
the DaT. The dissidents’ claim of the severance of the line of DaTs would entail
406 A verse in Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s diwan broaches this concept and addresses the Imam as rahmah, 
the progeny of he who is rahmah personified:
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kalimah discussed in chapter-V (pp. 187-188): God’s kalimat are the Imams and during 
satr the Imams’ kalimat are the DaTs. In the spirit of continuity and permanence, the 
statement that God’s kalimat cannot be changed, is part of the performative dialogue 
addressing contemporary circumstances. Any suggestion that the forty-seventh DaT was 
not appointed is thus rendered blasphemous. In the same vein, the reference to asma7in 
segment-2, through the Qur’anic verse 59:24, continues the inter-textual dialogue with 
the esoteric interpretation of asma7as the Imams, discussed in chapter-V(p.78).
In segment-10, the nisbah-relation of al-Tayyib with the Prophet as Tight 
emanating from light’, directly creates a T/taA-relation with the S ijill al-Bisharah, the 
official letter sent out by the Fatimid Imam al-Amir announcing al-Tayyib’s birth, 
mentioned earlier, in which this statement appears407. This light image conveys 
continuity as well as permanence, especially if considered in relation to the quotation of 
verse 9:32 in the end of segment-7, in which God’s light is completed and secured by 
Him despite attempts by dissidents to ‘extinguish’ it. Through this intra-textual dialogue 
it is clear that each Imam is characterized as the light of God.
The continuity and spiritual permanence between al-Tayyib and Imam al- easr is 
endorsed further in the beginning of segment-11, in which the relation between the two is 
of absolute congruity even though the persons are different: ‘the Imam al-‘asr is known 
by his [al-Tayyib’s] name, his soul is like his soul, his body is like his body’ (al-maeru fb i 
ismih, alladlu nafsuhu ka nafsihi wa jism uhuka jism ih). For the followers of the Imam in 
time of seclusion, the Imam al-asr, also called Tayyib al-asr, is known by the twenty-first 
Imam al-Tayyib’s name since the present Imam is in his progeny and it is in al-Tayyib’s 
name that the Da‘wah continues during satr. The naming is to assert the physical 
presence of an Imam, a descendant of the twenty-first Imam al-Tayyib, to the extent that 
the present Imam’s birthday is annually celebrated on the date of the twenty-first Imam 
al-Tayyib’s birth. The spirit of permanence is summarized in this verse from the Tahmid 
qasldah:
---------------------J--------- *4-\-------------c)
And their last, in glory, with the 
first equates.
 -----------
407 Quoted in Tmad al-DIn, ‘Uyun (vol.V, pp. 254-255).
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B-Motifs o f Spiritual transition: Nass (Historical Narratives)
Three instances of historical narrative appeal' in this Tahmid. These instances recount 
and narrate the actual ‘temporal’ rite of transition of supra-temporal permanent notions 
such as rahmah from one individual to the other. These motifs mediate between the 
timeless permanent spiritual concepts and the realities of the time-bound changing world.
The first instance, in segment-5d, describes the relation between Muhammad and 
‘AH in al-Ghadlr. With respect to Tahmids, which scarcely entertain details, this passage 
is fairly rich in specifics. Muhammad is described as rising to the minbar with ‘All, 
raising him high so that the whiteness of his armpits (bayad ibtayh) is visible, and 
conferring nass upon him by declaring ‘he whose master I was, now this ‘AH is his 
master3 (man kim tu mawlahu fa hadha ‘A ll mawlah ). The physical description of the 
event is accompanied by the explicit statement of the nass, a statement that eventually 
gains iconic status. It is also worth mentioning that this narrative is anchored in the 
prescribed interpretation of the Qur’anic verse 5:67, discussed earlier in chapter-VI 
(p,229). This verse, initially alluded to in a modified quote in segment-4c in relation to 
the Prophet, is quoted verbatim at the beginning of segmented, creating an esoteric 
n/s&afi-relation between the verse and its ta 'w li signification. The narrative is 
supplemented by the keywords amanah and nass, which are motifs in their own right and 
are repeated at strategic points in the Tahmid (segments 4c, 5d, and amln in 11; nass and 
nusus 1 and 11). The recurrence of these terms in salawat on Muhammad and ‘All, as 
well as on the Imams, once again creates an intra-textual dialogue asserting continuity. 
The historical narrative, that otheiwise relies mostly on historical T/Ara/?-relations is in 
this case, owing to the contemporary context of the risalah, explicated in the Tahmid 
itself; the implication, through the performative dialogue that it establishes, is that the 
denial of nass on the forty-seventh DaT is tantamount to the denial of nass on ‘AH.
The other instance of narrative is in segment-7 which comes after the quotation of 
a Hadlth attributed to Muhammad in which he, the Tahmid states, confers nass on Hasan 
and Huasyn as well: al-Hasan wa al-Husayn Imam a haqq...m . While there are many 
TZAraZ?-relations on the basis of this Hadlth, it is the narrative that follows that is of
408 The argument that this constitutes a nass on Hasan-Husayn is presented by al-Qadi al-Nu'man in 
Da'a’im al-lslam vol.l, p. 37. Note that the succession from Hasan to Husayn is an anomaly; the rule is 
that succession of the Imamate must be father to son. This rule does not apply to the succession of D ais 
during satr.
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interest here. Hasan-Husayn are described as being carried by the Prophet on his 
shoulders, and climbing on his back during sujud. This brief narration evokes a fikrah- 
relation with the more elaborate version of each report409. The argument presented by 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin -  in a wa‘z  sermon- is that the actions of the Prophet are not 
simply that of a loving grandfather; rather, the Qur’anic precept (53:3-4), ‘the Prophet 
does not speak on whim; it is but wahy that is revealed unto him’ extends to his actions. 
In this respect, the action of Muhammad in carrying Hasan-Husayn is in itself an 
indication of their elevated status.
The final instance is at the end of the same segment, in which a modest narrative 
element comes into play after reference to the atrocities committed upon Husayn in 
Karbala. A statement of events follows: ‘All b. Husayn survived this great calamity 
(khatb jalJl) and in his progeny the tasalsul of Imamate persisted. Yet this event, that is 
so succinctly narrated, is provided as the starkest testimony to the continuity of the 
spiritual transference in the direst of circumstances. It immediately creates a Bkrah- 
relation and a performative dialogue with the present circumstances in which, spiritually 
rather than physically, a similar attack has been launched. This short narrative too is 
anchored in a crucial Qur’anic verse quoted in the preceding phrase (9:32). The verse 
creates a negative nisbah-ielation between nur Allah and the kafmm, and a positive 
esoteric -relation between nur Allah and the Imam, since it is implied in the 
following narrative that the survival of the nur is through the survival of ‘Ali b. Husayn. 
This idea of God’s enduring light is conveyed in verse 61:8 as well. The Fatimid-Tayyibl 
esoteric interpretation asserts that the notion is repeated because, the first verse refers to 
the continuity of the Imams while the second verse refers to the continuity of the 
DaTs410. The quotation of this verse once again, following the khitab, in an example of an 
intra-textual and performative dialogue, creates a iZfaZf-relation between the two: the
409 These anecdotes are presented by al-Qadl al-Nu‘man in Sharp al-Akhbar, vols, 11 and 12, who states on 
the Imam’s authority that the Prophet was commanded by God through the angel Gabriel to remain in 
sujud lest Hasan-Husayn fall. He also states that the Prophet was mocked when carrying Hasan-Husayn by 
the remark ‘your mount is indeed the best’ (n i‘m al-matiyymatiyyukuma), to which the Prophet is said to 
have retorted indeed they are the best riders {nfm  al-farisan hum a).
410 There is a slight difference in the two verses; the first (9: 32) reads: wa y a ’ba Allah ilia an yutimma 
nurab, while the second (61:8) reads: wa Allah mutimm nurih. Syedna Taher Saifuddin in a wa ^ -sermon 
related the second verse with the 33rd D al Fir-Khan Shuja* al-DIn, who succeeded D a l Qutb al-DIn al- 
Shahid (d. 1056/1646), martyred in Ahraadabad like Husayn was in Karbala. In Ahmadabad too, as in 
Karbala, the DaT had kept his successor with him at all times, yet he survived the oppressor’s sword. It is 
implied that while physical assassination is the ultimate test of the endurance of the Imamate and 
succession of DaTs, in other circumstances too, in which the tasalsul comes under attack, it will survive.
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continuity of the Imamate following Karbala and the continuity of the DaTs following 
the storm subsequent to the period of the forty-seventh DaT.
While the three narratives cover the crucial and unique transitions from 
Muhammad to ‘All, ‘AH to Hasan-Husayn and Husayn to ‘All b. Husayn respectively, the 
standard father to son transition is presented using other Qur’anic and keyword-based 
motifs. The description of the Imam of each age as ‘imam mubln near to the end of 
segment-8, creates a significant fikrah-relation with verse 36:12, one of the key instances 
in the Qur’an in which the word Imam is explicitly quoted. In the historical context, it 
creates a i2Ar«2Z!-relation with an instance during the proceedings of the litigation. Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin was asked by the presiding judge to offer evidence from the Qur’an 
referring to the ‘Imam’ of which he spoke so often; he promptly recited the latter verse: 
wa kulla shay’in ahsaynah fiim am  mubin411.
Another such motif is Qur’anic verse 13:7: ‘indeed you are one who warns, and 
for every folk (qawm), there is a guide (had)7. The -relation of the verse with the 
Imams prescribes the inteipretation of had as the Imam, but also as the DaT through a 
fz&raZ?-relation based on the principle of correspondence discussed earlier.
C-Moti£s ofzuhur-satr (Light Imagery and Rhetorical Patternsj
The description of the Imams in segment-8 as the ‘Imams of zuhurm d sa tf is explicated 
and expressed through a number of relations and motifs in the Tahmid, of which two 
trends are of particular interest. The first trend we may frame using the binarism of 
physical and intellectual (absar-basa’if), characteristically used in the Fatimid-Tayyibl 
context to frame our perception of God, as discussed in chapter-V (p. 182). In salawat on 
Imam al-(asr,; segment-11, this binarism is employed (with a slightly different 
proposition) to relate to the secluded Imam who is ‘absent from the [perception of] 
physical or sensory eyes’ (al-gha’ib *an al-absar al-hissiyyah), and who is ‘present by the 
pure spiritual or intellectual perception’ (al-hadir f l  al-basa’ir al-safiyah al-qudsiyyah). 
The opposition between gha’ib  and hadiris mediated by a relation that follows, in which, 
using light imagery, the DaTs are described as the intermediaries -  the receptors and 
transmitters, as the moon is for the sun’s light -  through whom the Imam’s rays (of 
bounty) flow in abundance (al-fai'di *ala shVatihi bi wisatati du‘atihi fuyiid ashi(tatih).
411 Khuzema b. Syedna Taher Saifuddin.
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This also creates a iZ&ra/f^elation, through an inter-textual dialogue, with the ending of a 
verse in a qasldah by Syedna Taher Saifuddin in Lis an al-Da‘wah, in the last line of 
which he states ‘he [the Imam] is gha’ib  and I am hadif (yegha’ib chhemayhadir chhil).
A relation with the tawhld paradox described earlier, also an example of inter- 
textual dialogue, is established by the statement that follows: ‘the Imam’s presence is 
necessitated (daruriyy), despite his absence (ghaybah), because of the existence of the 
proof and presence (ayah) of his DaTs and his Da‘wah amongst us -  just as Allah’s 
Divinity is undisputedly evident, even though we do not see Him, through the 
necessitating evidence provided for the Creator by His creation, and by those whom He 
has established as His proofs (adillah), those chosen and selected by God (safwat-Allahr) 
from among His creation. The qualified principle of correspondence between Allah and 
the Imam, as His fully empowered representative, is brought into play, relating them in 
their absence from sight on the one hand and in the necessity of their existence and 
presence on the other. The DaT and Da ‘wah feature in this equation as the proofs of the 
Imam’s existence, just as creation and the Imam, His ultimate creation, are proof of the 
Creator’s existence. That this statement is quoted verbatim from Risalah-Ramadaniyyah- 
1215H is further evidence of the inter-textual dialogue taking place.
In the salawat on the DaTs in segment-13, the binarism and the light imagery 
become more pronounced and are paralleled with the Qur’anic allegory of the cave 
discussed in chapter-VI (p.239). The ghaeib  and AscKrparadox is used again with the light 
of the Imam and the Imam’s D a‘wah being described as ‘radiating because of the DaTs, 
even though the Imams are in the cave of seclusion (kahf al-taqiyyakj. The link between 
the light imagery and the cave metaphor, the presence of the light despite the seclusion 
of the source, is paralleled with the paradox in the Qur’anic verse 18:18: ‘and you would 
think them awake while they are asleep’412. The quotation of the verse in this context 
ascribes to it a novel ta ’wll interpretation, that meshes the two paradoxes: absent yet 
present; asleep yet awake. The final opposition comes straight after this quote, when the 
DaTs are described as ‘breaking the dawn of their (the Imams’) am r(D aewah), while the 
Imams are in the sunset of seclusion’. The remarkable relation of opposition between 
dawn (Isbah) and sunset (maghriB) belies the harmony and synchrony between the Imam 
and DaT that allows the actual spread of light. This harmony is possibly the key
412 Another relation with cave imagery appears earlier in segment-8 describing the Imams as the people of 
the cave and raqlm (18:9).
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statement of the Tahmid, which explains the spiritual continuity of the function of the 
Imamate in the DaTs, despite their absence from sight.
The light imagery, based on the relations with secondary relata discussed above, 
plays a key role in establishing the dynamics of the zuhur-satr binarism. The merging of 
this imagery with the paradox of tawhld and the Qur’anic cave imagery aims to add 
further credibility. Finally, the appearance of different forms of the keyword nur, at 
strategic locations in the Tahmid, creates an intra-textual dialogue reaffirming the 
overall continuity413.
It is also possible to perceive esoteric f/Ara/? relations that bolster the continuity between 
the zuhur-satr periods, based on some of the rhetorical patterns in the Tahmid. In the 
Fatimid-Tayyibl context, this reading would only be accepted if presented or approved by 
an individual with the necessary authority for the extraction of ta ’w il significations 
(istinbai). For example, the author of risalat al-Basmalah, ‘All b. al-Husayn b. al-Walid, 
states that his ta ’wll interpretation of the basmalah was presented to the DaT al-casr, 
who approved his extrapolation. The readings presented below have been endorsed by the 
present M a’dhun al-Dacwah, Syedi Khuzaima b. Syedna Taher Saifuddin. In the context 
of zuhur-satr, I will focus on segment-1 here, particularly on a sequence of three 
grammatically and synthetically parallel phrases.
The first group, in segments la  and lc, reflects the three key levels of relata: God, 
the Imam and the DaT. The three short phrases in segment-1 a, preceding the long 
Qur’anic quote, are distinctly marked as separate from each other by the end-rhyme, al. 
They are also parallel in the inclusion of two adjectives in each phrase, as well as of the 
three nouns: Allah, rabb, and al-malik. The first phrase, with the greatest name of Allah 
(ism Allah al-a‘zam), li Allah al-kablr al-muta‘al, explicitly and in the esoteric sense 
refers to the Almighty. The adjectives used further endorse this reading in that the 
derivation of kablr is constantly used, by all God’s creatures including the Prophets, in 
the pronouncement Allah-akbar: no matter how elevated their rank, God is greater.
413 The word appears with relation all the primary relata. In relation to Muhammad in segment-3: sirajan 
munlra. in relation to ‘AS in segment-5 a: nur *avnih: in relation to Fatimah in segment-6: mishkat al- 
anwar: in relation to Hasan-Husayn in segment-7: nawirav sama’ al-risalat al-zahiraynr, in relation to the 
Imams in segment-8: ma ‘adin ishraq al-nur and dhawu lawahit nuriwah: in relation to al-Tayyib in 
segment-10: al-mustakbrai...kama vustakhrai al-nur min al-nur: in relation to Imam al- *asr in segment-11: 
misbah an war al-malakut: in relation to the DaTs in segment-13 as surui al-anwar al-q udsani wall.
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Muta ‘al is also used to describe the final point of tawhld: God is beyond recognition 
(m uta‘al ‘an al-idrak). Thus the very first phrase places God beyond any relation and 
makes clear that, no matter what is said apparently with reference to God afterwards, 
there can be no relation of any kind with God.
The second phrase uses the noun rabb, which though used for God, is also used for 
lesser beings as in ‘head of the household’ (rabb al-bayt), for example. A iMraZ?-relation 
and intra-textual dialogue is created with the other context in which the plural of rabb 
appears. That occurs in segment-8, where the Imams are described as those who are 
masters of the created, and worshippers whose master is the Creator, li al-khala’iq arbab 
wa li al-khaliq subhanah ‘ibad marbubun. Once it is accepted that God is greater (Allah- 
akbar), an intra-textual dialogue creates a i5£raZ?-relation between the word rabb in 
segment-la and the Imams described as arbab in segment-8. The adjectives ‘azamat and 
jalal' could be read as refering to the lahut (qudslsoul-spiritual) and nasut (qudsibody- 
physical) of the Imam. These are also referred to in segment-8 in the plural form, as the 
lawahit and nawaslt of the Imam. The second phrase, rabb al- ‘azamat wa al-jalal, thus 
literally refers to God but, on an esoteric level, refers to the Imam.
The third phrase uses the noun malik, which though used for God, the King, is 
also one that is applied to mortal kings. While there is no reference to the DaTs as m alik 
in this Tahmid, we have an inter-textual dialogue, a i/tafi-relation with such references 
to DaTs in Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s Diwin*u . The two adjectives, quddus and shadid 
al-mihal,\ are balanced and mirror the adjectives used to describe Muhammad, bashlr and 
nadhlr: like bashlr, quddus is an adjective that relates to the eternal heaven to which 
followers will gain entry; like nadhir, shadid al-mihal reflects the punishment that 
transgressors will endure. In the historical context, quddus refers to the spiritual (non­
physical) relation the DaT has with the Imam, the spirit of nass; while shadid al-mihal 
describes his stance towards the dissidents. From what is known of his stance and from 
the tone of the risalah, this adjective is apt. The third phrase, al-malik al-quddus shadid 
al-mihal, thus refers literally to God but, on an esoteric level, refers to the DaTs.
414 This verse describing the DaTs in relation to the Imams and their followers mirrors the phrase 
describing the Imams as arbab and marbubun.
i—A—iyj a j'j/ i.<i ~ ^
The following verse is from a qasldah eulogizing the 45th DaT, describing him as malik.
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Based on this reading of the first three phrases of segment-1 a, the last phrase of 
the segment, the crucial quotation of verse 13:14 of the Qur’an, takes on a new meaning. 
The pronoun hu, in lahu da‘wat al-haqq, now refers simultaneously to God, to the Imam, 
and during his seclusion, to his representative the DaT.
While it is possible to read further esoteric significations in these three phrases, 
based on then rhetorical patterns, and while there are other such clusters415, this 
interpretation will suffice to show the role of rhetorical devices in creating relations and 
generating meaning. The interpretation relies as much on the rhetorical pattern 
(parallelism and end-rhyme) of the three phrases as it does on the semantics and fikrah- 
relations created by the actual words.
A final Ukrah-fQlation and inter-textual dialogue with respect to these phrases is 
with a verse in a qasldah written by Syedna Taher Saifuddin in praise of his father, the 
forty-ninth DaT. He composed this before he became DaT and thus before the authorship 
of Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-l'i'iSfi. The verse clearly reflects the esoteric reading of the 
first three phrases of ham din Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-Yb'bSYl, offering ham dto God, and 
also to the Imam and the representative of the Imam, the DaT al-satr.
To you [the forty-ninth Da T] I 
offer hamd (praise/thanks), after 
God and [after] your master, the 
master of all people [the Imam], 
every morning and evening.
Conclusion
The Tahmid of Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1335H clearly illustrates the ability of Tahmlds 
to endorse a particular worldview, in this case the certainty of the tasalsul of Imams and, 
in their seclusion, the uninterrupted continuity of the line of DaTs. The dialogues 
highlighted demonstrate that the author draws on Tahmids from the Fatimid-Tayyibl and 
broader Tahmid tradition, building on a strong foundation. The creativity of the author is 
within the centuries old framework of Tahmid.
The image in Plate-Villa (before the beginning of this chapter) is of an inscription of the 
‘alamah and the first few lines of the Risalah-RaniadanniyyahA 335H Tahmid. Carved in
415 For example in segment-lc.
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marble and inlaid with precious stones and gold-leaf, it adorns the walls of the Syedna 
Taher Saifuddin’s mausoleum in Mumbai (Rawdat-TahiraH). It forms part of a band of 
engravings that runs around the four walls below the Qur’an, engraved in its entirety and 
inlaid with gold in the inner walls of the mausoleum. The inscription of the Qur’an 
begins with surat al-Fatihah (Plate-II)- fully inlaid with rubies, setting it aside from the 
rest of the gold-inlay -  from the point above this Tahmid. The placement of this Tahmid 
written by Syedna Taher Saifuddin below surat al-Fatihah, the archetype of Tahmid, is a 
graphic representation of the roots of Tahmid and its highly-evolved successor. The 
material adornment -  the gold and jewels -  is said to reflect the jewels of eilm  that are 
waiting to be unearthed in the divine words. That inscriptions of Tahmid still adorn walls 
thirteen centuries later is a testament to the endurance and versatility of the genre.
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The source of all literary genres (secondary genres), asserts Bakhtin, is everyday-speech 
gem*es (primary genres; Bakhtin, 1986, pp. 98-99)417. On the basis of this assertion 
Miicke (2003) argues that primary genres become literary or aesthetic when they are 
combined with genres whose language counters the everyday-speech genre’s ordinariness. 
This proposition proves true for Tahmid. The Tahmid is part of everyday speech but it is 
defamiliarized in its literary contexts whereby it becomes a literary genre.
The answer to the question posited in the title of this dissertation -  is Tahmid a literary 
genre? -  is then an emphatic ‘yes’. The answer is based on a particular definition of genre 
which I outline here reflecting on my experience with Tahmlds during the course of this 
study. Although ‘genre’ is a widely circulated word with a multitude of definitions, it 
emerges that the definition depends and varies according to the nature, scope and context 
of a particular* genre. As Chandler (1997) states: “Genre knowledge is typically tacit and 
would be difficult for most readers to articulate as any kind of detailed and coherent 
framework. Clearly one needs to encounter sufficient examples of a genre in order to 
recognize shared features as being characteristic of it”. On the basis of encountering a 
significant number of Tahmlds in this study, in the context of beginnings in the Arab- 
Islamic tradition, the Tahmid as a genre is identifiable through its establishment of a 
clear* worldview (Weltanschauung), its textual and formal characteristics, and its 
governance of the expectations of the author and audience.
Introducing the published essays of a symposium on theorizing genres, Ralph Cohen 
(2003) contends that “to refer to a genre is to refer to a group of texts which have both 
some features in common and others which are individualized. The implication is that 
each member text contains a combination of features. But only some of these account for
416 Ibn Abl al-Hadid, Sharh, (p.982; Appendix-2:17).
417 "The vast majority of literary genres are secondary, complex genres composed of various transformed 
primary genres (the rejoinder in dialogue, everyday stories, letters, diaries, minutes, and so forth). As a rule, 
these secondary genres of complex cultural communication play out various forms of primary speech 
communication. Here is also the source of all literary/conventional characters of authors, narrators, and 
addressees.” (Bakhtin, 1986, pp. 98-99).
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making a genre relatively stable; other features loosen the stability”. In one of the 
symposium’s papers, Saul Morson (2003) argues for the recognition of short forms, such 
as aphorisms, as genres and as carriers of a worldview418. The short form (aphorism for 
example) is an independent genre and may also be subsumed as a part in a longer form (a 
novel for example). The Tahmid is also a similar, initially, short form that is subsumed in 
longer genres, such as the khutbah, risalah or monograph, but also stands firmly by itself, 
carrying its own worldview.
The Tahmld’s worldview, a defined frame of reference, is presented through the relations 
that are established within it. Essentially, through relations with the Almighty and the 
Prophet, the Tahmid asserts the Unity of God, acknowledges the createdness of humans 
and the existence of the Hereafter. In other words, it asserts the necessary existence of a 
spiritual world, which is on a higher plane than our physical world, delineating the 
relationships necessary to reach it. It asserts the ‘remembrance of God’, with all that it 
entails, as the Tahmid quoted at the beginning of this conclusion asserts419. Connected to 
this are the bipolarization of existence into haqq and batil (those who maintain the 
relations and those who do not), the cycles of nature, the inevitability of death, the 
supremacy of God’s will etc. By espousing this worldview, the Tahmid acts as the link 
between the physical and the metaphysical, between the microcosm and macrocosm, and 
between the author’s individualistic context and the divine scheme of existence. While in 
religious contexts it serves to reiterate fundamental premises, in non-religious contexts it 
establishes this link as the essential and necessary backdrop for eveiy theme and every 
endeavor.
The use of Tahmid, even in non-religious contexts or contexts that are seemingly 
averse to religion, highlights the conscious or unconscious acceptance by its author of its 
ability to act as a link to a higher plane of spirituality, and to provide a worldview that 
necessitates such a plane. Analyzing a work by Herbert Home (d. 1891), Jerome McGann 
(2003) draws attention to how aesthetic aspects, that are alien to the secularist content of 
the book, manage to conjure a paradoxical link with the spiritual. Commenting on this 
paper, Hayden White (2003) states that “what McGann’s analysis of Home’s book
418 Livingstone (1990, p. 155) also asserts that "different genres are concerned to establish different 
worldviews”.
4,9 Al-QalqashandTs (p. 979) passing statement that most beginnings are Tahmid beginnings because souls 
tatashamvaf(desire and look forward) to the Praise of God, also vindicates this assertion.
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shows.. .is the ways in which older religious notions and concepts can continue to exist in 
cultures that are not only post-religious but also anti-religious. He shows...how religious 
or mythical ideas like those about the nature of the sacraments can continue to exist in 
materialist culture and, when put to aesthetic uses can succeed in endowing even the 
most brutal matter the aspect of ‘spirituality’”. In the case of Tahmid, its use by authors 
in seemingly secular contexts (even today) establishes quite clearly a link with the divine. 
Even the beginning of al-Mukhtar min qutb al-surur G awsaf al-anbidhab wa al-kkiunur 
begins with a Talmud, outlining clearly the author’s frame of reference, which might be 
doubted upon reading the title420. In non-religious contexts, sometimes with a Tahmid, 
sometimes only with its first component, the basmalah, and sometimes with only the 
numerical value of the basmalah (for example in a modem academic work on mediaeval 
writing published in the West), the praise preamble represents the worldview, the 
fundamental frame of reference, with which the author begins421.
In the case of Fatimid-Tayyibl Tahmlds, apart from this worldview shared with 
the rest of the Islamic community, the binary outlook of existence is firmly entrenched in 
the Tahmlds: Muhammad and ‘All, tanzll and ta ’wll, zahir and batin, the tangible and 
intellectual, the word and its meaning, the physical and the spiritual. This outlook shapes 
and supports the core epistemological and ideological basis of the community. The 
binarism of all of existence asserts God’s Unity, the fundamental message of Islam. It 
also necessitates the presence of a living Imam in every age as the living counterpart that 
complements the written scripture. The continuity of the chain of Imamate, that ensures 
the presence of an Imam in every age, is manifested in the expansion of the salawat. The 
binarism also reflects the worldview that recognizes the periods of the Imam’s seclusion 
and the presence of a living representative DaT. Thus the Tahmid develops to reflect the 
more specific worldview of communities within Islam.
The performance of the Tahmid in the context of the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition or 
in the broader context of the Islamic ummah unites individuals who share a particular 
worldview as a community. The mutual relations that are shared by those who embrace a 
mutual worldview that the T ahmld presents become in effect a spiritual family.
420 The work quotes various qasldabs, proverbs and anecdotes on khumur, but also asserts in a dedicated 
chapter that the consumption of wine is haram according to the divine laws. Another such example is al- 
NafzawTs al-Rawdal-‘atir (Appendix-2:132) which is a manual on love making.
421 A Tahmid by Al-SamarraT (1985), in his introduction to kitab al-Nakkl, a text that he edited; Toorawa 
(2005), writes ‘786’ on the top of the dedication page of his monograph.
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For any work beginning with Tahmid, the appreciation of the worldview, that is 
intrinsic to it, enables a better appreciation of the body of text that follows. But as this 
thesis has demonstrated, especially in the Fatimid-Tayyibl context, the Tahmid by itself 
provides a keen insight into the worldview of the society or community from which it 
emanates. The primary relations, principles and ideological views can be found within the 
Tahmid, even without reference to the text that follows. This worldview is not tangential 
to Tahmlds but resides at then very core. In every Tahmid, because it is a Tahmid, we 
expect to find it.
While in some contexts formal or textual elements may not be ideal for defining or 
identifying a genre, as far as the Tahmid is concerned, they are vital. Its four primary 
structural components, the basmalah, hamd, shahadah and salawat, are the foundation of 
Tahmid that remains constant from its earliest examples to the present day. It is then 
presence that allows the identification of a particular preamble as Tahmid. The 
codifications of the rules of Tahmid in manuals of chancery writing demonstrated a 
conscious awareness of the formal and structural rules that constitute the formal 
parameters of the genre. They were perhaps the earliest attempts to theorize the Tahmid 
genre.
It is within the confines of this core structure that the Tahmid develops. The 
formal restrictions act as a mould into which each Tahmid is cast. Farrell (2003) contends 
“that the ancients invented and perfected certain genres and that the works they left 
might serve as models for later writers...[but] today belief in ideal patterns is a distant 
memory”. Contrary to this view, authors of Tahmid continued to view the example of 
surat al-Fatihah, orations of the Prophet and Tahmids of earlier katibs as ideals worth 
emulating. Indeed the concept of iqtida\ and the model Tahmlds presented in manuals of 
chancery writing, are a manifestation of this view. The dialogue that Syedna Taher 
Saifuddin’s Tahmid establishes with Fatimid texts, further vindicates the survival of the 
spirit of iqtida1. But this has not resulted, by any means, in the stagnation of the Tahmid 
genre. Here innovation lies not in shattering the mould but in creativity within it. Using 
the same core structure of the model Tahmlds (which guarantees the same fundamental 
worldview), the Tahmid develops and evolves by adapting to new and challenging 
circumstances, as demonstrated in this dissertation, until distinct sub-genres can be 
recognized (reflecting more society specific worldviews). The Tahmlds of khutbahs,
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hsalahs, taqllds, monographs, contemporary political speeches and, in the Fatimid- 
Tayyibi context, in the Majalis and the Rasa’il -Raniadaniyyah, all demonstrate distinct 
sub-generic characteristics. The variety of sub-genres is evidence of the capacity of 
Tahmid, as a genre, to adapt to the disparate contexts in which it was employed.
Throughout the development, the ‘hybrid’ nature of Tahmid persists. The rhyme 
and rhythm are as intrinsic to the character of Tahmid as the four primary elements. The 
hybridity continues to acknowledge the ‘oral’ beginnings of the Tahmid in the Islamic- 
khutbah. While it is still used in contemporary religious khutbahs and also political 
speeches, broadly speaking a movement of the Tahmid on the continuum of orality and 
literacy is evident. This movement reflects the movement of Arab Islamic culture in 
general from being a residual-oral culture to one that is increasingly literate. While the 
hybridity remains, the increase in the length and syntactic complexity of sentences and, 
the use of rhetorical devices, such as the exclusion of selected letters in the risalahs of 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin, are evidence of this movement. This assessment is, however, a 
general one and undoubtedly the precise location on the continuum of orality and literacy 
will vary from one author to the other and one context to the other. In our 
overwhelmingly literate culture, an awareness of this hybridity is necessary if we are to 
grasp the entirety of the Tahmids message and depth.
A genre is also defined by the expectations of its authors and audience. It controls, 
according to Chandler (1997), “the behaviour of producers of such texts, and the 
expectations of potential consumers”. Apart from the basic expectation of the four 
elements, the worldview and the contextualization of the text that follows, there is also a 
shared code. As Fowler (1989, p. 215) has commented, “the system of generic 
expectations amounts to a code, by the use of which (or by departure from which) 
composition becomes more economical”. It is because of this shared code that a plethora 
of implicit fikrah relations are evoked in Tahmids, and it is because of these relations 
that multiple layers of meaning are embedded in usually concise Tahmids. It is also 
because of this code that the esoteric language system in Fatimid-Tayyibl Tahmids 
functions. The shared expectation of the author and audience achieves maximum 
‘meaning’ with the greatest economy of words, one of the definitions of balaghah,
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What are the implications of acknowledging the Tahmid as a genre? Genre, as Morson 
asserts, “becomes essential to meaning, a quasi-part of the work itself’. How we 
categorize Tahmid, which is what a genre essentially does, determines what we derive 
from it. Considering it simply as a formal convention and no more, may lead to it being 
perceived purely as an exercise in verbal acrobatics or verbosity. Considering it as a genre 
that embodies a certain worldview, leads to a completely different set of expectations 
and, consequently, a different and, in my view, more mature interpretation. Chandler 
(1997) similarly asserts that “genre analysis situates texts within textual and social 
contexts, underlining the social nature of the production and reading of texts”. The 
acceptance of Tahmid as a genre will promote the recognition of the important role it 
plays in texts, encourage scholars to appreciate its worldview, seek the author’s personal 
frame of reference within the worldview and uncover its layers of meaning. With this 
realization, the massive existing corpus of Tahmlds begs scholarly attention.
Tahmid is very much a living tradition today. An appreciation of the evolution and 
heritage of the Tahmid genre (and an approach to analyze it) allows a better 
understanding of Tahmid texts, not only from mediaeval times but also in contemporary 
texts and speeches. Statements and speeches by political and religious leaders of 
movements founded on the Islamic principle of statehood begin with powerful Tahmlds 
that legitimize their cause and outline their worldview422. A closer look at contemporary 
Tahmlds is perhaps a project for the future.
In recent times, in some instances, the convention has been curtailed or completely done 
away with. In non-religious contexts, there is certainly a reduction in the use of Tahmids 
compared to earlier times. While these observations are at best tentative, the reduction in 
Tahmlds may be reflective of parts of society that are either detached from the 
metaphysical or are finding other alternatives to it; of trends in society that may construe 
gratitude to God as politically incorrect; and of currents within it that are perhaps in a
422 See for example Appendix-2:139 and 140. Even in secular Turkey, the Friday sermon, even though the 
sermon is consciously delivered in Turkish to emphasize sentiments of nationhood, the Tahmid, albeit a 
very standard one, remains at the beginning in Arabic (Gibbon, 2008).
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vacuum of spirituality. I hope this project will increase the consciousness of the crucial 
role the Tahmld plays in establishing our link with the spiritual.
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Q u t b u d d in  2 0
i-Pre-Islamic inscriptions
1. Reminiscent of the Islamic basmalah (Safaitic Inscriptions)
Enno Littmann (1943, p. 277)__________________________________________
1267. C opied by liutrus.
0 a  * I H 0 +
fir }>iklnvr,ih b. Lithetiyan (>. Khttbaib b. Kudair /. f'nhrat. And he greeted in the 
name of A  Ual his brother Ko anttnih.
2. Suggestive of Islamic shahadah (Greek Inscription)
William Kelly Prentice (1909. p. 206) - in a Syrian house____________
Fa: O csfc] 6  [£]w;[$*>7. MvypOyjJ i  /py-ly.:.
One God who aideth. May he who 
wrote this he remembered!
Inscr. 1205.
3. Suggestive of Islamic shahadah (Greek Inscription)
Prentice (1909, p. 68) -inscribed in the year 403 AD____________________________
E T O Y C A I Y E I C  
B E D C OB OHB u j N  
T u  K Y P u E Y  AAAI u j  T u O l  Etc:';  ‘ K,» 5
AD K T I C T H T D C A  AON *i> fUAxtrnft' ri xeuiv  /xrri rrJ.'/'jv) r (s i) .
ME T A n D A A D l C A  MAT
In (the) year 7 1 4 . ( There is) one Gesty that hcljeth Lord Iinlalios, u-lto delights 
in building: honor (is joined) with much toil. (4 0 2 -3  a . d .)
6  1 C ©  €  O  \
0  v NH
c  r  PAfA ^
C \  : K lC l
i c i c n r A
' v Y I / T A / v
/A C
p rrn p pns p npjres 
nS(s*)ni: 'm mre p -nr 
<n>nnx rrrrCP
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4. Evocative of hamd (Syriac Inscriptions)
Littmann (1934, p. 39).___________________________
XT
<_e=)nj» -l 
i f N  " n  r <  o  U X l
-  -^=^7
~~T>cC\7C\
<<
rcno^  
kLu-lod 
rCr Av >I7~). iUiJ7 O •*! <C\
V  <^?TSUlx) JvlITD ;1
A -n
s'* r.'x. C3 cn <C i_n 
* iu ■*» to! Q^cru •j_3 o t|
P o g n o n ,  Inscriptions scmitiqucs, p p .  60— 61.  —  L i t t m a n n  i n  /ritschrift 
ftir Semitistik,  v o l .  1 ,  p .  i S j .
a
6
7
8
9
1 0
11 
1 2
13
*4
>5
I
^T=*A  rdooCUL. 
r d a i ^ .0 1  nctvcni
,1=*A
reA^ o.-u-ua
ra^ MVl rdliSQl 
pdlcn 
ndoCVA ,03a\ 
rdixiaa rX.VL 
KV*wr *«» Avixo 
V^\*VT n
itVd’saxAu Avixs 
ootrth x^.aifN'o
ArCiJ.I rejLSM. 
o^cn4vx_*J»o r i^aj 
rc'dx^icvaX o^onii^ M
-+- 1 -f- Praise be to Our Lord!
2 Pious remembrance
3  be to M ar
4  pcriodcutes
5 DatnianoSy who founded
6  this place
7 fo r  St. Phocas!
8  H e began the building
9  in the year Jive hundred
1 0  and fo r ty , and we completed (it) 
1 i in the year Jive hundred
1 2 and forty and four:
13  the deacons Daniel,
1 4  M ara , and their fellows.
15  Their memory be blessed!
In»cr. 50. Scilc 1 : io .
5. Evocative of hamd (Syriac Inscriptions)
Littmann (1934, p. 53).
i n »  i J n  n k - .. - i  g  
Nc* r~u i  i n  «<,  3 n  r r  cm - y_^ <<jd y o j l l
*Aj I n
ln*cr. 6 i .  S f a l e  I : to.
■V30O neUXSJrC.I (or iak.1  0 =*A re  i f a t  1
Ocrx.iAe** rdlixcvi coirs r£so\Cia 2
re.l s o \  (rrtni) 3
i -|- Praise be to Our Lord who raised from the dead (or: removed from  this life)
M a r  Damianos and M a r
2 A’osmas his son! The memory oj both
3 be blessed!
6. Evocative of hamd (Syriac Inscriptions)
Littmann (1934, p. 37)._______________________________
c < 7 ^ A J  A c r A  ^ r \ \ L
l n < c r .  4 7 -  S e a l *  1 :  l o -
^■V i t  ~r\ r C ^ C u iv A ^ A  crA  K i i a f t l -
Praise be to the praised Trinity!
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ii-Islamic inscriptions
7. Basmalah—Tombstone Inscription— Year 31/652.
(El-Hawary, 1930, p. 322)_____________________________________________________
^  a 1 > o !j  a J  j i i ' l  Q j  J V ^ l  A t o l
$  <—4^1 1>X& jy«\ \y>Jk IjJ \il a! jjljwtul Aj»^» lill^ y
1 j^fuL j
8. Salawat verse— Rock Inscription near Tai’f— 1st/7th century.
(G.C. Miles, 1948, p. 241)___________________________________________________________
y  IaAusI [jaLwUJ aA p 1^ C*1 l^jl) £^^ 11 '^ Kf'
"2 . Oj*4
9. Dome of the Rock-Inner face of arcade (basmalah/hamd/salawal) - 
Year 72/691.
(Kessler, 1970, pp. 4-6)____________________________________________________
C l a ! ^  a! a! *)| oj^-j  «uil *)!l a!\ ^  jS.
l l^» J^£*Jl Ajll |S E  aIjj-djJ AJIIiXaP ySi> ^11/ J if" ^ S'
i  jkju (J^\j &\ ci^-j^ aAp  iOil lift.A.■.>*.! aAp
l^I A-a&j  pO*0 £ * -A l <0il
Al (jl All 4jll Vil N E  \ j^\  aIA) I^jAj^j Ai-ftUj|^  *01 \j l^X^li AX*
' j j  <01 Ij^ P N  j l  J  AJili {j/bj yPji 1 (JJ l^J Ojft..11 l< Al
“S^ Aj o^p v_^n \...... <|^ Cli.l
1 El-Hawary’s translation: “In the name of God the whole merciful, the compassionate; this tomb belongs 
to ‘ Abd-el-Rahman ibn Khair al-Hajrl, O God, forgive him and make him enter into Thy mercy and make 
us go with him [grant us forgiveness with him] (passer by) when reading this inscription ask pardon for 
him (the deceased) and say Amen! This inscription was written in Djumada II of the year one and thirty 
(January-February, A.D, 652)” (p. 322).
2 Miles’s translation: “Verily Allah and his angels bless the Prophet; O you who believe bless him and 
salute him with salutation! [Qur'an 33:56] And wrote [it] ‘Abdullah b. Ta’mln [or Tam b.] Muhammad b. 
Mihran” (1948, p. 241). A picture of the inscription is also supplied by Miles.
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piy Jjd ^yj CJyL ^yj olj py A-Ip pi~llj pJ^ < j>l N W  5^—P 1 ^Jj-Pj
$ ^  J i y  ^  V '  ' i i  W  o ij  » « l)  j i  *& ^  u  cllm 3 ^ '  J y
I j l j ' j  - S C ld l j  y *  *ill aJI *)| *jl .d ll p .«/».   ld >  »yX S ' \ i  y j  “Oil j l
^oil ^x^ i Uj pL- i^ i i  joo> ^oil ji s w  pSQ-i >^ii y*y i aii 'y av. l-* pU
>^1 <011 Ol»\» ('4*Ci W** I* Oou Jj- l^l W ^l \yj\
10. Dome of the Rock-Outer face of arcade (basmalah/hamd/salawat) -  
Year 72/691.
(Kessler, 1970, pp. 8-9)______________________________________________________
jl |k o-^ all -oil x>-\ -oil y> J» <d (J^ -i *)l «o»j <dsl *)|l aJI )l <011 p—.j"S
V pj»“jSl -dll p—- S W  *0 aAp <oil -oil J ^ -  J^-l 1£  Al j]y
!y ' jjijll \^ j\) W (^ -11 (3^ dtA'-3’ -oil 1^ -oil 3>--j a! ^ »x>-j -oil 'ill a!1
)^dSl<di N W  o J -1 *X>~J All V\ A l l ' l l ^ !  J ^ j l l i l j * -  ®
N  -oil J j  Joll j -  3^ Al vilkil ^  oloj-i a! lolj ooxj
-oil Vl a!1 *)l jv*>-jll )j ^ “jll <oi 1 p—i -dll p^ —«13 aL»-j j^ ^^Ji<j  aAp  -oil
<ul y ji  j^Ip >*j v—yQ  *>'*“^  aIj oUdl a! N E  a! o lij-i V »x>-j
»o>-j -oil 'ill -11 *l! p^ »-jS! Q^'jil <dll p—- E  a1-1 ^  a-^aJI -jj <j u 1i
p(-*ll 1 -oil o. S E  ^p -oil o^p a^ aII »o-^  <d^ l Jy**j a! *)!
o-fti-i <01 j'^ui i^ jj j^-i Aip *c^  -oil y^jt* 1 a1-1 y  jew-jii j^ \ y y<iii
3 Kessler also provides pictures of the cited inscription. The Latin letters inserted within the text show 
the orientation of the inscription within the octagon. The markers or separating stars, are part of the 
original inscription and have not been added by Kessler or me. The underlined name is a later alteration 
by the Abbasid caliph al-Ma’mun who tried to attribute the construction of the Dome of the Rock to 
himself, but somehow forgot to alter the date.
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iii-Islamic Numismatic Inscriptions
11. Arab Sassanian Dinar Darabijird year 41/ 660.
Walker (1941, p. 10 ) coin no. 14. Image from:
http://lslamiccoins.ancients.info/umavvads/41Darabiird AS.JPG
obverse centre: portrait of Khusrau
obverse margin: 4ii ^
reverse centre: Darabjird 30 (in Pahlevi)
12. Arab Sassanian Dinar Bishapur year 70/689.
Walker (1941, p. 100) coin no. 198. Image from 
http://Islamiccoins.ancients.info/umavvads/abdalmalik.html.
obverse centre: portrait of Khusrau
obverse margin: 4i
reverse centre: Bishapur 70 AH (in Pahlevi)
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13. Kharijite Dinar 1st/7th Century
(Hawting 1978, p. 460)
A similar coin is referred to by Walker (1941, p. 100) coin no. 112, also see his “Introduction’ 
p. cxlvi. Image from Coinage of the Ancient and Islamic World, coin no. 98 p. 64.__________
obverse centre: portrait of Khusrau 
obverse margin: 4i yi ^  y 
reverse centre: image of fire altar
obverse centre: Standing figure of the Caliph wearing headdress, and 
robes, and with his hand on the sword in the customary attitude. 
obverse margin:: 4il j  4ii yi <li y 4ii
reverse centre: A pillar (in place of the prototype’s cross) 
reverse margin: ^  '^] c > °  4ii ^
14. Arab-Byzantine Dinar year 76/695.
Walker (1956, p. 42) coin no. 136. Image from Walker (1956, plate VIII).
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15. Arab-Byzantine Dinar before year 85/704.
Walker (1956^p. 54) coin no. 143. Image from Walker (1956, plate X)
obverse centre-. Two imperial busts (as on Walker’s prototype of Byzantine gold 
coins except that cross above heads has been eliminated) 
obverse margin. Latin legend equivalent of 4 V 4il V' aJi y according to 
Walker (1956), xcix. This is the actual Latin according to Walker (1956, p. 54): 
NONESToSNISIIPSESOLC[ISN] (i.e. NON EST DeuS NISI IPSE SOLus Cul 
Socius Non est)
reverse centre: A pillar (in place of the prototype’s cross) 
reverse margin. This is the actual Latin according to Walker: 
oEoNOCIASMA[ET]OMNAN (i.e. Deus Dominus NOster CIA Magnus ETemus 
OMNiA Noscens). OMNiA Noscens: ,4*1', ETemus: Magnus=4*4
obverse centre: <1 y 4ii yt 4J1 y,
obverse margin: ^  > 4 ' '4k m 4 i i  <*~u
reverse centre: 4jj 4 4  4»i .1*1 4ii
reverse margin: u4' <3*4' u^j
16. Post-reform Arab-Byzantine Dirham year 77/696.
Walker (1956, p. 84) coin no, 186. Image from Walker’s plates (1956, plate no. 
XII)._______________________________________________________________________
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17. Post Reform Dinar Al-Basrah year 81/699-700.
Walker (1956, p. 127) coin no.300. Image from
http://Islamiccoins.ancients.info/umavvads/81alBasra2.JPG visited 24 Jan. 05.
obverse centre: “4 4 y 4ii yi <ll y,
obverse margin: 0 4 3  ^  4  j-4' '4a t_ij^a *ul ^
reverse centre: 4 jj 4  (4 -w-aii *ii' 4il
reverse margin: 4S jxill J c . » JaJ> jajj lS-49 -^>j ' 4*' J>-j
»jS !j
18. Fatimid Dinar, Cairo, year 365/977.
Cited in The Arab Bank Limited, 1980, p. 54. Image from same source.
obverse 1st margin: 4ii J>-*j 4il yt <S y
obverse 2nd margin: “4' 4*-“*' j4 > 4 ' jf*
obverse 3rd margin: j 4 '  J*- 3^' oPj <L,j' ^' J
reverse 1st margin: j*-t 4it >-3i
reverse 2nd margin: 4it Aja.jjl a*-. ,»uyi U.a
reverse 3rd margin: jjja]' >aa j^ a 4>t ^
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iv-Qurrah Papyrus
19. Papyrus Egypt-90H (Oriental Institute no. 13757)
Papyrus showing the earliest original o f  a tasdlr written in 90H.
Image, transcription and translation from Abbott (1938, Plate-I and pp. 42-43).
i  I ^ r ) f
Vl aI\ V jill i l  juM J\> t.jLil
Jou t»l 4
jji <iil
)lj v»ju—N1 ^ J5?*3
pJuJlj \ j £ ) l j  <JLll villn y* jy^-y 
( f  *3j^ ' £*J j*-’ j  sr^ J  tj*
“In the name of God. the Merciful, 
the Compassionate. From Qurrah 
ibn Sharlk to the sahib of Ashqauh.
I praise God, than whom there is no 
other God. Now to proceed: Look 
up the balance due from the bishop 
of your district of the amount 
imposed on him by ‘Abd Allah ibn 
‘Abd al-Malik and collect the first 
(amount) and rush it to me by my 
messenger and the messenger of the 
bishop; and do not delay any of that 
balance, be it little or much. Peace 
be with those who follow the 
guidance. Written in the month of 
Rabl4 I of the year ninety."
Rerto
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O t h e r  S o u r c e s  (1 s t /7 th — 1 5 th /2 1 s t  c e n t u r y )
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Samples of Tahmids from Khutbahs, Chauceiy-R/salahs and Other Sources
i-Tahnilds from Khutbahs
1. Abu Talib * s khutbah upon Muhammad’s Marriage with KhacHj ah
Safwat (1985, vol.I.i, no.50, p.77)4.
£ * 2 f y y x s
J US ^Sj (j* ^
Ijj aAp ^T-J cAb* O'4 40 djb> ^ O'4 Cl} ^  Ul <4* p1 ■ et"
f -I S O •} f 'i } £ £} } #  :  #  s ,
aSj 3jj\pj ejs|j j l i  (Jlil Uj\i (J3 Jlil (_5 Otj '^L? ‘S^’J <NIahj
,  '  ,  > * * S O }
x^.S <3ljw^aH y> Uj ttilii <U£ li>j jJoy>- iJIsJj
2. Prophet Muhammad’s first khutbah in Mecca l st/7th century
Safwat (1985, vol.I.ii, no. 1, p. 147—  cited from al-SIrah al-halabiyyali and al-Kainil fi al- 
tarlkh)
• Note that the underlined statement occurs at the beginning o f many
khutbahs o f the Prophet and other early orators before the oration itse lf It 
affirms the practice o f beginning with hamd and the possibility that only a 
fraction o f the khutbah Tahmids actually survive {See also Safwat, 1985, pp. 
148).
pj kXs' <&! j*?*
L« L*^1 L* £ jl «osb *il jsljil b)
b*\-b *^ b <bb *0^ tb*"_} (_yi y* ^  d\ <uib
j\4 djdl l^b u^^^b <bjbb" ■ “*>'
3. Prophet Muhammad’s first Friday khutbah l“/7,h century
Safwat (1985, vol.I.ii, no. 3, p. 148— cited from Tailkh al-Tabari)
*yi aM *if jji j^jib y* r^ ^ b  ^ iybb tAjjsj—«ib «>b <*vu*~*t»b ^  jw*A-i
S i ' ' ' ' J. /  V * , ' ,  , ,
fj* daPjlb jLJ^ b bb V * bil
/ /  /  /  X } } y i y y
Sd> dj-jijlb <Uil y> *-^ A? cAp12<1\ y ij tjlbll j» ^flj>b (j4 tyk&j y*
y  y  * y  y  y  X
4 Safwat cites it from Sabh, Pjazal-Qur’an, Tahdhib a!-Kamiland al-SIrah al-Halabiyyah. It is also cited 
a number of other authors in various contexts. This includes Ibn Abl al-Hadld in Sharh (p. 1470), al- 
Zamakhshan in As as al-Balaghah (p, 271) and al-Kashshaf( p. 217), al-BaqillanT in 1‘jaz aI-Qiu‘’an{ p. 47), 
al-Mubarrid in al-Kamil fial-Lughah wa al-Adab (p. 302), Ibn al-Jawzi in al-Muntazim (p. 232) and al- 
Qalqashandl’s Subh (p. 8 6 ). There are minor variations in the editions of this khutbah in these sources.
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t " ,  * * ' '  ' ' "
A j  b  j j f  A j \ j  c < 6 i l  i j i y u  b b b t f >  i b j Z j  U ^ v tSx i  y * J  ( J u i j
x s s
\  ty* , >' > \ *' » f * /  > - " -
£ A — * 4 j d 3 i l  b >  \ j j M X > - b  £ * 0 4 1 b b  ‘ ^ j ^ - b l l  b ^  { 4 — * 1 3  p b * A \
x x  x  S ' . f  y ? s
/ s + S S s s 1 * yS% * \
0 * W >  b ^  ( b *  ^ b > t » j  J > - j  [J s '  A j J ^ P -  ^  < u i \  ( j b o  b b  ( b ^  J " ^ - 9  ^ * * -?
 ^ s ' ?  " s
f } '
( S ^ l  j A  y *  b > v  b  J j >
4. Prophet Muhammad’s khutbah l st/7th century 
Safwat (1985, vol.I.ii, no. 7, p. 152— cited from IJaz al-Qnr’an)
' t* ' P * ' \
y » j  t A i  J b z x  4 A i l  y *  t b J b ^ l  s b « * A i l  y *  *ojV » Sj*> £ A x * * ~ u / b  a ^  j * * > 3  b j
c .  .  .  A jM  £— i ^ O y v A " l  b ^  ‘ 4  b l  4 ^ 1  b l l  a I I  b l  b ^  ^ b  £ ^  ( J b * 11
5. Prophet Muhammad’s farewell khutbah l st/7th century 
Al-Jahiz, al-Bayan, (p. 128)
’ > '  s i '  '
y « t b l b p l  o b b u t  £ I w d i '  j j y *  y °  d l \ i  \ ) M_} { , S ^ i  ty ik ^-u jj iA X .y i^ j j  t b l
b ^  * H * “ b  £ i ^  e t l j j - i  b ?  » j& -j  A ) i l  b l \  a 5 1  b l  b ^  ^ b  £ i^  1^ * 2 * y j  £<b  4b  1
J *sis '  ^ '  >
£ i > j u  b ^  £yj> - y >  ^ j l l i  ^ j L - ^ b  ‘ ' b f - l b  ^ S '  ^ b ^ b  £<l^  b b ’a' J  i Ajuj/j j
6. Khutbah of ‘Utarid b. Hajib b. Zarrarah in front of the Prophetlst/7th 
century
Safwat (1985, vol.I.ii, no. 17, p. 163— cited from Tafikh al-Tabari, al-Kamil f!al-Tarikh, 
Sirat Ibn Hisham, Subb al-A eslia)
\^b b*** { b \ia P  bl\>-\ bl >— < b j b  bkxi»- (^311 tA)jt>l p y  Jbz^ll b b p  a! i^bSl A)i k)v»^ -\
f• S' tr fc f- *■
£p^bis <bjb t / 'b ll  o*JJ[ b-L«b £^ #)-ubSl ^  biba yls  i'iJS' 0 j-^b b ^j-*4\ bl*>-j
d t j M  t i i i b p i  b ^ s  b^> £^>y^di j i  i i ( j  f b» jiv*  yab
£ y» (b^ sl y \ j  «blj3 JaP HjiO bb)l bb* bj3^
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7. Khutbah of Thabit b. Qays b. al-Shammas in response to ‘Utarid b. Hajib 
b. Zarrarah in front of the Prophet l st/7th century
Safwat (1985, vol.I.ii, no. 18, p. 163— cited from Tarikh al-Tabari, al-Kamil fial-Tarikh, 
Sirat Ibn Hisham, Subh al-A ‘sha)
lAJob bll bb '■4* *aAp l» y*l 9 ^ jll db J»*A-1
4 L  \ 4 L - r O  ^  ‘V j  a a > -  jd > - dr ^  j \  t j j i  y .
« . . .  U—o-
8. Abu-Bakr khutbah l st/7th century
Safwat (1985, vol.I.ii, no. 40, p. 184— cited from al-'Iqd al-farid)
dJ^bJall y >  a j A > ^ b  -oil «aA p  J ^ j n b  ** b * 3 b  ‘jA x—^ b  A.v«,ii . l^ b  * J - ^ “1 a4 .x J -1
All bl j l  J ^ - i» b  U j  a! 33S- j l i  J L A j J d j  4 i l  J d  ‘^ b  *-4-111 j A J
•■Lij ^  J b j  ‘' b b  jy* y u  o y  bl ^ > -  * ->^4>i A lj J i l l  a! <a! ^  i l  bl!
^Jss »j4l a J  j i - l  J jO j  ^ > j U  a L - j !  ‘a J ^ a - j j  »XaP I j ^ -  j l  «jjA> *’^ - 1  ^ (J p  y > j  j d - 1
j  J b * -  j - i  ^ J p  j - b l l j  «p*A p a>«>-j  «pj> Ai*~j < A 3 ^  j - U l  J l  j / ^ - l i l  j b  a) ^  j ^ j l l
p ^ -> » ^ tf \ i  jy x _ y il  lj»l jM v_Jlllj J j> jll dbl j p ' b  «A)j3 p J _ y P 3 j «A PJj p 'j '0^ <aA * J - 1 (Jdb llff
(yx-ltfli p^u« l Ajlil <oi 1 jvA» t j l l j ^ « jjuXs  j l i l l  “*A> ~ b -A  j j p '  p~^JJ «\ll^>-\ A * * a
' V '
« <&■ \ l a j > -  p * A p  J l A —j l  1*3 J j i  Jy-J  «<0ll ^AWl 3A3 J j - J I  ^Lb #  « j» - j jy p  J13  AlpI a ] d j i l
< . . . -  ,*■ .laAldj^l^^yLs) b 1^ ‘ ^
9. cUmar b. al-Khattab khutbah l st/7th century
Safwat (1985, vol.I.ii, no. 83, pp. 217-218— cited from al-'Iqd al-farid)
« A i y b a l l  y >  a j  ! l ! . x $ i  « p L - j  < A p  d j i j l  J 1^  a - ^ o  « j b b l l »  < p 5 b * b l l j  H j y p l  ^ 3 1 1  I a  j * * A -1
« . . .  ! l j > P  ljj-A>J « l i j j i  j t j  (Jjib « O l—111 Jyd Aj U * ^ _ y
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10. cAli b. Abl Talib khutbah , ( l st/7th century)
Ibn Abl al-Hadld (Shark Nahj al-Balaghah, p. 51)
Speech on the day o f Shiira
f. f. J } f. '  * S s s # S &
j l * l  (Aji^ M  b * l  £b b  ^  I j j ^ -  ( ^ ^ l  JuiXl
j^ p  j l  j lW  j b  J j l i  j ^ s p ^  a *xc j b  *da*j j l  bl ^jl
*> ^  . O yC  0^ "^ "" ^ 3 ^  ^  J \3  j b  t.Xij'il lk>>^ P ^ 1  C^"1^
a iJ  ^ P j  *p jW'dl *usl> *i!) b® * b  J b 3” £p ’^ *J) aL ^ j ■J -^l
c a pI^*  Ly ^  *)) *^4*11 *yj j^"_J AaS l,x& wVjo j A l  1.x *  b y  j^  ih5*v^ ’
caIV^ A-\ j A l  J  Ab^-Jsll p ^ J i* )  j ^ ^
11. cAIi b. Abl Talib khutbah , ( l st/7th century)
Ibn Abl al-Hadld {Sharh Nahj al-Balaghah, p. 173)
{aJ *)! » ^ > -j  <011 "ill aJI N j l  ^ -■ i'b  i i > j ^ b  £^ b l \  i J a j l - \ )  ^ l  j b  ^
\  p
(A lb *^1 cAb"<_J 0iX*P j b  £<*
12. CAH b. Abi Talib khutbah , ( l st/7th century)
Ibn Abl al-Hadld {Sharh Nahj al-Balaghah, p. 291)
\  ^ \ y  ^ * \ 
ijjiip» djl J v fc i-b (3 ) i^ yi> -j  p ^ “ ^ 1  \ j f  «OS A * i-b  ( 7 )  £(i_y*-A^ L> ( b  *” j i  , \ * i 4 [ l )
— jUi)fl &<i “b  *ruqll
"  }  '  ' y  y  y y  y '  4 >  A „  ^  ^  ^ "  y
Ajitiaill tJJ* j '
* y  '  y  >
j . , . <(^ 3  Sj a II i l j ^ l  p^ lji> -b  £| b )  <Alr*-i Au*Sj-ii ( j )
5 These are the definitions of some of the more difficult vocabulary: waqab: the beginning of the night, 
ghasaq: its darkening; khafaq: to set (disappear from view), Iah: to become apparent; muqaddimah: the 
forefront of the army; milt at: the edge of the valley or shore of the sea or river, referring in this case to 
the shore of the Euphrates.
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13.CA1I b. Abl Talib khutbah (Eve of Battle), ( l st/7th century)
Ibn Abl al-Hadld (Sharh Nahj al-Balaghah, p. 497)
jUd U jJj  £pyl !•* Vy ‘y^4* pA* ^ ^  .x*^ l
<jl>J^ ll pjil U-^ l—“ AJj . aLas li ^  y*~^
ax-» j l ^ y  (A*1!3i bA**l b b  ‘ (j4 l”^ * »3 s- ^
(jlylJb ‘'IjA’l jb  •>»>"^ b jb  ld*dl b*^ 1^ l^lail jll
a a? » * » * *
j ]  p^] *)ll . ( 5 3 : 3 i ) b-\» *Syyj bb> Uj b*-^ -"! j*“^  <Syy  ^^
b / j  <pji-b p-*b^ b ‘y-^b yJ^l *^1 **b ‘jb 4^  •y^ > byr-J aLUI IjLl^ ls ‘jd *'!■*''
‘Ofe^
14.cAfi b. Abl Talib khutbah, ( l st/7th century)
Ibn Abl al-Hadld (Sharh Nahj al-Balaghah, p. 522)
dr* y** AkiUll ‘y*r^b y?l dr* lA^ " dr4 cA  ^ 4^ JU ^  J^ «^ l
I r J j d i b ^  ‘(42:30)r t f e  —S'” ^.j>p j ] ,  »'' .  ~ . ? o) “*' -  ^  ap\W
u:jji /> ,.u ^ t > to j  ..su\ ^Li- j i .  .'i-jj .,3:182)* ji^ i rs»ii
"  '  * '  4 '
1.x*>*a jl -ty-^ b 'Ay^ ' ^ jd jl ^ jl >>^---1 y^) pj a^ I* aA^  j£yb ‘Vf'^b
>>. > "  > •' 
(AJ^-^jy tX S ’
15.cAli b. Abl Talib khutbah, ( l st/7th century)
Ibn Abl al-Hadld (Sharh Nahj al-Balagliah, p. 753)
(Ajiip Jjl lid a1*>»5 (Aj\p y^» J* y^b ®^JL? dA j4--> p^ -x)!! *^^ 1 jl
\jy ‘b^" dA 1^<®J 1-0 *~1 -* -■“! jji lyyj (AiP p-^ji- jjl Ij^Uiy (A j^i I'l^ yy (a!s»-3 ^  l»d-*y
j i  k^bj ‘^ y  dA ^  dA ‘-^ ;' dA ‘py* dA •y^’J ‘p—y dA *}j  dA 
‘A^3 dA
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16.°Ali b. Abl Talib khutbah, (lst/7th century)
Ibn Abl al-Hadld {Sharh Nahj al-Balaghah, p. 778)
A***""*0.3 £Aj}\) tjsbjl) p*dly »X*b-l b-^bl
> P P fr
y jp  p ip  «Ai\!5 sb a s - ly  cAaip Aj _^1>-1 \ l  sjUjtM/iy <AiP V* b i  p lj-xdl <Aj l*P  ^ liajl (y y lih
lilxl < j^ p y il £l^ y s j l  j 1^  3 *  ^  j ' ty y  £y^ik* j f j '  '1-^y
s J^ aP  pi**<y Ally aA p  j l l  1>X«  ^ j b  £j  *AjJ« V 4vJ^-j d ll 'il] aJI j l  J^-ioy ceiL ill AXyfay 
(Aj jiajji jb^  "^y £b® jbj=b jb*4 <— V <b*Jl j^ y b  ‘by^ l jlvWa! j o b - i  <Aij_^jj
17. “AD b. Abl Talib khutbah, (I8*/?"1 century)
Ibn Abl al-Hadld {Sharh Nahj al-Balaghah, p. 982)
j l  *011 iU p  . A ^dipy Aj^l 5id jy  <Aijl5 Jojdl Iw ^ y  ( j j ib l  W-llfc* Jcad-1 (_£^1 Jw3-1
s a 3  l« 1 P»y*« ^{y <A*4 ( jy  xU b  3y*» *)l < AjjS’tb' j ^ ld i1 tSj^t' y k  <dl
18.CAH b. Abi Talib khutbah, (1 *t/7Ul century)
Ibn Abl al-Hadld {Sharh Nahj al-Balaghah, p. 1368)
(pliadl Aj^ ly £pb^ l ‘'L*JU aJ^ l  ^UHly i^ dlilly Jjlb"! jy^ Ull ji Jwb-1
<A*^^- p^»4iw»y (A^iw ('^7^ £(yJ2^  ^ 3  3 ^ 1 ?  f 1a*® Aj 1>- pifiP
,'jo> ay&>- *i!y (lias*- A jjtfl *jly (p^Sjs- J lltl *1,\^>-1 *l/y £p b *  Vy d j J i l  ^
£j ^ - 1 A«jl p^)i\3  di ‘5 /^ -  (_^  jy^TU’b  t3y«P ^  jyiyyai (y ld ly  <<’b * wj y  0'^ s' ly * ^ - j l  v^d'ly
■ Jla*l p^ jyjl vJl-aAi—u«b
(p^^Ap a1)1 A)il p^^arttfy 1 1 Aiil ^ b p
19.°Ali b. Abl Talib khutbah, (lst/7th century)
Ibn Abl al-Hadld {Sharh Nahj al-Balaghah, p. 1372)
(0_/P byS^-y Wi^y £AaU»- jyi A*jjl ld’j\l3-ly £f,\y l^y ydl *3 (^>>11 A)) t\ab-l
. 4 iL p  APjli ^ P  Axdll bAS^y (Aiyjd l^ la i f i^ ly
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■ { Jddl jh>j jU d  t jiySsL -d .' j ^ ^ l y d !  A »^ ^ « ejiljii y y s d  pJ
S=
a! ty ^ y y  <y ci*^sA>y djy** tad  j^ d  y  1j-«*j <y\ •‘“f y j j l  y ^ ^ y  >pjldl
£AtaA! AaIp  ^ (AjA^- p d  j£> jsd  <Aa*3-1 A„j?J\pl ( *^ 1 j_^*yd y >=—*h
£ y d y  c Ayy^l ^tay d ll  ^yljy (A.sv/idl ^ t a d  * j y ^ d d l (.bL ^y (j'w^&aJil ptal d ll yJ^d
. b^d-Sl A^a3 ^U-y < j j * J \  y^ld
, \ jb J C y jo  4j > l j \  j j  aS Jp ly  ( Lodi ^  aL*5^$ c A * i A x ^ y y  c«_/^-> d ll j y y  *^ 1
20.cAfi b. Abl Talib khutbah, ( l st/7th century)
Safwat (1985, vol.I.ii, no. 183, p.303— cited from Ibn Abl al-Hadid, Shark)
A j^col <dy-^jy 4 ^ P  lp»^- j l y  cdll "ill aJI *i! j l  t id i ly  ( jU A lly  y  Jodi £jta»y  y d  ^  «X®d-l
JdLily (l i^l l^ j ;  j l la d d l  JwPy £l^b>" '—jb^ly <Axj y j $ \  c A L d  jfj>- O ^ d l o L d l  Ay*-y
P \ P P \ > P |
y y d y  tV s^La* Aj d il Idtfl ^ d l  v_JAdl ,x p  j i  d il y p  j i  j l ^ s  < b d d  JoL p ^ y d jl  d i l y x P  
Jotta (pi-ouy Ally Adp d il  ^jdaytail jj^ily t ^ j d l  p ld  i  bLv* Ai pli®ly <L*,iljyl Aj pjjy c lA y lj-i A
y  ^ y-t ! y y
jv> A tdJly  i* U d \  A jA >-y (b**dl A j d y  < jd l Cldi A d il  (Ajj cbjl-xuj ^Ly c j d  Lt
'  ^ *. . .  1 d*y~ aJI dil Aji*9 pj c jf^ dsi 4LI i^ if~ ijyj*d 1 ^  Sjplyll y^lkdll 3y^
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21.cAfi b. Abl Talib al-khutbah al-gharra’, ( l st/7th century)
Nahj al-Balaghah, no. 82, pp. 160-161 -  Representation below highlights both semantic and 
grammatical parallelism.
Semantic Parallelism Grammatical Parallelism
loy <d^ >u y p  ^ jll d) .1
»# *7 ' * ' ' -
(Jjly A*daP (_jui6 y (JdiJy - iL» . 2
(AfcJU »_11 _J—y 4 A* 5^ » Jw^"l . 3
- .4
< 1— o\» Vy 1 A j__*yly . a
# * ' * 
t 1— Lo y A - i . b
* / ♦ * / f
4l j_ > d  Ijid Add—ly ,C  ^ ^ / */
# /< x / > J t
4 11 Li^ aJp J^ y>|y -d
> _  / J i * / , (
»jvP dly aJp  dll 1-d -^ j^  Jsf-dy • 5
-du-yl . 6
4«y_d i\x)l .a 
«
4 »yjp *'b>b 
> *
4»y jo pj^ Ajy . C
. . . J Lw*^l 1 d  1 dl 1 dl 1 J IP 1
(Alyld; Idy 4d VP 3^11 dl P*b-1 . 1
< t j - » ' - -
(Jjly A*doP 4_fl-H 6 y 4 b da 9y A*-P -r___>d . 2
4A*ju »_) 1 y—"y 4A*^i^bbljP y^lp •P^'l • 3
- .4
* # » »
4 Iw ib  *ilyl A j _ —*yly .3
< # <• ' ,
4 1—0  lb 1—0 w *—I -* b • b
* / » / » ,
4 \j__ *13 b^ l® Awad--'y C
* /« <• , f i t
4ly_^lj Id&^Ajp J^yily .d
4*b-*jy • JsP Ally A-)p dll Ijd^ j l .X^ Jdy . 5
-aL-j' . 6
4»y_j iliV  .a 
1
4»y3p ^Ibb * ^
>
4 » y pj-^y • C
. . . b^All J*$si <—»jd» ^  jh dll dll a lp  ^j-tfyl
22. Jarir b. cAbd-Allah al-Bajafi khutbah (cAll’s message to Mucawiyah sent 
with Jarir)
Safwat (1985, vol.I.ii, no. 192, p. 309— cited from Ibn Abl al-Hadid, Sharh)
1^1 jyAl 2^ A^ -j>.—dy j ld —Jl 4 4_djJl Aw* ^jCyll ‘ *^bj  ^ by*^ ‘ Jy*b-1 *X d*k-\
d+h<ly 4 jy*>-yi *bb a! 4A^>-y 1^] ^ ‘4 'Aj-J ^ dll *i|l aJ1 jl Js^ -^ ly 44—>lJ)ll l^ji
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Samples o f  Tahmids from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
>^11 <a1L-“jM jjyjly ‘ b-"'yll df* *b® 'fJU a1—xjl tdywx ) f *>P Ijw*^- jl
(. . .y**li51 l^ jl 4*0' s -*-i *--*y vLs*—~*y Jy^j jr* j^J *dl 4_b"^  4 a—•! (jl aIUL «y*b dll AP3y*d
23. Hasan b. cAfi khutbah
Safwat (1985, vol.I.ii, no. 171, p. 293— cited from Ibn Abl al-Hadld, Sharh) 
b^ ill) —■* y >  A  jAy byjl dr* (*^** d y * "  ^ 4jLuil y C ^ l  4jb«ll «^>-lySl ‘jdbl y*jdl dl J4*b-1
A l l ' i l j l  d y *ly  4 *-l> -jy  *«X_J jA  Lwfc^y Lw^-1 U  < *U je ]l jJbllsLy 4 *}U11 j —>■>■ ®“>“^  ‘ ^  '“' ,j d * y
e l d a ^ l y  .A ^ > y  a A p  J y * b  <a1U a^i A -a-> -ly  lA jjco U J p  j ^ l  4 A ly « jy  »Jw P I p ^ -  j l y  taJ j j i iy - J  * » - y  d l l  V) 
^ U y  * J p  d l l  ‘d r ^ J ^  4 j \ l a « . t .U ^ b ^ ly  4 jL y V l  O p p  j£>* 4 j b b  y * ^  tb ) d - « j l y  4aJiL>- ^b^"
4^ yJu-Jl (^ j>- U b^1®! •b '^J ‘
. . .  4 >J U 1*1
24. Malik al-Ashtar al-NakhaT khutbah in Qunasirin
Ibn Abl al-Hadld, S/farZ? (p.501)
/ /e  75 said to h aw  delivered this mounted on a pitch black horse.
Uy U^ -o Uy (j^j^l ^  b ) Oly —Jl ^  U a! 4,jy~*<l (y*y*ll ^  ‘(^ b*^  Cdy -d l i^dll dl >X»3-1
bLdti jAy 4^dpl .Mi dll »ljwfc jA 4^ L-tfly • ^  41Jdb \dj?' 4*Ujell jollity 4 *}LS1 j —>- •■>*«*“' ‘ 4
4Ally aJp dll ‘ ^  j^ y —Jl yly ^ d^j>dl {^ "  k3 "^ ,b •“dy*'3^  byb  ‘ j»yP Mb
25. Muhammad b. Abl-Bakr khutbah upon reaching Egypt 36H
Safwat (1985, vol.I.ii, no. 298, p. 398— cited from al-Tabari, TarJkh)
3^y Ot~*y^  j) ^  yj^  b b-^(^by br^y * Jj^ dr* ^ »—dl»-i d ^»b ^ jp ^  jJl dl J-i-1
4 . . . ^ j y  1
26.Zayd b. CAH khutbah (d. 122/740)
Al-Nahhas (p. 400)
Aoll vJ Jo»3-l j l  pij*» jA  p y *  4Aj L^j^  Aj'lll • Jw?*l 4 ^ C l l l ,  p * J ly  4pjd\> JwkJ-1 b ^ b l  d l  Jo^-1
4AJp 4—,,^ 3 L» jjl ^lydl <A Cdy\ Up ►liaJl y^Aydll »JP A'..«...iy 4a1a«^  A ..U > - y^»y ‘A»>-ly
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4—-oJt* j \ P  d l l  p i p  ( a LIj  a b t > - b  {A»1p  A  ,b L > -l p d a d l  Alll y k — *i ( y l j s  d l l  ^ y ^ y  -7*1
t d j d i l  y t i  ( LLcl iy fy i .1  (^ S r £—A®_yy £'~,L?S4d  (j» \p> j *  jL c l  A  ( j i l k *  yS ' A tS y  (AaP
( J ^ j j l  b * l  jJ»d Ajj (A jSI V l V y tA  Vl y *  V j *  A ^  J ^ y y  £* d - l l l  AMCjy
f- f- t p p
(Jjjsll jljocyaj (A\y* jj  aM P j l  .Xyb 1 d  ^y*  V a .> y j  d ll  V) All V j l  ■Jyt'b
^ y d - fy  tu j lw i - 1  1*^3 jy ^ j (AM j l d ^ j  j l y  J d )  V j  < a J  j \ * d ? j i  j l y  v_j£^ V ( J ^ d l  j l d j j  
j * y  (Aj5^ b> y ^ l  jr*  cS^ d ll j | y >  d ll i U p  ^ C y > j l  (j b d l  dr* p ^ i ?  d ll U * > -  ( . b l y l l
b ) l  \ p i  < ^^sM  jW * y  b^* j l j  £^ i* i.l b)b d j l l  < d ^ -  _ / P  a 3 1 j  <dSL>- y s -  a J ^ <djj b l  j ^ d
( . , , br^b j b y  ‘bs^b 3k>p\i (jb jV*- Lklpjj (^ U ^ “\
Ibn Nubatah cAbd al-Rahlm b. Muhammad b. IsmaTl (d. 374/ 984-5), Khutab 
Ibn Nubatah-Athl 10th century
The author has four khutbahs for each month o f the year in addition to khutbahs for the two 
‘Ids, istisqa  and a unique khutbah that incorporates the names o f each and every Qur’anic 
surah. Each o f  these begin with a Tahmld similar in length and style to the one presented 
below.
27. -First khutbah in Muharram
(pp. 2-3)
»
cjvA.^'jh d r ? j H  *^1
(joy y* b i^dly *^ '-dhll tjiaJl c^J l^ ci^y ‘jbjall (JsIjm?! dy'"'”* dl m3-1
V »dsy) dll Vl All V jl ,Js^ d«b £ySj A j« Jb® jp  Atfjily tib dr* v^ ~
( A b y j y  a Jw P  I m ^ - j l  » 3 y « b  (y —*3 ^ y ll> y ^ y ^ j  t y k i  ^ y s S ' j  b b j  < j j d  ( j l *  d  l iL y *
\ p i y  iy^vJ *d*y j; jwftW-y (jjilj Aj jA  <ySC-wul y  ^S' A>i>-j 1 j l  aLu»j1
y * j y  ijj^li jdddl bb? y* jbb^  ur3" £y j y  dJi^- t y d y  £y b
-^>y '  ejb'd1' {J ^  £jf-^ b  ‘yb jj  dr5 cb^ di^  jbbf £y3*;iJ '“‘ib
p S sy » y l (ajj»d?b (b r y j^  pb*d^ d ll  l y l  ( y U l l  b l  '^-d3 iy$\> All y x^ 4^ "
d-jlyil <-a111 k—*>y ab4> ‘dil (jib-1 dil
A p p e n d ix -H  Q u t b u d d in  4 0
Samples o f  Tahmids from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
28. -Fourth khutbah in RabV-11
(pp. 65-66)
j l  *01 1 p~XJ
M P  yin  * L -d l (d jw p l ( d j d l  *LJ>Vl ' - b y  d i m3-1
{^UapVlj Jm IIj L ?jj b  p^L? (^baJ-V ly  jd \ i  y j^ '  d  p j t ^ J l  jU> P  A d \b  yj^yi 1 ^ jgL yy
jx$ ( j  ( ^Idlall aL)11 j " j L >  Syw all t'\jL^ > ^Js> < d j y d l  aLjJI 4-vo) p^^J
dll Vl dl V jl y d " b  c *1**^ ! y  Jjjll '-^ s>ry ly^ ?* £ dyjib d *^21 ^s- a j^ p-I < f-Udl aA. y y *ts
aM P I m ^ - j l  y - J ly  < (J>*1 J j lM  biatal d y  t'-U ^dl k jjc*  3 ab -J  t d  b i y i  V 6de>~j
<djV l di!lU>-l tj> yb  £ ^dsxs-JJb o ljU l Jjbl ( j l  (^ liy il  4-jyil p y * ^  (3 £f,ld d l a^jjd l y  aU o jI
< d - ja d l  Ajx^-1 p^y®y t ^ b d l  j y *  p-A £d y l l  tjjd l i j  j y * ° y  {t,^b l" l *s3*l^l i j  j y a o« 
(^U dl b ^ l  d l  L jw y < * b d d l A dd y  p jb jd b  £f'U»^l pj>lii'b
(f-U-db u^j^l pb^  p?J* sb*^  ( L^jiVl »jbdl a W&»<d
. . . cdjpVl Sy-lx* dll y -  dal (j l-^jj^lb £*lyVl AaSttf- ^S' yj^Jto^ lyj^l £yl21  1^ 1
29. -Fifth khutbah in RabV-U
(p. 69)
\
(po>*j5! j ^ j l l  p*x°
jfliU ll p d a ^ j  (AdiL' t —obe*) b y ^ d b  b d  b * l y*Vy j^ "  3 b * ll ( j b  j b i  4*m *-W* ah m A-1
j i b  al p j l  ^ y y  aJ-?*! S a JJ  A—«jb y  j i j l d l  y b  j ^ ^ y y  <A ijy* a**J dLfpj b
. . . (d V «j>j dll Vl dl V jl lA yd j (*xvij y  jijll ( b ^  * 7 ^
A p p e n d e x -I I  Q u t b u d d in  4 1
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30. -Fifth khutbah in Rajab
( p p .  1 1 9 - 1 2 0 )
caM*- \a^- jl jbjsll •MW'j tajjj A***o y>~ ^y& J  (JiWf ^  mA-1
j?^^j a jsy> IkX?- itjup y  (jb b ^  iodeo _^l aLo!) b 2^  jl JylVl ^b2-® e/j^b
jUVl c-jb-J dil p*j3 (^dl iiM9 j? y  ^ y jll b y j j  (^ jll #mp Im^ - jl ctdS'j
b^ L? e®* y  dl b^l? Ljwy b 1^ All b ^  Ajif eJalj (aM^  j\W«dl M» Jij ‘0Joy
bii >^ta_y taMji t—j1^ s-xu As^ i U «aij J’dj AjI>b«<> y  jdi^ail b^""-? Jl (b*-?*
faM-xXJ
. . . £j>-\j\ b**! J r^ l^ y ^ l j*y £Jbdl b^l 0^ "1 y  <ij*dl 1^1
31. -Second khutbah in Dhu al-Hijjah
( p p .  2 0 2 - 2 0 3 )
fpAyjll (j^jll dll p-0*X>
diL pUliil pllVl £ _ £yi‘c*lb pljlVlj pl^ >-Vl dhj^ ZAJ £(j*3*J yjs’ \j-d*l plVl dhyk* dl mA-1 
Ajtd^  |xj £db>- U^xiVl) aJp tjdl ‘j^ b b  jjdl JUd'l* pU<A>-Vl cJbij £tyyll 
£»b^  pl^ V Lu^Uddd b ^  ®7w?~l tdljl V_j y^y^ jl *^y £dld a—oi»\jc ^  cdVa U^Vl
fS^Noadl j£* jb^l jr* £d V #Jy_j dll Vl dlV jl >7j-*“b £SJ^*“ plj>L iM^Voad—oxb
£ a^ Ull jlWil (j aUodl j LAjI mp d-w«jl A
i-jj>* ppjb £d jy  jb d l j* £d^ iy u jdVl y  p/j® oUdl jl^^l (3 ®i*dl jUddj
£dd>- pAjhljl pby dsyi U^tdy* b  dijdo oj(U^ dl b^y (b^ **21 (b”^  £byy jlbdJl
. . . £jys ii^ Uil) y,rfji-ll jl \Jb'£ ju«i? djaVl) y*ddl jl tyUll I^ jI
A p p e n d ix -H
Samples o f  Tahmids from Khutbahs. Cbancerv-RisaJahs and Other Sources
Q u t b u d d i n  4 2
32. -Third khutbah in Dhu al-Hijjah
( p p .  2 0 5 - 2 0 6 )
j^dl dll > . _ i
‘Jb V 3*^ <djP p^ *dl 4*1 jo pj^ O^l 4*Uai p .la*11 ‘du*® pc^dl dl jJ-1
‘pAij b^i b ^  4,A?'i ‘JldiVij J»y«-ii iji Jj« Vj 4Ji^ CjVb JUj*Vi ,3 3s*"Vy ‘Jb* 3  d-yU
. . .  dil Vi diV ji j^ -J1j  ‘p*b U py* 1j^ “
55. -khutbat al-istisqcT
( p p .  2 3 9 - 2 4 0 )
4pj j^il j^" 1^1 dll p...)
(Obxljll Jbb"l *1 3d! (Jb *®dil y  yUll ^by ‘y b l ■** jbdl Jy* dl jx*A-l
y»A - a^^Jx lj 4*jV1 b ^  *7^*1 4 \jy«3> d p l i i j  CCS'd~£jy 4 Ij^P  » y  l» O y L i  4 0 b * * ld l j b ' - ' d j
d 4d (jAjd" V »d>-y dll Vl dl V jl Jxb“b ‘Ad* y  lijoj jl d....*\j 4*j\j)I y  a> d®“-**b 4*JiU 
Lpla^ j ‘b*®b La-U 3^ 1* d—ijl tdyM* »jy- Ijx*^ - jl jb-'y ‘yd'y •■ta,y <y^b b ^  
4 1 U-j—*3 pAyy dl b^ "y L Jm—x b^ dll b ””^  4 ^ 7^v*kJ b-lj—*y daL dll 31
4pa”\2a 3  £p  ^*^"1 31 AkL yUJl 1 jj& J*^ " 31*'y aL>«—x dll jl 4yli5l l^ il
54. -Khutbat suwar al-Qur'an
( p p .  2 4 3 - 2 4 6 )
\
i j) 1 jJ 1 1
JA>«J1 p^>-l *■1—21j jlj^P Jlj *y21 »3 ^Ajb ‘p**bll >— a^U p^lal 3®il di jxb-1
\xm.->"b dilyVl jP U*ij|_j 4p—kdl ddaij a* 1*1 y  pldVl Jjyy Ay JjiU jojjull 4pj»dlj
pM>Ij 1 jp 4—iy-1 jpj Jljb >—flyyj layy idly ‘pJ—“ **bAl •ti y  dji 3?®y (Jddi Jidl* 
.  .  . 4pdjb *— 14—)Uw»l jp ^ b  ly*VL *Jolj J^dl yx y»dl 3>jby
A ppf .n d i x -I I  Q u t b u d d in  4 3
Samples o f  Tahmids from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
35.Fatimid khutbah- Idal-Nahr-^vXhoxod by Ibn al-SayrafI-5th/l 1th century
Qtd. in al-Qalqashandl (p. 1394). [the author Ibn al-Sayrafi is the author of the chancery 
manual of writing Qanun diwan al-rasa’l]\.
Ji^y p-^b* cJij-yy <dll j \m dl U1
. . /* %> p t> t- *
(pUil ^  Ijid d_jjj V U \U\jjjl a jy  y*^' y  y b l 3 b  aDS^
si t iS i f s s ?C s t s
3  aj AiaMMJ 3 ^ J  cAil^ybl 3) aLxujI L.x>- b ^  All b^-7
y  , x:./. ,* / , s r  i  sij4 ^ 11ft »a iljJUl
S S S S y } S
i Ig/l^ l d d —m \$> jjUbil Aij-! J U  3>IpIU pjb 1 V b  pbpy pb^cdaUp y>y
aaL^ Ii y  Ak^>- 3  3 ?^d,b y l  j) b 1^ d b  a*p j>b Aj^ b -^7
"* *" ' £ X S s> v > f S > S  ^ S 9 y
3  Ijj^ W- dil 3 *^5^  Uj 13 itj>\Xbj Ajy y  CJli $LpI>- ‘'UJaJI A>t>til b ^  jy fy £«ylbj
tojUdj A'Ujj>- pdaxi
£bV*“j  l®yy 3  y  b ^  bf^b^b a^ y  b b ^  (yd* W—b  c£ b ^/ y y
' J " iss's} s '. i ' S I£A*)ji a>-^ 1 js p^ juUj 3 ^b ‘Au^ dil yj^  AjbdlL yUlly
A p p e n d ix -H  Q u t b u d d in  4 4
Samples o f  TalimTds from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
ii-Tahmlds from Chancery-risdlahs
36. Prophet Muhammad (letter to Khaiid b. al-Walid) l st/7th century (Old- 
risalaft)
Safwat (1937, vol. I, no. 31) [qtd. from SiratIbn Hisham, Tarikh al-Tabari, Subh al-a ’sha\.
\ * \ \
Alll <321 £ b j l  j* x2l>- 3 ) All dj>£- y  £p^ S-jll dll p-xxJ
<jj» Vl dl V 3  jil 
bW'b £pjjlA) j l  3 t® b*^ *“l Js j  ii>j\3l y  j l  y jy^  £^ b*uj  y * ^ r  jta id*> 12 
c j l j  £d V dil V] dl V j l  £p^ UwuVl y  a21 p^ijpa U 3 )
* * p p
d ll  Ar’- j j  £- ' 3 p  p!A*2\j Ip ^ b d j e J v  J d J b  b ® b  {pjbjjob  p^SjJUi £®1«^ All p^ ljc*  j3  j L?
cAj X yj
37. Qurrah b. Shank l st/7th century (old-risalah)
Abbott (1938, pp. 42-43). 
J jo  U  Vl dl V y j ll  dll jo?-! y \ i
£4 A) 3 s?*® Jj^l Jy edU.1 mp jt dll mp aJp y j i  lr ‘ ae '-X 1 b ^  b .  ^ X ^  jbd®
3  £-bS 3 ®3 l ^ 1  y  b ^  pbJlj 1-d r ^ V 3 ®  ddjl bL y  jy*3* Vj i_jw-x2 ill 3 -®*“-7
6j y 2  A -* , y  J j V l  Q J jX *
38.cAbd al-Hamid al-Katib 2nd/8th century 
cAbbas (1988, pp. 271-272, Risalah no. 24)
' * .  ^ , * ' > i* . ,  ’> '. ,c  '. '
Jx y j il  (d^Uialb Jpjdl > 1  dl JpV J jJlj <aL* 3  jj^dl £dlA^ *_y d\2jly Ajji jw^ \2 1  dl m3-1
'  '  " * ' "  s * ' s s ' * * s s s is ‘
J*»-J £A-p\ls>J AjlP- J^V ddldb ^ ilb  Sj^dll 3*^ Vi A J p \ U  3*b  C3^b? 3^" (Jl pp^ el
*• ' * s" " ' t- ' s ' s ' '
jfM^l a  1^ iyj £#1 aUjLj 1m>- <Awsn<ad.b <-®^ j'ly > 1 2 1  3 * 1  b ^ ” yi*^db dJdl_j 3j^ l
. i'jyX  y  jp j b '  aI p IU Jjdj
6 This is Abbott’s translation of the text: “In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. From 
Qurrah ibn Shank to the sahib of Ashqauh. I praise God, than whom there is no other God. Now to 
proceed: Look up the balance due from the bishop of your district of the amount imposed on him by ‘ Abd 
Allah ibn cAbd al-Malik and collect the first (amount) and rush it to me by my messenger and the 
messenger of the bishop; and do not delay any of that balance, be it little or much. Peace be with those 
who follow the guidance. Written in the month of RabT I of the year ninety.”
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Samples o f Tahmids from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
3 *b dljpli j*5j b> jlj^b iA^ jM?b tyOij jjMjjl jlj^) (j4 b®^  ^  M^bs S s s y y
> P * y \ y y
y  i j l  ds-j td ilb  Jr* sVb y  j ^ b l  y b  b ^  * A ^ ly  d l d iy  d*bs-wu y  aAp- U s y J -b  a -a ^
/I ' d. s /s <i , .' /  , . >X,
ejs V_j Jb^ * V Aita tddX*°j djiy aJ -^ 31 y jAwi> 3 ) ib^l y  y^d* V <*ta\p^ j (b*
*
cAj V] A*^
39.cAbd al-Hamid al-Katib 2nd/8th century 
c Abbas (1988, p.272, Risalah no. 25)
JjiUdl <ejUai jstll jd\jl djLiil <dU£^dj til tdliaLm jijdl <dL&j) ^>^1 £d 1^ 4 b*ll Al mXI
U b^* £A#^  ^ (A^Uu }^ \ ybj <A.f>br) dbt^*’ 3  j*J Ajab- b ^  j X  3®il £9jP_j
13b"  ^ {b® d j ly  1 jill £ b*3ap j\k,(g-*ub ‘bb* d jjjj <L*\)1 dtioli li> tA^ y- y  f'tio
y  #■
AjJdi i3 ta  Jp {A*->- y  -^x" b ^  (^y £jkb ^ 'l |' 31  (ijiMi b ^
Jy  dli £jjt V) 1*^ 1*^  L»Llb jx>-l pJ*j V_j <9j y  13 Vy £<'ap Id* J t*4 V
V) a 3 j j  y  i a d d  U j  < y 3 b  j 2 1 13 1* p b y  j *  l b *  V -^ 321 j^>ld> ojd&j t J j iU d l  AitS^3
c o n  1 (j^ oL Vj ‘-b’j  Nj bjVl oLJU 3  Ajj- V_j b*t«
40.cAbd al-Hamid al-Katib 2nd/8th century
cAbbas (1988, pp. 273-274, Rishlahno. 26) and Safwat (1937, v.II, no. 512).
* * s* P y  ^  ^ S'
Ai^1 pi <9\jw* yyy <A^ l^ dl y ij  tAdbJ <tii ^kX&\ y^W^ ?l 3^1 Al mA-U «Mi Ul (l)
/  ^ / / ) x__ y //  ^ p  ^ }
t j^ l ld l  9 y  a 21 t p t a  a  p\3 y  (b ^ ry  £A ^>tdl S iU -dL  9 j j b  <_y 121 y b l l i  9M -ib  £ M -b l
■ ' s “ ' t- * ' “Z} z ,
{A^ tApxdl piljtaj {djJl p3b»b <dy\i\ p^'l’j  pbjy  ^ LjIm p^ j jp  L36' t j \al-*Jl 9jlva)b" ’V ” ---------------.....y" ...... * /*"* x ^
jj  clA U  pb_wu j s -  <j X \ j  pidllp y  > 3 - pi1 (A*dj b ^  *XX- > 1  < 3^3'27^djkdl p4 |b®y
J s s ^  s ,} 1} }i s
b-1 Syyl b^byl 1*1^ *"^y £Aj1*jc U^Jdl Adj slAjb5?1 dbj-1 C/yy (bd-3a> yfi3i d j ajj^ —w«i
.» > • /  i £ s * ”, * b> S ‘ }-(jLUdll ®bfj — dJkil y  p^> 3®^ jl 3i £d«\il p i^y cliyp pb l^? £l®Vijl pb) 3^  ^ ®bj! ('X\
7
33
l^ ypa fcX b ®1 l)1^ j UyLii 3 l-^ =>jlj f*yb^ y fk$jL‘aJ  b*-by 27
■Vi
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Samples o f  Tahmids from Khutbahs. Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
p$Jp !b®y <pxfc*'Ua dil ap\U 3  b ®0 Ih <d p<—>d U b ^ - jj®®^- ‘b )  p4®>J j y b
_ y  ^ ^
3 )  j U ^ l  U  v J j j b  j U>"1 j l  <A— 2  j >  y  d  U  1m ^ -  » y  3 * ^ 1  ^  m 3-1j  ( 2 )
'  /  •* '  > ,  /  , > ,  .  * '
‘3*®y > ®  j l  ‘b®  AwxjImj 4 a 2 p  ^yy (A> cf^h^ j* * * ^  U 3 - U  Ktijoi y  j y b 'A 4'
iA J p  r> l  L m  d  IjM -x* ( A ^ i  d*l 3  a J J > * J  .d ^ - x j l  a j P y  p * j 3  j i !  ^  J - b ’l j  ( 3 )
~ * <» , 
y  a  j y  1m ** t p - f c l j L j  y t a l p  y p  b sd J l  ‘ A**» a 2  3 y d 2  A v i d  y l l  d l  m X \ j  ( 4 )
" ' /' * '
» * z  ^ / * ; j* 1
y j  AO 12 y i  A*ju pb^ d-Jxl^ j j i l  id\2jl y  jijw»3"l djy~ 3** lx>wA> *•
}
aJ3  ‘i-iili b"^ j&**bl xA*l j N*— 1 dil>j ‘Aj* V] b ^  U* *y® ^ 1* Ud>- 3*21 dl m 32j  (5)
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Samples o f  Tahmids from Khutbahs. Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
41.cAbd al-Hamid al-Katib 2nd/8th century
cAbbas (1988, p. 274, Risalah no. 27)
The following Fatimid Tahmld is presented in a manner that highlights its sight and sound 
patterns. It is discussed in chapter-IV (p,128ff).
< Aw 12 
[1]
^ t A—4.2 X'^
( *
4*jLp y  dplW 3*3 iXdjA Lo «Uajjb
* *
* * *  4A_23  y  Ai 3 >  b  *^\/j
* r**/b [21
A j y . l p  p j» ) l  U
. *^ 4 j  >yi3 #*• uy
kjvx ilill Aj j>~J
-SjC--3}6--5}£- * * *  t j V p  3 _ x  y ^ b  4 * * A i P  4 *A jld VJk- j  4
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Samples o f  Tahmids from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
< j j—~»-Vl jlla.All *by!y
/  »  *  7 »
' j  U  —Ml d^kJaJl J * b
[4]
sfr < jU J a M j J311 y  p  , - f tU o  3  p b ^ 1 1* v  
 c A  j  y  1^ ------------- o  pi> J — » * p \ i
4 p A l l  c j l J d j  p > l  0 > b  3 3 ^ 1  X , *3 (**  ^ * ^  3 )
. f\£i XX'
42. Ibn al-Muqaffac 2nd/8th century
Safwat (1937, vol. Ill, no. 28) [qtd. from Ibn Abl Tahir Tayfur, Ikhtiyar al-Manzum wa al- 
Manthur].
Vj * j 3 a i  o iJ j  Vj 4AM <—£ V_j •>«* V 3 * 2 1  4 # y \ i a i l  *Wlj 4#jJfclj(ll A x ia d l 3 ® dl mA-1
4 j$^ d J_yL> jl U3- iljl 13] »yl U )  4*yl
ijdJb  4A * jP  b *  4j\1> -1  U j i  M » b  j j X l \  y d j  4AaLm J j l i t l  b ^ - 3 * 2 1  d l  J w b j
4 <(j> U  ( b ^  4  ‘ j y * ^ l  ( j*  *j b *  3  ^  3 j  < - A j  4A » ^ i -  V  4 L i AM 4 \ b ^  AM
‘ 4  d X b 4 ^  < j l * y j ^ i  4  ‘p-*-L®4' J4 *’cb v j  ;y> j ^ U
4» j L p  y  < s \y  i j l  j l j  4A --J J  3*21  4“J® j_y*V 1 y  j l~ > * l U  141x 3 3 X^' 3*21  d l  m 3 - 1 j
V j  a o L p  j p  jy _ r * »>*— j V  4«‘rV l j y ^ b y  4»*, l r -'! y 4a1W >- j b a * i  4 j ^ y l l  kX j)b »  ai
j^ »« ia j 3  d U j l j  d l A > - j  a U J I  (j*  y t* * -! y  a  i.'jjjju V  j b '  3211 o y ^ v —0 ‘ j y
^  * *
>  j £ j  4«jjp jjd-^Xj j y ^ l y  jy®yy jj®*x'*ajy ‘A*j\£* jp  j> J y  ‘»y'
j&y 4pJ ‘pi4^ " ‘y lb b  ‘pf0® •y'ypi> ‘pf*^ *>“ **>yj3 ‘p4j® a^ moj y  p*.xPj U mp
A p p e n d e x -II  Q u t b u d d in  4 9
Samples o f  Tahmids Horn Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
t—153 > p  ‘p b ^  ^ b ^ y  ‘p4~* ‘p^—’V* <A>y- y  p ^ j P y l  U m p  p ^ y ^ y  $jd*i
h  *jy 4  p^ 3 b® b ^ ” y*y l y *  Ld *y3 a® Ad <•>
‘ 4 o r £ \  •$ h  >M' Jby  > '  4 ‘ 4
p  p  »  \
iLfclb- y^ b y  J*y ‘djM> LftlJidy tA*!*) Lftlj-jl (*j\P Lpj»«\j Vy jy*Vl 3  y^'/3Jb ^ 3*21 dl j—J-ly 
jb -»  *y2^1 pi jl^  U <y\by *-\2L U b^: 4 ‘ b* b  >—->-1 11 *’3ax»Vly 1 lb  Jyy
< 4 O-^b* ^  tjl*“y dll
y  AjUyV 11 kyX—jf V 3*21 ‘J b l y  *j*22ly 0 > 5 1 y  > 1 3 ® ‘p c ^ ^ l  3*3*21 t p l d  ^ L i l  d l y b - ly
y  * > »
£ jj^i U p ^ ^ y  £ *,\JLj U J»a> £dl~J®y «—23 3  •y*^ ®'y Vy ia m j  y  a !  jp L  J j2  11 ^ i l j  Vy
43.Ghassan b. cAbd al-Hamid, 3rd/8th century
Safwat (1937, vol. Ill, no. 74) [qtd. from Ibn Abl Tahir Tayfur, 1khtiyar al-Manzum wa al- 
Manthur].
<j j 3j  3  am jLdl JI3 * V 3*21 4» i\b  b ^  A-*—- la—jy £»AU 3  a3*"j j-U 3 HI ‘‘I  m 1-1
4 4 " > s s • s
4«Jsju U *)lj 4*1*3 U KsAX* y
* 4
44. Katib o f  Khuzaymah b. Khazim an Abbasid commander, 3rd/9th century
Safwat (1937, vol. Ill, no. 211). [qtd. from Ibn Abl Tahir Tayfur, Iklitiyar al-Manzum wa al- 
Manthiir].
jip j £ jc*bl Jj2 ‘*b'y jlial—lly £Sy*lly ‘-^ yyb'ly ‘iyjdly o ^ jll 3 ® dl mA-13 id*> 12 
y  3d U amj >p -^M^-yl 3®il ‘ Wyy b^Vy ‘ be*? bb? ‘ bby b ^ 2  b b y  ‘ byy jb^l 
ly £aU6^  *,yp]y iaa>- yb l^y ‘Axoj «j13p] pp l^b^l ^bl 3  *jy £aJp j* ut-*y ‘A.
i—2jj id—xjy *jXst y  j6dl iA_jyji j«X>-\j2y tdplU jp  jsijUoll Ajljpl jW\» v_5U^ yiy
A k ^ J w J  j U U l  b ^ "  t*-®®*4> J *  ^  iA i lS j J  y  J y i l l  3  A J ^ l  J y A  Aj \ 3 i A j l S ^ A  j b j
Lr J b  f^dy  > ' 3  y *  l®b
Appendex-II Q i j t b u d d i n  50
Samples o f  Tahmids from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
45. Ahmad b. Yusuf (time of al-Ma’mun), 3rd/9th century
Safwat (1937, vol. Ill, no.220). [qtd. from al-Tabari, Tarikh].
ildp -bib 3^1 ply*-.—M yW\> Oylyll b ^ l J®L2l yUi! dl ( Jw 1*1
jUiil Ca*> (b  ^ A-<aju l^y*J J b  ‘A t*~*y a A -P - ju i—Aj iUlpy A * ^ > -  ajuj j  ‘ly^ * Ai Jjb}
(jl jp j^* LftJ—x p iAy-l>* aJ jA  j] t d Vy d J—tf V £ J—9 M-l d j  (<pjlw«y A-—lw* yVM
< <tj> pb* jMj V] dy» Uy A^ ly*- Imp V] *3-^  y  j  j  4  J^ 4® b*3? did!
j£y 4  j 2 Jl®> ‘ 4 p* *b>- *yU > b 4^ ' b> J!® 4  “Sb
p4~* Jdy ty\—A\» p$~* J* *—*■** *’L  ^ y  jUdl »—A^ |x p» £ 4  lb -'3*1 *ULuaJ
AyM ^A—oly ip^ taLp jp *Ud ipfcUtay p^J 3  J’b ’^  pb^ * d l p  »\»] p^ lplU J*>y £yldl»
iljllpy Italy £ lx\3y Ud-A* ipb -^ Jybil
A1^"”aIp Jyly ‘A->-y b^ " A—cly £a3U«j5 Uo pi—xy aIp dll !m*^  y^ild-^ 1 3*21 M*j-j
(jl 3®^® ‘4  p^ *3" dr* J >  4u*L>- y  Vy am y  y  jioUl aA\j V 3d! 4  ‘y*yd'
J4^ '  »\j! iA—*V v^jjj £aL——x 3  M*by iAy y l  ^Mtfy idydal! y  pPJulM—xly idl—xjl
l^ j—xy A i l  dl! (j! Lpljy j>My !_/—!j A«1p dl! iA>*j-! yyjpj 3 b  >y l»—xl Mu ‘Ay
Mu jx-iyil ]xl*<*y ‘(/“yydl Mu 3*bl £p*y j  iAJyAl Mu aAV! ^^ 1? i^^bl y  X'X *^® ‘ 4  b -4
£ ^ U->-y y^bl1 j^y 4  ‘(j*yjdl
>)|l ‘b j l  ylidl ‘b^il 3®^! ijiMijl! <dVly ij> >1 yV* 1 >P ytJ 3*21 jl M*bj
■jy411!
46.cAmr b. Mascadah, 2nd/8th century (?)
Safwat (1937, vol. Ill, no. 318) [qtd. from wafiyyat al-acyan. Consoling a friend on the 
remarriage o f  his mother!].
j *  y  £•y d  £—*! J ^ j -! j 4 24 ^Jx > y  iiy y d l 3 ~ d  l!M Py £#y b l  y'—x \ iP  i _  i f X 3 *2! d l  M»j-1
J >  (J** p  £A-Ubl a~?* a—j-1 j p  AoVl (ybdl VlyJx—x! 4(jjLd! ®'y y  p^4 ob*^! Jd*^ "
‘dT^ Li J y l  > p  y  y>-3i! J j y  (byS 'y  idL A s d j  pl »d .««' y  yyV l
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47. Ibrahim b. al-cAbbas, 3rd/9th century
Safwat (1937, vol. IV, no. 96). [Qtd. from Ibn Abl Tahir Tayfur, Ikhtiyar al-Manzum wa al- 
Manthur]
The underlined phrases indicate the use o f the keywords haqq and batilXo create the 
dichotomy o f  good and evil.
CC* j^ • j b y *  t i j a l l  t i j j o i l l  iw JU ll «0l
j^~>- < j\l\iah (j) ApL-i<l> i 4 «vpI U a w-*j •jUjl Aj
►Ujlj *jai\ ^> 1 1  > u i ,  *yyi ^j\yi j /1
• • ' ' ^  • * j 'j  4^ i^ l yj JyH) jjl 4«jj^ <xxl\ ^  4Ajiijb <Oil 4A-i—uJ <6ii *"1-03 4\j4^J ^ 1
4,^U~h 0 ^  i,)' rr^^  Jr* i3 ^
4j*^C>- *04 b 4 <s- LL»M <14' »
48. Ibrahim b. al-cAbbas, 3rd/9th century
Safwat (1937, vol. IV, no. 99). [the underlined phrases create a /7Xra/;-relation with the 
Prophet’s proclamation following the conquest o f Mecca, discussed in chapter-IV]
^  G j - i  -A ^  T y ^  b * 3^  «X»b itbvS* j ~ « j j  4a JS 'j aU
*^b 1 *^b 4 ^bb <^ bb >^*^3]
4AjL*j^ ^ ^ S '  a XS- A j\j)u^  J~<a3^ v ^ -11 ^
49. Ibrahim b. al-cAbbas, 3rd/9th century
Safwat (1937, vol. IV, no. 100). [use o f pronouns highlighted; see chapter-IV]
4A^O At—i 4<jlA>- Aj 1*^3 i*S)k> Aj'ih C3^" 4 ^ « X * ^ b
JJaj' Aj ^  j* ^ t-4> I  jf' b 4<a>- f  r\3b
4a!jWj AiX it Jay
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Samples o f  Tahmids from Khutbahs. Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
50. Sa^d b. Haimd (katib o f  Abbasid caliph al-Musta^n), 3rd/9th century
Safwat (1937, vol. IV, no. 170). [qtd. from Ibn Abl Tahir Tayfur, Ikhtiyar al-Manzum wa al- 
Manthur}.
Tahmid following a victory.
t y b j  ^S ' #Ua^*b b ^  b ^ *  1 day 11 Ali . eb-1 < \ b
b) jf'da jljl <*j <aAjw
y k t 4aA] A>-lb-l AVjJuJ b 3 * lb ^ "  X ?  ‘A P jA b  lS1>j-A a] |k 4a1«)1 J l> -j
j \ j 1 j *  AJj p—""J b  ^  X  X? <aAp X  v3  ‘ ^ L p
b?^ *'' bl b\»Ajb »aa>* b) X bj (*A da jr4 jbb <a*x-^
_>*j b j X j  c^b«.. J i ^  b ^  b ^  j i b  >*J •Aj*j p* b ^  J*-) ^
4 pA £b-l yy*H
4 # jb ^ b  • '9 ^ 'b  p ^ b X  ‘jlbu t i l l l i  4j\ i^i yy*li ^  » c b - \ j
‘p * b - Jf' J ^ }j  ‘p ^  b  jr4 b *  b) p ib—j j  ‘p b ^  J* b *  ^
W? oy^ryj ‘ccb3*^  ^  W? jy^r1 b ' b r - b) iKL>~ bl *» A~*<j
A-1p AA b ^  4Ai\^ b*^ "-? 4^ l?b b) A * ^ ^ ^ - > -  4j4iSl>»ll b^”
j - U l j  4 jW U i j *  l j  4^ '  p ^ '  j *  jydj ‘b ^ '  b f c C * » l j  ‘b * “b '  (j4 b *  b - '-,
)} \a aA\ j j i  ‘p b *  pr4" ^ vb^LJ ‘p**’^ *3 *p4 l) b ^
y j ^ i  aj\5^ aAc- byb ‘ 4 ^ ^ \ j l \  **^ b ‘ ^  p^ j~‘ai Xj pi*A:g
^S' bb^' b  b*3^  ‘ ■>^4*k p ^ 3" ij4 b b  4Aj*^ “ J 4 (j4 b 3^ ' ^
♦ . ► * * *
^  aSu * \y\» j l  ^yp jyybAl i ]  (*>y b ^  b * ^ b  4a3\—«j
*)lj iVy+f'J \jy+>- )j\ A iP  ‘b 9^ -  ^ l5  ^d^OJUj ijv—l b l  ^  **
Jbj 4Aa>- p4*^ V 4Alp\iaj p^Mi j LojIj j..<a«ll» »Jj1 pj 4ljlpj lj^ \ioi V] p<Ap a^I a>»»-
jjH b^jy^ ^  ‘pbp'b- ^ b 1' y b b  4p^JUi LA-ll vjU-iil >j«j <AXii ij.,< j;i 
^S' K>*>-y <jCw*jAl i£y~* a !* jO  4 j ^ f c J l j  »yaA\t tjS'j aA] 4<^ j p y i . \ . j  tyOJa &da\
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Ap-j  y» y* jAilli pj^ i ^ ^^”LJ <y»yj^ l
j^ b  ^-^b ‘p^j^" ^ Jj»i <p>b^  y/3jlh jvfluwu
( <t£ iUJtl ^ ip^Sj jvi> tjS'J j^fb ‘pfc^ " *J~a*J *'~9^ ’
51. Sahib al-barid in al-Daynur, 3rd/9th century
Safwat (1937, vol. IV, no. 278). [Qtd. from al-Tabari, Tarikh. Apparently a mule gave birth 
to a mare!]
<oil tiili <Jl~* Vj *'L1j U. <ybliH *jfu <os .xb-1
i  ‘■iJLi U  p ^ - j ^ \
52. Al-Muctasim’s risalah following the arrest of the Byzantine emperor 
3rd/9,b century
Qtd. in al-Qalqashandi (p. 1025)
*
li] i*^ yyj  y -^ sr^ j j  ^9x^j *Lap- y» ^S' 5 < * * > -  Oijf' yl
(•/P .X-«J *)! y* .A*^ *y yt> *)!] *J]
«oj . *>i \^ ^  j\*—*> *)lj (*Ui5 aj«^< y* 1^) - j^^ b y« 1^] Vj ‘^ )
k^ x~>*b *^!*b *Liuji <#il*P y» < o j  »d*S' ^"/*'
< < * * * * t 
. b--* l>-b“*"j Ajili <oj! Q] Uplij b--~*j \j>
» , * » » t
*1 Jullb <*w)b *1 a! l»j^ \ *1 J—~5 . “oCw2j ^  Ju^b
v^-b  <*>^» p-^ J^ - iijib ‘<-b>-
J | > i - b  ■x *1 ‘p i 5^ ? '  j  ‘p ^ J ^  j
* ** t
\aa5 a) \jC*~0j iAi K^U>~ \s 3^ -? 3  ^ c/* 4 Joj-Ulj
f #
. »Jy (^ l>^' *^j9 *jtij
1 » # >
. ^ fciiab • Jwp \»* .<*^ -<9 pb J^ -^*JU p  ^yJ5 4Ail Q] ‘ - ^ J'J 1
U j  t - i * '  p ^ j i s  j
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Samples ofTalimlds from Kh ut bahs, Chanceiy-Rlsalahs and Other Sources
j j^ b  ‘p^ b^  y* aAp' y* AjtjXr^ Jbi
yi jiil y« ^yjl Vj b^l *)b *)b tb*5*" b5^  c*^ > pl®^
y^ L**i cWsLa> pA y^ b* cp ^  b^l^ <—^s“ p#^ yy ^ j  ‘pfcl^  0^ " "“^  (y>4-“4l p-*-?.}*1
a'ij C1a\Jv3 y> y^C Jljj V U qTuuj O l^i-l CbjyOij p\>*)ll Jjb ^S- pJ> jb  bi pf*"*
baJCva ibSi 5^1*11 ys^ 5>- y« pi \jC ti_jji-l fj^>m y4 jjlaSl y4 (js1^
.. a>.j5 y* p^ ji b ^ j ^ b*^*4 j?b^ y* W 44ijjj "^ y* bl^ e» b.
53. End-Tahmld, al-Muctasim’s risalah following the arrest of the Byzantine 
emperor 3rd/9th century.
Qtd. in al-QalqashancG (p. 1026)
 ^ «• e- *■ * *  ^
Aj pJ_y ^ ibb>b 4flf'bb^  j^i) {A_s»s>- jb^b j^l J^ b>\i
a! yt>y <A^ti*i ^ b  A*b .x«b-b aj b^2-*^  tA*j*sii
\jT A^j l-my y tAjUSdl y-A>"b ^i l^l b* l^ AlbSb A^ bJ balls*- a!*>-j tAbjJ j^ pcJlM \jjfc
fb4^ ! y* Aps y yb £aap a! Sjl-io_y £9ly yjy*"" y* Vj
Komj i^o^- *)[ yjll o\jbaP J^s> «ui j^ b-ly • \ja»\ aW ^b\_j J^b\i .ytlaSi y* a! p_>- V* jl
cbbu aM y) b^
54. Abu Ishaq al-Sabi’ (4th/10th century), Tahrnid of risalah following 
conquest of Baghdad.
Qtd. in al-Qalqashandi [fromlbn al-Atliir’s al-Mathal al-Sa'ir^p. 980)9.
tOVvsll l^l i *^ bl £ £yb^ (bill {yib l^ *—Jj  A^ Jv*^ l
b>-l b) pjWl <i jhX^l  a^4 *il p>jbl £ (,\£i\ £^ IXjI !Ai bj^l *ill c^ *ii yj
9j^ < \^ \s?\b-\j yp^l £bbJ'~44'l aJI b^d]! SiU y> *)l b^l^l (3>jd^
I^jlaAil pljjl Atjbb *)b £bjj^^ y^va^ l Ajjl^ - ")b c V^ie>VilV> y**^1)!!
ea*4 pb> iyllj (4 4't—'!& ^*^1 >* b. <Jlv4'^b Ax^ ly ^b £j^li^b
9 Ibn al-Athlr reprimanded Abu Ishaq ‘despite his greatness’ stating that this Tahrrild is suitable for a 
kitab on theology or philosophy but not for one celebrating the conquest of Baghdad.
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di.£j ^ vJ^- ^
*-»' V j j l l
55. Abu Ishaq al-Sabi’ (4th/l 0th century), on behalf of al-Mutl* (d. 363/974), 
subsequent to the truce achieved between him and one of the kings of 
Baril Sasan.
Qtd. in al-Qalqashandi (p. 1030).
js.a ,11 o \—>-*)!\ ibajti jj.m11 oL-f-'lIl -11 "*)llj < Juu L*1
t ^ L ^ j  AjciajiS^j (^».<] g- i j u l i i l j  <<CO j  ^  1j Ia>*
 ^ # *
<L^ > jJu-llj i^yj> \>Cj L^^ all ^> 11  (Q ~^b
* # * #
*)lj ^ 4\3)h_j \i*i ^^j^b r 1*“* *^ob^b
# # f * < t _ 
jLals^h j  ‘ j  ^ V b  ‘3^' 3*  ^ ‘3^*
i Al <y*\ij K/&-J tj^llll < j3-l
-)ll ijlfcP j\j»- L^uallj ^  b3^  ^  ‘
*JLiy» t^ UJul Jly Q 9*? tjAUb <4pliall» jllal.Jb  “'ill*
< * } c£*^ *^ b 4»jk>-b jj^Cj itS>\ji)l\ *lAs a\Aj
^  >j . i f ^ *3^  ^4A? *3^  ‘
*•
56. al-Taic (d. 381/991), Tahmld of risalah to one of his governors after 
reconciliation between him and emirs in his jurisdiction (4th/10th century).
Qtd. in al-Qalqashandi (p. 980).
4_A-i&3 *(•£' '^ ) y)*rj (AjL Jou « Jou bi
tjdbl li] w iai-1
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57. Al-Hakim’s risalah explaining execution of the vizier (Fatimid) year 
309/1000.
Qtd. in Shayyal (1958, no. 12, pp. 307-310)l°.
58. Sijillat Mustansiriyyah, no. 2.
p. 32.
The highlighting shows the maze of pronouns used in this Tahrriid. The noiui being referred 
to is the same color as the pronouns referring to it are highlighted. For example Allah is 
written in a grey font, while all the pronouns referring to Allah (nlamih, fiamdihQXc.) are 
highlighted grey. The pronouns in braces are hidden subject pronouns that are explicated for 
emphasis. (Discussed in chapter-IV, p. 123)
The most striking o f these pronouns is the one in turquoise which relates not the Imam to 
Muhammad, but Muhammad to the Imam, by explicating that it is A/s [the Imam’s] 
grandfather whom God chose for His message.
Key:
Grey: Allah 
Green: Muhammad 
Blue: cAfi
Red and Green: Muhammad and cAlt 
Yellow: Imams
10 Shayyal cites the famous Egyptian historian al-MaqrizTs ltti'az as his source. Shayyal also presents a 
historical commentary on the document (pp. 131-135).
> t t / / •  > > >
t^ J l  ^  J ^  ill V J i l l  j&J] j j t
/  ZZ /  /^
• u J * '
I ' ' ' >x *> > > ' ' s
i t  ju-uS a&\ V] 6  ^ ^ ^  4 U\
V* ^ S p  U^ p  J L- j  V i j j tuoj  U p  » j
* / /
«jiliJtj -W-J' j j i  a-J] j*.
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¥ •* ' * 
y  lA 1^] p'y*" AiXP <*ju <0i (>i
**-»Aal‘ ^A-J^y 4 *’ i l jJ y *  i ^ l i^ y  * lp \ ia j  ^S ' ^^£-41 £*yc*
(7:58)4 ^  y  rJ *  y  j '^ J  **J O^ ^
£y-Ay < | —> 1"^ {y*}j'“s*"' ‘ 'J**-*9 ' J ^ ' y  o'i',y'L'
6W  ( 3 ^  « '.> A iP  »— SlW y \  j^» v p J ~ ' :  | - ^  M  < u >  j r - j c
y  ‘ \x»j—» 1«Xj' O A jlu tf j ^ i p  L3L-aj <j' *•—A—•»*y <l«>dLp ^  1 i L J  y
l ^ j y  l*L 3 pf>jS jy rr t*  •yA" ^  lAy *~ap ^ ^  { y * }  < J* ^ y  «!>•*£• tj**A' *'-•—<1 {y * }
End-
jvij^il <0*ih «^ j»j>\lall y ^ y  ‘oA-'py1' '^ *'^ ’ y ^  ^(^^y ^  «X*^ \y
‘ ^ (W»y ^ —>-y 4  y
59. Sijillat Mustansiriyyah, no. 4.
pp. 38-39. 
450H?
. *uaj wJlil jAl \si^ -
\ » y
{(j^ lUSl J-A-l p—0
p\j>*)l\ _/*•' <s>-j)}\ jN*Vl (,3) _/*A *&\i j-sie .. A' U^^ ll y^\ ‘ A^Syy <oA y
ityh\j -Oil »j~a.i x*£~ ^ P
»  »  t »
*^ls^- «x*^- j '  l^~>*y ‘y* *il] a5] *il 3^11 <0i( *«^3] O^y '^ o!^  tO^Ap 9^—“
t VAu«u pi^oj <»j)l\ i j^J^ liaSl y ^ y  J^-y
*  ^ * ' * <-*<l) 3^ '^y <c?.il«aM >PjJ|y Jjiaii ^  t Jou U'
yfe lip# (3j^ IA1 y^" 0^”^  ^  s^“^ ' ‘ p^C^  ^py «vyj\A* j^\Ay^   ^ Ajjia—xy
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y  y - ^ i * <^3^4 4p\>»y 4jjo*»yll j j j  Jy j  <jf^ p\iall ‘4v3 '^d
lx k+ju y  A-ual^ -y i y\L*»yll *J^ Py ‘d^A' -^«i ,3  ^3* y^3^ 3^^ " Ay—^y *
i j * L p  \ ^ j j  j ^ y b h  j '  ^ j i l  .x *  y *  j y j i '  3  I x j T  j i y  4  4 A >  3 * ^ 1  ‘ d y 4- 6^ '  -^ 3y  y 3* *
‘4 o > u i
► —* »  »
y^^ " y ^ 'j t^ -juiy yijJ®\ia51 AjIA 3  -Wi>y AjjJ dy3?"' y* -X**" d'*'*-^ ' .A*'
<<*wjl>-yjSl yy<A' (3 pfc^ JLj y» aI_^Vj Jj—"j ./»>- -X*®-X>- y^" y'~aj d^  ^A-jy
4 jUll y* SjA>- \JlA L^p (y^ y p-fcyjblj <jLaj^ hy l^r^ *ill) pf*Ay
txluyliy K~Ssj>- i^ ljy jU^yi jyt' y» y)iP j^y^' A*' lljd A^>-1 l3"^
yiyil p9-p' U-i' y  A^ ill y^ Py 4j'y^ 'y  y*3' vj-*' yA.A ^\2'y ‘j
t l*Ju«u p^ ~*y tyvilAl j^s*
End-
A^dll 4y»y*\iaH aJ1 k^py tdA-,*,y^ ' ‘dfr?A' ^y-“y \j«x>- y^p <Ail .x^ l^y
pjuy Ajil I;«,«..,»• 4 l^ A—) -d—y 4Sy*lll •*oji «yt^ l3l
60. Sijillat Mustansiriyyah, no. 5.
pp. 42-43. (455 AH).
tiui)j2A\ jAl bi£- 
4 jAUl c->y «Ai Ak3-\ 4pj»-j51 y^y" ‘Ail p^ o 
yip y>.Al 3 y^ flA' '*-tLy  id) ‘dt^ y^ ' p*X y^ •X*** 4®Jyy «Ail «X*P y
4y>»»Lail y»
^*l>- ».x>- y ' t-a j j '  ^A—°y 4j A  a1] 3 ^ '  d i l  4iiA) ->4*^: j ^ J ^ '  y ^ '  40^A p  »
4 I* A ■ —i pjuwuy 4 »A \\fll 1 aJ 1 ^^ Py 4 ysl .*jx 1 .k. ■ y  4 ^ p^XJ 1
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ly.x* j c ^ y l l  A * !  4—*i>*i—* y i p  * i*—< 3 ^ "  Ai y— . jou Id
i ,  * . . > , >  ^ * t ,
*3 ? y p p  y *  px —i i « .^<a j  \ j \ jp ' ‘ ' j 'y ^  Ai«3] y  *yp ^ -a p V Ju
► /  ^ / , / / /  ^ ' 
j l  aJlp * l^Jl S^b Jjyjkl t \j\lld «JOP An.X^ aU K»y^ oX_& j3y •A'-' pi* d> 1
3 '  ' }\ * .  '  
y *  p ^  3 *^" 3 **" 4  *-A 1^ *i] *All p ^ i  ‘ 'j 'y ^ "  W p ^ AJ y~p+> 3 y '  a—jcJI AdJll-y ( I j b  A«'.la..i?*
' ' ' *
4( 36:8 0 )4  'y 'i  y i i ^ l l  y jS i\
• A>- y i p  y i '* 4’ o '  A L w y t ' j l y —")y \ j^ p ]  A*ju 30^* ^  4' j ^  l«X>-ly \d ]  y0w*yll _yd #y—d :
' i b i p l  sy i ^ -' y i ^  ‘ 'y ly j l y  ' y ' j p ]  3 ^' x3 ) y ^ " '* ^ '  -X*-^- i \ j C £ -  p l j ^ l  y >  y *  N ju  3 A"
► »
\3y - i  id '3'! <— y i '  y» y i p  d j 'y P  y ^ i i '  y ^  >»—A^-*y ily b *  y < L - l l  A id 3  *y&J y i p j  < ly i-^ 'y
v_j£\iaijy 4l j i l p  d il  p^i*>- y i jJ l  ‘ lyi4  d t^ '3 ' ‘ ' j W  0'“’^ ’' y  dyl.XA/»y
11 j id —< * \ *. A1 3  r*4*^
a1p\1? p— >• A  *yyd  3>idM 3 dt*^' y ^ i  y>' a > -  j'X pyil A 4' y  4 - id  y i ^ '  0 ^
. . . 4 1 * 0 .  ^ y y i l
End-
yly*liall a}1 yipy ‘d(^ —'>3' •*y*J ‘dt?3' y ^ -^ i' yip “Ail 4#«X>y <Ai AkX-ly
4y ^ a d l  p ju y  ( d y i l  pjw y ‘3 ^ 3 ' (***0 <A i' i~ — > y  4 \.« d ~ u  p i-—y  4 j s ' - t y i '
61. Sijillat Mustansiriyyah, no. 6.
p. 46.
4yvli*l\ cJy di y—^1 4p^ »-jJl y^ "yil Ajll p—i
4_JU—( Ajyjil yv*^! Q] 4(jf4Xpjll y ^ '  <Ail) J—oxl—il p-X y \  l*^JJ *Ai' “^ P  3*
‘y >*3 ^ '  •X*^ ‘ (j*. x y ^ - 0^ - 3“' dt^l 3  y i ia l l
* * 1 * 
y —^  ( . ) »«xrP  y i p  yL<a» y '  a J 4 y *  aJ] ' i  3 A I <Ail o id )  y — d ^ d i '  A * ' 0 . ^  44—i d p
41*4—j pL-y 4ypy34' a—j^ |\ 4y»yA\iail aJ 1 yipy ‘d^ - “yi' Pj-"“0 43?3'
>  yG Ail
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3  pjX^ all l y x d l y  33^' 3>A? ‘ Iliad I y  3*3^ ' l~~*lij ‘ i'jAl 3 ji* ^  y-3-\i Id
iLgjp~')]\ jlyll 3  l*ld« a! 3*^0 ‘ idyll 3  a—S^i- »Uaijl y l  <y X— •d l plidi _lal>*y ‘3yA-il p\3l 
t 11 »y-«5 ‘y jj—11 p.*. y  ty^Ayjl t )^ *^ 1 y>y-* 4^£y3ly *ydl l<»i 3^'
^4 y l  y i  •'-A' •■L—1 I* y i^  U*J^ly ^ly*—51 toll* aJ 3 AII 4
d ll  ‘ dylly  i— l*ll 3  A»dl & j j  4 yAlly j > * d l  3 * ^  A a J  ty —-a l l  y ^ -^ l 3 '  y * - - 1 1-xA-
4 _ J j3 ') |l  3 *  j H y  ‘ y ^ - ' i l  *JL*0y  y l i2 j  ‘ i y - t *  p l a p l  3 )  \ p i  ‘ ^ y 3 *  y ^ "
yipy ‘ ^  J ^ '  < x * " l3 y *  y *  yii»  d y 'y 1 'y ~ ^ * j 4  i y ““^  * j id °  l/V ^ 3 i*“ 3y** A) «y-Ai^lly
pji*Sl 3 id a l ^ i^ l v_dl3 y  I y> y ip  j^*yi' A 4' ‘A^y lyif- p^-ldy ‘}A- l^y ipyA p4*^ ' yA7'
y* ®J>dl y ip j  <3 y >“^ ' yldl 4—'lyd pjdly p ^ l ®yy*' 3  pd^ll t Vdydl A^- y* d->- d»lil ‘3 3 * ^ 3  
‘plaPy p^y pi—“y ‘d»li a31i ‘d*ldll py Ql A—*Ull i^Pjiy 4A*«ld)fl d j i  *dy
yiyll y l l^ j l  ‘ 5 y - - L »  p — Jill y ^  l^lLly ‘»y3y* p*dl y A  l^^-lyV j l ^  li] «— *lyll j l i  4y*>y
. . . idd-
End-Tahmid
a—j*lll ‘yiyftliall All ^3^-J ‘cA*"yii '*y*J ‘U aA ' f i 3*- A ?  -x*^" H-X>- y i p  d ll »y^-y d l y—A ly
4y-adl p * y  3 A ' p**J ‘3^3' p**J ^  b-—>-y 4A^ ’9—*<y ‘yuy^l
62. Sijillat Mustansiriyyah, no. 34.
pp. 106-107. (470 AH)
i A y 1 *db j*L^ 1 ydl io^-
4 .
‘ j^ljiH aJS y-Aly 4p—>-31 y^"3' p-**0
JyUl yj—id l y^y^' ^ 1  o iiil 3 ) ‘j ^ A '  Ajlli y od —ll pl»Vl p-X y l  yjt* 4Adyy dll y-P y»
i*kl)l\ 3 » i 3 y  4 d l l  y U p  4 y X A y d  p l la l  4 y » y l l  3  j 3 a l l  4 piA*yi >— <«—> 4A ly y l l  ^ i l  ‘ A j^ A jll  » .x —p  ‘ p ^ ^ C il
» » 
y i  yA-1 y - 3 - 1  y |l ‘A-iyO^ - y——Py yX^ll A 4' yiloi—» 4i_^ »jdl pdoP 4p^ A—-*31 yjy y^ 4 jixVl
A p p e n d e x -II  Q u t b u d d in  6 1
Samples o f  Tahmlds from Khutbahs, Chanccry-Risalahs and Other Sources
y l  t j o —y l '  pli®* ‘^ d l  3  j d o l l  tpU^ll v_ a-—' ‘d y y ll  J j4 -P  4*ly»^|l y d  «x>-yVl 3 ^ ’'^ '
‘•y .xPy d y — >■ QL.jfTy 4*3P y  ax^nx d ll  »ly\ t^ > * Ju a ll 3 ^  j j  « x * y >  y i ^  3 “ * ^ '
* ♦ » *■
y - ^ -  *-x>" 3 p  >  j l  d L —y  <y* )} 1 d l  'll 3 d !  d l l  o l d  y - d :  j ^ y i '  -A*' ‘O IA p p}l—><
t pi-—y  ‘y^y* “d l  d !  y i p y  ^ d p  d l l  3 ^ -^ y  ‘jA —' 3 '  »x——y  t3 '“*,d l
[ . . j l ^ i j  3 * > y  d y ly y -. j p - y l '  Ar4' o i ^ l - —1 y i p  O y»- * 1*• -i 3 ^ “y ' 3 ^ '  d l  y—A li  4 yjc i d
»/ # / » > , *  ^ * i
<\ j \ £  ly>-l> d y  y y P  y* (»4> <ly Vj&\j • vu23S -J x_ LxJ-i
/ /  ^ / > '  > >
4 ( 36:80) 4 \y\l y w i s - ' i l l  j ^ d l i l  y A  p ^ J 3*^7 3 d ' ^  # y v P  ^1 'l l  d l l  j^ d y
y—£- ‘ lyC^- p f l l  y> y *  4^ *< 3 d '  *-XA y i P  y i —a» j '  d l —jy i ' j l y - 'y  Ij^lpl y x * 3 '  .A4' ®-x*d:
p jlilly  A—*1 3  dy a J  3 ^ 0  ‘ l y l - d y  V ^ p ' y i l '  y P  a—ly^ j *—9ljll < I j U I ,  I j i i » j  3X 1 J !  j l
y i p y  i! j !y j i /» y  i i j - —1 3 * 1 1  J \ ia  y l  y> 3 ^ "  4 ' 3 j ^  ^y—^  V3l\ Ajy«j v—<— <y  t ly b — y « l —11 a-x—* y  < ~ & y u  
vJy^A<* 3  p4»"^  < l y i * P  *.X>-1—1 Ajil p3 * A y i y l l  ‘ I j i A  ‘ ' y i 4 ^  j ^ l A l  < - » y i  y *  d d j l l
< \j Ll**# * LmJ I
I »  »
. . . .  44—idy iy  d ll  3 i y — 1 aA-1—a  ®yPiy ‘O l d y y  1 «X»' (-liiasdj d lx P  jv P  yXAyl' A * ' y *  *—il y ly
63. Sijillat Mustansiriyyah, no. 40.
pp. 137-138.
( p d - ^  Ajy-ill AjtyJdl yd l la p -
t y l i d '  *—'J  d l  y —A l y  4 p * > - j l '  y ^ j i '
i—> j-— t p ^ ^ i l  3 ^ ^ '  A 4^ '  3 )  ‘ y X A y l ' A 4 ' j  'n '* ' '**i ' ^ i4^ '  p c ^  y 1' P * 4  P ^  3 *
t d j d l l l  a * '  -x>-y^' 3 ^ '  3  -xA-' y ^ ^ '  y 1' * y d « J l  <i^-<ypy d y y ll  ^ - 9 ^ — ti-iiill ^ P  t p\jl)l\
3 p  y l  y - ^ -  y l  y i p  y —A l  y l  < ^ il**  ‘ ^ d l  3  j d ® l l  ‘ p i^ V l  » ‘ d y y l l  (A j* iiA l i y - ^ -
p  ^ »
—<a>y Ajiply Alol>-y d ll  a—Jl— 4^9 * A..all
A p p e n d ix -I I  Q u t b u d d in  6 2
Samples o f  Tahmlds from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
j l  aILm^J (j& aJ\ ^*^7. j ^ j ^ l  0 ^  p -^""
e LkA**o All l(jyu^ 1 _y
f'liAgJu Oilp'Vl <6^ * 6^ fJ (^ 511 All iA*i-\i £ 14
pJ> JIajj O li> - li]  j ^ l  cf-lj^uJl Ci>U\jL* j \ i  y  p£>^*J
t> fr 4* t*
y* i ^ f~ (-^ ' V‘2 J  j '  4 L r f * ) ^ J  £ i j / 4  A . 1 1  fj^jjbj  i ^ L i W  V *
£j5^ 1^ AA>-J (Jjats"l'“ Jp l^ £j -^liilj Jjl!\ £JjLiotil_J jjlsJtH y#
y» A*S^|l f Aaj^ JI *“'J00 f A lkali >^\_f A^ll y^!_<Sil A i^ {^ J^ _? Aj l^l
fU ^L^ij t U l  *il\ p -* jlj  <j?ji j j ^ 0 p ^  oU aU U j £ j^ * l p ^ ^ ij o^ > 44  *Ciji
£ L 4 a P  oLp- S' p^ J <64 J-A& o^J
j  p ii  <a1L* pyJ Ai y j  jj-i*® tXfii pj!? L^LiiPjlj Attl l^t>J|_j (JJ Ol—v* Jjj AjIj
* « « £Al\^ tA*tf <0i\ I \ l p^kri^ Afil jf^
64. Sijillat Mustansiriyyah, no. 43. 
pp. 145-146.
p»^>-jH o ^ o "  p-*-*0
£jj\X*j>il J^*' p\4l!l y \  4Ji  ^ ^J<il*«AS p-U»\jiH ^y\ ^JJ  *^4 y
£ j^Ws e^**vAl * . . £ j^\X^ l^l dISa^  £^ *v^ i^  £AA^^ll A\^&y2^1 £6^ X)^ k*vll 0wN■. > d^ j l^
t\^ i_y>^ J I^ AaSjJ) l^A^Ci AASI pl^\ £^ ^ L il AjUi j^l £jj^v*jil
*^l>- aj&- o' £y> *i!l aJJ *il AJil oIaSI iA*^; -^ r4' 0^ £oXv!p p^ *«
£ l a .jL.wJ p i “^_J t 0 ^ * ^ ' l‘'  A «J^li £ ^ l j J ^ \ i a i l  All f j & J  .O il f <A*-a L? 40 l ^ ^ '
A p p e n d ix -I I  Q u t b u d d i n  6 3
Samples o f  Tahmlds from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
ijl^ll y  A^ L^* y  y^y ‘(jl—41 jou ^>-j l^ Ail «A*3-li £ >JU 1*1
3 '^ & lJj a II <J>1*11 p^ K^ l £ 1 *^ju *^1ap >j>-411 t^ ljJ^ l s-^ y^ y 3?® •Jllap 30^' ‘oW^ l
jyy  ‘(jy^-lil 3-^j slilall |v-^ 13j  *>—11 y^y a-!sI*11^ > 3^ '1j7' cJl^ Lllj
y X S -  p j d l  £*—>  £ .X -jG Ij A—*aj»lli **”U j l  J ^ l j  ‘ Ai» -4  3 6 \ s & ' ‘O C ^  3 ^ " '
*  ► *■
'llj £*j3  J l» j  A jl> l V] l*j ‘ *^ 3^3 w J^ jill ^ jv^ jl»Jij p$-Px>- ‘ J ^ j^ lj  £>?—■4*
3~*1^  itjb'y <f*i j< 1\ 4^  Aj cjl^ -l *^1 >4** pJ&>jlj*i
> i >  A j i j ^  3 ^ ' ^
‘ 4  j ; > ^ '
»  »  I
3 )  i j ^ i ^ j  tA ip ii?  3 * ^  v»t*i 4 j i > - j  4a41*1j » j \is» - ij  c a J \—*>  a < 3 ^
t j ju .41 P*l^" '4- ^ ‘ £ A j>  A5^ 3 ] l_/-*°0 Ia**° A o u lj  £Ajlfl—*> a!,X P y  1j d ^ j  <A«A>-j a 1_j~^j
4 ’ » * »
J ^ ^ a l l  A4-—j  > \» 3  il jJ L ll  > p l j £  a  A ll £ 3 ^ 0  ^ * 4 1  .A 4' ^ * 3  * 5 ^ '  3 ^ ^
J U . I  j js^ a ^ lill l e ^ J j j  A^J^l 3 3 " ““ A -* ^ ^ r  ‘ 3 ^ '  Aj J.<a«» Altfl^J
£j y c A -! p ^ 4 p  p L « j  i jJ k U ll 4 i l  -^>*>-j i j ^ l  £ jj> « il p l^ > -\»  t J J w l l
s >-j3j y  <riyj £Ajuj— a4>- j^l «lpj^ **\y j£A*^ ll ^  jll
•‘■Ijl yjy < 0^\lllj y  a\x>- <ol.x>-!j aSV» 1 y  ^j^iljll ‘■liAi-l a 33 (Jr*^ ’^*
U lj pWl Ail^ J .jl^-lj £U .^J Uilj pj$\ jU  Ao i^lj £ p<3a13 1^1—
j_^*aA* £ ^ 3l ^^.». * (jAlilj £pl^ >-^ |l yy y  3 ^ 1 4 3  £pi^ V 1 a*\»1 ^ *^^"1 3* ^ * 0
jA*l I^ S*J> a 4 3  £ v _ -jlyJ lj v i» i3 ^ - l  p 3~-J  ySy^L lj*  ‘■Ij^p'yij IW £ 131 ^ «lli i y y ^ y  " U j %  £ w j ! ^ ^ 1
jC w *jil _/-»!   —*>-J £(j )  jilj 14>11 >-41J-* Jy* A<3 i» 3 > j_J £ j jk lj il l ^-L a * Al »I 1^  AUS_y ^  jC -* j i l
£j^ll pjuj All
A p p e n d ix -11
Samples o f  Tahmlds from Khutbahs, Chanccry-Risalahs and Other Sources
Q u t b u d d in  6 4
65. Sijillat Mustansiriyyah, no. 56.
p. 182.
The following Fatimid Tahmld is presented in a manner that highlights its sight and 
sound patterns. It boasts a single rhyme throughout the Tahmld. The rhyme not only 
binds the Tahniid together, gluing the different themes and components and presenting 
an ordered outlook, but the effect o f the repeated sound on the mind is hypnotizing. The 
rhyme becomes almost like a consistent musical drum beat. Through chance, this rhyme 
is able to include a number o f duals such as c ulwiyy-sufliyy, jaliyy-khafiyy, insiyy- 
qudsiyy, saidun taqiyy-ghawiyyun shaqiyy, insinuating the underlined bipolar 
perspective o f  existence.
I jjl w
A p p en d  ix -I I
Samples o f  Tahmlds from Khutbahs, Chanccry-Risalahs and Other Sources
Q u t b u d d i n  6 5
J *  o'
>
aII-ojI)
>
— Aji -&*.
• > 
i] <«-~>- jjl A^zmxII
}
Jjll *’1^ '
h?J A— s^ .' o!
V*
AiUj J  p*X* jixll jp
/ / ;
66. Sijillat Mustansiriyyah, no. 58. 
pp. 1 9 0 -1 9 1 .
• J aU Jl j j . ^ivU *-Aldl d ^ 1 j -a -~—d  •**» x - f ' ^
4 ^ - * ^ |\  -VF*J ‘0 ^ 0 ^  4*)kl\ jL »P 4 »liaj 4 ^ ^ !  ^  jJilftll 4^U^(1 V_JU— 4AljjJI 4 < j^ i- l
4ii^ ti-l ij^s- 4*,lj^ 'ill 4 ,j> X^ CC^ -J^  -d^  O^1—* 4*^>^»1\ j<«\aP
A p p e n d ix -II  Q u t b u d d in  6 6
Samples o f  Tahmlds from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
Ail ^1 4^y>»A,A' js-  jji x«^ - ji js-  Jj—A-l f'jAt 4(j»jJ\ ^ A^ili ‘*lj-Al
itjjS-j 4jJ—>- w ^j ‘*>Lj
■x—"j (*"L“ *x^ “ L 4L~»j Vj 4] V Ail 3AJ x*  ^ -d  ^jl® ‘p j^L *^9—*
1«A.«j /Ju-j ijvjs^ A L^i/l A ‘jA-“ A!
L^aJl ^  L^ * LxJl (ii) ‘j^Alj 3   ^3 “^ ' ^  x»^li (i)«x*» LI (la)
jljJl p-oc a^A>»~,.»«j (v) 4j  lj-i>Sllj jLL^Il jp l^U Jjlx«j (iv) jljAM (**’) ‘jl-^^ lj
4 (38:46) <^  j\ jJl L-aJL-- pxL^L-l t] ^p^s ALy—< J\3 y^xll (vi) 4 j\^ L*yi AUjV 3 ^ “^ '
pjAj (iiibjjf** pi»^»j p^ r 3  (*$••) ‘Al*** i^ lxAl pJl y  p-i xt-1 Lp L^p^lj (i) (lb )  
jL i ^ ALw* Ail J\3 (v) p^ .....t)^  pt***4 J^ Vl x*i ^oASj (iv) t j y ^ M L.>11 p3L>-
(vi) 4 j *^LLl (^x j^ pxl>^ > jjiAl) xjji AA^ l “Ail i x ^  Ijx  ^ L^l^ piL»l
4 (15:3) ^  j^Ap sjy~s  J^jl p ^ >  p *ji
3 j*^ ' 3 *4—A? (•') <J*3' (j* A*LVl 3  \ j*' j^j\\ jS\ »x*£ (i) (2)
^lA) L \3  pi v^ -\ c.—LI <*i^ Al <*3 Ail J13 \L oL L  y ^ j  (***)
4(5:97)
*xlj (ii) 4  ^ \ySa tj^Lil *^s' Jy' 3"^' x*^- »x>- ^La> j l  AL«jj  (i) (3)
(ii) 4lj^«j ♦•LA? L^jc^j (i) c 1j0 l3l> J - ^  A>-\i v^JlL j» U-.1
4 ^   ^^  lj^ » jLlllj *• L 3  .^.A.t.11 ,_)*>■ ^  1-^
p^Vy j ^ * - ^ l j  (•*•) ‘‘‘X '^ l  j>> ^ jL il <S)l\j (ii) 4<pLJ1 p^pl p> J ,j i l  A j j i  y* <S)I\ (0 (4 )
4 apLsUj <x—Jl J>1 pX
11 The author of this sijillis unknown, however, the style is very similar to that of the Fatimid Da‘l  al- 
Mu’ayyad fi al-Dln al-Shiirazi, who was appointed to the Diwan al-lnsha'\n 443/1051. The sijill is dated 
468/1076, two years prior to al-Mu’ayyad's death.
A p p e n d ix -I I  Q u t b u d d i n  6 7
Samples o f  Tahmlds from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
67. Ibn al-Sayrafi Fatimid Tahmld in context of death of al-MustacIi.
Qtd. in al-Qalqashandi (p. 1357).
t'jiij ‘pxillj x>«* 3 ^  ‘‘■Lill* *3Up x>-jJkl Ai x*A-l
^1 A 6 )}\ y  -u <UL>- L _/*»! oX*^ : . pA)|l LjlA* Ll>- CXjll ,3*^? ‘pXAl
<A] p-L-' <AjjJ\ 4*LaAl x^“ 4 3j^»s ‘ * <-d*s
> * * • , , 
cApj (Ook vJX-j jxll x«^ - »x>- (^ p  jl AL-jj 4<LlAIj
► » » > ' ► ' * f,
3_' Qj (^3^  Cf)j 4^ >'' 4^ ’ ‘AA-ji (_3^  *—A>\jlj 4<-J$^
y  AaS|1 4X-3lj £3*" pj> J43 2g) kus* ^  <JbA»LVl Ail 3x11
.jjiLl py  Q] A4I3 4jyij>\iaH L^jji
68. Ibn al-Sayrafi Fatimid Tahmld in context of al-Mustacfi’s death.
Qtd. in Shayyal (1958, no. 1, p. 184).
The original source is Husn al-Muhadarah, the author o f which, al-Suyuti, states that it was 
written by the katib Ibn al-Sayrafi (the author o f the manual o f writing Qanun Diwan al- 
Rasa'il.
AjLl ♦Ujl 1^ 4Ail< JL —Il pL)!l jjil je-*^ il _/•»! Ail pl^ >-\j j-*Vl ^  A^l x~p y
pXj^ *-l p^ ijX* pXj^ »Lj p j^ l^j p 3 4 3\jlpjj L^Lp-lj IxLjisj l^_/*b
4p^ s9 All iljll ‘p-*A*-"^ J
43??A1 x*^ »x>- j^Lsj a' AL~jj 4_jX ')!] A) 'll 3 LI All X*^ ; -A4' jL ‘p^^^ p^ -*»
LAl»«j pL«j 4jj»jx\lall jwiall A' AA
Ail>- jLpl p y^»d\jill 4p\^lj 4_)^ ' pj-^ A ^jjLl (pljxllj ij?LAli ijjiiil Ai x*A-\i 4 Xu U(l)
4p\j*)|l ^^_I L^>- o^il ‘p^ x^ l p9^ lipifc* j^^l j Aai J^ i^-1 4plj^ aj,yij ^AtiAl
y^tuj 4 j\i \fclp AL' AjI^ Jj *A*A lyu* ‘pLl Vj ^  k»\^»3jj y  *~t»-*> *)l
4 (55 :26-27) pl^llj J^ U-1 j i  wiXj
» > „ ► »
<LA1 Lg-» p^ liO-J •iLw lAo! »jlj>l jj4 1 »x> AA^fl ^ j^ J \  ^All (2)
4a^p p^ Ap p-*^  ^ Alxil (br-" 0^3*  ^*~^ 3A 4A^ix Oxp li)
A p p e n d ix -II
Samples o f  Tahmlds from Kbutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
Q u t b u d d in  6 8
w L t f  < J 1  A A j  c T *  4 _ 3 ^  X ^ "  j y * » j l l  » X ^ ;  ( 3 )
u U m * ^ 1  A f c j p L l j  * w > V J l S / l  j L A  J j l l  A j j l l  ^ i p
. _  i :<^ * j  j j ^ A l  i _ x & L p  < A L » b  Al»*j  x ~ - “ j  4A L L  x * ^  » x > -  ^ _ ^ L a j  j l  A L y j  ( 4 )
* ► \
Q 1  L p 1 3  Q 1  \ o l x  J j y  l > j  ♦ ■ L p l  y  A o ? ^ j  < < j L 1 y  A i l  * P 3 ^ « ^ 1  \ j c  p \ 3  ^ £ x i l  4 A L p
‘ ( 9 : 4 8 )  p X j  A l l  y l  y L j  y l l  ‘ ■ L - j ^ j j X ^ U - l  y ' j  4 j j x l * i l  j p i '  ^ ^ 3 -
p j i  p ^ )  p J  iO x j ‘ * 4 ^ 3  X * »  p ^ i l  p >  ^  i l  b A p / j u  y  J j l l  L L l  * A p  A l l  J y l  X X > » J
4 (2 3  :15-16)4 A.L2!
i  ^ * i
A y A l i  A i l  K *y1 3 * ^  ‘ v— A l L  y l  j »  A [ X * 3 ^ 1  L A  <*£• j ^ b  ^ 1 p _ j  A p  A i l  ( 5 )
4^^14-11 A y j  pA e*Jl i/y* A  s j ^ ’ b * '  4<A»_/AV» Aj'j A»L^M < ^ b  ‘^A*!!
4J - - - J I  ♦ b —  J - 3 j  X u a A l  j y p  J j  y  y \ 3  * J L w « o  A a S j
v j x s y i i  L  4 j U > - * ) | l  ( j u l d u a A . 1  < j b * ^ '  L l » l  4 L ^ h L *  y »  A 3 I A 1 i / A l  4 L ^ A j 3  y  <d)l\ ( ^ )
‘ j b A b J A l  J b ' j ^ l x V l
69. Fatimid Tahmld Template in context of Imam’s death.
Qtd. in Shayyal (1958, no. 8, pp. 269-272).
Shayyal quotes it from al-Qalqashandi who presents it as a template for a kitabXo be sent 
following the death o f an Imam. Notice that the name o f the Imam in the address is simply 
given as ‘ fulan b. fu lan...\ Shayyal speculates that it was written by the katib Abu al-Hajjaj 
Yusuf b. Muhammad b. al-Khilal in the time o f al-Zafir in the year 544H. Also note that it 
is addressed to all those who reside in the empire, which suggests that it was surely to be 
read aloud, and was thus a ‘hybrid’ document.
4 j O w » b l . l  _ / A  Q l A  A l l  y \ t .  .  .  p L ) l l  ( 3 / i  j .  4 j V i  y l )  - L j j  A l l  x « p  y
A p p e n d ix -II  Q u t b u d d in  6 9
Samples o f  Tahmlds from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
I p ^ I — p j  W 5b ^ ’ b  ^ b 4 '  3 *  A j l A l  A ^ j j J l  i ^ l l a *  a . « . . ^ i  y  Q 1
p ^ x *  idS-j)1 y L > - l  y  < L — j  y »  A s ^ j  4A X . L 1J  * . . . , . » , . . a l l  A ^ A -1
‘ p f c *  A j l » j  A i l  p ^ i t s j  <j ^ ^ b  > - ^ b  ‘ y ^ b  b - ^ b  ‘ j ^ - A l j  p ^ x *  b  ‘ j > * L l j
X — ' J  ‘ O f r A  “>k4‘^ "  j l  A L y j  4 ^ f t  ) | | l  A )  V  3 ^ 1  A i l  p ^ L l  X k ^ :  j y j l l  _ / A  j l i  4 p ^ J p  p ^ L "
4 LA.^ j pl—“_j ‘j x^ i^l < A * y i  4j^p\\a)l A '  ^ j Ip ^ j  aJp A i l  ‘(jL-*<jil
4(3 ) ^ !  4y « l — L l  p j L l  x y  4p . l a « U  y - A \ j  y p ^ l  b b 3 ^  ‘ p ^ A l  J j l A l  ^ x * j  4p r r J y l  ^ i l  Q y  A s  x b -1
* * ►
4 ^  1 < J l » A i > . ^ > l  I 3]  ^ o l i l l j  ‘  b c c ^ J  o l y * ^ l  j - A l i j  ‘  W A * j  j L p ' i f l  x y j  4 j y l l  b j L J  a J I A A I  ^ i l
x jj  bjX 4jX«ll iJdj-oj j^liaL* L>yaj ‘jOJl jjy yJu 'il ^jJl 4 <^ 4-^ 1^ b3^ ' ^  J p L l l j
j^iil y  J.*.|.)1 ijy j 4pi^ 1  plj..., y«X)^ |l 4pLk9«D plj^ ll pi—• JuCg *-Ajb
>
j i \ j  J-Lli b j L j  O j l l  Ail3 y l i  AjA (jlli Jj**J 4 j b y - A l  «bj 3  b ^ " j J  L
‘ 4 Wb ^
x ^ -  l j x > -  i y  ‘  L \ l i  3 x l » b  b ^ ” '  u 4  p < - * y  - L A > - j  4 L y p l  » x A l ^ 1  • ' U A V l  k—^aj ^ L 1  A s  x A - l j
yjli ')I[S' 4_Jlb y l  j» jfX*bll jA  IA [»]xJaP_j 4 L L > -  pAjL pL~“j  A'j Ap A i l
- •* » * ► ', * > # * * , * .> / 
p^«<* p ^ '  jl» f*"4 ^ '  4 “^ * ^  p ^ b  ‘ L l ^ ^ b  l i l i i l  y 3lx *Al L^ -jj3 »1j 4 L U b
< * * ,
* >  * , , , > , t  ,  /  <
dd~j 4jyu ( X j l p  jj) . J j x  jyb pliij 4 j ^ i  _b—A j _ y  ya..ail l i l i  A « L ^ | l  jbl ju v _ ~ s \ p _ j  4LL]
4
y  A j ^ - 1 *  L  L i  4 j y j l j l l  j ' p *  j X j  y p  y j  A i l  A » t  <J>i>-j 4y l l A i  A ^ L i
J .  4 ^ 1  ^ 3 J J  4 * x A l  ♦ I i  y  < iji j  A * L ) | l  1_ ~ u a x *  ^Jj*1 < « ^ L a l ^ l  ^  L L l  p - » c .  4 a A i L j  d+>-j J j L *
5 y  b )  V j  4A u A a J  A ^ - « j  (j P  *juoj V  \jy*o£- 1 x 1  A  4 \ * b ^ »  ^ > - 1  J * - 1
► * * * * >
• j l > « p l »  y l  j j i l  ^ o l i  > s  b > « ^ j l  < ja3j  4 4 p l A ^ l l  b j * ^  < > « - ^ b  * x y j  4 ( x L — *, ,y i  i j j i
4 < t | j j x l \ i - l  p y  « j x *  j \ i l  x l i L l  A S y  y  L L c s -  L j  U L l j ^ -  J y  3 ]  ‘ j j x > - \ J p l
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Samples o f  Tahmlds from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
*■ f* \
I* £ Lfcjlj-uil ya Al ljOs\^ tZ^ - ya _/-d -^C^a
(J'iVyaJl ya (Ajiii- fAjt^- pjlliH Aha>-J £ Al jV i&\j  ‘ \^Jr* a5^>-
( ^  L*jVp *01 li {j^j) y* ^  ( \*Ai?c- sjjVo Jljj *i! \jJ~ t
li c J\Si-l X ^\ AjIiI) ^>g>j' (jl _/»d
j^Sl pjeM c£ j|>  \ya (Jj^* ‘^ f**1^ Q1 £<L*V«^ I\ ya A) p^it_>-l
P
i 1*0 )Ja*h li> Js A^ twdll Aaj^ saSI V)jl^  ^ 1 V“^  X&jamj AjS^ i-l yy*“ (m^ r ^
o l > - j  y& J b  y* o l$ l> -V  XA^~y o U -^ ll c £ ^  x*£- ^Vp a!L*>j
‘t\^ £>j* Q l«iL-4 Jy |k_j £ d^-J\ ijJlil yfaj V&lp^  .>3j .Xo-pl ^ _y*^ Vc d^-*Pj
if
tA-rfJ^ pj ojl^ 5~ tffijJh Vo^ ll ya A}js)j £A*a*5^  Aj jiV-ail L^""5"- Ajl***]^  flvX*) AO C^’
P P P P P 1 P P P
£A**i!l U^1 i__A\is? Jjil ^S- jcd A^ 1Jj**‘J y*3J (_£* »j\*&\j
tJ \L fl\ a j  Q1 Jji  ^ y* j tjVjjiSI s>j d-^>j < 1^w>j«^ J1 o jS ij £AjS*i!l (.yl^
(^XjiJI ya \y&\!)\j tAXwil ya 3J \ y» AjJ^Vj ^j\|\ *^Vp A>i\ ^ ^
t . . . tAX*Ji*)l\ p-fe JwJ»Wk») Va
70. Fatimid Tahmld Template announcing the appointment of a successor.
Qtd. in Shayyal (1958, no. 10, pp. 285-287).
Shayyal quotes it from al-Qalqashandi who presents it as a template for a kitab announcing 
the appointment o f a successor. Notice that the name o f  the Imam in the address is simply 
given as (fulan b. fulan. . . ’. Shayyal speculates that it was_written by the k a tibal-Qadi al- 
Fadil cAbd al-Rahlm b. CA1I al-Baysam in the time o f al-cAdid in the year 560H.
c y ^ \  (Jl .  . . p l^ h  ( j ! ^  j> y fz  £yK» ^ 1 )  a J j j  <esl xs> y* 
y> t A l j ^ J  i y & * )  j j  £ p\l/l a \ l  £ a V v £ 2 j ! j  ( ^ ^ 1 ^  A A  J w a i ' l i  £ J j w  V « \
sU^ ill ()^ -a' 'jyy^ y^ y i^y^ r £aVa^ Q1 eaLoj a!^
l \ \ yfr ^  A L rfS ^ ^  aJjS JlO; p li “ "jh^U Ql i^Vp QVwj £aL^ JU ya A^ l^«d \jC
a21 £jlj-a)*ill aA p c A e L ^ u l  V* pkp (Aliwv* y f j  ^ Q  £C^I^*aAJI
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Samples o f  Tahmlds from Khutbahs. Chancerv-RisaJahs and Other Sources
+ \y~* <&' A OVa—" \dJ\yaS' AUS'
‘ 4  Js^ _>* y j  a jv r  y j  Jji' j—' y
> , %
^S'j a^VL-Ij «d**3 J tjS' y - * \  y s  «jap '3'*^ ’ 3*^
j\i aJ] pL3  y j  £^jl>«liS j U S l  a*LaH 3 > 3  k^ P*il\ y^ ^  k-r^JL? 
v i \ L - j  iJji—-1)!! ‘ .N -a /ih  .v^ajll jv Q  £ J ^ ) l \  3 j> lS  ^JLJJ ‘^S*J^
‘ Ut!j^  Ar* 3 jvii- a r ' j
AoUJ j* ^'^V? ‘p5*-—* y) 0 Jl> 6^' ^  cP^'j 3  ^J-“J p ^ 'j ‘jfrA' '^W 1'
. >.k?i»n y  V* <^a<> £j>di«ill .«\V 1 \j £p3 y  a^ o y  V* aS yS' a
J- Jj- j p^ r^ ^  4 ^
1^ JjSS a^SLai-V £A*LaJ\ py 3 ) 4  a^ aP 3  ajV aJ  ^ 4  <A»l*^ ll» J-^J 3 ”^  ^
£A *U ll j \ i  Q ] a»VL* ^ j - 1 j  3 ^ '* -J  £A*SjoJI y ^ y j  A»\iflSS iwa!\—■• y  aaJ^* l^> £A»*1 ^ 1  ^\J ^|\ ys~ *
y X  \ ' x *  , j ]  4  A*\j«5Vj A ^liiJkS j ia J l  « , 3  *3 > ^  ^  3 *‘“'^ ’l j  £A^^lflSl A ^ 3  jj** » / j J j  jV>*V 5/A-*<Vj
* 4 ^ '
£ v _ A ~ X - \  < + & '  £s_J*» ^ \H \ A  j  / . _ i » - ‘. U  t j A i  3) Af i i j  » X » ^
yjt 5 y—"~j £A<^ \ I^jJk »X<*3 /■ 4^ *^ \1 y^j3 AJJ^  <ih\yx y j  £v_«) y^ejvjl 3 U AAP
/ . _  3^* \~js.ij isjii >j«11\ y
£^ 3^*11 J^fl>3 -1» »Jo3 £^ j\Jl1\ aIiIj^ ! £^ ulj-iJl A_»jjjlo ^-w >^11 J*a£- »J*>- S^- aJL^ jj
li] Aili A*lV»^  y s y y  £^ |jlal\ 3 *^  ^ A^ -iv* y j  £^j|_jA^ «oil ajji 3 * 3 *^"^ £^ i^ \j—
££u\oalV
3) v^V—S3  £aJVp £AjjS*-\» y_yuZ>S\ w S l ip  ^yS J ,  ^ U -  >A*S V^)Sj A-si-'
«A j»s 3  (j* ^3* 3^i-> y**’y} *>JU -X9
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Samples o f  Tahmlds from Khutbahs. Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
y  V* J '  j-A  y  to lA laS l 7o L a*  ^  <S \^ y& j
71. Hilal al-Sabi’, bab f i  al-Tahniidat in his chancery manual Ghurar al- 
Balaghah (5th/ 11th century),
(pp. 50-51)
The following Fatimid Tahmld is presented in a manner that highlights its sight and sound 
patterns. It is discussed in chapter-IV (p. 131).
JaU i  VU-1 [1] 
<JL_iU — \j5\
AjljkpS [2]
£a_«^3j  jW\J\ .a— oijj 3 J .1 ^
>
>»j > \ij .»j— *o ij jjiAsi
4a1p\3 jjp y_ Aj^ 3-4 t# 3  "Qy~ y . a-*\i
:cC*. '3*5r 3" '^
‘3>*J#
/* * 0
«a\>Pj J- ajU*A—\ 3 3  3 "3 ^  [4]
A p p e n d  dc-II
Samples o f  Tahmlds from Khutbahs, Chanccry-Risalahs and Other Sources
Q u t b u d d i n  7 3
l.Ip
HUS' 3jv* 'y* A* vA J»»L»  ^•; , w ' w
lO\x~ 0  w>\j y  i> 33 ^  *
Jl \j\l U [6] 
y
( b}\> 3^ VpJ 
. i^UUl jjp l^ *.VsA
72.Hilal al-Sabi’, bab 6 al-Tahmldat in his chancery manual Ghuraral- 
B a high ah (5th/ 11th century),
(p. 56)
S . v ? '  A J>-J A j ^ _ J  < •  M j i p S j  3 ^ "  3 * ^  ^
*jo_j t a a *.....,< aIj ^>- jj»ji3  <\jk\3 3 ^ 3 3  £ 1*33
t iL s l  A* « C j .  £ ^ \ 3  * j y } j  A»jlpOj A>y^C"3 <aS_j~~*
73.Hilal al-Sabi’, bab f i al-Tahmldat in his chancery manual Ghuraral- 
Balaghah (5th/ 11th century),
(p. 57)
£A3yiSS jji* A^ll £Ai5')I\j £A?*jS1 Jy^ L? ‘aJ^JI ^[»-j <J*2U1 p^Vj <jJ-l 3^ V? ^
. y  <3 ^ lP V >  3 ]  V fo j ‘
A p p e n d ix -II  Q u t b u d d in  7 4
Samples o f  Tahmlds from Khutbahs. Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
y  y  y  y  3>r3 j* 3^'  ^J* ojJ"]
3313 <a$.ALM 333 <•y tA*.,<gi«S\ £A»jcS1
<SilAJ
74.Hilal al-Sabi’, bab fial-Tahm idat in his chancery manual Ghurar al- 
Balaghah (5th/ 11th century),
(p. 57)
Analyzed in Ch.IV (p. 144ff)
t»jl jou *•!>■ <oi [l]
/ /  ^  /
*
Jo«j Aa*!' *>V>-j 
iAPliai' jou
£A_pV»«j1 >JC Jlil)*• L:
~ 3^ 3 ^ ' [2]
uall Ajl>-
<^2
# ^ 
e ^ \  J] JL-Apfc Ab'j
5^5 W-j
. « #
V-V3 [3]
‘3>*U' jjVj
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Samples o f  Tahmlds from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
75.Hilal al-Sabi’, bab f i  al-Tahmidat in his chancery manual Ghuraral- 
Balaghah (5th/ 11th century),
(pp . 6 4 -6 6 )
p*^ 3  ^0^*3 p*—1
V j ^jAS ,x»A-S
£Ai Aj-as y  a* 3^3 ,>A-iJs y  33—~* 333  at^  j  £Ap\la
a«V>- pi taAp £A^ 3lV jj/* \j>\!s U <ap y\y!\>  3 ^  Ar* V3*>* V*
a s^ * 3 * 3  ‘■Vfcpj <j\3vA i js-j-wJo a V>»-^ »'
y y  o lx iS  Cjy- VAs £aIA ^ jH\j  £»j\iS yui\j tA^j\po s1aa)j  «a1\jm p\A y
V* J *AASS y  Q / j l j  ‘ y,:~AA j ^ V *  yhl\ y  ,3S->-S c-ols^A  3ap j»--a3  ‘^jVASj £_Al»A)S
oAV AiS , » '~^ T» < \—* V* jLiAAllS ^  4 3^" V* pliaJl 3 ^ 3  « j^ "
ySyJS cAAi U i»3 tOU-s^Jdl JfAS ijAV £0\Sj\laSS t_>jlai-S tjAL i t C L i U A a l l  p*AS
^ iL a ^ j  ‘3 “^ ^  p^Ap\_.>__1W1S JmP  jji ^yL*!! ^jix-i/ljSl a j^VV £o UAA-S
Ar* ‘3-1-a, At* 3*A» A£*  ^ CE^i^ * 3^  ^3^ ^  o 3-^ j  ‘u r * ^  j 3»j  ‘,yrAS
3*3j j  £ Syj~“ 0^  jJ-^-AS y  3^" V* j>*AS y  3 ju * j £^\A.A< V* \^^ a~abi\
jS£”" I* J jJ S  J -— SjjV'j f lA a ^ t U jiAS j\jA y  \jjJ j^ i\~0 yi£- U ^-\ jL» y  
Lyjji^ ao3  £ij ,*>*2AS ijJUa p^> A AS cL^ ay^ Xs £ L5C>i..^ 4 I* pAaSl Ar  ^A^* 333 f S^ A-.-^
£(>yj^«A\ Allp £ 3^*«A\ aJIp
76. Risalah written in Damascus following earthquake 12th/18th century.
Qtd. in Taher (1974, p. 61).
V) oi^lii 3 —“y  3 ^ 4  ‘ \3\ji»s j jd .i  J£*3-S jp*— j Aj[ p-s>-jS\ Aos p .-i
j^V lS j AjI^wAj AS ^jVpJ ‘ 3 j3 j  AC~3^ c^AS «v- -^ \j>^»k ^ P  p"iCJSj IpyCaSSj £ 4
A p p e n d ix -II  Q u t b u d d i n  7  6
Samples u f Tahmlds frum Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
iii-Tahmlds from Other Sources (Ummahdt al-kutub)
77. Al-ShafH, Risalat al-Shafj 7  (early 3rd/9th century)
pA^jll y ^ ^ 1  p******
* \ * * 
jL-P y  (j^ Lull y  y  *Ail .X-P lijV^-l p^ >-jll y^“jll Attl p—j • J6  jLJu- y
*All Jj-"j pP  yl y  *—A lall y  p-A\p y  j*y xs* y  -^ y^ ' y  »—«i\—J1 y  KsLi y
:^L-j aAp
i p *  oUllall OljU— 11 yAll aU .u i -1
► >  \  
i »^^ L* y^ y* c « > j i  <Ai* < * j c o  V] ^ 1  y* \£^ y ^  y A l l  ^  p» ^ 1
« *
U 4 ^ J L ~ 0 )  \£yb y j >11 L^. » l i ? P  Iji 1 *Ui 'ilj I \^ ) 4 < \*Jp -3*7. Al 3!>■ A » J* i
i  A a J o i -  A i <u l _ 2 j  
»  t
AjJ^ —nlj tAj |^l *ji *1 (J^ >* y* AiUI—*! 4A]')K>- jf'J A^>-J p l«V^ “ • «X^ ‘l
N j^l pU*i_j jA y* jliil—ul Oj>^J t j L - A j '  li »jA*—Aj t^ Jp Ai pjul y* ( J ^ l i   ^ A^ll
. *ih A il*  <*>sX> J  iJLfti
' , .
J l^ I LA yUllj A-OU »J*P l.>»*^ - jlj <a! i^j^ J *y <lil |^l All *y jl .tyjAj
<p^A] Jyl yAll a^ I »jial>«j <pfli~Jli »_jpUtf Ijkulsli i*A\i Ijy^j <a* * ^ > - 1  y* IjIp
*
<(-ri\j^\ ^  jjjL Ui^ iJ jv^ * j j^ ^jUi y> A~il (JLuj iljLj
j^ *Lu p-^ j *—- » *Cu\ LlA>aij y^* >* fA^  ^ y- uA>*l? y- L*^
V* * t f
1 /  jv i>  J^ijj t ^ A i  L jC  Ai < l i \  i^P ^ j i*  \ ' x b  y^ jAi p j  p ^ i j j l i  t ^ i L ^ l  y yAiS ^> y9  ^  J \ 3  p i
y)
• 4 o y r ^  ^  ‘p^^'
»p^jili p-ij^  »-ASi 4<oil yl Al j^LaAI cJlsj t*uil yl jijp ij^ Al vjJljy iijlA J13j
*  % » »
j j j  y Ujl p>jV^' IjA -^l  ^4  CL^> y ' A“' p^ ®^  Jr® y* y^1' J y
# # # 
iljLj J l i j  j ^ v A - i  U p  a j I > « ^ _ »  ' y i  a ] 1  *y 1 a > - 1 j  \J > 1  1 _ j j ^ » A  V ]  Ijy^  L*j pjj> y l ^ ~ A \ j  * u i l
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Samples o f  Tahmlds from Khutbahs, Chanccry-Risalahs and Other Sources
y»-Al ciAyj C^ jp\ial|j ijy^y y  L^ i jjijl y«^ (_)) j> ^
#' / * 1 1 * *
IjjjO S 1/1*421 a! -Oi^  \jX*\ ij*
* ** * » ►
IajLLjI *’Vxw*'l -1 \jy~0 j  L»L>-j p^ i joL \yrojy 4«0i\ A* y.il» ^
» » * „
J G jL  ".aj.X**i #j\P p^ iJsiL \y-.ay ajisJl IjJ^P L j\P  1 \ b b  Laj.LP <A>^ IajP ^j
• j^j p ^ J  A b j s^ jy>- y  L;—•.•>»—^  1 L iaLp y_j \Ap y  iv^ U«—« |V>»*11 y* AuiSlb ijA ^—<j
« <
*
U^>piy ^  «3 lit Jp- uwax.,i3l' 1.x* y  »/P «XP y  <— y* <Ail
* 4  OJ,*UL* p-*J^A ^ P  \i] j  A*1 ^^P IbLl l*->p-j
» # #
A j  <1j —j j  y > p j Ujjaj \plj-* Nj b j  j j l x  Nj p5 l^i>' j j P  ^  #  p^iP (JLuj iljU
» * * * * > 
 ^ tji-jl li a^V J b  i] LA \jux0  y ^Aij p^jkljj] y  ^ '^ 3  4  x)Luj iljL i J 4  l / ^
< 4  C-i. vJcp yii )lj jjl*> Vj —i
# • » • 
y* J \ j  ty j^ \p  VA L l i^ l  .pm lj)\3 y jp m  L y y j  a-jV J b  5] p^AljjJ ^  p fc^  J?l> 4  J ' b
pffctL* pP jO ^j <a*ju y» p > / j*  ‘p ^ ^  j  ‘ 4  j '  P^>_yuij j l  j j p  jj i] —1
p-^w-^li y  v__iLs •'l^pl p ^ ^  p ^ ^ "  j* '^ '3  4  ‘p^* cT*^  y* *~4J “L*^
( 4
4yj-^-^ ^A*l aU <Cy y*> £  .u ib  jU l y  L-A ^ p  p~ j^ ‘ Ll_^ >-] k^ jx
pWpi p^ **^  tp^pLi>-ij p j^A y  jb y*i ia Jp  aSi *>^ >y  p^^] »iLi] jy  \y&$ j\3
#
* * s » *
1—>j  »xjpj Aib^wij *j<p aJI ^  IjJp yjljA L p  yLii . *yii Ai  ^ L ^Lx-ilj (*o^ L
4 *
y » j . A....i?»-« y» bby* iAjj 1 ^L*\p L>- a!1>- > a-i?j L ^s p^ ~* y* ‘Ails*-j
^All Ai>5 jl l^e»li *oil *• LA5 4aL>-1 L b  <ai1j p  y j  ^L ^ <aLpj aIjs ■ * L^o ijjL
4AL?y Aj\j\^“ cjljil (j^ji  ^ y ll A-.-<a»i» \ »Vju 4y^g-y\
,  ® .
yi\ \ x ~\3  <*1 (,j*Lii j  <3y* * ®3 Laj iytL i y j j i i  y  aiLas Jjj* *>^ '
4*uU J p  4 a3L*ij1 «_bw l\ 4a^ »>-j1 ^yiliuili Aij^ >- < <pi yj«^~*j y j - V * y--Ai
* . .  .  /  . 
y  mJ lAI ^LLllj 4y,j*yi y  »p i  >c* »^pi 4aLj a J —“j l  L ppl 4A ^ p—>-j
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Samples ofTahmlds fn>m Khutbahs. Cbancerv-Risalahs and Other Sources
*  *  *  ,  *  » ,
»XS* •J y */^ >"J ^  ‘
*  *
J\3j  . y>-j <y»*>■ p-^ 4 ^  jjj®’
• > y  » »
J\3j .  (jpjiNl cJIjs-Ip jX'j J\jj . <*y \^ i>j ^ . <t£ Uy>- jySI j
4*^
78. Ibn Qutaybah, /WaZ? al-Katib (3rd/9th century)[Chancery Manual]
/va^ jS 1 5^1 4*01 p-»-o
y+*+i
\  \
4^ \ju jf Jji 4&\ J^S* y \
<4,
. . . .  tjjijsia-* rfJ'-! y j
79.Ikhwan al-Safa’, Rasa’il Ikhwan al-Safa’ wa khillan al-wafa’, vol.II, end- 
Tahmld 20th Risalah (4th/10th century)
( p . 1 4 9 )
•j£» vuj <u' I.,..,..>-^  i j^» >-^ ^ <4j^  1 a] b y-*j ' 5 4 ^ jub 1 yk L^ o^i «x*3- j 4a}\—» J1. “ - ^
tOUilly lx>-\ aIL.«j l*4»j 4j'***-hy*»j(Jj^ lp*»
80. Ikhwan al-Safa’, Rasa’il Ikhwan al-Safa’ wa khillan al-wafa’, vol.II, 28th 
Risalah (4lli/10th century)
Nearly all the o f  the fifty-two risa/ahs that constitute the Rasa'il ikhwan al-sa/a' begin 
in this manner.
( P - 2 5 0 )
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Samples ofTahniidsfrom Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
81. Ikhwan al-Safa’, R asa’i l  Ikhwan al-Safa’ wa khillan a l-w a fa vol.II, 
Speech of a khatlb  from Banu al-cAbbas in the Case of Animals against 
Humans in the court of the Jinn-28th Risalah (4th/ 10th century)
These are the speeches o f the Humans and the Animals presented in from o f the King o f  
the Jinns. The animals complained to the king that humans were exploiting them which 
was unjust. The King summoned speakers from both groups who testified one after the 
other. Most o f  the speeches begun with a Talmud! It is in the Talmud o f the first speech 
delivered by one o f the humans (this Talmud) that the clue to the resolution o f the case 
resides.Only a selection o f the speeches and Tahmlds is presented in this appendix. The 
speakers for the humans include a speaker from the sons o f  al-cAbbas, a Qurayshite, a 
cIbram, an Indian, and a Greek among others. The speakers for the animals includes the 
muel, the cockroach, the parrot, the bees, among others.
(p.263)
; O'*
a&\ j  i ^  ^ £ ^  c ^  <01 .XaA-1
y* S^> ApbtAll cjjLpji\ ^^*1?
> 4 t t f * ^
c ^P\jc ( b"*1 { ^  b**0- *^>1d r ° ^
(jp-j Jx&J <jp~ Jtp- W* pSv) I^aIA l)^
Ci > i * ' t, ' f *>
cQjJijl d)) jli pSdlil ypA>L (jILsli (^5^ 1? ^
- t f ■- '
IS] p-^ O pj ^  ^ jjj t
<6i 1 i b) ‘ dr*_? bl iPS' J jo \j s b^b d) b^ (3 * ^  aAp
A p p e n d ix -I I  Q u t b u d d i n  8 0
Samples ofTahmJds from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
82. Ikhwan al-Safa’, Rasa’i l  Ikhwan al-Safa’ wa khillan al-wafa’, vol.II,
Speech o f the ‘ baghl’(muel) in the Case of Animals against Humans-28th 
Risalah (4th/10th century)
(p.263)
( j u i l  j t b j  I f r A l P j
 ^ * 1 t* t'
j U J b  ^ h ^ d ^ ^ 1 d r 4 b ^ b { j b l l d r 4 b ^ " - y ^ d r * o ^ p *  • o j ^ 4  d r 4
apvmSj  <—■jba““'^  J*5^ c VfcVpjl JhJyb < U&l^ob^b^b£ bl*; l^ewj)j < \pd*j \ i
djl—Ah ‘ o b s ^ b ^ b ^ ^ j ^ j £ ^
o j ^ r j  • W i y ^  X ?  d f ? ^  Q  v A  j } ^  d S i 4 d r 4. ^ ^ * "  b !  ( ?  ‘ d - ^ f t...........................................................
. , , p ^ O j ^ d ^ l j A * - ^ u h  W ^ d j j b b 4 b j * i b  ‘Wdiyx4^ p^^b^‘^
83. Ikhwan al-Safa’, Rasa’i l  Ikhwan al-Safa’ wa khillan al-wafa’, vol.II, 
Speech of the \sarsar’ (cockroach) in the Case of Animals against 
Humans-28th Risalah (4th/10th century)
(p.288)
i
t A  t A *-1  t ' L u u a .  f l j j j  AjIj &Ij  A j j f t j  < L a ^ jJIj  A i l  £ y i  pdjjul! c o L u a l  L a  j ^ a j ^ a l l  j  L a f i
:JUa t*U Ap.jjJIj <& Aj-aaulL 4_aijj eplaJlj CjIJo-aL pJJJ cSjLaj^ u jlajj tOjUji Olja j tAAa ljjaJL JajLa.
A i )  L j J !  A j 1 * j u  i  <Ui J u i X - l
£d)bj^b d r^ l cb® <d)Mb ^ ^ b  £p>VLiijii\ frlx^b pb^b J^bb^ £pbi^  ^ b b  i_jj t^ dds
v <■ *
^ y  { A *X v«  f '\ j k * V ^  d j ^ ^  £ A ^w yp ^ b _ U t ! J  A _ d l  J v p ^ j  \  J p p »  ( O j y o  ! * > = - £ •  ( a ! ^ -
*  L u t  y j s ' £ ^ j  ^ y g 9  p J  C ^ ^  ^   ^ ^  A«wt-ud^\j W c a * v ^  .
f- ^  ►
b ^ - £ j b * * ^ ! j  p l « 5 !  l i  J d a i l l  J J i a l b ^  ^ l A b * )  J o  J )4  £ ^ ? 4 ~ 4 u b ^  i j 4  ^  X a ^ . . . .) ' j b ^ ' p * '  * b b
Vj  <Aj^ Xv_^ a»^  V c jojj i f'lJL U i*jy‘\y > j * W  ‘‘db-L'n'l/ Vy£<^*
£^LaX-1^ ^w}|jAj  s A j V d a j i
A p p e n d ix -I I  Q u t b u d d in  8 1
Samples o f  Tahmlds from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
84. Ikhwan al-Safa’, Rasa’i l  Ikhwan al-Safa’ wa khillan al-wafa’, vol.II, 
Speech of ‘hakim  al-jinn (wise-man of the jinn) in the Case of Animals 
against Humans-28th Risilah  (4th/10th century)
(pp.291-292)
: Jlia Aulfr paJI
p p ' J ^ ,
j ^ 4 > j i b o b j ^ l ( U j W (CjtsjbkildjibL.ei ,A*X-l
y\if<s*^  o b ^ j A l j>o** tobbbj^b^
j Ss>j  ^  ecjUjjil d p j c d l y n  d)b*^ b ‘^ hLXeil odya/ih jy^*j
> p <■ p
\£j's y  Q  '-r^b* (UloSjjXl ^ I jX l l l l j i ]  y  c jAj  , L^-lj o l A j  «^
iA>^)b djfi^bb £|—•’bb 3^ (y^b2^ t)*5^  d)bs***<i * sW*Uil
«ohjb^bdy**b*alld)^'b ccjU oljiSb jj^ ^ lp X b <uiAjo\*)b(y'^bH  jb ^ b  <cjl*i--Jibdju brfi.l 
yfb Jb^ <cjb^51 a^i a\ dr"^  *— . jLsi-ih aLjc *ilj cjlys/)!) *&jSj V j l l j  d)yb^ “^  (jb»b
. Axp; Sjiil *bj (^ jS) aXIAI Sj2l yAi . Aj \j 1 ’^’y*£>yy t Aj llad^ v jpj t A^ slaP Q a^ Cdli
{ Aaa>cP \jy0 cAtAal W -lj-ib  Is^bb (jd < jU ii l  <■ j b ^  Jo>“b l
j -o ^ b  db"^  dr* ijsbrtoalb^*^ ^ ! ( KXp dill JXt9 y  C&'sj . ^Ixp j  cf-Li!> twi ^ j X l ^ i'A*>!yJ1
i> ^ p * p *
ub^ i»5 b^b4 b U ^ " b ^ A ? (jfr^b ajAj -^ 151x^ 14Ai^ i»eJb *b>4^ cjtb^b ^^^^b
p > f
3ij^ » c JXauI ^  di b^y ■ aA*^ - jvji AJajp jy  y  tdj>4aval.l cd j^dil cCfc^ '
t > 
p > j £<yi)Si dy, b  bMy * < y * ^  u ^ ^ b  db"^  dr4 ^ b ^ x y a i yJ>^\\j ^ j ^ U - b  djy^hlb d f b ^ ^  dr4 (*i^b^*b ‘(j&bb-^^
< cj iab A b ij^ AyA b tcy\i^ *S^ bdjyAb^ dr4dlb’b^l°jb^:' 
. ^  jJjLuU ^  :QU'J\3\ j^ j^VlQ^ lArL\Ajc^ j£pyA^ VlQlUjjkj<d)b:)l\)
p - ^ j )  ‘ b^b^b b ' ^ b  ■ bA p Attl JXis y  cA lij tO b iii^ b  i3*^ b o b * ^ b  pbblj jil *oi j^ J-b
/  \ . - * s
t /^ b ^ A i l  ^ j si ~*"b{ • diyb*!
A p p e n d ix -I I  Q u t b u d d in  8 2
Samples ofTahmids from Khutbahs. Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
85. Ikhwan al-Safa’, Rasa*ilIkhwan al-Safa’ wa khillan al-wafa’, vol.II,
Speech of 'al-hindl* (the Indian) in the Case of Animals against Humans- 
28th Risalah (4,h/lb ,h century)
(p.293)
 ^  ^  ^ Jt  ^ ' ¥ '
Jr* 1“-*^{** • J - i p j
4pJ\j*il\ -W >-J 4 W - ~ \ J  ‘ -V—.9 j  4 J  ‘ _} < * 3  <w
* * * * * *
j W5^ ' JLpt'j  ‘
j. ' * * ,
y e »  j S *  i^a5^j ‘ -  ’‘,; * ' \ — C L ^ 1 ‘
* * t t * * ,  * *
t i j i l i  4 \ i \ j j * > -  4 L i i  I 4 l>-L-« 4aJu9 \^ >L jj 4 L««)^
4 *" \ j ~ ~ i ) l \ j^K>- 1 4p’5A—d \  *JkP 4pJ^ 4 *L>^
86. Ikhwan al-Safa’, Rasa’il Ikhwan al-Safa’ wa khillan al-wafa’, vol.II,
Speech of ‘ al-qurayshV (the Qurayshite) in the Case of Animals against 
Humans-28th Risalah (4th/10th century)
(pp.294-295)
*  — • »  * #  >}
J j i l l  t j W U l j  j ^ \ la 5 \ j  ^  ^  < jc^ a J l
* * * * > 
p \h\jij <-*£*•j  LIp-
, j l ^ \  <s>\ji li o j^^L? J-r* 4 j \ J J l
4 ^ j  ‘ *' *^— ‘ \Sy-^ *4 pj
4<0il» J ^ 4  <^ j_yU A j 1-f 4 )  J ^ L .. .>  j l  Ajt* U j
* * f t
.  > -  \ jj-~ .> -J  4 \ Jm JU  V ^ - « ^
—' I  * # »
a!' ‘a A p  4)i\ 4 ^  a )^ j» > J \  ^ 1 p  # ^ ia J  4^ 3-1 j » 3 j  '■u ^ '  ^ y ~ " j  J - ' j '
4^j4>l .i..l \ j  »J1 i j *  * i \^ P  ^ ykp j 4(yLrfljj4\ AjU^i^J ^ylp^J 4AjvA P j  A j I > « ^ ' j
• Cfr^lp^"J^) 4 4~?V! (*f-* Jl? ^*^rj
A p p en d ix -1 1  Q u t b u d d in  8 3
Samples ofTahmids from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
oUpihj 4C1)Ip \jJ^ 1j  4d>l^ via)lj tS^lj tOlijjJlj cjJusll *0Jo tplillj (lk~Ji
l\i3 jli tbXPjij c^j) jil pjj
£ \ \
< l^jJu Jjla Jp\JiS Uij . *011 Jji Juki-lj , jjijj*! jil
87. Ibn Wahab al-Katib, al-Burhan S  Wujuh al-Bayan (form erly published as Naqd al-Nathr)
\
p-*-***
(4th/10tb century)
"ji
cjl*>>\ Aj Aj\ia>- I_4j cAjtS^u^ a*\S\ Aj dL?^  o i
J) d tp s t Jju IA c«Ctji ^  cdjJi^>j x*£- ^ P  \^J h  «0i
. • t_jl^aljC4'4’ ^ jJl _^ i>-\s^ l iPods'
88. Al-‘Askari, Abu Hilal al-Hasan b. ‘Abd-Allah, K itab al-sina‘atayn al- 
kitabah wa al-shi(r  (4th/ 10th century)
\
P^jll jv***•
^yAa^ ll 4jjS ’j  CjVo-ill 4jl j^Pj y  ^iLl\ Aaa) y^lp cAaxj ^ d j i  Ju.3-1
. . .  j&u J\
A p p e n d  ex-11 Q u t b u d d in  8 4
Samples ofTahmids from Khutbahs; Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
89. Al-Sufi, Muhammad b. Yahya Adab al-kuttab (4tfa/10th century)
\
c A j l p * ) ! )  Aj j
A t t l  iy& S '  ( 3  c * C o \ j j J  3 ^ 1 *  a L * s « j  < a A p  l ^ b  £<!J  l u l p  a a i
b )  ( L w < j  j j u J t j J l  < ^ l * P  j j v L d s l i S I  a ) )  ^ * 3 '* I ?  c A x ls * -  y *  A a * a > ^ j  ( a J ^ u j ^ j  i  J w P  X » £ -
i \j&  pl*t? 1 ^  I?
t*r4>& 3 i  l »  l ) C * l > -  a J j i S » - _ J  c A l j i a  A a 5  p ^ l i b  ( A > - j 3  c - > l ^ \  ^ _ ^ P ')  * 1 ^  t - d l S ^ I j J *1
. . . < a A p  Ajtyf "^ 3  l b * 1
90. Al-Khawarizmi, Kitab al-Jabr wa al-Muqabalah (4th/10th century)
[algebra]
p>2 -^jl) p *^d
:J\5 j l  ajwj!
p - i « l  a a I s * -  3 *  s X ^ u  y 1 ^ P  \#**  o ^ A ^ )  ^  a ^ l £ -  y *  a L & )  j J >  \ j c  a * «  ^ s > a jS  ^ N a X -1
^CiJ\
y> Ai j^us y* t f j j b j  ^  ( j 4 ‘J *")\ d° *-A® ij^  b r ^ .  p ^ “J  Al ( J p j  aA p 1a\ iJ^>
<4i>4>- baj AJil i l j l j 1' * O l —i i l  Xiu Aj L_jiib caIaII Jou y> A> JJi.'L^\j
, pi-wj a1)j x*£- ^P  .oil l>j y  (*J^’*'l c!**“Xiilj
91. Al-Tabari, Tarlkh al-Tabari, (4th/10th century) [history]
pA^-ji\ p--*>
W>V5vl\ '*Az>-
{ J l L j l  yk> psblb ‘Jbj ^  psWb <j^ -) ^  cNjw A^^b {3j^  ^ < 3 j ^  ^  , x » 3 - l
js- (b) t j^ -1 ^  »x*j ^l^) thx& j y  y* j^j  4 yy  \j* i^ >' b>^b
A p p e n d ix -II  Q u t b u d d in  8 5
Samples ofTahmids from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
3  dlj-i a! 3) 3P 31*“ tjjjJilb jlloLJij 4»jaJb *b3b tA*ia*)b a! 4 Vj A»bl
4 j )  a ^ - L u ?  j )  4 j b  4  3  ^ b  ‘ ® a  A  3  b  ‘ A1 3  j ^ j  3 di\U-
. 4^ aA) > iJlal 1 j >j  4jLoj>yi 4j3a3l) ^ tjllflS'i!) Ajj^ - "b 4pl*j')|\ Aj .W^-
ajj^ -—«b j^^) 3 * i  ‘ j*— « jj^ ) 3* 4Aj3ju ® ^ b
. dl 0jA » j 4 j^ >-j3) a J  3^) A) 3 *bb ('**i*t9y j aa* y>j*> H b ^b  b>*)) 3*
>Ula^ l tyH\ ab-"jj lj— j) *4 dlj-i *il 1a\ V) a1] j) J^ -Ab
^ y - > >  » J —P j  <<■!)} ‘ * b —*  'K*\>‘J  (»j *\> ^X * o3  4 d [ » i U p  3 ]  A d k > -  L p l j  4 d ^ > - J |  A^tcjb  4 d 3 l —i j )
. p i —- j  4 U S j b  ®i3 <? b * 42^  a A p  djil 3 u t f  ‘ ^ b ^ r  i3  o b  V j  ‘£ 2 ^  ^  j y  3 *  3 V*3 ' * 1 '
* * •• 1/  * t <• » • ^
p-ftL iob ‘p b ‘l > ’ b )  d j o  a p  3 * ddii>- ^jl>- 4»jlx^) d *  ■—1 XtbJ h)K>- b ^  diill 3 b  1 '*JU ^
. .  . d ioL *! d i ^ t ^ b  ‘A— »j*l» p*4~* a.,<j>- 3 * 3 *^" b .  b )  ** a > -1»- js* 3 *
92. Al-Shaykh al-Suduq Abl Jacfar Muhammad b. CAII b. al-Husayn b. 
Babawayh al-Qumml, Man la yahduruhu al-faqih (4th/10th century) 
[jurisprudence/twelver Shiite]
P*>-ji) 3 ^ j l l  dli) p «- i 
v_d\j^ 3l <\z>-
4dll-j)jo*_y yc» ^y) b  dl3) j » b  “b A p  j £ j ? b  “b« 3 * jb  < b ^ C i> b  ‘b j ^ )  j*^)
3 > p  d lj]  ’J j ^ b  ' b 9^ b - b  < 3 a a J ]  ( j3 —j l r  i j l i l jo  J jA  ^  b * v - * j
4 AAj pjdlt j>^ 1)>j) t-Ab 4d3\ld)) 3ji |Sr*^Vj 4A9lil 3iLp 3 *——A 3 »_ia.lal LJj
‘ l* ) ^ ' '  b  a I — a  a !  ‘ d j u t p  .„ ■« ‘1 **-1 4 d l d > w — p ^  ^ j t - J
.A» bjjo "llU bj3al) a »A' a* ^b ‘
d i o p j i b  3 )  3 > t ' J° ‘3 t"> ,A*'* V^>’ jH rb * b  ‘3 j j ^ j  d —»-s
i d i j j  3 P  3 * 3 ^  d A *  3 * d ^ b -b  ‘p -^ J^ *  a> «> - i3 A p  ^ H S  3 ^ ^  (d i« « b -i
A p p e n d ix -II  Q u t b u d d in  8 6
Samples ofTahmids from Khutbahs. Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
td31p Ai 4 d l » \ 5 ^ 3 JJP J—A) dAs p^ Ap ojljj' ^S' dlA* dlljo
1\ jS \>  Jji Lp cJU j
93. Al-Sabi’, Hilal, Ghurar al-Balaghah {5th/l 1th century), [chancery manual]
p— 3 ^ 3^  p—•
X »  /
*-3151 a -  3 * «*03\ ^  3^"' <*-3o2l A\i-14*-^ ! jj f^l * *-1j31 ^  JjVl -A juA-1
dj >*_^>-jb ^’y* aAJxaj 3 1**°^ ) *-1j—>-1 j\p 3 * ‘^ AAl
\y£"j 'd __jsj 3 P 3—d (^ »..^ dli 3 33>11j t^ >wbl b1*)) 3 * a! 3>-j 4p^ i-l <pA*ll ob-3
4 d> 131 d> 5 .A 1 77 b-j b * Co lb«'.I. -11 A? LA. . - 1 3^- ly® dll jo 3 4  ^>» -* *- bj 3p 
4d^ *p 3 *  ^ 3 dj^ "l 34 <d^ >^- 34  .A^  |L 3 ojls 34 jibi 4d>\A-34all d>35311 jlA-lb
4 d J u  U 1  d l A ?  4 < _ i l U \  K - 1 &  3 3 b  ‘ • _ d k b ) )  4» y » 3 l l  d j j j 3 i  d ^ j  3 1 *  d l s l  3 * b b ^ J
v^All ^5^—1 3 b~Asl 4dJl \A-o-b £|—b’A) b^ -^  “ - *—^ /l) IjA Ij^ Aj
# ► * , •, > s
<Ur  (v*jJ»b <)**->*d do^ ) <—Abl y^b' dlil y^3^ j 4pj^ l^ b*^ b ‘p;b«ll jd'jbl j l  dlil bj3l tdAp
, * ’ * * * * ' »  
tdALll d i l l —A b  4<3iy2 ) 3 b ^ b  ‘ a * «b«! 1 A p  > 1 > u u  b ^ b  4 3A**4 p ^ A -^ b
.dgllb *3as- 3^ dulp i^ Aalb *dj3^ j b??9.? 3^*b " *,31s\» ljA 5^11 4dAcJi v_j£l>»balb
3 A bb-4' dl^ 3^«j 3il 3 } 4 J3 pt . 4  bi-'^  d>ip p^ bl 3j »jyp>s Jj—<31 p^ t) 3 4  3^ *“ bl*9
' '  < „  ,
. 4  Ub-' bb-j aAp bU l P  3 ^' b^ ^
94. Al-Sabi*, Hilal, Rusum Dar al-Khilafah (5th/l  1th century), [chancery 
manual]
p ^ > - j M  3 ^ a h )  p—>
> ^
.  __ «
.x^ l) sjy-ij ‘(_y^ x4,j  3 ^ ^  ijyly  4yb —^ j d»*jcll a 5^11 dlil 4^*^  jou
*-lpjilj tbbd*^ ) 3  ^ ^ 1  o)jj»~-“b 3 " aIj—*>j j— ^A^b *j
A p p e n d ix - I I  Q u t b u d d in  8 7
Samples ofTahmids from Khutbahs. Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
.^ a J \  c j js il  j \£\j  U a t j  4-3J1 y \ U  r ^ b  S i * - 1' ( ^ '
. . . 4dbjll X^ffyj tSlbjll - f'J 4#jpjil d 3 3 > -j  4*j_ji-\ d^l^^-j
95. Al-Sabi’, Hilal, a / - ^ a r i ' , (5th/ l l th century),
[chancery manual]
1 ^ 1 djb \ p - w j
» » » » » 
do  ^ > - y j  4 6 J —^ I j L *  I b * ^ " b  ‘ • j 9 3 * " d  d —» A j \ i  b b * ! )  I *  b * '  b i 9  4 9 j u  '■* '
1 * *  » 
d—*iib  4j^3ll bjb^b 4J-*3ll bp") l i 9 X^ iKru\loj A»Al *1} i*oc*a\y t d o l^ l i
3  b** 3 1—o)|\ ^y>-j 4 b * ip j  d.^C -^1 ^ b  4 b*^^*b a*<—all ij li l  ^ A l  4dil311 dg>A*b 4dj«3Jl
iy  V p*^* 4d3s ( .^>3—1 3^ I p * ^ - j 3 a s  i*y-“3 *j y  y*j ux^jy  dla>- d llA —* <i v_^jp
‘d— 4J ^ b 9 £  ‘V*-" A j ^  J  4»J^P
► I
4^5311 p*dllj ‘^ 3 U 1  b-^ ^ l »A9 ‘Ai>- <315^ 1 ^ j b  4dJil>- 3 * ^yila-^ 1 34
34 3*1 3  dlbAi 3 * lA ^ b  ‘*1*^j113 * 'Ajlj' ^  *b3ial! 3 * Ujj^ A 91' 4^ u3all b*>*lb 4^^311 bb^b
dill 3 )  3 p l i j  i\yXj b --«dj ljj&3i« 3 3 —j l  I] £^->11 b ^  4  4-^ V) lb'J“J  A j b  dgj dj b *^9 4di3-jll
4  IjMa
3 _ ^ jj l  pb~ • j l 311 3  ^ a 1] 3^5 pj>jc*j 3 * l^ jA <1 j5  <OjAl b * ' 3 * d-»b 3_j
• • -pbc9
96. Al-Isfaham, H ilyat al-Aw liya* wa Tabaqat al-Asfiya \ (5th/l 1th century), 
[history/biography]
t
\ j^>^ \^ ^ \  |»««*»
* » t » »
^ b - ^ l  3 'jf-  3  3 .' *b3*-“l 3  J-^1 3  <31 j - p  3  Jw^l pj»o J»l A5A-1 ^3* 1^ ^jJLll b 3
Idlll K?-j
A p p e n d ix -I I  Q u t b u d d in  8 8
Samples o f  Tahmids from Khutbahs; Chauceiy-Risalahs and Other Sources
ujU-'ill 00^- <01 oU-1
t  y {■ <> f
SjwaJl y^> jr»- \j£ jlj-i'ill jU>* jj$Uj \j* jy*
‘0^1? <ijU]|_y U^ll <0uaIjj (jP- (jUll Aojji* fjS>
f  (>
p^ U>- ^jll ^  s^Ull (jfJu-jil ^  SiQli a^ >U\j pl\i <
<A*a^ jS1 JjP «A*a>j11 V^ jil (_)] U^^*-
p^ uujA '-r'^ TlA? <Ajtip^JjU v_^ji?u Aj>jju» AjuU.Ii jv^ jjillj {^ jji>eJl_j AJ>^*i\j
, Aaj-ii (AaI*^  p-ftA**Jci- <a3j Ia*
^P j <^ AavUl a^iavUl £^ >jj ^  L^' *•^ ’^ 1?
. pU^ jUtUl £i\>c*&j aJI ^  ajU*-!
c^ *-»l U liUUj  *—***~U tiUvSj» <011 (^ “ U^ c U
. . . p^ A&J p^ *olU [js^J  Aplf^ "
97. Al-Macam , Risalat al-Ghufran (5th/ l  1th century)
t
p<^ “jll Aiil p-w
a!Sj \) U'U-U j^ tAjf^ lj U-UUwl
«oUU-\ (^0^4 iS>\jljOj  <,jy>_)Uall k*oi jjp Jj>- (^ oil <pUl\j ijjU  ^ <p<U\i £_£iUll <oi o*U-\^  
(aUl»j f-U U aU^j <ajj*o>j  ‘^ Slyl (3 (aJ\jo1 ^  JjUI <c>UUl ^  *^Ul
<011 J\W^ cA jU ^<A ^^ y_} (AUfc^ j AjJU
A^v<all (_^ P aU cAjjljt-jj A_o\J6"^(AjkM Jv*_j (JJkJul
tAi^ U-j tj&A*1 {^£' ACS3\ iSj^J j^T (J^ -J <soU«il_y O^ajsll Oju_j tAjLoU-lj
, . , A^-Uv«J
A p p e n d ix -I I  QuTBirDDiN 8 9
Samples ofTahmids from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
98.1bn al-Sayrafi, Qanun Diwan al-Rasa’i l (6th/ 12th century)[chancery 
manual]
1 jL A 'il l  ^ U -  , j j J I  -as ju i-1  
jV S > %  j V j s ^ i  J - j ) l  a J I  J - j ' j  J \  a ,
tdS 'yj i J J w l l  I * — j J  j - 1 j u  y *  tdS'jj  n 3 U » l ^ l  j i j i  ^ y  # \ j ^ j  ^
* Jpjj y l .  a L J \  y
i j w i l !  d**£~ *OUjJ* 4 a L *j  l i O
«>•>- <->-L<ai> j'yS' a^ w»j ‘j&4' jl—«Ji\» <^ >-j a^*_>1
jjJ Jlli <i J^>\j*£j -^<a> aaP a] ‘j A l p y * j  >wa>-^ j t^ slJaU
‘ 4 jb ^ o'j^' $•*. o' <j4'j crJ^ '
j  ‘\jjjj *^' ^ <^AS\ j^} j* jy ' jj'j V*"'
ijjj* «0i\ Jl^ —J A-3 ti'"9J ‘ A* 1*^1 \ y
* 4 - '  p> p - * A  p ^ '  j -  j ^ J ^ '  ‘j ^ ^ '  W ^ P  j -  ‘ Lr " > '
‘u 4 '  *4' ^  *ilj ijv P  a jJ ^  U»«>M "il 4 j U l  y
4I* A a«ij li» «Jlo a^L IJI ^  ^ 1  p - * ^ j j  4 l«.A..») 0 —-J
99.1bn al-Sayrafi, Lumah al-mulah in al-Afdaliyyat (6th/12th 
century)[chancery manual]
(P- io i )
p»««)
4 a I p l \ a . i  I l i a *  \ ^ * i  i ^ f u a j '  A i j H  4 a 1 p \ 1^  a ^ j J I  a . , - ,< . i 4_ - ? C ' j 4* ^ l
p A p  «6i\j a «ju j  <0i\ y .JaJ i ^ L/> o l * > -  3j A»- 4 p^*
‘4 r ^
A p p e n d ix -I I  Q u t b u d d in  9 0
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y  jji y** 4 {j0 i»j^ u j»y p^ osi
y  4 l» lijjj (jCw-yll) U-S>-J a!jc>-j itjji 4 jjp «\») AjUia^l*
' j»AJ' !» J* 4 4pJA»\S^ Aj j^\ai U (,)'*> < j'9 p^—*Al'
4 4 pC^j" Aj] jJUu «0S\ j] -OS\ A^?“j ^  IjioAAi "V p^...fli\ ^ S-
i jjlilj y^~\j ‘ (k9 y \  .A*' A*P a»*>.\
J^ajl A j ^ ^  ('l>- U aJlP p^ yyOi\\j 4A*Jp\ JIUjaII «j\p  ^OjAJ A^ A-jj
»j*A
4J^I A-tfl Lil Jpj
V \~*y* -lA* jr4 £^4' a^ «x*^ j 4i^ p U JJisl j^Ip ‘ d£-y pi—'j *-Uicu51
J*>-J i*bkxb\ jjA jvf} A-ijlj 4p^ALA*\j p_Aj^ » v3 'jly' *>“* p*9^-*' iaA»-J ‘pf>  ^A>iL<ai\ pJ
‘p^Sjij p''’"^' v"^>*"‘*' pi"^ 7^ (.4^  ‘»j«a*a  ^Alji dL*&^  Sj«>ji1\ C»j~a~» p$_i'
4Ajj3 ».XiP p4f>-j^ j ‘‘Vj p^ J^ 1 j^ aJl Ij^A ‘pf^®* dWj a^  L^p
>*—}\ Ollll 4A»kP >^.<1/^ p^* 4Aa^I\ Ai»Li. ‘AijJj p^ -ljll  ^S^lp p-A^p^J
jy'
100. Al-Ghazafi, /fiya ,cUlum al-Dln (early 6th/l2 th century)— khutbat 
al-kitab
\
p^ j^ll p**>|
4 py^9 4 J a u  s jl-o '.ll j  ^
i\XVjas,j  pUdAi! A) #j^ *p^ j ,a\i\, lllk* aS
A - i l j  4 i X y ip y  A j j lj  o l^ -A  a! c h y £ ) l  -O S\ 'il] aJ) *)j j \
* 4 * I f >
4 A»*ik Jp*9 A) tjy^p \.X -^ - 4 l^ l_yA ^
A p p e n d ix - I I  Q u t b u d d in  9 1
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4 l i l t - A )  )j Aj }h>-j jfij Aj
<Uury
j d J u  A i ~ *  ^  J * j l p  d d  A ^  ^Jp_) ‘  d a u j
f*J < A « i p  ^ P  \ f  C j j d o h  t  j ' — A i^ K  Q j  4.-,si . .  .1 ^ P
a \p  ^  . .  a1L £] ^  l^^ LL* ciASi %» a«j>*>- ^  a-^i. . . ! ^
U  ^  ^  j l i —'ill j p^  j  • • • j ^ L-*,^ h  ^  aL ?“j  *.L.,<?^~ j L d l s - N l
101. Al-Ghazali, //?y^’ cUlum al-Dln (early 6th/12th century)—  
Introduction to chapter on ‘al-qawa id  wa a l-aqa’id '
(p.96)
j o j u l M  J d d \ j  j d A  ^ p y l l  y j z  l i  J l * i l \  > * * i l  a ^
J jP  jv ^ J o U p  K~*\^ y Jsaj p ^ A p  p jc d l  J o J o J l  ijAl— J >51 Q1
J l ^ y » J l  ^  V] \ ^ j J o  *y J j l l  A j L t f j l  X aSI*3^j A j l j  ^  J o  J » ~ J l j  J^ jU Ij
p j J J  J ^ " l j  A j l j  aJ J o  V SyC~* a! ^  a! ^  3^5 A l t i l j j - - '  J o > - l j  A > l j  ^  A jl  |vP\j] u!*j*1>1
l i y r  J t >  %  J >  f  A l j A l o l l  V  r J 5 j  A l A j l * i  V  J J o i  A l > 1  V  J ^ j l l  j L - *  A l A o l j o  ^  J j i  A l J j '  ' y
j d ) l \ j  Jjij)l\ j »  J j  j l jV l J U o u u ^ ‘'Uaju'lJlj a J p  ^ o iA j  V  jy A -1  s Z j y C *
• 4 (4* J ^ .  ^
A ppe n d ix -II Q u t b u d d in  92
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102. Al-Ghazafi, Ihya’cUlum al-Dln (early 6th/l2 th century)—  
Introduction to chapter on ‘asrar al-taharah *
(p. 136)
\ ^ \ \
* * *  ^ \
J p l j  tAJjliaJlj pJkjjlj-*! d s 'j  c i i l i i i l l j  *iUou s—
*
j y j  a3j!\j j ^ u a > « l l  *LLl L i Xjd3*
jM j  liXo A i> -   H-'-jJ  t A $ l> * ll ?y L ^ u  *J\ ^jlp_J ‘ AJ>L^j i>_>1 Jffl
a J p  A i\i is l l  (^ 3^  jj**^ c ^ ”*^ 3!*^ '■ ^  •JaI • Jou U  . a jI  ^
^ill Jlij j*' 0>^ f: V  4 JL*^ '
* 4
103. Al-Ghazafi, Ihya*cUlum al-Dln (early 6th/ 12th century)—  
Introduction to chapter on ‘asrar al-salat'
(p. 155)
J ]  j */> j*- djr* Jj*' *JL> \ji»J J j i l  j\y\, >4pj t*dlj\laL> jLo»ll y«P ^  j l l  <0i Ja>-1
^  y - -c>^*■ il^ LLl ^jjli Ailffl^ p a^ ^M i^>L>-jj UjjJl *•
i\  ^Al jAp\jj jOUl— J 4 > j  ^ Jr4 J* J'3- '^
*jj\pL«J^1 ^  •," - *1** L*Jl^' >jjl^LoaJL i l^ - lx l l  ^  jLu»l! ^jL>*^1
pjjjti jju *^1 ijLvL j )l iljLLl ►Laj*-^  •j'Pj ijp jllj wsjpJilL >_,~alaL ^  A^ t>*jll y-A-ti
» » » » » 
a^o ‘AaiaJ j<“l^  ■ A.llal Aj\-<i J a p l  L* a»L><«.^9 A»j>il
* #  * -  
jli ! jou L»1 . u.i—~> j J l * a L » « ^ 1 j  aJI ^yb~o\\
<jLLll ^ L -a P j ‘^ >11 jL »P  #9^ aJl
A p p e n d ix -I I  Q u t b u d d in  9 3
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104. Al-Ghazafi, Ih y a 'c Ulum al-Dln (early 6th/12th century)— 
Introduction to chapter on *asrar al-zakat9
(p.217)
py^ -jll y^jl^ aw! p—
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ J
y^_?
y^ i^-L ojL*P j^ O-sZS- pJ Afliaj y* [jd“~
yj^y Aijj  ya «Q1 -y -!^  (^ *-*“1? *\-i ya Aj L« a«ju y* p^ Ap
#\ap y»_y y* o \-p  y« (Jy aL^sa jl y>j y^*j LuL*^  y  jli 3^1 J*>- pj . jL>Lfi)U
aiL>=a?1_j aSI <_^ pj cr^.) >y yWyAl J^s- siAyallj y< a5U
(yj-lfi pUL jVySyyi>=ll
105. Al-Ghazafi, Ihya ’c Ulum al-Dln (early 6th/12th century)— 
Introduction to chapter on ‘asrar al-sawm 9
(p.242)
py>>-jH y^jl^ ajs\ p—.o
J<*>- jl (Ajii A^al }jj (AJ\!>j d lf oLp (_^P* p^ *p^
p^ jyls ti] ,j\W. All a!a*uj yl p^ ijp-^  caaJ^ I i^ jlyl aj pJ> -^^ y \x*a>-
^P  (Ail! AjjJ p^alS ^  A£yAll AA.aWll (AjJ .^^aI.1
(fiO^  L**LrfJ pl*“_J A^tP-ji.1 AaJLJI j^Lyil^ ll AlWe*tf j_y All A*«J1
106. Al-Ghazafi, Ihya f cUlum al-Dln (early 6th/12th century)— 
Introduction to chapter on ‘asrar al-hajj’
(p.249)
p^>*jSl y?'jSl *011 p—*o
Aaji^ y t IxaLy AiL*^ (J>*^y ■ W*s^ _y lyj^ * A*SS^(J“*^ " *01 xd \
fi * 4 * f
tlx^y t_j\jj*\l ^1J JyJ<S\ LUt^ - Aj iJjljiaJlj AjjLj £ dyO -^J U)j-ij A^yJl) AwaiIL
■> t *
. L*aLl*0 SlLiU^J 3i\i Ks>za0J aJ1 A^a'ill Ajj^ J A j^il ik»^ “
A p pe n d e x -II  Q u t b u d d in  9 4
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-y.>ll pUj #jLp aAU»j  p^ -Ah y> y* p^l jli • j>» 1*5
( Uo p^ -*^ ii p^ 3 y*>*» p^ Jl 4il Jyl
107. Al-Ghazafi, Ihya’cUlum al-Dln (early 6th/l2 th century)—
Introduction to chapter on ‘al-adhkar wa al-dacaw af
(p.304)
y?"jll oil ■>.■••>
JU  jUi p j k j v * y £  oLp yjl>- y  j)l Al**y a*U1 aj'j  aL.LAJ1 i  jJ-1
^jall ^i»\i yj**  ^4 Jlj~11 y A? 4
¥ ¥ 
ijfo *-rjy  y  ^ ^ Al y^4^  ol>-U-l £»y aSi^ >. i ,J1 l^L-All y  ~^<?Ullj y U 'j
* ' * » -
. \j£o l«..L...i pl-*“_y AjLJu^ I <La>- a)1 ajLAI j>^«* Tk-A^ \j 4 jlp j !jl 1^ jll
108. Al-Ghazafi, Ihya*cUlum al-Dln (early 6th/l2 th century)—
Introduction to chapter on ‘tafsllal-awrad wa tartlb ihya ’al-layl’
(P-331)
I
jJI JV— j
4 4 4 4 4
JJ11 ij *1^ % \j\£L*\ wJill y jjU  V l / i  . / j i j  ly^ Ijj- df\ J p  i l  j ^
+ + f ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ 
lyjjj l_/-lo c?^ A~j ^1p (4 j5 ^jg jl jljl yi aa1j»-
<gl LApj jp oil JjUp y  ljj^ Ls-1 yjll (jty^l 41 I^pj
4 4 4 4
11jNJ-* \>-\j-**J \oLa y  jll y  L^ - jos-1j  jT
A p p e n d ix -I I  Q u t b u d d i n  9 5
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109. Al-Ghazafi, Ihya * cUlum al-Din (early 6th/l2 th century)—  
Introduction to chapter on fadab al-akl*
(p-361)
^ \ ^ \ \ -v—o
oljil *Lll Jji'j llj j 9^  «y>te l^ yoji y—>■*' yjl' oi xd-\
y  yS' aJI (OIjpLJI olj>*»ll y j jo»P- iV*^all_y . yjL*i)l_j i_»i-l Aj
# J
11fid  \» A...I -vi—“ y .ijjlp I—11   } Loll ■
110. Al-Ghazafi, Ihya*cUlum al-Din (early 6th/ 12th century)— 
Introduction to chapter on *adab al-nikah *
(p.376)
\ 1 \ |V^o
'ill Jiljl yp Vj yyr a^«<s v_^ ls*p y *—1 ^ yjll oi -ui-1
» » * # 
jl ojlial' wljo yaj . l j^y f i d  (Jl>* d? y/a jffiAl L^p A«ju 4—iUai Jly )lj ^pf~ *d\j
4 4 4 4
yt-— La>- Ajl^ i-1 l^ > p-*jla -a? 1 ' yl^ *l *j 4 4j*>«3 Ij-io *-\ll y* y ^ - 4
*  » f  ,  *  #
\pjj K>xyju y  11 \jj3 li o)|l y! plap <w . lj»~jy p^ l—-*
* * # * * * * _  *
. lylj \iU>w-*l aAp 7'^aII (jl >_jjgj < ly*} y*5j 4^^* A^yA}! J*»-j
* * * * *  # y *  * * yLijij pl>-j*yi y^ljl y  4-JiiaJi jjja p» lj-Joj Uj-* Aj pijlj oLp y j^ll <*-2j y*
« < » * p * * *
1*~*j l/^y ylUl j^Ip a^ \^J> o^Ltll jl j p  l/^* j— aA*^ j lA^ -
» m * *  *  *  *
A\p*L~a\j Al ^Ipj yylJlj jljj)l\j yj^Al J^ p- L^p A^—l!j iy^allj Ij-loj Ll(»j
4 4 4 4
IjP I^ j\...i-1 li 'j' »Vo-*3
A p p e n d ix -I I  Q u t b u d d in  9 6
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111. Al-Ghazafi, Iliya ’cUlum al-Dln (early 6th/ 12th century)—  
Introduction to chapter on ‘adab al-nikah ’
(p.376)
*  * t-
■ J h - 1' “Um v3\j? ^ L ?  l ^ l j o  j s i y  ys>
* * * „
Aj1jA-1 (jL l-1  L 5 ^  aL*>sJ I jJ io  S 'l i l  y*  iw) ^ '  o '  A iliaJ l y j
'  f, p. * '  /
i j j i  li> All j* 1 piip pj * \j~u£j '-^ yr
if if if sf - f t
\ i U p w h  a A p  ^ ^ S l l  ^ 1  i 1^*1 AJ»_j>- A ^ lsA jl Aj»saa4j (JJ
f.  ^ f f 55 f
^ o ^ l j l  y  u J i l a i l l  j j j o  ct-o p j I\j~&j a> p j i i l i  o L p  O j l l  y*  . lj-*|_J
f  <- f  f  f  f  [. (.
1*Aj i j h l a l l  A ^ii^Lj J j i f i i l  j L ' "  ^ 1  01*^11 ^ O S s l a!*>-_j  IjA ^  1 ^ *
j  j l j j ) l l )  o ^ I p  sA *all_ j I j—^ p _ j l / ^ i ?
S= 5= If  f  *
C LA **0 jv G 'J  lj-*4>" *ilJ liXP L i  A a _ .  ..i A jW a^ l^y  a)1 f^S'j
112. Al-Ghazafi, 2&ya' cUlum al-Dln (early 6th/l  2th century)—  
Introduction to chapter on (kasr al-shahwatayn ’
(p.779)
p^> -jS l ajjI p-i*o
( J j j J L  psLtll « A j y J h  k>wjAS^Ji A l ( aJ L u j  a jL / ^ ^  i y i A l  aji
«Aj}\£-J jJ j^ C l.1  <AjJ.**oj Aj p jsij \aaS  ^^ySJilL J j h d l  (A ^ /z tf i j  A^yy
A^jC {jyl>ll cA^ohL ^y li Lc j)) #,Xi^LL» J-ijj Lc AIs* p A i i l
A^jniaj (^1>11 j ^j  {A * J a j j j j  A p lla l i  a A j i  ^ j l l  <Aj^jij j ^ 9  l i l ^  c a L lJ I j
^vLi> A ^U x ll (A O jj^  L p  t - j l j J l l h  p lx la lL  t A i f e L i l  ^  aLm ^ j  cA ^iu*oj
L& jJo tA ji l* !  j^ l l  S j^ * “ A» < ajjL o  ^ 3 1 1  ^ ^ ■ . ‘■•■‘*‘11 iy r ^  o ^ j i l l
( A ^ p f i i  aLp Ijj ^ s j j  L* A j lp  (Aj^...Aj j  Aj j J u  L* aJ lP  |j^  '^JO !*W* tA *4-jj Aj j  J waj p j
(A ^fely (j P  UtL*Ij ( A ^ f t J j j  a lj^ j h  ^ J 1 *— Aap^j C o i l i
A p p e n d ex -II  Q u t b u d d in  9 7
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AjjJy a OS' j^p aIpIL? L' \yj
4 A «jc Ij^j A j  J L j > - N ‘ A j j j l j  A jJ a P  j l j J ^ l l  i a A j u ^  aII^ w * 4
113. Al-Ghazafi, iftya ’ cUlum al-Din (early 6th/l2 th century)—  
Introduction to chapter on ‘dhamm al-dunya ’
(p.890)
p — j
^  p-^* U j J \  J j I ^ p  • * ' ^ 0 ' ^
l^js^>«jc ^ y*j j vji a j !  h » I * 9  l ^ j L w i
i i j  ^ U l  AAuJu* j l j ^ l  *jy~0 ( 3  J  4 \^y~ £ ^  p L w
j l  ( L i l i j j  y * 3 >  ^  o ! - J u j l  l i f i  < i X U i l i  »j \,j® p j  < L i \ —^ j  ^  o l i ^ j
t i y l i  ^ j \ 2 5 \  L i l 3 ]  <a a - *  vJj*'L »»l j f i  .  AA—* C j *'1—“1 A f-L ->  > 0 .: . . . . > - '
.A j l l t f l j  L i l ^ '  iA JL -i» \j j j J w a l  t5 j j Vj Sj - j I s*- \^ A j
< \ ^ j j L i  » iW U j  Lr* <—’j - i l  . » _ / — Q] \^ > JjJl (3) jo/*'*
“ *oLaj *)lj OljJ.^1  Jjp- \*yL*a j)j£ *y a1)\j l^ AP tAjili
A f-1  J w -  \j  « *. > - 1, L ] J-*-'1 L  ^ •*""JUJ  ‘ p j ^ ^  t ) ]  O $• ■*' l ^ j L —j j  t p jL w ll  ■ **■ ljL*')A_-*' t i Q f l j a i i . i l
p - i  j A  h j L j ?  l i ]  ^  * * J ^ *
>— ^ h ^ a j  p 4*^ ***JL? ’ W * '^ V” (J^h®  p 4 ‘®h L j * p * i  O ** * V"““ ' p ' 4* p f ^ >
p i^p i_ a  SCp pj .  p9>>-l 1^3 'i^ ap aiLj 3] pLufi i j —. ^  l^ v* l>.v.o .  1^*1^-.
ssJ^  p ^ j l j ^  y  p V j h j  p ^ A i a ®  W ' j - ^
#  »  »  »  #
1 O d ^ ' *  ' j O j ^  p ^ ^ ’J  ' j J j - “ y s  .  \> j jw i 0 ^ G « . j » » *  a _ 1 a > -  a A p
# X *  41 j p p  p - A j l p i j  1j_jAs^ s - L *  p ^ * - j j  .  \ j p i  p ^ * x ^ j  Ijp ^ S  p j »  ^ j f l - 9  • l j> ^ » ®  jj~?J
' . 1 * ^
I p i X j  i / J l j  p ^ i—i l j  ll)h*ah\j . Akil j ^ l  j o j
« t t #
UJ—o pL-j i/^n jhliall j^Lpj LA4i> j»<^ l 3^ ^ aL*1 1/* O^ij^ * Ia*"
«1/CT
A p pe n d e x -I I  Q u t b u d d in  9 8
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114. Al-Ghazafi, Ihya’cUlum al-Dln (early 6th/l2th century)— 
Introduction to chapter on fal-sabr wa al-shukr ’
( p .  1 1 6 3 )
4)j\ p—
•OS J « i - \
J^tS* M j—3! S j*
f- t' t'
Aj^ya^j y* pljjlli S'lAi/ill Sj^ vll oi\3 a]1
£ s-L^iaA^lj p j^ aJ l y
115. Al-Ghazafi, Ihya *c Ulum al-Dln (early 6th/12th century)— 
Introduction to chapter on ‘al-faqr wa al-zuhd’
(p .  1 2 8 9 )
p^ w>“j31 ah!
j^aSl y  ‘’‘-M’*  y  a1 J\sy~lij £ ,)U jH  a! ^  Juki‘S
y  j y i  a A s p ^ a P j  c J I j I p I  p j j ii  <Cij y j j j j  ^ ly a L o M j  i^ j^ H
^ 3^-i! < C * j^  ^  ^^aUJkl i j^ z i  pi' fJU s'ilV j v_A <jy> j i  4
y*3- ^  CLJ^  <'k5?!f ^  (y ^  OyA>- 4jl*y2j
s ^ l  (3  4  (J^_? a j \p  * O j y ^ j  y  £>j >a  U  ^ _ u j j  £ j \ ^ j
£ _ 3 \i  i_5 l £ ) ^  y  C1|V>b '^ jy 1’^  y "  4  1 * c j\3^ _y  a L ^ *
^  1^!)Ia>- "y-A' OkSj  (Jj\y£^ J\y AjAAw*
Ji ’>ye'\y‘ t_£ * jaiiii-Vj p^ ** Ujr^~ ^ p^ '-JJj*3* y *
\^ » \,yj\ ^yii p^ A^ j (I}'^ s>i)!\j j^-kuy^wiij piaj p^j^
\ j£ \ j  ) & \ j
'il>j t'\xS *<1 AjJo^  SJu&\2Lv»_j £(J\if?ai' A j ( j L i t f j i  IjX* OC^ L? tj-AA- p^*-^ 4^^
£ j l  P j  t^ S '  oy^jailj t J l j i j
A p p e n d ex -II  Q u t b u d d in  9 9
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116. Ibn al-Jawzi, ‘Abd al-Rahman b. * All, al-Muntazam f i  Tawankh al-
Muluk wa al-Umam, (early 6th/12th century)
p*>-jJI p. i»>
t ^ L^ -b^ b c b*^ !? j^b^b ‘b -^A^b ol^"b ‘b^^b  obj^l i ^  .A^b-I
c/ill f b^ jLL? ^ b ^ b  4 b**)b ®lbb < b*lbb j \y)lb < b*'®jj * l»—*Jb
(*0 oj^ <b*Wsb tJsjUll j J»\m '~cibj j  ^ b ai
> b*^  ‘ a^ j f  \$\ <b -^^ ^
pi*) *01 jAi b^  b ^ j ' b jju&bj aLo\i>>>-jj j i^ifb {bstA"-?b p *
♦■ t"
aJW- dSs\* 0  y  t_blsSb 4 b ^ jA ?  ^b* y  ^b-^j ( b '^ b  <b ^ ,^ —*w*J
< b * ^  j U l j  y* ^ b i  ^ ^ b  3 1 b * ^ b ®  ls^ "
.• *- * ,» *■ *■ * 
b )  ij^ ~ j 4 *  W * ^  j b 5*"^  t—■^ - j  t  f'U ji»* ill d > \» \ jy  A i j jc *  b i  t j l b j  ^ b  * ^  1*1
ty£> Q p^jljb t.. )^ ll ul^ b_j c^ bjudi b y*'^  bi yy c^ l^ S^ i-b bjlll Sy*
< ^ l i i i - b  ^ b k il y ^ 3 tj*  p s ^ j  4 ( ' O  d b j* ih  * 1 * 3  ^ 5  y s ^  y*  p^1*® —  * b ^
i^yS'y*  ibli y  ^bji^^b cf,l>=ly2J\ ci*o\>-l l^*bb <*1*1*! I oyy£ J^b
(iblL^ Al bJ -oab 4'bJi l^ 4 ^b^ 03^ £ 3^  i^*LU $ u^y^ uj^ S^I
117. Ibn al-Athlr, °Izz al-Din (d. 661/1233), al-Kamil flal-Tm kh,
(7th/13th century)
p 5 ^ - b  p**°
b j j o  ^  \jis»“ i b M l  C S ^ j b  ^ 1 ^ 5  y j  p J ib M  <6i  ^ a b - l  ( 1 )
j ’UkJl ijS' ojiil <sL?" tiiob^ '^  L-JjA '$$ (<Cjv>3 y  Q AXoIP- byA*^^
i l ^ b  f ^ b ^ b  ^ ' ^ b  i { ^ JbJ  f b b  -^3 * ^ i_? i t ^ A >’-3 0(1* c o b * "  **** j 5^  ^
y* i)j j^ y* j*>j c^ lAi y*& AS>y>j y  bill y$> b*^ b^ jb^i? O^^b i l**"b <*,l^b
A p pe n d e x -II  Q u t b u d d in  1 0 0
Samples ofTahmids from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
U  ^ cijilli-l pAhj ciuilLJI jjjjiil <12 (3:26)y3s b ^  y j  j b l  »jy
C (19:98) 4  pb b  A*-' J* pf* j - i -  ^
•(7:54)4 U c ^ l j  ^ ^  J
/  * .. * * *b^ b-^b >*»...< y* ,j*U15 d->^ b t^ *ju y  b.b I* b^ (^ )
* »  » —  »
. pl—*j b"^ ‘plbli ^ .b i  >^ypl b^J *pAh *“^  b y b  ‘p^i^b
i . . . >ju L»l
118. Sulami, ‘Abd al-‘Aziz b. ‘Abd al-Salam, Kitab al-Isharah ila al-ljaz 
fiba‘dAnwa‘al-Majaz, (7th/l3th century)
1 !
Alili *jl y - £ y  Uj pj>“b  b l  p**"
y  _^yl (j^b^  ^ -" * ^ 1  1^*^ 1 plAl ^j-UI J\3
aA  ^a& \ j  j^asLIlJI ^A—jl ^ ^ —11 j—&
pi® b  0 A-ojb-l a! r <a-^b ^*b :^ pi**!^  b l  b""  ^ Al j J -1
*• p)^ 3l ^b*- j -  ^  lypT
A'ib 'il U jb®*^ ^ ,-^ b b  b  »J>»- *• b ^ 1 1* b ^  b b -^ l j\ o^ >^-)l\j
vJj.b-1 iA lij ^b®^b y* o^y^ b b  aAp aJ^ a t* A*->^ >- j^f *Al aL^j ^b *bp
aOI*** \^iyi y  bb*
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119. Ibn Abi Usaybicah, cUyun al-Anba* f i  Tabaqat al-A tibba ' (7th/l  3th 
century)
p111,1
y  cp*AI ** o*  j5\A1 tpjLAI i j i y j  p ~ A l  u b  £p"*b p ^ l  jA ilj  Ai ,> b - l
h
f'bAI b^^ Vl jdui* y  b  *^ **0 <_oWl b^bl cpAib <—jliAl pAli obsuf'
\ ► j  >■ f'
jblbl y  Ayal^ - <p^ Al *bj> AyallA- S b^-i All *ill Al *i! yl c ^ i l  yi>b
cp>sAb <—yAl AilsT^Ql b-*b^  {pl^ 01 p»b  ^viyxAl tj^ S' Iju^ - yI j i^«b <piwlb 
Ai Ab/y j cplbj jh^  y   ^ 61,• ••* \^»b fpllAl \xs— jy *uibj j\jl
jJAiAl (jj>b Al '-'Lib *""*>*1 1* “S^ l* Awta Ail b"1^  <p*M^i? a)jAAI
(j*oAI y* 0 ^ 1  A p b '  '“->b'A A>-bjl b ^ -?  £p ^  p^  A-soj-i b * ^ - y 1, ^  aI^ b^I b ^ l?
. A yb
AjJ>*ill i_5Al q bb^ 2ji hjj SXj <pilAaAl ppj 3 pl^ -vAl vjy*«l y  v_AAl Aff,\x^
"Ab  ^ ,—A\lai.l A1 dt>y (Al^l plA by> a 1 \ (b^ - t)*^ ~ l?”*" j^b^b
ji\j  UAI tyjb  y  sAA li sAlil A*ii tA?6yflll aI*°I  ^ p-j lil aW^ 1 (*^ b
a^ AI Ac-lxyall) po lil tilliy ca!Loo “ijhj pb^ ° *^l b^ Al b^b^ (b41  ^ £tN£b*^ jIAl Qj^b'
Ijs^i y  i_AAl apb rttf i l  ' ■ “^ y  co ^ b ^ ll A^&yAl s ^ b j  c o ^ s - b 1! Aj*tvAi A i> W - lA^I
lj5 V^bb £ 3*+>X bi *"li— A^ C Al £C^ j-? A^ pli aA^ pj^j <A l^l
. ,x>“b <J^  AAj^ b aJ^I b*jb®
A p p e n d ix -II
Samples ofTahmids from Khutbahs, Chanceiy-Risalahs and Other Sources
Q u t b u d d in  1 0 2
120. Al-HilR, Ja°far b. al-Hasan Najm al-Dln. (d. 676H), Sharaf al- 
Islam G  al-Fiqh al-Islam l al-Jacfan, (7th/13 th century)
pA^-jll p*'*0
O jljil j A j  4 ^  wkr*e>- O j b - i l l  b t f c y D J  t JST OjIAAjI ^  j A  Ijj**  yj; p^M
( JolylAlJI b  Jyypl 0ib*U (Oil Al i  A^ 'J'iAub C jAp OjIa*P\j 1 *^"1^  ^  J^M>-
1 p o l l
J C yX-^ ljsil pb"l (b (^ b’l'^ l 4 y-^*'j ( (OliAl j\A Ql i^li>l \j yXw(U
s^Lyc> o j l b b  j ^ b * l l  Q  4 c - j j l s * i ! l  ^ s >  y ^ A A . !  c o ^ A A ^ I  j A I  A l  b ^ J  4 ^ I j A l
c A^ bi*" ^ p**^4 iA*\Ay t^slp
c i_ jlb " l i)b*-A\ AilA< b ^ 1 ,—*x*i ^  A jip jlb  y 3*" y l ^ l  A Ip j  a  I® ( o*>y
121. Al-Musifi Musa b. Hasan, al-Burd al-muwashsha fis in tfa t al-Insha, 
(8th/14th century)
p^i^jil y ^ j l '  *^l p**°
*y_j
All b^^J 4 4  p^ 51* J4 p^ 1 4pl l^ pl^  ^ <pAI *1^  y^ ilAl tp^ AI y<3j3 pUI Al wXb-l
> v 
tpLujy Al b^J Cp^ i-\ y^&ij p i^-l b^Al y ^ ^  tp^l A^Ql ciyxJil b^
4p > - j j  p b S  
. . .  (A j& lA I  w-Alj.* (b-^ ^ 1  At$bi*jl l^Ai
A p p e n d e x -II  Q u t b u d d in  1 0 3
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122. IbnKathlr, Tafsiral-Q ur’an al-A zim , (8th/l4 th century)
\
^  j) !*lju«ll J|l ^.Xll 4^211 4 (J^)
ijl*> K* 'j)  ,‘f r  <J% i* *
J 3 j  ^ y  v ^ i lS U  p ^ j j l  ^  •>‘*^■1 ^  J 1 3  < i \ ! s ^ 1 ? '  3 * ^  3 l
AjjJ 3*\» 4 1>-Jp -J ^S' 3 ”*^  <01
3 l l  S £ - \  I j S l j  J j » 3 ^  j j i J y  4 1 I j p £ * l « *  4 I  "•.«««.>» l__j>*l p -1  j l  o l ^ L f l l l  j j j l u j c  J ^ j J I  J ~ ~ ? J
a A > .  ‘ ^  1» u l A j *  o )  3 * p^l**^ V j  p l^  4/ *  **  p ^  ‘
p^jji l j j j £ ^  j » j i l  p >  t ^ L A i a i l  J * 9! ^  J * J ^ J  v i > \ * « — I I  3 - ^ '  3 s  j - i ' l  ^  * ( J \ * i  J l o
J | ^ > "  J p *  \ j ^ ^ ~  ^ 3 A l l  3 j ? .j  ^  ‘ J ^ L ?  J 4^ 1* ***• J 1 3  < * 11> - I j  4 < ^
y > j  4J U  J\3  I j J >j 4 <^  j f l U l  *A j - J - I  J 3 j  p*~o 4_ r ^ J  p*>j j y ' r * - vAr"^ 
3s .x»A-l ^  4^ 1*1 ‘ ^  p^A-l 3 j  iij*-)l\ 3 j  ( J j^ I  3  ->-^ 'l  3  y  3 ] ^  -oil
3  •^ *^ ■1 3 i  ‘ ^  p ^ ^ " l  j ^ j  i y ^ l  3  •^•^l 3 j  3  ^*J ^ 3  1* 3  3 ^ '
Ujj p l^ll 1^ -.si 11 JjA \Js *& d l i  3  y* !>- y* I<*J (3^" 3  3 ' » > ^ 'j
Oj^ y^ -y K>*?:   *-^ 1 p^ Ij^J 'J* *"J^ J ‘ *’J^J ol^*—«II *’J-*
p - i a P j  < j j i  S ^ J  ‘ p i c ^  p : ^ ^  3 * j j _ p  11 4 p ^ — » U j l  i « »  -0^ 5^*-; ^ 1  j D * ^ 1
p4 >j p^-^i1 o l^ L a JI  Ijl*^) Ijo l ^ 311 j ]  4 ( J l » u  J\3 \£b p^JI *jL-*>-l ^ I j i j  f i l i a l —
^ * > - l j  1 ^ 3  ^ ~ ^ - j  SI 1 ^ 3  p > I ^ P 3  ‘ p ^ * ^ !  3  j W 5^ !  p ^ -  3 * 3 / f  p f 5^ ! *
• ^  jAi*n *-^j ^  j ^ ^ i j '  p ^ 'y ^ i
p^*-»-j 4 ^ ^ j l l  <^ ’>>- ( j i ^  ^  ^  J-**j' 3 ^ '  ^  j-*^Ij
ij]  *-** j*^  3 * j ^ l j  j-*)^' 3* *^ s>~ t-1* *^ *j\ ‘J r - ^ ' 3 3 1^' c ^ 1' c?!-^' v /4^ '  3 T^
o l j > . J l  i j l L *  ^5  3 * ^ ^  l * ? ^ "  d j ”*“j  3 ]  1* ^  ‘ t ^ l *  J l ^  1* ^ < p L J I  ^ 1 3
4 ^  j p £ i * !  *>*3lj Aj'U^ j 3ili jp3 3-^ 1 (3*^  ^3 ^^  -oiV* 1^ *3 y  ^
A p p e n d ix -II  Q i t b u d d i n  1 0 4
Samples ofTabmlds from Kh ut bah s. Cbancerv-Risalahs and Other Sources
j l p j  y y  3 * j 'y ll  4al> X J 3 j
^  3^  jU li ^ ly - V  -0 J^ C )s> i^\ju J 3  ljJ>j <a! 3j
 ^ 3-^>- jy* « 3-j I y»j^> jAj ^  (^ IaI 3sl •jS'y* jUSli
j~>y\ J 3  « iy*J)l\j 4X) w-aj 4pJu-j aSIj *Xp 3sl 3s I Jiy*J ‘ ^  o>3a>
l» 4JI*ii As I jyp pA UL. jjLIj j~»)h 4jX3ll '"^* 3s 1 oljL«^ j^ is ‘3^ 1j
p^>- 3 * 3il>- 3 * *y_j Ajjj jM 3 * y*l* ^  ^ 3 *  ^ »—>1^1 13* 3 - aJ]
jb  j j p ^  J i^5 X) p * y  31 (jUu 3i\ j p  aJ> p^3p' >3j < ^  j^ -
aj\»I \jy1 j3  iijl~* *j3i] *\sljil *— ‘4^ 1*i S ^ j  ‘  ^ a3 3sI jvp j>ip 3 *
<& iXlijl ,J p  ^  j I j i l  j ^  $  ‘4X1*“ S ^ j  ‘ ^  y l ^ l  jb ' ^ 3 3 j
1 2 3 .  Ibn Battutah, Muhammad b. cAbd-Allah b. Muhammad al-Tanjl (d. 
7 7 9 / 1 3 7 7 )  Rihlat Ibn Battutah, ( 8 t h / 1 4 t h  century)
^ U \  w;j J *  j  J^nil ^  ^LAl i l  j i j  j i l  J u U l  &M fU \ aJuSI £ £ ] \  Jtt
S » s »
3iI *>^ “j 3^ jiaj 3 I AjjjaII >^»jlaJI pi pyb|» 3  **'*"^’ 3. 3  **“*‘^ ’ "^ y 3 '
. 3*' */£> AiP ^ J J
# * » 
o lp b  1*13 p ^ ljt 1^ 3l_j 1^ * 4 \>-l>»fl n \^* o lA  (yj'ill 3 *^  ^ 3s
4ily \jiji J*3jj 4iljlp^ |lj 4i>U—«ljSI ^p'illl 4^ 3*1! AjjJull 31^i . l^lj^b
* «
pj 41>-I^ p« ..*.A3 by 3^^  olAlg 3  aiI^ a A^b 4 i3p _^va> 43 3 1
► . ► » » *
> >y.-1'?i Lfcjllaji j^ iy  Jp bj® • “--»b . o lA i  jo»j 3 ^ li ^3 *• 3 . A  3 *
* 4 » 4 4 4
4^ l*j'y\ IiIIoa pl3)ll 3i)i>- ^  41>-1>-I UA.j 1»j^ p 3 y*^l <,*-Jl,3 l
* » »
^y*j 1»jvy* ^^p 3sI . 3^ 13 j» j ~*y^ *° 3 - ijlaAJ ^ p * y ^ o l—Aill
• * * » 
^^C*b 3 y l l  33^  3 H35 X^ ** 3sI • l> -lij 33^ . 1^ -l^ x-
A ppen d d c -II  Q iit b u d d in  1 0 5
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\ * * *
3 P 3 1 ** 3s I ' l^ lXu *"3 a3\j' 3  3 * tolJlJl p-*AI 3^b u m j
* * » * * »
3 AI p ji 4 l>-l>-jp' pjkjju y i  3 jJ\ slii < W "bjb *^b aJ] *'U1»V3 3 ijJL.ll
ij^ajij *j>«X\ 3 » \pyt£- yiij < *• \3a.a 1 aUi ji^ X] j^ip •jyii'j (_jip
3^)1' jJUu 3sl «w~*j—oj Ojll j^ f- jl Aji ‘*’ly^ b
3 ! ^jli j3p 3 I — 3sI j-a‘.i j^jll Asl J-*-- 3  «>plX’l v^>j ,^ j1p 3 ~*>1' ,a3 aaAX-'
. 4 * » <
uai £*y \^ l £ ^ \ ) \  *uX\ 3 3 ^ 1 1  ajVi u y
* 4 4 4 4 ^  4
. 1>-\j»j\ -ut-^ > aju—0 4 3 p \ 3  3^ *  ^ l—*! 3s I A^ f t j  1<S^ ( Wyp
l J*>UJ
124. Sadr al-Shari‘ah, cUbayd Allah b. Mas‘ud, Kitab Ta‘dilal-A flak, 
(8,h/14,& century)
pj^ jM j^ ) \  As I p ...i
•jluaJlj 4 ^ j! 3 * lA 3j l*3jj  ^ J3i l**-3i Ujai *-3—II 3 3  «^sJI 3s j>*X-l
3 X3JUj ‘Xy A i3 v ^ b  a!' J a>"j  41 »jji 3 -j 4 l>-lj-*> # 3a>- ^^ 31 3_y*j ^jIp
125. Ibn Khaldun, al-Muqaddimah, (8th/14th century)
jil |v ^
jy«ll a.3>-
As' aJjj ^ jJ a X -l j 3  3  3 ?-jJl j^p 4Ajlal> 3 ^  ^ t4jj  *“^ *j X) a*A' > y i
A p p e n d ix -II  Q u t b u d d in  1 0 6
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3 ^ 3 1  ^ 3 « " j  S } 3 a " _ J  iC j y i  V  ^ j A -1 y * J  4 0 j 3 ' j
J y j  3 ^ “J-^ ‘O j * —i ' j  w j 3 L i  3  ^ J 3  3 ^ ^ l  Al.<a a'  4 0 _ j* 3 ' * b > ^ ' 3
.Xsicl' j iS l ' A p 3 j j  A— 3  p A  3 “^ ^ A , l > ^ b  A ' < 4 ^ * 3 ^ * 3 b  p 3 X ' AJ»>^<aj j 3
^ 3 * 3 l l »  ^ J> u x il  3  p ^ A p j  ^ 3 p  3 s '  4_?1 ^  A * »*•" p p j * s 3 _ j  a »  v A l l i *  3  ^ p - X '  A * .**' 3
. b ^ p j u - j  4CLy>3' aL > - j i ^ l i  ^ ^ b  < O jX * 3 ' # ^> -
,3] Jj  ‘J3 j5'j aJ] xJLIj 4J3>3I'j p-4^ ' 3j'3j 3^ 3y" 3* 3* 3l^  4 •*** X'
# j* \3  3  >* 4J b X b  *•33" a ^ j  < 3 b ^ b  i ij l l '  a 3  y^S\Hiy tJ U p ^ b  a3j««" Ali***
\*3 <J'ySl' ^ -3  4J j^ ' 3 3 / ^  3 * j j b - ^ b  ‘tJj-^b 3 *  j l y )  • * /  ^
. . .  * jcJyi
126. Lisan al-Din b. al-Khatib, Rayhanat al-kuttab, (8th/14th century)
p ^ > -j"  j "  As' p .~ i
tp k -x j  aJ'^j \>Xy* 3 '
» » ( < _ . » •* . 1 I
3^ '  a  3 * 1^ “^  < ^ « « > "  i j L l a "  4_ j j i  3 * A - , v > « » « * b  4 3 j J L i ^ j  s A  - - l  ^ 1 p 3 3  p —~ s '  3  , x » X - '
AilS^ 3  4 3>j3 ijlSjj a3-3 4 p3  ^ 3 33~3i' p3 4 Xjuj~a
3 j S i  3 3 j "  * >_- Aj o 3  4 3 j * j j  3 3 1 '  (j p  a*>3" ^ 3  3 3 3 "  a3 > -_ j 4 3>j^<a»
3 j P  \j~* 43 1  'G p 3  3 3 3 —*' V j  43 j 3  3 ^>- ‘ 3 J ^  V j  I p j - L  j .A  ^ 4
j 3 a A —*3fl l 3 y  4 j3 1 p 'i l ' j a f  4 3 3 ^  ' j J u  |k j 3  4 i i ' j i ) l '  a 3  43 . 3
4 3 * 3 *
4 3 y  l 3 ' j ^ d  a  4 3 * ^ C  o 3 —1' w » 3 - - ' ‘. a y^ j l '  3 j-» “j  •X*^- p ^ 3 3 b  * ^ 3 ^ 3 3
3 y 4 »_y3' 3 * *■!>• 3  4» j3 3 ^S' pPji |y ,S" >* 1 ^  4 3^*' a 3 » -j  4 3*x>- 3 ^ j
4 3 j 3 <  3 ^ 3 *) ^ 3 1 ^ '  p > j'
A p pe n d e x -II  Q u t b u d d in  1 0 7
Samples o f  Tahmids from Kbutbahs, Chancery-Rtsalahs and Other Sources
(j p  a L L  a ] ^  )
. . .  l U j S  \J>%> J  A j l ^ i  t»A5 j o  ‘  \ j b j ^
127. Lisan al-Din b. al-Khatlb, al-Lamhah al-Badriyyah fiaJ-Dawlah al- 
Nasriyyah qtd. in al-Khatib’s Rayhanat al-kuttab, (8th/14,h century)
(p . 2 4 )
| V*»J
v—- * i » j  t i j u  ( . J j L l A i  y  I A y j ^ h  ^  . X * X l
i j *  c A ' - >  ‘ J ^ y  i > 9r ^ '  » ^ * ) I p  ^ _ ~ f c j o  p i
ApjjJlj W. - « Lj^ o 4(J»t»- V_J jJwJt* ‘i»Wj
Ap\ial\j 4 V i 1 1 l ^ J u  0 - i  1 4 jvlmJlj j j j — < jviLjl l ^ P  j A  4 _ J  I_y *y ]_} 4
i ]  4 JuLXj ( J j U i a P ^ J  4 .X A *) O U j ) l _ J  4 v _ l> \ j—•I ^ j l  V 9 ' ? ? ’ t J j k u J l  \ ^ 0 ^ _  J ^ ^ L ?
4vi..'»^ 4 Sh A)\,5^h 4>JI.«^ ~X JJ 4*JL?y 4aL»j/* *y ".xHj 4»^J>«^*
•  U A -1  V i ]  4 A ^ ; l j 5 \ i  A o l i l j j  4 A > - j L M  a I A J I  A * » jA  l »  4j*A » \ i  4 j i * L . *  j * — J ^
4<^ A^ijJ1 »jjd* L-w^ a j^0j)l\ olA aj *-U—J\ y  *•1*^ # IA>M
4A ^»*A 1 A j c J j I I  *y^ 4 A > .« ^ ‘J  1 A ^ . ^ L * p  j A b  tK *3j>  t A j u t i i  < '« . . . • > -
t / * j ^  ‘ _ / w a ) A  ^  j j l  i ^ J ^ J  4 A a -jS j» !1  A i l p ^ —K J  J o j  4< «_U L __— .1  f S *
J j u \  / ^ S \ 3  4 \ , l j j  ► U  a j o u  ^ y 8-^  4 V iV ^-i* »«>JU  y 8-^  •  4_- ) \ — ^  4
4|j _ j L * ,y i  VJk3 A l i l p ^ j  4 )j_ jL * V * l l  J ^ a A s  a JlwA s  4 «j i i l l  4 A ^ ? “j J l  J w - » 1  j l i
4 ^ J ^ V » * J  \ y £ ^
i j H > -  A y * j  d j* £ -  \ j j 4- —«  ^ j V p  S ^ A w a l \ j
< 3 ^ J  ‘ u ^ j  y '  ‘ J / j j  ‘ j y j  ‘ j ^ j  V - *
L i s j l l j  4 j J « l  s J l~ *  j i  V* ^ p - 4 * 4 J u  l ^ , '  S^. ■«■»■) j J M  ^ i V *  y  1_J
4 \ j y  I j J J f c l p  \ i ]  l_y ^ 9  4 ^ } _ /j« J  ^  p -* > J  a j l l  I j i l j  4 1J j * J  L *>J— c > -  ^ j k p  ix l \  A ^  _ j l p
A p p e n d ix -II  Q u t b it d d in  1 0 8
Samples o f  Tahmids from Kbutbahs, Cbanccry-Rjsalahs and Other Sources
4, j y y  aasvai oj v aia jo- j jp  ‘ ova sj^ .Ai
< j_ p A x i\  jv* <0j1 »y }> - j ]  V' <>A cA A y ^
128. Lisan al-Din b. al-Khatlb, al-Sihr wa al-Shfr, qtd. in al-Khatib’s 
Rayhanat al-kuttab, (8th/14th century)
(pp. 26-27)
I S S
(3 '^ j  <!^V2A'j 4pVfU\ J^aA \*A?\jP*' J 1 C-JaAj 4^ U>)|\j ao*x>A  ^All -Oi JoJ-1
/ « > X
\ij-w-< (>^ P ^LAIj   -Aalij 4jl»Vilj <w-AAo*A.\ j\j U 4^ Wlji-l s—ow< JjaJI
f  ^ /  /  > * } /  J
\j\y$ -j kJ^ JJ <j3Jl j^ >~
h^di V* 4^ yo-,)|\j ‘( ^ '  4^CA-1 4^ -~k Aj>»«.. J\ A-LxA-1 Aj^ O
' , /  ' /
4nlyS" UuJ pL-j 4 ^ 1  y  <£X\ d^
129. Lisan al-Din b. al-Khatib, Istinzal al-lutfal-m awjud fiasrar al- 
wujud, qtd. in al-Khatlb’s Rayhanat al-kuttab, (8th/14th century)
(p 52)
i
p^o-jM j51 p  
IjAl JVW j^]_j *jaP jdij t\j~dd aAj VI j\jCS)I\i a>L> A < a o V ~ ^  «x*Ll
iyi y  J*>j ily-^ A Je  ^ j\dj)l\ J^d*\  ^ VAVp a^ \33 ilju.j
4 1ly-U~* AiP «.W..^ i Vplji* a^ 5 j^  VAaj 4 V/—»p aAp ■ »V»V. |^l aAp
a~JcJ tjlLk yj a31j2A A^IjWV* jo-Vi VaJ^ j 4V/ut$ oVpLAI ^  »Vp\jA1 ^] V>-C^- V>Ay_j
* »
^)\ 4^ 3 1Va-^ »- VJuVaoj 4 Va*^  »J_y*V* Vjp\j tt\s,jA V^i ,«Ag> A_^Vj^J 4V/0J Vj AjjV) ^1]
v_>Vi^ \ p^ * \jo\i ij^ \jo>j t\jdd Ajlj jd)k^ j Aj Ao- jlj ]^
VAj »/P jj»- aJV^*^ o^^Al «j>* ^ 4lyjl p^ *jA y
j V « l —- l  ^  » y — J  *• V i t o ]  ^  4 1J ^ a i j  ^  » J ^ \ \  A ^ V o - J  4 1J ^ J 3 j
13 These are the definitions o f  some o f  the more unfamiliar vocabulary: mukhlif: remainder or residual. 
jaham: rainless cloud; majud: thirsty.
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Samples o f  Tahmids from Khutbahs. Cbancery-Risafahs and Other Sources
3  p j  i \ j &  V / o -  *Js a J 1 \  3 * ^ l >  W * *  3 * 3 ^  j l  ^ » - P j  j U i  j o j
y jb \  a )  d ^ J  ‘ l y y *  4 - * V 9  3 ° ! * ®  A j j j j  J J t j ^ l  ^t+.g  ^ - 1  j *  # L l o 3  A w x l f l ^ g '
')![+£' j l — . a I I j  j ^ ^ l  3 ^ 3  c / *  3 * * ^  ^ ' * ' ' '  a L p  J L a i I j  ^ ^ L L S l  a ^ L L  a L I j ^ j  j o . x « - J !
4 1
j - 3 ^ 1 • j o i >  ^ 1  ‘ 3 * * ^ 3  3 * ” '•“ * * 3 “ " j  d*£- ^ V y j  ! j « x j - *  ^ 3 ^  * ^ L a l l j
L - p  J j L J a  p ) 3 - \ j  j j)J\ d y ^ \  * 3  * 5 * — * W j  ‘  [/*-*■?j  i j U i - j 3  « 3 * j i j  3 y  3 ^
< < ^  1y > * A j  V ^ ) _ j y * 4 '  < o i l  ^ L p  3 " !
j i J P  *  L  . , . .1 1  y  ^ V L '  L  < 1 l i L  A j J J ^  y A l l  a J '  ^ * 3 3
< 3 * 3 ^  « ^ L w J l . - ^ . - - . u  ^  ^ L i l l  ' • ^ y  * 3 ?  4 1 jd»A 3 > - j  • ’ L i i a J i
J U  (j p  j ^ j l C l l  J U ,  4 L L r -  c « > L > - ' y i  3 ^ * a r  J V ^ L \  * j j &  ?» <£j*i ‘ J > * »  L I
. . 4L L A
130. Al-‘Asqalarii,cAll b. Hajar, al-Isabah f i  Tam yiz al-Sahabah,
(9th/15th century)
^ L 1  i a J j  a x ^ J I  * 1 j 1 J a W j  A a i l o  4 ^ L - V l  « - L U l  »j ) L  ^ L V l  L s L - i ’ J V s
^ A L ^ l  y o  j o ? 3  j i  ^Js'  j i  . x ^ -  j i l  ^ 1 p  j »  j w ? 3  j j t ^ l l  y l y  3 ^ '  y '  3
» *
i a J j I p j  3  < i i l  » L j 1  4 ^ » s L i J l
a 5 \  * ) l  j l  j ^ - A > 3  t b j j  3 3 ^  3 » ^  4 ^ j i a « u  ^ 1 p  a a I o  , _ * * * *  p tj j  i L j p  ^ y o l  ^ j l l  L
j l  J s < - L 3  ^ 3  ^  ^  ^ o - L t f  j o « - i  V  4a !  *)1 » j o j  a j ) 1  V ]
4 \ j l ^ - J  # ^ j l  L i  i l j ^ y  L w o -  a j  p L p j  * l j y “  1 j ^aP  a j  p ^  i a L J o -j  a , o l ~ 4 ? j  ^ y ' j J  * * ^ ^ ’
7^ K~a p f c L j  a L p  i O i l  3 ^  t A l j C j ^ l  a ^ j I j  4 A \ j L f c * y i  p j a t  \ j » ^ 4 l » l > * - ^ l  o ^ 3  ‘  L > w a ^ *
4 L >L w  l j o j < *  L > L « j  t i j J l o -
A p p e n d e x -I I  Q u t b u d d in  1 1 0
Samples o f  Tahmids from Khutbahs> Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
AijL*» 3® ^ ij"-} L -o j3 - l  p ip  A y j l l  p jL il y  j \ i  < jm L I
. .  . p.* d x  y t  ^ 3 - y j  a)3 ‘S3^>
131. Al-Qalqashandl, Subh al-Acsha fisitif?at al-insha (9th/15th century)
^ y L s* - p ^ l j  (i) • ‘' i L j  4 * > -L f lJ  p J ^ A l j  ( ii)  <4j L o3  aA j  * y l \  J p U  «6i .Xa A-I ( i)  (1 A )
3 l i  t j j L L ^ l  q  L  L < ^ jj ^ S '  p L l l j  j L A l l  0 0  * j ^ ^ l  o l o J u ^  ^ p  ^ L W l p ii3 \>
. j l y a o S i i  ^VoM
£
L  jk*A\ ^3p  3 ia 5 L u y  (*0 • a I sw o -  j p  a * A *«11 j l A j j I l  L  3 s ,_ j i a i ,l 3 ^  ( 0  W
> 6
. a\2aJj « L x *  5 )t^n AjjVi ^JraosJU J""'"*1
J*\y? 3* (’*) i 3  JQ] 3  j^ * ^ l o L  y  j )  «J-^l (i) (3)
. tyiX) *)lj 3 L j ^ l  ^
/ i  ,
i^SVs ( ii )  t j L l  Sls-cslli 3 o - L a l  ^Sy S j l ^ i  a5 t i i ijJd  *)! « J o - j  <0j l  *ill a!1 *il j l  J y ^ 3  (i)  ( 4 )
P
■ j 3 » V i  j ^ j  3
j P  l I ^ L a>j ( ii)  . j i L i l  » jfd i iJUfijJhj oj*jr&\ O j » M  i ^ j l l  ‘O y 'J - ?  od^S> IbX*^- j 3  ( i)  ( 5 )
. ji\^-l aLaS f'lySO-l j j h  d^dJUj (J^Jjiall
P P ^  P
A x ijJ l i l  * -L p l 1j L o -_j ( ii)  . i ^ O - l y  l y L j  j * - ^ )  l_j j i S  3 “^  ^  c 3 ^ - ?  ‘S ^ ’ 0 )  ^
> '  > „
3 y A > J  (ii)  t iw A s ^ a i l  3  o)k& (i) . y j £  1 i 3 j L i L  J i  p ^ j  u J j J L s L
.J h \
j i\j  , U l ) i p l j  j J l i l  3 L ^ 3  • 3 * ^ 3  ^ i j 3  * W j  ^ L v s l l  3 > y l  y  A j lS s l l  U i  Jopj
.  3jL«j) j\p  3  W  jL«>3 ■ 3 ^^ ^Ll^Ii a » v ^ L y  • W j  33* 1^1
A p p e n d ix -I I  Q u t b u d d i n  1 1 1
Samples o f  Tahmids from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
* t *
oyj^ j  . I ^ A p  "ill c>U^ U 3  A>*! ^  o iA A
. j i ^A > -
132. Al-Nafzawi, al-Rawd a l-A tir  f i  nuzhat al-khatir (9th/ 15th century)
Alii p““ 0
A lA \ tX a i’l A iP  A&l J  pVoAl ^ U u J l  J l s  )
V l j jV I  *A >-i l i l  )j\ j \J s  a! j A  V j  Ijv^j V j  t i W j ^  j j j l  * L A l  ► L-oii <_£
i l A l  ^  * 12111) ^ I j j ^ J l I I  id^y>j (JCaII J u J w i j  ^ rA a A y  ^ S C l l  U ^w o 1A& l i l i
3  jj*ill ^  aJL£J\ j j ^ s l l  ( J )  p A A j  A ^ jS l j  p j i l  3  S A  <3 !^ * ^  ^  i 3 l A  j A l  (3
.jU-l
l l j j p  a 1A 1\> *L..A1 y^j 3311 pJ^ -^1
A s l i j ^ h j  jV y z * -^ ! l^  Aaa>c*11 5 )^<ai\) j j A  JW<ail O jV v ^ Ia  1jIa _ J« 1^
J, »- *■ .* *" ►
^7jaM ^pf c **o^  La*A“ j ju  o^o*!' t3 l / 1'^  AaaJ*1 a1s\j& aA »- 34^  <oiSi y* i U ^ l  x,\j J \ £ l \  
lA 3  1^31 pj jA j i l  J ib 'l l  A^jil3 y j i J y  t l* A j l* i A J ^ s ^ j  (jAa'ill y* U uaIjj 3j-u*>- <'A^> c^Ia c r f i  
w A l j  a3j!\>  3 j 1>*A o A  iyj j  ^ .j  jA s a i  A «A •CijkXAj j^~vj>ap jsjjLfcu
ij* AjWt^u . 3 1 Aj Mil l j  ij% (j i  I,» a p \j J\A A A ij
J jA l  ( j^ > j  ‘A s^jSI$ s^JA A \ J U A
A jv?A  (J,l \3 jJ u  A ? A J y i J l )  ^jyiAwlxll
\ *■ *■ *
aJ c A j - i  *il A JJ» -J  <6ll A1 *i! J A s A jI  *ilj A i  "ilj ijS> Jjjj*  C^>VepAil A ^ -  (J jP  a !  y^s-
“S ^ "  * 3 ^  i X k * «  a ! y*»JJ  A X S -  W * L ?  o '  \ j 6 ^ > - i \  A j l ^ O i
£ J ly s 'ill  a \ 3 ^  JyjS-J K*>Zsy£>J
W jA j » j j  aA p  b^>\ aj^ t A i j  [  ^AA-\ (3 c £ ^ 0  ^A^yall ( j ip ^ ^  3^351 JA > - j**>j
A ia^  \!> il> - A « i  uiy >^  a jcA ^j S j p L i  jA aP*ill ^-tu_ j_ ^ '^  ( j ^ y  *>\*&
A p p e n d  rx -II  Q u t b u d d in  1 1 2
Samples o f  Tahmids from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
jjjJI .X*P jliaL-JI aj jI j j  AlL^alj a IjP  < X * £ -  AjC^ I j  S j  AjUj
Aj ^^>-1 j l  Q1 t i 4’".  ^ VAs j»iip^?l J J _ )  i j ^ y  ui) <*k*  ^ {J^J^ A e^-9 ^
Jjtl l»y*u a1j}\s ^y ^Va-p-^! J-5"C\1 A)\p J^jj j \ -p J
aLU lap tXS*-*1^ ^ J -4 CE^" ^  <J^ AXj (^A>e>eJ ljv& <j^ _J J ^ ^ i l  v_jl^41
i3”^  i)*^T ^  irfLJ V.? K S j * *  ^1 ^  pl*ll I ( j y *  d y l  tl^jl Apl^* y^a
AyJ^ll A*j tiiil (_^_J ® jlj *^5^  0^ *(_?* vJSAt? (JjV^ v* A*3 \J AUjjU
J*j» la_j j vVy7.ll ^ ' j i \  \ * J  3jA*ll Aj j^jl lyul A-p t i  ■ »•! J &  j y  o l l^ i - 1  JjSC j O j vtf-Sl jjll
la a! (.jiAis a ljll clAi a1s51 j l j  j 117'^- - /^  c J ^ *  ^  l*^^" d*0-^ ^ aJl^ij^ ^ p ll  ®jj^"
' ' * * * ’
. |*Lu<J AaIp Ail Ajlp <US\) I***—*va AjkjJti ^  till j  JAP- (JI^ PjAVS All ^L i j l  -,*■/£) AjJ> S
f- \
Ajljv-ilj a51*vJ *-A^ ’ ^  ^
<pla*Jl ^^ *11 A*il» Vl 3_^  t ip -
133. Al-Suyuti, al-Ashbah wa al-Naza’ir  fia l-N ahw (10th/16th century)
\
p p -jll AAil p—*l
Aptflp_J a1|j ^ a £ -  ^j)P A&! '_}
6 d S * - J  Ail 'ill a!1 *il_J (ylip^Jlj y l ^ l  jljJli) J^djLll AS kNjki-lj ty l i i i l l j  aU-i*il\ (j P  oyi.1 Ail jU>a^*«
SjIaP j l  jA-i^4 SjUil) j l  AJ^ aJI O UaJ j l  jp  ^/^l ASlj <y\i>'/zll ^  Ix ^.Ul a! tA p -“ 
aJI ip j ..>«‘Al J a^ -^ a!^*«j ' ^ S '  S^viailj ( j i l^ a l l j  Jjl_jll ^  ASlj *ill Sji
Ail ^ P j  t y l i l j  O j* -ilj c-|\2'ill_y ^l£t"'i!l i J f i j J i i \i Qlaii ASl ^  j ^ j A l
i j f i > l_jjil ^>!wll V^»*^l 1 jw i^ l
l^oW-1 (_j j l^ ^ j l l  jlp-*ill Ijwvaj ti?l ^ c'|yl o^5 ‘ ^  ^
^ 3  joU j^ -1  J L p I (_y^ ClAaplj l* ijljjl>  ^  CS>j^ -a“\ I4
L f ^ J  i J j ^ J
A p p e n d i x - I I  Q u t b u d d in  1 1 3
Samples o f  Tahmids from Khutbahs\ Chanceiy-Risalahs and Other Sources
134. Al-Suyuti, al-Itqan f i culwn al-qur’an (1 Oth/l6 th century)
A^ l p—*1
3 *^ -! c^l^ill j^ &Jl -A^ -l pl^l ^*^1 aSIj <6ll
j^p y  \ j^ >-_yl cjj“^  •^ -^ ■l li^li-l tA^ei-1
i^ y*3\rfiJl ^ s i  _J|! _J>1 jUkLwAl J*\p C jil J»^ >-jll ^^ wvil lj JvJ**l j)l (j^jH
. * V .. • * * .. - '  .* *
. *iTj £(3j^ *i!_j ^pP yS*  tjjP ljlj£ £t->\lai“l (3 V^jlj 1*^* IjJ^
j l  . ”.«,/?-fc-j i^^Sl ci^ ap 3 “^ 1 t-jlij'ill <_y  a! «oi\ *i!l a!1 *il j l
 ^ p p p p ^
aAp *^ 1 A»«! J f ~  3^] tvjLwll \ ^ y - ^ y j  sJwP liX*^
. J b \  \^ *i!l <U»efl<?J a]1 ^ S ' J
135. Haji Khalifah, K a sh f al-Zunun, (1 l th/17th century)
^LJl i)1^ >-1 (3 a^j^
Q \>i<L^9 Ailispl J^lW/* j> Ailiall jl^l j^W
\ l^p lA>- ^O-yA) j\ij*Jl \jlj^  CJjljjSl (jLi^l S ^ j  l)*5^  l^^l -^*H
JJajiiSl |3  j l  ^ 2 *  fj* A3j*i *il % ^A ji ^ P  [ } ^ J
*CiU < S * ^ 3  ^ "^ i <*SjJj *j! Uiai
p p V   ^ y y ***
^  l< \^A>-'il\ Kt&moy ol?^j
p p p p
Jjwj  Jjl^ -|_j Ajui^  ij* 1)1^ 1^  j\j3 J>\ijil_j jjlg...U (^ )\>t>- «•!.JJ j^A 0 “J ^
^ 3  <|oli»tj-fc« 4Jil 3 * \Jyyy  jkjk*i\ jjpls^  1 6 V*ls
Ajj^ ll ^  J^l (3 \-**' ijP  \ysS!bj ^3a*il I^aPI) l^ »\3 ^lAp y &P
V^Ap SlA^ all *v)l *s3^ ' (_g^  S&  *IAp ^p'ill
^  ^y>j (JsV 3 * JsLJlI iaoiLu/l 3 * o U j i j
* * ' M * ^
jolj djsl (y ^ j  iW \i j j ^ j  3 *
j l  »iLl 'ilj y^*- A^ j j y  J^ » Ol?  ^ f* 1^^1 j l  yj>
A p p e n d ix -I I  Q u t b u d d i n  1 1 4
Samples o f  Tahmids from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
3 Vj a J l  Aj\ {S j **^ A j ' j  p - ® j ^
136. Majlisi, Muhammad Baqir, Biharal-anwar- vol. I, (12th/l8 th 
century)
A)4^  |»*»*<
* *  '
*■
j i  oU)h
fr (■ f1 f- >
£ IaVp^ J^ Aa)\jjS1 Art)Va>Jl j^[Vl Vm»J
^g]l A^*J ^ S '  i AaIsJ j^A Aj>^Ci« \^rj9 <pV&j*yi^ i3j ^ ( j  c ^ “
\ fr
k^Ajjil \ ^ i  < o ^ ! >  p ^ - ^  <uii *ilj aJ\ *il KfrZfjj
tr .  t  fr f
ajv  ^ (Aj\x-“j  A^ isjl ^  9 j y} {Aj\llu<^  “^**1 oL? iQ^h^\ J*J\ l^ J
AAj-ijij c ^ d a ^ H  «ul\ l I j  j^_j t^  A~S?>~J i{J$"J^ ^^ryr^J ^ J ^ J J
pW_J *''t*ifc^ J C jull a!a>-J tp.i9,. .nil  a!p\j *0J <^vAa*\l 0 j^_J
fr fr ► r- \ fr
(A^o ( A j j i  jv,si-\ilj AjJ\£- cjjllaili ^S>  AJi\ K?~j j  J - i j
y*  d iii i y ^ j  c ^ W jii ^ > n » j  £^ylaH  aasI^ o h v ^ "
< a ! j j j  ^ * ‘1’ i^J^' £^ > L ? y  £A < A - « ^ > -  A .n .\a P
L-Jl Jlp J> j ^ \ J L ^ \j
jjw W ? y  a !^ 1 - \  jl^s^ ^  J j l i j J l  j\!i.
A*jj i  cd>\j_j*ll aQuj^  p^ i^ " t* Oj1^1>aS
nJj\j_jAstl\ k>olj£«iil SbNjw jv^Jt-1 V* AA*1j  tO l>-jj31
*•
cC ^bU aJl y *  ^jj jJ \
A p pe n d e x -II  Q u t b u d d in  1 1 5
Samples o f  Tahmids from Khutbahs, Cbaaccrv-Risalahs and Other Sources
\> .oil ^ . x i l  (3^ ** d ' j*^ l ) )  ,/^ a I I J ija ^ j £ jou L*1
j l *  L t *  L  l ^ k l p  1 ( lk ^ " .  k )  1 L A  L k ^ k J  j P  <Ul 1 L l P
► i
.  . .  £ jk JC ^ l p^Ap jjl C * > \ j J -  ' • «l (J 1^
137. Muhammad Mukhtar, Pasha. Kitab al-Tawfiqat, (13th/20th century)
t
y  p—j
.  » w  w  .  .  *
j — >• t j j j l j o  ^ a— A
Aj l.V ?“ < £ ifc jj3  y^Pj £kiL-«^>- *1 At* t,^ - JLkC’ i^y^y'J ££iH»l.XJ& ‘ t^ ^ 3
» fr » fr
£^ plWill cXjjAA Q] i^ j~Jb)]\ cX*X~0 jl.Ls] y* if^ K^-y Jj^L? j^\f} 3
y\y i    ]gtj tp_skj«jj  j^a*.*g£- j\» o l A j l l  ^y* a 3 jo * J  £pJ_yi> j - * * ^  3 '--•<^ '>~ -^a!
«jU ^  4 ^  *Js U y . >...k.»L1 (jDuaJ »j£- <p.«*...lly *■.31
j  aL*S|1 C ....A IJ < ^  j W ^  V j  j a 2 \  i J j ^ I  jl lA  c “"*''"^ ' ^
L» £ijMjtll A-jl iCj\i^J\ J J k lj- l j k  CL~k5^ £ ^ ? j  <k>-L /  3  <—'L—^ l j  j 0»«ll p l* il
^ L p ‘ ^  JAH 3 > ^ -> - l j  O lj k ~ - l ' y  j l  £O lk ^ *ll
i j L j  <>»;_) Q 1 3 ^ J ^  £^iL>-ljj» £^>^ljla--l y$* J - >j,-> l^^C-i £<*ol^*ll O L l 3 ^ J  £Aj1j J >1 p i jt,,mA
^jJj\j£t J l^ J « l  Ajiiax^j ny>~y\ O ^ lL ^ ^ l j ^ j  £ i> J l  t j lh  Lyk^ ‘ p ^ 'L j  ((,
£A)'ilL««j pr.^ 1^ iivill j^>-lil ( C&y~*j £»_^ jlllj pjljjl oL\p JjUujII
p*> a— jljl— 1 jj j^ j^ ^  j ]  p> jy ^A-Hl i^U'^Lp Jljj |»L«^ ^iiiij
£»j_^>w<   L l .^ j  £ » 5 j^ 3  I^jjl <jUa>-Sll j ^-^1 ij[^ ?)]\ a ! j ?^1 y&J ‘ Ol_^ fc—11 <lil
j j > . \ j  j l !  i^ ^ jL iu j £—a!->-1 L» 4«jl^-*'l j> > k '...-L 3  j '~ » t - a 11 a jL > « ^ 1j  aJI y& j
O ^ V ' j  j * - - l l j  ^ i ia ll  p l j i  £ j w o ^ J l  Q L » ^ j £ JkoCll J j l^ £ > -  3 * ( >»L - « 'j )
4 j> Jlll p j l p i  JvjLvkJ t J J u l l l  ^Llt* £A -jlji\ 3 > jh * l l si»ljJ£ “LJ £A^fr\jll j ^ j l j l i l  j L j l
\^ y»j £plap,yi vua^ * j»jP ‘*—-^ LJ1 »jlaij k^J>l pjljP <£_-dLall »^ ju p_^*ll
. . .  j u^j. . .  j -Lp
A p p e n d ix -I I  Q u t b u d d in  1 1 6
Samples o f Tahmids from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
138. Muhammadc Abduh (beginning of his sirah in Muhammad Rashid 
Rida, Tarikh al-ustadh al-imam al-shaykh M uhammad cAbduh) {14th/21st 
century)
jll «0l \ p—*1
a! p^L*p  ^ h i p-frJy^j <aJ\ lil ^LixyaJl ajj .XaA-I
yS '  p^Qallj hjhkt jkj cA^^j jk  l^uLo £-31^1 y  dyytz£-j
Lojll pk*t j P  jJ^jAI £A.L*1j *mJU a! j>3^  ^ <a)j«J^  aI^ Ai aJI ^ypljJl {AIa*^ 3 ^  3^^  3 ^ ^ 1  tAL«kj 
pt^gljll p y llJ p J l- l l i s l j ^ s l l  y&J  £4j*)\j 3*^ 11 ^
(aI&jI? liyC fj£ V_j £Aj_y» y l 111 l«i y*3_y
139. Hasan Nasrallah, victory speech 22-Sep-2006(14th/21st century)
'  \ '  '
WwJj tt.kA-fcU C|VA^ -ji\ ^UflA*vll y^* 4ji\j
£ j'^ J? -h .l  t jv»^,<gj<ll j u A a l l  All y & j  £<Ull J « P  j i  J£*^- p-kuUll ^ jil j w ^ l l
jAjl^ y j  AJil Kc^jj pSvIp p^ Lkull C(_)kLil p^jj} £(jk\il\ j$&\y t^ liil 3#j-iil L <plj^l 1^ )1 {Aas*-^ ! \^ 1
< jLui jjS '  ^ p  jL3 jLJij^ajj \jj^ oj> 3 ^ 1 j  £9^p_j liljsAis 3 ^  ^  ^a3-\
<Wkl  ^ £1a-^ jj  t t jp l 3311-04 £X*i-l 
■j £ h P^J OA' pjo ys>j [S 'Lsli ij&j £ hfil a11_j ( WSjJi aAp 3 “^  ^  .x*il
CSjJjli (J3^ 1? £Ajjp y&J IOjtOI f^ S1 <US iXfci*!
y  >^1*11 (JJ_^£» 1 Qj-.^ lj jCll^pjJlp^l cli^-oU l y  o ^ l jS > ^ l l  VJ
140. Ahmadinej ad, Mahmoud. United Nations General Assem bly speech 
September-2008 (14th/21st century)
pA»-jSl j^*jll *0i\ p--*£l
A p p e n d ix -I I  Q u t b u d d i n  1 1 7
Samples o f  Tahmids from Khutbahs, Chancery-Risalahs and Other Sources
a5|j h«)_j iXj-tkj y & jll*!! i^ j  All iX*3-l
A p p e n d ix -I I I
T h e  R u su m  ( t e m p la te s )  o f  T a h m id  in  gA ia  b . K h a l a f ’s
M a w  ad d  a l -B a  y a n
A ppend  ix-III
The Rusum (templates) o f  Tahmid
Q u t b u d d i n  1 1 9
The Rusum (Paradigms) of Tahmid-'AII b. Khalaf, Mawadd al-Bayan (p. 
1 3 5 ) .
Subject
No. of Guidelines for Tahmid
Risaiah
.1
3
J)
y ^ \
► * \ t-
jo  jC>-l aiil ^~J^' o' 33 (***3 '-?
jJaP (3 3*3' (31 3 i
^ s ls \  jji iO>\~wll jSji (ACa ^ £Aj *^ i 
y& 'Colijj <aAp 1 *3 i AjlixJil 3 ^  (Aik! y* 'ifl QjUi.uXl 33 ° 
p3iiAi cAjVai y» 6j y j  Q4 As>ti^ 3  \jC 3 *^"
3 ] V l*P
«•
^S> A i L A j j ^ a j  Lp A3*aa**o tAjLi p3aP 
A*aj«- l*_j iAli\_fcUj jv®3 ? ‘*3 cJ 3^  O  ^ *^ 3 <l3 '^ 3 “^ * c 
 ^ . ij*\ 3  Aoljll ol*3 L? i'p$ y* A 3 ^'
.2
3 a**aH a3^1 o'j^' 3  3 '^ ' 3 U o' V3 {vj,13 3
^ ^ 3  £ASij^  (0* ^ (A^ ill dJJ>
(3 Aa?1^» y» c-33 {<^ ' 3 -^^  <3^’ 3 “*^  i^ 3*u0 (3 *^ {13,l,^ ':'^ k' 
3  . . jIa*H J p  3 'J“ KS'jCt^j (51^1
JexJLij i_vojj Jj> l—J^ 4^ uLa *—■ StXA 3  A^4j
> Q4 * " 1'1-1 j3^3 A* A>- (jvi ^ ^ 3
.3
3
<3  ^<3^ "'
A*JS^  3 *' V_J3  ^ 1 - ‘>3*' 3  Awdl J p  4^ i flJ
t-
Jj> y* p l^^ aP 3 ' p^3 '^ 3^^3
14 The description of the T ahmld here is understandably quite lengthy since the very purpose of the 
risaiah is to invite people to religion and God. It includes components that are not always present in 
regular Tahmlds such as tasblh. In some ways it seems to be the guidelines followed by most prose works 
with the aim of da‘wah and guidance including Syedna Taller Saifuddin’s risalahs.
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ApllaSI
* ^  '
^ yijS l "ijj-*!! l ^ J  AP'Uail J j lv a i (.J^" t^ -AL? * 4 ^  (AIjjaij
. 4
A ua«>1\} *
! ) U
jyAJL*
p ^ j!s  \ ^  J - p j  li’ls>_^  » jL * l u ^ S j (_Jp ( J l *  *0i\ Ju>^- (j^ 4 4  p - p p J
^jp .... 1 J  U j U -  jvS* aJI Ajlj l^l> jv^ L kpJ
■*-* \ 1 f 
, p l ^ j  aI J  aA p  <>i\ a^I d> *“j  J  ( j ^  JP"L? p -^ w -j
’ —■ t- \
A>e^- Ai’j l i j i  (J ^ * ^  Uj£»- SiLsJ J * 5^  «0ll A«^-
A o \J j j
.5
^W*P  ^ -*
O j  A>-
l^L^jj j j l l  AlU_j O ta l  l f > ^ p  ^ 1  Aj*ill a^I A*^- ‘^ ■~A) 0^ p - p p j  
^  ^ 1a>  ca1p\Is> p  aU jk  £ * l " ° c 2  l*,J ^ r 
. Aj^Jj ^ 'JJ ill J j j j  y^* p»j2p_y cAp\jt4*) Ai)l (_£^l t'Vwa*-*
. 6
&  ^  
j j g j i a i
< y ^
^  U_j cj>^*«^fl J a I A*!^e_A*lli A jju  ^Jp  J l *  Alii j A*2j l^ J  ('“‘■"Jl?
^  J i l l  £  a**aj^ ^ J p  t^U!l*y\j J l ^ l  ^  |*^Ap a  
( ^  j j l P ^  (j* j>P^j I* p & j& j  £o J l ^  o f ^ l ^ - 4 ^ !p - '  jv A jw sj'j  £p ^ i P  (7? 
^ J p  S^Ayal\ j  «p-4>UlJ  ija  s l« lj^  ^ J p  Aal'iJl ^ y  \jj p -ftlv iP
aJI aAp  *0il A*^-
. 7
AaP  A sjJ-1  
A i^jL l iJW ji
*41
i_ J a ^ l  J j i  J* ^11 A ij l j p  jA y a i l ^ i  p^ jll^ j
a I j ^ j  ^ J p  ‘, j l j  t j J l l  ^ J 1-  ^ t(_**4*l! 
a! <Ui\ t^jUjJvij <A^3l*»j K^ti\^as>~ J > \ f  ‘p * 1!? <P ‘e’ £ A*^-
p^)l JjP Ajli^llj a \!^ (_ J  ^Aji>Jo AayiJJ AjJ\p jJJ Ai^Aj-l Z>j j  A^jji ^  AjUVl jIJ s li
l i l  aIj *  c ^ U I  ^ J p  lP / J  (j* 0*^ 1  J^ >J ^ J p “
Append ix-III
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a L i^ j  Aj j )  A.^1 A>jJ
aA u j Ai j  c (JJ ^  a A p  pSvi\_i^\ ^  (JJ
^1*31 J y j A **L »o j a A p  A ^a>j L 5 ^ > lA l
( J )  A J j la i  ( j  J * > - J  aI j i  J U  aJi I j l j  O j l l  ^ 3  ^  A^ JiA i \j p j  . . . . A*)]
. , . e' l j j l l  Q P J ^ l iA l l  SjJlij tA-LAA- a S j^ - j
( j j i l  aL ,Ii3  ^  a A I  ^ 'S '  AaX"! aA s  [a^ A j p J j ^ j )
,  a!|_j ^P  Alii cA^jW cA LjiS j X w j
**Al-Qalqashancfi quotes Khalaf (as he does with all the other 
templates) with the exception here o f the phrases underlined 
above. While Khalafasseits that the succession o fcAH must be 
referred to, al-Qalqashandl changes that (even though he 
attributes the template to Khalaf) to assert the closeness o f the 
Prophet’s uncle al-Abbas, from whom the Abbasids
descended:
sW i-l JjJ) ^  ^11  ^ P  ()\jL *0l\ jkXySJ 1^*3 p 'J““j ^  6 ^
^ i *  ^
J^p  i )K A \j  ^ c j^ jS ^  - i ^ J  ‘ p ^  ‘p ^
aJ (3\jw  <6ll t^SUjhliJ ( A A * 2 j l * i a > -  i<^LU_) a A p  Ajil ^ *0  I i W
'  ^  ^  ^ ‘(^ l*> Jj&\ I <Aj jJ^ UH \
^  fj* h*  a-A1s? Q-* p ^ L ?  'S ^ c ' aJ^ -u jj
*~\aj ^y» ^ S y j  ^ A p  a^A *S^' \* j  ^  a A ^ - p ^ l * A
5 ^ j ) l  Cl-.*—*** c p P  l> I ^ U a i l  A « ji  Alylj p^>3 A 3^\jLl
. c A li  {J j^r  j
- ¥ \ fr
J p  a  J i l  ( 3 )  a 1 j J > 1  ^JtP ) \ m < o i \  6 1
eJ^y ^  J^plj ^ija*p\j tj^ ajj ^ * j p \ j  (jji
aAP 4&\ 1^ *0 >S+£- Aj\a*j1 M  ^Ap f'lAilji Aw^kXij
Appen d  in -III
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.a ) ' J * j
.9
j *  J ]  •—<2^1 j i j p l j  (3^*“ ** w j ^ ^  L  jX u it 
< AJb^ll  J j ^  Aj Q* aAj^C L j  kj£*b-1\ 
ij*  b > jb  a!' \S?^ •***£"
Vol’ll Ijk^j p\Jiil\ 1L* ^  b j > £  A*!#b-j A j\Jj A ilU lJj Ajl^>»*^
. fy s j i
.1 0
j *  J ]  
ap IL U ^U -
k. 1 sVw&’t h^ jI.^ 01 — —-'-^J»'' .t . .* x J ' _kk —i. p *“y'^
OLki 4A^il>L—-1 i„jL«-^ ^ y j  kA^j/lijl ^Jj ^ P jo  Lw tAj^
. . . +-Z\>~
J ^ \ i  Ai\l)|l J L -  pj kAPllail ^U - J  AjbL- Ai vI~L— JJ J J>-J J )  A^&nL j [ j  
Jk*^- (j^ p-“-j)\$ tjL uU ill jisj-Ij pj A-3 A il^ i l j  Aj A ^ U ^ l  AJ>jL1j» Jk*j 
Ai ,A- aJ jL|_J 0*^1? ^ S ' jl_J ijL L iJ  a31«11 J ^ L "  a ^
jC jL l l  ^ S ' * ^ L j  tA....-3.»- Jjb^l j l —i ' l j  ia Ip IL  J * y  tAiljkC^j 
aJU  ^ jk ^a j Ai a1^>u J \ j j  *y L  ^ p  jjCk-jll »x*£:. :JL j pj i a - ^  ^  AjViAi-
A ib \j kALpj Aj^Pi ijl>-l_j kA^pLw* ijljkA j a^ j»\j ^ j jjk —j j  tAJLi'
^jkp s^ LjiM a1L»j_j A i ^ c j  Jilji L  kAj^L- aSL^j
. p L - j  aJI aJlP -jil
.1 1
J *
t *
J^ j  «J\J ^ jL Jk l tA lp\L  J e \j4 \  J i  aLjCj Aliil Jk-jf ^Laj j \
j j i i  jLa^-l 4 Ljwj L -  p^*--jj«j < L ^ j  L^>- 4* ^ —* v-^ ^ v  
JL^j \j  4J - U l  aL‘_^w» Aj 4j-\ii*yi J *  A *\|J j *  • j f c j  p^L")^'
A ppen d  DC-Ill
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»x*£. 4<j| jiyj&Jl ^Js' Jyil y  <j* ^  “V*" \ a j  
kAiii A«.,j3ij ‘AA^- pblll <aI1>- aS\j] aJI j v'“4_>^ -A*^ 
‘ W) A-jl^ - (jP .jL*ll ijljhj <A <~0jjJL» j^lp aIojI I^j 
. pl—-j a!' a*1p Ail -x-^  aJL-jj 4 p^ Ap ji'l
.12 j ^ l
jlLLJi
No details given by Khalaf for the theme of the 
T ahmTd.
.13 j^ s S i
oW^ Ji5\
yy*l\ p*l»ll jajJI Ail -i^r ^
>~j ^ \jj&\j  jjlll ij2l Lp]j 4p*-Jul JJiallj j^ -ll 4p;lawll 
^jLIIj W ) L3L11 kj^ libll jj_jj*j j\lx—*\ill
i^ jjll Ai- pi^ a.m 4k_Aia- aJp ,Xjc«j Vj 4eP^ - Ai- ^
^^ 11 f^ l^l a1j--j ^  r>Lallj '-r^j ^  ‘ Jr** Jr*
<J~A> ^  lj-\j AjlJjll »Jolj 4j\b-jll aUiJj 4jWiSl A p—^" 
4jJiill oL-a3 ^P  a IjJj—-lj <(^ )JJai-\j aJj Ijjb ^jil pliil 4a1j1j
Aj«- jjlillj Alii J_j—“J Jk*^ -^  I^ sll J>- Jlii 4*-liJlj 4_A-«?jil ^  A*- p^^s-ij
<^ p^ i*j *’1Aj jli^l l^ -^il
>11 Jjl\ 4 ^ 1  AjljkP^ J aS1^ \j AlUjSf ^ \ 2 l  Alii ^\Sjl p^J
aAp i l  J l^  aI^j JkP BlUllj kVU'l A ^  JkP JiUl Jb> % ^ \
.All J * j
A ppend  ix -III
The Rusum (templates) o f  Tahmid
Q utbuddin 1 2 4
.1 4
^ \ y j  . t i u i  o . u \  ^  J f  J U  At ^  -I k  j l  o S t  . i -  j  r }\
j^lpj pL-j A-lp Ail •X*£- ljjw-x i'iLdllj (^j^ jill ljk> A Jb jl j i i
,4\
.1 5 ^ ^ S ji
ojsi
jj Jkkbll 
0 ^ '  cT*^ 1
^ j l p  ‘ l^ L *  j  a J ^ J z J I  J jP  p ^ - - ^ | l  j O  t^ « x ll  A l l  . i - ^ -  ^ —b  j l  l ^ j  j*—« j l j
a \ ) J  4 ^ - i j ^ l  a L S ^ J  4 J^Oh)l\ a L ^ -«  a ! h > - j  4 A l b j  *J~aj J J  *j£'^J ‘ j l ^ V l
A -Jk j 4aL o 5j  4a1^,—' 4A  V] » j 4 i p b  J L * y ^  kA i- "ill aJ I  N  ( ^ J ^ l
l iO  A *- j * ^ .  4A j j i  J j-  f  1»L --»i J j -  A  4A -k> -lj A .«.<1 ‘.1 A^ak>«—*>lj 4aL ^ j
J j -  A »-l J j -  • S f '  J j l  ^1  c a I a P j  a ! o a «  J j -  ( _ ^ J  J j 4
j w * i  i a I p  A ll 4 1 A~o A  ■ * -— j  . aW ^I  ^ |l  i* -L -^ |l  J j p  ^SAull 4A ll> -
4 A > -j ljk » j ‘ A5^ * L - j  ajwIj L i j o  4 l_ / i -  l> - l j—- j  A i l  a J ]  L p L j
A l^L flll i j - P  J j -  A  P t i l j  <A— 1 j - j  - J j l i l -  4_^>jij 4 A - ^ p l j  » j l ) l  
y  4 i b i - l  J j -  jj->*X i>  I -  j j » X ) l p  4 i b l j l l  J j p  j > ^ - -  l ^ L l j  tA l\^ i- l
J j -  a A p  4 « o b L —- I j  k j j L - O  ^ j j l i i - 1  p > ^ L d )  4 j j > . ~ 0  v^-X> ( J l
4 » i j i i ’ j w x l l  4 A - - j ^  j ' ^ * * l l  i j ^ J l  A ^ y i  A J n P  J j -  A yL~0j  4A j j i  J j -  A  
j l » u  A i-  A jliP  « * j b  J j P  j e - l^ j l l  4 * j b j J  j N - l ^ l  4A J j O j l l
» / ^  • j ^ I j  j » ^  j  4a1.1j j ^ j j  a - J ^  j l j p l »
.  j ^ J - l l l
vi)l_/k- a J I  ^ J i i l j  < jjt^ * \ia ll  a1\j 1 w —a i -  A j j l  j l  (>^ L '  j Ni^ k^  •*>-^  p '
S lp jJ lj  4Aft>- j^Xi j t - j l i l j  tAjH>- ^ j l p  j u l ^ f c - w l l  J j -  A l* > -J  4 Jjl JkJlljll ^ j \A > -
J j -  p P  1)1 Ijk A i) i J j p  J^) 1 j ll  4aV*^j) ^ ^ l j )  AA >-? ( j l  J j ' P ^ j H j  4a L )  (^ L ~ )  AL-k—-  j l
. a U -
Append ix-III
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Uij-i ^ 3^1 i \)Xy* S^' S^ taaM
» * * *
• *5 <^3M ^  Jj> <»£■ j \ j
.  *Jl»i j  L l^ J~£h <^o\  ^^ Lp <«*L>
A category not covered by Khalaf but added by al-Qalqashandl 
who presents samples of Tahmids in such occasions, without 
any stipulations (pp. 1392-1395).
.16
A ppendix-IV
Fa t im id -T a y y ib i T a h m ids
A p p e n d  ix - I V  1 2 7
Fatimid-Javyibi Tahmids
Fatimid Phase
Ja 'far b. Mansur al- Yam an (d. 4 h/l( fb C)
1. al- *Alim  wa al-Ghulam [Ms]
i
\ )  \ AA \ j'V— O
2. al-Shawahid wa al-Bayan [Ms]
\
Al-Qadl al-Nu ‘man (d. 363/974)
3. D a‘a ’im  al-Islam vol. I
jy i \^ T  j  jf*—»*)j
\l*jl3 < joti IA i J j d j ^ » ^S’aA 1 ^ lu^j t» Jsa^ - l>-Uu-A<0J
7a V7/a/-Z7a‘a'im  vol. I
4. Majlis 1-part 1
t
jl 1 jj^“jl \ 1 p .»»<
JAaA AA A* A OjjN Ju \^
- v.................................■*......    / ' t
sj! ) ‘ J^ Uall v3^*>‘ ^  ®t*ij j 3-^  -1*_) VL^  j  ^ liiij >_»j£ L<uS l^ jl 1^*A.A el
(» £ j i L i - j }  A t k  j j c .  ^  , j  ••**'■' < J j l  - i i  j L i l i  j L \  l l l i .  6  u L L j i  A }  A ^  j j z -  ^  A  3 ^  ( A 3 ^  ^  A ^
A p p e n d  ix - I V  1 2 8
Fatimid-Tayyibl Tah mlds
j j j l a l i l l  k"l'$ <VI jl Aj3 -ii L« ~^il j J jJaJ
-2*J ,-j '■» Jjj ' U_>^J ‘ >A V'.r- ^151 4 « J ' clA’W ^  ‘ -il 1 J  ^ j - “ t j  j  4 *5-2 j j  j^-o-a
. . . 3 ^  ‘ *^’1 '  )
5. Majlis 2-part 1
I j J  ^  I
/  •/ _  ( ( * * t * (
*
6. Majlis 3-part 1
1 ^  1 < i i  1 p
7. Majlis 2-part 2
j J  1 < i i  \ > i.  •->
> » ' i ' ,* i \
K*~0Jr^ *~>‘J<SS'4.ill l * ' \ ~ ^ \ ,)**£■ 4& \ 4 i ^l l  4 J l j l f l l
'  /  ' ' '
8. Majlis 4-part 2
jV-^ -  ^ ^  ^  ^|»«««>
fr
( £ f ) <J s ' )^s ' JiUfcrr^ ' 
£  Mukhtasar al-Athar vol. I
\ j l  1 < i i  l ■>.«-)
4*lL;jl|<‘li*- ±J>£- ^ S' *& \ J 4AjUjUJ<UlJ(j^ Jj^il^^a-A l» <kj
A p f e n d ix - I V
Fatimid-Tayyibl Tubmlds
1 2 9
( J f t l  A x j ^ I  I j J I j A  ( j c .  A j j j j i i !  L _ u £ i 1 ( j ^ a  tsjyp-j ( _ l l j £ i l  l i f t  d i i j j  ( j L u t i J I  q j  ( j j i u - .  ( J l i
C £ j ' [ >  * L ilc . J i l l  ( j l j j d a j  .V a r t / i  {^ jj [ j l x a t i l l  ^ j - i a U l l  j ^ ^ l  ~ g J i l l  [«s^J' ‘a  ^  L"','!
t ^ i l l  _ j f t j  l ( j l _ o * j l l  ^ ^ j J p l a l l  \ j i i u i  4 j j L n * j l l  j j j  tlW  ( ^ * ja U iJ l  l i f t j  .  . . ( j L w t i J l  ( j j  4^ 5 ^  { j d a l S l I
jjjJ a llll AjjI ( jc . (jLaxjll (j j  ^^ic. t5jJalil) O-ill j  j liu iL  1—iVjSJI I ift
I j f t j  Ajft Jill tjC- Aj j j I c^ill jAjudillj dll.lj_j...  ^ I jjLa*j]| ^  dal1)'! (jj (ji U.!‘ir l^l —
\
p -v > - jl  I 1 d j i  I |>-wJ
}\ “ 3 > \ 
i i  kX *^-^P*O JJ J J kXai-l
d l l i j  ( J a x j j I j  ( J j L t i  A i m . . . .  ,* lfl-\ a ( j J  ( j L a * j l l  ^ 1  { j i t  <—i t i S j l  l i f t  d l l ^ ) S  ( j L a a t i i l  ( j j  ^ s .  (_s j- iaV a3 l (J U j
I _ j f t _ j  d j c .  J i l l  y j J a j  £jC- l _ j l l i £ ] !  l i f t  £ya A j j l  ( _ ^ i l l  j-liAallj d i l , l J j . . .AjLo
1
j i\ 4^ 1
^ S '  <ull <Aj\y*0j A^JaS y*  J  {AjLa*>-I  ^ <04 ,>^-1
Ajji y* a^j)j\ <aA»#» 1 ^  (A l^ ^  A-iA>- j^j f"^ *”
> -
j t \ j  J a^u j ^ j l  ^  j j l  t ^ o j ^ l l  c^jJj^lLlI
v 6 s * > ' > ' > * '
 ^ / / ' /
■Jill ^ U -n  Jill (J jajJ  (Jftl j^jo (JjjjftUaJI AjijVI liilljJ i (Jj3 C « j \  J3 CijS tA»a^a [jj [jL<«jll ^jJaVSil (Jl5
S l j ^ l  i—il)lik l d iL ilj^ ll d i ^ 2k j l^’ull j  l^ J li_^ j \^1i_jjj I Luall l^<~- ^^ 3 IjjS a~.1 ^ j 1 e .j  Jjlr,
Aj^-all dLaJaCj t lj j l  j^.1 JiC. j&k ( j j l f t j J I j  ^ ft lj j i i lj  tJ ^ illj  li i l i  j^ic. tJjiV-iil-J 1 J  ^Ac. d liljll d l i i l j
lift d ia l l i . . .  (j;)ll Vi 11 jj-4 IjJ^S d ll j\s \\  ■*>.■« j_ji 1_jj!ixaj I  ^\ a t" -—‘i-^ l j  < 1 g ‘il »"i jl (_^ji Igj
t jUiVI J)1 ' '^‘ A Aa LOjuI J  ‘ y  ' tJ jjU-'ll I Va . . i jp  A L-llj^il
A p p e n d ix - I V  1 3 0
Fatimid-Tavyibi Tahmlds
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<Ss* j0 y ^ \ \< y 0 j  £ j\3 i^i\j3j *^JkA jy*^ - £ jli-Aj jy^A^AAl^j^^<oil^jLtfj 3^A^>»iiA )^
pjly*  £ j) j\> o iA < J ji3 « A*j^|A^j1Pj £ j\ilA AiO j<»3j £ »y**0 3  A3 l i^ lp  £ 3 *—]Aj AaJaA pl»»J 3  JyldApji 3
< v wiiM j\»l>JAy^ ..ii y»j £
30. Majlis 2-126
p^ j^A A 3 ^ A <ii A p>y~j
^oll oy^-^lp<oiA^Ltfj £ 4^  p,yV.,.yl A j^ Aj^ aJA ^]AjUjl;3iLiA £ 4^  p~>-jM j_yt*5A pJut'A^ AliJA <01 p^ A-A
a^^j^Ipj ip-pl^ jA^ y—yij JjpUw“Aijji3 * A^ ai>wy<l3 » j^>- £ 4^  pj^ i-\w>\J^ 0A j  £pj\a*M3 ^ l> 3>^ >y<iA
A p pe n d e x - I V  1 3 9
Fatimid- Tavyibi Tahmlds
j p J l j J - A '  v A A i a ^ ^ l ^ p  <pj6 Al j U j i A i p i l iH
kpJu^ljc^lo-fcJ!^IJis'p^JpjaAp  < p-ocM^ P jwJ^ i L«3pj #  J>-*
31. Majlis 2-128
1 5^1 1 |v-^ >
O jii  Oaai i 4^  4j> J^[>-j lOltwaSAjyiiAij-tfjiA^P 3 A*-iA jP j ^oW^alAj ah p^ i-A
p jiA  d~*£" <»AjsiA a L - j j ^  AyA-jA^ vA > - ^ L p < O l \ i O A y A j i i A ^ ^ 3  Jopjjp ij  ( s ^ L ^ ^ A ^ j iJ A ^ l a l i j  t i l j iy l j
y_3\W 3  A 3 !^ p  <oA^ >^ iA jPA_ji ajLJj • Jm* j^ lalAj  tiU^A3 y-^j U^ jAi a^p 3 I ^ ^ 3  toUQA
t 4^ yl!j l~yj  A IN  1 AjJ^3 AaI^ A 4 ijj  A,} Ly«J A J.W.
32. Majlis 2-130
ji \ \ 1 >.«.»,>
> - • >
a*3» 3P (JUliA jP j  -W^’Aj Aj Jal>»lA t ^ fiy.~iAj 4_^jil y_L~*j 3P *311 jP j  V* - - - -A Aj ^ J^ ll  J^Aji- <01 J-i-A
► I
3 ^ g l—«A jyiAj Kyi ^jlp<0l A £jg^ia>-lj^-pla~iA jy ~ 0  \ 3 j Aj \p  jy«/« 3  3  3>M A  jal -^A
^ P  4 ^ j|L a 1Aj  AiO ■ ^ A j  i^^SJllAj aM'Oo J ) j L  ^>JA A y tfJ  kvJ>AJ^ *^ A (-»ll>»y^A J4y—* Jyfc -^ tlyjjliy* Jyyp JA
» > * , '  '  . 
aJj^ j xuhaj j-p<A>^ >yj ‘ j^AA-Ajpjl*lA3 jiA-»ji3  A.l'ill^ipj < ^ » 1Aj a^A3 ^ 3 3 ^J\]g3 ' 3 A
< 4^ p^ >olA>liAjjip>^jA
33. Majlis 2-133
3 M k*jl~o s-Aj ^ jAp wjI^A 3 ^ _^AA jA^ iJA J3 * ‘Od^ AA w> lia^ 3P ^  »’y \\  <61 jy*i-A
4 l~~y* 3 ^  ij^lAyA _/-*A1 Lp 3  At-—j >«^ li»A Ay^j ^ ^ 3  aAp <oiA <3>»AlA 3 iia-uxiA p*^- ij^liA
A p p en d  ix - I V
Fatimid-Tayyibl Tahmlds
1 4 0
34. Majlis 2-135end
Jyi S^' j^A 4*4»jlCO (3^ (3*
<3\Kjj'i^ K»j)i\^ S-j <*~0jj s l b i l ^ k p \ 3 1 ^
<^  < LA—) pi-«j ti-wb
35. Majlis 2-137
\ jJ 1 4^  \ >>■*—«J
jjJlllj t^jLtAJloU |>^ s? JyLl ji' J' <—j^ lli <^ ——11
A-Xi' j^'jj *w»L~>-j Jj^ waJl 5^*^  * ^ “LJ tjjjxli' ^yila^all .x«^ -
36. Majlis 2-144
p^ >-jS 1 1L-1 p «.«i
«j j»X\» d-»xi pjjillj i^ » ji-1 ^ j —*_j 4 p *jl*& jjP »^ xil ^>~ji1 ^
r^" •*+£■ <p-**yi Ia-L i—■ ^  ^ ij i]  j j i  c-*Lj) j^*
37. Majlis 2-150
\
jJ \ ^ \ 4& \ >>-*-o
Al^ Jall &y* ^\) <0^  pjiiJl t<Ap * J^. Ju^l
■Lai*- j^u oL ijl |jP 1^ -1 4_Jd6j tU <t£ j—>■ ^ itl j[~J)]\ j]  i J\3 a] jL-i-1 j* *j jLV\» y^— *1j ij & \j
^  Jr*5 k ^  I ^ aApj^L#!^! JJ Jyj a] 4 1^*11 Jjjjjjbll
> V ^ ^ j * i  \_^ *Ui5 4 « L * Kt]ff\ij^s- jL i 4 l»>^ xAi
15 The quotation of this verse creates an esoteric fikrah-relation with its interpretation, presented by 
Syedna Taher Saifuddin in a wa'zsermon, as referring to the ‘asr, the afternoon in which Husayn was 
martyred in Karbala.
A p p e n d  ix - I V  1 4 1
F/it imid- Tuyyibi Tahmlds
<S->y ^  a— tjlj j^r’~iSSy ivJL?J*xAa’ *^L?
V ►
^  \jsj^ o>\ ^ L p ^ p  AjWa—a a^ x^ j (saLijl^jp ^yL>1J\y^'
^ 3^ -t>l><jc t ^ i i \ ^ A x 3 \jj* \^  obl*^^ Ijjl—?C j5 ^ |\j  *\3jJ\lj£> b\!£
f
11/—*p pj^alxPj p-*ji-p’ ^  p^>j2j £ IjjijA p^ uj sJIp lybl Litb '-■Sjf**' p^^A 3^1^- jj
£ Ia—>■ p-£} <—11*«^ 5 £>IH .Oil (jWt*—S £ b^-LiAl £ J^^ *“ p-A \j*r*3JJ £ U1 p^Ap \y^J
£ L - ^ b^  . ..\1
^ P j  £Axo w* a ^ j ^ P j  tAljja^plyz- l l j^-j^yAayail d**£-^ P*0iI
£ A x j A a A A > - ^ I p  A i_ A p  ^ y »  A a j *^! 1
Aj A^uIp  p ^ \
£ AjAl> a^xilJ^Ail pL*ill l_^ C\i OJ?*' c *V^lW
La Apj j^. tjAt^ A^y £ Ip y*z> p^ bAiflv^ A^  a L L  y^» ^^ Clpj c Mj^ jll AjA l^a^^vaj i^-l^P l^
. . . < L o
38. Majlis 2-156
\
Attlp-—>
£ ij^ -L^ La^ aSl^ e^P^ j^ y^ii ALA^ C^iil^ gi-^ L LL £ lj>-\p A^ jjca^ jAi^ -jjPpJ&jl^  JojL a J4a>-^ j jp ^  jll AJi 
a 1 * £ > -  ^  j i l  ^ A . \ g n ^ ? l l  f  a L i j i \ ^ ^ ^ “_ j j u i i  A a j w  y^* £ \ ^ L  ^ ^ A X O  i ^ *  a L - l u j I I  a A I ^ x j !
(ji^  Aj\kXP*}|_j a! £_j y^ixl\ A^tfj (_^ P_? 1
£ jji—ij)^ p^ V_j vXjc*« AL^a^A s^'ill^pj £ Ijj^Ai^^AjLAj^yPjS^pbll
16 Al-Mu’ayyad combines both relations, the relation with God with the proposition of unreachability and 
the intercessory relation with His awliya’, in this Talmud. The Tahrmd employs a rhetorical device and a 
Qur’anic quotation to make its dual points. The three phrases are linked together with the rhyme -a-iza. 
While the first two statements affirm the incapacity to comprehend God, the third statement acting as a 
mini-climax, and separated and highlighted by the repetition of alladhl\ offers the alternative: the 
intercession of the hudud, the Prophets and Imams, the representatives of God according to Fatimid- 
Tayyibl tradition. Since knowing God is impossible, knowing and obeying His hudud is presented as the 
formula for salvation, since it is they who guide the believer to the true /awA/t/conclusion that God is 
beyond comprehension.
A p p e n d  ix - I V  1 4 2
Fatimid-Tayyibl Tahmlds
39. Majlis 2-158
^ tj*a£:y\j p *3^ .1j> j  £ j ^^. y  ^LS-VJ ‘ L^j Jl Ai  j-J-' 
*•! J P ’^ W At —. « X » ^ -  £ A  A b * j l l  A > -j j *  ^ I p  Ai I ax> Ao^A ) j  1 AJ& i  A J  * 4
i—AIL (jj 4^ ^* ‘L*>>"oLj £ j— ^  ji\ <**&j j  a-^ -1 \S d $  y?  o ^ y j 4
4 j» b j> ^ a L i i j \» (j L l J l p —< jj 4 j^ \p p ^ j^ jA - \  A j j i  a A '^ I ^ j I p j  t j l l L  j b i W A j j j ^ —i \
40. Majlis 2-160
J i j  £ l^ l \ j t* j  \jij\n*^ * s^ \ jj 4 l^ * p l ia ^ j  l ^ ) jL lv " ^ p L —3 - ^ | l ^ P i ^ * l l »  A * jU |^ A p - ^ p '^ l>^ 3 J l Ai J—i- l
^ ) k P  A i  1 £ 1 ^ 2  \ j £  A * a J m I  t  \ » J  £ L * j  b p  l i a i  £ p j b  1 » b *  <L-J b
^ £ p  £ Aii-1 j j l b  A *P ( j i l?  ^ j l p J  £ l+-.-g>Lj JW A11 A*xA p iL *  J ^ -  £ \ ^ * j \p i  A »A ]j aAlcA-I aA I i
£ Ajdl^Ail A^-j^^lifiS! A-lji A*j,yi(^ P j £ ab*l _^/uL»4—
41. Majlis 2-169end
aL -xj! y > ~ A i ^ £ ^ S b t f  a A  jJAii y^y^  £ ^ b > - i A £ ^ l \ ^  a A  p l j  Ai ,x*A-^j
£ ^ |ljlj^ P j)lA » _ j> -J^ S ^ » A —t f j ^ l p j  £*ih^>- ,-L<j*^li-? A ^  j J l^ A a ^ a L l  .X*^- £ ^ l ^  A P j - b  £^ |b*< jl^*i-\j
p i—ij £* ilb>-j b * A j  l.X>- Jyi.xA —L\ A j j3  y» A*j'ill ^ i i p j  £<^ b ‘J J  •’l—a \^—i ,X*i A ^ |\  _/A - w J \ L  ^ 1  J» \ ^ jU -
£ ‘t t  ^ J ^ j l l p J U J  A i l  L  >■ j P  £ L A m i I
42. Majlis 2-179
j v j > - j l  1 y ^ ~ j l  \ A i  1 p . ~ i
4 A A i * j  j  a A  *^ ~-."~j A X * ' J  £ a L A p  A » j  J^>-y A J  ««J4 ^ y l b j  £ a L 1 5  A v O  v_!— o ^ T *  £ A b —» 1 J y *  A i  « X » ^-1
*^ >-j » b  ^  j»M x*£- £ A«.<a4i^ a x  job A4^ ** A £ aU ^ > j a > w —j a I —L JjIp^  jv > - ^ p A i ^
A p p e n d  ix - I V  1 4 3
Fatimid-Tayyibl Tahmlds
3 3 j—!51 j> J j J l  pj> A > j)  1\L  yi\ J jjl £ A —AA»J ( a Li  O  Ai ^ 1 1 1  A—^ j  ^^"3
4aL1—j  j ^ j ^ I ^ J j —j J i A ^ p ^ b ^ - J j i l l i  Abijj/* AA'ili^Lpj 4 a L & |j
43. Majlis 2-182end
A j—j ^ b ' A i i £ ^ \ j t A - l u A j > i ^ i j i l l  4(j A L H a \ J ^ 4 J —'baliAi!! ,^X«tf ipAi .X* i^j
^ lijjjl^p 4A—Ui JA Aojij jjX ^ \Ju\a—<0j « X * ^ "  4 jbL—ill—>C^\j j^LuAi
< 4 j ^ «  pjujA ii L - —^  ° b J u ^  p i —J  iA*^l *'IjUL—J  < AJdaSi^j—(A b i  AA*i!l^lpj iA k A lj^fc jJ lj^
44. Majlis 2-184
p^ >-j! i j? -jl 1 Ai i p ■ »i
a U > -^ii 4 js—A I # j p j  4pJljj*Hj j>«—l i a1— j^ia»ij  4pj\pj J i Aija^]i\pj J l p A i ^ U l A i  ,x»^ -i
a j  a1—j  »\<A ?^\ ^ lii .x*^ 4^ \Ai jAlAl a ^ j  A I—j\» b>-ij 4pj \^p^hj (—>jAi aLIsa t^ jA y* ^s* Aii ^1-^j 
J *  j l l i  w J \ i»  ^  j j l  4 f .b l l  a A p  j l j . 1  j ^ l> i j  4 p ^ -ljd l a u —j i l j - l i i  p^ rA l A u  ^ U i  a —^ ? j  (_?b ' j  £p^i ^ y i a - ? l
4p-^\p V i ^ i j p ^ }  i)J y»<*.^ a P  A b i j ^  a A ^ I I ^ I p j  4pjlilj a * ^ ! ^ ^ *  L—^a1—>
45. Majlis 2-185
3j\{ ^  ij&J* \yL~~J <Ux5 [J* sS^  ^
Aj—j^ Ip  Ail^L^j 4 <t£ aAL» j> Lj»A ^ -S * Ai^i <Jb]&—15^ ] pJ> j j —>•— *>^  Aja^j* jjP.x^jiUij
j i A i j  44—i b * A i j  jia ^ li «—4>-b» A—tfj * -A j- i l  ^ i j —  4As>^ X» g ijji 4A>«>fc>- *AAi
Aii ♦•L^ i iA L^j j^ijJl *'Up 4Abi aA I^ jjjA l jj^kll i^jbj £4—i\L >^i jjl^ )p  4«—oljlij j>-lilij 44—.jblij
4Alr,“i J| A-i
46. Majlis 2-187end
> * * S \ 4p>»P l^P j — yfr }kji3 A \p.x—13j** yf- ♦•bwflAij £p^  *°. 4^ ”^  ‘( ^  tj*' J*' s£^ «X«Xij
\
£p—a^ -plAl^ j** j^ -j* 1^11 a—tfj^ lp j £p->- aLAl^pAplL Jj—j j  £p-sA ••I— a^j) js>~ Aii^L^j
A p p en d  ix - I V  1 4 4
FatimiJ-Tavyibl Tahmlds
3 ^  ‘f (S* 11 j -  ‘p+- ^  j*  y  c*' j*.' ^
4 4  ^ £ j S \ p j u j < n \ tLJu«jpL«»j ip^-^kWp^-Jil
47. Majlis 2-188
jv<^-jS 1 1^1 m3  \ p ■ ■.»
<^l>-j i / X l  ^ \ p ]  pl*J^!l jf«J tpl*P Soi^jJl (j^ <^bjMA *"1T"" ^1 * lij^ ll j j i  y.^ 311 *3 «X*^ 1
Ai pjU ll^pL -llp lp j <^ U—« ijip  ^  j> ^ > ll^ y iia * a ll^ 3lC'<31^jLtfj < i^,Xp] >>-jllj
m3 j» ' <3^ v^31 3 ^  3 “ <^31 •>—£■ li>
cil» !>«*—“ \+*f p^l_^£o ^  y^* a»*j1 ‘p ly  (j1*^ p-* (j*>11 *->jS y* <*l^ll <pU] p U  >JU *1««J JjM pjljlJlj l^ \~~>- K~0j*
‘ 4 ^  w » p ^ j(s^ '
48. Majlis 2-188end
jvj^ -jl 1 1^1 m3  1 ■>.—j
>» > * 
p> ^ A -ljO -i 4£ ^ j l l  j>  A;l>w»>< <»>*>-y i lj - i l lj jp  y °J  <•>->*£ ylwa31 » w j j  4» J ^ ^ O j l3 k l^ £ y i^  jll<3 >^i-'
► . > * * + \ .
^i|lj y^ 31 4 » > ^ "  *31—^1 Js l^ J~Aa < « « .« ! ' j  <*>*llii^  *W > ^ 1  Jj—* J  _ /^ > - , 3 ^  ^ 1  {^* ^ 3  1 \
^ L 3 l pj) « jM ~gj^L3l s3.-3y i» JO jj»y~<s_y ^>11.^311*^ >) y \
p J U J  <011 U .  ■>■ <tt j  t l«. A . ^ l  p L « J  I » Ju«— l j  m ^jL_- j J L A - 1  ^ y L —J p ^ V j J
‘4
49. Majlis 2-191
jv^^*jS ^ ^  \ \ !>■*■**■>
*’^ -1  ^ y  ‘^ i ,l ‘^ u~~^ " ijj jJilll L—J»l JkUl ^ > -^ >11 m3 >-fcA-l
l**-l« \^» ^ > -1 1 \j^l>-i cAli juc (y j^ lj  11* ^ j » - l j  l^U ^jliaplj «L*lj—j  l^Cr- o ljU —j ij>ji
^yL—»i-l |kl*ll^y»mJH>- U ‘ o— 3 3 ^ 3  ‘ 3^**  ^V l^ l > l>Lw<jl ^v»lj^< * 4
<i»jl>-jj <-*< juL* ‘^>lj_y iMooL^ Jl, ol_jl^—«j < >U*S1 j^oj ^31j ‘ >1*11 j >  ^>11 ‘^y l^-_jjll
A p p e n d  ix - I V  1 4 5
Fatimid-Tayyibl Tahmlds
\ y y -  y* ^s* <»juj 4 < il l» >!» tijiijJL ll <—*>31 t y  3  I j i l
4<iu3*
<31 * 3 l^ V 1  y* iuill—11 t i j L l J l  <j *-[J)J\ y* <4)1—11 ( ^e.a.a\\ > >>**11 < Jo^ll <1y>*j (_ j3 ' 3 ll \^~^3
j s > -  < ~ y ^  ^ ^ 3 4 ^  i i U ) u * < j l  U j  < j ^ l l l i l l  c J j ^ l  J y  t j j L - ^ l l  i j l ^  ^ 1 p  < L ia9
^ I p j  4j ^ a J l j ^ 3 l^ljl»<oll >4> ^ > l l t —1\W ^y ljj)  4 ^ l i ' l l j p i l  > lj j y -  111 J U i  4j > 3 l<lM31y —' l ^ i l ^ y j
4 l j  j3Lf-Ij # L3? J  _^1 \y>S>-J 4 \jjAjl3 1j j j i j  4 m3 1 I j  I j  1
50. Majlis 2-194
»
p-^>-jl 1 jl  1 m3 1 p —i
j \ j j  < ^ j  j 9 ^ - j  ^ > - * j  « i3  Ji < l i y > ^  * j u a ^ ~  ^  1 y — l i t  p - f t  l i \ i  4i^ S ^ S '  y l . < a J ' j  j 3 a t } M  » X * > - y  j y  ,^ > 1 1  m3 > 4 * i - '
<lj—IJ 4p>«*llj(-;)^»H41- j\3j 4ld - l> J  4p /y i< J  O ' 4^ >1> »> -J^^> « j'y  y t j  <31 J^ tf jll
C . . .  \  •, . . /
p i ^  J r  ( j ,31^3j i (y  < * jV l^ P y  ‘ > J y l  13 y  ^ ^  ■ *1' *^*314—- l l W ^ y l ^ l ^ l p ^—a3 ^ ^ 3  ‘ y * * ! '  ‘ >»jll
51. Majlis 2-195
»
1 ^  \ <3 1
p j»3 \i < *o *■3 '“ ^ ^ j ^ j l l  ‘* i l j j j j - * y » * l l c j > l ^ - * > s~>y~0 i * * \ i j & ' ^ j \ * s pyj^lp-® l ^ ) ( j31<oi j-A -l 
# y o l i y —^ 1 * U ^ ^ 1m3j  33 *—* j j l l y —^•l»*,lxw" lp jl* > -j 4413'*' *—y p  411j a 3pm31
^ S ' j  4 ^ 1 3 ^ 4 ? I  j j^ j^ a^ Jk l > - k ^ -  <3 3 ^ 1j  » > — P  v_ 3 ^ ’ 3 3 j  * ^  *i3 ',,“l y_5 0 3 ^ ^ *  y  3 1
4*j31(jM(jtjJklla51 A^J^l ^ l lP j  4Mj3 3  33>  I j t  4 4jl.Xpl J l  \j^  44jljl(J^ l^ - 4<)l>-ll ■3l
* \ *■
4Aj I J lm?1j m 3 1  *, 3 j 1
Ap p e n d  dc-IV
Fatimid-Tayyibl Tahmlds
1 4 6
52. Majlis 2-200
jv —«i
4 j A A \  Aj j  Aj I p  AJL~a ^ ^ A l p  \£ ' 4 ^ C j } l  l i l i a ^  A_Sj H A  s J lA i lP  ^  j i '  A i  «X«A^
4^ iaSl d-*£-i y d .\  4jJAJIj
^  4 j A J l  j y j >  ^  ^  ‘J ^ A * ^ ~ A \ j  4 ja« J 1 ^ 1 * j1 \»
4 j A i l l  a L S ^ j U I ^  t ]  ^  a j I > w *  a J j J  4 j >%j&\j <y j a j & \ ij & 4 A ^ j j i
Al-Majalis al-Mu’ayyadiyyah vol. Ill
53. Majlis 3-204
j i  ^  \ A i   ^ • > . - ;
^  A3** ^  *A£- •/: »3j  Jfj <Aj-* (*-*>-* Jp As
k ~ o j  ^ S - y  4»\jJ A I j  ^ l a > l  ^  j J l  < » \ j« » » i  >.—A j  4 * U a ^ i  k» U l j \ t q - o > \
a1>j5 Jp* AA^I ‘ (j^ ^ Ip J  4#'i'lj J l j  khy* ^ 4p Ijs^i **y^ * 4«1>^J A—i j
4 » \j~ »  p - * A V p  4 » \ j U  A iA - \ 4J U 1D  p - fc'^J* ^T*
54. Majlis 3-216
\ ^  A i   ^p . « » l
4 j ^ a - i l j  i / ^ u a J l  L J i ^ )  j ^ P  ^  j A —J  < ^ ^ * 5 1  A l i i  A i
4 jjcJ l J>F>J 4jJL 3| *^—1-J ^ i> - J«Jll ^L*S>J 4j1oj|]\ A* j^<A» JjP »V*ll ■ JulP aA p  ^\A- JL: A
•V-
aI^ JC  K-J^ j*  A l i ' i l j  A l j U i l  4y ^ \  t}y~£ j l  ^ S '  4 j^ aJL M  Cf A l  j U i l i  ‘ J - A l l
‘ J* ‘j^-' •jy*- J-A j -  j*  ‘y*^-' p>-'
A p p e n d d c -I V  1 4 7
Fatimid-Tayyibl Tahmlds
55. Majlis 3-222main
(jy*» A  t A  iv a ^ ''4 a s
( J jj iu s  (asA a^ i A  < ^ A 1  a j^ A I ^
"V £^AA- J j a ^ -  ^ ^ 1  « ! s A ^  A p \_ /^ - \» j t^SA' c^ A^ T* p jw «  *us a*A-1
AAw»J <‘''5^' aA.V a\AP ^  £ A«-P ^  aA)\a>-_J A*JU *i!\ ^Al 'ilj £ a — ^  aAja  J1 3ll a 1~u
y A  A j ^ l  ‘ “S ^
A  \ j> J »  i i j i A i l  t ^ A J l j  JA 5A 1  ^  'A u j p  i£y+i>\ A I ^y« y A  J j  tA!Aijl_j A ^oljv> -j vA-Api!
<y (j4 *41
V ^ a a A  t j l ^ l l  jj>* '“* a A ? "  i l  a A ? A  
i AAJ^ J "£j> - 3l_J pA>jil ^y*-
l^v" ^ A j  Ip.Xv* AjL*2 j jW & j  ^*A^> y A  (^£*^1 AI *if ^1  >l'^ -‘Aj J
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Yemeni Phase
Da *7Dhu’ayb b. Musa (d  546/1151)
111. R isalat al-N afs Ms.
ji I 1 p.*.*;
al-Suit an al-Kbattab (d. d h/l2 b C)
112. M unlrat al-Basa ’ir  Ms.
y ^~<oi 1 p-^
i A>^_j < j S o l  \j&0o^'v_jiiiiAj\p0yLfk' (J ^ ,l5^ -<6s 0<Ai-\
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A-wP'j^ j^lj A^Lm_j <<Ci\t\^ fc\j>j £<*j\jj»ev<i j O & l ) (< j]
. . . tiU f-liaj AjJ^j t‘\ l& ) <01 liAA_j ( J ju  Ul
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D a l Hatim b. Ibrahim (d. 546/1151)
113. Tanblh al-GhafiHn Ms.
\
p-^ J Aj y+» J^p "^-.\.,■>! 1 11 Jjjh4 Al .X»l-\
‘fAl? f-M J-*1 Cf
Ow>^pj^^l aI ^ uj^ p
£ p^A^J aA p Alllo!^!*® £ ^ j ( C v * _ j l \ l i N^ AaSlpb'i l l  1 W y* (p^jtiSl AAfl~ A jjj \*J>1 ^S'y
{j£ j \ \ i j ) h \ j ^ > / j3AW *l j \ i  ciAuj^*?(^ oJ>l^Jkp'iJU;j j  r-yni' A l l j t l  c p ^ j l l  jU llp j^ J l £}\  y i  Oou Ul
. . . CAjjla^u^ i<C^b
114. Risalat al-flisarf0 [Ms]
t
p.js^'jlljj^'jllAlllp—*J
iaby~^ y y\ A-*,XP a A ^ ^  pjLtll ^A*ll £p^t^L? lj£ <p“fc*O^ L? 0^ "^  Al
t‘j |j l  jjP  ^ .x i l U  < A P 1 «  ^ b l l  (JltltvAl j^ y*.} < AP JjI 11 ^yu*A-\ f-lc^l'ill p2**i
4 \$Js IjP -^AP Jol j£ l \  £ Iji^ aS Apl^ jl
y> (^oJ>l J?—“ J’y aJ)\ «— ijAya>\ i  caAp IWuj^bll o ib p  cAx* J jd  1* ^  aSj-h>j \*U^- j l
c a*1p 2j^ yl* \5* o^SjAl <Ap^ >^-
Jj^jll iid-*i AJS j^l-1 * bp*ll ^ \^ - l  A^i^J AaIp Al 1
20 Authorship of this work is not completely certain. The manuscript I accessed attributed it to the third 
Fatimid-Tayyibl D al, Hatim b. Ibrahim. al-Majdu‘ cites two copies in which the authorship is attributed 
to the sixth Fatimid-Tayyibl D al ‘Ah b. Hanzalah (d. 626/1229). In his Bibliography ofIsma’ili 
Literature, Ivanow attributes it to D al Hatim b. Ibrahim.
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Al-M ajalis al-H atim iyyah [vis.
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A' Ai' p »»*j
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4p ^ p \ i < » (^ - l |^ p  A i l  o * »  a s ^ s - A i I ^ I p ^ U I  j£s>)i j)l b  4 j\j»)l\
p  " A i l  ^  ^ o l l . 4 U ^ > - 1  p ^ L a s I j  4 1 * ^ p 1  4 U U j  ^ U !  p j ^  o * - « l j  4 U l i .  p ^ y p l  ^ 1 p  A i l
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4 A^ j^j ^ \ju Al 1 AJJj-l“^  jll AJJjJLl
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a U p  j X \ U  a }  p l — l l  4 A j j x » U j  A J— • !  t— J l U  J j* *  p U ) \  4 A » j 3  ^ * 1 ^ 1  A—
117. Majlis 106end
j  U Aj UJ .^ Sp J*>j < <*a~*y>^S'A& \ 4 JjlaUl jilJpl JJttUl^ jUlUs .)w»U.lj
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119. Majlis 1 l&matn (attributed to ‘AO b. Abl Talib—without ba \ ta \ Jim d&i/and
dotted letters)
i a \ y \ j  X » X - \ ^ ^ \ j  ‘ » ) l j [ f  X + X -\ j ^ p \j  3 — A - \  3 * — < l j  4 * ^ p l j  ,X * U -1  J ^ j l  3 * U - 1 a 1 j  ‘ * 1 j U j  x * ^ - \  J p l U i  > * U - i
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A j l l O l ^ U ^  ( p ^ l a p l a j l g U j  C j ^ ^ l^ > -1  J  { p ^ l j p l  £p ^ j U  C p S j J O  i l a t — 1 a L u > j \  t a i l j *  J h S j  CBj^l 
3*«1 * b —J l ^ b  U  4 i 3 j 3 j » x » a j U j 4 * p 3 > J s ^ P a l p j i j  < a a L . a ^ - ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ l p J * O j 3 > i " j  < A p ^ C » A & U —* j l ^ W i l l A b j j a ! Aa)K ^ j  
, , , p j ^ *  U  £ ® j* l l y ^ l j j  a ]  l^ C " 11! c A ^ j 2 P  A)11 A p \ U _ j  t ^ y L n
120. Majlis 126
< Aj V—«\j Ail*** J a i > j  < Aj \j j \j AJj3(j“^>-^£3ll {(Jj3v2ll^ Jlo\p  jJl ^j^-1 ^ J o S j lV  3>j>^-1
,j£*)p£J*« AjUljl) AJjji llij J——«(jjuij t A*3ji y* As>w»jl b jjp?)pip 3ju
i \ffyd. A-)\pj
£ ^ j ^ \ j ^ A J j 11 J j f t l  Ajl—*j  t i h ^ l l  <a U 1 p sU w .i l U J p (j i3 J U l_ j  ( A J p a j b d l j  \ j 3 < 4 » l ^ j 4 » ^ P « U l l ^ * > ^ j
^  A i j ' i l l ^ P j  »>— A— i—_.l l b ^ y l ^ j i l ^ P  < b j I a x » A j  3 —*j  { 1 3 J 2P  aJ a ! x > - y *  J
£ (_ _ )A > \x 4 v J lj^ |^ > .p ^ p U ) l { ( j t f ^ i - l p J ^ —u U ^ b u J
Muhammad b. Tahir (d. 584/1188)
121. Al-Risalah al-H atim iyyah (?)21 [Ms]
p -4 > ~ j ll  j l l  A ttlp * * J
t j j U l i l l  ^ 3 x ^ 1  j P j  A S jtl \j£) J —(3J ( j f U t s b l l  jx jJ  \ 3 3 x *  p * < j \ 5 j l l l  p \^ -x“ \1&j P  A j b S j l  j J p W '  *0i 3 * ^ 1
13k>-l Aj i l j - io p b a 4jut>-p i^j lodsr-jbohjX>-{JhjPy* Xfh'eXT'\ < 0f!O  ^Jr*
^ jl J ^ f c x l j  6j $ \a » '‘S T l j i l  i— 1 U  3 3 P  a J p  O 3 * » o l j  «a J 4 > -1 j A—W \ j  aJ X$h> ^ 3 1 1  *3?! A ll *il ^ j l  3« ^ * « 1 j < a 3 v P j
A j V ^ a x ^  A—i ^ j j  A a > - \ j ^ P j  A j A p A t i l^ x i< t f  3^1 p U j  K xijw i\'j* j y *  c ^ j U J o  j j U j  1 3  3 x * ^ l 1 3 '* ^ -
j ^ P j  < a J \ £  A— * ? \j  A J ! j  a J \ p  a J \ > -  A * j i j l —j  A *3 i i \ l \ J > l ( —J l i i o l ^ J )  i t j X j a d ^ A ^ y  A ^ j b a i  Aj l 3 P p * A ? U j  <flj3>eSj
<4— o j i l l  3 j j J \ j  a J I  j L i A \  ( p J ^ l p ^ l j L t  U j j l j  £p ^ a j ^^ £ a lp s i l l | j ^ - k U p J & 'i l l j (j i p ^ o w > J l  t  a l j ^ l  A rfj'ill
J j - i i l  y» U l l  ( j j ^ v a j l l  j J L o m )  C (jv X « jll j ^ » l  p j j f U l l  £— U a l l ^ b * i ! l  A)j j  A^ll 3 « P  <4— j jh j  3 a * i  J b ^ A -j w
21 The introduction to the epistle states that it is either written by al-Shaykh IsmaTl al-Muqaddam or 
Muhammad b. Tahir rebutting the claims of Ahsan b. Muhammad b. D al Dhu’ayb, who dissented from 
the D a‘wah in the time of DaT Hatim b. Ibrahim (d. 546/1151).
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IbWlj £ jlj^lj^jlliJSjb-j^ Ika^ oS'j £ jblj^l^tAUllj
£ O j - a i l i - l  A j t iy a i l )  f ' L j  £ a J 1  A j L I j I j  < 0 1 1 ^ 1 * 1  £ a U h P  ^ P  ji^&A te^ly  A j j ^ I ^ A j j  £s\jft>  A jL \ j j ^ l  y i ^ \ i \ j
— ( S j i U - 1 ^  b j i j *  i l p j
M ajmu‘ al-Tarbiyah vol.I [Ms.
122. Tahnud-r
i
£ j i p l J l j  £ J J A x l l  k jlx— 11 ^ 3 * ^  £ £ ) J a l l  ‘ U b l j J  £ \j£r-\j ^ j l  iO l 3 * A l
j y j s l l  i l j  b ^ 3 1 1 i — J l b ^ y l ^ l ^ P  £ A j 1 a j , \s*uAy» p b  j j i j p  p j j ^ p U j  £A A 5»- ^ b l t  l i l j c *  » \ j  ^  j l l  A— ^ I p j
aU*»-j c A j ! j ^ l  y *  ^ l  CyJLA b ^ j j i  y »  A m $ \ P j  £ 1 ) $Ai ) l j ^ ^ ^ “ l *^1 p tf^ A  * 1) ^ 1  aIju Ajl>£?
£—b a llp b ^ ll a J j j  «6il 3 * P  £ ^ b l l j  j>i2a11 AlJiS A X jA > -^ ^ il £^ \jill p ^ « \b  Uaj^J £^ * * a i L p  (J1 3 j3 * J ll
( o j L ^ l J j j l i ' ^ j U j )  ljw « ^ l(j l i - l (^ P < O llA ^ ^  £ j|3 4^1 \jv lp—u\jill
123. Tahimd-IT
A j j j i ^ b j ' l l l ^ p j  £ j W 3 j l l  3 ^ ^ P A — y p j ^ p j  £ j f — j ! 1 ^ * 1 > - a J ^ u ) j  Xa^ ~ ^ P  <Ui 1 £ j ^ i b l l  i _ 3 j  U i  3 f c i - \
A j U ^ " _ J  A b p  lA I p y b u  f ^ l x t ^ i . 1  ^ A p l p ^ u U l l ^ l l k — v J a l l p V N l  j ^ ^ l l j ^ J J  j - A * l l l — x > " V i ^  \j3a jJJ  f ^ j j j ^ l i a l l
(Aj>j\p 3j  j  \_cV\ J l j l j )  Aj l j b ? j
M ajmu‘ al-Tarbiyah vol.II [Ms.
124. Risalat al-Basmalat (p. 15)- ‘AH b. Husayn b. al-Walid (d. 682/1284)?? 5th Da
‘AG b. Muhammad’s mentor-]
(—«)1 AjJ\j(J3&j> aUp  *Ui\j *yi^ y4jJ>ji b j —p- j^ll j^ j^SlAlllpfcW
yp’ jjyajjll pV"**^ j5!6*^  ^b j^ll jlj—• ^  j^i'ill jjjA4' ^y?  ^  ^  3jA-1
£A—USjJjlll '^bAh jj3ySJ A^ alivlll^ iijiXbybi* (‘JxJs^j^o'ill j\i £Ajj -^j^aij' l^
fAj f^l^jajl l^Oj^A^JlAji j^ j^ j>-b 3^ *'«3^ *wl
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a i b — J 1  b j j l j i j  £ . J ^ b \  J x o V J l j  b j l j j  £ ^ 1 ^ 3 1  a ! b “j l l  y *  d v * l b  j h y - j  i X S *  1 3 * ^  j l  3 ^ x 1 ^
£ . i i i t a 3 W s U i  ( ■ ? ) i j y t y ^
£ i l l j - < i l j  X + > -y  £ i i l j > j |j _ ^ C i J n — i j l x i  b  a J p  A)J 1 ^ y b « s
£— l \ b  £ \ i j $  j b i -1 J - x « b l l  ^  J j l j j  J - x x U l  A l j t  b \  y t j  i j j y  j U i -1 t j l  — J !  a J j J  J a * u U l  A— (' J & ' j
f A b ^ U . U j b J l ^ ' b ^ J j j ' *  A l i b l l  f A j k b l i  J j J l  * l ^ J S j l \ A — “j P j  AJC-1 J o ' i l j j b ^ e l l  A— A ^ - j j  ^ p j
£ jjb-Ul 3a^4x11 jL—11 ^ jpA-1 f jjUll fjyMtUSi  ^jbbUl^pj
y *  a J p  p b S l  j 3 * / »  £ j j ) 3 j b l l  j ^ P  A a A a I I j  £ ^ 3 ) U \  a J \  J S j a  ^ ) p  0 ^ - 7
< a L ^  ^ j j 3 ^ J i  a I * . 2~j  c a U a S j  i— > jb u  A j U j J  A b b s  A j i l  ( j b ( ^ 3 1 1 ( j i  £ » j A — » J  ( j b l l  £ 9 j A ^  J j j j i j S l
J b i a l l j  p b l l  j A « r  ( j i  ( j A l ?  j °  < 3  l A j U l l  f l j i b a l l  d-»£~  j »  j A « > -
A i b >  j b .  ^  ^ » - I a 1\  a ! ^ *  3 * ^ -  £ ^ C b l j  f ' b i ^ a s i l  ^ j p  o j ^j  ^ U l  £ j i j * i ! l  £ _  — / j a I I  j ^ t f i l l  y e  j j l ^ l  < t ' i J l  
p g * * — i  p j ,.*  b l j  f j b ! — u*lJl (J - x P '  p ^ 5T ^ tj a L ^ ' - J  t '“ ' )3 ® ^  t— i i j i \  A j b ^ l  a ! a * j j  £ v - w d l l  A j b w ^ ' l  J j I j  a i l > J
A i i l  j x U  p l b l l  £ £ P j ^ \ _ J  e i l i j l  A x j l b - ! (— > j i l \  ^ j l p J  £ J b ^ ^ l l l  A ^ A .* — w »
£ p b ^ j ) \  3 * ^  £ p b l — £ p * » j * H 3 ^ * i ^ i  j * i l j  £jj .^b i l l s ' )  j j ^ a U i  A b * - ^ P j  f a l j ^ l ^ a b U l ^ J b u
j l i  (Jl j o b ' l l  d j i \  p ^ > -\j  j J ^ l j  Afi li ^ b —iA lj aJJ \j aJ1 I jjO jJ a lb llj  A J i \  j* li A^  \{
i— b a l l  p b * l ! l  a J j j  A ) i l  3 * P  '  ; • • •* * -^ a l ^ P  _ / ^ * l  ^ ^ 1  £ A J i\  A ^ P - j  a - b i j  j f i j b l j  fA ^ i l
(j ! a a » e l \ 3 j A ^ j  j ^ t * i \ p b l  £ ^ 1^ 1 ^  $ .  C J j j U S l  £ ^ i j i b  3 j * ^ a i l ^  A b b ' l l  j y l p — x b i l
, . , 3 * i b l  £ ^ j |\* ^ 'lp ^ A p p l-k < j  £ b * b l ^  l j \ p i  I a IjI l i i j j j l ?
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125. Mahajjat al-Rashad (p. 47)
\
Vl All V (jl 3sj-UlJ p3*Sl p^>- y* j^ ljUl A>*jxt CjjliiVl AilS^^P AJoi JJaA4 <Ul 3»J-1
aI^ U*- j£>l> (J1 »^Wi j^l AojJjil jibaJl P  p-^J <;iilji- A~#AaP jlj^> ^  A O j a U I  (J^*j JxP
il ilj^iljjP ( „ J^ll A»\pj <AAx>£? *)l_j 35-^/ju A.J\*JklAjJ>\j jlpj'iJlbSjbW 3>jll jbaAi filljilj
(AijUlAjUft  ^y&
Al 'iy>-_y> A pIvX jI AX j j t> -  U i U a l l  J j A * l l  <a3s^ -bu All Jw< a^l i t ) 3^ “ *J5TL^  ^ ^  O'4
faXolpj
i l^lip^Vl al>=31J——“(Jlj i bbAb^ALujjl Jjj j^ j^>-a1j—jjaJwP l3*^,jl 3j-Ulj
'
^  A**Ia1j USls«- A—*1 a !  ( lob* Aj p U j  pJ>-jjJP p j j  a A p  j j j a i i l  ^jlpl^jll A—■Ajj A a> -1  ( j ^ P j  >^Up *041
{ApbtAP^j X^aAlj {A^j^J1— J j b i —Jlb^jjljjjl^P t bit Jobaj^ljbjj-UJl
< «f-ljftjll <Jj~3l AaUU^Pj
£«L3\j«J1 A^U l^ ***>) £Ojj—*A.\ (j—d-1 < ^  ibbiUlj £ jrbiil pJa.*j (Jb» AXil ^  b j l j  j_^Pj
£A \^—31 b A. yz al j  £....1
*ub-Ai i l  p*j p^ Jj £ajyy-^  p4*^ >^-_j p^jb J^J  £S_i?fb» p^ lSlbi p^ J^ ll {js ' jil J-l jlj y> kSj]
£ ^ W a U \ —u p ^ J AloVbsj Aililj £Ay»li
AXO X jJ^j £A j*l)j C*'4 ! y  3 * x « 3 \  f A j ^ l j  a JJP ^ p » b 3 1  p ^ l y gJ  jJL^ \ j  £ a J 1  ^ ^ I j l l p ^ i j - i  ^ ^ -> 1
(Jxlbuj £^ 1^ AuUP^£—flijJlJldJsjaujAjp Jb^uitiU ilj J^blll A^ s»eill A—Jbl A-AjJLxjj ^  v—£j j
S S \ ^
i— c>*yM l p j x u b l l  ^ i l  i— » .W ll p b * i l l  \ j j —* « j  , j  A  A iil ^ p l  jvil l ^ U i j  y  A > \ j b  i_ iA p  xXs>t5*tj < b b * lJ l  p l b j
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U'iL.» i j^ L^"\jv^Apj^Ap
IjjjS jjl ciljli niSVljJ J e jjlja jj oLiau La* 4*l!r>l v J j  kiSV jl ^  *Ll tAla**' 4^V  ^ Vjjt ‘ -^ *J
4_AaJ 1^1 cljl C. iJ jlijj 4<JC. 4” )l& -^jJq a^jl _^ya c_j-^ u >uill ^  Jfl • - LaJj j^LaJ>]l L^al .1^  C. Jjj.lliLal! j l  j^*
j^-ai ^  aUaS^ a 4la*j1 <1^, *j\r. ■ «al j\' Jj jfL <Ll1 La ciiLl sill ~ jt i." illxjt j 4<J*ja«ajll 4" )1 ijK-)!' ^3
. ...S jjill >~~'of.J 4jHL-Vt A«lj JUa La! 4jl »LU iLja^a-a aLI <j1c. ^yaj* LaJ ,»L»£^  -^lc. 4^-lx
126. Risalah li al-Sultan al-Khattab (p. 106)
\
<Jj3U
tpjc.1! l*j>3 ^ J>jU51 4^ "lj » j^o ^ Is! U jJjlj ip—>-j 4j >*Xl$
♦'lil kS* ji\«<al\» i l^Ar1 •^^ -^ ~ 4p.««<\1 *^ y \ ^C-»
^ -**<  ^ j t >  j v * A l  « l i l i l p l j  *il^5 a J \ j \ j i i l  *y j j l
4 l^ i y L s ^ p j U l!  4 4 4 jvlla«U
Jr* ,Jg'j ‘ *> .A? ^ ^  •j$2^  3^' ^-*j' ^  ^ y * jj •'h*  j '
^Ip-j 4 . L i j  j-».«o i ^ j / u > j ijL^<Ap<oi 1 4,j^Cjl>
j r  r*j**
4 JvJU L«1
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127. Risalat li ba‘d al-du‘at (p. 179)-In the time of the Fatimd Imam al-Mustansir (d. 
487/1094)
. n<
A^ pjl *• V*k/«J1 >^*^4
j\i •*—i t  iJjjAJl tL» XiJ^u *£*\ 1^a5 *0l\
£ < ^ \  ' j t j  J j j ^ 7
lxfc»<2p_j llj-iil A^\^ « ^ y* t\iij cA^Jl ^  j  fjv^ ptjj'il \\JUl2j < jv^ ptwil ^  \A*>" il
(Ajj...^ .i.l 1 j  c
t*ly^  f«eok>i
a  ^ & \
pjiaP £4j\pj> a^>t j^a “^ P ^  £jlj jAl A^ jSl ij\j i^ hs I j l  J^ilj
£«0\ju
AjjV 1 l_j £ f'l JP*i!\^ P^^*J>J) £ ' “ <*^J S^*sJ\^ J^ h tAZjjSj
£j j | \L>^l | >^^£j j \ jLi \^V*\^J £jj(A>e^ l jJtll w>olj £!_J\\?^ y £k_^lliSl<Oil £jljWsiil
£pJijiSl j^ =jil\ p-Jc ^ yil ttX^j t'il^ *t\ £pjuxi\ jU>-1j f^ ilaSl y^> ^ s -j
£ ^ a 9 » s ^ \  ( ^ I k X P  ^  . M i l l  C |» a A .> .A  1 \ f f \ j^ l \ j  c l  iijlaW l £ p w « jn i l
1,1 a L '^-} Ajt\ ^ P^^ j £^j|VaS^I\ LalJL? £p*)V^ ^ >4.^11
£^ v^ilJlj tiLiil v_l? y^* p^ A*) t ' ji\fy**£*-\i a £
j\> ^ \x ^ b  U.^ y\i f Jaj 14
£AA^l_jllp^ i_j,t>-(j^ fjpM (j^A) (jl twlpa^_J £ \_ji\^ P I) CIajIj tl
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128. ‘AC b. al-Husayn b. al-WaEd, Ithbat al-Nass ‘ala al-Musta‘li (p. 213) [5th Da*i- 
‘Ali b. Muhammad’s mentor-]
(sent to Muhammad al-Mahdi)
!* * > ■ j J  \ '  a ^  \ (»— »
iLJl^Sp ( L1p ‘■(jj-i aj Ip jw» 14<
^ oj\j  i L]ai ^  4 LL-p*>^ >- jju p-i £^ 14 ‘ tk*i iLijil a*j\j
4 4 L—j L . . < 3 i  1^ ^ > - 1a J L - i ^P'0i^ (^ jL^ j
•‘•Ujl jv; p—*L4 p—*L)l ^ 4 v-~laSlpL’ill tjw—>j tVy ‘ t4p j^Lllj ^
4 L^ >- * LJa? ^  p.^ L \ p^ jd 1 p«l^  ^4 L..-i^  a^ C^Li
. . . 4 \ p j \ ^ - 4 )j ^ < a >  a ^ - L  \ p j 4 J j a A i li» 12^ ^  ^jjy. « ^ * p tJ4 IjpjJl 4 \ ^ j l
129. al-Risalah al-La’ihah li ba‘d al-du‘at (p. 235-in the time of the Fatimid Imam 
al-Mu‘izzd. 365/975)
* > J S »  ‘j  * 4 j ^ j  A j j > a i  t^j^Lill • ‘ • U a j l )  * ^ * \ i  £ o 4  ^ 1 4  <0i  « X » i 4
ljpjila^ <aLl oLp j\i ^L>"tj 4jsL««jl^  aL/»a. Aljiaj '— 4jpt»L-ll
V ‘4jlj a£^  j4«^ \ a4j 4j^Lall oL«l 4 jpj aW a^ 4j  4jwjJ- *'L4t>
4ax* JiLp ^ p  2o V 4*1^  jf4L5\ j
j^li LiLL* A> ‘ _/v**a4 Jjj* *jA*~4 4_y..gjiJ\j j4L L/jk
i^ \ff)l\j Jj*»4
tL>j24 4 >j Lp piaplj 4AJUA1 Aj \/  (J3^  ‘J* ^  ^Lil ^ J a!4 a5I j l
4 < j L l > >  o L u t f  J L j  L p  »V w * \C x^\> \£
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jj'* » U a jj \j  ij^
V j-Jf- k ^ j ^ - l^ l S  ^ j^ r *  ‘ j ^ c — •>— \ o l * j  kj^LLll
<<Ap- ^  j p l U l  iK~a\>- <Oil ^ S '  iXs S 'akA ' i ^ > ^ \  fJ*e> ^ S '  <^>.lan'il
-^>- 4»jo ^ 11 jliLll 4a3j^ ^ xs- j o U S l  4^ --JaP
tUL>L»lflll . -> \jl »U  1 “‘'j^-'** t l* j l*  Joia_j V» ■■!' ^  l j \ a . - . I  *S*'\ y * X
o L U l o U l J ^ U l i j  <o\£\j)l * £ j j
ci&i j  j i u i  <(o j i  3j>j\ t(w^3» j ^ u \  ^ ik U  j  <r;jsii ^& 3i f i <r^ i \  j j \  j * ,
<<osl *-1 <<o^ t3?r““ >3 (v,*‘H3r^ *yy '***' p^'l> {j* ®Jo,,’
Ay** k J ) jQ l p fX jllj  k j l ^ 3 l l  j v f A p l j  i t j l f ' J  * l l -  p - fc \j> -\j  l»J*l j *  j* ) l l» p > V j l>
^JkP V_J k * jlp  ,X»1 V j ^-■a -■* k^^w*! k^-loAi' ^\j ^ y ^ y *  K t^ y y  4j <Jil
Ju^ll '—’j ^ - k<tt  ^ y>\> »Xu  p jU ij j  k*Uil t j 1"  ^ *. $ J y  * - j j 3  ^  <*j}J\
i\j*\jb\j \^ J b \j  *X>\ Cs\yL<? k j\l> L -lM  '-Jj >~
< \ Jk<*j—x 1«j\j k 1 «\j\ \ jJlai- -^>ji ‘ 3^*^? 4 !*!>-«“|_J
jC tf  kvM' \i3» j  k ^ l j  0^1 j> \i\j ki^5l *1 iii\ i \j  ^  UuJ t\i «Jk* U
. . . . <A*1\ ( . .^ j lj l l  ^ S '  2y*~o]\j k<J>Lail ^pl>-^Jl
130. Risalah li al-Hasan b. Muhammad, al-Dal al-Mayhadhi (p. 268)
sent to jama‘at ahl al-Rayy
k jvx^wi  ^  ^ ^ ^  ^p * *"*
i ^ ' ,’\jb <6sl l» < p I ^ “ <>»—j
< ij» jL J \ j l l i V i j  j \ j i ) l \ j  p*A-“,)ll» ^ j x s -  <6i\ p * i j  s y ^ ^ J
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yS- jl \j\^ *  ^J ^  ^ *J jjJI < <f£ v-^ j 'jt>j
»b y£ :  \ j U o  ^  \ x ^ ' y j  c<uil X u  \ i i j f i  * j  *)1 j l j  <aJ^
•  •  •
D a l ‘AHb. Muhammadb. al-WaTid(d. 612/1215)
131. Damigh al-B atil wa H a t f  al-M unadil Ms]
1 ^ \ \ p-**A>
A - l » \ i - l  j W l »  v b  j ^ j v 3 - k < a l ^  3 ^
A *iffllM  A j \ |l  ^ ^ > tS  k«J X -*  K**&\y£ \ j * } \ x f ' j  \ j t y S '  - 1  X ^ J  a Jy * * j
t <OSl JjO ^ (_j\jcl\j *__a.'.i y^S’ jyt^J <^w\ig ^3^ j'* ’1 4»jJklJ\
(%
I j ^  j l A l  j jA  I j j ,*  *X L **  p ^ l ^ J  4 l * l l  J j 5  a1»U 51 p ^ v v * J  k ^ y l J l I
p ^ ^ 3  <aJ1 ^ ) ^ _ )  i ) 3 i  3 ^^  Ju  l* i t f \3  p _ l  l i - j t *  A ~ « l* ll * X t X  c-> \i J y ^ - j s i  p jk j^ » ly
i ^ _ jL S Io U S lj  A ij j J d  a l j l  {j + i  < l ^ A  p l* i^  ^ * » x  \<\ ‘ 3* 3 - ~ b
.  .  .  4 V  l ^ > - \ A A p p ^ U * ! ° J
M ajalis al-Nush wa al-Bayan [Ms
132. Majlis 101*
Analyzed in chapter-VI (p.226ff)
1 pi.«*»
- ^ / '  > > ' ' ; / • i 
Ilia* ^ *JLi yj i<JL*a ^  yjL*o\)) J^ ylP ^
> * _  » >; »  ^ x / > , >,
<ll j^ j^ J  ^  pjy jj* _}^ **^  4A.*\i»g- 3 ^ °.
•/>.<■ i
tAj Jllil; 1j-a-*'"' jollall
23 The text of this Tahmld was corroborated in two manuscripts from the Da'wah library, referred to as 
Munuscripts A and B. The discrepancies in both texts have been indicated in the footnote.
used to In Manuscript B- added: <>j
24 In Manuscript A-:
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3 ^  jjklj-l kkiilij / as€  iljsP aM  ^j \
*a \ u U i  J - A i L i i  U  J L :
£ jL J  jL > «1 \ y i l a . a i d  iA -jy~ i ~ A y S  ^ S -  AP^^ial) a! K*JL~0 y  * X S  j l
> >( * * * , t > t, > * /
y« A*Sjt '*3^ — Ajlll kj'*'9'* ^2*a\.\ aJj k_3^  4 A_lH»j
^ > i  ,  .  t ,  ,  > ,  }
i  ^ j j i j j ^ l i i l A J i p ^ i ^ U ' y i A l ! ^ j L o A ^ a j U  j
t * i * ' > -  t
<A^*1 ^  ASS' ijl>»LaJ\ jjvi y «  ^w O ljJll J  k_j\» y  A * 1 p  3 > j\j  A y& J
• ,  it  /  * *
i Ai yig \* j 3 \a>' y & \ t— J lW  y  i ^ j-» l ^ S  {.Am j J* ^  y *  A l a . , i  U  y ^ j
» t  />  /  /  / ;
i A*J^*>-j AjS S ' yj* . x l l b y ^ l j y *  A p U —j ^  j > » * ) d
•  /  / # /  /• /  /  /  > > '
A A > * _ « o  *y ^ j l p  a! a jU ^ ?  j j j y j d d  #v->  j ^ - j  p 'v ^ ^  ' *-^l“^ l  *, Ij j 3 i j i  y »  a *jV  y l ^ j ( 5 )
4A3aijO ~y
* \ ' ' ' ‘ > • '
<AJ>»>«j p ili^ J  tA jt^<\^jial>j y  jJ lQ l y * \ l ^  3 J  ( ^  )
> /  > ,  '  '  > '  * 4 
^  jfy y > A ' Aj U p j  O o » > i i  p J i l \  p»ft....,.<» ^ 1 - i  y  j l  jN ip y l l  y M  p ^ U l l  y  1 w l i a M
•  > , ,  i  i  ,  ,   ^ ^  / i /
— 4(j».vJipj>^ }L<a^ » \a$s~* 4 p^APpll*j kAlbl l^alyij AiO A > « ^ > j l l a i l
2843:28
2y In Manuscript B- added^j'j j
30 In Manuscript B- omitted:u#
31 In Manuscript B: u'j^1
32 In Manuscript A:
25 41:53
& i*5 6#h 4 —^  ^  mu pf^i- ^
A*4-i * "jk 4JI 4i^  ^4_iL jjji Jaj\
2(1 In Manuscript B:<^!
27 5:67
uii; L*j yju **j <j) j  d£> <> 4^  Jjii U £1* Jjl-jli l^L-j
#.. - »  ^# i # ^ 67
J j ^ k u \  ^ j i l t  j  V  o )  k jo iU n (jA dLk~e*j AU1 j  a U L * j
a i^ ji <4^ ^  ^  4 ^ j 28 ^>31'
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‘ , > >>
{A S S A y i a i i l 1 yoS^ y x\yi A*Xi yy*& &$l\y^ S* 1^11
} i s Os s
133. Majlis 101 End-excerpt
(yl^) t0)\^X>y ( p j j l l y * a U L u u j j  AAoiis-kJl^ jiji-lj (pjoil y* Aj U^P«0S .kkA-lj
X>£- ^xil y* y'S"5*-! y 4 J^ L? iy >'Jfij3\
(3^ 3*11 y-* AC-l\o\ y^C1 A*b' yj'-' 1 “ p^ Ui A*&
iljJwil j\iiS\ 3^i 4— y  1 y  a3J^11 Jjlyll y* (_5^  ^ —^3 b^C’1* AllaLAl £pl*51
*•1£* £^ydly» y l^i-1 ^ ^obL*_j #1 jJ>\ Ajji y« Ajij'ill^ Py (pwail
y^ s^ljSl y x * j i l y  I i l^aSlpUNl £jy3*i!l4bl yo 3 ^ -  C^L? J’ibJsllk^^Lil'Aiy^y jJl
tkjy ’^lp^ Aff'pb^ y lj\lal] 1 aJLI 1 < A^ U'ill y£-
‘J&l
134. Majlis 102 -excerpt
p^ s>-jSly?“j5lAttl|v**o
11 Sj\j£- jy 3 \  y^liXoy <(3_}*)ll libkT^ Ajjl«w< <Lol>-_jjl\ oljilSl ^  ‘^ ■^1
pj>l*i\ y^3\s» *kjyj y  JiXaII Ay's}1) 33*7 t(3^ 29^  i!_J^ 4a11 Ap\\a i _ . . yU l y* 4_^—«Sn)
\
ylp\y*y!^>l {Jlill^p\j(JjUiltyJw“l(_3l3_jA;llpll'y*yi»jlj. . . JyLJdj 
. . . £ JyVl U j^baSlA^^k^^bi^ l J^kJl S'lw'illcy ly 5_jL<3
135. Majlis 103 -excerpt
»
yUi-1 J^ >1 y~s&\> yyaj cy y  pl*ll y« p^ ibv* j 3 j  ^ ^
, .  . kypb^y l^ l^l^^** a!pIW(_3\yogs' Js'y jig- jlly ^ >e^ ly^ yu^ Jlll ty^ \J»\y3-'Aji'y«5^ \jll^ Al
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136. Majlis 103-End-excerpt
137. Majlis 104 -excerpt
i V ^ A A y a a J p ^ i p - U ^ J  A j j l  A J w i t  ^  A a ^ X l  £ £  Ia) ^ > s& *  .01  .X k i - l
J j l l  A o jjjil  A3jjw (J,\ J_ j\\a o  j \  j^P ^ hCa.5 < l i i 3. / ^  p k ^  ^ u l> l p  Jw*li Ap\.Xi \ a W W ^ I  A^kl? j^P
.  .  . A ^ i a * ! ! ^  \A k^ !>_y Jj^7,
138. Majlis 106 -excerpt
j^axL^ AI Akijk’ A-f^ l^ y (J* >^A*“ (j* A#S*ill • ' '
139. Majlis 106- End-excerpt
p^ X* 2>\&'j* J}'^   ^q1 ^  CJ""**^  JojUlAijj>*j <^2^ * A^ji j/* Aw'ill^Pj. . .
A ^lxJ^^iJlx!^  c J ^ k l  Cj-*adlj jUjSldJoj^Pj cJJjjSksdl^
. . . t ^ x ^ \p ^ A p p k * u j i  j j ^ p A ^ t p ^ j A j k ^ k S  J j i l  j y l p ^ t i l ^ l i _ ^ J t a l l p V N l  tjA^ujUhX^ ♦ 'U aA il^ l
140. Majlis 108 -excerpt
l
j l l  AJilp->-“ )
Aa«  J J P  k p j  bXi Ajkp kik>-
\ j p  < \j*J$j  l i>  la .j J L & pkuiS^ W p l j i - \  A ^ l jjP c kv*k*« b^^ >- p l s i l
t 1 * 5 ^  Ij,£ <  b J  U"4 d O ^  J ^ T  “k l  ^ j ) l  j i  ^ ^ P  c \ y d \ j  * ' l>o * i 5  tjLFf'
U^y AX* J J i\ .Xjw C ^ iic A  k* c l? ^ J  (j l^ k —A l  A i ^ ^ P  p > - j j . ) P  p y  A^ j j  A ^ j j i i l
flip *  p $ k * i* j t A; ^ a i a y a U jJ l  J ^ I I J p I a ^ j j S ^  A « j^ '^ k p y  i ‘‘kAill
Aj p k i a k l t ^ j t J L ^ l  J j p  p P .A * >  J^* A j ^ b k i - l ^ p j  < \ j ^ a p p ^ x *  p k * l J ^ y v f i p ^ y k o
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j \j-"\ j^-» A.*_\' ■ _  *'J} i j p ^ l l  J^ »\ p . - y l i l  1^**^ 1 4 (  1) j  kpW^ \ l^jlP 1
U^\— i jw ^"\pfA ppL -ij t Ua*\p^ifc* Aoj^^Wl
141. Majlis 108-End-excerpt
.  .  .  4 Aj|_yil ^ a ~ 4 i  A-jl^jvpljll ^ uS^y 4 A  *’lp>lli
+*>. J*1 J * (J'^)
2ly.Ul j\i»U3 ,j^  (^) jJLil 41pj
Jy* y^i LJI All JP j^A ky*\3A \jCpPXn)pj\j«ll^kpj 4£*l_yil A^“j)l t^yjpj 4£\l_yiaJl ^j^l p^1 A-iji Jy» k*j)J\^jkpJ
A»\pij O t > t > - a*\31 y^» (jP ljy  4— j ^ j l l  jn«1 p ^ l i l  ^ 1  i^^iall ^k* l^ 4Ai\p  J ^ ^ l  JlkJajtllj t^Pj-Hl j . ^
4(j l ^ H p y ) L^ l^ L A - *  I * } ! - .  4 j u c ^ l p ^ J p p k —>J 4 A ) l j i l \ j
142. Majlis 109-excerpt
Ail$ 4 <^ jl_>Jt_k».XP f j  }> 4 j V | \ j  j C  k -A l  j H l  4J ^ l j r U J V l u r — * ty > 4 l * a u  j J .1
^yl>« aJjP  Ao^-jlj A^^>- A.Ja.?l 11 4 jk l~ -illj i j t  j^ ia llj  j^ P ^ ll jv» >—-A*J1 ^  A*!^ Jk~» ^kp
. . . ^ 1
ak-Hl ^ k P  a j I p ^ j  A > « > t > -  jy «  A/»lil plljiJl ju> yll _ /* • !  p —«liill ^ * 1 4_ . . l a H  p\^ »*b/\ 4 j\y*y^ A*^rj JikJajtll j j l —w * ^ y k p j
^ l^ k w 3 ~ «  k»^A-« 4 j s j c ^ l p ^ A p p k —« j  4 jL < a * i— ^Jks-^y i ^ P j l e l l ^ k > - «  A*kyi ^ y ^> *  Jy* A j t ^ ^ A l l  4 j l ^ l  J /**S l Alii A >^>-
143. Majlis 110-excerpt
^k/lll 4 jlp j\J l jP\> A)kpj y^ A3^>*>- Jy» A«. i^ j^x ^ cX-\ jj>.>ll ^ P  p^ill^y [4 .kail ^k* !^ i^ jkp O lyk l^U . . .
. . . j\X»yll_yN*lp^*klll^yli^^Aall
144. Majlis 111 -excerpt
p^ -^jS 1 j) 1 jji 1 x - ■»>
^Jp\^l pk~—^  pjmil A*—' ^1 Ak-«j Aiak-*<_y> Ajllalj jv^ - j^ Ij  4 ^ y ia lj lk y  i^ L~*V<all A i^k^C o k p  ^ .)P  ^  .X i^-l
. . . 4(jJ^li'l^kpp^) As^-Ia^IsV jLaP*y1*;C lu ^ il.x il^ C jp ^ J p p A ilj 4^ jikJlllj
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145. Majlis 111-End-excerpt
• '  I
P y l l    p lla  ^  A> * t O k J k l l l  .xJlyiJl Jy* «ylu) 11 1>-\1a* • jJP' J p l> -  AS «x*>-lj
All XS' Aj *’l>- L c ^ l  ‘^ l ^ j - X l l ^ j j l j J j U l l ^ j l p l  JJa jlJ ljy ^ ^ jljS l x*£~ ^ J p  Alii ‘^ l / jk -1  JiJ j^JyO .X r* '
A J ? j^ i l l  ^ j |  ^  ^ l p  A 5 ^ ^ J p  #Xjw Jy» A ^ul> -j 4^ £j  j i l  ^ *LH 1 y ^ J- il  p ip  ‘O ^ l ^ - l
A j j i  Jy* A^j'ill ^ ^ P j  Aj L J j  AlU—J A jp lju l J y i  Jy. p ^ \ i l  t j \A » ~ ll  Jy* AS 1 » l j ( j )  Jy» ^ P  Aj
A ^ J l p ^ A ^ i l - l i p A . X j u p l i l ^ J p j  4 .xlplj^J^-1 p lp jy *  ^ * l j p  jA*ljll < . 'J l  js^S. l_y«>lpl(ji> ll
j ^ * ^ l  p fc lp  pk-"J J ^ jr *  kJ j i l  b_5 aJ j  (jA^l j 'A ' j l l  ,A*k -V—«k il ^jil   Jail ^UVl 4<oljllj A j - -  Jdlll
146. Majlis 114-excerpt
p j> " J  1 jjy^"j l  1 AS 1 p ****
. . .  » jp \3 j  j W U l ^ o ^ j ^ j  4 » ^ a l j j (>*A-l x*A-l
147. Majlis 114-End-excerpt
A l* 4 ij  *s>yue jy* A^a^-1 jyj| pfklj v2»l_yaP Jy* » iU p  p i i l l  4J IJ -J I  J .3  J ly^ k  J J a a . i l  4 jk * ll l  ^ /J ^ l  AS j J - l
.  .  .  4
148. Majlis 119-excerpt
p j^ * J 1 ^ y^“J 1 AS 1 ■» ■ . . I
a !* ,j  ‘J ^ - l l j ^ # -  Jy*^Ai jll LJ> A ip » j L a J l j l» j o l j  4j J L H a j S ^ P  J J u J l l j  s_>j-H ik \x * £ - iJa S - \ tJjb>\ AS p J - 1
j ^ - i l j  4 j ^ a l l ^ l l l j p ^ l - l ^ U l j ^ - ^ J i  U ^ I p  j f x ^ *  (aJ J jj J p l  J * > j  < j ^ l i l j  Jy* (j i a 5i'yi ^ Jl p ^ ^ l  A<
. . . ^ l i - 1  j ^ A ^ ' o l p ^ V l A i l V j l
149. Majlis 120 -excerpt
»
pA>-jll^ y^ *'JlA SU—;
3jj^vJail»jl*l--*yi Ajil>-42a\ji><aj AjL^jJ^jlakJJky 42 llji^ ll Ajxx>- jP A H a p J ^ k a fc -ilj i^ jP ^ sn lk ii^ J jlJ k p l^ J J lA S  P*^-l
. .  4 i i l j - i ' * y i (J y * 4 ^ ' j ^ »
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D al Husayn b. al-WaSd(d. 668/1268f
150, al-Risalah al-KamiIah§As\
1 jll ASS \ p w j
k * ^ jk p  ^ k x i l ^ j P j ^ A s k k ]  j X *  f «*)l_yl k* ^ k J i J \ (J j P  j > a * i k  1 k jJ  £ Aj k*j*J J j > - ^ J p  AS wuA-1
A x ^ u  A«ju A X tX > - ( J l  J ^ i l J l t J S j k j i k p ^  j l ^ ^ P o j X j  c j l i j  A X j a l l j j P ^ U l  j l
£jia^ ysll l^X* <V«5^j aHI*) ^ A*-u« kxkxk <J)kj2*Jl jkjSjlv.^ X^ y^i ^ "IjiljJl
£ I^ Jllj^ Ilo Xt^ I) Jwui <<v»5^1^ysk bX^-ljJy* JjyAlj £Ajji^Jpl(-JSj-Hl(Jy«pX«Jtl^ Jp All^ jkotf^
<A jU jj ip ^ A > -^ 3 _ y A ^ l^ jj^ iU il4 _ H \W ^ y  l ^ j j l ^ J p  f a!*).X» i_ jk j  cA aIpa.aaP^ £<0x1 y f& J  £ <Si^<CLJ
£ ^ k ^ ^ l l ^ W s ^ l  A»w<k>- £ ^IjJk jll A*i?ki £ j  4 * -.11', il A-V. V^oI X u  pkvbvjlsX - aji £ As>-_Jj
p^ ijjlu Ajl^ j^ jljj^ j^kp^  £ k^kp-J kftjyl JXsu pfcbXs^ -AajjJii^  jjujkill £ k^L^vl y» jkjjJllSjdiiall^ y < k^ k^ -^  *L>sxll^ JpJ
i^ vAfiH^k*1)!! kVy-* £jj,lall j^pAllA>t>- £^ y»k^ -lAjk)l^ i4^A)jLH\oik^ *£-Jkill £|^ *k*'illpiap'illp^ *\x* jks-^ y £^Lil
1 0/ ^ lkpynj!}k*a~* k*}^  £ j ^ t - l p j A p ^ L t j / j  ^ /^ I p ^ U ll^ i l
£Uikja *ilk)jj^  AxJSyi y *<2k—«Jl_y £i_tk— AXObXllv_^ ljilpJj^ y £iikjXA* A»C”?-)"<*ty^ "kcjjkAk Ail jy £ jlykk k^ ilpkpl
. . . f LsUcs l i j ^ (j j i j ^ k l a l l A 4 j ' i l l p k p ^ * ^ |j ^ 2 l j j j k j
Da 7  Idris ‘Imad al-DJn (d. 872/1468)
151. R isalat al-Bayan lim a wajab fim a  \rifat shahr Rajab [Ms]
\
 ^0^ *1^  ^  ^p-4*^
aSLS^^AP  J o l^ jlj  £ AAplbXiVk Jy ij< S \'^ j^ l|jP «2 lH ^ jli1_jk>c>-(^Akpk>-^ £ l ijX —*v* AibX>- |^k J jiJk ^ ^ v* AS ,Xfci-l
£ 1 y p ^ t  k ^ y  1 X y *  A j i j ^ l l  p u y  £ 1 bXxl~w* A P  X  l_y b J ^ ^ y l y *  Ai_yA [ ) \ j  * k k*“ XL* A * \j^ y
33 Maju‘ in his Fihirst and Poonawala in his Bibliography oflsmaili Literature cite ‘All b. Husayn b. al- 
Wafid (d. 682/1284) as the author, unlike the manuscript I accessed.
i^laC-
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(A >ji J J ^ k  O j i j  ^ y x u j  ^S jtP -j £ Aj \^11 y *  # k i i a ^ l^ £  j l l  a!^** j J jl ( J k iA l  A pl Jo I y »  j)k_y*
£ A^ l^k aLJsUjJI lokfl> A^Jlii-lAkkk aJjuj £a2$^H^V>-j |^\^  S^ ykkkalki^ i^ '^ill^ J a\ajj
£a A a \ sL 1 A « A l  ^  A^s* a ~* Aj ky>*kj  £ A j j t i l o k » \ j i i . l ^ j X t « l ( J l  . ^ 1  A a j j ^ g ) ^  a A p  A S l^ J - * a
jf J ik  a j y^a  <a~*1 y  a IilXp -j  a t A j J ^ j  *)lk J J w ik  a!>JIp y \ j  aa*-!
Jy« J>kcll £ A^JtljJ«|VMA>-^ 5_yjA*l'^ JI_j) £^~a5\P-y Aoip
Aj^\J1 A ijjJ iJ l 3 Jo jk\_J £ k&jlyll AjJkklkk A*k**!(fl SkSjC/L* £,3_y-LjJj\l AX\ j  aI*j £ Jy H k  A * ia \j ^ J p j
3yAll ^“jSyi^Al £AA -^l_J j \ i  y> k ^ ly l  A jjlyll Sj.*lkj £AjJx.1 J-&1 U ^ k - i  (JyXx* kfc^A^- £ k * j \ j -^ l
a I^ -  y »  SyAyaJl^ £jl^W )lk Ak*X y>  A*j)l\ ^ J p j  £Al*)| j )  J  _y\Sl £C*ak^l A xiP | ^  A Jskil A^k*^! J.S. .4.>4.* j w o ^ k j  £A)ki#jl\_y
jl^ll £jl*j)llj3jaII^ jJA^jX'''' £jU>-)lk
y» ^ \  £ j k s ^ lj  J j s I  t ^ j j  ‘O^jkkj j-xs^kk t - A » U < s  £ a J p  Ai>j-H\ £ a J 1  p ^ jk jii C^ok y° ^ S ' j
kjsk kfcA—j £(|j£j«^ \|>^ Jpj>Li^ J £^ j\jjH^Uj(J\ AxJP^  A*k>')lkA^jkll /^y*l kj*)!^* J -^
£j.ji\
152. ‘Uyun al-Akhbar wa Funun al-Athar vol. /[Ms.
p ts^ jk  k O r^ jk  k ass k
*lik  Cjkj^axll J-^k_j < *)(_$ - i^ {jM^jNk ^Oxmj ^LwHl jJk £ fjjsllakl AS J>*^ k
ajI \^ 2^ ' (j’j ' ^ k j  ‘(j'j^k^k cjUi-k y  '-Akjkik y > »jp I  U (J! sIpjJl o^UjAl^A5*- kiXfc^ - a J ^ j  (j, ^ "&\j <k£*^ k
< J ikj«ll Ajk^  jkuij^pJijk^lj jj\A l^^ek j^k^^yA->-kj £ J^ -k_J4_jki*lk
i_Aiyukpj f |^ ijS k y  OiUpp^ J JjSjIj  £^  jJ»\_j jk iijl^M  Aj\Jj\_y i ^ L j l  j L > - l  £ \ 1 JJ» -lj Aik *)!l All *)! j l  J ^ J 'k j
y j  i^gX* pj>ykja ^ ^ l i i k j  aJ» c IbX^MJ^Vkj S k jjJk^ jkc^ j £ k iji*  A> Akjts U  ^ J p  aI»>- y* p^x*
j^^k^kij^S^Jjj cJ}UiU\j _ ^ s i\A ^ \^ i^  OJ*y* O^k tbjo U - k u i  p p k ^ J
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J '40. ‘ jlW*-^ k 0>ai*)j  < jkA-kj
J - i 'j 'j^ 'j^ k j-^ lk JJ ijl J ' a Uoj
(J p  j*fckak>-j 4 j^OLik Aj a0-<j1j 4 jk jy iik  w»k»k A j p  J j j k j  4 j k o ^ k  j\J*- Aj ^kjk ^  jik  A il J j - " j  kx*^- jk
Vk jjJXXi V k_y Juuki (J^jVkj O ' j \ i a 3 k  j*  kjJu!X jk j*-**2—*’' j l  y^Jfilkj jJ^ -k ki ^  Jk*i AijAj AjLH
4* k/X* \p~\j*xj Ajikj Aikjk Lpkjy 4 k^» Xj kjJJv*j kol* <8> aL-kj'^ jl'ASk J|_y-*jAjk J^-ikj 4<^  jklai—j
y j j p y b  4 I 0 > \ x > -  AjJtw* ‘ k jS^S A JaJ AjUJk «kjkj 4 'J y j t j i  j k j ^ k  Aj Aik j j O  ^gJ j *  ^ J p  Aik
j j ^ k  k 4 k U j A *  a! ib^jkia^ik j jk  ^ J p  A-z~0J J * 3^  ‘ 'Jsx~x *j Xp -\p ^J  A  Jok*j» ^jku^ky 4 kJ sP xIj p C ^ k  j k j k  k ^ j
j-^jkk^C p 4-^ * j J  as' x y  Uk >^ L^xkj a!1*j j j  J^-jik aJj Jj»\j '■\j^*j<y y y c J j & k»-kj ‘kjjjjjiy~kk 
A ^ ^ y k p ^ k J a J k  j_y** lo jj AX> J j j k j  ‘ 1 /4 -^  a ! * > j  a J j - « j  j L J ^ J p  AkJai A i k ^ a j k j  4 <^ Jv^ial ^ j ^ O i j  sO~Jk Jfck
4 ^  k^A-«kj
j»yi Jk A»U^ |kj>^ 5 ji Jlk Ajj3 J*>-_j 4 ji j3k J*^ kj A*jdk *sJ)ljt Alk^ "kj 4 j^clllkj jkj^k X*k»- J j 4 Ajp AS'
4 j d k j J k ^ k p p i p ^ J p  P? p P j k l ^ k j  4 jf^Ukj*jfc A^-xlk
A iflW * Jkjj Ajlk Aik y  ^ \ a .  ^  4 j£ —J-k  Aik JmP ^ j k j  j —X k  ^Jjl 4 j p p k j l k  A  J J j Sj 4j^y»klaik A > J j ^ jk p J
«-X»- *-*N Ajkyk j  ASk # j \ l s H  4 J j j  y x P  j k * j  j  p^x* AS j i  jlk 4^^kp y  j p - i - '  A jj3  j *  jk ^ ia^k  A ^ lk  ^ P j  
y * ^ x > j  4^kA-kA!iU^; J^I Aik j j a k  y ^ x b  4^J*ik A^)|k A»kl« #>Jkj j P  tajJ^* J i j j ' j  4^ J j  I* jv* Jo>* A »uj-i j *  k j iX s O
4^uk l»^)pJ;L<a ^ jp-y^ jJk JJkk j^ y^ »..nky^ l3Ji>»k<^ >«_>-k
ji  jik Jxk 5 j j  ‘O^ jkk^ J j  ^*'14^~»-k  ^aJi  ^j»5 4 jr*^  ^p>^ k (Jk AA- j  A»l*Vk Abj^ A^ jlJk 4 jJ^ kiakk v2>j J  ^ Jp^y
*■1— J k o x j j  4? 7 \ p j p j 4  *.U>j 4 J J j J k ia k  U  4^ ^ - J k j i j k ^ a k k  J J a j k j v ^ A n J  4 j U ^ k j ^ k  j j J k  j * A ^ a J .*  J w k k j  4 j O c ^ ' j  
4 ^ U i k o k i ^ k  j  U J J k s O - l a - j  j - -  -*-k k O *■ OJa J  4^ k  ,1^1 \j I*
A l lc .  j  A o£L x ^  A j jJ  jXj-J ^ k i l j  4 4 j j L . j A l l  BC-ViF d  Ui 1 L d  A ilj^ y jS  c k ^ J  ^ k  j k j  4 X l j  L«l
a u !  f r l H j I j  » k o i j l  l y a  ? A X u  g x  »k J A  y  c l i l k y  f r L ^ e j l  A j L u j V  * 4^ ^ ^  j * > j  ( j '  A L j a i y  A S L e ^ j j
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^ Xjk U J^ Aall AjJojS (ji -1*J A ila j j  ^  J (JpM All AjIc. oil (J u a  a Aj«I .^l?> ; j  t^yilajuialj
. . . l e t a j l l  (JjujJ I  A ; C j l _ y j j 3 !  Aj^yiU .33
153. (Uyun al-AJdibar wa Funun al-Athar vol. II\Ms.
y
pAipyil jX*'ylk ASkpjA)
A jjP  y  Axk*»- -F y  ® ( _ j k p  ‘bik k x Jp  j  Joy (A jju  y  Jo jlk ) 1 X?~ AS .x J -k
ujO lk cp k ^ J  £9Jow y  aJ j J i lk i - lA ^ j j iy  A *j*)!k^Jpj A i O ^ u a k j e H l l a ^ i k  j j l ^ J p A ^ j ^ a y ^ J p j  c U > tS>j
,  . .  A a j j  JjuAjjAAII Xxu j X t y l l j t ^ \ ^ n ^ ) \ b j y i y  yX^\
154. ‘Uyun al-Akhbar wa Funun al-Athar vol. VII
\
pA ^-jl k yy~ )  k a s  \ p**o 
<jvA^«Jl_yS^valk JJaS lA ik jX *£ -  k jJ w a u ^ J p j  t p . ^ i - 1  j>j*lk AS J - J - \
« •  » assI) j ) 1 $
155. ‘Uyim al-Akhbar wa Funun al-Athar vol. V ila
J^y-J a A p j  j\A-^Ai Ajy p ^ p y i  k j ^ j k  k AS I
iX»^ c iyly^y f'^jjikj _/sp— ASik ^jLi^y £ b^^y jSy   ^J P  j *  "Sy-tJk J lli» - £ , i y * i £ - A * »  ^ J p  jlk A)S i \ J - \
(■ jk jaJllk^ jk^ iw ^lk ia^y  k j i ^ J p  £ i j 3 j l k o k j ^ j i - k  j \ j  juJjkxl\_y j l ^ ^ k ^ J p  j j d  AjvApy ^Jp_y  £ i y P ^ k  ^T*”
£ 5y$*lk_y (y ik ^ lp k ia jS j& jlk  £ iyJwJkkASk J i a  U ^ o j i jy *  A x ) lk ^ J p j  £ Sy^-k_y
(187 JaLA\fb)
156. ‘Uyun al-Akhbar wa Funun al-Athar vol. VIIb
jlk  a!yMj ^ k p  AS\ _J £_y*^ lk J y k  Apklaj AiyAuj A p \la y  A J> \la  £* j ^ f k  ( y o X \ j  JoJk j P  A~*ju o l > - J l k  AS iX*J-k
A « j) !k ^ J p j ‘ j ^ ^ k  J a \ J j \ 3  i^H k ia^ jk  j j  ^ J p  A a O j ^ J p j  £ ^ ^ x l \  j P ^ J > U \ y  i j j y j j t i l [ jA^fk X*£- £ j i ls ] \ i  A itS " ^  a!x>
< y d ~ \ j j  jH k J ^ k S i L ^  j *
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(218^4
157. *Uyun al-Akhbar wa Funun al-Athar vol. V Ilc
jl k y^~)  k AS k p. . i
4 jyilky okHlalk 0^4 yyJalkyjLHk j  j\^ kj«l*»*-Llyk J*j»-^ £Alk 4 jyP.xJkp\»k4_il\j£y 4 jy l ik O J - J ’k
* y ° 3  ^ J p y  4 j y j j l k j  j  ik jy i lk  j  a U z )  O j o c J i k j  4 j y l a . - l k ^ j x A k  * ^ y * j  ^ S '  ASk ^ L ^ y  4 y )  J - k 'y  j i a l k
p ^ S  Jslilk  4 J J ^ H lk  JJsjjlk J j k  A j j i  j *  A^)!k ^ y k p j 4 j y J x J k j  j j J - k  p j jx A k jJ  jjU l^kW ^k j j k ^  4 J ^ (
< jy * ilk ^ y (A -k j iy»-ylk^fcklalkp^X* j k  pP.X >-
t p j l k .  j J p ^ f l l ^ l w - L i l p l t f k / i )
Hasan b. Nub al-Bharuchl (d. 939/1533)
158. K itab al-Azhar- vol. 7VrjMs]
pi^jk k )  k AS k p.. -j
4 A  ky J P y  •  ^V »  (y P k y lk  4 A j l \a .  2 y  * y .X P  jy ^ * A l  4A k £ y k y  A X 3 O j b i k  4a U )  y * U l  4A L fcj»  j P l i k  4A b i  p  .Iflnkk AS »X«J-k
p^ jUj 4_.^  .-i j'^ 'kylk ‘j^ Ak aL^ j^s.«.». ...Ik ASk *’Ulyk ^3x>- p\J JXC- 4 A^ p^ky »y—" (Jyav^ lk 4 A^Xy aJLojp py jjkk
pylslk j* \jl^ ^  Aik AS ,X«J-k <$> jslikAlk 4 js*llk y^«Jok Jv< A>w^ ljJk p^ V.^ kyvj j\^»-.xlk 4 jvkal«.Hky A—Jli^ |k ypyyj
4 jfvllialk
j \ »  4 j w j k y ^ 'l j i j l k i I  y iJjJkpy i^oL ialk  4 jA > J - \y * lk  JjkAy 4 jv illk p U k y  4 jA —ylk X y * J  4 j 'jH k ^ " k > “j j p  AS 1 ^ L ^ y  
b t^ klj kybiyl 4 j\*^*y ■ *-■ j  >3 p^3 JP j> Aikyvi*lkpJ’k jy4^- 4 j4X*yl»ky j 4«l.«Ak Ajk^Jp AJljloy A«.«^?y 4_Hkka.ik jik 
j  k^>-yijpJkj)j 4 p^xpk j  lAjlkoja- jk  <Jli kyLx^ ^^ Mj 4 j^ l ik  *Jt*iAll*(_i\0&')ly 4ji jlkpyi Jk Xa-k JJa
  lllo^k j j k ^ J p  j\X»ylk A .« .til.H k  A.lflA-k
^ J k W jk  j k ^ i p  j A jU p i  j u - y  ‘ A - A j£ - * y * J  ‘A - I j i ^ k j  4 AX £ y j y  4 .> P y  ja*X*y A O ^ k j y  A P j j k y  V ^ J  
A L ^ylk  ly ^ y  «X9 k*^9 i*^pU jky l^)V *lxy A**)|k jy P y A  ^ jk x  J>y 4 j  J»*lk  ► k.xpky  4 jvlkialk pika ^ykp y * k
pj-k  >3p Lfc«XpkyA pk J^ jky  4y»J»-!k j p  * kjj«l k A»jj .*Ak A  p^ X» A  (>y^ 'k  y f c ^ j l k  4 A «\pjlky  A~*\jjlk Ajj \j—y* Cy 4 A*V*^|ky
A pp e n d  ix -IV
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1 9 0
^  'bj>j ‘J J '  jS * jA \<J&\^y> jjl' < ?)\j*  lJ ^ \ )  p5 W ' J* r*
J* *A* jv* L ^ U< etoi Ja^l J -  « jy l \
»5j\j51 <uulx-LSl A.«la>-^  L £ ^ ySiyCj<*)J\ ,,^ ^ > - L ~ J . > j j  Lfcjjkp}L.*)1 \ j p—*
\l\^JS)ljlj^ j^ \j  \jip,jj>1 »>*y J  jll \^ L»^ -ijJ*- |^l j i  jJli»iLi aJjA \_y.««..—) ^  ^  J\3^ ~S>-<P^ LJ\^ >^
<ij/">llA*laji-\ j^ -^ 1  < p ^ j j  ,3 ‘ \>>y£* < <^
t LJu~o pJ—^J < jl^ i^ l jvAa^ all <
^L«l Jj-a I >>^j La _^J I ill'll J a LoiS d lj j^ j l  La I j j j  j l  j  L i L a i  Ljl
j^j^ aJLLaJI i .  ILba J ill  jjl L jjjl J)J^.j j  (_^ uLill ASlS ^yic- v- <—ilUaAjl ^jjl
iail\ c L j i j l  J j- ia 2  ( j j^ ^ L a J l  ail\ J J j  ^ j j^ u u a lt  ^ jjjla u a il
159. End-
\jfej ‘ Ai~JI l^ > ‘oW l?  O '" * -J&) J -X lj
tjL l* S \j j j J l j P r  ^jjcj j  j J l «j \ k - U I  ^L ll j j T j U j  < j ! i j j ^ \ j  (JJill > 1  J l y l  J o ^ b \ j  J \ ja)\j
i jL i \    ,rt P  <y|A*9 4 J}\Ia*-LJ\ Apllflj 4 Apllff
^jllP ^ L l \  w J l ia ^ j l j j l ^ j l p  4 Aj ^yy*J  4 Aj J \ P j  A A g . —■ I j  t<~*\ 4 <Jo "^JJJ  A ^P Aij 1\jK~~0j
4aJp \jJJ* w*LSlpjL«S\jJ (Aj  aJLs L}\ J^>-^lli Atajl »^tf
4 j L a ^ N \ j  j L j ^ | \  jA~-w*<L*L*yiA^J^*^> a^L51 4 jLJ«-1 jj^*S\<6iL_yL^ < jL s i- 'i l l  j^* > » -iil L > ^ j j i (j ^ L L '! ) ! \ ^ lp j
j j i l o ^ L tf 4 j C w * j l l p—u lil^ j i \ j^JallpL l^l 4 A L ji pL l^l 4 4 \jj^<aP 4 _ ^ > -L tfj
pj*»j 4 Lj—^ -j 4 p^Ap pL-< 4^  **\ii\jiyjAbb\ aIU^^Pj 4 jf^^'lp^Jp
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Indian Phase
Habib Allah b. Mabmum b. m ull a !A ll bhai b. m ullanajl b, mulla Adam jl Sihpurl 
( l l tb- l2 b/ l f ,- l$ h C)
160. R isalat al-Izhar wa al-Tabyin f i  al-bahth ‘ala Butlan 1‘tiqad al- 
Firqah al-Sulaym aniyyah wa Fasadihim wa FasadiD a ‘watihim  [Ms.]
p A ^ J l j i l  4^ 1 lp.« i»>
Aj&La fj. A u l  Aliii c ^)ji-wall j  t -iAAx.il (Jal (Jj-l&Ut-a]! L>l
l j^JLa .13 (jjiLiil AlitS * (JLoll o-loo V  (2p®9 tcJLaSI . l i e  J I  *  1 jJLo .13 (jjAjll iUjjIj . . .  j  “S A j
Hasan b. ‘AllK han b. Taj (early 11th/  l7 b C)
161. al-Rlsalah al-M uzayyanah al-Mushah H Sirat SayyidnaD a’u d jlb .
Q utubShah [Ms
J\*0i \ p-4-*0
iJlisJ \y>t^ ayj ( Jl iXjAj
(3 *) o l^ l j \ z > - t  Xy  o ty
Aa1*J1_j AlijJl pji y  aIspJ.12 Aa^ C^-1) y  J p  djil
< jAlailj j j l l  p^ -Ap AjijlJuj
j^ W I  poljil! < y  jj py 3  “S ^ ” ijPydZA1^ i
J 1-
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^  LA .x>-l < il LA k>uj^> ^  1 j j* ^  j "^-?
~1L Lfc^«jL XS’ ^  < X f - ^\\^^\\l
i  i l  J o —i l  jo - C - < o i  I A i * l
t iL* J^ j j^* ,l-'^  ^  ^ (^ L«uj a^>*<—« <oil «^*U^I\ j^iull p^lA-1 y^*L-Jl |v^*LL*
S lp j i l j j O  A ^ X l^ j jC ^ iL il > ^LjtlljpJkj^Jl! <^ j )  J>^ 3l ^*>IXJ IjxU  Jj) j l l  A  ^I ^,A>»oU ^  )j j f *  jC o o Jll 
t^ l jjpl jJl i aA-I aJj^ ^ p<^ ?^ --<4jjl'^ ««>-|*^ }pjLill < (^) i\^
< jLo» ^jojJI J^ >- <\£-*&\ ‘ *^-*  ^ A< -L»l\l .j l.U  *J\U* _<l W .,_ a--A. I
< jL^ ll Jo^ 1j\y* L^^a—» L«}A—< jya<^ l pLoj
k<Ls < ^ .y j  <0)1 ^ J S  ^oJaLail j o  Aoic J^-Q t j L a j ! l  ^ c ’^ °  AA>I ■'"' ‘ v j^ J ^ ^  ^
toilloll j t  ja J I  i—Ix Ll^  tAJoo j uU' ^  VI J j ld a l l l  j o  a j l ^  La <J£ ^ 3  ^  jil^ M  lA ld a S j A3_j*o jL a J l
o J o j l o J  A ''•*■ '- <  <J)I j o  J j j o l l  i ^ j L l o I I j  ^ > j^ £ L i l  ^  ) l " A \ l  j\ j-d* £ o U U I  k d A j V ' ^  ( Y j _ j £ L l l )  j  j S i o i l  L ^_j' _ A  j - J k  j
j"*-; t jloo ll k—Ujol j  JaiUl >. i Lfi. L  ' fl a-di. ..<»l ^  j\o \l 4 j l  j i l l  A i j . -ooil AoLjloll r  >l* il j  j l jU l i ^  Vi • - ’'all
4 ^ j£ J I j  A S ^ a ^ o ll 4fj»«\l y  aJjoa^oll J L -o a J l <_£ j la ,  4 j i l i l l l  j  Aj j j c * l l  ^ \aL « j
sik. 4» a")T>«a\t iOJJ^ ll j J jLLoJl *^ijil y^lc. ^ jljuail 3^ (jl 0 j^ic. s^LuJI i^ J^La]l 1^'
(''(.j^ jjj) *• *«» yi ,^ lc. j ^  ^  sL ioiaa  /) j  i  LjoLakj < u L « j  UV U auji to jjS jl j  cU jV '
^ m / i  j«iLa^» jjo-*ll*il o ^ L i j  A jIjJ  ^Ul a_)<»l i_j£ ^ 3  <S j \ j ~ a j  aj a C. V i \ ; . i  <0)1 (J ^ a
t^jojuajkl \\r, <0)1 vljl j\.<»> 'jj^)> U\l jj< wl»\l ^Jl j  '!<>->. a
t<jL«<xi j  ^u-iajl ^ 3  4 j \J  jl <L&Uoj Ao&Ua ^yic. (Ja> j^>c <oil Aoji) ‘^ U  ^jj dW Q “‘~,‘ ^ U a-U I A^tWoo J j l  j l
d)l j ^ iU I  U^VUl j o  A .<ti a JO a^JJ A >4*4 jo a o  _^ ><^ il j  J a U o j  d )l j v « oil j o  A la o o  olll aJ a^< La L ' ’I > r- j a  j 'iX . La!
. . . I j L oo \ i’ll & j l S  j o  ,v^  iC A« o.< j  l^ d a l^  j l £  j o  j u o j a l l  j o  a^akLo Lao J a L o o II ^JS ^ 3
162. Risalat al-Na‘y al-Yamaniyyah |Ms
Qtd. in Risalat al-Muzayyanah-Wr\Uen on behalf o f  D a‘l  D a’ud b. Qutub 
Shah informing the people o f  Yemen about the dem ise o f  his predecessor 
D a’ud b. ‘Ajab Shah
Aolc ^_S^» Uaj AoS o<k _yp^i j^ U l - L d a  ^ i l  L lo£ J  ^Siojl j - d l '  j o  j d ^ d U l  J j o lo l l  ^ 3  o_u£ a j a c  <0)1 (J La Ajl ^j 
j l S j  ^ i l j V I  ^LV' VI ^oo^oll j o  j j j  ( j a j l  j k l  j o  A ^ jU U l AoaIUI y  Aojl£JI A ^ j l il l  A n.<*>o\l j o
oLl <J^!a I) j  4, \Fa  4 ( J j l  jV I j L o  j o  ^<a Aoll loo£ < J o j a  A~i- .^oa J I a  ^ 3  o_loS A a j j  <0)1 ,_j<i3a IoJluo
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<0)1 j*-13 L-io—i j l  j  t Aj jo a . J la .  ^ 3  AolC- d l j l£  La o  ’r, A j'jLII sj& U I J  «.l j a !  j  A j l j j  j y y  « j o t
yk ' La Laj a\-». o ^Va iy u  ^ 3  »LI ALoliL a «<ViAl j  ^_wajj AoULa k_kj^*A ^  A ^ a i  A a . j j
j51 ^  I aa \ p—«»
j—a!l ^ Lp Aa\j|1aaVIj jjLUIj ‘pj*" ^ 4*" ^ J o —aIj j * —a! AaIjij Aj^ y
< <t£ JV ^ljidA jA ^-j^xoj 4 j\j> \^ Ap
j>!l t aL—ilj A l^ap j^ai ypj t aL-SIj j^-Ij A l l < aUJiIL ai^j I* j&j  <■ <os j*a3-l
Ltfjw * p ^  L a P  JjA j o L p  Ajl Js^ Jj^ ajlill*  J u ^ y  ,^1 jA p i jJI •  J»>- A pL aj A^-ll?l
^ (^ )• • • )
4 \ j j J l j ^ j i o Ajuj-iJ\^ —^j* Lj—-«^ Lp <oil
4 l i > j A  A » \y  J ^ A
4 [i^)l\jj\jji)\*lJij\jb)l\k+j)/\^^S'j
L^p\ jl?” 4 jU^l 3ljAd»^ r -^>lU(^ j\jNl) ‘ jL»jSI(^ j^ Lpj
jM4SW3jAS^ |^ ^ -« o U ^ ^ (^ ij) \^ j^ U L ik Jb l^ v JN lll3 u ^ l»
Aj L^p^"^ ‘ La^>-j p^ *S 1 jj\j UjL*« *-UaJj 4 l*l>- Ajii>. ^Lp Oyll ^ j '
jy-;a p^j d.-.-A ioLI 3^ *“ L^y1? oy-*LiH 0-A'*" pi'0*^ ' (  ^) • • • j* *5?^  ^ lia^ -p*-Ajj
4 <^ j j  j J \ i - \  p ^ i  d l- A  j i j i - l  ( 0 ^ - 3  j A  J .J L J  U L a > - \ o j  <P 4 , j j  J - * l j H  A < u i i - \ j  p ^ * 1 j ! l  j ) ^ ^  J —a i!  'ft"''*
L*—A AJJ»V—A A ^ y t J  i ^ j a o l - J l A o V ^ J #  ►a'il j j L a —U  A) A s * )  \ i  4 ^  j y * ^  A L U l j  A j l )  j - U \ )  O y l  1 A C  IJ  Al
j ^ '  ■if'XjT-* A xii^uj 4j^Jij 3 j" 3 *Vj j ^ ^ ' o c ^
(S )>ip o)lj jA»ji pj A^-to oL lj »>^p j  (^ j 3"' ^ > ^ > 1')• • • 3 ^"' ^'>3 p\3 ja  jjL  j \  j^-i-'j
Jju I J^-l_jAoA<lJlpy ^ l< » A p ^ A o 3 l i  AoJS^ l^ok^ pJ 4A—ol^j A i> - jA  Jsju <0i 1 J^>~ 3 '  vj^ ^ L L p ^ jA A l\ju il
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La-*—* V j )  p ^ U p  J P  <0i \ iwAP La» ( j l l y  4—j»L»- j l y  4p\ol Jo i pU l 4 J^>-lj
4ji jllpy (3 '^ ‘wa~J lojlj LAL-a 4Aj\pJj bjy j l j  4Aj
4L^'4 j^ '40^'4
«. . ,.\l j j i  ftl-lV  a\I j  4 jL a o V I  J a I  4-J^ lL A K ISUl 49 j j i t  —i l l  a  0 L»all J  4B j i a J l  A ja la lll 4 .la.
AjVyil s_jic- j u j l i l l l j  4 j L a  j l l  ^ L a l j i l a . 1  -ill j l  yaV I ^ 1  y U % a J i  4U^Lao j a  4 ^ l j £ V l j  A o a -ill  4 _ ± a l j j
t A j i j U l  o j A a l l  ftL a ll j j C .  j a  j j c . j l i l l  j  4 A j j l n J l  e ^ C . . l l l  J a L i o  j a  j j j j L u i l l  4 A jL a V L  ( j y U l i l t j  A • a j 'k  >o i l l
^ J ^ x j l  1_—a y * a i 4 ^ L aU ll J J  w l l  J  4^1_la*jl j j L —oJl j  4 ^ l _ £ l l  ^ J l  y o \\ L 0J— 1 V  4 Aai—]l d j l£  j l l  d ) l j  4 A_noJI a j j ^ a J I  J a I  
A Ar. < i l  j  A _ a-a  4 » ' .  -  4 - l ^ ^ V I  Q,> A H  A l i t - k l l j  j o o 'i f  I 4 j j j o l l  ^ i L i i l  t d i a a J l j  4 j 13  >ol' f tl ^1H j j  4 '
. . .  j  o i l  A o L a  ' < 4  a  j  o i l  AiC. j J o V I  4 j ) U l  y L i U ' j - v ». 4 Aooxoll 5
/<£?. Risalat al-Munirah wa al-Diya’— f i  Akhbar al-Du‘at al-Nagariyyun, wa 
dhikri aba’ihim min Bharmal f i  khamsatiabwab wa ‘ishnna fusul, fih i akhbaral- 
zalim awrangzayb al-laln  wa zulm ihi li al-mu’minin fizam anih (Habib allah
b. Babuji ? l2 b/  lg*C ) B
I
p O > -j! I I Aji I pAAj
< LSIl AjIpf£- xJF? y aJ Jj^fl 4j . 44.xlI ja—a?j 4 AjlpyL^ -j Aj\p S^' aIa^j 4 Jd-^ lI ^  Jo^l
<'\olj}M jl jjolj aU1>-Aoj i^ Jpi>-J 4 lJi_y J^-lj J*) I ^ >-\j plj^ l 1 <0 ^  A W*^ l> 3—,“3' *“^ pL ‘ *^r
A3 aJJL A*^i-j 4 3 j^ 'J * j^“V^  a j  1»-Py 4 LjL-a'^o^SLJaSj loll I.Ja p^ Ap a1- r \ jA j  \i^  liu L*a oji I y Aoaj •y^’
j v i i l a i i s i p  jii»  « ^ li< p ij3  Aj\i\» aJ a L j i j  4 U iU tf  Ao—p  ^ 3 ^
y yjy~ # j4 ^ " l 4 L jkL  j \ J \  y axJaL  j a _ j j  1* iy iy1' ^  0 ^  * a 1 ^ 1 a 3 - j p l*^ ll j U —a\ d o 3 y  ^
jJ k J y  j i  Jo^ll Jol » \J o  J jtlj  A’lij a J p  y * \ j  ‘ Ail J —a^JI ) 3 ' A . a aj  j  J 3  j p
4 \ool—a I J ^ -a  a1s»;Ij  4 llj !>■ j j y * ' '
4 io o lj £  j  Jo V i  A—a l i p ^ l ^ ^ ' j ^ '  (jP A o P l>1Xi'yi J ^ A * ''L J jl> * L^ - l_ J > ,y iA jl'y  j l  J ^ - i > l j
y^ \j 4 loi^ l^ -Ao^ A jilAjlS^) jljJkp^ l JlIjjApiaplj 4 L-a\j aIoU'^ I JjA A—^«j| J^a4_jjjll Al^ —»jy * JoP I Jo^-jl Jy^ Jolj
4 \ooW- Io -aIjA » jP  j i l  A \ i o l p J k y JJljIj 4 \ l j \ j O ^ M l l ^ Jl ^ ')>_J^’3 ^
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Aj J j L y  AaoA ?j)j A o £ * - l ^ 3 p j  4 L j L k y  A o * -j y > -  c ^  A ^ ^  S j l a ^  A o lp  <6l 1 ^ 3 ° ^
ajjL j\!jo ^ joi jl Aollo pyi) c 3!jy Vjly4 3-U<» iyjyy \xy«o <0il a !*5^^ ty i'(ji'(,3^"c Ajo^ jy
4 LssLlyo Aj j u  j l A —« jtx iA a > c jI  L« J j u  4 l o l > - ^ j A w v < ^ y ^  p ^ * I
I— 4 L^)Loo)(JjLo),^ ly J-a^'j J^ nL^ y^ -l tj^ 4Pt-oi*-U<*J L*iljo^ 3
p U S { _ i ' I 4!* !*  j i j  J a  p y “J ( j 4 j ' ^ J  c 3 ' j  ( 3 ^ - ?  J ^ M  j ' ^ ' ^ j 4 '-*-" j o l p —oLail ^ j i \
< L ^ \y o « d J J S y  j o A j « \ —j»A1o  A A l ^ 3 ' ^ 3 ^ ' (j 4< J^JU<>—■iL kM plito i—jA > - p j \ j j l \
Sjp jilp-ol^ oy \l23WajP jSI 4 LyW-L?!^ i3'^ i^ **3‘l^ s  ^j'*'i
V ^ ' j O ^ I a J o * ;  A j U a ^ P  \^ A o  J ^ p \ 3 ^ > - A o ^ X l y p l * l l  j W s j u l A o ^ P j  j W a o i * - ^  L o j i o  4 L 0 L 0 S  * " \ j i H
j  j i l  y *  ^ y j  j )  jM p J S lj^ Ijo  y > -  j )  j f o ^ L  J v * £ -  j y i )  « l l y  j i  jJ l^ y i)  i_—j i l l l  c ^ ajL ^ J  '3 i ^ l x o  \j / lA g P
4jop«oii(j33 4 3^ a1a>j ^ oI*j  a! Ai*>-y AjAp aJs <uii 3 (3^ '^ ' J1.' 4 3L?^'3 '^
A_Jy j y P 3  J l j  y ^ y  < aS A jj\x<  y» J<jj  AjI J p \  aiL-wJ*- 3 ' j  *—-^ \ j  A j J ^ ' _ J  ^ ' y - 4 J ' j ' j
( \J L  p \^ j  As*e^>y J J j ^ J  (J5 j\A «l® Liil S yP  j i l  4 ' i y ' ^  a J p  A*—) *_y**i (_jl joall J—M
t UpIjAJil Ajajl^AJy j ’yjill ap\W^ Aa!|^ o^ j^Tj 'lljoj
.  . . 4Aj\ijJljl(jo^3 '^4— AojJI^U"0  ^
In time o f D a l Ibrahim Wajih al-Dm (d. 1168/1754)
164. M ajm u ‘ al-Fiqh [Ms.
i
poS-jS'j'^ "3'Ajiip.i “>
A X oS yy  4 Jo Jo—o y  l v _ ^ 3 1  4 J jo L o  C-AJil 9 Joly t j u c ^ l  A^jy J o ^ -  L Jos—u A^y—u j  ^ ) S ' 6 ^ 4 > \ j  4 ^  J o ^ l
j j i y  4 A J y j  j l j y a j a P < U J |  J j i f f  ( j )  j J l p ^ > - j j Q l  J a P  L’l J y o j )  p A > l y  I i j )  J k 5 > - y i '* y '^  i ^ jf» *J^\y 3  j i l  A o > -y
4^4(1-^  Ai|y Jo^ - \1 Jo—*\J^ T 4<loyPj
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. . . » - l y  4 p j A ^ d L - J I  J* A a U I ^ w J ^ J o  I J s f j jA iy
Qamruddln b. D a l Hibat Allah al-M u’ayyad (early l f b/  l4 b C)
165. R isalat Dafi *at al-Ahzan wa Qashi *at al-Ashjan f i  Sirat al-D alyayn 
ila Imam al-Zaman |Ms]
3 3 l i l  Jofey 4 p l 4 p \ j u ^ J l y  a I L a j I  jo ly iw  L - V p ^ o y l y  4pV—3 - 1  A o \i \ i  Ix A p  v - .—< 1 ^  j l l j i  J o 3 - l  
< V*jVp\ i l > « J ly  A»l y  4pVo—JI iV U y l' ( 3 '  (*♦? i&J 4p\i}M # j \ —« p ^ jA « ^ y  ‘ p^V*!! d l l l l  <6il j O  3 '
t L » l^ > -y  SUaJ 3 - * ly i y  ♦’I j i l l A j C j j J I  jo l y l )  p ^ a l j l y
p ^ j y j ^  J 3 y — o y  4 p ^ j U l  j i  J —i /  *y p ^ l  j i  JoJloy  4 p > y \ i l i  juU A oy  AX—3-1 p - * / —-1 j ^ - l l  j f *  L l* > -  V  » Jsa^ -
4 p > j l j» \ l  4 p > j l ^  j j ^ i —«O J
ViaV>Vi lxil>»li j l  a1L-X3 4*_/—<<y ayjtP  j a ^ l u l l  3 ^  p ^ - ?  4* jU  0 V “^ '  3 ^  “J  J *  Y  All j l  J^JU iy
Jaa> Vi jV^ Vi pJkVil lipU^  4 UVj^  jlAioliy 4 ULpI UiOj~a3 jly p33j33' ''3 / 0  4 VjlKo^ jvi-loaJI
4 3 1 1 2 1  v J j —^ l  y & y  ‘ ^ 3 '  J \ ^  4 ^ ^ 3 ^ 0  3 ) 3  j l  j —a I  L l a l y  4 I 2 j —A y  * .X Pjl I j 3 '  4 V illo l»_ ■ V y  l i ^ l ^ y
4 jA A jo - — ^  U  * - y l  J ^ j - i j o p ^ L p j ' p - A L J l  U y p 3 j i p i ?  l i i l ' j U \ i p 3 3 p 3 3 > ' j  j * 2 ' y
Ajlxil 3 ^  - " L4- ' “ - 3 ja 1  J l \ 2 l  4 l i j l u o a 1 p \ <  .Li y  j l l  4 j j —j l l  fcl —y  4 j ^ —J I  43 k—“3 '  j '  J>^»* iy
^ ^ l i l l  4 * " 3 ^ y ^ | l  J ——* n—Uliff ^>1 j i  3 ^ "  4i—J j l i l l y  v j j l* l> l l  J jk lS v 8 —<? A-—<?yy A ->-l 3 ^ y  a A p  3 “*^
J l i > 4 A . y 2 ' j  A j l l ^ ' j *  **w^ '  ^  aJ p  2 i l 3 ^  2 i l  J y - « j 3 3  j \ l > - l ^  j l l  4 *, U —a lly  y ^ '^ ^ ^ 'i l l y y  J  Aj c —1< A aV y
4 Aoj^U11—j j y d > 3  43 3 * l l ^ y j y  JX P
j l  y*0jt V*l 3  J l j j j  i 3 ^ 1  j.a>- ji  j l  pJ» lu^  3 y i l  3> ll y - " l  3 ^  4 J j 3 '  4 A——u ^ l  ( 3 ^ J
4 d l ^ > w a S o —2 —llp jw  o 3 l l i l y ' j * J y ' a—VI )
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£ A^l 5
£jl ^  £^^1^5 JJ Ajj^ \a1U,J-“^C*'‘' £ 152511^11 ^ P j
aAp «oi\l1>1^L^>
'\j fcXv-uki £jj) J £(jj> Jv>^ i,ls_j ^ 3 £ \i*li iLkPj £  ^'^ TU> *" ^ f! id^**
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(JI J>& pilfiA jj* p-^Vj *Vjfcj p"£?^  J 4 Oa>y^' (_? p 4 jV.Va.ai.1
& -Cl j y l \  Sj j S
^ J J  C?\*>•**'• V^S” (J^ pf4^  p^ VL* ^jl? (_^ L? p’fa^ '"
J ^ j \  j ^ l j s  j j p  iw . . , * > v J - \  f i j _ u j  a L ? ^ j  A j 1 1x ^  a V&  p j  J l ^ j i  j  > ^ “ l i L ^ l  V x \ ^  i W J l
4“L ? ^ ^  j - ^ \ ^ l  p j i * )  i _ j V j N l  t_ J > jl J o l k > k > J l  s^yajj ( J s ^  i ^ ) U » e _ > - l
^  Ajj^- (3 ‘SJ5*’ (3 J~- (J^-J ‘*1~j,J jJpj r 'JI SjpJl (3 O^ L? j-4'^  (J^ji^ aII j^jjlUjil
^ jA  _J>JJ iljtJl \j \J?J\ Aj*-La a)I^ A-1^ (joVj- pj&jJV *U?j U ^Xf'j aAp pi^j
j > s * H  £ \ j b  1 ‘U A P  p £ * eA ) fjP-  j l e ^ a l l  p V & J  \l\lti ( 3 * ^  4 j j J
■&■ 23JU Jdail iljwo^ l) IjWaLu Sjl$) pJij <J\JJ. l u-i Jl_j *jy2y* 2j\A-J
g^3J  L)AJ '^ li-u-iall AjjjjabII (J JjlSI tillj (jA ~$.!4 ‘‘‘'Ip' (JAJ lijl 6_}&UaJI a jc..ill (jai^A Ja*;> LoJ 3^i (J-^  (Jiuij
alc.l\ll j  -La l^ j  (. l.lwa Jj* IJ (alsJbill dlLaHaj ^jla .jjl pi jjA £.Ljaijl J l  AjcI JuVI AlLaJl CllLalLall (JA L>°_9
*Lojl-i CjlSjjilj 4jUaaJ iljA tJ*>.i J  J (JJjil pLuij £ aJ  CiuA (_5ill j%^-All g^j^ liJ-il S^ IulaII
ySjuill ji*j _j*Aaxll J aV V jl I— <xuuti [jjAuiLoll * 1)1 ini’ll! C)' ^ “.Vlj LlllSjSkll j  1^>nil JilajVI
^£j!ujJ aIS-ii pijAl ji. Clltillal (jl Aaj Ijl_jjl j^clU-li iij_jj (_jy® <laSjj (jjin-LcJI * j^ J^qII
Clll^ aVIJ jil^ )S1I L_il)lj-a'l/l (3* (jLajV/l j^lS^ a (jpjl Jl *(JjVlj S^p-VI (J AAull Clilckj)lllj  (_5^ JulU JUI lijjUl 
* 3LiLl*j jl lg..; u'.Vj Lai liili jjlckjj Lai ^Ajit-j a Jjii. j j  A (jjijl Jill * (JjVI S Jaailj dll jg Li all
^ j l i  pg JJ' CllJJ (JaI #.V__9_J Iji&lc. Lai pljj *3bljl '-s.\ ..i JU I Jilj (3^^ Sl&J (_J\_a3Li L^ajuajx^ all
jJll AjIj J l  >^g.l o_jcjill t_llj*jil ^JLll jkjl (_L-.al Jl jj^illl p_aLUl pCioJl ^Jjl * Jajill j J l l  Jli (jjjlill pi 
pLawJ 3^ J  l^Ja Ail p-a S^ C-ill j  lia J  j  j j  AS^ Luall ^C-l inalL ja^all _^ ij3j3Ij AuuiLluill 3^ j_iJ I  )^jglalll j
(_g.il ijjuwill a jiail Jl_^a (JS peal i >i a (jc- JLaiLall j j i l l  (Jl jiL  1^ J  (jjilll _jjiall LijAjj fl jJ I  ojC.^ 11
jLVSijjl J  (jjs (Jajlluil (jj _jjl-mj. . if 'j) *'lll (_)iaa3 LLa .^_ji.__JI (jjl (Jl -^J e_LuijJ JLa (_jli^  j jl  J (JS
( j l j  A c a i i l l j  o j j - ^ i l l  ( J j - I a f l l  a !j I ( ^ a  p a  A j ^ i l l l  o ^ p t l l  4 - i a ^ a J  ( j i i j l i l l  A j a J a l l  4 c . L a a «  ( j< a  i L t a 3 j  j j j j  ( j £  (J_pa a u I
p-i-ojl (jj-ai.1 AiLlillj (jLaJ^ I lajl jjiu ij.allj (J|_js>VI ^LL-ia qa 1 p^iaJj JaLall j  __>AJill Cj j l ( j j i  -kgjSj
pj-ajjill JajjjiJI a dilS^jj piLj t—b-ia2i.l j  J  J l  q a  aLpill (jiaLj ( J j  J l  Q a  J-kll a_jc A (jlj'i g^.lar a>. LaS
A - a 3 L u i j  A i l ) L - ^ a  - -  J -  A i L a a . J  A j l i i S  j l ^ u i l j  J j V I  A l - k k f i  ( 3 ^  ^ i L a l l  -1 ) a - v A J I s j  p i j L u a _ j  l _ l L lu i l  ( J j u . a J j
*  ^ajV I
(_^ J j a x l l  »l_j-k.ll p i ^ a u u i A  _ j * - j  A jk . J a II UlJiSI J c . 1  j  _J _ a l l ( J j t a l  a !  _JJC. ( J c - L a J l  i-k-s. ^  ( J j  i ^ l J a a  ( j l l  i s u  L a i 
^ I ^ jS I j  J i L a u  ( j s l l  ( J £  J c .  ^.j I S a II  ( j A  ( _ 5 j A ^ - a l l  A a I j S I j  ( J a j L /I  L p J I  ^ ^ jV Ia II J l  *u j1 ^ H j a  ^ » l n  i _ a _ p u V l
l i l l a  L a i - y  J  l i l _ y a .  3 j j  J  ( _ ^ i l l  All I J J I  J l i j j  A lll -lA ?k .i _j A j  ( J A  J l  C l i l l j l  j  j 5 j  j  j ' s " ' ; j  ( j i * l l j  ( J  J j a S*^ (_s j J a a j
^vgJ ( j j ^ A d l l j  A i l _ ) i i a ^ .  (J * > V _ J  *'-1 <—S j l a - a l l  .V 'g  a ' i j  A i U a l l j  4 j l a  o ^ L a x j  j J juj ( J A  a A ic .  L a  J ^ -  L a J j S
•L aLkaSl ( J £  ( ^ j a  ^ 3 L a l l j  j - 3 L k j a l l j  A j a L t l l  a _ j \ j  p l 3 j  A ' i j l i c . j  _ j& a 1 I  a j A c  A l a ^ - k  ( j i a L i ^ )  J  e j i l l  J
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( J .10  j A  j  a V i . m j j  A u t  j  ^  k i l l  j C . 3*  a . i l j j l l j  1 • -* J j  < 11x i j  j A j  L u J a l i  3  I ^ S L i j  I , ' ja i i  A j I j ^ j
J j ^  J » > j  j l  J j L y j l l  j  a j c . I j  3 ' “ a j I I  3 ^  >. ’« U .>,j V 1 j  J j L - i ^11 3 “® ^ i e .  j  U j  3 " “  ^  ^ »>  j
j ;  A  ^ ^  ^  -all f c l j a j l  I m u j U  * ■ ' ' ) * }  lr»J ~k «al' A J a i ^ j  . - ‘n ' a j j  ± i yj  1 ")l y ^ a y a  ^ . V lC .  4 l j l  f  aA j' y
• A-lw’vC-
3* 4 jil 4jJ j 3AJ ^  3- Liilc. 4 ^ j. ^ .\\i 3 )J| 3V A.a.^ jjj aIijIj yk j AjiL ^  ^4>j Laxj — j--^a
A j l c .  t j ^ k u  t. )l~ \^ i' I.AA 3 « *  A j l  £ x  ^ 3 *JVj  a L j o a i x j j  A j  ^ -J * ^  3 > * J A a ^  ^ J i * x  l > '  j ] '
...A jJ a ^ c . A > j l’i j  AJ j»j-»-k 4  e - l j j j  AjJajC .
Al-Shaykh Ibrahim al-Sayfl Ibrahim b. al-Shaykh Jiwa bhai (13>h/  l<Jh C)
167. R isalat al-Libas Ms
1 jl 11 p. -1
< # p-A « \j~0 ^ Lg- <j|> Ak*>-J»\JJk
* 4 jy l^p^ApjA-U"pLxj Ja*J\ J  tpiA-ljplxll
. . . \ f i  p x *  1 j i  1 1 J^u \x \
Al-Shaykh Qutub b. Sulaymanji (13>b/ 14h C)
168. M untaza * al-Akhbar |Ms.|
p x » -j l  \ 5^ \ 1a  \ p.« ■«>
i A ^ x s U i l ' y  a L * ^ \  i< J l> \jb \^ a jh \j0 j£ '  A i i x V ^ ^ i l A ' l
> * 3  ij P  j . ,a t\  \ x  J L ^ \  <Uil j i \  <. A ^ a i l i ’l J s jS l  a J ^ j «X x£- ^ S '  \
-Ult
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169. Al-M ajalis al- Tayyibiyyah al- ‘Ashuriyyah, In tim e o f Da 7 Abd- ‘A ll 
Sayf al-Din (d. 1232/1817)
\
j  A j U l I I  jli j  jy*-  ^ Oyil -^^ 1 1a .x^A-I
A> j i l  j t l ^ i i l  j A j  t <f£ p J a P ^ j k > - ^ j d t j j l j  ^ ) \m  j i l  J [ p b ^ A x l l  t p y j x J I j  J x l l  j i l  j u t f j
i J  p^l J j  J^yM j A .Jj \jl a A p  j i i l ^ j l - t f  J \ j  AjiL»-jV>-Aiij*>-j t jp y j lA j  p_>-^ iJ jijJ I
Written on behalf o f D a l A bd A ll Sayf al-Din (d. 1232/1817)
170. al-M as a il  al-saifiyyah wa al-m asa’il al-zayniyyah [Ms]
py*-jil )\ jil p—j
a\*3*S IjJLi *Ul y . jil jl V jl ^--'Ij » ^ “l <lj»JAi #jJji3 ^  (J^l *A Jxi>'
‘ly ij la/-l«i j^-l yhj aL-jI a!jx«ijj ».x«p l>x^ - jl >^ -ilj < <^ ly>3 k^j j^ j  ~^*'
>^11 y^l ^1 jOxjil 3^1 *“^"1 (3 -^^  ^  ^  I/''** ^ lj—"J A j i\»  jil (jl Ijplij ^
* - | j _ j - l  A -— J)J\ <*"I^JkjJI A x i ^ l j  b j V y *  ( j ^ " J  4 IJs^XiJ L ^ >  A ^ J  j V ^ I  (j** Al a ! * > -
Lx*j A xU ^I J* ^ jijjV^-\ ‘j'—*^ \ <j^ l*^ ll (3^J tl i^fl  ^ jj-l J* iX j*>“ jll
pl*^ ! W yj lj < (_j^ J ‘ l^ k  j —^Tj51 ^  v-~*3l j»I>il <»xj7i ‘ !a^ i^xj
ujliai-l J~<*3j A<^C^-I jj**J^  -A*^ p-xUil ^ y \  4_.«lall
171. M ajm if al-riqh-v o // |MsJ
p~»-jll jApji' j t t l  p — o
<pjljl *J>j-kl a1«JI pip j^*il ‘jt*^  ^ j^ *-4»-»^ l j* l j < jr^l w>\»jl j* ULt>- ^jil ji jxil
jii i 4  j»^ il J  ly^AA-j p ^ *  ^ y »  jJb J j l i  j > -  A»\>w—« j U i  ‘ jkjl AlliS^ J  a J I
‘ AjuJI j«>ll 1^  ilxpj iLp *'(>_3-^  tAjpjSlj j<jJI ji jA >^11 ^yuall a!y^MJ j^lp
4 Ajil AuU-1 1 Jjjfc-J 4_j>\J1j 4J.-X I jl Jj j^l P>^ 3^—*' t—jliayl j» *sy0J
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p-^-J u^ jU-^ 1 jil y* A*j*ill 'j
Ajl^ jJsl ClAl J^ aAlj p-^-  ^0 !^^  \j* j^ JC aAsJI i-Ji^Jj A-"*^  t^ 'J
1^ j^ijlg.‘Al s^U»\ (^p_j p-jj\jjJl i^ -Aall plVill ^^-ku £A>$aai p>a! ‘Cilff'i axuAI (_^ >
JAs^ ll t\jj-^ 2P f^ ’^ j < (.Alb f'\jAi <0il Ia^j £Uf^ l> C-^ _J ^ ^  l*J 13 '^ya~A U^ -oij SjL^  jJ\ y^
i p - w . v i l  y »  L ? j* i l l  ^  <pA s2*Sl
pA*il aLj^ ^* ^  *'JijaSl pip pi*ll _/^ _j
l*A9jj_j t»>i\ (*JO lijw-t'*' (J^ lijP (_^ Pl l^ l L?  ^cK <(j’1^^  “>^" ^“^ ,*"
^i\j x*£~ l* l^j ‘'-pli9 ^ ty^J V*jl^  plAij^ y AjLol^ y a$j4f' l^ijl
<jj\A^*l p^ Ap All ijM_jL*9
,  . .  ( x*> U
172. Risalah Ramadaniyyah 1213H  [Ms.
*
p A > - j J l  ^yr* ' j i l  *01 \ p — *J
f r 'li -u ' iW P  j P _ J  t ^ j ^ j ^ l j l l  A ^ A a P  X x* u j ( lA*\ ( j ^ i l i v i l  *^£>'_y j l ^  ( ^ j i l  A l  iX «A -l
C Q ^ V a L A l  L’j  » A i l  ClJ^MJ dl>\jL*0 ^ j p  x i l j  ^ J ^ I a P  p ^ > - \  (_ J l {y£ -J  ‘ ( j ^ ^ ^ l ^ A l  ,J_jlSkX ~ll ^ A i J ^
o \i j  jP p .^ j^i p^jil j^JoUil y**>-J cj^ PiUAl AA j^ *'j>b;a~A jiji ^tallj JAaAl ol>-ji ^  ty^J 
p * * ! > ^  U P ~  iA jv > J > A ll  J A a j  ( A i j l  Q j
y t , i i  < j ^ P 3 \ i - l  p ^ A s - U - i
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A j j J k l j  v » J U p U u  j y 3  p —^ y *  ^
SjF>~ [XjAjl* I J j w - o j  j j j ^ \ la". l \ \^> ^ > jjl^ \j  j > \ ]aL>
iQyu^\j \j  J j i l  j \ »  cD ^ " " ^  ‘ ( j
I ^ jL jC  *Ai_J «0 .xlS\ 'j* T~0^
A~—xjulll y^lsi-jil Kyi ~^>\i OUl^ ijf' l^ >
4 K^ \iJ\j J^l}\ <j~»\>*L pfw«
< - t t \  J L . j j J t  ^ > ' > ^  ^  f U J  j l ^ l  r \ 3 » j  «j ^ i U l  M ^ U a l l  ^ j i l  ' i l l  a M  j \  J ^ i l j
I A i j J J p -  X } y h \ j  3  » ^ > - ,y  p ^ j ^  p - f c a l i - 1  3  J — ‘
t ^ t
^ i i a i  ^ j>  <^ ^ j i -1 0 * ^  3 * ^ ^  ^  3 " ^  i  j ^ * i \ j L M  3 > ? ^  Ai L j l  A r ?  j l
t  KS'y^U k»Sj }lj i j ^ . j \ a l '  $ jy
j ?  3 * ^  W > ^ »  > 'j  ‘ U L ^ j ' j ^  ^  j ^  J* 'J* &  j*  C? ^ 3
Q j j J u l l  I f J  A**\jL» ^_y*— F*"Si)J A*S\ l^ J u tf ^ i  »j^~a i A > \ia 5 \»  A j 3 j
U\I* *JF^ £0"““-? A-\> *S)lji\j aJ\ SjPjll 3 “^
KyjZi (3 4w*i> ^  3"^^ > -3 ^  jjl
l^ N>  ^ ^ \  ^ ■ 1*1 < * < i \» j i l  I_ jaL > -1  p i  (j ^ -  j \~o j $\j  {j ^
<j ^ u L l i l  3  p V > ' p - i
i , j ^ « J l i a 5 1  W ^ A ^ "  *'^J*>’-  ( j -  J W i J  < 3 ^
j _ y j ^ * i l \  j l l l a i l i  I k ^ A p  ^J>CX\ j —^^-\ A iil XS* ^y\j L^} V t ^ ' J
* j ^ u i i  < jv i \
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p*^>- x*\^ y j  pfjU- j* p^W--' 0 ^ ' j ^ - '  J*
J-uLlll ilfO jiL—Jd   «\a\\ p\ |^l \i^ y ‘•111 i,j_yul>- , j j ^ J L l  ^ p^ jil\j£-
a>-^ 11 4j_^ Pjlii p j^ljjJ A^ jill pjbl! olil jylj» JJj^1 \jf' py *^1)
4 <^ jjj»-il>- p3jl-^ 3  oy4.^  ^ 3p*® p^ **^ •Xj'^  3*^*j
77J. Risalah Ramadaniyyah 1214H  [Ms
Analyzed in chapter-VI (p.239ff)
 4JS U-l (l£
aA-1 'jtfl Ui>W J4>- j Al
A ui. ; o i/ * / , ,
✓
kL _ j;^ lj ____ <11 j  llfll . ~i
-iillj A A«\j p^C-1 ■
J l\
A
Jtl
*L_
_ ^ \  L l
_<i\
J ^ l > > JJ^
■^*»> j\ !*
_ o -   l J \ j  A___p l i a l l  a___j \ i a i _ — J  O j -
__^ J I F>~J J ) *-' S^.H.
J3
35 In Manuscript B-added: <& Jdj a4j 4>  V' ^jix«U Vj aj yi L»_,. (This is the D aT s ‘alamah -  
illustration of another risalah written in Da‘l  ‘Abd-‘Ali Sayf al-Dm’ time (Risalah-Ramadaniyyah- 
1224H) with the ‘alamah written by the Da‘l  is presented in the thesis Plate-VIIa.
36 In Manuscript A:
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2 0 5
\jmJ* ( l C
J ) J %  -J
OjV c-j
Jaiy\-------
 ! j ' ’ p? * J-----* '
39 *■ Ula----------------- a______j I »Li> ^ 3 ______ >-j
- la_ 1)1
JOjU.
 <>u oojl M
J j '  ?'
, Q \ .
—&)1\ j\JCs_loll jy
— j j l l  a a \ Ci)Si ( id
4 ° ,
> *>
A 'o\U w .
41 ✓  ^
— - j
—  (2
jik* j
^  /  /  •  / /  .  * /  /  ^  /  /
lW *" OC^J*" t *-\«\a .^ iy u a l l  AiO \ j > 33p—«ly» sJ*P J
* ✓ ' '
oU)£Sl> «£\W
3 7  In Manuscript A :  ^
38 In Manuscript A :
,4 In Manuscript A :  e U k ^ b
40 In Manuscript A :  ajjUJ
4 1  In Manuscript A :  *  v >. '“ ‘~'j  V j  i > ^
42 In Manuscript A :  u a j ^ '
43 In Manuscript B:
44 In Manuscript A :  ^ ic-'-k. In Manuscript B: However there seems to be a
transcription error here and most likely intended text based on the semantic and logical flow of the text 
seems to be •' j*jj ajc.U».
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2 0 6
* ; , ' * Z > + % ^<*\^% fi)\ J p  J&\ JU$3\ <U j. U p  U i X  I jJ t  51 (4a
t / . *  ' ' ' '  _ -
^Ip ^ e~ w* 4^ 'j^‘
► » ' »  , » t ' •* >t
^  ^  ^ 3  ^UU U i» 44 jj*-' U5^  Up <oi\
45 In Manuscript B-added: Uj^
46 In Manuscript A :
4 In Manuscript A: o*Ui
48 2 :1 3 8
j -lilp  <3 j j a J j  j^lU s <131 ,j<i jw a l  J  <131 < i^ .^  1 3 8  A jU l
49 4 2 :2 3
* * * * * • » ( > # ( «V J5 \ jLtc* j  \ j!a\ 3 jLc- <1A i^A <£lb
<3 j j i  < j—^  U j j i j  <>»j ^ ‘j i i i  j^ i * j j - j i  h i i j ^ i  U ^  ‘^ i iL J  2 3  j  j> 4 J i
Jjitii jjip Ull U l >«II^
A p p e n d ix - I V
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2 0 7
jy ^  3 * Pjll 3 * U3 <*■ \>-)Jlj ajL^ jJI .^.<a<i 3 ”*^
- - > , * < / / x// * , . _, /  ^ j ,
Ajji t»jjUaJl jc^i\ jU \—i» ji* *j ijjii 111 OuU< s^ A! Us J i^ll «*-U— (J—*<jl\_j
i < ,' * / J; / < ,
^OUll
^  U p  -oil (5b
►k *% ^ ___U>\ U ax \  'i
— qh < ^ u \ ,  j 6  i
♦\__JU\j i > L J l  - I2£ -■ -> o rr  , . j ;
i  /
< .CiVi j $ l  & C j I'j j Vj  ’t y '  ^  *•
 ^A i '/  3* ,• J '  • > ' “i '. J
J«>»i Oo^*«l! i* '\~ 0 ^ \ » j y  ^y> A<.*.,*«11 J y * * ^ \  *JUili A-«jl ) 3 l  <'"•'J p  ^ j l p J  ( 6
j*^' VA> (7
3U^lol ^—3r^ 'J f  4113 * ~  * :
U ll^ j U ^ U l ^ J  Q fl\ j \^ l \ 'J * jL j  L _ l^J_Ju-j
p—*H U^ i^ -A ^P  I^jll xUlAll pillar oUlai i*^ Jp JjlA-1 <0ll J^ P 3**^  ^ p!^-
/  /  . /  * X
x  ^  /  /  ^ /  /  /
< •’ H u l l  *1 < I i r y i  J j ^ l a M  3  3 “ «Mj»11 3 x U j * -  3 * \ j ' j * *  < ♦ ■ l j U - j l j  < w ju—J l j  ^ i l i l l
50 In Manuscript A: j>-»>
51 In Manuscript A: *^ >1' JjII
52 In Manuscript A: >1'
53 In Manuscript B:
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lUy-A *\jy' 3  oUp ^ p  Al £6'***^  3  ^ UsVl (8
X /  /  > ^ f  ^ S  ^  "  ✓ * y * '  y
\y \, *%*£ 1*13 «*yji us. iUi-\ u / i i \  ^ ^ p  <Lsa #s< ii **u&\ <u£3i u /31
✓ * * * *
<*-llil|j tl>yM \Sd^ '^ '
» / > / ^ ; , * > l _
U U  byUi 3^11 JJ31\ <Ul <*SCp)lt j y  j lj^ l 3 . <3 ^ 1 1  w J a l t  * ^ 1  *U (9
<*-lii-\j jUll jC—3 jU/31 J^^ X-\ j^JsL.t J ^>-^ 11 <«-LUj p-*J> i3j-<3 3 ^'  ^ 3jP^ oiljpl Ullail
/  ( ( <■ /  /  > /  t ; /  > > >
Ul>- pliaj ‘ *-\—Jdj UUaM ,Jp l * U  3 V*  ^3 *^ *"^  <ijPi
/  /  /  ** /  ^  /
y y~-' J y — ' ’ ’ 1 . ^v~iaj 1 *-‘c■' ' j  _r. I■■'' ■ *^  J  jw$MI *1—j j* ljwUM *-*-'j ^S-y f 10
* /  x / /  I  /  /  ^ /  I ^ *
pilU Ub^ < *'1^*51 p^yo U\S] ^ p   ^ l^ y* (U y9 \^y* 3 * p4* ’^^  3 ‘3—^L^ i3 *^  <—J\3 Uj
<*•1^)1 xa-j J s  J ip 'j
» y> . •» * *• *> / x 
U j[y)l[f iyll 3* U  UU.I \ijl *j\3 !j0j~aj Up Us^U 3 ^3! 1 a»*>-j  (H
UU- p*Jpj (^-“j  ‘‘■bUl l^l tiAl-S- \^Up\j 0^ - -  jlp U~»- 3 * < y o  *yb 3  »j£'
✓ /  #  /  /  
<*LA>-^ hj 3P <>-j\ l^ 1»
;  > , >  i  ,  ,  ^ > » > ,
<*UUSJl Jj3 t-J_jlx>- ASS’ lj->j3 61 UxJl tUj^3^3 p^"\ji jUi\ ilpi ^Js <041 (12
'  / >  < < .  ,  *  "  '  ,  * ,
pll3» U\i] 3  (,>*^ ' 3  •y'i p^^slyj <UaUil p j^iA
✓ /  ^ /  ✓ ✓ ✓1 / i  .  /  ^ /  /  .  <•
p^ ij U p  ^y 3 * Al pPly 3^ <*-liU\j p3all p*ljp
" . * ' ' '
54 In Manuscript B:
55 In Manuscript B-added: 3-V'
56 In Manuscript B: <&-hl
3 In Manuscript A: oi^U '
58 In Manuscript A: J-sU'
59 In Manuscript A: jUaS^ i
60 In Manuscript A-added: l-»
61 18:18
CLuillai jl  .'.u^yij U i l y  -la^lj  ^j iKj  JLeUl till j j  jaxuli till j  -j j  j y  j  >A j Ualljl in \'ij
# I ,  t  # « • ,  c ,  #
Li j  V tiuLAj I jly  -j '_■» tiuiy ^ _ilc-
62 In Manuscript A: 3 3
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*,ly- 3"*^ Ut>*>3 I^j-p 3^ pi^ 3*—
<l>-) 3 * <~r"ua-g' ^  ^ 3  Uj ‘*^ » 3  Wp "p+^ js*
> * * _, . / t / » /
34 yiu xi lyAj <04l ^yb lyy \» < *■ bl>-Vlj jbQl JU  p^ -p jy j^  3^  3  ^ 43yo
(4h 31 <t£ *\— jy j j i  j-  3 (_rJ j  3  y’y** 3i' ^yb t_->« V 3 *j «pJ*' >->'jp 3 * ^]f?j f^ Cy-b
32)
> , * ' ' * > >  " } > K " }
U»bll 3P Ijy l ‘ 3 * j U-Awl'j 3 ^]  ^ ^  p ^ p  JllA? 3 **  ^ p£j?lU Al ^ 130.311 j 3 jk
> */ * / *} ' '
. . . t jyis*x^ <b l^ »\li>- *\j \h^J
174. Risalah Ramadaniyyah 1215H-excerpt [Ms-1 
^pyjSl 3^jll Al p—>
<*—“1 j>j\j& 3  kX-*ioP 3_J> jjLaJI jbojli pLi) jl yjuull <04
‘u V ^ ' j  y 1^ '  b  J '  3 y ^ '  3 y  j y ^ - '  3  , ^ p  M y  3 * -  • • j y ~ ^ '  M y  ■ y p  3 *  * -M ' 
s_ J  <p}UAll U i » -  o «~o->- i y j  t jL p * y i  y y  »*-\3d ^ y  ‘ j l M l  U — b *  ‘ j l p ^ j  i j U -1
tW>^M U y  J «6 il Ut>- 3 jJl ipt^h 3  Ajt+y ...AI p^^ Lp^ i kS$\ » * , \» 1  p p^ pi—.>Ai j>~~s
U  i<—p  a y j ll  \S u y °  ^  <$y*^ k UL>* JjJuoJj 11 ) 1 3 ^ t l»U*»- * s l i <~t^asj
j r  j  j y  U 3 j>*j ijjjJal pop *<• U-3l 3  <o4 l j \  3 ^" 3 *J 4 < y ^ j  3 3  ^i\pi
. . . .  3 - l y  pllife i j i i L l i  t<->j<
p'l—4 ? 1 3^311 4j l y —«^ ll o 3 ^y-ll ti^blAll ti*lyy 3 b! 3 * ♦ *-1 ' ■ “.ijl-<»u 3 .»•y * 3
ij\j**)j\ p-»*-ljp\ pU ]ff^~\ U lx  ^jlp p^ lb  3 jL—llj  4jL1—<*y\» p y jjp  3 "^ p y y >'5
3 - ‘Uyll 3  p^ > y —«\ 3 —>■ y.U .1 j^ ^ p  py^—l *,Ul pyjU p-ijl>- jl ppj  ^^
6 3  In Manuscript B: (m ^  
w In Manuscript B-added: sU ! i>
6 5  This risalah is quoted in full by STS in his risalah 1373H. Four phrases beginning with la ‘amri innahu 
daruriyy al-wujud.. .have been quoted in the salawat section in STS’s first Risalah-Ramadaniyyah 1335H.
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\ j y  j l  Jou ^ i - 1  y U  ^ ‘ j M f l  y *  p - i  J p U o  I* < I U I  3 4  3 * ^  3  • j b b a  U  Aj\s y i p
< U  U £  »—x j i  M y  3 *  i j U j p  J j l j  p^..L »U  * x y > 3 *  l y -  p ip  l y j l p  3 *  3 ^ * ^
v—^ - j  ( p ^ U o s  U  t p U ^ p  ^ y d  ‘ ( S ^ L p  * j? b  t_ b * 5j  4p ^ ^ > -  p i i i j  < p - i l ^ p b > -  ^  \ j ^ y
p li-4  < 3 » - j l i  y ^ j  43^1*11 k»^ a s  4 3 ^ * 1 ^  d a s j  4p p j j t  4^»\p ^ t >3 4p^l»3 "“ pLS^i
<30  ^^'d ‘ ' PP U^Lll \j^ ly Jxil <ol U£ 43^  p^ r * ‘ ~*y U^~ll \oUpj My “ ‘3 ^ '  
U  P ^ .A .3  y 4  ‘u t c ^  o b l l l l  i j j w  3  * |y - M l  3 *  U p  I* 3 ^  (v^  *-byi<» 3 *
4 3 - p U V l  o U ^ J l  j ' y r  j  3 *  *j 5j 'j
. . . .  o l X l  p -. o y l l l  4<*\ju1 l ^ l j p  4—■»U<3 )\l <04 1 J o t — I 4 3 y > i^  '"“
775. Risalah Ramadaniyyah 1221H  [Ms.
3 ^ j M  <041 p—o
< —  3  (cU l J U -  3  All * J \2 l»  w j U - J I  3 ^ 1 4  J ^ i  3 ^ U \  i j U - l  j o j U  y j U l  d d l l  < J \ U \  3 ^ 1  <61 j J - 1  
4 3  ^  3 ^ ^ '  *,\ p 3  l* j  ^ 3 ^  iyt'S  <04! p l ^ j j  4 |J ^ 4  3 .  a~~• t< j  pU
UyAl 4pbp p^ >^" 3 * 3 ^ ^  J““"jl? *—Sjjil 4p^^l yU *JP yip <A! yL- j^
4py —w4 y  1 Ix ^ o U a ll  <041 J y * j  Jt*^- 4p .\a«U  j l j ^ L ?  ♦•U aU I U u i i - l
b".. . ^ . *.^ y. .&y  b4 3" y j' 5^' J*d
y > l 3  ^ p  3 ^ 3 ^ ^  4t»jl—U l  p y l L A p j 3 J J 4  U p  a-.,aij 4.— y | p  U ^ y  U t > y  ^^o <  j U j  4^ jL—
4t—»\ju»ll JojU  J_*la.' 3 ”*° *—Jy ~ k'1 U b
3 4  U  ^ 4 \il>«>- 3 *  i y i p  p*  ‘ lilA>- U  js ^ ia J I  3^^ *^y"d y i p j
.Ujll
<’(’ This risalah entitle al-Balagh al-Sayfl, is quoted in full in STS’s risalah 1375H, Balagh a/-Du‘at al- 
FatimiyyJn. The beginning of this risalah is sure to have been one o f the sources o f inspiration for STS’s 
first risalah 1335H.
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\jlxl 'ih lU\j L* Uj t l*yip A13 * 3 ^' ‘ 3  ucUjUl A.\a«— yU j
<1 «■>! 1 3^ j——* <011 j p  1 11 3  I—1—*3
3 AII jly-'ill jj^ia,aII Ulijl <\_/J^  p-fcljlj j*yip <0^ i pp*i 3 *^  3 -^"' 3 * ^^'d
i\j^ db p-*j*bj jU ' UaJbf pyaij>-\
sjy  jjjU il Jj^ -? "^ d p^ ~JI ^yd ‘*\jl ylill 3  3 *"^ ' p^ l^ aS U j3 \^^d
pU\ *)1\ yt> Jjlj i»\y <^ £jis JlI t—xi—Jlj jyUl i«l~3lj jjia—• *_j\2£j yiall> <iP t#ijb lUi
Jy—j Ijw*^ - J3UI3  p.—lil yil bail pU^ ll 3 ~*3^ .A*i ‘*  ^fy p^ p ^ oU»l ^ 3 ^  ->yi» ^ up?”4
43*"  ^py p^ pU“j  4#\il IApj #»- *31
. . . 3yUi y^ d 3 *' 3  ^ ^Ujll »3y 4 p»> U
775. Risalah Ramadaniyyah 1224H  [Ms
i
p ^ > * j l  I 3 ^ j l  I aA 1 p . .  »i
4<*—<l>- *S)h>- *1 JyuJli iAjd$ 4—Jbjll j \i\j 4<*ia\—a »yj jij’l 3 "^  Ju l^
j  4 *PoLtf <U}UaH alji Ait} 5ljJ& <AxPj 4 *oc—lj *2 i^ >- 3>\iail 3 jll yA )J\ a]\ ^ j \  -^A lj »J^“I 
4<*ilj p y ^ o - y\*J  3  j^C—»~il y y j j  4<*i\la pyx—11 k llx* 3 . »x^-y
4(jj\-S—j  »—jjlit* ly  t i—4.^1 3 II o^pli 4 3 ?bj ®*^’ 3 JI! A —j  p^ 3  oI»p  3 ^" 0 ^
JU^yip yfc l» yiLUll J l^ l  3 * 3 _jlj ‘3 b 11 U» 13 pJ l^ p^i-1 3 ^  3 *^ ' (3 ^ ^ '
4^b US *LMl
jll— (J~3 4_Apj 4aJu^ I vjJyfc^ Wl 311^ 3 tl*y—>Ull iiji^ la 3  <i-^ l —I 3 “^ i **S^ dd ^^d "^J^P
31 "*dj^  y* 5 *^  ^ ■,'Uib yil 3  ^ p  3 ^3 !^ js^ l 4Uui j^ aL^j J*3 ^^  U jt 3  Uialj 4bJa3 3 ?^jii
4aL^J 4U>>1>
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«■!y ) \ <lyy-i t—jUI jyll yy?  3 * 3j^ J  ‘ jUl pj^* 3 * ^  3  ^ <y»p
4 l^>-y <1 Li p" blA- jL«jll (—>Ji\ jj lyA <*>^ W1 t ly*^- Uljl!
4»j>-^ ll Jy* by. 3 U 4A UU'ill 4* >^-ljll y*AL* y U  jA U il l  jp*b^l 3 ^-J
4 4y»-\ 1\ <*p\lall <-iil 3 "^ 3 *jb<*il 3 ~ ^ 1  M y j  3 “*U M y  4*^>-l l^ U 'lly il kj)  d  ^3 -7 ^^^
3 * SyJl J^- Jj'lllj jy li *yy*  >** 5 *^ (vP")°r 3 * 3 ^^' •j>U ‘p^L^l *-LjiMl *U 3 * Uj"lh y U j  
3 4  3 U U —A\ ‘i j U lj  ij j l l  3 * <djf^  3 *Lll 3 j  py* 3 _^ ilb yil*JL*-LH p-iL»s y y £ m 3 j\L 3 l 4*^ >«JU
3 4  3 UA 4 *^ C^jJd <H^U <3la p^jyi) *-1Uzj 3 *-A<l^ l 4 »j-liil <—^ A-\ vAlji-l U y —^
td w>t—J 1 viX^l i, *oAi \^  p ^ i p
.  *■ fc
Jo—<y < £ 3  y t  3 j i l  iLijil j-*^“ 4»jJai-l Uajjll 34 ij>jil p y  t J ^  p ^ J^  / * J  py^*" -U" (^P j 
XnilaSl 43*/,j i l  j U  p_—Llll ytl 4_Ua)l p b ^ l l  M y  4#j.X>Ul ypyjl *-\jjl < 1  AjIpo
4 3 JII 5 1  py ^ y ^ y  L»'iL— *jLj! ^)^d U p  p U j  4«j\*.*«U 4^131
. . . .  j Ul 3 4  j^ Z j  p^ll p jx  Lx 3 ^3 !^ j-Sot4  p_3p jU  4 J x j
Written on behalf o f D a l Tayyib Zayn al-Dln (d. 1252/1827) by ‘Abd-‘A11 ‘Imad al- 
Din
177. Risalah Ramadaniyyah 1237H -excerpt [Ms]
6"* 1 •
34 AXy\j • 4 L l ^ - ^  py?* 3 ^ '  p* j U l >  t l A J iaM k_)*9r j  t l » \ y — 11 3 ^  3 > i '  A  J—U  4J>
^ujo ^  4<—« li4  a p j j I  L4 3 3  3 ^ ^  ■ < < —4.1x1 43>ba* 3  3 >4?*Li 3 >i\ <lla*A3  < y U \  t ib i
j ^ i j  3 1  p ^ i  ^  4»y»-jH  <1 * b i"^  ^  tl>  4 <1 J l j  j ] j  <1 3 ^  3  ^ s J j l y —i l
j y j  *•1—S.'lll 3 4  t —o j3  4 <lj> / J s  L U  _y^ >j 4 p j l  > tf> U p  y i y  4 <^ * j j w p b  *,y U
h 7  This Tahmld embraces a unique rhetorical system wherein each couplet is comprised of two phrases, 
both rhyming at the end, with at least one o f them an unmodified Qur’anic verse. This system is 
continued throughout the Tahmld and even through the m atnoithe risalah. The Tahmld is fairly long and 
only an illustrative excerpt is presented in the appendix.
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‘ 4  ^  * - y 3  4 < ^ ' i l l  5 ^ , 3  * - y 3  4 U j  J ^ j ^ l  j  U  p b . ^ >  4 I4X P
t X * ^  ^ — » 'ill *■ y —  3 4  j 3  ^  < 1j y 9  *11j  IxJfcj U s  t—> j\x  V  b w «*4 1 * j 3 \j i f e b ' l l l j  b j l j i L  i b b ' l l l  < 3  ■pv— J 
< 3 1  4 j y i x  ) l j  y  4— j U  *11 * l M l  3 P  I j i b -  3 A I I  4 j y p  l— b -  j f c ^ < ]  — j V
'll 4 <«£ j y ~ x  L p  J b j  <x>*—*. #> 4 3 j ly  j y x  p ^ x>~ x s  3 AI3  4 j_>f4ju p y b U  3  p y  \sii—1 
y \ f  3 4  p $ C * b -  j l  < 1.1 3 . J  4 <t£ j ^ C j  ^  ^  I /* '  3 ^  b l j  i j £ y i l \  i l y K j  <  3 ^ 1 1  » y l  i j j
3 * I j i l U j  » y \ j  U U l  3 ^ U j  U ? “j  3 4  p ^ 4 ) j J j  0 3 * - ..« ,4  ^ i ^ l l  J - - . /  < \ | 1  3 4 J  ^  4 j j j J i X i  J L i  p—I'. b l  p>
4 <f| 5 nU j  < A J ii
<j <«—a j S  3 4  A n is  U l  N j y  j L  p b l l  j l < ^  3 * ^ ^  ‘ ^  Jt*—all < 3 1  ^  4 Jt>*l < 3 1  V l < 3 1  *11 j l  -ty-A'Iy « J o ^ l
. . .  4 3  -<11. U 1 3  p U l  1j 3j 3  < ^ i ^ A l j  y  *1(1 < 3 1  *11 j l  j y S l  ^  '  V *b~ --IIj y ^  U p  3 *^r j !
178. Risalah Ramadaniyyah 1244H  [Ms.
' " p y - j S I  3 4 * 3 ! !  < 3 1  p - ~ »
W - 1 ^ - > 3 i j  *  u i  y i p  p i i i i  j S . y i i  t p j j  *  u s i i  3 .  | < u i  o ^ i  3 5  *  d u n  u i u  <3 j J - i  
j f U j b  *  i j ^ j l l  ^  ^  p U l j  p i i l  y U  ^  r $ \  J p U j  *  * L U 1  r^ p l  3 4  ( < )  3 J *  * L U l j  
U  l ^ j A .  j l  3 ^ P  (^) ^  A - S ^  t b  j P  Vl <31 V j  < j b « — - J  ^  i j J ^ j J I  y U  < U x i l  ^ A l u j l  1 * ^ X 4
*
3 ^ L i l  ^  3 j i l  p - » j  jn w U I  p x  y  3 ^ 3 1  ^  J , j l  3 *  ^  3 *  ^  p - ^ V l  < 3
< j j x £  j L p * l ( l  J y b  j l  V j l  V - p  « b ® -i j l  U p  *" I j — ^  t i j l  p »  < j y *  J4 3 !  3 j b  ^  3 j l  y  3 j J 3  < j  l < .< 3 1
3 4 ^  ■5K1 J j j  j \ U  <xp 4 » j\* . V ^  ^ \ p  ~ » ^ s3  ^ U s  < 3 3  ^  i j i a i i l  U l b  y  3 4 J  ( ^ ) J l p * l l l  J x
•& p>*3 jji <1 <i •■y-s. ^  jt>-3 jM u> tUi
Ut bjs < 3*33 *pp'j •p?''
68 The author o f this r i s a l a h  is the Fatimid-Tayyibl scholar ‘Abd-‘Ali ‘Imad al-cfin. A part o f this risaah 
quoted in the risalah o f STS 1 3 4 0 H  p. 72 ( m a / i k  a l - m u l k . . . ) .
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l»A3 tA jp  ajJm y> ^  aA p  *011 ajiI S& ^ J o■*1*®' j* l
<011 A~Ap ^ l  {j>d $  dhj*0
^ j p  ^  jy/L^aS' IMj tjp^xplA o l j i i l  lm) a '^ ‘ ^ ~ J l  l* ^ jp  {_y*uj * j  jv&^-\ j l  <J?JJ ^  aJIj a A p
*il j l 3  l j > d \ j  AAyajsilj ^Ay2j«ll l , \ *  (J\jti (OljjjJl y *  d l-O j-i j l  ( j l  Aj (^IjJ A.*y7.t
X*£- jlvo ^>=Jl Ij-*» (J*^> i j jfi t iS»il J-v* A ^ j J l  i \ *  ijb~* j l  l<* *ill ( j  pAp
c y*£- y> sjIaxjC J i> j!l t i \>\j <A*ip^y f'ljtlaiil ^ i l ^  a] j  A ^P  Aiil
*
l_jl\ j ^  <J»J-il aAJ (_$ (_5">“ *LS fljlySJ <Aj&j  <_jll ^ 1  ^ {Ji*y(Si aAp «6ll o  jLi? j^ J
^ * 1 ^ 1
Jjjj*il j\> j p »  L y j  J y  V _ -5 \W a )1  j l l  1 ^ \L c  J  ( o l_ y \ j  y »  j_jAJ A a J  < s lj l* “ jJ* U j  i t  Aajt) jk ^ l i a
aJi\ y, (jjj c ‘will aW J*  ^ aj^j i^ jJl aJIj aAp amI Aj^^j lj*& tA^ y j^3 tJU
AioVjai j ^ J  ci«JlS\ '^y* ( j  *■—*•j j l  pjljiil J^\ (fJ^ "  -^" (j* Cl^ ^ l  *^ 1 o l i  ( j  ^J^TJ <<—^1
y  ^ j i l  j^-ujSj j j i  Aw-«jUj (_^jj j 3 j  «aLjP j^ P jtf^j <a31 J& yj£d> (A il J ^ 3  Sj^ y j i l  ^ j* ll  A-C^l ^ 3  (t^ jil j^ P
—j*Jj> ciJyJ^» jJr  j l > j  ^A x*
i l y l  ^  J --------- *A\\j
A U l a j j ^ l  l il  3*
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aS \_______ &y>\ j _______* ^ _______& f j i j _______ i j i l a A — *A) J ____4 p ___ S C  l _ _ 4  Jf\ l _ J o  L _ J
A-------U fli\ ( j j  j  ,. ..flfl\l _.ai \  4 A ^ \ .  ^ |1  J j  -U J _ _ ^ s i l  til \ _ _ J
o '  ^  ^  S j ^ '  y j  “ r 11'  A i U l  * - j *  > J  4 *  M
y>s® »— y  3 ^ y  j j b  O ix^ 3
£ ^Jw^i < l^LjaAi ^ " jo   ^Jo 1 (^ £331 v_Aj Aj W j^  j * l l b j  c<3 ,X*?_J < i3 j-< ij
*
c j^ l l a iJ l  j ^ L i l  <jft«l^jjll jw l j j l l j  ju A * !^  (^*V*J>1 j c j f w U ' i h  y j ! \j {J s> j \^S> <ull fJ ^ o i
£jUSl^  ju il j^L? < ji i^ l  ytf r^ J^ £j*~»j>ll fc!y4lJ^  o^ ill
C |Ja* ll p laJ> lj Cpiap'ill pU^ll W_y*J £( j*vS "^ U jV*"Vl J *  A i l j  i y ^ ~
{|V*jb L i \ l i l  a ^ o j  (p.i>.4i a ^ \ j j u  iL*juj ^ ax ^  s ^ o ll i  y *  j * j*S
6j>zA* \^a—*>-J fp -ji j l j  p ip  3j J^ £pi? j i j  *ilj £^ * j i j  j-<j ^iL»4 ^  <i^oV-i  ^Joii\ p j^ C ll  j  JocJ
£p-np o j^ w ?  (^l_j £ p - i  (j-*«^-l s \j >-1_j  alii I* (J\W aI^j aAp  <3i!
^ i l  ^  j _ j P ^  AfcWliJ J jA l £ jU » * i- \ j  ( j — J ^ s  £—J*-l {J>\ a A p  A^ll [SC^ J —
(*01 L^AMKA^
J j- tu j  d o o  ^y\ IjMj j i j  J 1 5  ijfr ^jj11*aaj , J \ i i  <L-^lijil J Jftj ^j^~\ fjP
\ I . I I
f- >■
£<-lo I ^  J l i a  JajfL,11 ^  J p  a I L .  £(JJ>-1 A jIjj
*-* t \ ++ \
{ Vjj Jsil J «  (3>®* a)|_j a A p  *0i\ fAi^j a A p  A>il 0*^
( J  yyiij** Jji J j l  A j l > t ^ 3 l  \* ^ A p  (j>^ ( j* 4A^ ‘  ^ t<S ^ ’ O ^ j L ^  kX*^- J i l  jJLx>- J P _ J
' I ' ' t
J & J  \ £ j y  W v  4J  ^  A^l> ^  f* A  ^ 'S^~  W ^  i^
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«Oi\j O J p ^  o l i j  j» l i_^Wt^3l iw'aAg^  p_j> (J  p'^LJIj SjL^all aA p ju « i- \  J la  I j ^ & j  £ ju«A-\
(t^ / S r aj -Oil <j^ AaLW- jf« I* aAiI_j 3! Aiil A>t>- jA J t i  ^ i j j - L a  j J
p^j>=a £ j ^ i l  aJIj <3^311 ®^ Aj j l L j  £ j ^ ^ l  Alii ^ L l  f j v l i l  A-!j3 J 4  A^S3ll a|I aA p *0l\ ^ .^ as  
j i l  ^j l^ t^ L-fcul pjtjv?' j i .lo jJiwJtl fjuUI j ^ j lJ lp j b jm jUiil £ j^il Aiil p^j l^ jx il <l&'^
j l  p^ A? LSil^aJI O J ^ I  £ ^ tw ll l_0 *^ CijA&Z' ^-£>- ^ 1  1^ 5 ^ y^ jll £ U*wl\ p lj j  j*ll ibS"^ \J>
y^*4jiSI p^ sW>- pj^Jj £ *'\jf'u! *6i p^ a L j ^ 7, V^f**1! AXi jA>- j j  £ s'\j_>/^ 3^\ p“**"bji_y ArfAa^ ll p-^jljl Ja^1 
—J*J# £ IajLI P^aLp ^^ jAll lo4 Ajl j !\j £ Ix&L pj> £_lwj\a p-&\x> ^  J^1Aj ^oAlJ^I A*— 0 1^ ^ p l^ l
L .  fjb \  p3l\ ( J j i - I ------
J  J —» — y a j j i l j  2 y i i l  j — 4 p b j
J*-$-----^ j ;  *" L -  J  ^  -^---- ( r ^
J—3l\ \—$J —4JI A—ilf-j
J — lo A » ^  flu %  A *a J*  £
\ j _ J i  131 l j _ _ ^ l  \j— L  131 \ j _ ^ \  
J — b  p— ^ jj— * * - j  ^ — d l  pj— o 
J  - j  I i y  I &*j a aaj ^
J  LiP p j ygl^cJul (JIa jOl>- j l  A _ _ J j
J  „>•>- ^L_a Ijll W i»il__la ^ a I_j_Ip
Ij—Aap \^_4 (J_JlxI1j  lj, i4.Lp ^_4 p _IaIIj
J _ ^ l  3f & L - ^ \  V  p J ^ i l  3! J J U l  V
l l^iX— p  Ij— l j  I I Ijl y?.a Ij ^aa L i
xAj--“ * a.—1 ..in1 —*a*1I ^  oft^ 1" 1 ^  oL?
Jl—xs» —^1 Jj— J—p-  pLUlj
J j — 1 iJjj— I! p^ — — I a---- »Sl
\ ^  ii7Ai- 31 p j \  ^C» p  i>
la aj >= li a  i l p
I^L— 400 131 1^  ,V?pI Ij— lo y  b l  IjW 400
I^J A I J^, aI p ^  j (jl Aiil   I
ij—*lo j s M .Vl 1 a—vjj ^
I j j l  \jx->' j l  j ^ - L *  j . j J \  j _ > s -  ^  
j  *\ > l _ a  ljlL _ > - J  « p  > L Ja  \ja .\__a
l_Jj—^  1— 4 J _ ^ i l l_ J  L j j P  l__4 £» jj—*11
a j> - \ j  j j a  j — »j: I 4 p — a>*-3lj
l j ^    L _ ^ o  L _ i  J ^ _ i l  S____
a' ^  31 i’ll r*4------- <^2*44  1j p$ 1' -*?'* jfc
1^ ---*1 pPkX---XS> J ---4 ^  1— 4 II
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J 3 — >- ^ — a ^ ^  p _ J »  y \ — 1' j l j
\ \ k
1^  S3 I * J$\ j  L —JCa I * <uil 3
1^ —l*a L *4 I_j 1j—a\gi l_—4
J  o 'jja_,._.„^ g J *  O^ 'j— p— *
J —S»l£>“ p JO j—> “ j —4 A__>j4 jL *_jiilj 
J ;  *« I i j l  pfc L  ^
J j l  J j  o f> p ^  ®j la--------
J— p— b y —l ^  J—a9 f*“ * Jl'*—^
J  <4 p & py ^4 p  & p—l> ii
J_la ^ , - U l  p _ *  ^ j —bl p_a>
J  L>- !]A a lj ll J  \as>- ^  a Ijll a
J— ^ p"*J— ^  ^ Olj— s*
g)— >- ^—a pjb\— 3a j— *1 p^ >\—a j l
lj * \ 4 jjii 3  ijjj \— 4 .uii 3
I 4 J—Lsilj L_jjj l_4 j_ i- |
(H— d  ua— *■?*  ^ — 5*5r
J— p^ — ^  j —j A— ^  L —ill
P$— IaaAt- \j j J J J. 3? I lii-l J *1
f - J i  Vj V ^ — 1 o'— s'
\ \
J b  <01 J , , 4*j p a <Oi
p—* p Lii pj 4U p—1> J.—ftjll
(_£*>—gll p—ft a *11 ■£ Sal—*« p ft
J i i  ^ a Ijll—s*- J— 4I ^—a Ijil 1
y —£ j  p * *1^ —4" slj—*11 Jl—a
p^_—li p j9 jV— J—^A >^ jl
<JJ^-I JJ«llj «Ji3ll j i l j  cJ^3ll j^-I ,jb <p^ L A>-ja Sjl p l^La d*jlj fJ&j p^J5- A^ l (d*® 
< p j ^ l |  t |* l* il j J o  <p-oi\jsll ^>1 t».H«Sfill p b 3 ll ll*^4 ( j ^ x ^ i l  jA ^ lj cj^xXS^il p b l  c J ijla ll
A laCji y  j - “ j . .   cl j  A  V^J
a ljA.4 3   43ll J j .
A L l  y, a j .  b l j  o j  J  rf?
A l$X4 J  4  11
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a  ^ j l \  aU  L l a P  c —IoP j  £ j j J I  p U  c i  j j l l  o S j v l l  ^ a  £ » j J ^ a j b l j  <•
‘ o l a 3 l l i j  £ j > * y  j> * S la  £ j y — • A lib i £_»;-•«? £ j^ ^ C *  j l  j l j  ‘j y b  t j ^ — • j» a * l ' **>-j
£pj> 31 L i b  i j L t f  £ j y * 2 L «  \jo \  j j j —51 i j j j f  I jo l # £ > i  A— a  £pj3jo« • j —p  v 3 y *  ^ 3 1 1  3 3 L ?
£ J l j l l  p_y 3 1  L o a.-/* £p^A) «-!— > - A a*  p y j
‘A-bsjIj AjIjX^ * »^ a  j -s lx — la .X^l j /  Alii p^ASyj . Ky*a y 11 AAjjo Alii ^Joa-xI £j^ X4j l l  jJi. »<■? £ Juu b l
180. Risalah Ramadaniyyah 1248H  [Ms.
\ * 
a3^*«j alj«*l l3 -C- au! .y p  j *  p y - j l l  j ^ j ^  b il p-**’'
b l ^ b  j^ l i j  a ^ a -  J j b
j l b l l  J 3 9 b la li j  l j> \ l i  «ab*l j» * il  y*~* ^ j l ^  y  ‘• y i j  a»*>I j *  j y f '  3 ^  • y ,bll *a»*l^- <04 _x«3-l
•yrjll a ^ j  p ^ i  jr* A^J>xr^ f»j>^\j  13 all 3  Ai j^®^: p v j Jb*9 J* Id -1  ‘5y-b* *yli ^ y -
aII 31 *lli jlj33l^ \Sy^  -)^r p b  a IL * ^ a*.lap Jiy*ll £ * y -b  j~*o A J y a *  as^a- j *  j~ a 3  *>*b> p j  £»*>-b 
j p  ^  I f t j l ^ s l  I l i a -  j j a — < 1* > j *i £ la > > - » jo « _ i A j j u l l  j * j i - l  l i f t  j p p  j L a j j  * I J o  y  3ll
b l  i i l ja l l  J a*1I i j j a  j *j  f l j —« ly l> - j »j  l«x— L*jo j^i j »  ^yipil j l  3 ja 3 l l  w -» lj j l  s j o y y  t la —o ajjy »  
a lp j  £ i j j l^ b l  a a -  £ 0 ^ j j i l  ' b l  £^_bl Jaw Hal ^JU jo j £ ^ b  j p  U i a  j l  3 ly}M  -
^ p i  pla £jjft-L>- j l l a  j a p  lyi-ll j l  U j i l  a j l  j l  j a t  £j\^-bJul ^jPyjxju* aII>i—« <oil • ■ I ‘■Laa 
£ ^  pip pi** jaj«ii J3jl 3 1  Jj9 f r j i bb Aiaj^ nli y y  3 1  *\ y
3 ^ "  ‘3 ^  ^  v j" '’ ^  p j j i l i  3 - 1 ^ 3  ‘j l  AjLftjj 31 ^ j l l  p jb l l  v_3"i > *  3ll a! i 31 ^  j l  - X f i l j
£» j 3 -  *’vy - '  y  ^ I  £ lft“ Lw4j a ^ j \ ^ > - j  3 ^  l^ s y j l^  J * ^ j  ‘ b ^ l j j l  *'b-l'3fl
‘ The author of this risalah is the Fatimid-Tayyibl scholar ‘Abd-‘Ali Mmad al-dln. A part o f the main 
body o f this risalah has been quoted by STS in his Risa/ah-Raniadaniyyah-\2>49H.
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3 ^ IjL /y j -oj\* l_^j-b jl» jy ld: 31 pyl b j  £ jjlb ll •a ly  j*  j  j  )l*ll » y  jo i-l •'b*,*3h a! a I>*«—*
£ j 3 l b l l  J y  L p  3 d ?  b i l
•j»3h jxl—oj<1 ljjl>- a!a>-j £«yll bls^ Aou 3^11 aIj—j j  tjvS* £ *• lb.os3fI 3 c^bo^ Jbal j l  Jy*3
L > w «  ‘L j i j l l  3  I d * " *  ‘ j d ^  u ' l d  o d  \5y~~1 3 *  J ~ *  aSL»1 3 * 7  ‘ j d ^  p i *  1 4  J y  a J  Vi I j» a  £ iy J l j
aAj 3 * 40 o 3  *b33ll» at^Ii ^ jll ‘jy^ll j^ gil J y j l l  p^ 9 £AyjS3ll J b ^
• a L *  a » i j  a! £yjL M S a  j j i l  a! ^ . b l a  £y u a j  « a lja  ^  311 y l  ‘y * " ^  * ^ * d ,Vi » y i>  1d ^ ’7
3 p  IftU lla  £ ^ o i i - l  A & ^ £ j “*7 < j d * l '  * 'b -ll j f ’ I L *  « y i £ -  j L s j  £ j v i u a i l  j b b a l l  A il a L p
- l li a! a y - i l l  £ a y - ^ l  p l t l l i  a ^ y ^ l l  p y ll 3  a! a y 3 l  4 ^ 3 !  , a -* ^  *1' ( _ y '7* * I a 1 ^ £ ^ . a p  j *  * y ^ j
£AJ»i j v  p l ^ i  j l j d l j  ‘ L l  y * - "  y * 3 i l j  ‘A i p  J a  y d l  j l  < a y . i l l j  .x f t lb l l i  a y i x l l  y i  > y - 3 l  • a l f - i  
O a y  £ p l^ l  a « ^ 1- j l j j l l  t j l b l l  a l i l j  £>uL^3ll ax^ *, \1 \ i O y * a  ilL ia ll a! o i^ p l la i t j  £ AJ y o i lb  c T ^ ' j
Ij—k • j l j ’l J *  J-««.A.I *’L 3 t f 3 l l j  *■ Lb*3/1J ‘ I j l y j  j l i  ‘p"H 4 / 7  AoL-i
a I I s  £ * - I j — - i l  L l  A y p  j l j , - - !  a J I  ^ y » l a  J - m J  a i j  ‘ *, l j — < 3 l l  a L I  j y - L  L j ^a - *  ► L — 11 j j  p ^ >  3 » y j  ‘ \ j d r 7
£<oil J o w j  o L I ^ I  3 a9 T 4 9  * a ^  * ^ '  A i d - J d 7  a ! 1 > -  p i a p l  L  * ^ a
y ' j  d ' d  3 . ' t *  3*7 j y  A i d  * lb» j y L ?  jp -  ^  f* 3 j l '  • > - '  y  y  d  b il 3 -a »
j *  • d ’ j ^ 3 * 7  ‘A » L -\d ^ 3 ^ 1  a J ^ j l j j '  3  4 y j  y l ? ’ ^7 j f l L L ^ y l  o l a  ^  » - l  j - ’L  f  ‘d ' d  ^  
3 ® ly  3 7  * 4*—’Ib^ W y  L a ‘y l i l  j y  L l j  £ j£>-lj j j -  ^5 aV lj ja il  j -a i  £ «x»-l
j^LLlI jL iy -  alp £pl^ lll ^^ 3^ 7 ‘pl l^ Ojb y l  J y 'j  ^  Jji ££*»i^ O^I jji ^
^ pj j l j  £ L-lyl y l  j a  y b ll  ‘ L-*L- jy b llj  iy ll p^wi- A-bS^  *,^ Lio<li 3 ^  ,*^ y ‘7  ‘ L b y  
^ \j’y  < *L-LIj JL*a1I o 'a  a1j *^ij a—at £*,L—11 j  ^ jll *^1 jlla ‘L ’J j  ^y"^L)7 J^Ll^
£plp o la  ijoly«*l\ j l ^ l  3  be ^ 1  Ajla 3 l  £lyxP j p y ll  Jklp i*,Lis3! Aji>3ll jl>*3ll J-—*3 £ lyx- j y l l
L  y  ^ j l l  p l i p l l l  y l  p L - j  £ j i i i l l  3 ^ ^  7 * 7  y  3 ^  3l > ^ }  £pl*ll o l a  y  j S -  l y t * i  j -  i l l f t j
j  l i  j  j  .  A - i l l  A A i J s l l  o - o  l i  j  £ p i i * l l  3 * 1 1  y l  o « i L « 9 - j  £ p j ^ ^ d l  y l  7 * 7  l A a l l  k i L o a l l  J *  *.s ./>:
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J w l j  * S ^ \  ^ T y y ^ j j  t s l A j J l l l  ^ J - a s I  *Oil * ^ } j  ^ - > 1 1  A iil <k *»£X-\ a x - a - J I
yy \ ij* *dij U J ^ l  ^ '<3'£- ‘jjOj <-^ 3 J^ >" »S£\j
A »i< ? ljj \ i j ) } y  < * I J u « 1 1 j  t J j j J L l l  i jd * *  i j*  ~ l l  < *•1^*11 A 3 j - i A l  i j j j l i l  ^ F ' J
i* \ j j a j ^ \  * l j i  ^j»  * ' L ^ ^  s j^ A s i  ^y» £ 1 ^ *  ‘ * ^ j 3 j * i i  {j*  j j ^  ‘ ‘■ l y j i i
^y» 5 ^ V « « j l  » j j ®  O y  j j y  ‘ *, l « 3 a * l l  S i L - J l  A « s V l » l j  . *-U*&jy}\ *< a J u a P _ j  « * L * j ^ | l  * *~~~i C ^ l i  .x* )
( * ) N \ j  |V *ill A l i l j  ) l  i *-Yy
j^*llj j^ L ?  ‘ij’-A5^ ' ‘ (j»J^ —i' ‘Jj>~^  tJ* -X -< »  t j i j  O^J^' ^  ^  ,j*
\$ y  OJu-Il 3 >>\ * J^JlI r>Cll (U^l rfji uA&Jl 3^1 J l j j U l j  rf^Jl LA.x»-l
.x x P  ^ . x ^ l l S l  V > - - *  « X ij i \  tA » J l« L l \  lw^ » l j J i l  tA * l} A ll l  j \ y ^ \  jt..,*~* l d**£~
(A lii «X*P ^ y \  j u » i - 1  liV jA  ‘ Alii
r i > 3 \ . j ^ .  j f  . j j r t i  ^ j l  A *  1 * ^ 1  J jA  p f —<J^» i i j A a i l  S i L J l  j V ”* ^  3  Jp *  A - J ^ l
v_*>1 > * - ^ 1  (V * -^  ^  tv* - * j ^  ***“ * 0* *  ^  < > ^iX > " <J!•; ■w? ^ 1  |» ^ L < a 9 v l • ;
A iil a x ^ C .*  \ ^ j  t > j i - « i ' j J l i  J J ' ^ ^  i j *  Aj_^nL^
i C « ) l y  l ^ )  p i a p \ i  <0^1 p-f® >^L— V* ij«*A ) \» l i l  ->^.~* ^
jv^xp- ^ i >  j l j  - o i \  t j^ a S ' ^  p j l S  |* $ x »  J ^ j  t p . l a ^ l (- j ’ ^ * J  ^ L - j l
3  J y J l  j l  j s -  f * 4 ^  j * ^ -  J y j  ^  ( ^ *  ^  a J I  * L — 11
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y ,  ^  j \j — £ i i  ^ ____^ . j ^ \  j j — ii  J i  p jb*_ ,i
%,— i p — $ J p  j — * p^ij— co  j — &  J  p ^— jb Ij j —sA  — 1\ j — yA*
j\J» \_> * ill A XP 'j) <i ^ _ _ > -  a \__P ^  A _ )  p ^_ jL ll l_-- A2 II p^ x^j
J _ , l  J l  ^  A— .U'ill ^ _ 1  p ^ _ J >  J j _ ,
V i——J*! j f j i l  1 j  I^J -> A L U - A 1 pi ill ^ — !>■ p ^ ll    J a  C J,
jta jl— J  ^ j j — £ j — i j l  J l  ^ ^  p^ij— p j  j f j ^ l  j  1 »Sb J j — j | . j
.♦ \  \
4-J  -Oil AJ ! J  b  >l<jj j' j  1 f j j .  * Ail b  u»j
j b ^ j  / u i  j \ _ j  / u i  J _ i j  L - .
A tj\p }  A..—W ^  lp  A I'ji 1 J '  v?
j f u o i j U - 1  ( p - f t  J w « ^ »  j o L J l j  £ p ^ > \ j b  i 3 1X ^ 2! !  ( j i j b  p ^ ^  j v > t ^ j i l  f  j ^ U l  p - ^ i b o  (J& j
iXs*-! ^Wb»> jb  p^llai JaAs>-^ Jp jpijbll tp-fe p^j^l U^jpijjMl AX^ Jl jp
f  E p J t i J o - -  A o U > l  o j p j i l  *  1 J S ^  j w * * b l  < p j i  J ^ * _ j p - f t  J s ^ - p ^ l l j ^  A p l W ^ j j i i U l  ‘ p - ^ j j p f j ^  j p p ^ i j ^ t ?
p ^ jJ -  J j  c 4  p&^V*0. p** < j^  ^  ‘p-*^ L?^ o ^9 ‘p -* ^
£pUlp^«pUl j i^ ji^ lia llb o il^ p l^ p ^ p b 11 juujL-Jlj^j JojP^l j^ l^  ‘Ol^^P^I? ‘O ^Jpfr^J t j_jpb«
pi«-jl I) £<Ji jJ ( jy ^ li- l  e^ jXaSlp jjil jJl (J j Ijjsij ‘i^bll j ^ l ^ l  ( J j l p i  ^  IArsJ j  aJ\j  jw*^-^Jp  p^lll
‘U ^ j^
£ J^^p^^AJlll(Ji^Jp-fcjl-l*«l jkXPpj^bl^ji jllp^jlp i^^bj c jfwlallSj^l J J /lib  £ i\*j Ul
A j t L - * )  JULi £ p ^ j 3 j p J > j ^ ^ | l o j 3 ^ J ^  £ p ^ r > j p - > p l b i  ]aA>-j  £ p ^  ^ I j l  ^ ^ p ^ ^  J I j u  < 0 1  \ j
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^ y*  (3 ^  ‘i j 1*^_*_a?-“ y \  i y x ^ \  i l p j ^
. . . <j^J\ »lp y » l i  ^ j ^ - \
185. Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-X 349H: Ghars al-Jannah-GXcerpts
1 ^ \ aA \
t * W“j  |>^ u sjUo J^-^ l S^ po <3*^  *04
^ o ^ 'o A r ^  ‘(jc-^^ * A  A o^ 'A *?  4o A ^ 4^  *'^p ‘ Jr*( l^*arj ‘j-*
d u d j f ^ ^ J  4jju,-Ulj4>il^i j e - ^ L J l  jjfci'j \$l i ju i
I j^ \j» y  i j ^ \ y s  J ^ \ j  ^ \ t  ^  JViJ J,j~>\s^ J ,j» '6 '^  y j ^ J  tjs*0\jb\j4&\ iLP J* jj«Jai'
t # »
4 J j  « ‘•Uaij
y * J  ^  ‘ ^  (*?*“J l y ^ y j  o' \>l^^ill|v—i j° *■.'«■;<■>*Jt 'A j  i^ '^ v -*'*-u>^ ’
j - o o i  «<3>*m j ^ A i U v w - . j ^  4p j i j \ ^ ^ j j i p  j ^ ^ f j  ‘(*^j o'W*i  j
. . . \»Ij>p
«2j&i j p  j ^ \  v J - i  « v ^ i j p ^ i  js> j u a i  :*Jl& i j p ^ u i u i V u i ^  j i  j* i ij
. . . (J l -^*j \jutf ^  ^ 1p ^  ji t J \ ^ - ^
a ^ j  t J—»j\\ y»ij^i j >^- o'A'o *,',r^  •*)^ ' '->-^ ‘ j '  •H~~‘j
\&jya v\.l<^' ...i y]\ j^ jJ\) ^ ..;. «<^  y&>Jli O****i *• I  ^ ‘0 *"“*->*^  *" 'c-'^ O ‘0 '^ '*^ '
y~*>-\yp i ^  * s > v y ^ y * y ~ ~ > - \ jOS\aJ«j^  #  pl«l\ da~Ai^~0j <
Aj y ^  y* \ x s *
JjAi il ly*a\j I P j A k J a J k \ < O j l J I  A-Lfcl3-\ J^l^-Ajijl^ \j JsX« aAa\Ju\(^0\ -^J^«
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A j  4 ^ l ^ l  ^  J l  a^ aP(_5 a j j W  4 < U * l» i! la L A * u  j l
4Aj>sJ-I * J-* "  J l ( ^ > ^ # ^  «A ^ei4A li J j u  kX « ^-J l y  j l
4 l i j l > - ^ j l  < L»1
s\po < \j J> AVill y^j^’ 0  ^ £ I)W=->-l a^ jWI 11 j^jiji^ liJl yp  (jl Aj! j^ioj
i '  '  .•
X P  J jL ?  £p & "  < 6 ll A ^ - J  ^ O " * 1 4 j v ^ c'  *011 A > e 5 » C -^ v I  jv^J  4(jOL«l J  3? . X / d l  A > = ^ - J l  *0 j \ »  ^ i y P X
^ U l ^ U l l o j j u c ^ V ^ a l f - l  \J>^Ioj2ju1V^1^^j11a^1s_^*j ^oj^j  4^V<*ill^iX*l (^^caIIA j p ^ U i l l j U l ^ l  
4aJ j \J1  j l ^ t * u * i ! l  J o U s * - ^  y i j
tyzP  J^i! o j l 3j\j 4 ^tj ( J l  jjp y j  4_ jA au  y  ojjb J - * l  ( J l  a^Uuij ^  Jj-^j y* aAp aA\ ( ^ a
<011 A iJ  4 J  1^3-1 A ^ ilJ j i^  ^ J - l  A w y ljjJ  AAO ^ J& i\y  y a  j j W j i j j ^  J a A  <\J J * > -  ^ I j jv L v v Z J lJ  A j i l  4 i L *  A^\3l» ^yS J ^ j
y  J j i l l  jyj  4^y) AjU> jJ llyi*> yy*  aJp a IiI^ L ^  < ^ y  < ^U ^lp^’j  a * j( slo -ill^ * -“l l j 4 ^V'1'
J J  4 J \si y  y^y&j All ^ Jpj a J p  <01 1 Jljj i^ y ‘^■'‘.X-.S 'A~j J *  1 J**_j ijy  *y*0  tjy Ajtj$ y j  4^Ji A
. . .  < V ^ ' - - ^ ( j /,J ( j S ^ ' ( y ^  AAju^i^Cs J^ \
.  .  .  t iy ^ jA j& > -y < jL * 9  i t j ^ y P o 'y  y y y  4 # j1 j ja J 1 j_ j i t y ^ a y ^ ^ a j ^ P j  a J p a I j I ^ J ^  
4 p l j j J - l  \^ tv* (__3^ O lJW l U y  4 p \ j  j j J l^ j  f,l j ^ 3 - l^ jT ’'' \ j i t - j \ p  ^ g ^ l  J j i  J j l l  4 * \ j  j j* ll frlj_y3-l J j J l  A a « jP  f ^ P j
4_j\js AOLa 4^j J j  A y g .> -1 ( ^  j l l< Q ll J ^ - ^ J  A a .^ i  c P I j J i j l l  A a W \i  \il*ily t  AX*y*J y j *  4 \ ^ l j j J «  S iXwau O l J s  1
.  . . 4 f ' l j - o f ' i l l a ) J  ^ l i l j l  j f U j J s
y p  (J*j-S_J 4 A j i l J y * « j  j i ^ ^ j l ^ j  4 l^ A J > - _ y  A ^ *u  JjII ^ * j l l  1 A l j i i l  y ^ P  £ ^*^1_J ^ P j
i y ^ M  y y t_y 4A5 A^*u aA A ^ i^ i .1  Ia^ J  ^ _ .^ e ^ g l  jju o i J ^ l  y ^ x *  y ^ \ j  4Ajll A jlp  y  1 (^311 A^il ( J j
j U u J J l  ( J j l  j U a j ^  Aa>e^ ) O l b  4AJ>j ^a {J p  ^ I j ^ j l l  ( _ y « W a i l  \ ^ > \
. . . 4 A^ fljy#
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j jb  y  t Li**Jl ^  *uil yh  j3s-u<\Jl <Joavji1\> jfwjljsH pU'ill Ajji y  L*j*ill ^ Jpy
• . . Axmj jl**4S^ P^ pIjjiJI A-auyO* J l  4 _ j £ ' " u  ‘OllJyAJ'j
j...;!»lvll 4(j)yAjdly  ^ £ j J l  pU'ill ( L&lr^ly LftjApIy  o l o d l  y ^ u \y  c LkUly L&^jly uljlylyall J J isL  y  ya~>-\y 
t'^jy*  a !  j J l  o 3 j ^ '  v_-Jailj y s  j l  i__Ja5\j 4^j—*jlly * J * j l  j~**
,  ,  ,  < ^ ^ j l ( j J p ^ 4 j - ^ i P _ y  < ^ j o l A ^ V a _ y  t^ C ^ I A o l l s L A u y
(jjbliaJl 4 jJy 4 X ji  U. jLds <01 ( Ov^ iM tX^ oJl y P  I^ vy4i4 V J^jll (JjJlff'illj djlyLjl JL  („ £*plya-i
. . . c j j^sUII j3 -lA > -y y  4y*£>\b\yyS jd lpU l t jJ^ lla ll^ jls ld l 4 j J j i l o ^ / jy  4jJ&Lll A j I a ^ j j  
4 j\*X**J\) jy i l lp ^ J  ^ jsJJIpJkwXaPAaIu 4 j J l ( J [ y j ^ J p  4 L J  A ^^ JuiilpJfciX4 J p  A jJp lli 4 \a\g) U^A J.*iw ly
p^ ~~ t.'____^ _jj_* (^O-JI (j'—p   jj ^ ^U—j y ~ *  j^ j—ll  dr~P
**.) (^2>—II (__J—^ P  p~ p <1 p ^  A__*lfl\j J l  L_J > ^  ^J i\ A \p J l  l_ j
 y2J »j ^  J  >- «Ull Ax* X2J ^  0*J ** (Jj ■> j* ----->1
 *) \^5j !lj>  4 ^ j j l a a  Jill Cl. *1  ^ I—4 A_____jJ P j  A \g ^ _____\p  A 1^1 -&
4p^ .**a ah j^C*u p^JI \y&j*J tp^ -jjQv4 jlWl. **> p^ kyiaA>s™**l ^H1 (jJiiall ^v^lp^ J l  (CjlyLjl (JL 0^ 35^  “J
J j s l w ^ j  4 Jj'y p$j o o  J y  J  J J 5j  i^ j ^ -  J ' u y 2^ ^  j ^ j 3 l  Lriy* ! y ^ “j  L ^ ly y ^
4 U y  J U  p £ P 3 j ~ * « l  ^ 1 1  « 6 l l  ( _ 3 j  A o U l  I j i J  4 l y i U ^ y  ^J*jyX&  J  p f c l l y ^  j l j - 4^ '  4 J i l j  ^ j i j ^ l i a i l  C l ^ J I
.  .  .  4 A j U » s a * «  A i ^ S A j « > y )  jvjjly 4 ly)^li<A>-^ll J^ - l J ^ "  j v ^ * - 4  J ^ 1 J  J ^ l  ^  ly2*®*^!^
ly)l^ l_iJ<\ Uy \y£jcy&y l«<Oll Jaa*“(^ p^ )UhS>I U lyLftj A^LJ
4 l » J g J  j j ^ i l l  ( J L * *  y  p ^ 4 ! 4 !  j b  J j ^ ^ ^ y  4 U k J a P  p j h l j ’ l y  ( _ j l ^ l  p J > l j l  y  j J l  j J j J y A l i a l l  J ' i l  J j L ?  I l l  4 J * »  U l
^  4p^»jly jv^Jj I ^ j i  'ill J ^ o l  *ilj 4p^jil "ill J^>=-ll ^ y  o J p l  Vy * * * 4 W * J  C -— *1 p lia J  Ajjli p^l*>-_y
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< j u i l a i l i l p  j ll  J ^ i l lp b ll  J*»y*ill J J i l l ^ p l j i l  J f li i y  * y  IL J*-^-y>l 4 j J l ^ L i l l y  jjy*! Jv^xJI^yLllI
<y x*£- \jj-—* iyjjj\.\$  jp L *y  4 jdull j  llaL* Ly
ylyJJjSyiy J l j y j ' 4 jf^Oli-LaJI *-Ljl^Jp 4 ju*yVi^piL-j ‘(j*oll^ L>-;l J*y Lp^ijl
• • • ‘jy^j
186. RisaJah-Ramadaniyyah-1350H: Durar Asrar A1 al-Karrar -excerpts
\
p^>JI y ^ 1J  aai I p,.,..i
p—>*y 4<ttl j —*1 LS^Oll J l ^ - C o  1-1 J  -,<? >-y 4AjllJy—*y Jw«^-<Oll^ aJI V J l  Jy-'-'JpyS*' J “ J —
4<lll Jy-tflA— *ly aL ^I l /p lp y  4 <011 Jy-<Sy p j j  I <*J>- lyl>-p^l
4 p U l J j l j d O l d l j y ^ U l ^ i l J L  L ^ aIU Ij  4r50-lA lJ r ,yiAlJ  J U I aIj  j J - I aSj . » l
^ j U  i j i 4 4 b j L ^ V y  4 I j ^ L  I Js_^ly U .ly -Jb 'illA jlV  « , ^ U \ t r U. J l y  4<Jl.ly—  L -y  y_A <JI V .  Js_^ l 
J~ *J  ‘ *JA9-^ A-4^  i j j  < b j X - £ ) l j  X -> -)lj  4 Jy a J j ^ I  JJ^_P j|y_ft*illA_H'il 4 1 j J y  Vy A_J j j l y ' i l  4 I
J-"j' ‘ jd— J  jly— I jy—-y ‘ yy-® I- 4 yy-^y4yy ^  J  yy ^ y 4yy^ J  yy^ " 4
44w L p  ‘■I4 II J l  .A* -tfly  4A l_-tfly »jl> «  -*l ' y j - 4' L ^ ^ J i l y  4 a! ^?y  * j —*ly p ^ p U l  *’j —*1J - ^  Jj> -“ly 4 a! - . j
4 A L l#\iaply
y_*'illAjl*il 4*^ _4lyjylp_» Jy'ill# >-iy yL^Lly Aly_-Jj^Ll l^y <Oil^ A_Wly 4»J_*P Jy_W L*jly# JwC^  J-?'# Jw^“l
4>l>—fc J L . - 4«'yly 4»ly_—y y^—ll yy—-® 4*l_^ —aJI^I i»\_Pj » j J -  J-^^_C-yy 4»L^O Jw»l>-Jj  *'l_Pi a—^
4AlyWi|l JlyWily 4 Aiy>" *il I Jy>-*il 4» lyx il yLd I yi4^ ^*^ 4#ly^-^.xil ly AplWlyl» .A*—*ly
<t£ J ^ L f ^ l p i l p - L  y-A.'illAjl'il 4 L i  Jw»l*i!y *Yill Jlyy 4 L i  X~*p)lj ►L ilcL^Alll'illAjl'il
. . . 4liyypJa,ilyUMy* ►Ir l^JI
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187. Rlsalah-Ramadaniyyafi-\353H: Masarrat al-fath al-mubln excerpt
p— jl  I y ^ ~ J  I I pi«i>«*
—I i L J p i L - ^ l l ^ S  AAO J * > y  4 L l j  Ally A jp<O ll(J u t f  A-»iS ^  jll<0l « A * J l
\*»\*\<~jjby* j,*g& ‘ L o p jL - . l l  L l j y  a_-*> LA p ^”!y L o  A-ijly jA  Ul J ^ j y  4 Lo y  ylj^3oy
.  .  .  t  L ~ J  I j y A j p ^ j a d l  J ^ j f 4 A L - y  t  U - A p J a A l l ^ y w l I ^  j  4 U - A  ^ y L * V > j^  4 L y » l < 0 l l  J l  l o L
188. Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-1355H: Karamat al- (Uqul al- Wadiyyah-
excerpts
X > -y  p lL  O y  .A>" ASy*4 it* Ajyfe y f - o L J l  y a  HI 4 4  J j J I p y  J l L  4py>" J ' Jr^*y" 4jA U d lw 'y  <0i J**Jl 40
. . . 4(j '^ y J l  -A ty^-ihL  J L y  J y L  p ^ P O -l l^ 'L ly  « C 1 a \ 3 v C > l p  x S \ y p  A -i^ ll J u * y  4jy.A>-yl!
j 4 • j i y  L llaP  Cl> jyyS—<ly 4« JAP d»<9yy »« J p  J l  1^)^O ljy fl^y ll O  J——*ly 4*X*£- IJ^ k ly * "  d-**ly J j l  .A -J l j
. . . 4«J-P  AJ5jJc£ }y jh \\JX 3 jP y  4* JAP
y ^ l p W i l l ^ l ^  j J - I  ^ ^  4^ - ^ , ^ 1  p l ^ l ? 4 - ^ V l j d l J > J \ V
*-l»iflAlSpJill<fj£ p y ^ y l l^ y ^ J I  ^ y * y  4 * L —lly j ^ y ’i l l ^  U Aly Ly»y*«y L y j- a ^ y  j J L 3 l w ) j  _y^y 4 *" 1-4^ *'*^ /1 AjLp- 
p y V l y ^ j l ^  ^ j l l p y J l L  y * y  4^y— *ill f l l ^ l l j  ^ y ^ l  J ^ i - I  p - i j  4^ — i-l •* 'L te“l pj» j j l  L s ’illy -’illy 
^  j i l  Jy 'ill; y J i l l  - J ^ y 1 4 j>-Ia1I  # JAPy w > L ^ l p J ;  A y  i*->L-*Vl A-ll^£ j l l  4y>-lj5l y y ll  yS^y 4 y J i l l
.  .  .  4 J l L l l  J y U l y A y ^ l j A & d l A U y *
»*’ L y l  (j L -  j l l  y *  4 j y S y * « j  p ^ ) y »  l y y i ^ j »  j l l  p j  4 y y j l y  d > U a l l  J » > - y  U ^ y ^ l j  O l y — I I  J L -  j l l  a L  J - J l  ^  
j y ^ i - j y  4 j j l j * . p ^  J J  \ j j ^ y j l l p i  i j y L u - l l v ^ l J ^ i l  J ( H ^ y A J V y  4 y y i a l ' j l ^ - *  p j ^ y  4 y y d l j ^ j i y ^ l i a l l
• • • ‘jy'ypj p * j ‘y^' cJyp ‘ 4  4
p ip  • j a p  jjC ^ ? y l y  4 J y J y *  J ' j '- lL  J j j ^ '  ‘ 4  J y ^ "  ^  «»jL£JI • J~ P  ^ J p  Jy»l (_£ j l!  <01 y - J l
a ] a j  *-LHy 4 j l -  *• IJa J l  a III  ( j^y l (3 J^1 J ^ " l  A*lp *'^L»y 4 A >_ ‘<U J l  AAj jd ^ > L ^ I  Jy* t^oC ^I
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w lfy 4 L L x  jl-lA3»y ^ - t f lp ^ y  4 J-jipL d l ly-'4' piO  ‘ L y ^ p ^ -L llA l!^  jy ^ ’lyl'y^'y'
. . . 4 j5l
l*y J*y^ll ,3 ^  pi*14  ‘ ^  A *J' »y>-i!l 3  o - J l  Jy  o ^ j^ ' 3  V j dly*—II 3  ^  ^  3*^' ^  o^Jl 4
J jC L ly  j^ jV lyO ly— 31 J lL  J  J o ^ j J I y * y  4 yyiill p-^JIyAy Ly *-L-JI y  Ly lf**£y^:
lyyl ^ ji jjl jJLLLl J  4v_jUlly l^iiyLaJIpJfc I3 j . i l  L i  I CjVilyy 4 4  w’jV l Jy'il d»U y J ljy  J J I
. . . .  4 ylls»-J$^l<Olld>\»L X>^:. Ly 44-^li^ljj4 L..-3J
^Lw» Jy l <L_^JlI jllyil jLJul I Jp l>-y 4 A>»X>-1 J y I jL*y I JpL»-y^yilly d ly — 51 yL\j <01 jJ -I  <P
. . . 4 A^ y** AiJwa^ * yy-i J ^ l l  A -^IjJlp-ftj -^Uly 4 A>fc>-y< a U  aJ-U I p_i Lp I ylylyly 4A>*>A»4
3  Ly*l U ^»/jJ L l j . A y l ^ J p ^ ^ J l j y  4^j^5”lA il Jj* a I — a L I ^ *  L5m >y » > - J  Ijl JJ& y  I ^ P  A  L * - - 4 * J - ^ -
. . .  i jil a x *  aJ L ^ n s  a I U z a  15 ^^ x*5 a S*J
189. Risalah-Ramadaniyyah-X 3 56H: Safhat 'Arafat al-M a'arif-excerpt
jv^ >“j5 \  ^\ aA \
f  x .  > * x x f  x x
4 -^Uil L U l ^ A j ^ i l J I y y J p L / j C i L > - y  4 ( ]y \&  L U p l y i l ^ l A ^ I J ^ r ^ l i l i  jJ - l
' ' # '      ..............................
^JJj Jiy^iall aL j) J ^ j  4(>y*'ljj |^ly j lL y ’ill Jf4  ^  ^ VfK?
*  J  /  # X •  X «X # #  I  X X X  X X X
#*’jL  4 Laly jyoUl a L 4 *l*>-y ‘t./'ULl y^*®l 3* y* UjyA Iy—-i L J^^Jp  J J— ly 4(y 4l—I*ill d«A Jp ly ill
4AA-*ly a L j!  3 < 0 l l  J y  Jj J l  i y L - 'l  4 AA-«j j l ^ 4 J y -* ^ lI y ^ J l  J*3^  ‘ L*—tf A ly i p«Wp A-ll y ]y * ~ 0 y  4 Lajy 
AAiyiail* J J ^ J P  J j p j - J  AI j p p - l l  J P ly 4 j^L5L a>L-> «A*Uuy A o U l ^ ^ l  jjll J^A i dLAly A*JI J*4 AajC—*! J* ^y
# x x x  x x x x  x x  x x  X#>
‘ ilL lj^ y  jU JldsJI J  IjLp j ^ i l 3 ^yly4 jL i-ld J IjA  JLyl jW Ql ^ i-l a-» jA>-y • • • ‘^ lyy^yJ'
^ X X *  X X X X  X X
v_jJ)yA Jy—fc*y pj^ S^ J-43 * L^SyAy .. a.LlU . a.IalUy 4 I a L s ^  J^>-y
# *  '  *
p j i  I A iiji p^> y> P y  'Sb I An-—51 ‘-IjtlaA il^Jp 'ifL 4! 'J jc > - y
j j ^ a - O 'J A j u s o i  (jja>w y aL- J*>y 4Aac^ y JJa.ilI jlyjl a! All 3* p^ A* a*«J-I J*^U * • * t4^ U
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Fu ti in id- Tayyibl Tahmlds
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190. Qasldah-Autobiography-^ ahmid
Praise be to Allah The Exalted and 
The Powerful;
The Creator of the creation, the 
Maker, the Originator101.
yjl____ ail ^ ____L*Jl aL A_
Jb\___ ail ___ Jl CjI— )yJl
___ J - l  1
And may His blessings cover the 
Prophet Muhammad,
The best o f mankind, both nomads 
and city dwellers.
j— J b^-lj p-fc-5'-----1 <3j j -----1' ja—
4J j -b s j  2
...And his wcisi [legatee] ‘All, the 
best o f the best from among those 
who have passed and those who 
remain.
____ !l by__ ^  Lip W > j j  3
J -----4 j ' -----
...And their [Muhammad a n d ‘Ali’s] 4— ^ J  4
sons, the sons of Fatimah- the one 
with whom  God is pleased,102
j  j  & d)lj c j !  jLp
The purpose o f Creation and the 
essence of cycles of Time.
101 Two of the 99 names of Allah used here are al-‘Aliyy and al-Qadir. Interestingly the second shares its 
root with the word qadar, or destiny. Since this is an autobiography, by thanking God as al-Qadir,; a 
connection is established between the destiny and the one who determines it. The choice of words is also 
worthy of note, al-liamd using the same root letters as Muhammad, the paronomasia between al-* Aliyy 
and ‘Ah the Prophets son in law, and eventually Fatir-—from which it is said in Tayyibl theology the 
name Fatimah was extracted.
102 The dual in this verse and the mention of Fatima, the Prophet’s daughter, is in reference to the title 
fatimiyyln, availed by the IsmaTfi Imams establishing their lineage both to Muhammad and ‘ Ali.
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...And the righteous imams, the 
guides, the pure,
the God fearing, the best o f the best 
tribes.
—;>■  z>- $.1-----
The good, the pure, the concealed,
The evident/m anifest to every 
perceiving man103.
uipLj! 6
s-j— * J — ^  j-fc'—
Each mawla (master) was the m ost 
truthful,
For knowledge among the people 
the m ost noble disseminator10^ . yl— > —S'! j — \J-\ —j p— UU
...And [Allah’s blessings on] their * ; \ z\ ^  j Q
D ais (callers to religion) whom  they ' '
appointed
In their position, in the [time of] ^ ^  js— ^  r — ^  ^
seclusion as their best
manifestation.
(J ^  _^_ ‘‘•h Ijjli 9
They deputed in the place of the 
righteous Imams, who are
Q £
The essence o f the rightly-guided ^  ^  <-) J &
people and the people of perception.
103 The usage of batirun and zahiiln here may also be taken as an allusion to the seclusion of the Imam 
(batinlri) and his manifestation in the DaTs (zahirln) for those who perceive, with the word basfr 
containing the added meaning of perception with ma‘rifah- or knowledge; based on the Quranic verse: wa 
tarahum yanzuruna ilayka wahum layubsirun—and you see them looking at you but they do not perceive 
(7:198).
104 There is a clear reference in this verse to the 5th Imam-Ja’far al-Sadiq and 4th Imam-Muhammad al- 
Baqir, in the IsmaTli line of Imams.
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Asak literally foundation; refers in the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition to the n atiq ’s  
successor. The successor is the ‘foundation’ upon which the D a‘wah is established and 
continues.
A w liyaV sing, waliyy, lit. friends, which can be understood as followers. In its usage 
alongside Allah, aw liya’ Allah also signifies a holy men, or more specifically in the 
Fatimid-Tayyibl context those who represent God on earth. In this context ‘A ll is 
proclaimed as waliyy Allah.
Batin: in the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition refers to the hidden or esoteric, intellectual and 
rational signification o f  the laws and practices o f  the Shari‘ah and the true meanings o f  
the Qur’an. Complements zahir, as part o f  the zahir-batin binarism. Muhammad is 
responsible for the zahir {ox tanzll) w hile ‘All is responsible for the batin ( ta ’wil).
D a l—D a l al-Mutlaq: in the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition, in the tim e o f  the Imam’s 
seclusion, the individual who represents the Imam and is vested w ith full authority by 
him. Each DaT is entrusted to appoint a successor before his death. The DaT appoints 
two liudud, the Ma ’dhun and the Mukasir, who aid him in the establishment o f  the 
Da ‘wall. The three rutbahs collectively represent the Imam. The current incumbent o f  
the position o f  DaT al-Mutlaq is Syedna Muhammad Burhanuddin, the 52nd in the line 
o f  DaTs since the seclusion o f  the 21st Fatimid Imam al-Tayyib in the 6th/12th century. 
The First DaT Mutlaq was appointed by al-Hurrah al-Malikah (a hujjali) o f  the 20th 
Imam al-Amir upon his instructions. (See chapter-VI).
Da 1  al- ‘asr/Da 7  al-zamm. In the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition, the DaT o f  the Age, or the 
current or contemporary DaT.
D a‘wah {D a‘wat al-Haqq): lit. invitation or mission. D a‘wat al-haqq refers to the 
eternal D a’wah that begins in the spiritual realm, continues on earth as the D a‘wah o f  
the Prophets including Muhammad, further continues w ith the Imams and persists 
under the auspices o f  the DaTs. While the stipulations and SharVah o f  the D a‘wah 
change from one Prophet to another, it is the veiy  same D a‘wah, and its essence (batin), 
and the lilm  that supports it, remain the same: that is, they are permanent. This phrase 
‘lahu D a‘wat al-haqq’ becom es the symbol o f  the Fatimid-Tayyibl D a‘wah, identified  
as God’s D aewat al-haqq. The term is used to collectively refer to  the m ission o f  the
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Im am  and relig ious establishm ent, including the hierarchy o f  liudu d  and the follow ers  
(the Tahm id d iscussed  in  chapter-VII focuses on the perm anence and righteousness o f  
the F atim id-T ayyibl D a ‘wall.
Descriptive-Dim ension: The descriptive attribute o f one o f the entities that relate. The 
descriptions may also lead to implicit iTAra/i-relations. Part o f the relational approach for the 
analysis o f  Tahniids, discussed in chapter-IV.
E isegetical Approach: synchronic or neo-critical approach that looks at the relations in the 
Talmud outside their original historical context, transplanting them to a new context, or 
examining them in an absolute theological and ontological sense without any reference to the 
original context or authorial intention. Part o f  the relational approach for the analysis o f 
Tahnuds, discussed in chapter-IV. Also see exegetical approach.
Esoteric Ekrah-relation: where a //AraZr-relation is created with the esoteric signification o f the 
verse or concept based on the context o f the Tahniid and the audience’s background in Fatimid- 
Tayyibl ta ’wil. For examples see chapter-V.
E soteric nisbah-relation: where the nAAaA-relation explicates the unspecified or vague in 
Qur’anic verses, relating them to particular individuals or concepts. For example the statement: 
‘blessings on the pure pentad whom God referred to iu the Qur’an ‘ inn ama ynrld Allah 11 
yudhhib ‘ankum al-rijs alii al-bayt.. . ’ (33:33), identifies Muhammad, ‘Afi Fatimah, Hasan and 
Husayn as those who are pure and referred to as ahl al-bayt in the Qur’an. For more examples 
see chapter-V.
E xegetical Approach: or hermeneutical approach, focuses on the relations that may be to a 
reasonable extent justified as those the author most likely intended his contemporaiy audience 
to grasp with reference to their local context. Such relations, once evoked, would create a 
worldview that would fulfill the original purpose o f the Tahmid and document it introduced. 
Part o f the relational approach for the analysis o f Taluriids, discussed in chapter-IV. Also see 
eisegetical approach.
Fatim id-Tayyibl Tradition: refers to Shi‘a Muslims o f the Isma^fi-Mustadian-Tayyibl sect 
now better known as Dawoodi-Bohras (the Dawoodis are the largest denomination o f  Bohras; 
other comparatively minor denominations include ‘Aliyas, Sulaymanis and Mahdibaghwalas). 
They believe in the rightful Imamate o f the Fatimids until al-Tayyib, who is believed to have 
gone into seclusion. The Imamate continues in his progeny during seclusion. The D a‘wah is 
deputed to the D aT M utlaq who represents the Imam and is entrusted with his authority,
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alongside the two ranks o f  M a’dhun and Mukasir. The head o f the community today is the 52nd 
DaT Mutlaq Syedna Muhammad Burhanuddin b. Syedna Taher Saifuddin.
Fikrah-Relatiom  The implicit thought-based relation that is created in the audience's mind 
based on their background. Relies on audience’s association o f ideas on the basis o f the nisbak- 
relation. Part o f the relational approach for the analysis o f Tahmlds, discussed in chapter-IV.
Ghadir Khmnm: The name o f  the spring, on the road from Mecca to Medina, where according to 
Shiite tradition Muhammad overtly proclaimed ‘All as his successor on his return from the Last 
Pilgrimage.
Hudud: sing, hadd the set limit o f  a particular rank in the religious hierarchy. The term 
is defined by Walker (1996, p. 68): “In the terrestrial abode o f  humans, there is likewise 
a hierarchy arranged in ascending, vertically organized ranks. Unlike the concept o f  past 
and o f  historical development, this hierarchy operates in theoiy  throughout time. The 
difference is that, w hile its ranks are fixed and do not change, its personnel -  those who 
hold the position o f  each rank — are individually m ortal...The hudud, to use the Arabic 
term for hierarchical ranks, were, for the Ismailis, both a theoretical explanation o f  
higher order, angelic beings which all have special roles in the cosm ic structure and a 
practical organization o f  quite secular officers o f  the Ismaili movement... The word 
hadd (singular o f  hudud) indicates a boundary, a set limit, a fixed rank. The world is 
according to Ismaili theoiy, governed by its hierarchies.”
Huff a t. pi. hujaj, literally argument or evidence. Refers in the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition 
to specific ranks in the spiritual hierarchy o f  hudud, referred to above. Every Imam has 
tw elve hujaj, repeated twice: tw elve o f  the night {hujaj al-layl), who stay with the 
Imam, and tw elve o f  the day {hujaj al-nahai), who spread around the world to invite 
people to the D a‘wah o f  the Imam. According to the tradition, the number o f  these 
hujaj, twelve, is signified by other Qur’anic verses as w ell, for example 5:12, 2: 60 and 
7:160.
Hybridity. a text that is simultaneously oral and written such as surat al-Fatihah (see 
chapter-I) and risalahs (see chapter-II). The majority o f  Tahmlds display characteristics 
o f hybridity. An awareness o f  this hybridity has serious implications on the 
understanding and appreciation o f  texts that are otherwise cast aside as repetitive, 
verbose and obsessed w ith rhyme and rhythm. Hybridity affects both expectations, that 
o f  the author and the audience.
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‘Ibadah *amaliyyah: In the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition, the physical aspect o f  worship. It 
is complemented by the ‘ibadah ‘ilmiyyah, the intellectual aspect o f  worship (See 
discussion in chapter-VI).
‘Ibadah *ilmiyyah: In the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition, the intellectual aspect o f  worship. 
It is complemented by the ‘ibadah ‘amaliyyah, the physical aspect o f worship (See 
discussion in chapter-VI).
‘Jim: in the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition refers to the knowledge o f  the principles o f  the 
overt laws (zahir al-ShaiI‘ah), the esoterics ( ta ’wil) and the divine Truths (haqiqah). 
Passed on from predecessor to successor, and from teacher to pupil, its continuity is 
vital for the survival o f  the D a‘wah
Imam al- ‘asr  or Imam al-zaman\ In the Fatimid-T ayyibi tradition, the Imam o f  the Age, 
or the current contemporary Imam.
Immanent Relations: refers to relations between individuals forming a community. If the 
community is a body then these are relations between the various organs. Also see transeimt 
relations.
Individual stock  relations: the relations that are customarily created with particular relata.
Insha’ style: a style o f  writing that developed within the state chanceries and became 
increasingly popular in the 4th/ 10th century onwards. It features an acute awareness o f  
the working o f  rhyme and rhythm in the persuasion process. See for example the 
writings o f  H ilal al-Sabi’ featured in chapter-IV.
Iqtida’: the philosophy o f emulating an ideal or model. In the context o f Tahmid it is 
manifested in the vast number o f  chancery manuals starting with cAbd-al-Harmd’s treatises in 
the 2nd/8th centiny (the first Islamic manual). The persistence o f  the Talmud tradition is 
primarily due to the need to emulate the example o f surat al-hamd\ the praise-preambles o f  the 
Prophets and the early orators and writers. The concept and its manifestations are discussed in 
chapter-III.
Jismam (or jasadam): Refers to that which is physical and perceivable through the five  
senses. In the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition, the physical or perceivable (mahsus) symbol 
(mathai), sym bolizes a spiritual and intellectual (ma ‘qul) ‘sym bolized5 (mamthul).
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"Alain al-jism  refers to the temporal physical world (dunya). See F ig .l in chapter-V. 
Jismanl, complements nafsani{or ruliam), part o f  the Nafsani-Jismanib'mavism.
Kalimah: pi. kalim at in the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition refers to the words o f God, i.e. the 
Imams, who ‘cannot be changed’ as referred to in Qur’an 6:34 and 115 and 18:27. The Da‘is are 
in turn referred to as the Imam’s kalimat dining his seclusion.
Khatabah: khatabah is the verbal-noun o f  khataba, which denotes the act and ait o f  
oratory. The word is also often synonymously used w ith balaghah. In L is an a l-(Arab 
and Lane khitabah denotes the office o f  the preacher. However, in modern times the 
distinction between khatabah and khitabah has become hazy and lexicons o f  Modern 
Standard Arabic such as Hans-Wehr also define khitabah as oration and rhetoric. For a 
detailed discussion o f  these terms see T. Qutbuddin (2008, pp. 180-184).
Khutbat al-Kitab. In the chancery n'salahs, a full section for haind, termed khutbat-al- 
kitab, was added after the t  as dir and the amma-ba‘d. Crucially, the name itself, khutbat- 
al-kitab, denotes its affinity to the beginning o f  the khutbah and acknowledges its debt 
to it. W hile the tasdlr was used exclusively in correspondence, the khutbat-al-kitab was 
used within the chancery and without it. In n'salahs emanating from the chancery, 
where Tahmid is used, it follow s the tasdh' and anmia-ba‘d. In monographs, however, a 
short or long Talmud is used without tasdlr m d  is followed by amma-ba‘d.
K itab  (or Qur’an) Natiq: In the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition refers to the Imam who is the 
Speaking and animate counterpart to the Silent inanimate Qur’an (See chapter-V). The 
term Qarin al-Q w ’an is also used.
K itab  (or Q w'm )Saniit. In the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition refers to the Silent and 
inanimate text o f  the Qur’an (whether oral or written). It is complemented by the 
Speaking and animate K itab Natiq: the Imam (See chapter-V).
M a’dhun al-Da‘wah (or al-Ma'dhun al-Mutlaq): In the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition, in the 
tim e o f  the Imam’s seclusion, one o f  three hudud who represent the Imam. Ranking 
below the D a‘i (appointed by him). The present incumbent o f  the position is Syedi 
Khuzema b. Syedna Taher Saifuddin.
Ma ’qul: See NafsanI
Mahsus\ See Jismanl
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M ajalis al-Hikmah; sing. M ajlis: a framework for the dissemination o f  knowledge in the 
Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition. The most iconic are the Majalis al-Hikinah o f  al-Mu’ ayyad 
al-Shlrazl. A lso called the M ajalis Mu ’ayyadiyyah, they are an eight volume collection  
o f  M ajalis lectures delivered by al-Mu’ayyad on each Thursday in Fatimid Cairo in the 
tim e o f  the Fatimid Imam al-Mustansir (d. 486/1094). Each volume comprises one 
hundred M ajalis (hence the name i n e ’af),  possibly compiled as such at a later date. 
Each M ajlis begins and concludes with a Tahmid and in between addresses the esoteric 
signification o f  selected Qur’anic verses. W hile the length varies, each M ajlis is on 
average 4-5 printed pages. Earlier works, such as al-Qadi al-NuTnan’s two volume work 
Ta’w il al-Da‘aim, are also in the same format, but the Tahmlds within al-Mu’ayyad’s 
work are a m ilestone within the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition. The Majalis- 
Mustansiriyyah, one volum e o f  less than a hundred Majalis, written in roughly the same 
period as al-M u’ayyad, are also in the same format. In the Yemeni phase, ‘AH b. 
Muhammad b. al-W afid’s Majalis al-Nush wa al-Bayan also follow  the pattern set 
earlier in Fatimid times. The sheer volume o f  Tahmlds in the Majalis, 1600+ in al- 
M u’ayyad’s M ajalis alone, facilitates the observation o f  recurring patterns and relations 
(See chapter-V and VI).
M ajmu‘ al-Tarbiyah (vol.I and II): is a collection o f  short epistles m ostly authored in 
the early Yem eni phase (6th-7tb/12th-13th century), but including a few from Fatimid 
times. The collection is commonly attributed to the Fatimid-Tayyibl scholar 
Muhammad b. Tahir (d. 584/1188), who is also the author o f  a number o f  its epistles. 
The compendium provides a wide sampling o f  Tahmlds from both the Fatimid and 
Yemeni phase and, crucially, from a wide selection o f  authors.
Mamthul: living animate symbolized, which complements the physical inanimate 
symbol (mathal). A lso see nafsani.
Matbal: physical inanimate symbol, which complements the living animate 
‘sym bolized’ (mainthul). Also see jismani.
Mukasir al-Da(wah (or al-M a’dhunn al-Mahsur): In the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition, in 
the tim e o f  the Imam’s seclusion, one o f  three hudud who represent the Imam. He is 
appointed by the DaT and ranks below the M a’dhun. The present incumbent o f  the 
position is Syedi Husain Husamuddin.
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Natiq. A  Prophet who brings forth a new Shan'ah. Muhammad is believed in the 
Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition to be the sixth Natiq. A  Natiq is necessarily also a Nabiyy.
Nabiyy. Prophet. In the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition Muhammad’s Prophethood 
(nubuwwai) is complemented by ‘AH as his successor ( was iyy, wasayaf). The two  
couch the binarism o f  tanzll-ta 3wil. Muhammad is responsible for the encoding o f  the 
revelation he receives into the Arabic Qur’an and the rites o f  the ShaiTah while ‘A ll is 
responsible for the expounding ( bayah) its true inner ( ta ’wil) meaning.
Nafsani (or rubani)'. Referring to the spiritual realm. This realm is akin to the 
intellectual (m a‘qiii) which complements the physically perceivable (malisus). A  
physical symbol (mathal), in the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition, symbolizes a spiritual and 
intellectual ‘sym bolized’ (mamthul). iAlain al-nafs refers to the omnitemporal world, 
the Hereafter {al-dai' al-akhirah). See F ig .l in chapter-V. Jismanl, complements nafsani 
(or ruhani), part o f  the Nafsani-Jismanl bin ari sm.
Nass: hi the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition the divinely inspired act o f  appointing a 
successor.
New-risalah: emanating from the khutbah tradition functionally and stylistically, was 
hybrid  in nature, with an ornate register, and often sustained a syllogistic argument. 
The framework o f  the new-risalah ensured the endurance and development o f  Tahmid, 
which was one o f  its significant formal aspects. See chapter-II.
Nisbah-Relatiom The explicit relation between two entities. These relations form the core of  
the Tahmid. For example Muhammad’s relation to God, with the proposition that he is His 
messenger, servant... etc. Part o f the relational approach for the analysis o f Tahmlds, discussed 
in chapter-IV.
Old-risalah: risalahs roughly prior to ‘Abd al-Hamld al-Katib (d. 132-3/750-1), was 
predominantly instructive w ith a plain register. The tasdlr (which includes a brief 
hamd) was a key characteristic o f  the old-risalah. See chapter-II.
Principle o f Correspondence: the principle relies on a vertical non-conventional understanding 
o f  time. On the one hand there is a correspondence with the divine order o f the cosmos, 
whereby the principles and cycles o f  nature are continuously, ‘omnitemporally’, mirrored, or 
deemed equivalent to the contemporary circumstantial context: for example, the mirroring of  
the cycle o f the stars with the divinely ordained rise and fall o f  kingdoms, the ups and downs in
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l i f e ,c usr and yusr. On the other hand, there is a correspondence, not in an absolute sense but 
with respect to the qualities which the context entails, between individuals and events in the 
sacred epic past. However, these events that occurred in the past are, due to the principle of  
correspondence, also happening or mirrored in the present. Therefore the sacred past becomes 
‘absolutely present’. Part o f  the relational approach for the analysis o f  Tahmlds, discussed in 
chapter-IV.
Relata. the entities that relate (Primary. God, Muhammad, etc.; Secondary, cycles o f nature, 
day and night, sun and m oon...etc.). There are three main levels o f relata. The first leve l is 
exclusive to God. The second leve l includes those individuals, past and present, who are 
considered intermediaries between God and the individual or community. This comprises the 
Prophets, especially Muhammad who is considered the Seal o f  the Prophets, the caliphs and for 
the Shiites the progeny o f Muhammad, the Imams. The second level also includes abstract 
concepts such as guidance {hidayali), knowledge (c/fei), the religious mission (Da°wali), the 
metaphysical Pen ( qalam), etc.; and concepts that constitute the unseen (,ghayb), such as 
heaven, hell etc. The third leve l comprises individuals as part o f  the community o f God, those 
who follow the guidance o f  the Prophet {awliya*); or as part o f the assembly o f the enemies of  
God ( acda % This level directly connects the audience with the Talmud. Part o f the relational 
approach for the analysis o f Tahmlds, discussed in chapter-IV.
Relational-Proposition: the nature o f the relation (e.g. mercy, eradication, guidance, etc.), that 
defines the relation between entities that relate. The relational proposition determines the mood 
o f  the Tahnud and is able to trigger J5Xra/f-relations. Part o f the relational approach for the 
analysis o f  Tahmlds, discussed in chapter-IV.
Risalah-Ramadaniyyah: pi. R asa’il-Ramadaniyyah\ the risalahs became an annual 
tradition in the Fatimid-Tayyibl D a‘wah in India from the 12th/ l 8 th century. They were 
written to encourage followers to take full advantage o f  the season o f  worship. 
Discussions on the esoteric signification o f  Qur’anic verses, historical narratives and 
w ise counsel was also included. They were written by learned scholars in the D a T s  
name. The m ilestone o f  personally authoring the R asa’il-Rainadaniyyah was reserved 
for the fifty-first D a‘i Syedna Taher Saifuddin. A ll R asa‘il-Rainadaniyyah begin with a 
comparatively long Tahmid (See chapter-VI and chapter-VII).
Ruhani: See Nafsani
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Sabk - i  Hindi: the Indian style o f  Persian literature popular* in the 12th-14th/18th-20th 
centuries known for its elaborate constructions and fascination w ith rhyme and rhythm.
Satr: in the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition, the term used to refer to the period in which the 
Imam is in seclusion and is represented by the DaT and two other rutbahs entrusted to 
him (zayr-i-dast) the Ma ’dhun and the Mukasir.
Secondary Relata: the secondary relata are the entities that are used to mirror or represent [as 
manifestations] the relational-propositions in the primary relata. The planets, day and night, 
rain, sky, illness, medicine, path, rope, light and darkness are a few examples of secondary 
relata. These phenomena of nature, the physical entities and cycles created by God, are often 
presented as manifestations of the will of God and of entities and cycles in the spiritual 
universe. These secondary relata play an important role in the creation of metaphors, bringing 
abstract notions closer to our understanding, and in broadening the scope of relational- 
propositions. Part of the relational approach for the analysis o f Tahmlds, discussed in chapter- 
IV.
Sight and sound patterns, the audible and visual patterns created by rhyme, rhythm and 
parallelism in texts. These patterns often tacitly persuade the audience, regardless of any 
underlying logic. In Tahmids they also enhance the relations and often even aid in their 
creation.
Al-Tayyib. the 21st in the line o f  Imams according to the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition. 
Birth o f  al-Tayyib was announced by his father al-Amir in S ijill al-Bisharah, sent to al- 
Hurrah al-Malikah in Yemen. After al-Amir’s assassination, al-Tayyib is believed to 
have been taken into hiding and seclusion by a number o f  his father’s trusted advisors 
and DaTs. The DaTs (DaT Mutlaq), appointed by al-Amir to represent al-Tayyib and 
his progeny and continue the D a‘wah in al-Tayyib’s name. The present Imam, in the 
progeny o f  al-Tayyib, is known as Tayyib al-A sr. In the Yem eni and Indian phases, 
salawat on al-Tayyib and Tayyib a l-A sr  is a common feature in Fatimid-Tayyibl 
Tahmids (See chapter-V and VI).
Tacit persuasion: a term coined by Lanham (2004, p. 178). “Shapes, either sound patterns or 
sight patterns, often seem to bring with them their own kind of illogical persuasion. For the 
most part, we simply don’t know why they affect us as they do. It must come from how the 
brain processes information but that doesn’t really tell us anything”.
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Tahnnd the word Tahmid, a verbal noun, is defined literally as the act o f praising and offering 
thanks. The tradition labelled Talmud, however, is defined by four core components that 
constitute its basic structure in this order: \-basmalah (beginning with the name o f God with 
the formula: bism Allah al-Raliman al-Rahlm), 2- Hamd, praising and thanking Him, most 
commonly with the formula al-hamd 11 Allah alladhi..., 3- Shahadah, the proclamation o f the 
Unity o f  God and the Prophethood o f Muhammad: ashhad an la ilaha ilia Allah-wa ami 
Muhammad rasul Allah, and 4- Salawat, beseeching blessings on the Prophet and his progeny, 
usually based on the formula Allahiunma salli ‘ala Muhammad wa al Muhammad kama sallayta 
‘ala Ibrahim wa al Ibrahim. Various other terms have also been used to refer to Arabic laudatory 
preambles that begin with the name o f God, praise Him, proclaim His Unity and beseech 
blessings on the Prophet and his progeny. These include tasdlr, khutbat al-kitab, hamd, 
hamdalah, and sack al-kitab. For the sake o f  consistency, I use the term Talmud to refer to the 
tradition in general, and the other terms to refer to specific sub-types. The reason I choose 
Talmud over others is because o f  its distinction from other words (khutbali confused with 
oration, tasdir confused with address or other kinds o f  beginnings etc.) and because it is a 
compact single word that conveys the essence o f the tradition: praise and thanks, in perpetuity 
and in absolute terms since it is a verbal noun.
Tanzil: the term in the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition refers to the revelation to Muhammad 
including the Qur’an and the divine rites o f  the Shail‘ah. In the Fatimid-Tayyibl 
tradition forms part o f  the tanzll-ta \v ll binarism. Muhammad is responsible for tanzil 
while ‘A ll’s role is to  expound its hidden meaning ( ta ’wll).
Tasdlr: Is the standard beginning ‘inn! ahmad ilayk Allah alladhi la ilah ilia h d  in the 
begimiing o f  chancery documents. The formula originally consisted o f hamd and a 
shahadah. The salawat was added later in the Abbasid period. It is consistently seen 
from the very early days o f  Islam and persists virtually unchanged. It is the origin o f  the 
more elaborate Talmud {khutbat al-kitab) in chancery n'salahs.
Tasalsul: from silsilah,, lit. chain. Refers in the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition to the concept of  
continuity o f  the chain o f Imamate in ‘Ali, after the Prophet, then in Hasan and Husayn, and in 
Husayn’s progeny till the Day o f Judgment. The succession o f the Imams, with the exception of  
Hasan, must be father to son. The line o f  Imams persists from father to son even in times of  
seclusion. In these times, tasalsul also refers to the succession and continuity o f  the chain of 
DaTs (DaT Mutlaq) who represent the Imam, but not necessarily from father to son. The 
appointment o f a successor is a divinely inspired act called nass. A  number o f Qur’anic images 
are used to represent the this concept, most importantly the image o f  the rope o f  God (liabl
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AllaJi) from verse 3:103. The structure o f  the Tahmids in the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition are a 
reflection o f their concept o f habl Allah.
Tawhld Paradox, we are close to God yet far. We are related to God in that we perceive His 
power through His creation but at the same time we are unable truly to comprehend Him. Our 
relation is with the creation; the creator is impossible to perceive.
Transeimt Relations: refers to relations between communities as relata. If each community is an 
individual, then these are social relations between individuals.
* Unwin: lit. the address, in chancery manuals m ostly refers to the phrase: min-fulin-b. 
fulan-ila-fulan-b. fulan. It is thus part o f  the tasdlr.
Walayah'. specifically the allegiance to and acceptance firstly o f  ‘All as Muhammad’s 
heir and the master o f  the uimnah (mawla) after him, and then o f  the chain o f  appointed 
successors from among their descendents -  is considered by Ism aili-Shiites as one o f  the 
pillar s o f  Islam. For the Fatimid-Tayyibls it involves an acknowledgment o f  a specific 
chain o f  Imams in Muhammad and ‘A ll’s progeny, different from other ShTahs such as 
Twelvers, as w ell as the walayah o f  the DaT Mutlaq-s in tim e o f  seclusion, culminating 
in the allegiance to and obedience o f  the present concealed Imam and the present DaT.
Wasiyy. literally legatee; refers in the Shiite tradition to ‘A ll as the Prophet’s 
successor.
W orldview: {Weltanschauung) 1-the overall perspective from which one sees and interprets the 
world. 2 - a collection o f beliefs about life and the universe held by an individual or a group. 
Tahmids embody the author’s worldview.
Zahir: In the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition refers to the overt physical laws and practices o f  
the Shaii(ah and the literal meaning o f  the Qur’an. Complements batin as part o f  the 
zahir-batin binarism. Muhammad is responsible for the zahir (or tanzil) while ‘All is 
responsible for the batin {ta ’wll).
Zuhur: In the Fatimid-Tayyibl tradition, the term used to refer to the period in which  
the Imam and his whereabouts are known.
